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KONINKLLTKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday May 27, 1905.

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuinkundige

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 27 Mei 1905, Dl. XIV).

OOZsTTElsTTS.
L. Boi.iv: "On the development of the cerebellum in man". (First part), p. 1. (With one plate).

E. VKHSCiiAFrKLT: "Some observations on the longitudinal growth of stems and flower-stalks".

(Communicated by Prof. Ilrco dk Vriks), p. 8.

G. C. J. VosMAKU and H. V. Wijsman: "On the structure of some siliceous spicules of Sponges.

I. The styli of Tcthya lyncurium", p. 15.

Jan db Viuks : "On pencils of algebraic surfaces", p. 29.

J. J. VAN Laar: "On the sha]ie of the plaitjroint curves for mixtures of normal sid^stances".

(2nd Communication) (Communicated by Trof. II.. A. Luiikntz), p. 33. (With one plate).

J. J. VAN Laar: "Some remarks on Dr. Pii. Koiinstam.m's last i)apers". (Communicated by

Prof. II. A. LoRENTz), )). 49.

W. A. Ykr.sluy.s: "On the rank of the section of two algebraic surfaces". (Communicated by

Prof. P. H. Sciioute), p. 52.

The following papers were read :

Anatomy. — "On the development of the cerebellum in man.'"

(First part). Bj Prof. L. Bolk.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905.)

On account of the fact that the lobulisation of the adult cerebellum

of Primates generally and of man in particular, deviates in various

respects from that of the remaining mammals, so that a homologisation

of the lobes of the cerebellum of Primates occasionally presents

difficulties, I undertook an investigation concerning tJie development

of the grooves and lobes of the cerebellum in man, in order to try

to elucidate certain obscure points in the anatomy of the Primate-

cerebellum in this way. This investigation comprises some forty

cerebella of human embryos, varying in length from crown to sole

from 5 to 30 cm.

i
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All the objects had been hardened in formol in .sita; alcoholic

material cannot be used for the study of this developmental process.

A complete systematic investigation of the formation of the lobes

in the cerebellum of man has until now not been carried out. Retzius

giv^es in his well-known standard work — Das Menschenhirn —
a great number of pictures of developmental stages, also of the

cerebellum, but a reasoned explanation to them is lacking. Of an

earlier period we moreover mention the communications ofKöLLiKER

and ScHWALBE, of more recent date those of Kuithan, Elliot Smith

and Charnock Bradley. In general, however, these in\estigations

have been made with material which for this purpose was insufficient

and as a consequence of this, opinions have become current which

I have found to be wrong. This is more especially the case with the

view concerning the way in which the sulcus horizontalis develops.

Particularly with a view to the individual variations which arise

especially in the later period of the lobulisation, it is essential to

carry ont the investigation with an extensi\'e material, if we want

to form a clear and continuous idea of the process and if we desire

to distinguish well what is norm here and what exception.

In the morphogenetic process of the iiuman cerebellum three

periods may be distinguished, the tirst period is that of the de\'elopment

of the "cerebellar lamella" until the appearance of the tirst cortical

groove ; the second and third periods are those of the formation of

grooves and lobes, during which, in the secoiid period, those grooves

appear which are generally characteristic for the cerebellum of mam-

mals, in the third, the specitic grooves and lobes of the Primate

cerebellum. In this first communication only the first and second

periods will be described.

F'ig. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are suflicient to give an idea of the develop-

ment of the "cerebellar lamella" until the time of appearance of

the first groove. Fig. 1 has been taken from a foetus of 5 cm.

length from crown to sole. The cur\atures of the pons and neck

have reached their maximum. The cerebellum appears as the already

fairly thickened "cerebellar lamella" of Mihalcovics. It is remarkable

that the thickening is turned intraventricularly in man ^vhereas in

the rabbit and pig (Charnock Bradley) and tlie sheep (Kuithan) it

is exactly the extraventricular face which is most prominent.

From figs. '2a and 3rt it appears that the convexity of the intra-

ventricular plane becomes greater and greater, while the outer plane

is only slightly vaulted. As a consequence of this, the cerebellum

has in Fig. 3 acquired a triangular shape in the section with one

extra- and two intraventricular planes; of these latter one faces
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basalwards, the other candalwards. The oi'iginal caudal edge of the

"Lamina cerebellaris" has consequently been shoved upward together

with the insertion of the epithelial ventricular roof. Since in the

mean time the plica-cborioidea has been formed, the peculiar condition

has arisen, described by His for the human cerebellum, of which

KuiTHAN, however, denies the existence, since he could discover no
trace of it in the sheep, although a complete developmental series

was at his disposal. The anterior i)lait of the plica chorioidea, the

so-called lamina chorioidea, is now stretched parallel to the intra-

ventricular plane of the cerebellum wdiicli is turned biickw^ards and
this gives origin to a slit-shaped space between this plane and the

lamella mentioned. His described this in this way that the lamina

chorioidea partially encloses the cerebellum like a sac and how far

this is the case appears from fig. 36 where the cerebellum is seen

laterally. Now in fig. 4 nothing is found any longer of this condition,

the plica chorioidea is now inserted at the edge of the cerebellum

which now^ is turned to the back. Also in this respect I can confirm

the observations of His against those of Kuithan, that namely the

lamina chorioidea lays itself upon the intraventricular plane and
coalesces with this. Through this the latter has become an extra-

ventricular plane and the plica chorioidea has obtained a new
secondary line of insertion with the cerebellum. At the same time

the outer plane has in this way become convex, the inner plane

shows as a first indication of the "tent" in its posterior part a

shallow groove which is to be distinguished as Incisura fastigii.

The primitive line of insertion of the lamina chorioidea has to be

sought in fig. 4 at the top of the extraventricular plane, laterally it

lies more caudally, as follows from fig. Sb. This developmental stage

of the cerebellum in man seems, by the peculiar way in which it

thickens, to differ fundamentally from that of other mammals, where

the cerebellar lamella retains in the section a more flattened lenti-

cular shape.

At first the thickened lamina cerebellaris has the shape of a semi-

ring, standing vertically on the anterior part of the longitudinal axis

of the rhombencephalon and laterally passing into the still smooth

regio pontis without a sharp border (fig. 2h). Soon the lateral parts

of the lamina cerebellaris show a fairly strong clublike swelling

(fig. Sfj) by which a clear demarcation between cerebral base and
cerebellum is formed. These lateral swellings remind us of the bilateral

origin of the cerebellum in lower vertebrates (observed e.g. by Schaper

in Teleosteans). Yet this lateral demarcation is onl}' temporary ; as

soon as the pons begins to difierentiate, it disappears again and arises

1*
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anew only at a much later stage Avhen the cortex has already become

amply lamellised.

In the mean time, during the thickening of tiie lamina cerebellaris,

developmental phenomena haAe taken place in the bordering region

between Mesencephalon and Rhombencephalon, giving rise to the

formation of Plica encephali dorsalis (Kupfer), Isthmns rhombence-

phali and Velum mednllare anteriiis. In the youngest stage represented

(fig. 1) the anterior edge of the Lamina cerebellaris passes directly

into the mesencephalic roof, only the posterior edge of this latter

is a little inwardly in\'aginated. An Isthmns rhombencephali or Plica

cjicephali dorsalis do not yet exist. In the next stage of development

(fig. %() the mesencephalon has obtained a clearly defined posterior

Avail, vertical to the roof; the inward invagination of the posterior

edge of the roof is still in existence and is partly visible in fig. 3,

but has disappeared in . fig. 4 on account of tlie thickening of the

posterior wall of the mesencephalon. In fig. 2 the plica encephali

dorsalis has developed, bordered in front by the posterior wall of the

mesencephalon, at the back by the lamina cerebellaris. The formalioii

of the Plica is accompanied by a rotation of the Lamina cere-

bellaris, the anterior edge of which is now no longer situated at

the front but below and as a consequence of this the Isthmus

rhombencephali is now also indicated in principle. Next the bottom

of the plica encephali dorsalis becomes broader, there arises between

the thickened lamina cerebellaris and the mesencephalon a thin middle

plate (figs. 3a and 4), the first origin of the velum mednllare anterius.

The further details of this stage and the following stages will be

extensively described elsewhere.

The lobulisation of the cerebellum in the second stage is characte-

rised by the fact that the grooves which divide the surface of the

cerebellum into several regions originate with a single exception in

the median plane and from there extend laterally. These interlobular

grooves are consequently unpaii'ed with one exception and divide

the foetal cerebellum of man into a number of lobes, which can be

homologised without difficulty with those which I learnt to be typical

for the adult mammalian cerebellum.

The median section of a cerebellum with indications of the grooves

that appear fii-st, is given in fig. 5. The incisura fastigii has been

shifted more to the front compai-ed with fig. 4. On the extraventricnlar

plane two grooves can be clearly distinguished, one, a little rostrally

from the top of the cerebellum, another at a short distance from the

margo myelencephalicus. Which of these two arises first I have not

been able to make out, evidently they both arise about simultaneously.
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since in three cerebella of this stage 1 tbiuul both of them already

present in each (total length of the foetus 8 to 10 cm.). The anterior

groove is the sulcus primarius (1), the typical principal groove, easily

recognised in every nianmuilian cerebellum, sepai'ating the two lobes

of the cerebellum, the lobus anterior and lobiis poslerioi'. Tiie posterior

groove is the sulcus uvulo-nodularis {iiii/u') (sulcus postiiodulai-is of

Elliott Smith, sulcus praeuvularis of Zikhk-n, Fissure IV of Charnock

Bradley). It borders the nodulusin front, i.e. in the direction of

the mesencephalon. Between these grooves a still shallow depression

is visible on the upper part of the posterior j»lane, the lii-st indication

of the fissura secunda (Elliott Smith, niihi, sulcus inferior anterior

of Ziehen, fissure d of Charnock BRADiiEv). The cerebellum, seen at

this stage from behintl, is somewhat biscuilshaped (tig. 6) and lies with

the front planes of its lateral parts against the occipital poles of the

hemispherical vesicles. Besides the two mentioned gi'ooves, proceeding

from the median line, the cerebellum possesses at this stage already

a sulcus which is bilaterally symmetrical and lies at a short distance

of the margo myelencephalicus. This groove {p), which develops in

a latero-inedial direction is the hoinologon of the groove which I

have distinguished in the mammalian cerebellum as lissura para-

floccnlaris. It borders in front the already slightly prominent so-called

recessus lateralis. The anterior wall of this recessus lateralis has been

distinguished by Kölliker as gyrus chorioidcus. It seems to me that

the name "Gyrus floccularis" is more characteristic, since from this

narrow cerebellar seam which is already marked out at so early a

stage, the tlocculi are later formed.

In a successive stage (Figs. 7 and 8) the sulcus primarius (1) has

become deei)er and the tissura secunda (2) has become a distinct

grooxe ; moreover a first secondar}' groove has arisen in the lobus

anterior. Later this lobus is separated into four small lobes by three

grooves; I have not been able, however, to make out which of

these three is the first to appear. That the sulcus in the. lobus anterior,

seen in tigs. 6 and 7, which is first in appearing, is really the

groove, distinguished by Elliot Smith as sulcus praeculminatus, I

have not been able to confirm, while also from a comparison of my
human cerebella of this stage witli corresponding figures given by

Charnock Bradley for the rabbit and pig, it appears that this first

groove lies in the lobus anterior of man farther away from the sulcus

primarius than with the two animals mentioned. So I camiot decide

whether this first groove in the lobus antei-ior in man is homologous

with the "Fissure 1" of Charnock Bradley. Also in the lobus

posterior a new groove has appeared in the median line, between
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the sulcus primarius (1) and the flssura secunda (2). This groove,

indicated in the following figures by 4, is the sulcus praepyramidalis

(mihi) (sulcus inferior posterior of Ziehen, fissure suprapyramidalis

of Elliot S."\iith, fissure III of Charnock Bradley). This fissura

praepyramidalis borders in front the pyramis and soon reaches the

length of the fissura secunda. This latter can in its further develop-

ment lengthen itself regularly in a lateral direction, or otherwise

there independently arises (fig. 8b 2') in the hemisphere at a short

distance above the , fissura paratloccularis {j>) a groove which soon

becomes confluent with the fissura secunda. While at the same time

the recessus laterales bend out further, the fissura paratloccularis

(fig. 7b, Sb, p) becomes confluent with the sulcus uvulo-nodularis,

by which the gyri flocculares form with the nodulus a part which

is marl\ed off from the remainig cerebellum. Elliott Smith mentions

that the fissura paratloccularis can also flow^ together with the fissura

secunda (2). This observation I can confirm for other mammals on

account of the structure of the adult cerebellum ; with the embryonic

material of man I have not observed such a case. At a later stage

the fissura secunda does terminate, above in the fissura paratloccularis.

In the cerebellum of a foetus of 13 cm. the hemispheres are no

longer swollen balloonlike, but have, wiien seen from behind, obtained

the more angular form which now is characteristic for them during

a longer period of development (fig. 9c/). Tiie median zone is still

a little depressed, even in the posterior part of the lobus anterior.

The sulcus primarius (1) lies still relatively far at the back, the sulcus

praepyramidalis (4) has already pretty far advanced into the hemis-

pheres, but in such a way that the lateral parts with the transversally

proceeding middle part form an obtuse angle, witli the opening

downwards. This peculiar siiape forms during the successive stages

of development, in which the interpretation of the grooxes is not

always easy, an excellent diagnostic for the sulcus praepyramidalis.

The fissura secunda (2) has advanced as far as the lateral wall of

the cerebellum so that the regio tonsillaris (fig. da t) is now bordered

on all sides. This region is always more or less swollen in the shape

of an egg. The gyrus floccularis is divided by a longitudinal groove

into two small lobes. At this stage consequently the uvula with the

appertaining lateral parts and so also the noduhis with its lateral

regions are already differentiated in principle. This rapid developmental

process contrasts strongly with the still very simple condition found

in the remaining part of tiie lobus posterior and supports to some

extent the opinion of Elliott Smith who looks upon the complex

of uvula with tonsils, nodulus with flocculi, as a more independent
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Fig. 9a.
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lobe of the cerebellum. Then the pecnliai* surface division in the

median line between sulcus primariiis (J) and lissnra secnnda (2)

deserves notice. The sulcus praepvramidalis (4), namely, at first

always divides this region into two nnequal parts ; the lower half,

the greater, situated between sulcus jiraepjramidalis (4) and fissura

secnnda is the origin of the pyramis, while from the very narrow

npper half, situated between sulcus primarius (1) and sulcns praepy-

ramidalis, mnst originate : declive, folium vermis and tnber vermis.

In this respect a parallelism can be noticed between the phylogenetie

and ontogenetic development of the cerebellum. F'or the narrow

region between sulcus primarius and sulcus praepyramidalis is

homologous with that lobulus which in the median section of the

mammalian cerebellum I have distinguished as lobulus C^ and which

only in the Primates attains a very strong development.

The frontal plane and median section of the cerebellum of a foetus

of 15 cm. are given in fig. 10. This stage of development is important

because now the foetal human cerebellum shows the same lobulisation

which I Jearnt to be the fundamental type of the mammalian cere-

bellum generally, a stage which only lasts a short time, since now

soon the grooves appear that characterise the Primates generally or

the Anthropoids and man more particularly and tiie homologa of

which are missed with other mammals. For as will be seen from

fig. 10b, now in the median section, as well the lobus anterior as

the lobus posterior, is di\'ided by three groo\'es into four lobuli.

With the mammalian cerebellum I have distinguished the four lobuli

of the lobulus anterior as lobulus 1, 2, 3 and 4, the latter being

situated immediately before the sulcus primarius, the four lobuli of

the lobus posterior I distinguished as lobulus a (homologous with

the nodulus), lobulus h (homologous witli the uvula), lobulus C^

(homologous with the pyramis) and lobulus C, (homologous with the

complex of declive, folium vermis and tuber vermis). It will be seen

by a comparison w\\\\ the investigations of Charnock Bradley, that

the stage with man, sketched in figs. 9 and 10, has a strong resem-

blance with a developmental stage which the cerebellum of other

mammals (pig and rabbit) traverse before the final lobulisation of the

cerebellum. However much the Primate cerebellum may in its final

form differ from that of other uiainmals the groundplan of its lobuli-

sation is, as is evident from the now sketched period of development,

not different from that of other mammals. In the next following stage,

however, it follows a development of its own, grooves occur, intro-

ductory to the lamellisation of the cortex, which are specific for the

Primates and which will be described in the second communication.
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Botany. — "Some observations on the longitudinal growth of stems

and flower-stalks" . ^j Prof. E. Verschaffelt. (Communicated

by Prof. Hugo de Vries).

(Communicated in the meeiing of March 25, 1905).

Superficial observation already shows that in many cases the

growth of stems, leaf- and flower-stalks is greatly dependent on the

organs which they bear: buds, leaf-lamina, flowers. When these

latter are removed the growth of the axial parts is generally arrested

and they even die after a shorter or longer time.

In literature I have not found any investigations mentioned,

attempting to analyse this phenomenon more closely; e.g. in the

case of flower-stalks, to find out whether excision of cei'tain parts of

the flow^er had as much influence on the growth of the stalk as the

removal of the entire flower. I have now been able to make this

out for some vernal plants by measurements of growtli and I shall

in what follows give a short account of the results.

1 chose preferably flowers for this purpose, since here at the top

of the same spindle organs of different physiological functions occur

together and so the experiments admitted of greater variety. In one

case, that of Eranthis hiemalis Salisb., I shall describe the course

of the investigation and its results a little more in extenso; the

other examples will be more briefly dealt with.

The stem of Eranthis, as will be known, bears at its top a single

flower and close under it, united to a sort of broad collar, a \vhorl

of three green sitting parted leaves. As long as the stem is still

under the ground, its top is sharply bent downward and the still

perfectly closed flower hangs down, protected by the three leaves,

still vellow then, which envelop it. As soon as the top of

the stem has come above the ground ;\jrI also the flower has

come free, this latter raises and soon unfolds itself; tlien the basal

collar spreads out and turns green. The measin-ements of growth

were made in the stage lietween the period when the stem is not

yet visible abo\'e the ground and that, in which, after the petals

and stamens have fallen off, oidy the fertilised pistils remain. About

this time the longitudinal growtli stops. Whether afterwards, during

the ripening of the fruits, a new period of growth l)egins, as in

other plants, I have not investigated.

The plants, serving for the investigation, were placed in a hothouse

of the Botanical Garden at Amsterdam, in which the mean tempe-

rature was 20^ C. and ij] which the specimens developed very rapidly

and entirely normally.
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I will (irst show hv a, few exninplcs thai the piosenee of the

organs on tiie top is necessaiT in ordei' to cause tiic stem to grow
norniall}' in length.

Tlie stem of' an Erantlm was on February 4, 1905, 40 mui. long,

measured from the base near the rhizoma to the Junetion of the

leaf-whorl. Placed in the hothouse the plant was at tirst measured

daily, afterwards every other day ; for briefness' sake 1 shall liei'e

only give the lengtii reached by the stem after every four or live days.

Date
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of it were cut awav. On the otlier liaiid the growth was very con-

siderably impeded by removijig tlie whorl of green leaves. This will

be seen from the following measurements.

Eranthis-siem, on which only the three lea^TS under the flower

have been preserved, the flower itself having been removed :

Date
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is not the case follows from the fact that the same results are

obtained in the dark and that consecjuently the presence also of

the non-assimilating lea\'es renders a strong longitudinal growth of

the stem possible, which does not occur if onh the flower is preserved

on the top. It will be superfhious to mention figures in this respect.

No more does it appear necessary to give in extenso the measu-

rements proving tliat removal of the pistils, the stamens or the

petals has with Eranthis little or no influence on the longiluiHiial

growth of the stem. On the other hand it is not superfluous to

remark that the leaf-whorl must be prettj' completel}- cut away if

we want soon to arrest growth. The three green leaves namely

show basal growth themselves and if their foot is not damaged, this

latter may appreciably grow in size in the course of a few days;

at the same time the stem continues growing in length.

Example: foot of the three green leaves kept; also the flower

intact.

Date 8.2 11.2 15.2 20.2 26.2

Lengtli in mm. 54 81 113 145 145

Already on the 13'^' tlie leaf-whorl had considerably^ grown out;

at the edge nothing of the nature of a wound could be seen any more.

In the same time a stem of 102 m.m. length on which the leaf-

whorl had been completel}' cut away, the flower remaining intact,

had only reached a length of 117 m.m.

If one should be inclined to think that not the presence of the

whorl of green leaves but the intact conditioii of the junction of

the leaves on the stalk is the principal point here, I must remark

that of this junction zone a layer of tissue may be removed all

round without the longitudinal growth being materiall}' affected.

Also from the somewhat vaulted receptacle a part may be removed

or the middle part may be hollowed without any other consequences

than would ensue on the plucking off of the floral parts situated on i(.

Finally we remark that Eranthis-siems, cut off near the junction

on the rhizoma can continue growing for da3'S when they are put

with their feet in water and then show the same behaviour as whole

plantlets. Besides, the presence of one out of the three green leaves

is sufficient to render a considerable growth in length of the stem

possible; e.g. lengthening from 53 to 89 mm. in two weeks. That

also with Eranthis-lenyes the growth of the leaf-stalk depends on

the presence of the leaf-disk will now be obvious ; I have ascertained

myself of it by measurements, however.
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Galantlms nivalis L. enables iis to observe phenomena of a diflfe-

rent kind in this same respect. With this plant also, the stem termi-

nates in a single flower which, however, when it is fully developed

and unfolded, hangs on a thin, limp, flower-stalk. This is implanted

on the top of the stem, where also two coalescent bracts are found

which enveloped the flower-bud before its unfolding. Hence we must

here investigate the influence of the terminal organs on the growth

of the stem as well as on that of the flower-stalk.

Concerning the longitudinal growth of the stem, we find that it

is completely independent of the presence of the flower. A single

example will suffice to show this. The stem was measured from the

point where it appears from the bulb to the implantation of the

bracts; these latter still surrounded the flower-bud; in a the plant

remained undamaged; in A bracts and flower Avere cut awav to

the foot.

Date
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swelling occnrrin^ at the point whore the bracts and flower-stalk

are implanted, so I hat this zone also has no importance for the

growth of the ])arts nnder it. Also stems of Gdlanthus and Mnr-

cissK.'i, cnt in the basal part and hence separated from the bulb,

or even parts of them, if (hey were taken fi'oni plants with their

tlower-bnds still closed, continue to grow vigorously whether the

flower-bud be present or not.

Tulipa (iesnerlana L. siiows sometliing diflcrent again. Hei'c the

floAver is born by a leafed stem; the inlernodes which arc phiced

near the base stop growing sensibly towards the time that the (lower

becomes visible from the outside and is about to open. At this

stage, however, the upper intcrnode with the flower at the top,

still grows considerably in length. For this the presence of the

flower is absolutely necessar\'. The upper portion of the stem is

arrested in growth and gradually dies off as soon as the flower is

cut off.

Example: a. flower present; /;. flower removed. Only the upper

intcrnode measured.

Data
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the green leaves and tlie bracts round them, j)kints that had been
cnt open had to be used for the measurements, in which the flower

was laid bare over its full length. For this purpose flowers were
chosen which were still surrounded by bracts and entirely closed

and the top of which became just visible above the ground. It

appeared, however, that at this stage the stem on which the flower

is situated, had reached about its full length and only grew a few

millimetres more. The further longitudinal growth which is very

considerable and brings the flower above the ground is nearly wholly

caused by the corolline tube between the ovary and the loose slips

of the perianth. Only to this stage I paid attention. Some measure-

ments of the corolline tube may follow

:

a. flower undamaged.

b. corolline lobes removed.

6'. corolline lobes, stamens and pistil cut away at the upper

end of the coalescent corolline tube.

Datum
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Zoology. — ''On the Structure of .^ome Siliceous Spicules of Sponges.

1. The stjli of Tetluja lyncurium, by Dr. G. C. J. Vosmaer
and Dr. H. P. Wijsman, Professors at the Leiden University.

(Communicated in llic meeting ol' Api'il 22, 1905).

After ScHWEiGGER (J 819) had denioiislrated that the spicules of

sponges in some cases do not consist of calcium carbonate. Grant

(1826) found them to contain silica, and Howerbank (1841 «) showed
that, in addition to the silica some organic matter is present. He
reached this conchision through the fact that the spicula when heated,

were partly carbonised. Kölliker (1864) remarked that the brown

or black colonr, produced by heating, is certaiidy not only due to

carbonised organic matter; examined in reflected light the heated

spicula appeal' white, and the dark spots seen in ti-ansmitted light are,

therefore, partly due to inclosed air. Thoulet (1884) found no

organic matter and concluded : "les spicules sont done constitués par

de la silice pure", which he compares with opal. Sollas (1885)

likewise finds that the silica resembles opal. It is now generally accepted

that the spicnles of siliceous sponges consist of some kind of opal

;

but that in some way or other, organic matter is also present. So far

here is a general agreement of opinion but the chemical analyses which

have been carried out show considerable differences as to the quantity

of water, combined with the silica as a gel. The formulae, given

for the composition \av\ from 2 {SiO.;) -[- Hj) to 5 (>SVO.,) + H^O,

but must be considered as mere failures. F. E. Schulze (1904) comes

to the result: "dass, entweder die Siphone keinen bestimmten kon-

stanten Wassergehalt haben, oder dass die organischen Zwischeidaniel-

len .... einen je nach der vorgtingigen starkeren oder gerijigeren

Austrocknung wechselnden Gehalt an Wasser haben".

It is certain that even in the best cases, the quantity of organic

matter is so little that it cannot well be ascertained. Its presence

can, however, be proved by treating the spicules with hydrofluoric

acid. But there is also some disagreement as to the nature of this

matter and the exact place in the spicules where it is met with.

We shall see that different kinds of spicules vary in this point.

In addition to the silica, which behaves like some kind of opal,

and which we propose to call spicopul, and the organic matter which

F. E. ScHULZE called spieuHne, — modifying the original term used

by Haeckel — in some spicules there have been found traces of

Na, K, 01, Fe, Mg and Ca, but in such slight quantities that they

can be left out of consideration for (he moment.
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As to the stnictnre of the spicules, Gray ('J 835) liad fdiind tliem

in Hiiahiii'iiia to consist of layers, which became conspicuous by

heating. These layers concentrically surround a "central canal", which

is filled out, as Kölliker (1864) has shown, by an organic mass,

llie axial rod. Claus (1868) found that the silica which directly

surrounds this central rod, is homogeneous; he called this homogeneous

cylinder the axial cylinder. x\ccording to Max Schultzp: (1860) the

longitudinal striae, which become conspicuous especially after heating,

are due to the fact that layers of silica alternate with \ery thin

layers of oi'ganic matter; the first are, after Schultze, isotropic,

the second anisotropic. The outer layer is generally found to be of

organic nature.

In all these cases, the investigators described some special kind

of spicule ; naturally they have chosen very large spicules. Gray,

Claus and Max Schultzf studied the large rods of Hexactinellida,

such as H>/rtIonema and EiipIectcUa. It may be asked, how far

their results hold good for spicules of other sponges.

Kölliker had already found that not in every case the axial

thread is conspicuous. Also it has not been possible to demonstrate

in every case alternating layers of spicopal and of organic matter,

not even where longitudinal lines are evident. There is a great

confusion with regard to the presence of a so-called spicular sheath.

Any accurate determination of the refractive power of different

spicules is likewise wanting.

It seems, therefore, desirable to get some more information about

these subjects. Since F. E. Schulze (1904) studied the enormous

spicula of Moiiorhaphk, it appears useful to investigate, wliether

spicules from other groups agree with them as to their structure,

and their chemical and physical properties.

We began our examination by the large styli of Tethya h/ncu-

rium. After bringing this point to some certainty, we haxe com-

pared the results with those obtained from other species.

In the first place we tried to answer the question : Do the styli

of Tethya contain other organic elements than the central rod, either

as a sheath, or as layers between the spicopal, or as both of them.

Of course, the method Avhich at first presents itself for the detec-

tion of organic matter, is the dissolution of the silica by means of

hydrofluoric acid. Foi-mer iuA-estigators who applied this reagent, have

omitted to give an accurate description of their experiments. Sollas

(1888 p. XLIX) put the isolated spicules into a drop of water and

added a drop of hydrofluoric acid. On doing this, one generally

sees that the silica is dissolved and that the central rod remains.
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Adding' less hydrofluoric acid, the process does not go to the end. As

it is necessary to cover the slide by means of Canada, balsam (Soi.las)

in order to preserve the object glass from the disastrous influence

of the vapours of hydrofluoric acid, it is difticult to vary the acidity

of the fluid, in which the spicules are mounted. Also it is impossible

in this way, to exclude the influence of the glass. We had therefore,

to construct an apparatus allowing the concentration of the hydrofluoric

acid to be varied without danger to the lenses of the microscope.

At first we tried ebonite, in combination with glass, covered by a

layer of celluloid, which is sold in solution under the name of zapon.

But as this method did not satisfy our purposes, we tried another

and we think that we have found a good and rather simple device.

The adjoined figure needs little explanation. Out of a sheet of trans-

parent celluloid, 1 mm. thick, is constructed a case, abed ') ; the

bottom measures 6 X ^^ <^'™-' the height is 1.5 cm. In the midst

of the case a circular rim of celluloid, high 5 mm,, is joined to

the bottom. Anotlier case of celluloid a'b'c'd' measures 4.5 X 6 cm.

bottom and 8 mm. height. In the middle of the bottom a square of

2X^.5 cm. is cut out. This opennig is covered by a sheet of thin cel-

luloid, no more than 0.5 mm. thick, measuring 2.5 X 3.5 cm. This

thin sheet A is joined with b'c' air- and watertight by means of soft

paraffin. The spicules under examination are i)laced on the bottom

of the case a'b'c'd', e. g. in a drop of water. To flatten this drop

it is covered by a very thin film of celluloid. In the exterior part

of the case abed is poured out some liquid |)araffin p, in the interior

commercial hydrofluoric acid (//), diluted witJi 3 or 4 parts of water.

Now the case a'b'c'd' is reversed and put into abed. As we have

found that hydrofluoric acid in the gaseous state after some time

1) The carefully cut and cleaned sheets of celkiloid are easily united by means

of acelone. The parts that should be united are pressed together, and by means

of a small brush a lillle drop of acetone is applied. Tlie celluloid immediately

sticks together. The corners are afterwards, to diminish the chance of leakage,

cemented another time with zapon. Celluloid is got at the D. Celluloid Fabrik

Leipzig.

1) Very thin fdms of celluloid are got by pouring out zapon on a glassplate,

in the way that collodion plates are made, and tearing it off the glass after drying.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vlil.
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passes through thin stratca of celluloid, it might be expected that

the very thin layer of celluloid used in the above manner would

be no obstacle for the acid to attain the spicules. Even the retaining

of the reaction in this way is an advantage, as it may now be

observed without the use of very dilute sokitions.

In this way we have constructed a little apparatus which has

answered to our purposes in several respects, viz : absence of glass,

slow reaction, rather great security for the lenses of the microscope,

and the possibility of interrupting the reaction at any moment.

As we found it unmaterial whether the spicules (obtained from

sponges preserved in alcohol) were isolated by means of artificial

gastric juice (after some dciys at 35^ C) or by boiling with liydi-o-

chloric acid, we preferred the latter method. Such spicules, having

been boiled with hydrochloric acid for some minutes, washed out

repeatedly with water, either with the aid of a centrifuge or not,

and dried afterwards at the ordinary temperature, are the objects

investigated by us, if another treatment "is not expressly mentioned.

Hy placing some spicules in a drop of water, and covering them

with the thin film of celluloid, one can first study under the

microscope whether they are normal in their aspect, uninjured etc.

Also, and Tethya is a proper object for this, which spicules are open,

which closed. Then we expose the preparation to the vapours of the

hydrofluoric acid. The commencement of the reaction is more or less

retarded, depending upon the concentration of the acid, the quantity

of water and the thickness of the film of celluloid ; but at any rate

the spicules begin to be dissolved after some 30 or 50 minutes.

It is best to give attention to the fractures, as the reaction is here

to be seen at first.

BüTSCHLi (1901) already remarked that the dissolution of the silica

may occur in different ways. We can confirm this observation for

the styli of Tethya. Observing what happens at the broken end of

a spiculum, the opal surrounding the axial tiiread is seen to be

hollowed out in the shape of a cone. The top of the cone is Aery

sharp, and l)ecomes still shari)er if the reaction proceeds. BUtschli

says (1. c. 258—259) : "Man konnte wegen diesei- so haufigen

Bildung einer trichterförmigen Auflösungshöhle an den Enden auf

die Yermuthung kommen, dass die Angreifbarkeit und Loslichkeit

der Schichte]! von aussen uacli iiiiie]i, gegen den x\clisenfaden suc-

cessive zunehme. Eine solche Annahme scheint jedoch zur Erklarung

der Erscheinung nicht noting, vielmehr dürfte sie sich schon daraus

hinreichcnd erlautein, dass die Elusssaure almiihlich in den geöff-

neten Achsenkanal eindringt und gleichzeitig audi in dem Masse
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starker wirki, als der At'liseiikaiial diircli Aii(](»siuig erweitert wird,

indeni daiiii eiiie grössere Meiige der Siiure ziir Verfiigiiiig slelit."

We believe, oji the contrary, that it really follows from the obser-

vation that the inner parts of the spicopal are more easily dissolved

than the outer ones. For we see the sharp conical funnel long

before any trace of reaction is to be seen on the rest of the fracture.

The borders remain intact for a considerable time. And we get the

same view by boiling in a solution of caustic potash. Only when
the conical hole has attained a certain depth, the dissolution of the

spiculum from the exterior commences. Finally there remains a
kind of tube, formed of silica in which the axial thread is laying

isolated, until all the spicopal has entirely passed into dissolution.

If we study the way in which the hydrofluoric acid acts on com-
pletely intact spicules, some difference may be seen, according as we
have to do with sharply pointed needles or with those of which the

apex is rounded off. Blunt styli, i. e. transitions to strongyli, resist

the acid for some time ; but once the dissolution has begun from

the exterior, the process proceeds regularly, the spiculum becomes

thinner and thinner.

It seems that in pointed styli, the apices are first attacked ; in

such cases we see the axial thread gradually coming free by external

dissolution of the spicopal. Sometimes it may be observed that, in

addition to the dissolving process as described above, a hollowing

out along the axial thread takes place. In other cases, however,

this is not seen, and we get half dissolved spicules in which the

axial thread is partly freed, partly enclosed in a coat of spicopal,

thus strongly resembling whips ; the more so as the thread is gene-

rally flexible, whereas the rest is still straight and rigid.

BüTSCHLi has already remarked that there are sometimes seen "durcli

lokale starkere Auflösung der Kieselsubstanz zellenartige Vertiefungen

der Nadeloberflache". "Indem diese Vertiefungen schliesslich zu Löchern

werden, die bis zum Achsenkanal reichen, wird dieser der Flusssaure

zuganglich und nun beginjit von diesen Löchern des Kaiials aus ....
die innere Auflösung der Kieselsubstanz unter Entwicklung zweier

trichterförmiger H()hlen . . .
." This observation we can confirm ; we

consider it another proof that the spicopal in the neighbourhood of

the central thread is more easily dissolved than the peripheric mass
;

the observation can hardly be explained in another way.

Spicules, dissolved in the described way, show, that there remained

not only after the dissolution of the spicopal an organic central thread,

but also a very thin coat, which covered the exterior layer of the

spicopal. This coat, which represents the true spicule sheath, is

2-*
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extraordijuirily delicate; coiiseqiieiitly it is easily torn or shrunk.

Still, we are convinced that it exists, but the examination must be

carried out with the utmost care. In some preparations we found it

in the greater part of the objects. That it is not always observed

may partly be due to the treatment of the spicules with hydrochloric-

acid, partly by its being destroyed already during the life of the

sponge. The axial thread lb likewise not always visible, or at least

not over the whole length of the spiculum. On carefully dissolving the

spiculum it may be obser\'ed that, while the cylinder of silica grad-

ually diminishes its diameter, a very thin line shows the dimensions

it originally possessed.

When the spicules are observed in Avater, the limits show them-

selves as rather broad black bands, as the refractive index of the

spicopal is considerably higher than that of water. When the dissol-

ving process goes on, the l)lack bands gradually approach each other,

and the thin line, the optical section of the spicule sheath, becomes

conspicuous. When the object is now studied in acid fuchsine, the

central thread stains intensely red as it is set free, and the sheath

becomes faintly reddish in the mean time. Organic layers, so called

layers of spiculine, such as can easily be demonstrated in the large

needles of Hexactinellida, are nowhere met with in Tethya. In some

cases we saw something Avliich resembled them, but in every case

we could ex[)lain the phenomenon by a folding of the sheath. Conse-

quently we conclude that layers of spiculine are absent in Tethya.

And we cannot agree with Minchin (^900), who says about Sjjicula

in general (I.e. p. 40): "the mineral matter is deposited round it

(viz. the axial thread) in concentric lamellae of colloid silica, alter-

nating with lamellae of organic nature".

As to the s[)icule sheath, writers do not agree. What F. E. Scuulzk

calls "Spiculascheide" in his last publication (1904) is not homologous

with what we indicate with the name of sheath. That we notwith-

standing use this term has historical reasons, as it seems to us that

the word is originally used for formations belongijig to the spicule

itself, homologous to the product which is found in calcareous si)icules,

where its existence had been tirst demonstrated. In this sense

MiNcniN ajtplicd Ihu leriu, and he is tiie author of the newest and

best general treatise on Porifera.

KöLLiKER (1864) may be regarded as the discoverer of the spicule

sheath. It seems to us beyond doubt what K()LLIkeii meant b}' it,

although we acknowledge that his opinion is not always expressed

with the utmost clearness, and Ihal from the beginning there had

existed some confusion of ideas about this organ.
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K<)ij,iKF,R savs (1. (\ p. 04—05), ^.ponking ahout "N^m'doa spoyiffiosa'*:

"Aiissenlcni liiuloii sich daiiii iiocli iiacli dci' Aiifl()Siiii<>; fier Spicula

dui'cli Essigsaurc, zalilroiclie Lückcii, wolcho dicsc Hilduii,i>on eiitlialteii,

die allen von eiiier scjiai-feii Linie begrenst sind, wie hei DunMerviUa.

Bei Xardoti jilanhe ieli micli davoii überzeugt /ai liaben, dass diese

scharfe Linie der optische Aiisdriiek einer !selbstandip;en Schelde der

Spicula ist . .

."' What K()LI,ikkr means by the woi-d "selbstiindig"

becomes clear when we read that in every canal sj)icules project,

in Avhich, after treatment with acetic acid, "an der Stelle des in die

Flimmercanale hineinragenden Strahles der genannton Sjiicula zarte

Sclieiden leer znrück (l)leiben)". These sheaths are, according to

KoLLiKER, perhaps a "Rest von Bildungzellen." However, he adds :

"freie Spicula zeigen, der Einwirking der Essigsiiure ausgesetzt,

keine solche Scheide...." What is meant here with "freie" spicula is

not evident. It can hardly mean anything else than isolated spicules.

If they be isolated mechanically, the sheath is as obvious as in

spicules in situ ; if they be isolated chemically, then of course the

absence of a sheath is no proof at all.

It is easy enough to repeat Köllik?:rs experiments, especially in

using specimens with thin walls, as e.g. LeiK-osoIeuia. If a fragment

of a wide tube of L. rarlnhHi.s Avhich has been cut open, is spread

out in water under the microscope, and carefully treated with acetic

acid, the carbonate of lime is seen to be gradually dissolved, and

soon the sheaths, with sharjdy delined outlines, exactly as described

by KöLLiKKR, are visible. The sharp outlines are especially clear

on spots where the sj)icules are wholly enclosed by })arenchyma; in

projecting spicules the conical sheath of spiculine is seen to remain

as a homogeneous, extremely thin film; still more strikiiig, j)erhaps,

is the phenomenon if the sponge is stained on the object glass, e. g.

with carmalumn (GRÜBf,KR). The carmalumn, which is generally some-

what acid, causes the calcile to dissolve, and stains the sheath purple;

the sharply dotined outlines (optical sections) appear dark-purple,

while the i)rojecting spicules are faintly ])urplish. If such prepara-

tions are examined in glycerine or in Canada balsam, the spots

where the carbonate of lime lias been dissolved, or where it is still

present, are hardly to be discerned. When we use the polarising micros-

cope, however, the i)resence of calcite becomes immediately visible.

Consequently, there really exists a special layer of organic substance

which tightly covers the spicule, which can be isolated with the spiculum,

but which cannot l)e sei)arated from it otherwise than by dissolving

the carbonate of lime. Doubtless it is this organic layer which

KöLLiKER called "Scheide". In this sense also Minchin uses the word.
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The question now arises how far siliceous spicules are likewise

enclosed by such organic coats, homologous to the sheaths of the

calcareous spicules. We are of opinion that this is actually the case;

the delicate organic fdni wiiich we found covering the spicules of

Tethya we consider as the honiologon of the spicule sheath of

calcareous spicules. Such products have been already observed. Noll

(1888 p. 16-17) says: "Noch ist fur die Spicula von Dcsmncidon

Bosei eines Ueberzugs von organischer Substanz Erwahnung zu tliun,

Hauptsachlich nacli Behandlung der Praparate mit einer

Höllensteiidösung w^eniger deutlich niit Acidum pyrophos-

phoricum, manchmal audi mit Picrocarmin wurde derselbe sichtbar.

Stifte, die isoliert, ohne Ueberzug von verkittendem Spongin, iiber

die Halfte frei aus dem Schwammgewebe hervorstanden oder audi

solche, die ganz frei lagen, w^aren besonders nach der Silberfarbung

gleichmassig mit einem lichtbraunen Ueberzuge versehen, der trotz

seiner geringen Dicke doppelte Konturen erkennen liess und die

Stifte gleichmassig überdeckte .... Die Spicula von Desmacidon

Bosei besitzen also einen homogenen hautartigen Ueberzug von

organischer Substanz, der verschiedene Farbstolfe aufjiimmt. Wir
wollen ihn als Spicula-Oberhaut bezeichnen . . .

." Although Noll

sees in this coat something else than what Kölliker found in calca-

reous spicules, we suppose them to be ecpiivalent. Just as Kölliker

indicates that his "Scheide", is perhaps a "Rest von Bildungszellen",

so Noll writes that his "Oberhaut" may be "der Rest der die

Nadeln bildenden Zeilen".

Sollas described in the same year (1888) such a sheath, wdiich

became perceptible after treatment with hydrofluoric acid. Description

and drawing (1. c. p. XLIX, PI. XLIII, fig. 18), regarding the

spicule of "Dori/plere.s Demlyi", leave nothing to be desired as to

clearness. "Although at first sight the acid appears to remove all

the substance of the spicule except the axial rod, careful observation

will show that this is not the case, for a delicate film of organic

matter also renuiins behind ; it has the form of a hollow sheath,

corresponding in form and }»osition with the outermost boundary of

the original spicule ; between it and the axial rod the whole of the

spicule is completely removed. The spicule thus consists of a central

organic axis, surrounded by concentric layers of opal, the outermost

of which is invested in a spicule sheath of organic matter or rather

of organic matter in intimate association (chemical union ?) with

silica". Our results regarding the presence of such a sheath in

spicules of other species we hope to give in a next publication ; for

the present we deal only with the spicules of Tethya.
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It is evident, that if we are right in our conception of the spicule

sheath, other coats which sometimes are found surrounding spicules,

may not be called sheaths.

F. E. ScHLj.zK describes in his last paper with his well known
accuracy such surroundings from the enormous needles of Mono-

rhaphis. We regret not to agree with him in calling this formation

"Scheide". As Schulze demonstrated it to be not only an investment

of each spiculum for itself, but also a means of joining different

spicules together, and as this is true for other spicules also, we propose

to call it periapt ^). Sollas (1880 p. 401 ^) described a similar coat

surrounding spicules from Isops pJdegraei. Bütschli found it in

Tethija h/ncurmm, a fact which we can confirm. The periapt is

composed of connective tissue with conspicuous tibrils and cells

;

it has therefore, nothing to do with the spicules as such and may

be left out of consideration here. Mutatis mutandis, the periapt

behaves to the spicule sheath as a perimysium to the sarcolemma.

We have seen already that when the spicopal is dissolved first of all

the axial rod appears. The presence of such an organic thread in

macroscleres is no more doubted. Although we have no more

doubt that the axial thread is normally present, it cannot be denied

that in some cases it is wholly or partly absent. We consider

such cases, however, to be pathological.

With regard to the shape of the rod Bütschjj (1901 p. 253)

writes: "eigenthünilich ist das Querschnittsbild des Fadens, das....

stets deutlich dreieckig erscheint, gleichgültig ob der aussere Umriss

des Nadelquerschnitts selbst etwas dreiseitig oder ganz kreisrund ist.

Vielfach ist jedoch auf den Nadelquerschnilten zu erkemien, dass

der Querschnitt des Aclisenfadens sechseckig erscheint, indem die

Ecken des dreiseitigen Umrisses regelmiissig abgestumpft sind".

Consequently, the central thread in such cases, e. g. in Tethya,

would be a triangular rod and not a cylinder. Whereas already

Bo^vERBA^K (1864) apparently had seen somediing like this in Geoilla,

F. E. Schulze (1904) arrived at the conclusion that the axial threads

in Hexactinellida are cylindric. In view of this contradiction we

thought it necessary to submit the axial thread of Tethya to a

cai'eful investigation. In order to judge about the shape of a thread

in transverse section, we followed tiie method of Bütschli by grinding

spicules in an agate morter. In the powder, pi-ocured in this way,

there is found always a sufficient quantity of |)articles of approximately

^) Tr.piXTrru 1 bind together.

2) Nol 1890; — appareully this is a misprint in Schulze (11)04 p. 204), — also

not p. 410—441 but 400—401.
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cylindrical shape, although that the fracture is irregular. If these

pieces are mounted in glj^cerine/) it is possible, as the spicopal almost

entirely disappears from the eye, to judge with certainty in which

position the thread is seen, whether oblique or not. Paying attention

only to those which are undoubtedly seen in transverse optical section,

we found by careful focussing that they were really triangular with

the angles cut off. In the second place we studied isolated axial

threads. By moving somewhat the coverglass, a quantity of little

pieces break off, generally almost transversely. At the same time

it can be observed that the little fragments turn over, owing to the

movement of the fluid. In this way we saw plenty of them from

all sides. With high power (Zeiss, homog. imm.) we found that in

this case also the transverse section is triangular. In spite of our

astonishment that the axial rod in Tethi/a is triangular we cannot

but agree with Bütschli's observations. We did not see varicosities

nor sharp restrictions ; normally the isolated rods are perfectly smooth.

The diameter remains the same, with exception of the extremities
;

these are, in uninjured threads, either sharply pointed or rounded

off, according to the well kjiown shape of the styli themselves.

Deviations of this rule seem to us to be pathological.

Not less strange than the shape appears to be, is the consistency.

This may be the reason that previous authors so little agree. Whereas

we And, after treatment with hydrofluoric acid, thai the free axial

threads on one hand are very flexible, so that they cnii form clews,

we see on the other hand that in man}' cases they l)reak off at once

if touched with a needle. We remarked already that they generally

break at I'ight angles to the axis. In a certain sense Bütschli is

right, therefore, if he calls them "spröde", but it is by no means the

sort of t)riftleness of for example a thread of glass. The consistency of

the axial thread can be best compared with agar-agar. Here a certain

flexibility is likewise combined with the pi'operty of suddenly break-

ing. Similar i)henomena are known (^f gels at a certain point of

dehydration.

The axial rod in Tetluja is, taken as a whole, not homogeneous.

First of all we observe, especially in threads stained with iodine, a

double contour. This is easily demonstrated on uninjured, isolated

threads as well as in transverse sections; in the triangular figure,

mentioned above, the Avail is both inside and outside li-iangular. This

wall is comparatively thick — about 7^ or Yj of the total diameter.

We may consider the axial thread as a tube, tilled with something;

1) Refractive index n = 1.45Ü8. Ct'. iiilVa.
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wlierens the wall seems lo be IiomoucMjeoiis, llie conieiijs ai'e lioino-

geneous or rather ü,rainilar, apparently of a softer eoiisisteiiev than

the more rigid wall. This we eonelude from the fact that cnrved

or bent axial threads niulei- the microscope i-esemble curved or

bent indiarnbber tubes, tilled with a fluid or semi-tluid sid)slance.

Solid, flexible cylinders never show such abruptly bent figiu-es.

A remarkable phenomenon is to be seen in broken spicules under

the influence of hydrofluoric acid. As stated above, the S})icopal is

dissolved in a peculiar way, the centi-al canal being hollowed out

in the shape of a funnel. If we now only take into consideration

the cases where the thread is bi'oken at the same place as the

spicopal, we see the thread gradually shrinking somewhat under the

influence of the hydrofluoric acid. However, the wall and its contents

do not shrink equally. The result is that the contents somewhat
pour out beyond the wall. It is not improbable that Bütschli has

seen this ; at least his illustration (fig. 24 on pi. XXI) strongly

resembles what we observed. But 1)Üts(:]iij explains it in another

way ; he believes the thread to be restricted "manschettenförmig".

According to Bütschli the axial thread consists of a proteid

substance. With F. p]. Schulzk we can confirm this in the main

])oints. Boiled in Millon's fluid the threads in ground spicules turn

yellow. This staining is especially distinct in pieces where a pai-t of

the thi-ead is lost, and where, consequently, the axis of the spicule

is }>artly uncolonred, partly fdled with a yellowish thread. Isolated

axial threads or threads })artly freed by solution of the spico|)al are

easily stained with iodine. Treated with nili-ic acid (25 "/J thev

swell somewhat and acipiire a faint yellow coloui-, Avhich becomes

darker by subsequent addition of ammonia. Pleated with nili-ic acid

the threads dissolve ; likewise in caustic potash. We may conclude,

therefore, that the central rod if not wholly, at least ])artly consists

of some proteid. Observed uiuler the j)olarisation microscojte no

trace of anisotropy could be seen.

With regard to the styles of Tetlu/a /i/i/.ctii-/inn we thus arrixed

at the conclusion, that they are composed of an organic axial thread

and an organic spicnle-sheath, between which elements the spicopal

is deposited. We failed in demonstrating any trace of organic (s])iculiiie)

lamellae. But still we found, that under special ciivumstances

longitudinal, resp. concentric striae wei'e distinctly seen. We have

to look for an explanation of this fact.

In order to avoid a possible misunderstan.ding or confusion we
wish at once to draw attention to the fact, hitherto rather neglected,

that one has to distinguish the various layers of spicopal from their
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limiting plains. We hope to show that the well-known stripes are

nothing but the optic sections of such limiting plains, and that thej

are independent of eventual differences of the layers. It is easy

enough to microscopically demonstrate sucii limiting plains in layers

in artiticial siliceous gels. If a coat of not yet coagulated siliceous

gel is poured out over another one freshly coagulated, and if this

is repeated, it becomes evident that the consecutive layers of gel in

the beginning do not unite. Only in drying the layers become one

mass; still, in section the limiting plains are very conspicuous. This

experiment teaches us that in a siliceous gel a lamellar structure

can appear, wherein the consecutive layers are separated by visible

limits, without interference of another substance e. g. of an organic

lamella. We will come back to this fact later.

Several ways are open to us for the study of the spicular structure,

but the}^ are not easy. Besides dissolving the spicopal by means of

hydrotluoric acid and carefully watching the process, the method of

heating has been applied since Gray (1835) showed that this brings

out more distinctly the lamellar structure. Ijima (1901) was the first

to point out the eifect of ditferent media. We shall see, that some

spicules mounted either in Canada balsam or in glycerine, so widely

dilfer in aspect that on first sight one believes that one has to deal with

entirely different sorts of 8[)icules. We thought it necessary, therefore,

to begin by determining the refractive index of spicopal of various

spicules somewhat more accurately than hitherto done. As far as

we know of there exists no other information than given by Sollas

(1885), who states in general that 'ihe refractive index of sponge-

silica is ... . that of opal or colloidal silica, and not of quartz",

and that the spicules come nearest to invisibility when "mounted

in chloroform, which possesses a refractive index of 1.449".

In determining the refractive index of the s})icules we used the

method, since Sollas generally used also in mineralogy, viz. to find

in what tluid the spicule can no longer be seen. Perhaps there is a

still better criterion to make out how much a spicule differs from

its medium and in which direction, viz. the appearance of coloured

borders. — In order to avoid the effect of fluids wich might influ-

ence the amount of water contained in the spicopal, but, on the

other hand to demonstrate just this influence, we used fluids which do

not mix with water as well as such which were diluted with water.

The refractive nidices were determined by the refractometer of Abbe,

which has the great ad\'antage of enabling us to work with ordinary

dayligiit and to determine any number of indices, between the micros-

copical work. In spite of the apparatus of Pulfrich being more
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accurate we used, therefore, an Arbf., tlic more so as it turned out

to be suftieiently accurate for our purposes.

Among the thuds, not mixable with water, we took advantage of

the series Hquid paratfm (?i = 1.4759), petroleum (/^ =: 1.45(j8),

benzin (;i = 1.3994) and petroleum-ether (m=: 1.3780).

We succeeded by using mixtures of petroleum and benzin in fixing

the refractive index of the spicules at 1.4508—1.4510. In order to

give an idea of the degree of accuracv that can be attained in this

way, we may state tiiat undoubtedly a difference is to be seen between

spicules, mounted in a mixture of 20 cc. of petroleum with 3 cc.

of benzin (y^^ 1.4500) and mounted in a mixture of 20 cc. of petro-

leum witii 2.5 cc. of benzin (ii = 1.4510). Fora aqueous watery solulion

we used dilute glycerine, and found with this medium also a com-

plete disappearance at ?i=: 1.4508. In addition to these media we
studied the influence of air, methylic alcohol, water, potassium acetale,

creosote, oil of bergamot, Venetian turpentine, oil of red cedar wood,

oil of lemon, oil of thyme, firoil, oil of peppermint, oil of cloves

(pure or mixed with alcohol), Canada balsam and m()nol)rom-

naphtaline. Practically however, we used more especially the two

fluids mentioned above.

In glycerine with y< =r= 1.4508 indeed the spicopal of some spicules

disappears completely, and only the axial rod remains visible as a

light bluish thread. In all styli, the central thread has a higlier

refractive index than the spicopal. By careful examination (Zeiss

Apoclir. 8.0c. 4) in most spicules a light, sharp line may be seen

as border, and a system of longitudinal striae between the axial rod

and the border. With low power the lamellar structure does not

become conspicuous, though the borderline is still visible. Most

probably this thin line, which exhibits double contours with high

power, I'epresents the organic spicule sheath.

By these experiments it becomes at the same time very evident,

that the axial thread can be partly al^sent; on these spots the

light bluish band (the central rod) abruptly ceased. If the glycerine

has entered into the central canal, only an indication of the spicopal

is visible ; if air has entered, of course this is directly visible

by the lower refraction. The aspect of styli isolated by means of

boiling with hydrochloric acid, either with addition of potassium

chlorate or without, or l)y digestion by means of artificial gastric

juice, or by heating with sulphuric acid and potassium-bichromate,

fundamentally agree.

Quite another aspect is shown by spicules which iiave been dried

for some days in the presence of anhydrous phosphoric acid. We have
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studied spicules wliicli liad l)een dried iu lliis way foi' some days

at an ordijiary temperature, and also in Victor Meyer's toluol bath

at 104°. The heating, however, had no influence on the aspect.

The determinatif>n of the refractive index is a little less accurate than

with ordinary spicules, because on drying the lamellar structure had

become somewhat more conspicuous, and therefore the disappearance

in glycerine is a little less perfect. Still \ve could determine in

jietroleum-benzijie the refractive index ??, = 1.4052— 1.4055 ; with

diluted glycerine the same results were obtained.

Tf the dried spicules, mounted in glycerine with n = 1.4055, and

with the border of the coverglass well shut bv means of vaseline,

are left to themselves, gradually from the outside the refraction is

seen to increase, and after one day the spicules become again highly

refractive. If they are now as much as possible separated from

adhering glycerine and transferred iiito glycerine of ?i = 1.4508, it

is seen that they disappear in this medium, and consequently have

absorbed again their original quantity of water. Spicules, which have

been dried \)\ P^ 0. and are exposed to the air afterwards, behave

In the same way. (jn the other hand we have examined the behav-

iour of spicules which, after being isolated and washed, were not

dried in the air, but immediately after removing the adjacent water,

were mounted in glycerine with y^ = 1.4508. We could iiuleed see

a xQvy slight difference with spicules Avhich had been dried in the

air at an ordinary temperature, more than corresponded with |)Ossibly

adiierent water, but too small to bo measured. However, it ajtpears

that, even at the ordinary teuiperature, the spicopal gives otf

souje water.

Consequently we have demonslrated tliat the spicopal is a form of

hydraled siliceous acid, which may gi\e oil' water in an atmosphere,

dried by P.,()., winch (Uuiinishes hereby in refractive index, and

which may again al)Sorb the oi-igiual quantity of water by immersion

in a water}' solution or by exposure to moist air. The spico})al also

behaves with regard to the absoi-ptive j)ower for water just as a

gel, as has been shown by the well known and intricate researches

of VAN Bemmelkn.

(To hi> coiitniiii'dj.
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Mathematics. — "On pencils of algebraic surfaces." By Prof.

Jan dk Vries.

1. Let ii pciK'il [F") of siii-raccs F" uf order u l)c given, iiiter-

secting in tlic base-cur\'e u.

The ijrineipal laiigciils in a poiiu ,S' of r> lo llie siirfaecs of {F")

form a cubic cone having the lajigejit s (o o for edge.

For, if {F") is iiulicatecl by

a" + ;.//; = (1)

and if i/i- are tlie coonUnates of ,S', (he substitution .r/^. = y/^. -|- (^»c/..

furnishes i]i connection with a'l^ z=z {) and b'y = for a point Z on

a principal tangent the conditions

o?/ <'c +'•''// ^~ = '-'
' "'/ '"^^ ~r^-'*y ''- ^^ "»

so that the locus of tiie [)rincipal tangents touching in >S' has as

equation

«-1 ,«-2 2 u-2 n-] ^
J f.

.n^

If Z is a fixed poiid, )" a variable one, this e(puition represents

a surface of order {2n — 3) determining on <J the [)oints >S' which

are points of contact of principal tangents thi-ough Z.

The pt'incljHil tmigenta in points of the base-curve form a con-

(jruence of order n^ (2n — 3) and of class 3//,'.

The inflexional tangents of a pencil of plane curves c" enveloping

a curve of class 'Sn (n — 2), the complex of rai/s of the principal

taiKjents of i^" is of order 3m {n — 2).

2. A principal tangent ^j in S becomes four-pointed tangent t^,

if for a point Z Iving on it the relation a^~ az-\-Xb^i,~ bz^O holds

good. So the tangents t^ touching in S belong to the biquadratic

cone

(1— 1 »i—3 ,3 ;i-3 jU—l 3 , ,

rty 0,/ a~ b~ — a,i 0,1 a~ o~ =. v . . . . [o

As the cones (2) and (3) have the (angeni ^^ represented by

a;~' «, = , b';~' b,=0 , (4)

in common, the point aS' will be the point of contact of eleven four-

pointed tanyents.

For (z^= and
/-'I)
= the equations (2) and (3) represent the

figure formed by the surface of tangejits {s) of o and the scroll r,

of the right lines t, having their points of contact on a.

To determine the order of t^ 1 search for the number of points
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of intersection of tlie indiccitcl tigure with the riglit line z^ = 0,

z^ = 0. Substitution in (2) and in (3) and elimination of z.^ and z.^

gives an equation containing the coefficients of (2) and (3) succes-

sively in the orders 4 and 3. Hence the resultant in the coordinates

?/ is 'of order 4 {2n — 3) -f 3 {%i — 4) oi' 14/i — 24.

So the number of points of intersectioji is %f {In — 12).

Applying the same treatment to (4) I find for the order of (.y)

the well-known number %i^ {n — 1).

The foitr-jwinted tam/ents havlmj their points of contact on the

base-curve o form a scroll of order In" {Qn — 11), on which ö is

elevenfold.

For n = 3 this scroll passes into the locus of the right lines on

the surfaces of a i)cncil {F^), thus ijito the scroll of the trisecants

of o' which is of order 42. For %t[%n — \\) we now find 126,

correspondijig to tiie fact, Ihat each trisccant does duty as right line

t^ for three points S.

On each surface 7^" the points of contact V^ of four-pointed

tangents t^ form a curve of order n{\\n — 24). As a is evidently

an elevenfold curve of the locus of the points of contact P^ belonging

to the P" of the pencil this locus has in common with every i^" a

locus of order n (ll>^ — 24) -\- \hv

.

The points of contact of four-pointed tangents form a surface of

order 2 (lln — 12).

For ?z = 3 we find the scroll of trisecants of order 42.

3. As the tangents t^ passing through a point Z form a cone of

order ^n[n — 2) and two princi[>al tangents have their point of

contact in Z the locus of the points of contact 1\ of the right lines

^3 containing Z is a curve of order 3?i(/i— 2) + 2 with double point

in Z.

Each of those right lines t^ cuts the surface P« osculated by it in

(,i _ 3) points Q more. The locus of the points Q is a curve of

order 37i(?i— 2)02— 3) -j- ^z^ + 2)(n— 3) or 2{n— Z){n—l){2n— l).

For, through Z pass {if + 2) {ii — 3) tangents t^, osculating the surface

indicated by Z in an other point ^).

To find the number « of the coincidences of P^ with Q, I make

use of the well-known formula

€ =r 2^ 4- ^ — .(7,

which appears when the pairs of points I\ Q are projected by a

pencil of planes. Each point F belonging to (vz— 3) pairs we have

1) See Cremona— GuRTZE, Oberflachen, p. 66.
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p = (3?i'— 6?i+ 2) (?i— 3). Farther more q=z2{n~- 3) (n— 1) (2??,—1),

whilst tlie number of right lines PQ i-esting on an axis is ofeonrse

equal to 3/i {n — 2) (?i - 3). So ^ = '2 {n — 3) (2/i' — 3;^ + 2) ; this

is also the number of four-pointed tangents through a given point <(.

The number of right lines t^ in a given plane is equal to tlie

number of points of undulation on the curves c" of a pencil; tliis

number I have determined in a {^receding paper ^).

TJie four-pointed tangents foim a comjruence of order

9
2{n — ^){2n' — 2>n-\-2) and of class — {n—3){^n'-^n'—Sn~^^).

Li

4. If we wish to apply the abo\e-mentioned formula of coincidence

to the pairs of points of intersection Q,Q on the right lines t^ through Z
we have to substitute p z= q=z2{n — 3) {n — J) {In —- 1) {n — 4) and

g^=zZn{n — 2) (n — 3) (?i — 4). For each point Q belongs to {n—4)

pairs and each right line /, bears [n — 3) (/i — 4) pairs. We then

find f =: {n — 3) {n — 4) (5m' — Qn -\- 4), i, e. the number of tangents

t^o through the point Z.

In the above-mentioned paper I have determined the number of

right lines having with a curve of a pencil (c") a three-pointed iind

at the same time a two-pointed contact.

The tiiw-tkree-pointed tangents form a congruence of order

{n — 3) {71 — 4) (5?i' — 6/1 -(- 4) and of class

— {n - 4) {n — 3)' {lOn* + 35n* — 21?i' — SOn -f 20).

5. Each principal tangent t^ ha\ing its point of osculation in a

point S of the base-curve bears still {u — 3) points of intersection Q
with the surface i^" osculated by it. As S is point of contact of 11

four-pointed tangents the locus of the points Q will have an eleven-

fold point in ^S. As an arbitrary plane through S evidentl}' contains

3 {71 — 3) points Q (§ 1) the order of the curve {Q) is equal to (3n -f 2).

When applying the formula e =^ p -\-

q

—g to the pairs Q, Q'

which the cubic cone with vertex S bears, we have to put

pz=q = (3?i -f 2) {n — 4) and (/ = 3 (?z — 3) {n — 4). Then ^ve get

8 := (?z — 4) (3?i -f- 13). So this is the number of tangents ^3,2 for

which the point of osculation lies in S.

In other words, o is an {71 — 4) (3?/ -{- 13)-fold curve on the locus

[7i,] of the points of osculatio7i of tangents tz^ to surfaces of {F").

Now the points of osculation of the right lines 1^,2 of an F" form a

1) "On linear systems of algebraic plane curves", (Proceedings, April 22, 1905.)
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curve of order n{n— 4) (3yi^ -|- 5 ;i— 24)^). So \_R^ lias in common
with an F^^ of the pencil a cnrx'c of order

n [n—^) (3/^-^+5 ^—24)+;^^ (;z—4) {^n-{-l^)=n (,i_4)(6?i''+18/^— 24).

The points of osculation of the tlwee-tiro-pointed tawjeiits of {F")

form a surface of order 6 {n — 1) (n — 4) {a -\- 4).

6. To determine the order of the cone formed by the double

tangents of (F") of whicli a point of contact in >S' lies on the base-

cnrve o, we notice that the tangent s in S to o is intersected bv a

pencil in an iiivohition of order {ii — 2). Its 2{n — 3) double points

arc points of contact of doidile tangents touching in S too. So s is a

2('/2— 3)-fold edge of the indicated cone.

In each plane $ through .y we can draw out of ;S' n {ii — 1) — 6

tangents to the curve of intersection of (:p with the surface 7^^" touching

(p in S. From this ensues that the indicated cone is of order

(,,_3)(/, + 4).

The locus of the second poijits of contact R^ of the edges of this

cone has evidentlj' in S an elevenfold poiiit, where it is touched b}^

the eleven right lines t^. So the cur\e {R^ is of order

{ii — 3) {n + 4) + 11 = n' -^n — 1.

Every Qi\^G of the cone intersects the surface doubly touched by

it in {ii— 4) points V more. The locus of these points passes

[n-— 4j (3;i -}- 13) times through S, where it is touched by the right

lines ^3,0 osculating in S. As each plane through S bears moreover

{n^-\-n—12)(/i—4) points T", the curve ( F) is of order

(M — 4) 0^^-1-4/^ + 1).

Now the number of coincidences of R^ witli T can be determined

again by means of the formula s z= p -\- q — y. AVe tind

g= i^n'J^n—l) (?i— 4) -1- (?i— 4) (/i-^-f 4/i-fl)— 0^— 3) (/i4-4) (?i—4) ==

This is the number of tangents ^^3,2, of which the point of contact

lies in S, thus at the same time the multiplicity of the base-curve

on the surface [/?J of the points of contact of surfaces of pencils

with right lines ^3,0. Taking into consideration, that the points of

contact R^ form on the surface F« a qwyxq of order

n {n—1) in— 4) {tf + 2/z+ 12)

we find that [/^J has with i^" an intersection of order

n (?^— 2) {n— 4) {n'' + 2n -j- 12) -f- n\n—4.) {n' -|- 4m -|- 12).

V See inter alia my paper : "Some chai-acteristic numbers of an algebraic surface."

'Proceedings, April 22nd, 1905).
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The points of contact of the three-yolntecl tangents of (i^") form

a surface of order 2(?i— 4) (?z* + 2n' -f 10?z— :12).

7. Through the tangent .< in 5 to a we can make to pass four

tangent planes to the cubic cone of the principal tangents (§ 1). So

/S is a parabolic point on four surfaces of the pencil. Therefore ais

a fourfold curve on the locus of the parabolic points.

As the parabolic points of an i^" lie on a curve of order 4?2 (?z—2)

the locus under consideration is cut by each of the surfaces F" in

a curve of order 4?i(n—2) -|- 4?2^= 8?i (?z—1).

The locus of the ])araholic points of the surfaces of a pencil {F'-)

IS a surface of order S{n—1).

Chemistry. — "On the shape of the plaitpoint curve for mixtures

of normal substances." (Second communication). By J. J. van

Laar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

1. In a previous paper ^), starting from van der Waals' equation

of state, in which b is assumed to be independent of v and T, I have

found for the equation of the spinodal curves at successive tem-

peratures (1. c. p. 690)

:

^ x{\— x)6'' + a{v—h)RT (1)

and for that of the plaitpoint curve in its v, x projection (I.e. p. 695):

x{l-x)S' (1— 2.r)t'— 3.r(l— .r)/? -\-\/a(v—hy ^x{l—x)d{d—^V^a)-\-

-f a{v— h){v—U) = (2)

In this <9 = .TT -f- « (^' — b), rr = h^ ^/a, — 6, \/a^, a = ^/'a,— V^a^,

and i3 = ^, — ^r

The equations (1) and (2) hold for the so-called sijmmetrical csLse,

where not only b^^ = 7^ (^i + b^) is assumed, but also a^^ = [/a^a^.

These hypotheses lead to

:

6 = (1 — x) 6, 4- xb, ; a = [{l — x) [/a^ -\- x |/aj'.

The equation (1) had been given already before by van der Waals
in implicit form '), for after some reduction his general equation

1) These Proc. April 22, 1905, p. 646—657.

2) Gont. II, p. 45 ; Arch. Néerl. 24, p. 52 (1891).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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da dh d^a
passes really into (1) after substitution of the values of— ,

—
,
-—

QfiC (XtC O/tJC

d^b
and — in accordance with the above hypotheses.

da^

But the equation (2) may be said to have been derived here for

the first time in the above simple form. It is true that van der Waals

gave a differential equation of this curve ^), and derived an approx-

imate rule for its shape ^), but he did not arrive at a general final

expression. Nor has Korteweg arrived at it in his very important

papers : "Sur les points de plissement" and "La theorie générale

des plis, etc." ') In his final equation (73) (I.e. p. 361) there occur,

besides T, still several functions y (u), ?(t'), tp(v) and x(^)> which

have been given respectively by the equations (37), (38), (40) and

(74) (I.e. p. 350 and 361). Korteweg's equation is one of the 9^^

degree with respect to v, but it is easy to see that it may be reduced

to one of the 8^^» degree (1. c. p. 361). It appears from our deriva-

tion that this degree may be reduced to the 4**^. In a later paper ^)

Korteweg confines himself to a full discussion of the plaitpoints in

the neighbourhood of the borders of the ip-surface.

I think that one of the reasons for failure in this direction is due

to the intricate form of the differential equation of the plaitpoint

curve, when we use the t|j-function. The S-function on the other

hand leads to simpler expressions. Already the differential equation

for the spinodal line at given temperature , viz.
I ^-^ I

=0 or

~\ z=zO, is much simpler than the corresponding expression in ijj.

^^ Jp,T

And to get the plaitpoint curve, we have only to combine

^^ ^ with f^1 = 0.

2. We shall now examine the shape of the curves given by (1)

and (2) more closely, and specially for the case that £=_0, i. e.

6j = 6, = h. The calculations are rendered very simple in this way,

and it is obvious from the adjoined figs. 1—4, that when 6, is not

= èj, so (5 not = 0, the results will be modified only quantitatively,

but by no means qualitatively. We shall come back to this in a

following paper.

1) Verslagen Kon. Akad. Amsterdam, 4, p. 20—30 en 82—93 (1896).

2) Id. 6, p. 279-303 (1898).

3) Arch. Néerl. 24, p. 57-98 en 295-368 (1891),

^) These Proc. Jan. 31, 1903, p. 445.
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As <9 = jt 4- « (" — h) = a V — /? [/a passes into av for ^= 0, we
may write for (1)

:

RT = — X (1 — x) a\' + a (u — by

and (2) is reduced to:

.r(l - .v)a'v' [(1 -2.^>] -4- [/a{v— by S.v{l-x) a'v' -f a (v-b) (v-36)

• (1«)

0. (2«)

Let us put these equations into a more homogeneous form.

As a=z[\/a^ -\-x{\/a,— V'ai)]^ == (l/ö^i+ .^'«)^ we may write for {la) ;

RT = —
V

_2«

If we now put

:

X (1 — x) a' -[- {[/a^ + A- «)M 1 —

l/«l = y ct>,

this last equation becomes:

RT =— o)
b

.r(i-^-) + (^ + .^-r(i-^r

Let us now introduce the "third" critical temperature T^. This

temperature is the plaitpoint temperature at v z= h, i. e. that at which

the limiting curve lying in the limiting plane v ^=h (see fig. 1 of my
previous paper cited above) reaches its maximum, and is represented

by {iO = l):

2«'
RT^ = Ac (1 — A'c) ^—

.

But as in the case h^ = b^ for Xc the value ^j is found (the

maximum of the now parabolic curve), we get

:

RT„ = ^^—

.

Our equation for RT becomes therefore

RT = 4. RJ\ to X (1 - x) + (^ + xf (1 -^-
And if henceforth all temperatures are expressed in multiples of

Tq, we have finally, putting

T

r z=z 4 oj x{\ _ .t.) 4- (y + .^.)^ (1 -ayy (lb)

3*
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In this simple form the equation is very suitable for calculating

successive spinodal carves. It is of the second degree with respect

to X, of the third degree with respect to <o. For a given value of

r we have therefore only to put successively tt> :^ 1, 0,9, 0,8 etc.

down to 0, and then we find the corresponding values of x by

solution of ordinary quadratic equations.

The equation {Id) becomes after division by ^(1 — x)a^v*:

l/a
(1 - 2;r) + i—?(- 9' 3 +

%^(i-V«)(i 36
1v)

1. e. as — = \- ic ^ (p -\- a;

a a

(l-2^0 + (y + ^-)(l-^r
X (1 — x)

X {\ — x)

(1 — to) (l — 3w)

0,

0. . (26)

This equation of the plaitpoint curve is of the third degree with

respect to x^ of the fourth degree with respect to to.

3. Before discussing the equations (16) and (26) more fully, we

shall first derive a few relations between T^, T^ and T,.

V «' 8 a^

As RTg =z —— (see above) and RT^ = — — , we find immediately

:

6 27 6

16 a. 16

r„ 27 ft'
27^'

From this follows that for values of 9) <[ ^/^ [/3 {= 1,30) T^ will

be <i T^; i. e. the lower critical temperature of the two components

will then be lower than the critical temperature of mixing of the

two liquid phases at v =:b.

so — 3:::As
(fi
=

l/a,— l/a/

1 [/a
so —= — 1, and we have evidently :

^(—:)

For <p = isl\ = coX T,;for(p = o:>isT,= T,. For <p = 7, 1/3

(see above) ^^/t, = (1 + 7« ^3)" = 'U, (43 + 24 v/3) = 3,13.

It will also prove important to know the amount of the pressure

for all points of the spinodal curves. For this purpose we reduce

the equation :

_ RT

to
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RT (|/a^-^.ra)> RT «'

{if + x)\
v(l— V,) v^ v(l— co) v^

This becomes on account of «" = 26i?7'„ (see above) and ^/To^=r:

RT,
{

X
]

P = —r-^ ^ 2a) (y + .rf .

o (1— Ct)
)

Let us express p in the critical pressure p^. (As, namely, the

pressure p, corresponding to T^ {v = b) is evidently = co, p cannot

RT, T, 16 2 RT,
be expressed m p,). As /;, = '/, —- ^nd~ = — (p\p, = ~—^ if\

hence — when we put

P— := n:
Pi

27 to

2 y'
-2io{<p-]-.vy'] (3)1—O)

This equation may be used, when t is already known from {'lb)

If this value is, however, substituted, we get:

27 a>=' r "1

2x {{-w) 4- 2 {<p^.vy {l-oyy -
{<fi+ xy (l-a>)

,
jr =

(f^
1

—

O)

i. e.

27 to'

Tg =
<fi^

1

—

O)
2x {l-x) + (^-f-.r)' (1— to) (1— 2to) (3a)

4. Better than descriptions and calculations the adjoined figures

1—4 represent the different relations which may present themselves

in the discussion of {lb) and {2b), combined with 3 or {Za). We
shall therefore confine ourselves in the following to what is strictly

indispensable.

Two principal types occur, according as g) <^ 1,43 or > 1,43.

Fig. 1 with ip=il is a representative of the one type, fig. 2 with

(f=z2oi the other. The transition case ip = 1,43 is represented in

fig. 4.

a. Description of the case <p = l (fig. 1 and la).

There are two plaitpoint curves, one of which extending from

Co to C\, the other from C\ to A. The latter, however, may only

be realized down to a point between C^ and R^, where it is touched

by the spinodal line t = 0,63 ^).

1) See KoRTEWEG, 1. c. p. 305 (fig. 12) and plate Fi to F^. (The plaitpoint ; has

already disappeared in the limiting line t' = ö in our case). Ri is a so-called point

de plissement double heterogene. Gf. also van der Waals, These Proc. V, 310,

Oct. 25, 1902.
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Beyond the point R, the temperature, and with it also the

pressure, decreases, as is to be seen from the succession of the

different spinodal curves, so that in the /»,7kliagTam (fig. !«) tlie

plaitpoint curve C,R,A shows a cusp at R^, and begins to run back.

It is known that this case is realized with mixtures of C, Hg and

CH3OH, ether and water (Kuenen), etc. It is the principal type I,

as I have fully described it in one of my two preceding papers ').

Remarkable and quite unexpected is the fact that this type may

be realized for mixtures of normal substances. It was formerly

believed that such deviating plaitpoint curves were only possible

when at least one of the two substances is anomalous. This, however,

seems not to be the case; more and more the conviction gains ground

with me that the anomaly of one or of both components only

accentuates the phenomena sharper or brings them into attainable

regions of temperature.

It is also striking in fig. la, that the curve C^ C, has the same

appearance, viz. with an inllection in the middle part, as the typical

curve as observed by Kuenen for C^Hg -f CH3OH (see fig. 1 of my

just cited paper). Only in our case there is not yet a pronounced

maximum and minimum, as with the mixtures of C^Hj with the

strongly anomalous substance CH3OH.

The type of fig. 1 occurs for comparatively small values of (p.

According to the equation given in § 3 the proportion ^2/^1 = 4

corresponds with (p = l. The critical temperatures of the two

components must, therefore, lie comparatively far apart.

As ^i/j-o = —
, Tg is considerably higher than T,. If we put

To^l, as has been done in the figure, then T^ = 0,59 and 1\ = 2,37.

b. Some mathematical and numerical details.

The plaitpoint curve C\C, touches the line x=:'/^ in Co, the

curve AC\ touches the line .i' = in A. Moreover the curve 0^0^

touches the line x = V^ once more in D, and it does so at

to == 7j (^ = 1,5 6). In Ci and C\ no contact takes place.

When <fi
becomes < 1 , and approaches to (^V^; ^^^en becomes

larger and larger and approaches to 00), then the curve C\A approaches

the straight line .i' = more and more and the curve CqC^ the

dotted curve in the figure, which continues to present a clearly

1) These Proc. VII p. 63G-638, April 22, 1905.
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pronounced inflection point up to the last ^). For values of g) ]> 1,

the curve C^C^ lies partially on the left of the curve x=y^, and
the point of contact at I) passes into two points of intersection.

By an approximate solution of (2b) and substitution in (1^) and

(3) of the values found, the foUovv^ing points of the two plaitpoint

curves are calculated. (The other values of a> or ^' are either imaginary

or do not satisfy).

<f = l

Curve C„C.

iX r= 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9

u = 1 0,49 0,43 0,39 0,36 0,33

T = 1 1,78 1,98 2,13 2,20 2,37

x=oo 6,^4 5,75 5,05 4,51 4

Curve C,A

« = 0,33 0.4 0.51) 0,6 0,7

x=0 0,021 0.041 0,042 0,023
T==0,59 0,63 0,62 0,51 0,33

^r=l 1,15 1,08 —3,09 -

0,8 0,9 1

0,010 0,0017

0,16 0,042

8,64 -16,9 - 27

It is seen that the pressure begins to be negative for points in the

neighbourhood of A. This is not remarkable; also for a simple

substance the points of inflection in the ideal isotherms reach to

within the region of the negative pressures. Though the pressures

in some points on the spinodal curve are negative, this is no reason

why those on the connodal curves should be so.

The limits of the region of negative pressures on the spinodal

curves may be easily fixed (see the dotted curves in fig. 1) by solution

of the equation (see (3a))

2x (1 — cc) = (<p + xf (1 - a>) (2co — 1).

If we put here (1 — a>) (2a) — 1) := 0, we find :

_ (I — g^d) ± 1/1 — 2(p(^+ 1)6

2^6
In this way we calculate for (p =^1:

X=
to= 1

That jr approaches

immediately from (3)

0,9

0,04=

0,84

to -

0,8

0,07

0,75^

27

0,7

0,07

0,75=

0,6

0,04=

0,84

0,5

1.

For as

for

T

prove

value of (p

1— cu

27 1 / \
presently, jr = y — ( — 2yM =:

X = 0, a> = 1, T = follows

approaches to 0, as we shall

-27, independent of the

1) For this plaitpoint curve (^ = the following points are easily calculated:

^' = 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,5 0,4

x = 0,507 0,528 0,567 0,623 0,712 0,853

The equation (2Ö), viz., passes then into the following quadratic equation in xu
a;2«2 (9 _ io<i, + 3«2) _ 3^^. (2 — «) + 1 = 0.

The other value for x is always > 1.

') The maximum lies at « = 0,54; x is then about = 0,043.
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In this we must notice that in the immediate neighbourhood of

the point A, sr increases with the utmost rapidity from — 27 to

4" 00, when we pass the above considered border curve; m the

point A itself this transition takes of course place suddenly. For
27241-^)

when to = 1, .T approaches to --— =^ 00, according to (Sa), except
(f)

1— to
'^

in the case that x is exactly =: 0, when (see further) '— = 0,
1— to

the following term yielding then the finite value — 27. This follows

also from the figure, because the border curve, which separates positive

from negative pressures, passes through the point A.

That on the plaitpoint curve the expressions and
1— CO 1—to

approach to for ^ = 0, to = 1, t =r at A, follows from (26).

For putting x ^ A and 1 — o) = d, we get

:

1 -{.<pö'f^ — 2^(f\=:0,

or as 3y(f^ may be neutralized by 1, 1 — 2(p* — = 0, from which

A
follows, that at the point A ~^= 2(p\ so remains finite. So A is of

X "a
the order d\ so that =1 — really approaches to at A. From

this follows also the contact. And as according to {lb) r approaches to

4 (A + <fi'ö') = 4:(fi'ö' (A being of the order ö') for a' = 0, to =:: 1,

T
approaches to at A.

1— to

In the same way the plaitpoint curve CqC, touches the line

x='/, for ^=7,, to = l. For, for x = '/,{1 -{- Li), oj = '1 — d

equation (26) becomes:

- A + ((^ + VJ cP 3 - 8 (^ 4- V.)^^ = 0,

A
which appoaches to — A -j- 3 (9) -|- 7J <^' = 0, yielding — = 3(^-f- VJ»

~A
so again finite. So A is now of the order d", and so — again = 0,

which proves the contact at Cq.

I call attention to the fact, that on account of the small values

of A a large portion of the curve Cg G, from C^ as far as beyond the

point D may be calculated very accurately, by writing for (26) (y = 1):
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so that

A + V, (1 - CO)'

A = V, (1 - o>y

3 — 9 (1 — to) (3a> — 1)]
1 - 3 (1 — (o) (3to -'}

From this follows e.g. for at =z 0,9, 0,8, 0,7, 0,6 resp., for A
0,022, 0,029, 0,004, 0,029.

The contact at D. If we put in (26) a; = V„ then 1 — 2.r = 0,

and hence:

(<f + V.) (1 - ^y 3 + 4 (^ + VJ^ (1 - (o) (1 - 3a>)

This yields besides to = 1 (the point Cj, also

(1 - to) (3to — 1)

hence
(2^+1)^

^ = V, ± V3K 9

(2^+1)^

For (f = 1 this yields two equal roots to = Vs» which proves the

contact at D. For <p «<[ 1 the roots become imaginary, so that then

C\C\ no longer cuts the line x='^/^, but keeps continually on its

right, whereas for <ƒ ]> 1 two points of intersection are always

found. So is e. g. for (p = 2 to := ^Yis (close to Co) and lo = 7^

(lying on the other branch between Cj and C^ (see fig. 2)).

In order to facilitate the tracing of the different spinodal lines, it

is to be recommended to fix the limiting values of x for x= 0,

x = l, to=:l, to= 73- ^Iso for x='^/^ it is easy to calculate t.

From (lb) follows e.g. for x = 0, g) = 1 -.

r == 4to (1 — to)^

This yields:

co=:l 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,5 0,4 0,333 0,3 0,2 0,1

T=0 0,036 0,128 0,252 0,384 0,50 0,576 0,593 0,588 0,512 0,324

For X =z 1 these values become simply 4 times larger, {(p -}- xy

then being = 4.

For X = 7, we get,

T = to {1 + 9 (1 — to)^j

,

yielding

:

oi = l 0,95 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,5

T = 1 0,971 0,981 1,09 1,27 1,46 1,62^

For to = 1 we get simply :

T == 4.r (1 — x)^

from which follows

:

0,4 0,33 0,3

1,70 1,67 1,62.
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^' = 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4

T=:0 0,36 0,64 0,84 0,96

Finally we get for a> ^ Vs =

Va .t-(l

0,5 0,6 0,7
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It ma}' be easily demonstrated that in the neighbourhood of C^

such a minimum never appears in our case. For from (16) folloAvs

Tj 16
with r =: —- = --<ƒ)*:

T^ 27

16

27
r/^ =: 4a> .t-(i -.!) + (.ƒ) + vy{i -o,y

After substitution of x n= A, to = Ys (^ + ^)' ^^^ get, neglecting

A", which is justified by the result

:

a-f rf)

9 A / 2A\
7-7+1 + — (I - V.cf)^

or as
l+ cf

= 1 — ff + (T^

yielding

9 A 2A
j-7+-"a
4 y)^ «/)

A = V,d'=

9 2

r-ï + -

and so

V,d)^ =

= 3d^:

1

l+ d

9 8^+-

1,

-(l-V,cfr = V,rf«:

The spinodal line 2'= Tj touches, therefore, the axis x = for

every value of (f, and, iit least on the assumptions made by us

concerning a and b, a minimum can therefore never appear in the

neighbourhood of 6\, in consequence of which the spinodal lines in

the immediate neighbourhood of Cj would enclose this point.

Finally some corresponding values of x and a> are subjoined, which

determine the shape of the spinodal line t = 1 (7^= Tg). By solution

of the quadratic equation

4tt> ^ (1 — .v) + (1 + xY 1 — to) '] 1

follows immediately:

ix) = l 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,5 0,4 0,33 0,3 0,2 0,1

.v — 0,h 0,403 0,292 0,227 0,184 0,164 0,182 0,182 0,306 0,679

0,743 1,004

So this line cuts the axis x = 1 for to = 0,7, and henceforth only

one solution satisfies, x becomes evidently 1 for to (1— to)'' =: 7ia»

yielding about to = 0,07.

From the above derived equation 4^(^-1- l)(^—<«)*+ l

—

t(2— to)^0,

which was the condition for two equal values ofx, we find y = 1, t=: 1

:

8to^ — 15to + 7 = 0,

from which, besides to=:l, m^1^ follows. To this belongs then

A' = ^Vii ^ 0,524. Between to = 1 and v) = 0,875 we find only

imaginaiy values for x in the above table.
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As to the spinodal line T = 1\ (r = 0,59), we calculate x —: 0,0019

for CO = 0,30, whereas x == 0,006 corresponds to to = 0,40.

As to the shape of the spinodal lines for great values of ?; (vapour

branch) i. e. when t and oi approach to 0, follows immediately

from {lb):

X = 4to :c{l-x) + {<p^xy = 4(o ^' + (29)+l).x-

If we substitute ^/To = T': -^— for r, and - for to, we get:
rib V

2«' r 1i2r=--|^rp' + (2y + l)^J

l/«l
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again from R^. In R^ the pressure is already negative, and it

becomes again = — 27 pi in A. (See § 4 at b).

Wlien (f
= 2, we find easily from the equations derived in § 3,

that then t,/t, = 2'/\ and ^1/7;,= ""/.j. So if T, is again =1, then

T, = 2,37 and 7\ = 5,33. Now T, is higher than T,.

b. Some mathematical and numerical details.

Much having already been derived in § 4, it will suflice to give

some few values.

Of the two plaitpoint curves the following points were calculated

X =
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x = 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1

r = 2,37 2,73 3,08 3,41 3,73 4,03 4,33 4,59 4,86 5,10 5,33

6. We may now determine, where the transition represented in

fig. 4, takes place. (The place of the point P is also drawn in

figs. 1 and 2 ')).

If we put 1 — (J^=^y in the equation {2b) of the plaitpoint curve,

then

(l-2^-) + (.^- + 9^)y'f3 + (.r + g.r^-^?^) = 0. ... (a)

V .t'(i—.f)y

Now in the double point sought ^- must be and ^— must be 0,
^ ox dy

when ƒ denotes the first member of {a). This gives:

_ 2x {\-x) + {l-2xy + 3^^ }(l-2.tO {x-\-ip) + X (l-.t-)
j
+

+ 8 (.^' -f y^r 2/' (3I/-2) = , (6)

and after division by 6y {x -\- (f) :

x{\-x) + {x + <fyy{2y-l) = ^ (c)

Substitution of the value of x{l—x) from (c) in {a) gives:

(I - 2x) + {x + if) y^ U + ^^^) = 0,

or

(l_2.r) + (.. + 9:)3/^i:i|^=:0 (a')

1 — 2?/

So Ave have to solve ?/, a' and tp from (a'), (/;) and (c). Substitution

of 1 — 2a; from (a'), and .t (1 — x) from (c) in {b) gives, after

division by [x -\- (pYy :

/I — ?>ii\-2(l-2,) + ,'(—-^j +

+ %' !-3/^^+ (l-%)i + 3^M3.V - 2) = 0,
/ 1 — 2?/

)

i. e. after multiplication by (1 — '2yY
-.

- 2 (1 - 2^)' + ^' (1 - ^yY +

+ 33/MI-22/) j-2/(l-3^) + (l -2yrU3r(3^-2)(l-2^)=' = 0,

from which y may be solved. The above equation gives:

^) This point must be thought more to the left. In fig. 4 no contact but inter-

section takes place in the double point P.
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- 2 (1 - 2yy + 2/' (1 - 3//)' + 3^^ (1 - 2y) {y^ + 2y - 1) = O,

or 3t/^ — \hy' -\- 2%' — 27?/' + 12?/ — 2 = O,

i. e. after division by (?/
— 1)'

:

Zy- -6^ + 2,

yielding :

2/ = 1 ± 7, 1/3".

As it is obvious that y cannot be larger than 1, only :

y ^ 1 - Vs i/3 = 0,4226

satisfies here.

If we substitute the value x -\- (p from {a!) into (c), we get:

(1— 2v)'
.t' (1 — x) — (1 — 2^0' -^ -^~ = 0.

'
^ ' ^ /(l-3#

In this the last fraction passes into V4 (1 + 1^3), after substitution

of ?/ = 1 — Vs V/3, so that we get for x

:

.^(l-.r)- 7.(1 + 1/3) jl_4.^.(l-.^.)j := 0,

hence

:

X{ 1 - .r) rz: 7, (_ 1 + 1/3),

giving:

,v = 7J 1 ± 7, (1/6 — \/2)\= 0,2412 or 0,7588.

It is obvious from the figure, that only the first value satisfies,

viz.:

^ = 7,
i

1 - 7, {[/6 — [/2)\= 0,2412.

The value of (f is finally found from (c)

:

x(l—x)
(^ + <py = ' ' = 'A (2 + ^/3),

y (1—22/)

giving x^(p= 7, (3 ^/2 + [/6), hence y=7,(— l+ i/2+ |/6)=l,432.

As y = 1 — 7, 1/3, to = 7, 1/3, i. e. the intersection takes place

?it vz=b[/3 = 1,732 6.

As mentioned before T„ = 2\ for y = 1,30 (see § 3). For (p = 1,43

T„ is already < ï\. For ^\/t, = ''/.^ (p' we find easily the value

1,215, while 2,887 is found for t,/t, = (1 + l/cpY.

7. Besides the cases, given in figs. 1 and 2, representing the

principal types I and III, there is another important type, viz. II,

of which I also gave a full description in my previous paper, which
I have already cited several times 0. The ^,7'-diagram of this case

1) 1. c. p. 663—667.
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is given in fig. 4a. Kuenen met with it, among others, in the case

of mixtures of C^Hg with ethyl- and some higher alcohols. Also

triethjlamine with water is a well-known instance.

This case is evidently found, when the plaitpoint curve CjC, of fig. 2

assumes the shape drawn in fig. 3. We may namely imagine that

when the two curves d Cj and CqA approach each other, a deviation

from the straight course may be found on the left side of C^C^,

specially if b^ should not be = b,, by which the point C\ would

therefore be shifted to the left, to the side of the small volumes. At

all events the anomaly of one of the two components can give

rise to the occurrence of this second principal type, as I showed in

a preceding paper.

From the shape of the different spinodal curves it is obvious that

from Ci the temperatures first increase, as far as the point of contact

at R^. The temperature is then T' (see fig. 3<2). But between R^ and

RJ, where the plaitpoint curve is again touched by one of the

spinodal curves, the temperature decreases, and so also the pressure,

so that in the ^;, T-diagram of fig. 3a the line R^ R,' runs back

again, as in fig. la the line R^ A and in fig. 2a the line R^ A, having

in this case two cusjjs in i?, and RJ.

Here the points between R^ and RJ, and also those on d R^ and

C^RJ in the neighbourhood of R^ and RJ can again not be realized,

and the consequence will be the occurrence of a three phase

equilibrium^).

As I already observed in one of my previous papers (I.e. p. 646),

after the two liquid phases 1 and 2 have coincided in the neigh-

bourhood of the point R\, here too, separation of the two liquid

phases must take place again — provided the temperature be sufficiently

lowered — and this will take place in the neighbourhood of the

point, where one of the spinodal curves in R, touches the plaitpoint

curve Co A. This is also represented in the jh T-diagram of fig. Sa.

When comparing figs. 1, 2 and 3, we see clearly the connection

between the three principal types and their transition into each other.

The connection is given by the different course of the two plaitpoint

cui-ves in figs. 1 and 2, which (see fig. 3) may pass continuously

into each other with changed circumstances of critical data of the

two components.

1) Gf. VAN DER Waals, Gontinuital II, p. 187, and These Proceedings V,

p. 307-11 Oct. 25, 1902.
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Physics. — ''Some rainnrk.s on Dr. Ph. Kohn«tamm's last papei's.^^

By J. J. VAN Laau. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

i. With interest and Cull a})pro\'al 1 read Dr. Kohnstamm's three

papers on the osmotic pressure ^). From them it appeared to me that,

practically', he perfectly agreed with me. Only with regard to a few

points there are differences of opinion — only in appearance, howeveVy

as I shall show in what follows.

On pages 723—729 1. c, namely, Kohnstamm gives also a thenno-

dynamic derivation of the osmotic pressure, which seems to lead to

a somewhat diffei'ent result from mine. He finds, namely, in the

dh
numerator finally the cjuantity Vi — oc—~ instead of v^. \\ use here

dx ^

my notation ; v^ is the molecular volume of the pure solvent (Kohn-

stamm's v,I), Vx that of the solution, in wdiich the dissolved substance

is present with a concentration x (K.'s z^J]. But here he overlooks

that according to his approximations v^ may be written for the

latter. P^or on page 726 an integral is neglected, among others

on the strength of the fact that Vx— b approaches to 0. He puts

dh
,

dh
therefore v^= b, in consequence of which Vx— cc—= — x—=

dx dx

= Z> — x{b.j — b^)::^b^. This however, is the value of b or z;, when

X = 0, so Vq.

So Kohnstamm finds exactly the same thing as I found already in

1894 in a much simpler way. In my method no integral need be

split into three parts, and we need not neglect anything but tlie

compressibility of the liquid (which is of course also done by

Kohnstamm), so that my result (the compressibility excepted) is per-

fectly accurate, which cannot be said of that of Kohnstamm.

2. The above mentioned method has been repeatedly published

by me. [Z. f. Ph. Ch. XV, 1894; Arch. Teyler (Theorie générale),

1898; Lehrbuch der math. Chemie, 1901; Arch. Teyler (Quelques

reraarques sur la theorie des solutions non-diluées), 1903; and recently

in the "Chemisch Weekblad", 1905, N". 9]. The derivation may

follow here once more.

If there is namely, equilibrium between the solution with the

concentration x under a pressure p, with the pure solvent with a

concentration under the arbitrary pressure j^o (c-g- that of the

saturated vapour, or of tiie atmosphere etc.), the molecular potentials

1) These Proc. VII, 723-751.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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of the solvent in the two liquid phases (separated by a semiperme-

able membrane onlj passable by the solvent) are the same. Hence:

f^ (Ö, i?o) = f* G^'' P) (1)

But evidently we have the identity

dp

Pa

Here -—
° = r. (for meaning of v^, see §1). So w^e have also:

dp

p

(i{0,p,) = n{0,p) — I v,dp.

Pa

If we now assume v^ to be independent of the pressure — which

KoHNSTAMM thinks perfectly permissible — we get:

H (0, p,) =z fi (0, p) — v,{p — p„)

.

Substituting this in (1), we get at once:

1

^ = P — Po = — il^o — l^x)p , (2)

by which the osmotic pressure is immediately brought into connection

with the difference of the molecular potentials of the pure solvent

and of that in the solution, both under the same pressure p.

Kow we can in the usual way replace fi^ — iix by its value. We
find then, as has been frequently derived:

- RT log (1 - .r) - --^^ + RTW-^ etc.

in which the latter terms is often neglected, and a and r have the

known meaning.

In this way the apparent deviation with regard to Vg has been

disproved. My statement, therefore, that in the numerator for Vg no

correction term need be applied (see Kohnstamm, p. 729), was by

no means "too absolute".

3. When reading through Kohnstamm's paper, I was further

struck by the following in my opinion inaccurate assertions.

On p. 739 it says: "It appears from the explanation convincingly,

that VAN Laar goes too far, when he states, that w^e cannot speak

of osmotic pressure in an isolated solution."

I fully maintain this view. For in the kinetic explanation of
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KoHNSTAMM the osmotic pressure in an isolated solution is established,

only ivhen he places semi-permeable walls or planes in it. But then

it is of course no isolated solution any more! What I demonstrate

is no more than this : Without semipermeable membrane no osmotic

pressure. And to this Kohnstamm will certainly not have any objection,

witness the cited question of Pupin how it is possible, that e. g. a

CaCl^-solution of no less than 53 atm. could be beld in a thin glass

vessel without bursting it ! I do not see very well, what objection

Kohnstamm can ha\'e to my assertion. For this is the core of the

question, with regard to which he proves to be quite of my opinion

in another place (cf. p. 742).

4. What Kohnstamm further observes on pages 742— 4 with

regard to the idea ''thermodynamic potential", and what he says on

"palpable conceptions" may be very well left undiscussed here. For

this is only a question of words, which does not affect the real

nature of the affair at all. Every one who works with the thermo-

dynamic potential, means with it the s-function of Gibbs, which

perfectly determines the condition of equilibrium, as it must be

minimum in this case.

Finally I may only be allowed to point out that Dr. Kohnstamm

has evidently misunderstood me, where he says that he thinks the

request to supply something "as a substitute" for the osmotic pressure

and the kinetic conception of it less unreasonable than it seems

to me (p. 746).

I, namel}^ spoke of the osmotic pressure m an isolated solution.

And I very distinctly added : nothing can be put in the place for

what does not exist. And I wrote further, that the usual (faulty)

kinetic conception of the osmotic pressure (i. e. where there ai-e semi-

permeable membranes) must be replaced by a perfectly ne^v kinetic

explanation, in which inter alia, the process of diffusion at the mem-

brane is put more into the foreground (Cli. Weekbl., 1905, N". 9).

And where Kohnstamm himself has made a very laudable attempt

in this direction (1. c. p. 729—741) to explain the osmotic pressure,

I have after all reasons for satisfaction, though he has wisely aban-

doned the idea of drawing up an equation for non-diluted solutions

in this way.

And as to the thermodynamic derivation, in this Kohnstamm has

been less fortunate in my opinion; where he has tried to substitute

for my perfectly exact, and yet so simple derivation an indirect,

elaborate derivation, the result of which on account of some neglections

cannot even lay claim to perfect accuracy.
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Mathematics. — "On the rank of the section of two algebraic

surfaces.'" By Dr. W. A. Yersliys. (Communicated by Prof.

P. H. SCHOUTE.

1. Ill this paper I intend to prove the relation new to me

r r= wij n^ -\- m^ n^ — 26 — 3/, {A)

where r is the rank of the curve of intersection s of two algebraic

surfaces >S'i and S^, respectively of the degree n.^ and n^ and of the

class ???i and m^ and possessing in d points an ordinary contact

and in -/ points a stationary contact. Some applications of this

formula are given too.

Formerly I proved ^) the following extension of a well-known

formula ')

r= n^n^{n,-\-n.,— 2) — 2 (^i^g^+ n^ gj+ rf) - 3 (n^ r^+ n^i'i+x), • {B)

where §i, $3, 1'l,
i\ represent the degrees of the nodal and cuspidal

curves of the two surfaces S^ and S^. Formula {A) shall first be

proved for the case that S^ and S^ are developables. If we wish

to apply formula {^B) to developables the numbers of double gener-

ating lines tOj and to, must be added to the orders %^ and i„ of the

nodal curves and the numbers of stationary generating lines i\ and

i\ to the orders v\ and r, of the cuspidal curves.

Formula (5) becomes

r = 71, n^ {n, + w, — 2) — 2,\n, (§, + (o,) + w, (|, + wj + d| —
-3|^^,(r, + tg + '^.K + ^i)+xl . . . . (C)

2. Let A^aS be the second polar surface of the degenerated surface

S, -\- S^ with respect to the arbitrary point P. This surface A*/S

is of the degree {n, -f- n^— 2) and meets the curve of intersection s

of aSj and aSj, this curve being of the degree n^n^, in n^n^ (»i+^^j—2)

points.

These points of intersection are 1^' the triple points of /Sj-f-^^a

through which the curve s passes and 2"^ the points of s for which

the tangent plane to one of the two surfaces passes through P.

The triple points of S^ + ^^ through \vhich the curve s passes

are the points in Avhich a double line of one of the two surfaces

meets the other surface. So these triple points are:

1st. Tiig {n-^v^ -|- n^r,) points in which a cuspidal curve of one of

the surfaces meets the other one. These points are cusps on the

curve of intersection s, they are indicated by Cremoxa as points X

1) Versluys, Mémoires de Liége, 3me serie, t. VI. Sur les nombres Plückériens etc.

2) E. Pascal, Rep. di Mat. Sup. II, p- 325.
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and must count accordiiig' to liim for three points of intersection of

the nodal curve, thus here of the curve s witli A'aS ^),

2"<^. The ("i^'2+^^;^"i) points in wliich a stationary generating line

of one of the surfaces meets the other one. These points, also cusps

on the curve s, are indicated In' Cremona as points r which must

count according to him for tiiree points of intersection of the nodal

curve 6' with A'S^).

S^'^l The (/?i^2 + "ü^i) intersections of >S'i or >S^ with the nodal

curve of the other surface. According to Cremona each of the branches

of the nodal curve meets A^*S ^) one time in a triple point t. Through

each of these points t pass two branches of s, which is a nodal

curve on S^ -{- aS'.^ ; so each of these triple points counts for two

points of intersection of s with A^»S.

4t''. The {n^co^ -f '^2^'^i) nodes of s in which a double generator

of one of the surfaces S^ or S^ meets the other one. According to

Cremona the nodal curx-e .? meets A^*S *) two times in such a

triple point r.

The surface >Si -\- S.^ possesses still more triple points, among others

the cusps I? of the cuspidal curves ; these points do lie on A^S, but on

the curve of intersection 0' they do not; so they do not belong to

the points of intersection of .s^ with A^/S.

3. Through P pass m^ tangent planes of the surface S^. A gene-

rator of aS'i, along which one of the 7??i tangent planes through F
touches >Si, meets n^ times the surface S^. Each of these points of

intersection is a point on s also situated on A^S. Such a point of

s and of A^aS counts for one point of intersection, according to

Cremona ^). So A'^S is met by the curve s in {ni^n^ -f- m^n^) points

for which one of the tangent planes passes through P.

This gives the relation

:

n^n, {n^ + «^ ~ ^) = ^^h^^-z + '>^h^h + '^
t^i (^3 + ^J + n^ (§, + cOj)] -|-

+ 3 K (r, + ^) -h /^ O', + t^JI {D)

Comparing the equations {C) and {D) Ave get immediately

r = m^n^ 4~ ^'^3'*: — 2(f — 3/ {^A)

The degree of a developable being the rank of its cuspidal curve,

we can write for this formula:

r = m^i\ -f- m^r^ — 26 — 3/.

1) Cremo]na— CuRTZE, Oberfliichpn § 108.

2) Cremona—Gurtze, loc. cit. § 100.

3) Cremona—Curtze, loc. cit. § 109.

4) Cremona— Curtze, loc. cit. § 101.

») Cremona— Curtze, loc. cit. § 99.
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4. The foi-nmla (D) and hence also the formula (A), which is now
proved for the case that the two surfaces are developables holds still

good when >Si and S^ are arbitrarj^ algebraic surfaces. Let S,^ and v^

represent the degree of the total nodal curve and total cuspidal curve

of >Si, likewise §2 and v^ for S^. One of the formulae of Plücker

applied to an arbitrary plane section of S^ gives

m^ = 11^^ — jij — 2 ^^ — 3 Vj ,

or

= n^"^ — n^ — m^ — 2 §j — 3 r^.

In like manner an arbitrary plane section of /S'2 gi\es

= 7^2' — '^ — ni^ — 2 ^2 — 3 i'2

hence

= ^2 (»,^ — n^ — m^ — 2 §1 — 3 I'j) -f- n^ {n^^ — n^ - m^ — 2 §2 — Si'j)

or

combining the formulae (Z)^) and {B) we get the formula {A).

If ^§2 is ^ plane, n^ becomes equal to unity and 111^ equal to nought,

whilst the curve s becomes a plane section and the rank r of s

passes into the class of the plane section. So formula [A] gives for

that class

r = mj — 2 (f— 3 /,

which is indeed the class of a section of >S'i with a plane, having

with >S'i in (S points an ordinary contact and in •/ points a stationary

contact.

5. If S^ is of the second degree and S^ of the degree n and

of the class m, the formula {A) gives for the rank of the curve

of intersection

r =: 2 {m + w) — 2 d — 3 x-

If S^ is a quadratic cone K^ this formula will be proved directly

once more as follows for the sake of verification.

The rank of the curve of intersection s is the number of its

tangents meeting an arbitrary right line, e.g. a generator / of K^.

Each tangent of .v, meeting the generator / has three poijits in

common with the cone IC", in fact the two consecutive points it

has in common with .s' and its point of intersection with /, unless

the latter coincides with the point of contact to s. Each right line

having three points in common with A'^ lies entirely on lO. The

only tangents oï s meeting / are thus the generating lines of /v"'' which

are at the same time tangents of s and the tangents to ,s at its

points of intersection with /. The generator / of K^ meets >S\ and

therefore s too n times; through each of these points of intersection
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pass two consecutive tangents of .v. Whence already 2 n tangents

of s meeting /.

Tangents of s, being at the same time generating lines of /{'^ pass

through the vertex T oï K^ and, being tangents of 6% are also tangents

of S^, and therefore situated on the tangent cone Iv of S^, having T
for its vertex. Conversely every common generator of tlie two cones

K"^ and K is a generator of K^ having with >Sj, thus also with s,

two coinciding points in common. A right line having with s two

coinciding points in common is either a tangent of s or it passes

through a double point of s. So tiie common generators of the

cones lO and A' are either tangents of .s" or they pass through double

points of s. The order of the tangent cone K, being equal to the

class m of >S\, the number of common generators is 1m. The num-

ber of tangents of s meeting / in the vertex J' will be %n, diminished

by a number still to be determined for the common generators

passing through a double point of s.

If K^ has in a point ö an ordinary contact with S^ the common
tangent plane jt in cf is a tangent plane of S^ passing through T.

So .T is also a tangent plane to the cone A" along the line Té.

So the two cones A^ and K have along the common generator

Té a common tangent plane. The line Té must therefore count

for two common generators of the cones K^ and K. A point d is

a node of s and with the exception of very particular cases the two

tangents of 0^ in d will not coincide with Té. So for every point

d the number of tangents of s passing through 7' must be diminished

by two.

The following example proves that for every point / in which

>Si and K^ have a stationary contact, the number of generators of

K"^ touching s must be diminished by three. Let /S'l also be a

quadratic surface and let the curve of intersection s be a not degene-

rated biquadratic curve R"^ with a cusp /. Then the line 7/ counts

already at least for two common generators of the cones K'^ and K
and is again not a tangent in x to s or R^. If now^ Tyi were to

count only for two common generators the cones lO and K would

have two more generators in common. These latter two cannot be

two consecutive generators, for in that case R'^ would ha\'e two

double points and so it would have to break up. Now it is easy to

see that these two remaining generators are tangents to R^ or s at

points for whicii the osculating plane is a stationary plane. So R^

would have to possess two stationary planes « whilst a R* with cusp

possesses but one stationary plane a ^). The right line 7/ must

1) E. Pascal, loc. cit. p. 363.
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therefore count for three common generators of K^ and K. The

number of tangents of s meeting the line /, thus the rank of s is

consequently

r= 2?i + 2m — 2d — 3/

.

6. The reciprocal polar figure s' of the curve of intersection s of

K^ and S^ is a developable circumscribed to a conic c* and to a

surface S' of order m and of class n, whilst the conic c^ touches

Ö times the surface >S'' and osculates it x times. If we take for the

conic c^ the imaginar^^ circle at infinity the developable s' becomes

the developable focal surface of S'. The rank of s is the same as

that of s. So we find the theorem:

The rank of the focal developable of a surface of order m and of

class n touching the imaginary circle at infijiity ö times and oscidating

it X times is

r = 2m-\- 2n — 2(f — 3x.

If aS\ is a developable the point of contact of a common tangent

plane that is an ordinary plane of S^ is> always a node of s ^).

The developables K^ and S-^ will only then have a stationary

contact in a point Xj when the common tangent plane is a stationary

plane a of ^S\. The line 7x counts thus for four lines of intersection

of the cone K^ with the tangent cone K which breaks up into

m planes. It is easy to see that now the line 7x is at the same

time tangent to s at the special cusp x wdiich is a singularity of

order two, of rank unitj' and of class three ^). So a stationary contact

X gives rise to four lines of intersection of K^ ^vith K of which

only one is an ordinary tangent of s lying on /v^^ Each point x now
also diminishes the rank of ^^ b}^ three. The reciprocal polar figure

of Si is a curve S' of order m and of class ??,. Each common tangent

plane of K^ and S^ is transformed in a common point of c^ and

S'. If the common plane is a stationary plane « of S^ the common
point is a cusp on the curve S'. So we find the theorem:

The rank of the focal developable of a plane curve or a twisted

curve of the degree m and of the class n and of ivhich ö ordinary

points and x cusps lie on the imaginary circle at infinity is

r — 2m -f 2/i — 2(f — 3x.

7. If &\ and 8\ are the reciprocal polar figures of the surfaces

aSi and S^, then 8\ and 8\ are respectively of the degi'ee m^ and

m.^ and of the class n^ and n^.

1) Versluys, Mémoires de Liège, 3me série t. VI. loc. cit.

2) Halphen, Bull, de la Soc. Mat. de France, t. VI, p. 10.
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If the surfaces S^ and S^ have an ordinary contact in cf points,

the common tangent planes in these d points are ordinary double

tangent planes of the developable D circumscribing S^ and ^Sa ^). The

surfaces S\ and S\ will also have in ö points an ordinary contact.

If the surfaces S^ and S^ have in x points a stationary contact

the tangent planes in these / points are stationary tangent planes

of the developable D^). The surfaces >S'i and S\ have thus also

in / points a stationary contact.

So the rank of the curve of intersection d' of the surfaces S\ and

S\ is according to formula (A), just as the rank of the curve s,

r =z m^}i^ -\- 171^71^ — 2Ö -— 3/.

The curve d' being the reciprocal polar figure of the circum-

scribing developable D, the rank of D is equal to the rank of d'.

Whence the theorem:

For two arbitrary/ algebraic surfaces the rank of the curve of

intersection is equal to the rank of the circumscribing developable.

Here we have supposed that the points of contact ö and x ^I'e

ordinary points on both surfaces and the tangent planes ordinary

tangent planes in tliese points^).

1) Versluys, Mém. de Liège. 3™*? série t. VI. De l'iiifluence d'un contact etc.

2) Versluys, loc. cit.

8) Versluys, loc. cit.
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Physiology. — "On the pressure of sound in Cord's organ". By

Prof. H. Zwaardemaker.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 27, 1905).

According to the hypothesis of HelmhoI;TZ-Hensen the vibrations

of sound, penetrating into the inner ear by way of the stapes,

evoke a resonance in the transversely stretched fibres of the meni-

brana basilaris. Strong vibrations are imparted to different fibres

according to the pitch ; these vibrations being communicated to the

sensory epithelia of Corti's organ and then becoming tlie stimulus

for definite nerve-fibres. We recognise the tone by the nerve-fibres

which are affected in this way.

That such short fibres as the transverse fibres of the membrana

basilaris can resound to the relatively deep tones of the human

scale is explained by Helmholtz 1»^ by the resistance in the fluid

and in the soft cell-masses (Clausius' cells); 2"^^, by their being loaded

with Corti's arches on which again a w^hole system of cells rests.

At first it was imagined that the fibre vibrates in its entire lengtli

as a freely stretched string. Later attention has been drawn to the

fact that the pars arcuata (the part over which the Corti's arches

vault themselves) remains largely at rest while the pars pectinata

(the remaining part of the string, not covered by the arches) makes

the greatest excursions. But then the difference in length of the

fibres is no longer sufficient to explain the difference in the pitch

for which they are tuned, so that also a difference in tension and in

load must be assumed.') Examining the proportions of microscopical

preparations and bearing in mind that the arches are more or less

rigid formations, one is soon convinced that the pars arcuata cannot

possibly resound to the deep tones of the audible scale. It is not

the bottom cells on their upper face that are an impediment (o this,

but the large vein on their lower surface. Moreover the transverse

fibrous structure, which is so dislinct in the pars pectinata is entirely

absent in the pars arcuata. The property of resounding may on

sufficient grounds be attributed to the stretched and loaded fibres of

the pars pectinata only.

I have tried, as far as this is possible, to reproduce in a model

the conditions prevailing in Corti's organ. A horizontal steel string,

7, millimetre thick and somewiiat longer than a metre, represents

a transversely stretched fibre of the membrana basilaris. On this

rests, at one of the ends, a wooden imitation of Corti's arches. The

1) A. A. Gray, Journal of anat. and physio). 1900, Vol. 34. p. 324.
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other end is fastened, transversely to the direction of vibration, to

the vibrating prong of an electrically (h-iven tuning fork. Now, when
the Corti's arches are sufficiently loaded (with sponges, or, for

demonstrations, with a hollowed little board on which a drawing

has been stuck), the tension of the string being at the same time

regulated by means of a micrometer screw, it is possible to cause

the system to resound to the tuning fork so that with small deflec-

tions of the fork the deflections of the pars pectinata become very

large.

In the experiments for study proper, it deserves recommendation

to attach pins to the wooden Corti's arches, on which smaller and

larger sponges can be stuck in various positions. As long as the spon-

ges are dry the whole system jiartakes in the vibrations. But when

water is dropped on them, which is sucked in by the sponges and

makes them heavier, the damping system is brought to rest and a

node is formed at the base of the outer pillar. The string can be

prevented from sinking down too much, by attaching the fixed extre-

mity of the Corti's arch to a spring, which keeps it up. The free

extremity of the arch is placed loose on the string. Sometimes it is

a little difficult to obtain only vertical movements of the string,

but by moving the fixed point of support of the string forward or

backward, one always succeeds in this.

We find then :

1. broad deflections of the pars pectinata.

2. immovability of the pars arcuata.

3. immovability of the Corti's arches.

4. immovability of the loading mass.

This immoMibility is not absolute, of course ; on the contrary, the

floor, the table, everything in the room vibrates under the influence

of the tuning fork, but the movements are infinitely small compared

with the excursions of the pars pectinata and are so insignificant,

moreover, that a photograph of the parts, called immovable, shows

absolutely sharp definition. On the same photograph the pars pectinata

is seen in the extreme positions, which it reaches with broad amplitude.

The conditions of the model have purposely been so chosen that

they correspond in general outlines to the conditions actually found

in Corti's organ. A complete imitation is impossible, but Avithin the

limits of technical practicability we have reached here, without any

preconceived opinion, what can be achieved with the ordinary means

of the laboratory. Now if we may see in the described model a

more or less ha[)py imitation of reality and to this assumption we

are especially entitled by the manner of loading, then it follows that

5*
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also ill the oi',i»an itself as well the Corti's arches as the loading cells

remain at rest. But then we must drop all the ideas, which have been

broadly developed during a long time, about the impact oftheciliae

of the hair-cells on the membrana tectoria, on the bending of the

ciliae, etc. Rest prevails in the system of arches and a covibration

of them is necessarily excluded.

Yet the imparting of stimuli, which was supposed to be explained

by the co-vibration of the hairs, need not remain a mystery, if

attention be paid to the effect of sound-pressure.

In a paper, entitled "the pressure of vibrations". Lord Rayleigh ^)

has treated a simple case, which is nearly identical with ours. It is

the case of a string, itself infinite, but vibrating between two rings,

one fixed, the other sliding. When the string vibrates the sliding ring

is pressed ontwaard, towards the extremity, with an a\erage force

EF= —
; E being the energy of the vibration, / the length of

the string.

The base of the outer pillar is in the case of the sliding ring.

According to Retzius the pillar is one with the semi-solid cell-mass

of the bottom-cell ; from this cell it would originate and form a

whole with it. In this way at the same time an attachment and a

small movability in the cell-mass have been obtained.

But the pillar is not only in juxtaposition with the tibre, but also

presses on it by the inertia of the large cell-masses with which it

is connected, as soon as the libre begins to execute movements. Hence

the vibrating fibre will in this place present a node and the load

itself will necessarily have a great influence on the conditions of

tension during the \ibration.

So the pillar has a double function : 1. that of the movable ring

of Rayleigh, 2. that of carrier of the inertia of a damping and

loading mass. In its first quality it receives a pressure in the direc-

tion of the modiolus, a pressure which can be perfectly measured

by Rayleigh's formula.

In the model this pressure can even be demonstrated. For this

purpose the pillars were removed and the base of the outer pillar,

which imparts a node to the string, was replaced by a brass lamella,

provided with a slit. The split lamella grips the string like a miniature

fork. In this way the node is preserved. As the lamella is 19,5 cm.

long and 0,1 cm. thick, it possesses a certain mass, which does not

press on the string since the lamella is placed normally to it, but

gives a distinct dauiping as soon as the string vibrates.

1) Lord Rayleigh, Philosoph. Magazine (6) III. 1902, p. 33Ü.
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Besides, at its place of attaclinienl tlie lamella has been made

considerably thinner (thickness 0,02 cm.) and consequently tiexible

over a length of G cenlimeti-es. The result is that the lameUa, although

accurately placed in the node of the vibrating string, will slightly

deviate outward as soon as the excursions have l^ecome large enough.

The force by which the little fork is driven outward is undoubtedly

extremely small. Accordingly the deviation did not exceed 3 mm.
with a semi-amplitude of the string of 0,4 cm. The new position

can easily be tixed photographically and be compared with the

position of rest which is assumed as soon as the string stops vibrating.

This renders it possible to measure the force. But from a physiolo-

gical point of view it has no meaning to perform the actual measu-

rement on the model although it would be important if it could be

performed under the actual conditions, for this pressure must he the

immediate cause of heariih/. This will l)e easily perceived with

respect to the sensory elements at the modiolus side of the pillars.

The pressure of sound acting at the base of these outer pillars is

in the direction of the string and hence of the modiolus. Jt has a

component in the direction of the pillar itself. Through this the outer

pillar, the upper end of which presses loosely against the capitulum

of the inner pillar, is displaced parallel to itself and the cells at the

modiolus side of the system must necessarily be compressed, although

slightly. The pressure which they experience is either entirely con-

tinuous or periodically feebly variable. Beginning at the foot of the

pillar the pressure varies from a maximum at the extreme deflection

of the string to zero in the position of equilibrium. Higher uj) in

the system these diiFerences will probably for the greater part have

disappeared, though they may remain to some extent. The pressure,

however, is at all times positive; it never becomes negative, as would

be the case if the Corti's arches and the loading cells followed the

vibrations of the string. Since they are at rest, the pressure met w itii

in the sensory cells at the modiolus side of the inner pillar must

always act in the same sense, which is in the direction of the modiolus.

It is quite possible that also the hairs of the hair-cells experience

its influence, the effect of which will also l)e in one direction.

The matter is somewhat less simple for the sensory elements situated

at the inner side of the outer pillar. These appear to me to experience

no pressure at all from the outer pillar, which is retained in the soft

cell-mass of the bottom cell. On the othei- hand such a pressure is

present from the side of Henskn's cells and also to some extent from

the side of the supporting cells.

We are at liberty to consider this cell-group, situated at the extei'ior
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of the directly sensory cleiiioiils, also as a Rayleigh ring. We shall

have to try this the sooner, since in birds the pillars are absent and

so we cannot regard these formations as essential. If we try again

to find in Corti's organ an analogon of Rayleigh's movable ring,

and in abstracto it is always admissible to seek such an analogy,

we may never restrict ourselves to the arches alone. For by doing

this we should deny the essential meaning of analogy for the physiology

of hearing.

So Hensen's cells may also be regarded as a movable Rayleigh

ring. They also rest with a relatively narrow foot on the fibres of

the membrana basilaris, near the foot of tiie piUar, when the human

organ of hearing is studied. They will also exert a damping and

loading influence on the vibrating fibres by their inertia. They will

also cause a relative node and be shifted laterally, in the direction

of the modiolus, by the vibration. But if this is the case they also

squeeze the sensory elements situated between them and the pillar ').

Beside this lateral pressure, experienced by the cells themselves,

it is not entirely impossible that also the hairs experience a pressure

which they now receive through the agency of the lamina reticularis,

which forms a whole with the capitula of the pillars. This pressure

will then press them against the membrana tectoria with a some-

what varying force, but which is always in the positive direction.

All these reasonings can be simpler for the ear of birds than for

that of man. The pillars are there absent and only the sensory elements

and the supporting cells are found. Also this whole lies laterally on

the fibres of the membrana basilaris and must experience a lateral

pressure of sound.

The here developed concejilion, which deviates from the cui'rent

one, has the important advantage that it reduces hearing (o the

perception of a jiressure. The mechanical action of the vibration,

which in the old form of the theory of Hklmhot.tz-Hensen is vibra-

tory, intermittently positive and negative, now becomes a i)ermancnt

pressure of somewhat varying strength, to be sure, but at all times

in the same direction, always positive. Hearing becomes the exact

analogon of touching and all experience gathered for this latter sense

we may try to find again mutatis mutandis, in the i)hysiology of

hearing.

Also small secondary advantages are gained by the new conception.

In the first i)lace the simple juxtaposition of the heads of the

1) For points inward of llie node it can be shown in an elementary way that

the mass'es there present and sitnated unilalcrally, conlinually experience impulses

having a permanent conii)onent in the direction of the node.
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pillars (showing no joint like the auditory bones) finds an explana-

tion. For a pressure wliich is always positive this is snfïicicnt, not

for a vibration. In the second place it explains the varying shapes

and aspects presented by the membrana basilaris iji the preparations.

These are very obscure when they concern an integrating part of the

organ, but are explained very easily if what we see in the prepa-

rations, is only a coagulated colloid or elastic mass.

Finally our conception is by no means bound to the theory of

Helmholtz-Hensp^n. It is also acceptable to those who would exchange

this theory for that of Ewald. For Lord Rayleigh treats in his paper

also the case of a vibrating membrane : "but a membrane with a

flexible and extensible boundary capable of slipping along the surface,

provides for two dimensions. If the vibrations be equally distributed

in the plane, the force outward per unit length of contour will be

measured b^' one-half of the superficial density of the total energy".

So the theory of the pressure of sound might also be applied

to a membrane such as is imagined by J. R. Ewald. But his mem-
brane does not answer the conditions mentioned by Rayleigh, so

that the C{uantitative relations are not so easily perceived as in the

above developed case.

Finally, concerning the modern theories of hearing which I would

call the pulsatory ones, since they only take into account the bul-

gings of the membrana basilaris, caused by the piston movement of

the stapes, the hypolliesis of the pressure of sound cannot be applied.

For tliese theories purposely neglect tlie vibratory mo\ements of the

smallest parts and only take into account the mass-result. If however

we lose sight of what is the essential thing in a vibration, Ave also

lose the right of applying the properties of a vibration. In my
opinion there can then be no question of pressure of sound.

The reader will have perceived that the starting-point of our reasoning

was the probability of the fact that the arcuate zone and the arches

vaulting over it remain perfectly at rest. On anatomical grounds this

is very probable. Should it appear later that this rest is not absolute

but only relative, the preceding reasoning is none the less valid.

Only one objection could then be raised, namely the small amount

of the pressure of sound. This would then have to be placed

against another small value, that of the possible movement of the

hair-cells. Hence the question would be a quantitative one. But also

in this case the two forces, the pressing force and the thrusting

force, would by no means preclude each other. They would both luwe

to be present. For the present we prefer, by assuming immovability,

to neglect the thrusting force and only to retain the pressing force.
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Chemistry. — "llw soluhUltics of the isomeric chrouiic cldori(ies'\

By Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom and J. Olie Jr.

(Communicated in the meeling of May 27, 1905).

At the December meeting 1903, a communication was made by

Bakhuis Roozeboom and Aten as to tlie changes in form which may
occur in the sohibilitj-Unes of binary mixtures in dependence on the

quantities of the molecuJes of a compound which may be formed

from the components in the liquid mixtures. This subject is only

a part of a more extensive problem embracing the equilibria of

phases in systems composed of three kinds of bodies between

which a transformation is possible in liquid (or vapour). If that

transformation takes place with greater xelocitj than the setting

in of the equilibria of phases, the system will appear externally as

a binary one, although it is in reality ternary, and in order to

explain the course of the equilibria of phases we must take into

account that ternarj" nature.

In those cases where the third kind of molecules consists of a

combination of the two others no instance has, as yet, been noticed

where a correct view could be formed Avilh certainty as to the inner

composition of the liquid phase.

We, however, came across an example where this is quite possible,

namely in a case where two isomeric substances may be converted

into each other by dissolving in a third substance. Similar cases mvij

frequently occur with all kinds of organic isomers; but apart from

the fact that their behaviour has been little investigated from the

point of view of the equilibria of pliases we often lack the means

to determine the two kinds in solution. That possibility, however,

presented itself with the isomeric chromic chlorides, which not

only may be determined in each others' presence, but also require

when in solution much more time to reach an equilibrium than is

necessary to reach the equilibrium between solid matter and solution.

This rendered it also possible to study the change of the solubility

as a function of the progressive transformation in the solution.

Finally, this research could also serve to elucidate the cause of the

stability or unstability of the isomers, and the most rational method

of preparing the same from the solution.

It has long been known that all kinds of salts of trivalent chromium

when in solution undergo molecular transformations depending on

temperature and concentration ^vhich are shown by the change in

colour of the solutions, which may vary from gi'cen to ^•iolet.

Only of late this matter has been better understood when various
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niodilieations of the same salt were successfnlly isolaled iii a solid

condition.

In the case of chromic chloride two compounds Avere found to

exist at the ordinary temperature with 6 H^O. In connection whh
his theory on complex compounds, Wkrnkr proposed the following

structural formulae:

Cr
^^^J^

CI . 2 H,0.
2 ~ 4/

J

The first salt is violet, the second one green. In the first salt the

three chlorine atoms should be capable of ionisation ; in the latter

only one. If only these are precipitable by silver solutions ^) the

amount of each salt in a mixed solution may thus be quantitatively

determined.

First of all measurements were made at 25° as to the velocity of

the transformation of solutions with dilferent contents of chi'innic

chloride and as to the final condition which thev attain.

The result of these last investigations is indicated in the Figure

by the line AGH.
In this figure A stands for the solvent H^O, B for the green

1) We foinid this not to bo al)Soliiloly conect but llic precipilahle clilorino could

n anv case be used as a measure tor llie two salts.
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and C for the violet clu'oiuic cliloride. Botli are taken in the

caleiihition as hydrates with 6 H^O so that the sum of H^O and the

two lijdrates is always taken as 100 (percentage by weight).

The line AGH first runs close to the axis AC. This means that

in weak solutions a final condition is reached in which the chromic

chloride occurs nearly exclusively in the violet modification.

Strictly speaking this means in the condition in which the violet

chromic chloride finds itself the moment it has dissolved. Briefly,

we will call this the violet condition. If, therefore, we make a

solution of the green chloride of the same concentration the green

chloride will be almost completely changed into the violet salt. This

process proceeds slowly enough to admit of its course being studied,

also to show that both green and violet lead to the same final condition.

If the amount of hydrated chromic chloride exceeds 20 "/„ the line

A I G begins to run perceptibly upwards and consequentl}" the final

condition in the solution shifts more and more towards green.

In the point I the final equilibrium is situated near an equal

amount of green and violet. This corresponds with a total of 65 7o of

chloride ') of which 32.5 "/„ is green and 32.5 "/„ violet.

It will be noticed that we cannot go further than G because the

solution there reaches its saturation. If crystallisation did not take

place the prolongation of the line AI G could be determined. If

this may be represented by G H, the terminal point H would

indicate the amount of green and of violet chloride in liquid hydrate

of chromic chloride (without excess of water); this point would

therefore lie at about 157„ violet and 857„ green. Its determination

is however impossible as the green hydrate melts at 83° and the

violet one at 92°. Although the melted hydrates crystallise very

slowly still it is difficult to keep them liquid down to 25°.

The final condition of solutions of different concentrations thus

being known, the solubility of the two-hydi-ates at 25^ was studied.

The saturation was very soon accomplished, 1) and E represent

the concentrations of freshly prepared saturated solutions of green

and violet chloride.

These, however, soon undergo a modification. In the green solution

violet chloride is formed and conversely. This causes a change in

the solubility which runs along the lines BF and EF respectively.

These show that the total solubility of both green and violet increases

as the transformation of green into violet or the reverse proceeds in

the solution.

1) This total amotiiit may be read off on AC or AB if we draw from I a Hue

parallel with BC-
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Tlie solutions of tlie green clilorule <lo not however run further

than G, wliere the solution saturated with green also attains the

inner composition corresponding with the eciuilibriuin at the total

concentration. Solutions on GF could only be made by rapidly

dissolving a mixture of green and violet in the desired proportion

and then introducing some solid green chloride. These solutions

would then, however, recede towards (t as the point of linal equili-

brium of the liquid saturated with green chloride.

The solutions saturated with violet chlorid run along the line EF.
The solution F might be at the same time in eqnilibrium with green

chloride, but as soon as this occurred the violet would be completely

converted into the green and then the solution containing the green

would again shift to G as a terminal point.

As the line of eqnilibrium .4 ^7^ //intersects the solubility line for the

green but not that for the violet chloi'id, the latter cannot be definitely

in equilibrium at 25° with any solution, consequently at this tempe-

rature the green chloride is the only stable one. Even outside the

solution the violet changes, therefore, after a lapse of time, into the

green; iji contact with the solution this takes place more rapidly.

This is the reason why the line EF cannot always be followed np.

The question now arises how it is possible to separate violet

chloride in the solid condition. This is done by leading gaseous HOI
into solutions containing at most 307o of green chloride and which
have been recently healed to 100^.

Addition of HCl at 25° diminishes in a high degree the solubility

of both chlorides.

The two lines DF and EF are shifted towards the left about

parallel to their original positions and about to the same extent. It

will be easily seen that the point of intersection G will also move
towards the left and might finally arrive in the liquid region to the left

of the equilibrium line. In that case (iiis line would no lono-er

intersect l)F but EF; a saturated solution of violet chloride would
then be in inner equilibrium and the violet chloride could be separated

in a stable condition.

This, however, is not the case, because the line AG also moves
strongly towards the left on addition of HCl and consequently the

equilibrium in the solution shifts towards the green side. The investi-

gation showed that the violet chloi'ide is still metastable in contact

with the solutions rich in HCl; the point of intersection 7^^ therefore

remains, obviously, to the right of AIG even on additon of HCl.
If, however, we heat to 100° before leading HCl, the line AIG

moves very considerably towards the violet side so that it now
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intersects the solubility isotherm of the violet chloride at 25°. The

receding of the solutions towards the green, on cooling, now proceeds

with sufficient slowness to enable us to precipitate the violet chloride

at 25° by means of a current of HCl, which diminishes its solubility.

Chemistry. — "-Nitration of symmetric nitrometaxylene." By Dr.

J. J. Blanksma. (Communicated by Prof A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeiing of May 27, 1905).

If symmetric dinitrophenol or symmetric dinitromethylaniline is

treated with mixed nitric and sulphuric acids, pentanitrophenol or

pentanitrophenyl-methylnitramine is formed ^). Consequentlj^ the pre-

sence of the two nitro-groups, which are in the w?e/r<-position with

regard to the OH or NHCHj group does not prevent the introduction

of another three nitro-groups in the pa/reposition and o/'^Ao-positions

in the benzene core. vSym metric dinitroanisol and phenetol yield,

however, on nitration tetranitroanisol or tetranitrophenetol "); the

hydrogen atom in the y;a?vif-position with regard to the oxyalkyl group

is not replaced by NO^ here. As the methyl group on substitution

in the benzene core behaves in some respects analogous to the

OH and NH^ (or NH CH3) gronps it seemed of importance to inves-

tigate the conduct of symmetric dinitrotoluene on nitration in oi-der

to ascertain what intluence is exercised here by the NO^-groups

in the meta position.

The symmetric dinitrotoluene was, therefore, heated with mixed

nitric and sulphuric acid for two hours on the waterbath ; the sub-

stance had not, however, undergone any change. The pi-esence of

the nitro-groups in the ?wd^r/-position with regard to the CH, group

consequently prevents the further introduction of nitro-groups in the

positions 2, 4 and 6. If, however, one of the NO^-groups in sym-

metric dinitrotoluene is replaced by bromine, this substance may be

successfully nitrated. Symmetric bromonitrololuene yields on treat-

ment with mixed nitric and sulphuric acids three isomeric trinitrobro-

motoluenes which it is, however, difficult to isolate.

The question now arose what result is obtained when one of the

NOj-groups of symmetric dinitrotoluene is replaced by CH3, in other

words what is the behaviour of symmetric nitro-m-xylene on nitra-

tion ? For it is known that m-xylene readily yields 2-4-6-trinitro-

1) Recueil 21, 254.

3) „ 23, ill; 24, 40.
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m-xylene. As in tlie sjinmetric nitro-m-xylene the NOa-group is

placed in the nieta-positioii with regard to tiie CH^-groups it did

not seem impossible tliat this NO^-group (like the NOj-groups in

symmetric dinitrophenol and symmetric dinitromethylaniline) would

not prevent the further introduction of the NO^-gi'Oups in the positions

2, 4 and 6, so that we ought to arriNC at tetranitro-m-xylene.

On the other hand the nitration of m-nitrotoluene ^) and symuietric

dinitrotoluene gave reason for believing that not four but at most

three nitro-groups would be introduced.

The symmetric nitrometaxylene was prepared according to Who-

BLEWSKi's directions ^).

Two grams of this substance were treated for twenty minutes on

the waterbath with mixed nitric and sulphuric acids; on cooling,

long colorless needles were deposited. These were collected at the

pump on glasswool and recrystallised from alcohol when long, color-

less needles or rods were obtaijied, m. p. J 25°.

The motherliquor of the acid solution was poured into water

which caused a white flocculent precipitate. By recrystallising the

product from alcohol fine four-sided crystals mixed with a few

needles were obtained ; the crystals melted at 90^ and the needles

at 125°. These crystals could be separated by recrystallisation from

alcohol. From 2 grams of 5-nitro-m-xylene were obtained about 2

grams of the product melting at 125° and 0.5 gram of the product

melting at ÖO''. The analysis showed that both substances had the

composition of trinitroxylene.

In the trinitro-m-xylene (m. p. 182^) prepared by nitration of

m-xylene the nitro-groups occupy the positions 2, 4 and 6. We had,

therefore obtained the two as yet unknown trinitro-m-xylenes.

oil, CH, CHj

NO; / \ NOo / XNOo

NO, \ yen, ' ' NO. \ /dig NO, \ /C1I3

NO,

The constitution was determined according to the subjoined scheme.

CH3 CH3 C1I3 CII3

NOj/X with N0o/\ with NO.,/^\Br with NOo/Xbi-
|125°

I

NH.,^
^j 1 850

I

Br -^ „ 14G°
I

liN03-»NOo^|l03°
|

NOaX /CH3 ' CH3^\ /CII3 CHj^X /CII3 CHj'^X /CII3

NÜ2 NUo NO, NO2

1) Hepp. Ann. 215. 366.

-) Recently, Willgerodt (Ber. 38. 1473) has described more fully the preparation

of symmetric nilrom-xylene. I had then already made this preparation according

to Wroblewski's directions. (Ann. der Chem. 207. 94).
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CH» Clh CHg

NO2X \N02 NO2/ \ NO2 NO2X \N02
|90°| f?;/,^-^ II n|127°|

Bi--^ II
j^|l7óo|

NOo\ /CII3
' CIl3^^\ /CII3 CHs'^X /CIIs ^

13r

CII3 Cl '3 CII3 CH3 CIIj

I I

mev.-.-
i

-'f'"
i
-^ILSü,

i

1^:^°
|

-^ II .J 175°
]

^NO^^ilö'io I

NOjX /CII3 NU,^y^C'Il3 ' NUjX y^ClJ3CIl3^\/ai3 C1J3'^\/CH3

NII2 Br Br Br Br

CHj CH3 CHj CHj

I

450
I

-» !-l'°| -» |l9;Jo| -^ll^|-175^1
Br\ y^UIIs Br^^ClIa BrX^^UIla CIIs^X^/CII,

NII2 Br Br Br

We therefore sec tliat llic siihslaiice melting at 00' is 2-5-6-triiiitro-

iii-xjlene ; the compound melting at 125° must therefore be 4-5-6-

trinitro-m-xylene.

Both trijiitroxylenes contain a moveable NO^-group ; in the compound

m.p. 90° the KG,,-group 5 is under the influence of an ortlio- and

a para-placed NO^-group, whilst in the compound melting at 125'',

the NOj-group 5 stands between two ortho-placed groups. By the

action of alcoholic ammonia or methjlamine these groups are readily

substituted by NH, or NHCH,.

Of special interest is also the formation of 4-5-6-trinitro-in-xylene

from 4-iodo-5-nitro-m-xylene.

While 4-bromo-5-nitro-m-xylene (see above scheme) and 4-chloro-

5-nitro-m-xylene readily yield trinitrochloro(bromo)metaxylene on

treatment with a mixture of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.52) and sulphuric

acid, 4-iodo-5-nitro-m-xylene yields 4-5-6-trinitroxylene with elimina-

tion of the iodine atom from the benzene core :

CH3 CHj

I

51°
I

-^
I

-165°
I

CH3 ^ NOsX /CHs m}^\^ycih
01 Cl

1 105°

I

-^ 1

125°
I

N0,\ /CH.-, N0,\ /OH3

I NO

After this had l)een observed, the 4-iodo-6-nitro-m-xylene was also

nitrated. Here the iodine atom was also replaced by NO.^ and 2-4-6-

triuitro-m-xylene was formed m.p. 182°.
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CH,
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CH,
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mz=|iiO|, b— \{)ï()\ broad iiiid lustrous; o= \i22\ large; r = |102|

narrower; q = \012\ small very completely cleavable towards b,

fairly so towards a. Optical axial plane is |001|; First diagonal is

the ri-axis. Faint dispersion, apparent axial angle in « monobromo-

naplitaline about 70°.

Dr. JxVEGER intends publishing a more detailed examination later on.

If symmetric nitro-m-xylene is allowed to remain in contact for

some time at the ordinary temperature with nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.52,

the 4-5-dinitro-product is formed^). If the solution is poured into

water a white flocculent precipitate is formed, which when recrys-

tallised from alcohol yields fine, colorless needles m.p. '132°. As this

substance on subsequent nitration with HNO3 and H^SO^ yields chiefly

trinitroxylene m.p. 125° the NO^-group must have been introduced

into the position 4, for, if it had been introduced into position 2

the subsequent nitration would have formed exclusively trinitroxylene

m.p. 90°.

Clin CII3 CH,

' ' 132°
1

II0SO4 125°

NO2 NO,

All etfort to pre|)arc tetrani(ro-m-xylene from 4-5-(>trinitro-m-xylene

ended in failure. The trinitro-xylene was treated at 150^ with HNO^

(sp. gr. 1.52) and HjSO^. The substance was to a large extent

destroyed but a small crop of colorless crystals was obtained m. p.

lOO''. These crystals were readily soluble in alcohol or warm water;

the solutions had a strongly acid reaction so that probably one of

the CH3 groups was oxidised to COOH. Tetranitio-m-xylene which

ought to have readily yielded trinitro-s.xylidine ') on treatment with

alcoholic ammonia was not found.

As the compound described by Drossbach ') as trinitro-o-xylene

has been found by Nölting^) to be an impure triuitro-m-xylene, four

of the possible six trinitro-xylenes (0. m. and p.) are now known,

namely, the three trinitro-m-xylenes and also trinitro-p-xylene.

Summary. Symmetric nitro-m-xylene yields on treatment with

nitric acid 4-5-dinitro-ni-xylene ; on nitration with HNO3 (sp. gr. 1.52)

and H,SO, two isomeric trinitro-m-xylenes are formed being chiefly

the 4-5-6-trinitro-l-3-xylene m. p. 125' besides a smaller quantity

of 2-5-6-trinitro-l-3-xylene m. p. 90''.

Amsterdam, May 1905.

1) A perceptible amount of 2-5-dinitro-m-xylene was not found.

2) Ber. 28. 2047. Rcc. 21. 329.

3) Ber. 19. 2519.

4) Ber. 35. 634.
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Physics. — Communication N" 94^ I tiiid II fVom the physical

laboratory at Leiden by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 27, 1905).

I. Improvement to the open mercury manometer of reduced heüjht

with transference of pressure by means of compressed gas.

In Comm. N° 44, Oct. '98, § 6, is described how the steel capillary

tubes q were cemented on to the glass tubes m (see figs. 1 and 4

of the plate belonging to Comm. N" 44, of which the part that has

been modified is reproduced here as fig. 2 of the annexed plate). It

was also remarked that from time to time these connections became

defective (tliey slipped otF when soft cement was used, or leaked

when hard cement was used), and that therefore we were trying to

find a better method of connecting. Since that time we have succeeded

in finding a way to make perfectly trustworthy joints. For the useful-

ness of the manometer this is of great importance.

Fig. 1 shows the connection as made now. It is based on the

method of Cailletet to solder glass on to metal, which method has

been mentioned in Comm. N" 27, II, June '96, for similar purposes

and as appears from Comms. N" 85, .June '03, and N" 89, Nov. '03,

has stood the proof in several cases where it was applied. The steel

capillary q^^ reaches as high as q^^ in the glass tube h^, which has

a wider part h^^, containing mercury which is separated from the

junctures of b^^ and p^ by a layer of marine glue b^^ in b-^^. Fol-

lowing the above mentioned method, the end of b^^ has been plati-

nised, then coppered galvanically and soldered on to p^.

This connection has quite answered the expectations. With the

former method when the manometer was put under pressure it some-

times appeared that minute cracks had come in the sealing wax,

through which the compressed gas which transfers the pressure from

one manometer column to the other escaped. In case it escaped

rapidly, the mercury of one manometer tube flew into the other

before the pressure could be removed and within a few moments

the apparatus was defect and wanted a thorough rearrangement to

become again fit for use. This has never occurred with the new

connections, and yet they have been used for a long time. If a tiny

opening should have remained in the marine glue, the mercury has

first to pass through it and a mercury drop at y; gives warning. Then

the manometer can be freed in time from pressure and when the leak

of the single tube is repaired it may be immediately used again.

6

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vill.
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Formerly the escape of the gas which transfers the pressure on

the mercury with the above mentioned consequences was to be feared

at the connecting pieces of the steel capillaries q with the cocks K
and the "["-pieces T (cf. fig. 1, Comra. W 44). This was especially

dangerous as the place where it happened was often detected too

late. As packing between the flat steel surfaces of the joints for

cocks, flanged tubes, and "["-pieces, we use now only a single sheet

of parchment paper. Leaks rarely occur. Moreover in the new arrange-

ment care is taken that each place where gas might escape is kept

under vaselin oil, so that even the smallest leak betrays itself immedia-

tely by a gasbulb raising in the oil.

In order to attain this the mounting of T and K is modified as

shown on the annexed plate. Fig. 2 is a part taken from the

plate of Comm. W. 44 (front elevation). Fig. 3 is a top view of this

part from a section ??. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 next to it show the present

arrangement in front elevation, section, and top view. The diawings

do not rec{uire much explanation. Hu is a wooden case (tinlined and

protected from action of mercuiy by parchment paper), in which are

placed the lube H (vide Ccn m. N". 44) with all the cocks K and

the "P-picces 2' connected with it. {K^^ is a loose key on the cock-

needle, Hk is a tap; the contents of the case is about 0.8 hectoliter).

II. Iniprovement in the transference of pressure hy compressed

gas especlaUij for the determination of isothermals.

The advantages of the transference of pressure from the experi-

mental apparatus to the measuring apparatus by means of compressed

gas caused this method to be repeatedly used for experiments at

Leiden. The drawback of it is, howe\'er, that much care is required

to make connections which are perfectly tight and that it is a very

elaborate work to seek for leaks, especially wdien there are a great

number of connections. It may happen that a whole series of experi-

ments loses its value when the existence of a leak is not immediately

detected. For some time, therefore, we have arranged those coimec-

tions where the escape of gas is to be feared, (as explained in part I

of this paper for the open manometer) so that they can be covered

with vaselin oil and yet are easily reached. It has appeared that

with the arrangements based upon this principle we can work so

much more securely and rapidly that it more than balances the

small complication which sometimes arises when we carry out

the principle.

As an elucidation we have represented in fig. 7 of the annexed
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plate the way in which of late we have made the connections for

the compression tube for piezometer determinations.

If we compare this figure with plate I, fig. 1, of Comm. N". 84,

March '03, where the same parts are designated with the same letters,

and also with the description of it given in Comm. N". 84, then no

further explanation is required. The upper end of the level glass C\
is bent in order to immerse C'ji in the oil vessel C\^. The cocks

and connections wdiicli are not kept under oil, as for instance C^,

are those where a leak must show itself by the outllow of mercury.

Physics. — Communication N". 94° from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden by Prof. H. Kamekling Onnes. "3Iethoch' and appa-

ratus used in the cri/ogenic laboratory. VIL A modified cri/osiat."

(Communicated in the Meeting of May 27, 1905)

§ 1. In several Communications I have described cryostats based

on the use of baths of liquefied gas e^'aporating at ordinary or lower

pressure. For those cryostats where, as described in Comm. N". 14,

Dec. '94, I succeeded in maintaining during any desired time a bath

of V4 to V2 liter of liquid oxygen for measurements at a constant

low temperature by means of a circulation, no vacuum glass at all

was used. The whole method had been worked out before Dewar's

investigations show^ed that the vacuum glasses were fit above all for

storing liquid gases.

Nor were any vacuum glasses used in the improved cryostats of

large dimensions described in Comms. N". 51, Sept. '99, and N°. 83,

Feb. '03. When we started the measurements for which these

cryostats were used, we could only obtain sufficiently trustw^orthy

vacuum glasses which w^ere blown to tit exactly when we were
satisfied with small dimensions.

Since, however, excellent vacuum glasses which are also of large

dimensions are made to fit, especially by R. Burger at Berlin, it

will be possible in many cases to find vacuum glasses of the proper

size and the just mentioned methods of arranging will be especially

reserved for those cases where we want vertical walls of j^lane

parallel glass, or when the bath must be of excessively large

dimensions ^).

In Comm. N°. 83 III § 6 we have already described a cryostat

of small dimensions constructed by means of a vacuum glass. The

1) Comp. the end of VIII of this Series of Communications.

6*
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annexed plate shows such a cryostat in a vacuum glass of much

larger dimensions (9 cm. internal diameter) which during some

years has satisfied high requirements.

The apparatus has served for measurements ^) with a differential

thermometer of which one reservoir was tilled with hydrogen the

other w^ith nitrogen, for a comparison of a thermoelement with the

hydrogen thermometer (cf. Comm. N". 89) and for measurements

on the isothermais of diatomic gases (cf. Comm. N". 69, April '01

and N". 98, April '02). If the plate is compared with Comm. N". 83

no much further explanation is wanted. The same letters designate the

same parts. The connections of the cryostat with the regulating apparatus

for constant temperature are the same as on Pis. I, V and VI of Comm.

N". 83. The stirring-apparatus to obtain a ?i«zy<9>'»i temperature is moved

by an electromotor as is the case with the cryostat represented there.

During the measurements with the differential thermometer the tempera-

ture was regulated according to the indications of a thermoelement

(which is described in detail in Comm. N°. 89 published lately).

In the comparison of the thermoelement O with the hydrogen thermo-

meter one of the thermometerreservoirs on the annexed plate was

replaced by a resistance thermometer (double cylinder according to

Comm. N". 93, PI. I, fig. 2, with improvements which will be described

later on). Moreover in the measurements of isothermais the piezometer

(cf. Comm. N". 69, PI. I) w^as put in the place of the second

thermometerreservoir.

In order to secure a symmetrical distribution of the current in

the bath mica screens, (wdiich also serve for insulation) are used if

necessary (for instance in the resistance thermometer), and a tube

similar to the thermoelement O was mounted symmetrically with

the latter.

The agreement between the mean temperatures of the measuring

apparatus and the temperature indicator is further promoted by

making the mean height of the two equal.

As with the cryostats of Comm. N". 83 we can reach by means

of this one a constancy to within 0.01° C. For everything relating

to this I refer to Comm. N". 83.

A silvered vacuumglass being used, there was arranged a float

(not to be seen in the figure) to show the position of the level of

the liquid.

The stopper and the w^ay in which the thermoelement is fixed

1) The completion of the calculations of these measurements, on the subject of

which we shall soon publish a communication, requires some new determinations

and the application of some corrections,
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into it is given only schematically in the ligiire. In the same manner
as the tnbe a^ the thermoelement is easily introdnced and moved
up and down through a tube arranged for this end.

The controlling rod for determining the mean temperature of (he

capillar}' of the thermometer or piezometer coidd be omitted in

these measurements.

§ 2. The working of the cryostats described in the last section

and in former communications is based upon the cooling caused b^'

evaporation at the surface of the liquid. Although the temperature

in those apparatus is almost everywhere uniform there yet remains

a colder layer at the surface and a warmer one at the bottom.

In some measurements it is very disturbing that the temperature

at the top of the bath is somewhat, though very little, lower than

elsewhere. In a following communication I hope to be able to give

drawings of a cryostat where the bath is surrounded from the bottom

upwards by vapours of a lower temperature than that of the bath,

so that if we regulate the pressure there is a continual heating

instead of a continual cooling at the surface and the normal condition

that the temperature of the upper part of the bath is higher, is reached.

Physics. — "Methods and apparatus used in the cryogenic labora-

tory. VIII. Cryostat ivith liquid oxygen for temperatures below

— 210° Cr Communication N". 94^ from the Physical Labora-

tory at Leiden by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

In Comm. N°. 83 IV (March '03) I have described how in one

of my cryostats constant temperatures between — 195° C. and

— 210° C. (in round numbers) are maintained by means of liquid

nitrogen. Whereas between — 180° C. and — 195° C. (in round

numbers) oxygen is the proper liquid for cryostats, for the range

between — 195° C. and the freezing point of nitrogen the latter

substance offers the advantage that its vapour pressure is several

times lai'ger than that of oxygen and that the quantity of it which

evaporates at the same quantity of heat supplied, can be taken up by

a vacuumpump of a much smaller capacity. Moreover if for evapora-

tion purposes we are obliged to use the same vacuumpump which

also serves for the methylchloride or ethylene, the difficulties are

much less with nitrogen than with oxygen. All these reasons made
us formerly prefer nitrogen for temperatures below — 195° C. For

temperatures below the freezing-point of nitrogen, however, we are
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obliged to return to oxygen. Although in this case the volume of

gas that must be displaced in order to allow the use of the cryostat

described in the previous paper, becomes very large, still it may

be controlled at — 217^ C. by a Burckhardt-Weiss vacuumpump,

arranged as described in Comm. N". 83 V, which can displace

360 W an hour. Fortunately we could set an additional pump working

to this end. Not only that in this way the Burckhardt-Weiss pump

of the methylchloride circulation (Comm. N". 87, March '04) remains

free, but now there is also little reason to use nitrogen for tempe-

ratures between — 195° and — 210° C. With the same cryostat

with oxygen we can produce temperatures ranging from — 180° to

— 21 7° C. The arrangement of the cryostat also admits of keeping

the temperature constant to within 0°.01 a 0°.02 C.

On the annexed plate iigs. 2, 3 represent a cryostat which is

used for measurements at these low temperatures and which differs

only in a few minor details from that of the last communication

(N°. 94c May '05) to which I refer for the rest (the same letters

denote the same parts). In this cryostat the wires with ^vhich the

valved stirrer is moved up and down do not pass over two pulleys

/j, so that they run parallel with each other outside the apparatus,

but they leave the apparatus over a single pulley xj divei'ging from

each other (see fig. 2). Wearing and friction are lessened by this.

In the india-rubber tubes surrounding these wires, at distances of

8 mm. small spirals, 3 mm. high and 3 mm. in diameter, are intro-

duced, which prevent the compression of the tubes when the pressure

in the cryostat is reduced. Tube T^^ is taken wider and had there-

fore (in order that we still might use the existing apparatus) to be

flattened at the end where it passes into ^V^s'.

Fig. 1 represents the determination of the isothermals of hydrogen

by means of the piezometers of Comms. N". 69, 78, 84 § 19,

(general letter P) in this cryostat. The temperature is measured

(cf. Comm. N". 83 III) with a thermoelement (Comm. N". 89), and

regulated according to the indications of the resistance thermometer

li (fig. 4 shows this in bottom view). As in the model given in

Comm. N°. 93, Oct. '04, (the small letters added to the general letter

it ha\e the same meaning as in Comm. N". 93 VIII, § 2), the

resistance thermometer consists of naked platinum wires wound upon

two glass cylinders and of one protecting cylinder. The improvements

which are spoken of already in the pre\ious paper, consist in using

instead of the mica sheets /„, Zj, i^, 4 (the form of the supporting

ridges being modified) the glass tubes /„', //> h'> 4' (hence in the

figure R;^' etc.), so that short circuiting between the different parta
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of the resistance is belter preveiiled. Moreover in the new constrnc-

tion the pins //„i (see tig. 4), which siirronnded by gkiss tnbes ƒ/„,,

fit into the grooves //„g (see fig. 5, twice the dimensions of tig. 4),

prevent the cylinders and tlie snpporting ridges dnring tlie mounting

from shifting against eacli other, wliich would cause the wires to

break at the soldering places. Lastly, to prevent that (in consequence

of being cooled conduction of heat) water vapour condenses at the

place Avhere the wires t^, t^, t^, t^ leave the apparatus, the upper

part of the supporting rod k is made of glass. Therefore we have

fastened the cap k^^ to k^a '\7 means of hard solder, and fixed

according to Cailletkt's method (cf. Comm. N". Mb) the glass rod

kj to this cap.

The connection of the ciyostat with the auxiliary apparatus agrees

in principle with that of Comm. N" 83 (especially Pis. IV and VI)

to which I refer for further details. The cryostat represented in this

paper replaces Cr on PL IV. At the place of E,vh' PI. IV, the

vacuumpump was exhausted by a smaller one, which displaces

20 M' an hour. This forces the oxygen at normal pressure through

a solution of caustic soda in order to keep back the oil carried

along from the vacuumpumps. The small vacuumpump also replaces

AC of PI. IV (the lead E,vh' terminates into it at F34, the tube Avith

caustic soda replaces D^ on PI. IV). The oxygen, after having

bubbled through the caustic soda solution, can without fear of

explosion be compressed by a Brotherhood compressor arranged as

described in Comm. N". 51, Sept. '99, and lubricated with glycerine

(cf. Comm. N" 83 IV). It thus replaces Ri/C on PI. IV of N°. 83.

The admission of liquid oxygen is sometimes effected by directly

syphoning over liquid oxygen from a vacuum glass into the cryostat.

As a rule, however, compressed oxygen from a cylinder is used

and as generally we have a large quantity of cylinders with com-

pressed oxygen in store, it is supplied from another reservoir than

that in which the sucked off oxygen is compressed (in that case the

connection RR-D^ of plate IV, Comm. N". 83, does not exist). The

oxygen liquefies in a cooling tube immersed in liquid air (the

nitrogen in CS of PI. IV Comm. W. 83, is replaced by oxygen,

the oxygen by air) and thence passes through a (see the annexed

plate) to the cryostat.

As to the way to keep the temperature constant, the only alteration

from what has been laid down in Comm. N". 83 is that with high

vacua the oil manometer is no longer used and we regulate only by

means of the cock Y^, (Comm. N". 83) being guided only by signals

according to the readings of the resistance thermometer. The mean
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temperature is determined exactly as described in Comm. N". 83.

The cryostat described could be relatively simple, because a vacuum-

glass of large dimensions was used. Excellent though a Aacuumglass

may be, it is still always to be feared that it bursts unexpectedly and

so damages the measuring apparatus. Indeed, one of the series ot

measurements was put an end to in this way. Hence, when mea-

suring apparatus are used to which we attach great value, because,

for instance, many other measurements have been made with them,

it is advisable when we w^ant to bring them in baths of constant

temperature below — 210° C, to use the cryostat described in

Comm. N". 83 III, where, though it is much more complicate than

the one described here, no vacuum glasses are required, and in this

the oxygen can be evaporated at a very low pressure, also with the

aid of the above mentioned large vacuumpump.

Physics. — "]\fetho(h and apparatus used in the cryogenic lahoratory.

IX. The purifying of gases hy cooling combined ivith com-

pression, especially the preparing of imre hydrogen'' Com-

munication N" 94"^ from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by

Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

^ 1. To separate less volatile elements from a gaseous mixture

by cooling with liquid air belongs now to the ordinary operations

in laboratories. At Leiden it is applied on a fairly large scale to

reobtain ethylene in its pure form after it has been mixed with air.

In the experiments it repeatedly occurs that ethylene is contaminated

with air; from time to time when in the etl\ylene cycle of the cascade

process the condensation pressure of the ethylene increases, the gas

which remains behind after the greatest part of the gas used in the

cycle is liquefied, is blown otf and replaced by pure ethylene, in

order to reduce the condensation pressure to its ordinary amount.

All such mixtures and remnants with a larger or smaller pro[)ortion

of ethylene are collected in a large gasholder because of the expen-

siveness of this gas. The ethylene is afterwards frozen out from the

collected gas in a vessel cooled by liquid air.

By cooling at a normal pressure we can from a mixture of gaseous

substances which differ very much in volatility, separate a large

portion of the least volatile substance when we go to temperatures

which though lying above the boiling i)oint of the one, reach far

below that of the other substance. How much of the impurity is

still in the remaining gas is then fairly well determined by the
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Vapour pressure of the less volatile elcuieiit at the temperature of

cooling. The separation will be much more perfect when we can

also avail ourselves of compression, as it is the case, for instance,

when the gas which we want to purify, at the lo^vest temperature

to which we can cool, is still above its critical temperature.

If we do not take the pressure too high we may assume roughly

that the degree of purity which we can reach with long continued

cooling, is at the same temperature directly proi)ortional to the

pressure to which we compress. In cases where the gas flows through

a cooled tube, other factors come into consideration, but even then

compression offers a great advantage.

I have availed myself of this operation for a last and thorough

purification of the electrolytic hydrogen (prepared as described in

Comm. N". 27, May '96), which is used for piezometers and thermo-

meters, when it appeared that notwithstanding it was led through

drying tubes with phosphorus pentoxide, traces of water still occurred

in the gas. This purification was effected by cooling hydrogen under

strong pressure in liquid air.

A similar method may be recommended to free, for instance, helium

from admixtures of neon and hydrogen. The degree of purity of

the helium can be raised considerably by causing the bath (liquid

hydrogen) to evaporate in vacuo; for this purpose an apparatus is

being constructed ^).

§ 2. Pure hydrogen for thermometers and piezometers.

Several improvements have been made to the apparatus for the

preparation of pure hydrogen (described in Comm. N". 27). Some
of them are described in Comm. N". 60, Sept. '00. Later the [dale

ƒ of fig. 6, PI. II, Comm. N". 27, was riveted to a platinum wire

(instead of being soldered to the copper wii-e e) and melted in a

glass tube which is bent down under the mercuiy on the bottom of

the apparatus and is itself filled with mercury. Further the cock d
was sealed to the bell-jar c, and the sealing place k is kept under

mercury to be cooled by it; finallj^ the shutting of the apparatus was
made easier as the India rubber stoppers in the cover were replaced

by cone-shaped ones which are pressed on to it by means of a

small plate and tightening screws and as six tightening rods t

instead of three as in the above mentioned figui'e have been made.

1) After this had been wiillen and published in the Dutch Proceedings of the

Academy I found that Dewar in his Bakerian Lecture, Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. G8,

1901, recommended the method of adding compression to cooling for purifying

helium.
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The electroljtic hydrogen prepared under excess of pressure in

the improved generating apparatus tlows off through a fine regidating

cock (see 11, PI. I, Comni. N". 27). It is, liowever, not directly

admitted into the mercury airpump and the measuring apparatus

which is to be filled, but is first led through a steel capillary to

the piezometer in a pressure cylinder where pressure is exerted by

compressed air, as was used in the experiments on the condensation of

gaseous mixtures (see Comm. N°. 92, Sept. '04, PI. I, fig. 1). The

stem of this piezometer carries a three way stopcock (Comm, N". 84,

March '03 PI. I figs. 2 and 3), to which are connected on the one

side the above mentioned capillary, on the other side a copper cooling

tube (a platinum cooling tube with platinum capillaries would still

have been better), which at either extremity ends in steel capillaries

with connections. A high pressure cock, which admits of a tine

regulation, connecls the cooling tube with the mercury air pump
and the measuring apparatus. All the packings are made of cork,

the gas itself has no contact with anything but the metal of the cooling

tube and the capillaries, with glass, or with twice distilled mercury.

After all parts between the generating apparatus and the mercury

airpump ha\e been carefully exhausted, the gas is admitted from

the generating apparatus into the piezometer with the cooling tube,

then the latter are shut off from the generating apparatus and the

mercury in the piezometer is forced up until a pressure of 60 atni.

is reached, the cooling tube being immersed in liquid air up to the

steel capillaries. At the same pressure the gas is then led through

the regulating cock into the measuring apparatus that are to be filled.

§ 3. Hydrogen for the cycle ivith liquid hydrogen. The commercial

electrolytic hydi'Ogen is as a rule too much contaminated with oxygen

and air to serve for a circulation of hydrogen. In order to separate

these admixtures we may compress it in a cooling tube immersed

in oxygen, \vhich evaporates in vacuo. The following operation is

simpler still. The hydrogen is compressed and led through a cooling

tube immersed in liquid air under normal pressure into the appa-

ratus where liquid hydrogen is 'prepared by means of a regenerator

spiral, which apparatus together with a gasholder, the compressors and

drying apparatus forms a cycle. The pressure of compression is now
tegulated so that the compressed gas floAvs out without blocking the

delivery cock of the regenerator spiral, at least not as long as this

cock is opened and shut alternately. The pressure is gradually raised

higher and higher, while the temperature of the outflowing gas falls,

and this is continued until the cock is blocked, and the pause during
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which we ave waiting for the cock to be free again, is used to

remove that wiiicli is deposited at the pkxce intended for tlie liquid

hydrogen. Thus it is not difïicult to prepare from the commercial

hydrogen large quantities of hydrogen with less than 1 pro mille of

admixture.

Anatomy. — "On the development of the Cerebellum in Man''.

(Second Part). By Prof. L. Bolk.

In the first part of this communication the development of the

Cerebellum is described until the stage in which the sulci appear

typical for the mammalian cerebellum. In this stage it is divided

by the sulcus primarius into an anterior and posterior lobe. The

first of these lobes is separated by three grooves into four lobules,

corresponding with the lobuli 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the mammalian

cerebellum. The posterior lobe is also separated by three grooves

(sulcus praepyramidalis, fissura secunda and sulcus uvulo-nodularis)

in four lobules, corresponding with the lobuli A (nodulus), B (uvula),

Cj, (pyramis) and C^ (declive -|- folium vei'mis -{- tuber vermis\ which,

with a few exceptions, are to be found in the other mammals. In

these exceptions the sulcus praepyramidalis, w^hich separates the lobuli

C, and C2, is missing, as in Erinaceus (Arnback Christie Linde),

Notoryctes (Elliot Smith), Vesperugo (Charnock Bradley), Chryso-

cldoris (Leche). In this case the posterior lobe is only built up of three

lobules. The missing of the sulcus praepyramidalis in these cerebella

of extremely simple construction gives rise to the supposition that

this fissure is phylogenetically the youngest of the primary sulci of

the cerebellum. This supposition is corroborated b}^ the fact that in

man the sulcus praepyramidalis is ontogenetically the last that appears.

After the development of these pi'imary sulci, grooves appear

characteristic for the cerebellum of the primates, and whose homologa

are w^anting in other classes of mammals.

In embryos of a length from 16 to 22 c.M. arises a groove on

the posterior surface of each of the hemispheres, the lateral part of

which is directed to the obtuse angle of the lateral border of the

cerebellum (Fig. 11 x)* The mesial ends of these grooves approaching

each other, penetrate into the narrow lobule which is bordered hy

the sulcus primarius (1) and by the sulcus praepyramidalis (4) ; after-

wards these grooves unite and divide the lobule in an up[)er and

lower half. This differentiation however not always proceeds sym-

metrically, so that it may happen, that these grooves do not meet,
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but that one of' them unites with the sulcus praepyramidalis ; in

other cases tliey grow along of each other, causing in this way an

asymmetry of the lobule, which influences the further lobulisation of

this region; these cases however are rather exceptional. The appea-

rance of these grooves is known in literature, and it is generally

believed that they form the sulcus horizontalis. In the beginning I

inclined to the same opinion, but the study of the abundant material

which was at my disposition instructed me that this notion is wrong,

and that this groove, Avhicli appears symmetrical!}', is the sulcus

superior posterior which separates the lobulus lunatus posterior and

the lobulus semilunaris superior. The sulcus horizontalis appears

afterwards in a manner as illustrated in Fig. 12 and 13.

The fact that the sulcus superior posterior arises in an earlier period

of human embryonic life than the sulcus horizontalis seems of interest

in connection with other particulars of comparative anatomy. I found

namely in my researches on the cerebellum of Primates the sulcus

superior posterior appearing phylogenetically before the sulcus hori-

zontalis. All Primates excepted the Arctopitliecidae possess a sulcus

superior posterior, whereas a sulcus horizontalis is only to be found

in Anthropoids, although an indication is also to be found in Ateles.

After the formation of the sulcus superior posterior, the lobule between

the sulcus primarius and sulcus praepyramidalis quickly increases

in size, the cerebellum becoming convex in its median zone. (Fig. 11

and 12. 1, 4 and /)•

In the same period in which the lobulus lunatus posterior -

bordered by the sulcus primarius and the sulcus superior posterior—
develops its secondary grooves, a short straight groove appears on

the upperlip of the sulcus praepyramidalis. This groove is the sulcus

horizontalis (Fig. 12 and 13,/<), which, contrary to the general concep-

tion appears in the median portion as an unpaii'ed groove. In the

beginning therefore the region between sulcus horizontalis and sulcus

praepyramidalis is extremely narrow in its median portion, the region

however between the first sulcus and the sulcus superior posterior

being relatively large. The tirst of these regions becomes the Tuber

vermis, while the second forms the Folium vermis. If one compares

the size of these regions with those of the Tuber and Folium vermis

of the adult cerebellum it is evident that there must be a very

unequal surface-expansion in these adjacent parts of the cerebellum

and that the development of this organ in man is not as simple as

it appears. And it may be concluded from the fact that the surface-

expansion of the lobules takes place with very different intensity that

the signification of the grooves and lobules is not merely a morpho-
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logical one. The obvious difference in llie extension of (lie cortex of

the different lobules ou^ht to have a physiological base.

In the stage of development in which the sulcus horizontalis forms

a short straight groove in the forelip of the sulcus praepyramidalis,

the Tuber vermis does not jet reach the surface, whereas the folium

vermis, which in a later period is concealed, still appears broadly

on the surface. This relation is modified b}- a lamella which mounts

to the surface from the bottom of the sulcus praepyramidaHs, and

which pushing forwards the sulcus horizontalis, separates the latter

from the sulcus praepyramidalis (Fig. 12 and 13. h, 4). This lamella,

arising from the forewall of the sulcus praepyramidalis is the first

"Anlage" of the Tuber vermis.

At the same time the sulcus horizontalis has lengthened and pene-

trates into the hemispheres, soon being equal in length to the sulcus

superior posterior (Fig. 15c). These sulci include a cuneiform lobule

with its top directed raesially, on the surface of which arise secon-

dary furrows, even before the sulcus horizontalis has reached the

lateral border of the cerebellum (Fig. 15a b and c). This w^edge-

shaped lobule is the lobulus semilunaris superior.

The sulcus prae})yramidalis has also extended into the hemispheres

(cf. Fig. 11 till 15. 4) and with that keeps its typical form for a

long time: namely a median horizontal portion of which the lateral

parts bend sharply down and back. This typical form enables us to

recognize easily this groove. By this course of the sulcus a second

cuneiform lobule is formed with its top directed mesially, bordered

above by the sulcus horizontalis {It) below by the sulcus praepyramidalis

(4). This region becomes the lobulus semilunaris inferior. It is remarkable

that the first groove wdiicli subdivides this lobule also rises from the

upperlip of the sulcus praepyramidalis from which again appears

that here exists a focus of very intense surface-expansion. This groove

penetrating into the lobulus semilunaris inferior can be seen in

Fig. 13, 14 and 15 in different phases of development, whereas in

Fig. 16r/, a second groove emerges from the underlip of the sulcus

horizontalis, quite near the middleline, which grows out into the

lobulus semilunaris inferior. By these two intralobular grooves is

initiated the subdivision of the lobulus semilunaris inferior into three

sublobuli, a fact, to which Ziehen has fixed attention.

The region between the sulcus praepyramidalis (4) ajid the fissura

secunda (2) undergoes but fewer changes and takes part in a slighter

degree in the surface-expansion. For a long while this area is broadest

in its median zone (Fig. 11, 12, 13 and 14) and shows there one

or two short grooves which are however limited to the middle
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region cUid do not penetrate into the hemispheres; this broad middle-

piece is the Pyramis. The parts of the hemispheres corresponding

to the Pyramis are sepai'ated relatively late from the rest of the

cerebellum. This separating is connected with other phenomena

which are of importance for the topographical relation of the cerebellar

lobules. The fissura secunda namely, which limites the regions of the

Uvula and the Tonsilla on the upper side, extends originally from one

lateral border of the cerebellum to the other (Fig. 11—14). The

area however, situated above the transversal zone formed by Uvula

and Tonsilla, increases more rapidly in trans\'ersal direction than

the Tonsilla does and in this way the latter is enclosed. By this

process the tissura secunda ends no longer at the lateral borders of

the cerebellum, but, if observed from behind, at the myelencephalic

border (Fig. J 5). Now it is mainly that part of the hemispheres

which gets situated at the side of the Tonsillae, which by a narrow

lamella remains connected with the Pyramis and develops to the

lobulus biventer.

The region of the lobulus biventer and Pyramis shows in its lamel-

lisation a characteristic that indicates that the surface-expansions of

the middle- and side-pieces are more or less independent of each

other. Already I drew attention to the fact that in an early period

of development one or two grooxes appear in the Pyramis which

do not extend into the hemispheres; figures 11—19 show these

grooves at a number of two or three. Now we see, that the furrows

of the lobulus biventer take their origin quite independently of those

of the Pyramis. For according to my preparations the lobulus

biventer is lamellised in two ways. From the underlip of the sulcus

praepyramidalis arises a groove on some distance from the middleline.

This groove lengthening itself in a lateral direction reaches the

margin of the cerebellum and divides the lobulus into an upper

and under part. In Figures 17, 18 and 19 this groove is indicated

by a h and is identical with the sulcus bipartiens of Ziehen. The

lamel lisation of both parts of the lobulus biventer takes place in a

different manner. The upper part of this lobule, which is cuneiform

in shape develops new grooves, taking their origin from the underlip

of the sulcus praepyramidalis or from the upperlip of the sulcus

bipartiens, which grooves lengthen laterally; the grooves of the under

part, which is a narrow lobule connected with the Pyramis arise

from the margin of the cerebellum and grow out mesially. Especially

figure 18 shows very clearly this difference in the folding of the

cortex of both parts of the lobulus biventer, which difference gets

more important when it is compared with the mode of folding in
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the Uvula and Tonsillae. Like the Pyiamis tlie Uvula too very soon

shows one or two transversal grooves, whicli do not penetrate into

the Tonsillae. The surface of the last called loliules remains unfolded

for a remarkably long time (Fig. 17 from a foetus of 29 cM. and

fig. 18 from one of 32 c.M.) and assumes an oval-shaped rounding.

But, the folding of the cortex once commenced, it proceeds in the

same way as in the under part of the lobulus biventer. For as can

be observed in Fig. IQ and 19, the grooves begin on the margin of

the lobules, i.e. laterally and grow out mesially. In connection with

this last fact it must be recalled to mind that also the fissure which

separates the Flocculus from the remainder of the cerebellum first

appears at the lateral edge of the latter and lengthens afterwards in

a mesial direction.

The Flocculi and Nodulus have undergone but little differentiation

during the described stages of development; the Nodulus has increased

in surface and in the number of its grooves; while the Flocculus

in an foetus of 35 c.M. (Fig. 19c) shows only three lamellae.

A distinct differentiation between the cerebellum and pedunculi

pontis is indicated sharply in foetus of 25 to 30 c.M. (Cf. 15c, IQh,

11a and 19c). In the foetus of 29 c.M. (Fig. 11a) the fossa lateralis

is sharply bordered while the sulcus superior posterior (x) ends in

its fore border and the sulcus horizontalis in its top.

In the development of the human cerebellum some interesting

phenomena may be observed, which are worth to be brought in the

fore-ground and which may be summarised in the following way.

1^"^
. In the grooving of the human cerebellum two stages may be

observed ; in the first stage those grooves arise that in general are

characteristic for the mammalian cerebellum. By these primary

grooves the organ is divided into an anterior lobus, which is sub-

divided into four lobules, and into a posterior lobus, which in the

median plane is also subdivided into four lobules. All these groo\'es

take their origin in the middleline. Besides these another groove

appears, beginning at the lateral border of the cerebellum (Fissura

parafloccularis). In the second stage those grooves become A'isible,

that are typical for the cerebellum of the Primates.

2'"^^. After the primary grooves in the first stage having been formed

the further lobulisation and lamellisation takes place in the second

stage in a regular way. In the anterior lobe all the grooves take

origin in the middleline and lengthen laterally ; the same happens

with the maingrooves of the region between sulcus primarins and

bipartiens, but in the last region there also arise grooves in the
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hemispheres which are confined to the hitter. Finally between the

sulcus bipartiens and the margo myelencephalicus of the cerebellnm

the grooves begin at the border of the hemispheres and grow out

mesially. The system of the grooves belonging to the Pyramis, Uvula

and Nodulus forms an independent system, which has no connection

with the systems of grooves existing in the adjacent parts of the

hemispheres. Consequently from a morphogenetic point of view three

zones may be discerned. Anterior zone: all grooves arise in the

middleline, grow ouf into the margin of the cerebellum or end at

some distance of it. In this zone the system ofgrooves is an unpaired one.

Middle zone: the grooves take their origin partly in the middleline

and extend to the margin of the cerebellum, partly they arise in

the middle of the hemispheres to which they are confined. This

system, of grooves is a paired one. Posterior zone : there arise grooves

in the middleline which are confined to a narrow band, while inde-

pendently of these a second system arises in the hemispheres. In

this zone the system of grooves j^ossesses a threefold character. The

cerebellum of the Primates compared to that of the other Mammals

is characterized by a progressive development of the anterior and

middle zones and a regression of the posterior zone.

3"!
. After the first stage of development having been passed there

arise spheres of intense surface-expansion by the side of others, where

this expansion is minimal. This is the case with: the most anterior

part of the Lobus anterior, which develops into the Lingula; further

Avitli the Folium veraiis, which at an early period of development

reaches the surface as a relatively large lamelle, and the Flocculus,

the surface of which enlarges very little. Spheres of intense surface-

expansion are: the region in the middle line, immediately surround-

ing the sulcus primarius; the forelip of the sulcus praepyramidalis,

from which arises the whole Tuber valvulae; the region between

the sulcus horizontalis and sulcus praepyramidalis. Especially the

human cerebellum is distinguished by the mighty development of

this part.

The facts brought to notice in 2 and 3 lead to the conclusion

that the cortex of the cerebellum is not an organ with a homo-

geneous distributed function, but a well organised entirety with

localised functions.

4^1'. In general the anterior lobe keeps ahead of the posterior

lobe in development, the lamellisation beginning latest in the caudal

part of the cerebellum.

5^11. In connection with the difference in the mode of lamellisa-

tion of the zones described in 2, sulci paramediani are wanting in
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tlie anterior /one, in llic middle zone lliey exist, hnt continuity

between t!>e hinielhie of the Iieniispliercs and of the vcrnns remains,

and in tiie posterior zone they form a complete division between

the lamellae of the hemispheres and of the vernis.

Anatomy. — 'UJn the sijniixithetic nervous si/deni in Monotrernes."

By A. J. P. V. u. Broek. (Communicated by Prof. L. Bolk).

The following- description contains the results of an investigation

on the structure of the sympathetic nervous system in Monotremes.

For this investigation I had at my disposal a female specimen of

Echidna aculeata and of Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. The sympathetic

system of the two specimens resemble each othei' in many respects,

i. e. in structure and ramitication ; in other respects they show

important difïerences from placental mammals.

In the cervical sympathetic chord we find in Echidna one, in

Ornithorhynchus two ganglia.

The ganglion cervicale of Echidna is (Fig. 1. g. c.) a rather large,

oval-shaped body, situated close above the Arteria subclavia. Singular

or double rami viscerates connect this ganglion with the first as far

as the fifth cervical nerves included. The ramus visceralis of the

first cervical nerve does not enter directly into the ganglion cervicale

but is joined to a nerve that appears at the upper end of this

ganglion and can be traced as far as the base of the skull (Fig. 1. a.)

where it enters into a little foramen. Close to the base of the skull

(Fig. 1. b.) two little twigs branch off this nerve, which go through

the M. longus colli to the vertebral column. Anastomotical branches

of this nerve with the Nervus vagus and the ramus descendens

hypoglossi are under the base of the skull. (Fig. 'J. c).

In Ornithorhynchus a little part of the cervical ganglion, which

should be considered as the fusion of the ganglion cervicale supremum

and medium in placental mammals, is situated on the atlas as a ganglion

cervicale supremum (Fig. 2 g. c. s.) and is connected with the first

cervical nerve. A thick branch of the Nervus vagus enters into the

ganglion from the lateral side; at the medial side the Nervus laryn-

geus superior (Fig. 2 1. s.) leaves it. In its course this nerve contains

a little ganglion before dividing into ramus externus (Fig. 2 r. e. 1. s.)

and internu.s.

The rami viscerales parting from the second to the fifth cervical

nerves included communicate in Ornithorhynchus with the ganglion

7
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cervicale, which, as in Ecliidiia, is situated close above the Arteria

subclavia.

The communication between the ganglion cervicale and the

ganglion stellatnm is formed in Echidna by two nervestems, which

form an Ansa Vieiissenii I'onnd the Arteria subclavia ; in Ornitho-

rhynchus I only found one nervestem passing backwards round this

artery. In both, the nei've that passes at the back of the artery is

connected with the rami viscerales of the sixth and seventh cervical

nerves, while that of the eighth cervical nerve passes directl}^ into the

ganglion stellatum. This ganglion also receives the rami viscerales

of the first and second thoracic nerves. (The latter in Echidna partly).

The ganglion cervicale sends out some nerve branches to tiie heart,

close to rami cardiaci of the vagus nerve (Fig. 1 and 2 r. c). In

Echidna these branches are also sent out from the anterior nervestem

of the Ansa Vieussenii.

The cervical sympathetic system in Monotremes differs from that

of the placental mammals not only by the composition and arrange-

ment of the cervical ganglia, but also in the nervus vertebralis,

which is wanting in Monotremes ; in both Echidna and Ornitho-

rhynciius the rami viscerales of the cervical nerves run extravertebral.

If mechanical influences be the cause of the origin of the vertebral

ner\e (cordon apophyso-vertrébrale of Thebault '), it is important to

point out the peculiarity of the cervical vertebrae in Monotremes,

in which the rudiments of the ribs only confuse at a very late stage

of development with the transverse processus of the vertebrae.

The visceral branches of the first and second thoracic nerves run

to the gajiglion stellatum; the third till twelfth intercostal nerves

included are connected by very short rami viscerales with the top

of triangular ganglia, situated in the spatia intercostalia.

From the seventh unto the eleventh spatium intercostale the sym-

pathetic chord of Echidna is divided into two chords that run parallel,

the lateral of which is much smaller than the medial one.

From the latter there goes a nerve in caudo-medial direction,

which I could follow as far as the aorta. The rami viscerales of the

ninth and tenth thoracic ner\es of Ornithorhynchus divide into two

rami and go to two sequent ganglia. With both animals the sym-

pathetic chord, where it receixes the ramus communicans of the

thirteenth thoracic nerve, makes a curve in medial direction and

penetrates the diaphragm in front of the vertebral column.

1) Thébault. V. Etude sui' les rapports qui existent entre le système pneumo-

gaslrique et synipatliique chez les Oiseaux.

Annales des Sciences naturelles. Série 8. Tome VI, p. 1.
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If one will call lliis part of the chord hoinolog;ons to the Nerviis

sphiiieiiiiicns major of phicental inanunals, it must be pointed out

that in this group llie Nervus splanehnicus is the entire sympathetic

nerve. So the segmental caudal limit of this nerve falls in the region

of the thirteenth or fourteenth thoracic nerve.

In the abdominal part some difïerences appear between Echidna

and Ornithorhynchus. In the former the sympathetic nerve divides

under the diaphragm into two branches of very unequal dimension.

The larger of the two passes in medial direction and disappears in

the corpus suprarenale (Fig. J g. s. r.) after having sent some small

branches to the kidney. The second, much smaller branch passes in

caudal direction and is the continuation of the sympathetic chord.

Into the latter tirst passes a branch, springing from the sympathetic

ganglion of the fourteenth thoracic nerve, after that the rami viscerales

of the succeeding thoracolumbar nerves.

In Ornithorhynchus the sympathetic chord passes under the dia-

phragm into an oblong ganglion. From the medial side of this some

fibres arise, that pass to the suprarenal body (Fig. 2 g. s. r.) and

the kidney (Fig. 2 n.). With this ganglion communicate moreover

the rami viscerales of the sixteenth and partly that of the seventeenth

thoracic nerve.

In Ornithorhynchus 1 did not find a ran uis visceralis of the fifteenth

thoracic nerve.

In Echidna there were separated ganglia where the rami viscerales

of the fifteenth and sixteenth thoracic nerves join the sympathetic

nerve. A ganglion splanchnicum (Arnold), which occurs in mammals
in the course of the Nervus splanehnicus major, Monotremes do not

possess. Probably this ganglion is still contained in the corpus supra-

renale ; this organ we may therefore call in these animals "ganglion

suprarenale".

Following the sympathetic nerve further in the abdomen we see

that it receives the rami viscerales of the nerves in regularly arranged

ganglia of which sometimes two are joined to a single one. (e. g. in

Ornithorhynchus those of the seventeenth and eighteenth thoraco-

lumbar nerve). Here and there I found double rami viscerales which

then pass through the M. psoas in a curve.

On account of what I found in the lumbar part of the sympathetic

chord in other mammals I am inclined to ascribe the splicing of

the rami viscerales to mechanical influences, i. e. to the development

of the processus transversi of the vertebrae and the M. psoas.

A division of the rami viscerales in grey and white rami, embracing

7*
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the intercostal arteries, is described by Gaskeli. ^) from tiie second

thoracic unto the second lumbar nerve in man. I did not observe

a similar splicing in the Monotremes.

The most caudal branch of the sympathetic chord to tlie abdominal

viscera leaves this chord in Ornithorhynchus at the level of the

entrance of the ramus visceralis of the eighteenth thoraco-lumbar

nerve, in Echidna at that of the nineteenth thoraco-lumbar nerve.

So the caudal limit of the visceral nerves in Monotremes is much

lower than in man, in whom this limit is described by Bishop

Harman ^), in accordance with Gaskell at the level of the fifteenth

thoraco-1 umbar nerve.

In the caudal part of the sympathetic chord I found branches of

it united with the pudendic nerve. In Ornithorhynchus these connect-

ing branches arose froui the chord at the level of the sacral and

lii-st caudal nerve, in Echidna at the level of the first till third

caudal nerves. The plexus hyi)Ogastricus, which in mammals is found

on the side of the caudal rectum end and the uro-genital canal,

I found only slightly developed in Monotremes.

A few observations about the ramiiications of the sympathetic

branches to the abdominal viscera may be added here.

On the medial side of the suprarenal body two groups of nerve

fibres appear (in the figures each of them is represented by one

single line).

The topmost of the two groups is going to the origin of the Arteria

coeliaca -|- mesenterica superior (Fig. 1 and 2 a. c. m.) and passes

into the plexus coeliacus, in which in Ornithorhynchus two separate

ganglia are to be distinguished. The plexus coeliacus also receives

a branch of the Nervus vagus.

The second group of nerve fibres runs to a little quadrangular

ganglion, situated in the peritoneum at the medial side of the kidney,

which I will call ganglion renale (Fig. 1 and 2 g.r.). The ganglion

renale sends off small nerve fibres to the kidney, to the plexus

coeliacus (or in opposite direction) and continues at its caudal end

into a nervestem, which runs parallel with the aorta.

In Ornithorhynchus this nervestem ends in a ganglion (Fig. 2 g.g.j

which also receives the already described caudal limiting branch for

the abdominal viscera.

1) W. Gaskell. The sympathetic nervous system. Nature 1895.

2) N. Bishop Harman. The caudal limit of the lumbar visceral efferent nerves

ill man.
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F'g' 1- Sympathetic chord and principal branches of Echidn

aciileata 5.

Fig. 2. Sympathetic chord and principal branches of Ornitho-

rhynchus paradoxus 2.
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From this ganglion (Fig. 2 g.g.) nerve fibres pass to the Arteria

niesenterica inferior and to the peritoneum in wiiich they could be

traced unto the urinary bladder. In Echidna I found two separate

ganglia. In the topmost of the (wo enters the caudal limiting branch

from the sympathetic chord, from the other the nerve fibres run in

the same direction as I mentioned for Ornithorhynchus.

When we compare Echidna and Ornithorhynchus, it appears that

Ornithorhjnchus approaches a little more to the condition of placental

mammals in so tar as in this species we find a little ganglion

cervicale supremum which is missing in Echidna and the S} mpathetic

chord does not enter directly into the suprarenal body as is tlie

case in Echidna.

Description of figures.

Fig. 1 : Sympathetic chord and principal branches of Echidna

aculeata 2.

Fig. 2 : Sympathetic chord and principal branches of Oniithorhynchus

paradoxus 9.

g. c. s. : ganglion cervicale supremum.

g. c. : ganglion cervicale.

n. 1. s. : nervus laryngeus superior

r. e. n. 1.: ramus externus nervi laryngeï sup.

r. c. : rami cardiaci.

n. r. nervus recurrens vagi.

n. ph. nervus phrenicus.

a. s. d. : arteria subclavia dextra (too large in relation to the

other arteries).

a. i. p. : arteria intercostalis prima.

a. c. m. : arteria coeliaca -j- mesentcrica superior.

g. s. r, : corpus suprarenale.

n. : kidney.

g. r : ganglion renale.

g. g. : ganglion at the origin of the art. mesenlerica inferior.

a. m. i. : Arteria niesenterica inferior.

s. s. : left sympathetic chord.
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Geology. — "Sonic obserrdtions on the (jeohhjlcal dructare <ind or'ujin

of the Hondsrug'\ By Dr. H. G. Jonker. (Communicated by

Prof. K. Martin).

For some years already I have been occupied in making obser-

vations on the sti-ucture of the Hondsrug. Tiiese are far from being

complete yet and also for other I'easons it will be impossible for me

to examine that material with proper care for some time to come.

Indeed, I should have had no reason for writing about it so soon,

had it not been for an essay on this subject by Prof. E. Dubois at

Haarlem published some years ago, in which a view is taken alto-

gether ditfering from the opinion generally adopted till now. As his

opinions seem to me to be wrong and yet have been propagated to

an undue extent by their insertion into a little book for the use of

schools ^) — I have to thank Dr. J. Lorie for this infoi-mation —
I consider it my duty at once to de\'elop in a somewhat detailed

criticism, why I do not agree with him in his opinions.

EuG. Dubois: "TJie geohijical structure of the HondsriKj in Drenthe

and the oritjin of that ridcje. {JJe (/eohtgische samen-

stelUny en de n^ijze van ontstaan van den Nondsrin/

in Drenthe)."

Roy. Acad, of Sc, Proceed, of the Sect, of Sc, Meeting of June 28, 1902;

Vol. V, p. 03—103. (Veisl. v. d. gew. Verg. d. Wis- en Nal. Afd. van 31

Mei en 28 Jimi lOOS; Dl. XI, J, p. 43-50, 150-152.)

EuG. Dubois: "La structure c/eologicpte et Vorigine dn //ondsjng (/ans

hl /n-orince de Drentlie.'"

Arch, néerl. d. Sc. exact, et nalur., Sér. 2, T. VII, p. 484—40G; 1002.

Further see

:

J. LoRiÉ: "Beschrijrint/ ran eenige nienn-e (/rondhoringen, V," p. 20

—

21.

Mcded. omlr. d. geol. v. Nederland, veiz. d. d. conini. v. h. geol. onder-

zoek, n". 33.

Verh. d. Kon. Ak. v. Wet., 2e Sectie, dl. X, n'\ 5; 1004.

EuG. Dubois: "On the direction and the starting point of the diluvial

ice motion over the Xetherlinds. {Richting en uitgangs-

punt der dihiviale ijsheineging over ons land)."

Roy. Acad, of Sc, Proceed, of tlie Sect, of Sc, Meeting of May 28, 1004;

Vol. VII, p. 40—41. (Vers), v. d. gew. Verg. d. Wis- en Nat. Afd. v. 28 Mei

1904; dl. XIII, 1, p. 44—45).

1) Overzicht van de geologie van Nederland ('•Outlines of the geology of the

Netherlands"'), written hy a teacher for his pupils.
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H. G. Jonker: "B/jdrat/fn tof (Je hninis drr sedimentaire zrmrfiteenm

in Nederland.

f. De Hondsriu/ in de provincie Groningen,

1. Inleiding. Camhrische en ondersilurische zwerfsteenend

Acad. Proefschrift, Groningen, 1904; Stelling XV.

First of all this remark. By the //onr/^^r?/// is iisiially meant a ridge

extendins; from Groninaen to Emmen in a nearlv N. W.-S. E. direc-

tion. It should however not be thought that a perfectly continuous

ridge even of but a small height is found here. He who goes by

bicycle from Groningen by way of Zuid laren, Gieten, Gasselte, Borger,

Odoorn, to Emmen, will freciuently find much difficulty in recogniz-

ing the ridge. As then the connection between the elevations

which in many places are distinctly to be seen, is not ahvays pei*-

ceptible, and the examination of various of those parts has shown

a great distinction in structure, it is advisable to be very careful in

dealing with conclusions drawn from examinations of one part.

Though it may be probable that the origin of the whole Hondsrng

is attributable to a single factor, this cannot be adopted a priori and

must be proved by comparison of the examination of the single parts.

Dubois has examined the southern part of the Hondsrug between

Buinen and Emmen, and has drawn conclusions from the observa-

tions there, which according to him hold good for the whole Honds-

rug and even for the whole region of our Northern provinces. It

might be expected therefore that the author had tested his new hypo-

thesis bj' previous observations of the region not examined by him.

This, however, has not been done; it seems to me that, if he had

taken previous researches properly into account especially those made

by Van Calki-ui into the Groningen Hondsrug his opinions would no

doubt have ])artially changed ^).

In the first communication — for particulars the reader is referred

to the English text, to which the cited pages mentioned below also

refer — the author demonstrates that the nucleus of the Hondsrug

in South-Drente consists in diluvium of the Rhine, over which the

glacial diluvium is pretty regularly spread; on the ridge itself mihe

shape of a bed of boulder-sand, seldom attaining a thickness of 1 M.;

on the sides frequently as more or less thick banks of boulder-

claij. These rather local observations suggest to him the hypothesis

that all the land-ice has not reached our country in a direction

nearly at right angles with the Hondsrug, but on the contrary

1) The essay does not mention a single source. It seems to me that this makes

it diUicult for the less expert I'eader to form an opinion.
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has flowed in the hnfjitudmal direction of tlie Hondsriig over onr

Nortlierii provinces. In accordance willi this was the nintnal sliding

of the parts of a split bonlder of quartzite observed by Dubois.

That is all. To preclude all misunderstanding I shall quote the

following passage (p. 100)

:

'The situation of the elevated ridge of pregiacial sand side by

side with the long and broad western ^) strip of boulder-clay makes

us also suppose that the direction in wliich the ice moved was not,

as is still generally admitted, from north-east to south-west or from

north to south "'), but the same as the extension of the Hondsrug,

from north-west to south-east. Now with this sup|)Osition perfectly

ag]-ees the at first sight paradoxical direction of motion as derived

from the shifted boulder of quartzite."

After stating this hypothesis the authoi- attempts to explain his

observations more in particular by this. I need not enter into these

explanations. Be it only said that he tries to support his hypothetical

direction of the ice-flow by a second supposition about the possibility

of the foi'cing back of the Scandinavian glacial flow by one coming

from Scotland in the following words (p. 101) :

"Now that it is known that the direction of ice-streams which

ended in North-Germany has often been considerably modified by

the form of the basin of the Baltic and also by the meeting with

other ice streams, it is less surprising, that, notwithstanding the

predominating or exclusive occurrence of Swedish, at least Scandi-

navian °) rock species in the bottom-moraine of our north-eastern

provinces, these can nevertheless have ari'ived there in north-west-

south-eastern direction. Suchlike factors, as supposed to have modified

the direction of the North-German ice streams, may have been the

cause of the deviations of an ice stream, which, coming from Sweden,

first took a south-western direction over Denmark ^), till it arrived in

the North-Sea. We do not know how far the ice which came down

from southern Scotland and northern England did [)rogiess south-

eastward in the North-Sea; it might be possible, at least, that as a

1) The English text is here not perfectly corresponding willi llie Diitcli (p. 19)

;

see for this the note on p. 99.

~) I do not know wlio ascribes tlie diluvium of our Norlliern provinces to a

glacial flow directed from North to South.

=') This addition again suggests that the author may think of a\"or?(?(/7/ as the place

of origin. Besides the greater part of the boulders in the ground-moraine of the.

Hondsriig is less of Swedish Ihan of Dol/ir origin. More about this (|ueslion

below.

*) The italics are mine.
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very powerful stream it has in(>t (here with tlie ice stream coming
from Sweden and has [)ush3(l this back south-eastward in the direction

of Friesland, Groninghen and Drenthe."

I wish to show first (hat the glacial cover of the Hondsrug in

Dubois's sense does not exist. For this it is sufticient to prove that

in various of the hiyhest places of the Hondsrug boulder-chi)' occurs.

1^^. Moreover Dubois himself, in his second comnnmication, in

which numerous observations of the occurrence of boulder-clay i]i

South-Dreiite are enumerated, states its presence in various places in

the Hondsrug between Buinen and Exlo, it is true very near the

Eastern border but in the highest points of the Hondsrug (p. 102)').

At a recent examination of tlie said section of the N. E. Local

Railway this also proved to me to be the case.

2"'^. Boulder-clay occurs further at the highest point oftheHonds-
rug near Gasselte. There the N. E. L. R. cuts the ground to a

depth of 5 M, and at the same place where a bridge has been

constructed over the new railway (about the highest point of the

neighbourhood) a bed of boulder-clay 2 M. thick is found under a

thin sandy layer of vegetable earth.

3'''^ Moreover I wish just to make mention of a clay-pit near

Zuidlaren, about J''/, K.M. outside the village, about 300 M. nortli

of the road from Zuidlaren to Vries. Though there the hilly character

of the Hondsrug is less distinctly to be recognized, it is easy to see

that the mentioned j)lace is one of the higiiest of the surroundings.

The clay-bed is 3 M. thick there.

4'''. Finally 1 wish to remind the reader of the characteristics

in Groningen and south of it. Though the Hondsrug is hardly

noticed there, it is most characteristic as regards the shape. Well
then, there, in numerous places, boulder-clay occurs very often at

the highest places; on the borders there is usually more sand.

I am not of opinion that from these observations, rather regularlv

spread over the Hondsrug, it follows that boulder-clay, quite contrary

to Dubois's opinion, should chiefly or exclusively occur at the highest

points. For a conclusion a most accurate and extensive examination

is required. 1 only wish, by the way, to call attention to an

^) Slill Uic autlioi- sees no reason in tliis to drop liis liypolliesis, tliongli lie

says on p. 102 :

"'! lie origin of llio Hondsrug according lo llio liypolliesis indicated in Die former

commnnieation can thus only lie applied to that western strip of honlder-clay",

1ml for the rest he maintains the opinion once pronounced as also appears IVom

his answer to Lorié's criticism cited before.
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opinion already pronounced with regard to this question in the

"Report of the Board of the Dutch Society for the Reclaiming of

Heaths to the Provincial Government of Drente about an inquiry

into the character of tlie waste land in that Province" ^), where

may be read on p. 16—17 inter alia: "Red claj especially occurs

on the Hondsrug and chiefly in its highest parts."

On the other hand I do think I am entitled to say that from

what is said above appears sufficiently that a distinction betw^een

boulder-sand on the ridge itself and boulder-clay only along the

sides is in reality wanting.

Moreover the author has, in my opinion, not satisfactorily proved

tliat the boulder-sand of the elevations in South-Drente cannot have

been originated by the Avash-out of boulder-clay. He mentions the

following reasons for this (p. 98—99)

:

1^*. "The hard boulder-clay offers great resistance to eroding

agencies. This appears amongst others from its forming steep and

more or less projecting parts at the coast as the Roode Klif, the

Mirdumer Klif and the Voorst, and e\'en islands, as Ui'k and

Wieringen."

Of course, there is no denying the truth of this statement, though

something might be said against it as rega,rds the difference in action

between bteral and normal erosive agencies. But moreover may be

argued against this that the boulder-clay of the ground-moraine has

in a much greater number of places partially or altogether disappeared,

no matter how this may have happened. Besides all kinds of

intermediate stages between original boulder-clay fas original as we know

of, at least) and altogether washed-out bouldei -clay may be observed.

In Drente e. g. boulder-clay is nearly eveiy where waslied-out so much,

that all limestone has vanished from it. If we consider what impor-

tant (juantities of rock have been lost in this way, the powerful influ-

ence of such a solution and wash-out cannot be denied. In other

places, on the contrary, the limestone is found preserved, but nearly

all the finer parts of the clay washed away, so that the boulders

lie in more or less chxyish sand (which can also vary in many ways

with boulder-clay which has remained more or less intact). I mention

these examples to prove that a general appeal to the resistance of

boulder-clay to erosive factors in this particular case is of no value.

1) "Rapport, uilgol»raclit door hel Dagelijksch Bestuur der Nederlandsclie Heide-

maatschappij aan de Provinciale Stalen van Drenllie omtrent een onderzoek naar

den aard der woeste gronden in die provincie." (Tijdsclir. d. Ned. Heidemaal&cli.,

Jg. Xll, 1900.
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2'"'. From liis observations Dibois luis ctilculated that about Y,. of

the Aohime of the boulder-sand bed lias consisted of boulders and as

in that region boukler-cUxj is very poor in stones, boulder-elay of

enormous tliiekness must have been washed out.

I have not repealed this computation, ImiI have I his objection that

I have often observed that the percentage of stones in the boulder-

clay — which indeed is very diflerent in various places ^

—

increases

very much towards the surface. The ret(uired thickness would decrease

very much by it and as we know so little about the original thick-

ness of the gi'ound-moraine, this reasoning does not seem to me to

settle the question.

3"l "The boulder-sand contains very little flint, the boulder-clay

very much, everywhere. Flint is the kind of rock most frequently

occurring in the clay (Odoorn, Zwinderen, Nieuw-Amsterdam, Mir-

dumer Klif, Nicolaasga, Steenwijkerwold, Wieringen, etc.)."

First of all the remark that the places outside the Hondsrug,

mentioned here had better not been taken into consideration. As
regards the Hondsrug the decision that flint in boulder-cla}^ is the

prevailing rock is in its generality no doubt wrong. In clay of the

Hondsrug in Groningen Hint is very rare indeed. For example: When
a pit, about 27^ M. deep and a diameter of 3 M., was dug in the

garden of "Klein-Zwitserland" near Harendermolen (the soil consists

there chiefly of clayish sand and sandy clay, but with very much
limestone), there was not a single flint among some thousands of

lK)ulders which were protluced ! This is, less strictly taken, every-

where the case there. In the Hondsrug in Drente I found some more
flint in various clay-pils, but it was never predominant. Moreover

through the disappearance of limestone the percentage is doubled.

In this respect the Hondsrug difTers very much from other parts of

our glacial diluvium and this in my opinion very interesting cha-

racteristic will have to be explained saiisfactorily. — To mention

also some observations outside the Hondsrug which argue the

reverse : the boulder-sand e. g. near Roden is exceedingly rich in

flint, as it is in Steenbergen, etc.

This flint therefore does not prove anything.

4'''. "Even the deepest and evidently not washed out parts of the

boulder-sand, which rest immediately on the Rhine-sand, are as a

rule poor in clay."

I do not know what enables Dubois to state that they are not

washed out. I beg to remind the reader of the vanished lime-stone

it contained and the numerous brown veins sometimes as thick as

an arm, which occur mostly under the boulder-sand in the white
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i'ivei'-dihn inin and according lo the antlior himself have come from

tiie uppcr-slialiim (p. 94—95).

5'^'. "Boulder-claj and bonldci'-sand are fonnd Jointly or the

latlcr alone without liiis being expressed in the form of the surface."

I cannot subscribe to this. My examination has not yet led to an

established opinion, but in some places I can decidedly conclude

from (he relief whether we have to do with boulder-sand or with

clay. 1 take for example the already mentioned hill near Gasselte,

whicii runs nearly in the longitudinal direction of the Hondsrug. At

the top we have a thick clay-bed there, which towards the sides

passes into a thimier layei-, at the deepest places altogether consisting

of boulder-sand. Further observations in this direction are of course

absolutely necessary before formulating this rule in general.

Taking all this into consideration, I am of o})inion that, from the

live mentioned reasons, it does not follow that the boulder-sand cannot

be washed out from the clay. In my opinion the author has not

taken either of the two ways in which this problem can possibly

be solved :

1"^ the comparative mechanical analysis of boulder-sand and bonl-

der-clay
;

2"^' the study of the general petrographical nature and the charac-

teristics of the surface of the enclosed stones. Nothing has been said

about this, whereas it seems to me that only in this way it might

pi'rhaps be proved whether that is to be looked upon as inner-

giacial-moraine and not as washed out gronnd-moraine.

Taking all this together it gives sullicient proof that the superficial

structure of the Houdsrug does not corresj>oud with Dubois's opinion.

The direction of the glacial tlow dei-ived from this opinion is not

supported by anything, apart from the piece of quartzite about which

I have little to say. In my opinioji oidy one observation like this

has but very little value ; a greatei' number of course woidd be of

great importance.

Moreover as regards the possibility of a deviation of the direction

of the Scandinavian glacial tlow owing to that of Scotland, I wish

to make the following remark :

Not without some surprise have 1 noticed that Dubois represents the

glacial tlow from Sweden as moving first in a South-tveiite?'» direction

to reach our country over Denmark, though one of the principal

results of the examination of our boulders by K. Martin, van Calkkh

and SciiROEDKR van der Kolk is that the glacial tlow which has

produced the glacial diluvium in the North of the Netherlands has
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been a Baltic one. This makes the author's opinion unexplainabie, the

more so as iny own researches of the last yeai-s especially into the

Groningen lloixlsnig have coin[)lc(ely confirmed this result. Though
the examination of the diluvial boidders of Groningen will at least

take (jne or two years more, yet I have got so far that I commu-
nicated part of the first results of my study at the JO^'' Physical

and Medical Congi-ess at Arnhem. I refer for this to the Proceedings

which will no doubt soon be published and only mention here that

the glacial flow which has created the GroJiingen diluvium originated

somewhere in North-Sweden, passed the Alands-islands through the

Gulf of Bothnia to the South and South-A'r^.s-^ and further reached

our country passing between Oesel and Gothland in the longitudinal

direction of the Baltic. About the question whether the direction

particularly derived as regards Groningen also applies to all the

other parts of the Hondsrug, I will pronounce no opinion as yet.

This must be examined more closely. Yet there is no denying the

prevailing Baltic character of the glacial flow. Such a glacial flow

then, would have to be supposed to be deviated about 90° through the

one coming from Scotland. Perhaps after this elucidation Dubois, too,

may abandon the supposition. Otherwise 1 should like to point out

that, — from a parallelogram with the directions of those glacial flows

being the conterminous sides and that of the Hondsrug the resultant, —
it appears that for such a deviation a force must be ascribed to the

Scotch flow much greater than that of the Baltic, a conclusion which

is diametrically opposed to fact. It is the Scandinavian land-ice which

has forced back the Scotch, Avitness the numerous Norwegian boulders

on England's east coast, and not the reverse. Nothing has ever been

heard about English erratics in the Netherlands. If I should find them

this year in the Texel, I hope to communicate this at once. Till

that moment this supposition is altogether unsupported and everything

argues against it.

In the preceding pages I have made an attempt at refuting Dubois's

supposed deviating glacial flow. This seems first of all necessary to

me, because in case this conception is the right one a great number
of researches into our "Scandinavian diluvium" would become doubtful

and it would be advisable at once to begin a revision. B'ortunately

there is no reason for this yet.

As regards the remaining contents of the discussed essay, I wish

to remark that I also ol)ject to looking upon the Hondsrug <^j!,s' a ?(;//oA^

as being a terminal moraine by itself. It would carry me too far
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here to trace how and on \Ahat grounds this name came to be

general. I intend to explain this afterwards at some length.

Finally one remark more. The nucleus of the Hondsrug in South

Drente is rightly said to be of a fluviatile nature. Yet it may be asked

whether the boulder-sand, to keep to this, immediately rests on it

and whether nothing can be observed there of formations known as

stratitied mixed and stratified glacial diluvium. This would indeed be

very striking and in fact this is not always the case, though I must

acknowledge that I have found in the discussed part of the Hondsrug

only with great difficulty some proliles in which somewhat acute

bounding lines may be observed. I must however put off this dis-

cussion. 1 have mentioned here only so much of my own observa-

tions as was strictly necessary ; in a complete treatise of it I hope

to have an opportunity to enter into the question of the origin of

the Hondsrug more in particulars.

Groningen, Min.-Geol. Institute, June 6, 1905.

Astronomy. — "Ajtpiv.rhnafe fommlae of a high dngree of accu-

racy for the ratio of the triangles in the determination of

an elliptic orbit from three observations H." By J. Weedek.

(Communicated by Prof. H. G. van de Sande Bakhuyzen).

In connection with my paper on the same subject read on

22 April 1905 I now intend to derive simple approximate formulae

for the ratio of the triangles, which contain the 3 times of

observation and the heliocentric distances belonging to them, and

include the terms of the 5^1' oi-der with respect to the intervals

of time, it being easy to add. if necessary, those of the sixth order.

The same problem has been treated by P. Harzer, and in the

developments at which he arrived he attained a much higher degi-ee

of precision ^). Nevertheless it appears to me that his publication

does not render mine superfluous because of the different methods

of the treatment and the conciseness of my results.

After the method, followed by Gibbs, to derive his fundamental

equation, we find with satisfactory approximation a general relation

between the values of a function F{r) at the three instants, its

second derivatives with regard to the time Ï^^t) at the same instants

1) P. Harzer, Ueber die Bestimmung und Verbesserung der Bahnen von

Himmelskörpern nach drei Beobachtungen. Met einem Anhange unter Mithilfe

von F. RisTENPART luid W. Ebert bereclineter Tafeln. Leipzig 1901. Publication

der Sternwarte Kiel XI.
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and the two intervals of time t, and Tj. The value namely, of the

following expression

where t, = Tj -|- t,, is of the 6''' order with respect to the intervals.

I nse the letters C\, G, and (^3 to designate the tnuUipliers of (he

second derivatives in tiiis expression and put

'~
12

'^~
12 '

"- 12 •

Neglecting the terms of the 6"^'^ order we then have for an arhi-

trarj^ function of the time, the relation

r,F,-C\F,-r,F,-C,F,-^r,F,-C\F\ = Q . . {IV)

provided this function and its first four derivatives be continuous

and finite within the interval t^.

Applying this formula to the heliocentric distance r and to r% I

obtain approximate expressions for the semi-parameter/;, and the semi-

axis major a of the elliptic orbit. By eliminating /^ from the two well-

2 » 1

known differential equations r r^ -{- r =z p and r'' = , I
r r" a

find a diiferential equation which may be easily reduced to

d' ("l l\ .. p-r—- (r') = 2
. According to these relations F =

ar' \r aj y»

belongs to F—r, and F = 2( j to F = r\

If as before I put z for 7,3, the substitution of F =1 r in formula

IV yields the following equation to determine p,

^1^1 — '»',^ + ^3^8 — Ci^i (P — ^'1) — C,^, (P — r,) — C,z, (p — r,) =
whence

:

^ (r, + C,z,) r, - (T, - C,z, ) r, + K + C,z,) r,

^
C,Zr-{-C,z,^C,z, '

• 1 )

Through the substitution of F-==.r^ in IV I obtain the equation

r,^^-r,r,H r3V- 2cYi - iV2C/I - i')-2C3r-i- i) =
V /', a J \ r„ a J \ r, a J

whence

- r,r,^ + T,r,^ - r,r,^ -f 2 f
^ + ^ + ^

i= ^^- ^'- ^--
. . (VI)

2(C, + C, + C3) ^ ^
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1

Tlie ierms nefi^lected in these expressions for p and — are of the
a

3'^ order with respect to tlie intervals of time.

I shall now proceed to show how we can avail onrselves of these

values for p and — for tlie calculation of the ratios of the triangles.
a

In mv pre\ious paper I have demonstrated tliat the area of

the triangle PZF^ considered as a function of r = k {t— ^i) satisfies

the differential equation i'^-]- c 7'"":= 0. The same differential equation

is satisfied by the area of the triangle P^ZP, considered as a

function of r=zh[t^—t). The two areas may, according to Mac

Lauhix be expressed in series of the ascending powers of t. If

the variable t takes the vaUie k {i^—t^) = Tj, the two triangles become

equal to J\Z1\ ; therefore it will be possible to obtain a new expansion

in series for double the area £\ P^ZF^, by putting in the sum of the

two foruier series TrrrTg. From this new series we can easily

remove the terms with the even powers of r.

According to this plan I give here first some higher derivatives

of the function F, expressed in F, F, z and derivatives of z with

respect to the same variable.

/^"i = — : F — zF

F^' = (4^.^ - ci") F 4- {z' - 3H) F

F^'i =(--=' + \r- + Izz — c^^') F+ 2 i^zz — -Iz^^') F

/'vii _( )/^_|_ (I3,g _|_ lOi^ _ 5c^^' — z') F.

triangle PZP,
For T=:0, the value of the function ; = F\k{t—t,)]=l (t)

VP
and that of its first derivative is known, viz. i^j = and i^„ ^ -|" I

•

The above mentioned expansion in series for LPZP^ is therefore :

LPZP, It 1 t' .
t^

,

1

\/p

AP ZP
The function — = G [k (^2— 0] = ^^^ (0 i^»f' its derivative also

y/p

take for t =z t^ or t = the values 6^^ = and 6^^, =1 -j- |, and so
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for tills fiiiK'tloJi, l)C('ausc It satislics the differential eqiuitioii (jr-\-z G=0,
the same expansion holds as for F{t), bnt while In the series for

LPZP^ the derivatives are taken with regard to increasing- time,

those in that for LP^ZP nnist be considered with regard to decreas-

ing time. If we make nse of the symbols i, 5, ^"^ etc. to denote deri-

vatives of z with regard to increasing time, the signs of the odd

derivatives of z in the expansion for LP^ZP must be reversed.

Hence we obtain for LP^ZP :

LP,ZP I r
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As
j

?/
ƒ"

(/«) </?t = and /'" (m 4- 7/) — /'" {7n) — f/'"! {m + r) dv,

we may write instead of
j
u f' {m -\- u) du , the double integral

I
?^ du \ ƒ ^^^ (?n -|- v) do which by reversing the order of integration

is transformed into | ƒ "' (rn -|- v) dv
j

?; fZ?«.

-V,
I now proceed to integrate with respect to u, and so we obtain

the following relation

:

The operations may be repeated and by doing so we shall find

:

fiy) - /(•'-•) = y lf{y) + fV)'\ - ^i if'' ill) + r' (•^•)] +

The expansion may be easil}' continned in the indicated manner,

but for the end I have in view that deduced above goes far enough.

If according to this formula we replace i, — i^ hy

r Tj"— (Sj + i'l)— —- (^3^'* -f ^1^^ ), terms of the fifth order are neglected,

and if we replace (3 z^ .\ — 2 ^,"i) - (3 z, z, — 2 ^^"1) by

^ (8.^^ + 3z,z, - 2.,^v
-\- 3i,^ + 3.,ë, - 2e,iv),

we neglect a quantity of the third order. I propose to terminate

the expansion of 2 with the term in Tj', then the above
yp

mentioned substitutions will not alter the order of approximation.

So we obtain the following approximate formula

:
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2
LP.ZP, r, z, + ^% r. T,

Tlie development is symmetrical with respect to z^ and z^ and
tlieir derivatives, and resolves itself into two parts, which have the

same form, and which depend besides on r^, only on the valne of

z and those of the derivatives of z at one point.

If the following series

^ - ^. ^ + {^^ + 2.,) ^ - (8.A + 11^.^ + 8i c,iv + ,^3^ ^ . .

where only the odd powers of the variable t occur, be denoted by U^r)

and the corresponding series for z^ and its derivatives by Uj{x), we get

:

and the ratios of the triangles may be expressed in the following

way in these functions Ü :

t^P,ZP, Lr,(r.) + t/.(T.)

AP;^ = "'=f/.(r,)+£/.(r.) • • • •
('^'^''>

and

AP3ZP, "^^ U,{x,) + f/3(r,) • • • • ^
^

In the series Ü{x) only such differential quotients occur as can be

rationally expressed in j) and . By means of the known differential
a

equations of the i«^ and of the 2"^^ order for v

.^ _ 2 1 i> . , .. _ P 1

we obtain by differentiating z =
r r

1

~ = 32M9 — 4- — 5-
a r

^

hi 40 ^'

while from the differential equation c"' =: 5 tt ^ ~ •^^^
'^J diffe-

z 9 2^

rentiation with lespect to t and by elimination of -p^ the following

expression is found for c'^'

.

8*
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„iv

V -' -2' z^ 3 z^^» ^ 3 ^V
1

As —
, /) and the 3 heliocentric distances r are known, è"^, z

a

and z^^^ can be computed for each of the 3 points P^, P^ and P^.

For a circular orbit all the derivatives of z are equal to zero

sin X \/z
and the function U becomes . According to the preceding

development we obtain for an elliptic orbit the following approxi-

mate formula for U, which still contains the 6^^ power of the

interval :

sin X V/z x" / r r)\
U = J^4__.W9_4 5L , . . (VIII)

By means of the values which take U^^, U^ and U^ for the

values Tj, Tj and x^ of the argument x, we obtain foi* n.^ and

/Zj values containing the terms of the 5"^^^ order with respect to the

intervals ; while the approximation may be extended to the 6"^^^ order,

if we add to the above mentioned expression for Ü -.

z^ (— ;. — 120fi + 170;.^ + 340;i,a — 1020^/-^).
5040

where ). and ft denote

;. = - f9 — 4 - — 5 ^^

,= 3/2- 1- ^
V a r

Astrononiy. — ''Supplement to the account of the deterinination

of the longitude of St. Denis {Island of Reunion), executed

in 1874, containing also a general account of the observation

of the transit of Venus", ^y Prof. J. A. C. Oudejians.

When I set about to correct the imperfections left in my first

communication, 1 began by calculating foi- the times of observation

of the occultations the correction of Newcomb's parallactic correction,

mentioned on p. 603 of my previous paper; as said there this

correction amounts to

+ 0"67 sin D -f 0"05 sin {D - g) — 0"09 sin {D -f g%

where D stands for the mean elongation of the moon from the sun,

g for the moon's mean anomaly, and g' for that of the sun.
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D and g eonld be derived from Tables I and II at the end of

Newcomb's j)aper M ; lliere, liowever, in agreement with the method

introdnced by Hansen in ids tables of the moon, the nnit is not a

degree, but a mean day, so that the nnmbers derived from those

tables mnst be multiplied by 12°,19 and IS^Ofio respectively in

order to be i-ednced to degrees, g' eonld be derived with a sufficient

accuracy for our purpose from the tables of Laroeteau in the Conn,

des Temps for 1846.

The corrections found are, however, not to be applied to the true, but

to the mean longitude, called by Hansen n <f z, and therefore must be

reduced to corrections of the true longitude by multiplication by

(1 -\- 2e cos g ....),, and these must again be reduced to corrections

of right ascension and declination; for the latter reduction I used

the moon's hourly motions in R. A. and declination from the Nautical

Almanac, \vhence the direction of the moon's motion with regard

to the parallel could be directly derived.

The corrections of the moon's ephemeris in the Nautical Almanac,

gi\-en by Newcomb on p. 41 of his Investigation for each day

from 1 Sept. 1874 to 31 January 1875, were corrected for the

two first months by means of the values found; and in the calcnla-

tion of the longitude from the occultations we have now applied

these corrected cori-ections, instead of the corrections furnished by

the meridian observations. It then would become evident which

corrections were to be preferred, and it soon appeared that it was

the former. The lai'ge corrections in declination found for 19 Sept.

and 16 Oct. 1874, (— 4".3 and — 4".l) for instaiice, in consequence

of which the second occultation observed on 19 Sept. was formerly

rejected, were apparently due to the inaccuracy of the meridian

obserxations.

I now shall give the details of my calculation, (see table p. 112).

These corrections were added to those given on p. 609 of my
first account as being interpolated from Newcomb, and then the

required alterations were made in all the calculations of the occul-

tations.

Before I passed on to this second communication, I have once more

thoroughly revised all the computations and thus was able to apply

some corrections; some occultations which had been rejected, could

now be retained after the error had been corrected.

1) S. Newcomb. Investigation of corrections to Hansen's Tables of the Moon

;

with tables for tlieir application, forming Part III of papers publislied by tlie Com-

mission on the Transit of Venus, Washington, Government Printing Office, 1876.
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I shall briefly record the modifications of my previous account ').

The following- are (he numbers originally belonging to the obser-

vations mentioned there: 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, JO, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20,

22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37.

Hence were rejected the numbers : 2, 5, 6, 8, 13, 15, 17, 19,21,

26, 33, 38, 39.

N". 2, disappearance of Arg. Z. 233, N". 77, observed by me on

the ground of the harbour office on 19 Sept., yielded — 21^.31 for

the correction of the eastern longitude. It appeared that this large

value was for the greater part due to the large correction (— 4"3)

applied to the moon's declination as derived from the meridian

observations. The corrected corrections of Newcomb were — 0^45

and -|- 0".3 (that of the declination even with another sign), and

the correction of the eastern longitude became — 6^85, not larger

than several others.

Nos. 5 and 6, disappearances of Arg. Z. 3 LI, N"s
. 72 and 75

observed by me on the ground of the harbour office on 21 Sept.

It appeared that in reducing these two observations the correction

of the chronometer had been taken from the journal with a wrong-

sign. After rectification of this error the results were satisfactory.

N". 8, disappearance of a 9"^'' magnitude star, observed by me on

the ground of the harbour office on 22 Sept. at 7''38"i25%07, hence
34"i9s after that of 33 Capricorni. I have not succeeded in rectifying

this observation. Judging from the map which by means of Argelander's

Zonae had been constructed preliminary to the observations, it seemed

that the star could be no other than N". 18 of A. Z. 255, but then

the correction of the eastern longitude would have been -\- 58^24.

Supposing that an error might have occurred in noting down the

minute of the time of observation, I repeated the calculation adopting

the time to be 1 minute later, but now I got : Corr. of the E. longitude

-}- 20^07. The time of observation ought therefore to be taken another

half minute later, but I did not hold myself justified to do so.

There still followed two occultations, which were missed through

clouds, probably one of these two has been A. Z. 255 N". 18, and

the star observed by me does not occur in A. Z. Neither Schönfeld's

southern atlas, nor Gill's catalogue could help me to arrive at a

conclusion.

N". 13, disappearance of 73 Piscium on 26 September, N". 15,

disappearance of 53 Geminoruin and N". 17, disa])pearance of a star

1) In the 3rd column on p. 607 a few clerical or printing errors have cre|)t in

:

for Cordoba lit 1589 read Cordoba XVIII 1589 and for Cordoba XVlll VIA read

Cordoba XVIII 1612.
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of the GVa*^ magnitude, both on 2 October, were recorded as uncertain

and besides the results were too discordant. Full moon had occurred

on 25 September; so these disappearances took place at the bright

limb of the moon, and it is well-known how uncertain their observation

is then. In this case a sudden disappearance can only be observed

with stars of the 1^' or 2"^^ magnitude.

N". 19, disappearance of B. A C. 5800 on 15 October, also yielded

a large negative correction of the eastern longitude (—13%14), but

there w^as no reason for rejectmg it ; the disappearance took place

at the dark limb, the star was of the G^/^'^' magnitude, hence very

bright in the telescope, and in tiie journal of obse)'\'ation uncertainty

is not mentioned.

N". 21, disappearance of A. Z. 223 N». 48, observed by iMr.

È. F. VAN DE Sande Bakhuyzen on 16 October, yielded -f-33%70;
N°. 26 disappearance of a star of which the j)lace was 2{)''5'"16''

— 25''10'46", gave — :120%6. Both had therefore to be rejected.

Nor was I more fortunate with N". 33. The star as determined at

Leyden gave an unsatisfactory result {-\- 21 "'38'*) and I could not

find in the catalogues another star which fultills the requirements.

I succeeded better with X'. 38. X". 38 had been noted by

Mr. Bakhuyzen as disappearance of ? Piscium on 28 October; it

appears however that this star was not occulted and that the occulted

star could be no other than 24 Piscium; assuming this, 1 ai-rivcd

at a satisfactory conclusion.

In the case of N°. 39, disappearance of 59 Geminorum at the

dark limb on 26 November, we could only oi)tain a result, that

was not wholly inadmissible, by assuming a combination of eri'ors.

Although each of these was in itself not quite improbable, it was
thought necessaiy to reject also this observation.

About N". 27 I remark that on [). 607 I noted as obser\'ers S.B.

i. e. that both Mr. Soeters and Mr. Bakhuyzen obser\'ed the occulta-

tion (disappearance at the dark limb) ; as the time recorded by

Mr. Bakhuyzen was 4 seconds later than that noted by Mr. Soeters, I

accepted the result of the former as the more probable one, the more

so as it agreed better with the other results.

Generally, the endeavours to rectify the occultations, which at

first seemed to have failed, have cost more work than those where

nothing was wrong.

Finally I must remark that Mr. Soeters himself had corrected a

small error of computation in his reduction of the observations, made
to determine the relative position of our different observing places,

but had neglected to enter the corrected value in the final table of
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liis results. In consequence of liiis error we must read for tlie longitude

east of Greenwich of the observiui;' phice on the ground of our

dwelling house, as given on p. (i04 3''41'"48\()(i instead of 48^11.

Taking into account the corrections mentioned above, the list of

results connnunicated in the Proceedings of March (p. 607 of the prece-

ding \olume) must be moditied as gi\'en at the end of this paper;

see tallies la and I^,

We then find as correction of Germain's longitude:

Using disapp. and reapp. inditferently . . —2^90 d= 0^64 (m.error)

Treating them separately —0.81±1.22(„ „ )

It is much to be i-egretted we did not succeed in observing more

reappearances. There is always a greater chance to observe the

disai)pearances than the reap])earances at the dark limb of the moon.

A short time after ]iew^ moon until a few days after first quarter

we can easily see with a good telescope on the east side of the

moon stars of the 8^'', 9''' or perhaps even the ^^^^^^ magnitude, of

which the disappearance nia^' be easily obserx ed ; no preparation

is required for this.

For the observation of reappearances at the dark limb, a prepa-

i-ation b}' means of star maps is necessary, which takes up much
time. We must calculate froui hour to hour the parallax of the

moon in R. A. and declination and hence dej'ive its apparent places,

draw them on the map, and then derive geometrically the instants

at which the stars considered must reappear. For the most southern

declinations the star ma|)S themselves had to be constructed first by

means of Argklandkr's southern Zonae. Moreover it is always desirable

finally to derive more accurate results by a cak'ulalion according

to the know]i formulae.

The operations described here have been executed as well for the

days preceding full moon as for those following it, and it was oni-

bad luck that in the latter part of the lunation the weather was

always unfavourable.

After this revision of the calculations a small negative correction

of the longitude of St. Denis according to Germain seems probable,

although its exact amount is uncertain. We have however, still to

consider wiiat follows :

When in 1884 Auwers wanted to determine a fundamental meridian

for Australia^), for which purpose he chose that of Sydney, he

used 78 occnltations observed from 1873 to 1870 in Windsor (N.

1) Astron. Nadir. Vol. 110 p. 289—346.
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S. Wales) by Tebbutt and 18 occiiltations observed by Ellery in

1874 and '75 at Melbourne. He applied to the ephemerides of the

moon of the Nautical Almanac the corrections of Nkwcomb's Investi-

gation and took for the relation between the moon's radius and

the horizontal parallax the value ^-rrr 0.27264 found b.y me. {VersL

en Meded. Ahad. Amsterdam Afd. Nat. 1^^ Reeks, Vol X p. 25).

But as nevertheless a constant error might occur in the obtained

results, he calculated, as a test, a large number of occultations,

which had been observed either at Greenwich or at places of

which the longitude had been determined by telegraph, viz : 31

observed at Greenwich, 25 at Washington, 40 at Nikolajef, 44 at

Oxford, 30 at Luxor, 46 at Strassburg, 13 at Jjcipzig, 7 at Vienna,

2 at Königsberg, 2 at Moscow, 2 at Pulkowa and 1 at Kiel.

Thus he was able to derive the correction to be applied to a

longitude determined by a disappearance at the dark limb, and found

for this after a graphical compensation :

1873,0
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of the star, after tlie moon's parallax, calculated for the point where

the occultation took place, has been added to it with a contrary

sign, be denoted by 1 ; let the geocenti'ic radins of the moon (as

it was used for this calculation) be =: R, the iiorizontal parallax = 77

and the ditference in declination between the reduced place of the

star and the moon's centre = v, then we have

and hence

15
"'"'^ ^^"-''"^

R^ — v^

but as R= nk

we have d R=z lid k

IRn ^^ IR' dk
hence o 1 = o k = . —

.

7^' — v' R' — v' k

The reduction to be added to the star's R. A. to get that of the

apparent moon's centre is =f: I -f- II, wiiere the 2^ term is indepen-

dent of k and the upper sign of the first is to be used for disap-

pearances, the lower for reappeai"ances.

If the hourly motion of the moon in R. A. is A«, the correction

=F I +n
of the Greenwich mean time of an occultation is V 3600^

and the correction of the eastern longitude derived from it :

^ ~^
X360(>. Now as the assumed value of k was 0,272525

A«
we have dk = + 0,000115 :

0.000115 T7^^
and ö E. L. = ± 3600 X

r= zt [0,1814]

0.272525 {R' — v')Aa

IR-"

{R^ — v^) A H
'

where the value in square brackets is a logarithm, and the loga-

rithms of the other factors may be derived from the former cal-

culation. The + sign is to be used for disappearances, the — sign

for reappearances.

In this way I have found the corrections given in table II and

thus obtained corrected values for the longitude. I think it best to

use indistinctly the results from disappearances and reappearances.
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We tlieii find as mean correction of

Germain's longitude: — 2^15 =b 0^79 (mean error)

the supplementary correction according

to AuwERS is for 1874,80 : + 2^71 ± 0^,50 ')

and the final correction is -}- 0%56 ± 0%93.

Although our calculations were somewhat modified and a systematic

correction was applied, which seems to be required, we arrive at

the same conclusion as in our first paper, ^ iz. that the correction of

the longitude of St. Denis found by Germain, in so far as we may
judge from the occultations observed by us, is very small. If we
pay attention to the mean error of our result, it is not even certain

whether it is negatixe or |)Ositive, though there is a greater proba-

bility in favour of a small positive correction.

hi my previous paper I have not mentioned that the reduction

to 1874 of the places of the stars from all the available catalogues

has been very carefull}^ executed bj' Mr. H. Kress, "amanuensis" at

the Observatory at Utrecht. The derivation of the most probable

places from the whole material I have made mjself.

It will be interesting to record that the meridian observations of

the moon, made at Leyden in Sept. and Oct. 1874 by Mr. H. Haga,

then assistant at the observatory (now professor of physics at the

university of Groningen), has yielded the following corrections of the

places in the Nautical Almanac, previously corrected according to

Newcomb's Investigation: (see table p. 119)

Ï) This mean error has been esliniated, and is based on the argument that the

vakie of the correction, which was found by grapliic compensation, rests on about

25 occultations, while Auwers has arrived at the result (^.iS''. i^c?. 110, co/?«n» 336)

that one disappearance at the dark limb yields a longitude, of whicli the mean

error may be considered to be ± ^'^,h.
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'1874
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bj means of 52 chronometers on the home

voyage ') 3^'bOMO\()^

from observations of the moon :

from 11 occultations (7 disappearances and

4 reappearances at the dark limb) 3h50'"40s.60 ± 0^33

from 12 culminations of the moon 42 .6

Assigning to these two results weight 2 and 1

,

we get as mean result 3''50™41«.27

Reduction on St. Denis flag-stafF determined

by transportation of chronometei-s — 8"153^4l

Hence longitude of St. Denis tlag-staifE. of Gr.

from the chronometers 3''41'"46«.62

from observations of the moon 47 .86

The German observers found for the longitude

of Solitude^)

from 6 culminations of the moon 3h50'"39^52 ± 3«.29

from 3 occultations 40 .33 ± 1 .91

whence in the mean 3 50 40 .13 ± 1 .65

Now Solitude is situated 0s,89 west of Belmont,

Belmont 8m53 ,41 east of St. Denis,

hence Solitude 8 52 ,52 ,, ,, ,, ,, .

Hence longitude of St. Denis (flag-staff) E. of Gr. 3''41"^47«.6J

Combining all these results, omitting only that from the chrono-

meters (comp. footnote) we have :

by means of the longitude of Belmont, Weight
*^

(observations of the moon) 3'^41™47^86 ± 0^90 J ,25

by means of the longitude of Solitude,

(observations of the moon) 47 ,61 ± 2 ,00 0,25

determination by Germain (culminations

of the moon) : 47 ,40 db ,76 1,72

determination by Oudemans and Bak-

HUYZEN, (occultations with corrections

according to Auwers) : 47 ,96 =t ,93 1,16

Adopted longit. of St. Denis flag-staff 3^41 '"47^,69 ± 0^,44 4,38

^) Unfortunately the outward voyage has not yielded any result, because the rates of

the chronometers after the landing could not be determined, as it had been neglected

to wind them up. And this accident also takes off much of the value of the home

voyage, because through this the difference between the rate at sea and that on

land could not be eliminated. Auwers has already made this remark in : Die

Venus-Duvchgange 1874 und 1882. Bericht über die Deutschen Beobachtungen,

Vol. VI p. 265, and therefore we shall also leave this result out of account.

2) A. Auwers. Die Venus-Durchgange 1874 und 1882. Bericht über die Deut-

schen Beobachtungen Vol VI.
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The longitude of our station now being determined as well as

possible, I shall proceed to communicate our contact observations of

Venus and the Sun during the Transit on December 9'''.

Our place of observation was on the battery, in the immediate

neighbourhood of the pavilion of the heliometer ; its longitude must

therefore be accepted to be 3''41'"47%81 + ü^26 --. 3''41"^48^07.

The ingress took place very early in the morning, the sun being-

only live degrees above the horizoJi. unfortunately at sunrise the

sky was not quite clear. In the east, a few degrees above the horizon

there was a dark stratus, and it was to be feared that at the instant

of the second contact the sun would just be behind it. So it happened,

and this was the more unfortunate as the station Reunion had

expressly been chosen for the observation of that contact.

At the first contact the sun's limb was very unsteady. At 5''38'"20^

mean time St. Denis, I thought that 1 saw an impression on the

sun's limb, which I held to be made by Venus. A passing cloud,

however, prevented me from seeing whether I had been right.

When, after a minute the sun reappeared, I could not distinguish

the impression on the limb any more. At 5''41"'20s
it could however

be seen plainly. The place where I then saw it was exactly the

same as that where I had thought to see it 3 minutes earlier. However,

as Venus had moved on 6" during those 3 minutes, the observation

of the tirst contact must be considered as having failed. The mean
between the two instants mentioned is no more than a very rough

approximation.

As said already, the second contact was missed.

But both Mr. Sop:ters and I observed the two last contacts.

The formulae, given in the Nautical Almanac of 1874 on p. 434
for the calculation of the contacts, are:

For the iirst external contact

:

/= 13'^45™58s— [2,5773] q sin /— [2,7049] q cos I cos (A + 136°39'.9),

for the first internal contact

:

j^=zl4hl5'"2#— [2,6992] q sin l— [2,7462] q cos I cos {X + 147°55'.7),

for the second internal contact

:

t= 1 7i'57™26s+ [2,8253
]
q sin I+ [2.5265] q cos I cos (X — 55°37'.8),

for the second external contact

:

^=18i'26m54^ + [2,7374] q sinl-}- [2,5014] q cos I cos (X — 37°50'9);

The times are given in Greenwich mean time; and q stands for

the radius, / for the geocentric latitude and X for the longitude east

of Greenwich of the place of observation.
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If in these formulae we substitute lo<j q sin I = 9.5488 (—)

,

%() co^- / = 9.9707' (+); ;. = 55°26'95 and add to the obtamed

time^ the adopted loiigitude of the battery 3''41m48^1, tlie error of

which does probabl}^ not exceed one second, as appears from the

preceding investigation, we obtain the following results.

Con-
tact

M. T. Greenw,
com p.

M. T. St. Denis
comp.

Obs. 0. S,
Obs -Comp.

0.
I

s.

I

II

III

IV

•131i5r)m5r)S.O

U 26 -19, 3
17 .58 43. 5

48 28 23, 4

17h37m43f^,1
I
17ii39m50s:

18 8 7 ,4 missed
21 40 31 ,6 I 21 39 16,2 17-,6

22 10 11,5
I

22 9 9,7
I

12,5

_j_imI7s

— 1 15,4
—1 1 ,8

_liul4s,0
— 59,0

Neither Mr. Soeters who observed with the telescope ofthehelio-

meter, noi' myself who used the Fraunhofer telescope of Mr. de

Beaueort ^) have seen anything of the so-called black drop. The

former telescope was provided with the strongest eyepiece, magnifying

86 times, the latter with one magnifying 121,5 times.

I shall say only a few words here on the observations with the

heliometer and the photoheliograph.

The heliometer made by Merz at Municii has caused me through

its numerous imperfections much trouble and numerous investiga-

tions relative to the instrument proxed later to be valueless. Only

a few days before the transit took place we detected a defect in

the construction of the instrument, which rendered the adjustment of

the parallactic stand illusory, so that all the measured position angles

were- unreliable. Nevertheless I have made complete sets of obser-

vations with the heliometer, viz. distances of the "Perseus-stars", for the

determination of the scale value and during the transit two sets of

eight distances between the limbs of Venus and of the sun. This was as

much as the cloudy state of the atmosphere prevailing during the whole

transit would allow to do. The first set was made in the ordinary

manner, the other along the most advantageous chord. (Versl. en

Meded. Kon. Ahid. Amsterdam, Nat. Afd. 2' Reeks, Vol. lX,\).lTi).

The division errors of the scales must still be determined ; I hope

to do tills soon and then to revert to these measurements.

As to the observations with the photoheliograph, unfortunately the

atmosjihere, even in the moments that it allowed measurements with

the heliometer, had a very bad effect on the clichés made. The

1) In my previous paper 1 have erroneously mentioned Mr. Stoop as the owner

of this telescope ; he possessed it in 1835, wlien Kaiser used it for his observations

of the comet Halley.
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limbs of' Venns are generally so ill defined that there is no question

of making microscopic measurements. Dr. P. J. Kaiser, assisted by

Mr. M. B. RosT van Tonningen, has done everything in his power

to succeed, but specially in making photographic observations we
are powerless against atmospheric conditions.

I cannot finish this paper without expressing our tlianks to the

Dutch and Dutch East Indian Government, who have assisted the

expedition to Reunion as much as they could, also to the Teyler

Society, the "Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen", both

at Haarlem, to the "Bataafsch Genootschap" at Rotterdam and to

Mr. DE Beaufort, who contributed efïiciently (the Teyler Society and

Mr. DE Beaufort by lending the photo-heliograph and a telescope) to

procure the necessary means to the expedition. We have also cordially

to thank the Governor of Reunion, (Mr. de Lormel) ^), the Maire

of St. Denis, (Med. Dr. Le Siner), the director of the "Banque de

la Reunion", (Mr. Bridet), who often assisted and advised us, and

further several other inhabitants of St. Denis, who opened their

houses to us. Among these I mention Messrs. Bertho, Hugot, de

TouRis and Pezzani. In Mr. Chailliey, watchmaker, we fortunately

found a clever instrumentmaker, who several times made the necessary

reparations to our instruments.

I must also mention that Mr. Soeters (engineer of the Geographical

service at Java) during the passage from Batavia via Aden to Reunion

suffered already from the first attacks of a liver-complaint, which

a few years later, April 10^*^ 1879 carried him to his grave. At

St. Denis he was sometimes for several days unable to assist me at

the heliometer, then Mr. Bakhuyzen obligingly took his place. On
these occasions he was looked after with the greatest care by the

military surgeon Mr. Muircec.

Lastly I mention the valuable assistance in several respects given

by the "amanuensis" of the expedition Mr. T. F. Blanken.

1) Scarcely had we cast anchor in the harbour of St. Denis, when the harbour-

master arrived in a boat to offer us in the name of the Government his assistance

to carry ashore the passengers, the luggage and the instruments,

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vill.
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TABLE U.

Results for the longitude of St. Denis de la Reunion, from dis-

appearances and reappearances separately.

The 3 reappearances give ZG= 2.19 zG lL = -{- 3.97 hence l Lk^= + 1'.81

The total sum was 21.80

Hence the disappearances alone 19.51

- 63.25

- 67.22 LLins = — 3^43

N"

Disappearances.

Mean — 0.81

1
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TABLE II.

after the application of the correction for theResults for Zi

radius, disappearances and reappearances together.

No.
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Chemistry. — ''On some derivatives of Phenylcarhamic acid.''*

By Dr. F. M. Jaegek. (Communicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh).

The following contains a crystallographic description of some deriva-

tives, chiefly ?i/^roderivatives oï plienykarhamic acidO^ H^ . NH . COOH
which ha^'e been kindly presented to me by Prof, van Romburgh.

The substances belonging to this series, which have been investigated are:

Phenylcarhamic Methyl-ester.

Methylphenylcarbamic Metliyl-ester.

lA-Nitromethylphenylcarhamic Metliyl-ester.

l-2-'i-Dinitromethylphenylcarbamic Methyl-ester.

l-2-4:-Q-Tri7iitromethylphe7iylcarbamic Methyl-ester. (a-Modi/ication).

1-2-^-Q-Trinitrometliylplienylcarhamic Metliyl-ester. {^-Modification).

l-%4:-Dinitromethylphenylcarhamic Aethyl-ester.

l-%^-Q-Trinitrom,ethylphenylcarhamic Aethyl-ester.

In addition, a description is given of l-2-4:-Q-Methylp)he7iyhiitramine

m. p. J27°C., which has been ohia,medi'rom l-2-4:-Dinit7wnonomethyl-

a7iili7ie m. p. 178'' C. by means of fuming nitric acid, which aniline

is the product of decomposition of the two Binitromethylplienylcarhamic

esters on heating with strong hydrochloric acid ^), and which has been

aU-eady described by me in the Zeits. f. Kryst. Bd. 40 (1905). p. 119.

1. Phenylcarbamic Methyl-ester.

Ce H^ . NH . CO . (CH3) ; m. p. 47° C.

The compound crystallises best from

alcohol and always in the form of color-

less, elongated, rectangular little plates,

which are ^^ery poor in combination

forms.

Bhombic bipy7'amidaL

a:b = 1,5952 : 1.

The relation b : c cannot be determined

on account of the absence of planes

from the zones of (100,001), and of

(001,010).

Forms observed

:

predominating often

p==|l'JO|, very lustrous; ??i = |120|,

narrow or totally wanting and sometimes

as strongly developed as ^9; ^= |010|,

indicated only a few times ; c = jOOJ
|,

reflects well.

1) VAN Romburgh. On the action of nitric acid on the esters methylphenylamino-

formic acid. Proc. 29 Dec. 1900, Vol. III. p. 451.

oj

a = jlOOj, strongly

vertically striped

;
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Measured : Calculated

:

a:p = (100) : (llOj =* 57°55' —
a : m = (100) : (120) = 38 31 38^34^

a:c= (100) : (001) =: 90 4 90 O'

m -.p = (120) : (nO) = 19 34 19 24

p'.j) = (110) : (ilO) = 64 10 64 10

2):b= (110) : (010) = 32 10 32 5

Completel}- cleavable towards |001| and towards jlOOj.

Orientated extinction on all planes in the vertical zone. The optical

axial plane is jOOlj with a as acnte diagonal. The axial angle is

small, the dispersion fair with Q^ v around the «-axis.

The sp. gr. of the crystals is 1,251 at. 19^ ; the equivalent

volume 120,7.

2. Methyl-Phenylcarbamic Methyl-ester.

CeH, . N(CH3) . CO . 0(CH3) ; m.p. : 44° C.

The compound crystallises from

alcohol in large colourless crystals,

which are frequently in clusters,

often exhibit rather opaque planes

and possess a peculiar camphor-

like odour.

Rhombic-bipyramidal.

a:b:c = 0,8406 : 1 : 0,3320.

Forms observed :

b = |010|, strongly predominating;

7?i=:|ilOj, and q = \011\, both

well developed and yielding sharp

reflexes ; r = |201|, fairly lustrous.

Different crystal-individuals ex-

hibit not inconsiderable differen-

ces in the angular values.

Measured

.

bnn^ (010) : (110) = * 49° 57'

b:q = (010) : (Oil) = * 71 38

r:r = (201) : (201) = 103 25

r : w = (201) : (110) = 61 54

Calculated .

103° 23'

61 40 V3
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Very completely cleavable towards !>.

The optical axial plane jOOlj whilst h is the first diagonal. The

axial angle is small, the dispersion strong and perhaps abnormal.

It was not possible to properly characterise it with the means at

my disposal.

The sp. gr. of the crystals is 1,296, at 19°
; the equivalent

volume 127,31.

Topical axes : x : V' ^ ^ = 5,1358 : 6,1099 : 4,0569.

On account of the symbol |201| the relation /; : c = 1 : 0,6640 has

been taken.

3. 1-4-Nitro-Metliyl-Phenyl-Carbamic Methyl-ester.

C,H, (NOJ . N (CHO . CO . ^CH,) ; melting point :
108° C.

r4) (1)

This compound crystallises from alcohol or benzene in the form

of small delicate needles, or large, pale-sherry coloured, somewhat

flat crystals, which, however,

are very poor in planes, and,

therefore, do not allow of a com-

plete parameter-determination.

MonocUno-prismaiic.

a:b = 0,6640 : 1.

^= 70° 58'.

Forms observed :

c=:|001| generally strongly pre-

dominating ; 771 = jllOj well

developed ; b = jOlOj, narrow.

Often the planes of m and b are

curved and the crystals exhibit

greater anomalies in the angularFig. 3.

values.

The habitus is mostly broadly flattened towards c, sometimes c

and m are equally large and the habitus consequently becomes

rhombohedric.

Very completely cleavable towards [001 1.

The optical axial plane is probably jOlOj ; on c one optical axis

is visible on the border of the field of vision.

The sp. gr. of the crystrals is 1,522 at 14°; the equivalent-volume

^ 137,98.
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4. 1-2-4-Dimtro-Methyl-Phenylcarbamic Methyl-ester.

C,H,(N0J . (NOJ . NtCHJ . CO . O^CH,);
(4) (2) (1)

m.p. : 98° C.

The best crystals are obtained from

xylene. They are of a pale yellow colour

and have the appearance of small, thick

parallelogram-shaped crystals.

Monoclino-prismatic.

a:h:c = 0,7597 : 1 : 1,0875.

^=88^373'.

Forms observed: h = |010|, predomina-

ting and very lustrous; r = |101|, broad

and sharply reflecting; a):=|lll|, also

broad and very lustrous ; = |111|, some-

what smaller than o' but giving a good

reflection
; q = |011|, small and approxi-

matel}' measurable. The crystals are broadly

flattened towards b.

Fig. 4.



5. 1-2-4-6-Trinitro-Methyl-Plienylcarbamic Methyl-ester.

C,H,(NO,) . (NO,) . (NOJ . N(CH3) . C0\ 0(CH3) ; m. p. :118° C.
(6) (4) (2) (I)

This compound occurs in two modifications.

a-Modification.

yt\

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

This «-modification is the one usually deposited from the ordinary

solvents, alcohol, acetone, benzene etc. The crystals described here

have been obtained from acetone. They are colourless or of a pale

sherry colour and very lustrous.

Monoclino-prismntic.

a-.h-.c — 0,5758 ; 1 0,8382.

^=75°41'.

Forms observed : m = jllOj, broad and very lustrous ; c = jOOlj,

ideal reflection; (^ = |011|j large and very lustrous; «> =: |121|,

generally broader than q, sometimes also narrower or even completely

wanting ; a = |100|, lustrous but narrow ; r r= jlOlj is often wanting

but reflects well; o = |121| very narrow and dull.

Measured ;

a-.c = (100) : (001) = * 75°41'

a : m = (100) : (110) — * 29 97,

c.q =(001): (011) = * 39 5

Calculated :
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Measured: Calculated:

m : c = (110) : (001) = 77 32V, 77^32'

7n:q = (110) : (Oil) = 61 47 61 39

m:oy = (110) : (121) = 26 30 26 27

a:o)z= (100) : (121) = 47 55V, 48

io :c = (121) : (001) =r 57 43 57 42

0} -.q = (121) : (Oil) = 35 16 35 12

m:q = (110) : (Oil) = 81 40 81 59

m,:o = (110) : (121) = 34 39V, 34 37V,
o:q = (121) : (Oil) — 46 19V, 46 22

c:r = (001) : (Ï01) = 65 38V, 65 36

a:r = (100) : (101) = 38 51V, 38 43

m : r = (7Ï0) : (101) = 47 2 47 3

r:q = (Ï01) : (Oil) = 70 59V, 71 177,

No distinct plane of cleavability was found
;
perhaps there is one

present parallel to m.

The symmetric extinction on jllOj with regard to the side

110) : (110), etc. amounts to about 18°; on a and c it is normally

orientated. The average refraction is a tritle greater than that of

«-monobromo-naphtalene.

The sp. gr. gravity of the crystals is 1,612, at 19^ ; the equivalent

volume is 186,10.

Topical axes : / : if? : to : = 4,2360 : 7,3555 : 6,1655.

5b. Trinitro-Methyl-Phenylcarbamic Methylester.

^-Modification. When long kept, the crys-

tals of the «-modification turn a little

darker, somewhat more orange-yellow. The

symmetry and all the angles of the «-modi-

fication are, however, preserved.

Sometimes, the alcohol deposits long

needles together with crystals ot the «-

modification. These needles have an orange

colour ; at about 105° they again turn

yellow and then melt just a little below

118°. Although it is not as yet quite clear

in what relation these needles stand to the

crystals, it is nevertheless certain, that they

represent a second less stable modification

of the compound. The meltingpoint of the

crystals of the «-modification obtained from

various solvents, or after healing in diffe-

>TV
tr\.

Fis, 7.
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rent ways, fluctuates between 114° and 118°. A furtlier investigation

will be necessary to see what really takes place here.

Rhomhic-bipyramidal.

a :^» = 0,6596:1.

The relation h : c cannot be determined, for want of the necessary

terminal planes.

Forms observed: ??i = jllOj, broad and lustrous; c =: jOOlj, very

sharply reflecting; « = jlOOj, narrow, well reflecting; ^:> =: |310|,

very narrow and yielding bad reflexes.

Measured: Calcidated:

rt : 771 = (100) : (110) = * 33°24i' —
m : m = (110) : (TlO) = 113 lli 113° 11'

m-.c = (110) : (001) = 90 1 90

m:p =(110): (310)= 20 17 (about) 21

^:« =(310): (100)= 13 2 (about) 12 24

Perfectly cleavable towards jOOlj.

The optical axial plane is jOOlj ; the first diagonal is the «-axis.

The apparent axial angle is in «-monobromonaphtalene about 86°;

extraordinary strong dispersion with q > v, round the first bissectrix.

Orientated extinction everywhere in the vertical zone.

The sp. gr. of the needles is 1,601, at 19°; the equivalent

volume = 187,32.

6. 1-2-4-Dinitro-Methyl-Pheiiylcarbamic Ethyl-ester.

C, H3 (N0jr4) . (N0,)c2) . N(,) (CH,) . CO . (C.H^) ; m. p. 112° C.

This compound crystallises

from a mixture of benzene and

ligroine in the form of large,

corlourless, very lustrous crystals

represented in fig 8.

Monodino-prismatic.

a: ^':c=0,6525: 1:0,7035.

^=69°59'.

Forms observed : c = jOOlj,

predominating and very lustrous;

h = jOlOj, about as broad as c

and sharply reflecting -,111=1 {llOj,

well reflecting and properly

developed, sometimes with deli-

cate striping parallel to m:C\
q = {Ollj, narrower but readily

measurable ; r = |10i|, very dis-

tinctly developed and yielding

Fig. 8.
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sharp reflexes; p = \120\, very narrow and dull; often absent

altooether.

Measured

:

Calculated

:

m:m = (100) TlO) = *63° 1^

m:c =(110): (001) = * 73 2 —
q:c— (Oil) : (001) = *33 28 —
q:b = (Oil) : (010) = 5632 56° 32'

m : b = (llOj : (010) = 58 26è 58 29

m :p = (110) : (120) = 19 12 19 17

jy.b = (120) : (010) = 39 23è 39 12

r : c = (TOl) : (001) = 58 10 58 5

r : m = (1ÖÏ) : (110) = 58 12 58 18

m : q = (110) : {OlT) = 57 58i- (circa) 58 41

q:r = (OlT) : (TOJ) = 63 41^ (circa) 63 22

c:h = fOOl) : (010) = 89 58 90

Very perfectly cleavable towards jOOlj ; like "glimmer" the crys-

tals may be reduced to very delicate lamellae.

On |001j orientated extinction ; on jllOj the inclination of the one

elasticity-axis towards the vertical axis amounts to 19°; on jOlOj

:

27° with regard to the side b : c, in the acute angle j?. The axial

plane is, probably, situated perpendicularly to |010|. By means of

«-monobromonaphthalene etched figures were obtained on m, c and

b, which are in accordance with the indicated symmetry.

The sp. gr. of the crystals is 1,461 at 19'^ C; the equivalent

volume =184,12.

Topical axes: /: V' : a> = 4,9130 : 7,5296 : 5,2970.

7. 1-2-4-6-Trinitrometliylplienylcarbamic Ethyl-ester.

CeH, (NOJ . (NO,) . (NO,) . NCCH,) . CO . (C,H,); m.p. 65*^ C.

(6; (4; (2) (1)
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Fig. 9.

m : m = (110)

m:q = (110)

q:q = (Oil)

m : b = (110)

b:q = (010)

m:^ =(110)

?/i : <; = (110)

o:q = (I2i)

(/ : »l = (Oil)

m : a = (110)

The crystals whicl» have been meas-

ured are derived from a mixture of

benzene and Hgroine.

Delicate, very transparent, flat, pale

sherry-coloured needles which possess

a strong lustre.

Monodino-prisma tic.

a: 6 :c = 0,9759:1 : 0,3929

|3=67°7'.

Forms observed : b = jOlOj, yielding-

ideal reflexes and well developed

:

= |Ï21|, a = |100|, and c = jOOlj,

very narrow and dull ; in z= jllOj,

broad and very lustrous; ^ i= jOllj,

well developed and yielding sharp

reflexes; an orthodome jhokj is indi-

cated but not measurable. The needles

are elongated towards the c-axis and

somewhat flattened towards jOlOj.

Measured :

(110) = *83° 55'

(01J) = *60 2

(0llj = *39 48

(010)= 48 3

(011)= 70 6

(Oil) = 119 58

(121)= 64 46

(011)= 27 32

(llO)= 87 42

(100)= 41 57

Calculated:

48=
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8. 1-2-4-6-Trinitrophenylmethylnitramine.

C«H . (NO,) . (NOJ . (NOJ . N (NOJ (CH,) ;
m. p.: 127° C.

(6) (4) (2) (1)

The compound is obtained from benzene -|- acetone in the shape

of small, very strongly refracting, pale sherry-coloured needles, which

possess a strong lustre and are, geometrically, very well built.

a

Fig. 10.

Monoclino prismatic.

«:^,:c= 2,7823:1: 3,5242.

/?=75°31i'.

Forms observed : c = jOOlj, most strongly developed of all

;

rt= |100| and r=:fi01|, both strongly reflecting; ^-^JOIII some-

what more opaque.

Measured : Calculated :

a'.c = (100)

a : r = (fOO)

c:q=z (001)

c:r= {001)

q:q = (Oil)

a:q = (100)

(001) = * 75° 3n
(lOl) = * 43 36è

(Oil) =: * 73 40

(Ï01) = 60 53

(011)= 32 32

(011)= 85 54

60° 53'

32 40

85 58è

A distinct cleavability was not found.

Optical axial plane is |010| ; on |001| one axis is placed nearly

perpendicular. The double refraction is moderate and negative;

extraordinarily great dispersion with q"^ v.

The sp. gr. of the little crystals is: :1,570, at 19°; the equivalent

volume = Ü 82,16.

Topical axes ; / ••

V' : w = 7,4485 : 2,6772 : 9,4347,
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Chemistry. — '^On the presence of lapeal in some kinds of gutta-

percha." By Prof. P. VAN Romburgh.

An investigation of tlie so-called resinous constituents of various

authentic kinds of gutta-percha, made first in conjunction with

Dr. Sack and afterwards with Dr. v. d. Linden, has shown that some of

them contain various cinnamic esters of alcohols which seem related

to cholesterol. One of these cinnamic esters, which appeared identical

with Tschirch's^) crystal-albane, and occurs as a beautifully crystallised

compound m.p. 241° (corr.) I have submitted to a closer investigation,

with Dr. V. d. Linden. On saponification, an alcohol was obtained

melting at 210^, which on being treated with benzoyl chloride and

pyridine yielded a benzoate melting at 264° (corr.). The melting

points of these two last substances agree exactly with those of lupeol

and its benzoate.

Lupeol has been discovered by E. Schulze^) in the skins of lupines.

At my request Prof. Schulze was kind enough to present me with

a quantity of lupeol and its benzoate for the purpose of compa-
rison, for which I wish here to express my best thanks. The alcohol

being mixed with the lupeol, the melting point was not lowered;

neither was this the case Avith the benzoates.

In addition to its occurrence as a cinnamic ester, lupeol also

seems to occur as an acetate in a substance related to gutta-percha,

called "djelutung", the product of the milky juice from some species

of Dijera, which is known in European commerce under the

name of "bresk" or Pontianak; this has been shown to be probable by
Mr. Cohen, who is making a study of this article in my laboratory.

In a consignment of "bresk" for which I have to thank Messrs.

Weise & Co., of Rotterdam, the amount of lupeol appeared to be

rather considerable, thus enabling Mr. Cohen to make a study of this

otherwise somewhat inaccessible product. On oxidation with chromic

acid a beautifully crystallised ketone (m. p. 169°) has already been

obtained, which also yields with hydroxylamine a crystalline substance.

Mr. Cohen, who intends to further investigate these substances,

has also found in the "djelutung" the substance melting at 235°,

which I had found previously in the gutta-percha from Payena
Leerii, and which has been characterised as the acetic ester of an
alcohol melting at 195°.

1) Arch. d. Pharm. 241, 653.

2) Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie 15, 415 ; 41, 474.
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Chemistry. — ''On the action of ammonia and aniines on allyI

formate". By Prof. P. van Romburgh.

The great ease with which allyl formate is saponified by alkaHs

induced me to try whether ammonia, which, as is well-known, acts

upon esters of fatty acids but slowly at the ordinary temperature,

would not react equally readily on this ester. The result surpassed

my expectation.

If gaseous ammonia is passed into ally! formate still containing

a little allyl alcohol, it is rapidly absorbed whilst the liquid gradually

becomes so hot, that it is necessarj' to connect the flask with a

reflux apparatus in order to prevent loss of ester. If the contents

are heated to 120°, when the increase in weight slightly exceeds

1 mol. of ammonia to one mol, of ester, the excess of ammonia

passes off with the allyl alcohol and if now the residue is distilled

in vacuo, a fine yield of formamide is obtained (b.p.io 113"), which,

after a single freezing, melts at 2°.4 ^).

If, however, dry ammonia is passed into pure allyl formate,

hardly any action is noticed in the first hour. The ammonia is but

slowly dissolved so that the concentration is only very small, but

gradually as the reaction proceeds the gas is more eagerly absorbed

and the temperature rises increasingly.

If, therefore, we wish to prepare in a short time large quantities

of formamide by means of this method it is advisable to add to

the allyl formate a few percents of allyl alcohol, although this may cause

a slight diminution in the limit value '), as happens, generally, in the

formation of amides from esters.

I showed many years ago that allyl formate ma^^ be readily

prepared by heating the diformine') of glycerol, obtained from glycerol

and oxalic acid. As we can now obtain commercial formic acid of

great concentration (99—100 "/J at a very low price, large quan-

1) Franchimont (Rec. XVI, 137) found the melting point at 3° ; other observers

state a lower figure.

Pure formamide may be distilled by rapid heating without perceptible decompo-

sition (b.p. 219°) ; at least with such a preparation I did not succeed in demon-

strating the formation of ammonia and carbon monoxide, which are readily obtained

from an impure product.

2) BoNz, Zeitschr. phys. Ghem. II, 865.

3) I think it is not superfhious to point out that the theory recently defended

by Nef (Ann. 335, 230) that the formation of allyl alcohol from glycerol and

oxahc acid must be explained by a dissociation of diformine into formic acid and

propargyl alcoliol is based on an error. The main product of diformine on heating

is allyl ibrmate.
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tities of alljl formate may be prepared in a still more convenient

manner by heating- equal parts by weight of glycerol and formic

acid. The temperature is kept for some time at 125°, during which

dilute formic acid distills over. Gradually it is raised to 240° and,

with a quiet evolution of CO^ containing a little CO, a mixture

passes over consisting of allyl formate, allyl alcohol and a very

little formic acid. This is again submitted to distillation, the portion

boiling up to 100° being collected. After treatment with dry potas-

sium carbonate, the liquid is again distilled and the portion boiling

below 85°, which mainly consists of allyl formate, is collected

separately.

This ester may also be procured by distilling allyl alcohol with

twice its weight of formic acid and collecting the portion passing

over below 85°. The product is then treated with dry potassium

carbonate and once more rectified.

After it had been ascertained that ammonia acts so very readily

with allyl formate it was decided to try the action of amines also.

The investigation showed that amines of the fatty series, primary

as well as secondary ones, readily react with the same. Benzylamine,

phen^dhydrazine and piperidine also seemed to react but no reaction

could be observed with aniline.

If we mix one of these amines with allyl formate, in the majority of

cases a rise in temperature does not necessarily take place immediately.

This rise rather varies in the different cases ; whilst its maximum
is sometimes reached fairly quickly, sometimes only after a lapse of

about 20 minutes.

The reaction appears to be of such a nature that when working

at a constant temperature we can ascertain its progress by means

of a quantitative determination of the absorbed amine.

I intend making a series of experiments with different amines. The

following contains a brief description of some qualitative experiments.

If methyl- or ethylamine is passed into allyl formate these sub-

stances are absorbed with great evolution of heat and the amides

formed are left behind after distilling off the allyl alcohol.

5 grams of ])ropylamine being mixed with 10 grams of allyl for-

mate the temperature rapidly rose from 19° to 60° and propylform-

amide (b.p. 219"—220°) was formed.

5 grams of isopropylamine being mixed Avith 10 grams of the

ester the temperature slowly rose to 50°, whilst a good yield of

isopropylformamide was obtained (b.p. 203°—204°).

10
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol YIII,
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5 grams of isobutylamine being mixed with 7 grams of alljl for-

mate the temperature rose to 75°. The — not as yet described —
isobutylformamide boiled at 229"".

5 grams of allylamine being mixed with 10 grams of the ester the

temperature rose to 65° and the allyl alcohol being removed by

distillation, allylforraamide was obtained (b.p. 220°. 5).

With benzylamine (5 grams) and allyl formate (5 grams) the

temperature rose from 19° to 55°. The alcohol being distilled off

and allowed to cool to the ordinary temperature, there remained

in the flask a solid mass, m. p. 62". The melthig point was not

altered after recrystallisation the compound from petroleum ether,

which is very suitable for this purpose.

Benzylformamide was first obtained by Holleman ^), who described

it as a substance melting at 49\ This statement is probably due to a

clerical error, at least, a specimen prepared by Prof. Hoi.leman and

kindly presented to me by Dr. Yermeui-ex of the Groningen Labora-

tory did not begin to soften until 59°. Boiling petroleum ether

extracted a substance melting at 62°, which on being mixed with

ray own product did not alter its melting point.

Phenylhydrazine gives no rise of temperature with allyl formate,

but on being kept for a day, an abundant quantity of formylphenyl-

hydrazine forms, m. p. 145°.

With secondary aliphatic amines there is less heat evolved in

the action on allyl formate.

Dimethylamine readily forms dimethylformamide. The action of

7 arams diethylamine on 10 grams of allyl formate causes (in about

20 minutes) a slow rise to 33°. Diaethylformamide was readily obtai-

nable in a pure condition. Dipropylamine (5 grams) mixed in a

Weinhold flask with 5 grams of the ester caused a slow rise to

35°.5. The dipropylformamide obtained boiled at 211° (corr.).

Judging from a preliminary experiment, diisopropylamine seems to

react less readily; 3 grams of both compounds being mixed, only a

slight elevation of temperature was noticed. This reaction deserves

in particular a closer study.

With diisobutylamine the evolution of heat is also trifling; only

3° rise 10 grams of each substance being mixed. All the same, a good

yield of diisobutylformamide was obtained, which boils at 227°—228°

(corr.) and which, to my knowledge, has not yet been described.

Methylbenzylformamide (5 grams) with allyl formate (5 grams)

gives a rise to 55°. The product formed has not yet been solidified.

1) Rec. 13. 415.
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Piperidine (10 grams) with allyl formate (14 grams) gives a rise

from 10° to 83°, and a very good yield of the foi-myi derivative,

b.p. 220°.

The boiling points of the substituted formamides exhibit peculiar

regularities to which I hope to refer later on.

The dialkvlformamides and formylpiperidine have acquired some

importance owing to the interesting researches of Bouveault ^), who
used them as a starting point in the preparation of aldehydes ; the

above described simple methods of preparation may perhaps prove

to be of service.

Chemistry. — ''On the action of hydrocyanic acid on ketones''.

By A. J. Ultee. (Communicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh).

Although it is stated in every textbook on organic chemistry that

ketones may combine with hydrocyanic acid, the conditions under

which this addition takes place have up to the present not been

studied, and only those few cyanohydrins which are solid and may
consequently be readily puritied by recrystallisation have been isolated

in a pure condition^).

Three methods of formation of these substances are known

:

1^*. Action of dilute or anhydrous hydrocyanic acid on ketones,

either by heating the mixture for some hours in scaled tubes at 100°

or by simply leaving the two components in contact with each other

at the ordinary temperature for several months.

2"^^. Action of nascent hydrogen cyanide on ketones, for instance

by very slowly dropping fuming hydrochloric acid on potassium

cyanide covered with acetone.

3''^. By double decomposition of the so-called bisulphite compounds

of the ketones with a solution of potassium cyanide.

A closer study of the nitriles of the oxy-acids was made in conse-

quence of an observation made by Prof, van Romburgh ^) as to the

action of solid potassium carbonate on a mixture of dry acetone and

hydrocyanic acid ; a small quantity of this salt caused the mass to

boil and the temperature to rise to 70°.

The same phenomenon is caused by potassium hydroxide, potassium

cyanide, ammonia, amines, in fact by all substances whose aqueous

1) Bull. Soc. chim. [3] 31, 1322.

2) Acetonecyanohydrin, obtained from KaLlbaum, seemed to contain much free

hydrocyanic acid.

s) Meeting 27 June 1896.

10*
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solutions possess hjdroxyl ions; the presence of water greatly favours

this catalysis.

If an attempt is made to isolate the evidently formed cyanohydrin

by distillation under reduced pressure it is again resolved for the

greater part into its components. If, hovs^ever, the action of the

potassium carbonate is stopped by means of a few drops of sulphuric

acid, the mixture on being fractionated in vacuo first yields a

distillate consisting of hydrocyanic acid and acetone and then the

nitrile; by a second distillation this may be obtained in such a state

of purity that silver nitrate with nitric acid no longer gives a

precipitate of silver cyanide.

Traces of a base are, hoAvever, sufficient to again partially resolve

the pure nitrile into its components, which in this case is, of course,

accompanied by a fall in temperature.

Theory demands that the same equilibrium should be reached

whether we start from one mol. of acetone plus one mol. of hydrogen

cyanide or from pure cyanohydrin. In order to check this it is not

necessary to determine the equilibrium both ways by analysis; the

easiest plan is to measure some physical constant; for this I chose

the refraction.

Found, starting from a mixture of acetone (i mol.), hydrogen

cyanide (1 mol.) and a trace of potassium hydroxide ?iz)^' = 1,39721.

Found, starting from the pure nitrile aiid a trace of potassium

hydroxide w/)^^ = 1,39818.

It having been thus ascertained that it makes no difference from

what system w^e start, it became important to express the equilibrium

in figures.

For praiitical reasons I always started from the nitrites ; about

one gram of the compound and 0,2 milligr. of potassium hydroxide

(in a lOVo solution) were introduced into a tube, which was then

sealed and immersed in a beaker containing a solution of silver

nitrate acidified with nitric acid, and the Avhole was then suspended

in a thermostat for some hours.

If now the tube is broken the nitric acid at once neutralises the

potassium hydroxide and the free hydrocyanic acid will be precipi-

tated as silver cyanide. Tiie liquid is decanted, the precipitate is

dissolved in potassium cyanide and the silver deposited electrolytically

in the usual manner. In this way it was found that one mol. of

acetone and one mol. of hydrogen cyanide combine at 0° to the

extent of 94,15»/ „, at 25» to the extent of 88,607o.

For ethylmethylketone these values are, respectively 95,577o a»d

90,36»/o; for diethylketone 95,907„ and 91,297,.
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ït is my intention to also determine this equilibrium in the case

of other aliphatic and aromatic ketones and also aldehydes.

The investigation of Urkch's diacetocyanohydrin and the products

of the action of gaseous hydrochloric acid on oxynitriles quoted by

Pinner ^) but as far as I know not further studied, has already been

taken in hand.

In the light of the above results I have examined the different

modes of preparation of the ox^^nitriles more closely.

Method 1. Dry hydrocyanic acid mixed with dry acetone and

kept for six months in a Avell-closed steamed flask is still completely

unchanged. On mixing, a slight rise in temperature took place.

That, however, no trace of the addition product has been formed

may be proved by first determining the total percentage of hydrocyanic

acid by means of the well-known titration with silver nitrate and

then by ascertaining the amount of free hydrocyanic acid in the

same way as was done in the determination of the equilibria. We
will then find the same figures. After six months the mixture still

showed the same refraction, which also proves that no change had

yet taken place.

The reason why previous investigators obtained cyanohydrin all

the same may be safely attributed to the fact that there were still

present traces of moisture and that minute traces of alkalis from the

glass vessel considerably accelerate the reaction.

It is now also obvious why the methods 2 and 3 should lead to

a good result as the alkaline potassium cyanide is always present in

excess. It need hardly be said that the formation of nascent hydrogen

cyanide previously looked upon as the most important factor in

method 2 has nothing to do with the real reaction.

Although former investigators ^) have not succeeded in preparing pure

cyanohydrin by the second method, nothing is easier than the isolation

of the pure nitrile by distillation under reduced pressure, if only care

be taken to have a slight excess of hydrocidoric acid present after

the reaction has taken place.

The following are the chief properties of the nitriles, as yet

investigated.

Dimetlii/lketonecyanohydrin is a perfectly colourless liquid practically

odourless. Sp. gr. at 18° 0,9342. Decomposes on distillation at the

1) B. B. 17, 2009.

2) Urech, Ann. 164, 255.

TiEMANN u. Friedlander, B. B. 14, 1970.
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Ordinary pressure, b.p. at 23 mm. 82'', m.p. — 19,5°, n^ = 1,40526.

EtJtylmetJiylketonecyanohydrin, colourless liquid witli a faint ketone-

like odour. Sp. gr. at 18,5° 0,9324. Boiling point at 20,5 m.m. 91°.

Does not solidify in a paste of solid carbon dioxide and acetone.

n^y> = 1,41775.

Diethylketonecyanohydrin, colourless, a somewhat stronger odour than

the former nitrile. Sp.gr. at 18,5° 0,9300. Boiling point at 18.5 m.m.

97.5°, does not solidify in a paste of carbon dioxide and acetone.

?i^ =r 1,42585.

University Org. Chem. Laboratory, Utrecht.

Chemistry. — ''The molecular rise of the lower critical temperature

of a binary mixture of normal componentsJ' By J. J. \'an Laar.

(Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

1. \n the "Chemisch Weekblad" of April 8^^ 1905 (U, N». 14)

I derived an expression for the so-called molecular rise of the lower

critical temperature, \iz

:

1 T—^ =
TXdxJr

2[/6xp - (1 + 1?'),

in which <9 represents the ratio of the two critical temperatures

—- and If' the ratio -^
.

In this I started from the approximate assumption, that the critical

temperature of a binary mixture may be represented by the simple

expression

Ox

The formula found is at any rate more accurate than that of

VAN 't Hoff, according to which the molecular rise would be constant

(Chem. Weekbl. of Nov. 21^^ 1903 (I, K°. 8)), and I adduced a few

examples to show" that the expi-ession found by me represents the

experimental results of Centnerszwer ^) very accurately — provided

the molecular weight of the solvent SO^ is doubled.

BüCHNER in his thesis for the doctorate ^) came to pretty much the

same result with regard to CO, as solvent. He, too, had to double

the molecular weight of CO^ in order to get sufficient concordance

1) Z. f. Ph. Ch. 46, 427—501 (1903).

2) June 1905, p. 125—130.
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with my formula for the substances examined by him (except for

naphtaline and cliloro-nitrobenzol).

Now BtJCHNER thinks the assumption of a (COj)^ bimolecular at

the critical temperature very doubtful, and Kuenen too recently called

my attention to the fact that according to his measurements ^) of the

vapour pressures of liquid CO^ at different temperatures, the vapour

pressure factor ƒ presents a perfectly normal course, in opposition

to what the measurements of Regnault at 0° and 10° C, and those

of Cailletet at —50° lo —80° give for it ^).

Nor has the assumption of a bimolecular (SOj)^ really any foundation.

Now, just recently ') I have examined the accurate course of the

plaitpoint curves for binary mixtures of normal substances, so that

it is now possible to derive a more accurate expression than the

above, in which the critical (plaitpoint) temperatures of the mixture

were identified by approximation with the temperatures of Ihe coin-

cidence of the inflection points of the successive ip-curves. That this

was, of course, not true, was sufKiciently known, and that the difference

can be considerable has been more than once emphatically stated by

VAN DER Waals. One look at the plate adjoined to my paper mentioned

above shows at once how perfectly different the course of the plait-

point line — also at the beginning, at T^ — can be.

It will appear from the following derivation that the values found

from the above approximated formula should be more than douhhd

in many cases.

Keesom has already derived *) a general expression for the moleculai-

rise —
f
—-

I
, but as he used the law of the corresponding states,

and as in his final expression, viz.

2\ V ^'^' yo

\?-m
c."

da)d\

there occur all kinds of quantities, which have either to be determined

experimentally, or have to be calculated from the equation of state,

I preferred to derive the required expression directly from the relation

found by me for the course of the plaitpoint line for mixtures o

normal substances.

1) Phil. Mag. 61, Vol. 2.

2) See my paper in the Arch. Teyler (2) 9, 3^ Partie, p. 54.

3) These Proc. of June 1905, p. 33 et. seq.

*) These Proc; Conini. Leiden N". 75, p. 6.
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2. This relation was tlie following:')

.^•(l-.^•)ö=' {l—2.v)v—ó.v{l— .c)i3 J^l/a{c-br S,tii-.v)0{6—^[/a)-\-

-\-a{v-h){v—db) = (1)

In this &=cw—? ]/a= (b, Va^—h^ Va,)+ « [v—li) ;
a=\/a^—Va,

and /?= 1\ — ^i-

In the derivation it was only assumed that a^^ = y/a^n^ might beI\ 2

(1 X) |/«i + ^^' K«2 •

This is the only simplifying assumption.

We now proceed to make the above given expression homogeneous

in the Avay of p. 35 et. seq. of my last paper. (These Proc. June 1905).

By considering oiily the case b^ = b^ more closely (which was

sufficient for our purpose), we simplified this expression considerably

in the paper mentioned, but now we shall put the quantity /? not

= 0, so that a new variable quantity must be introduced.

Let us put as before:

[/a. = 9
V

But now also:

then we get:

— m — =1 «O)
V V

[/a = ^ + A- ; = to (1 + ''•^') •

Hence after division by x{l— ,T)a\'' (1) passes successively into

+
and

0,

.r (1 — w)

fl — nvi {<p + wU \{l — 2.f) — S.V (1 — w) na)\-\-

-f {(f + .^0 (l — a)(l + n.r)
J

Fs fl - no){(p-\-w)\ (l — 2nü)(y+ a-)
J-f

{(p + (vf
f

1 — CO (1 + nw)] ( 1 — 3to (1 + mvU
+

w{l — w)

0.

1) 1. c. p. 33, formula (2). Gf. for the derivation: These Proc. of April 1905,
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Por small values of .i' this becomes:

{l—na)(py -\-^{1—cd) ' S{l-7ia)<f){l-2na)cp)-\ ^^ ^1=0.

As viz. O) approaches then to Vs» 1

—

o){l-{-7i,r) is replaced by

1 — to, but 1 — 3co(l-j-?U') has been retained. Further introduction

of to = Vs yields :

v,y^ri-3to(i+n..)j

from which follows:

^9'^(l-3to(l+7.^.)^
^^ ^,_^,

-3(l-V,,.y)(l-V,,,^),

or, after division by — Vs ^"^ •

3to — 1 (1 — V, ii(pY 3
(- 3ton = ^ '-^-^^ + (1 — V, nw) (1 — V, ««)) .

If we now put ay = ^/^ (1 -}- d), we get:

- = ^
,

'' y -] (1 — 7, 7ig)) (1 - 7, n(p) — 71, . (la)

as we may put 3 ion = n. Tiius we have separated in the first

member the only term in which numerator and denominator approach

to 0, whereas, in the second member all infinitely small terms have

been neglected by the side of those of finite value.

Formula (la) indicates, in what way the volume v varies in the

neighbourhood of x= with x, when we viz. vary the temperature

in such a way that we remain in a plaitpoint.

3. Let us now introduce the temperature.

For this the relation holds : ^)

RT=z-^ L- (1 — A') <9« + rt {d — hyl (2)

Here is again = av — ^[/a. Reduction gives successively

:

X (1 - cc)U - nio {<f + .^0

J+ (y + ^^f fl - ü> (1 + nx)J\

and

RT=— o)
b.

1) 1. c. p. 33.
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as ~ = — , while - and — are replaced bj their values (see ^ 2).

Now :

a

a^<p^

lience

:

(O

7?T =r ^==
' 27 Z*, 27 Z>

.^• (1 — .7) ( 1 — 7iio{(p -\- 0') H- (y + .^f ( 1 — co(l + na-)
'

if'

If we now put T = Tj (1 + t), co = Vs (^ + ^)' ^'"^ becomes for

small values of x:

1 -I- T = V.

l+ d

y^
•^•(i-v,^^yr+^^(^i+2-J(i-a>r(^i-2—

J

in the second member of which only terms of finite value and those

of the order x remain. We draw attention to the fact that according

to (In!) Ö is of the order a\ Further substitution of to= 73(1+'^)

yields:

1 + rf

1+T:=74
r L

.^- (1 - V3 ^^wY + ^''^1 + 2-^1 -ff)(l -nx)V

as 1 - to r= V3 - 73 rf== V3(l-V,rf), so (l-tor=V«(l-rf)

The last expression becomes now

:

1 + T z=: (1 + tf)

{"^-'Ump)

v<

;j^+(i+2i-.-„)].

or if we neglect terms of higher order than the first:

1 + r
(1-Va^^y)^

rf= net'
I

_|_ 1 4. 2 6—na^ + tf.

And now it proves, that the terms with 6 vanish, so that we

do not lonnt the value of - from (la) for the calculation of the limiting

value ot the relation -^). For the sake of completeness we have,

however, calculated this value, as it may be of importance for some

problems to know in what way v varies with x in the neighbourhood

of the lower critical temperature (remaining on the plaitpoint curve).

'^) This is, of course, in connection with the fact that at the critical temperature

of the first component the spinodal line touches the line a: = 0, and — as the

spinodal curve is rertical at that place (i.e. // to the v-axis) for very small values

of a; — a change of v will therefore only bring about a change of temperature

(and so also of the plaitpoint temperature) infinitely smaller than the change of

temperature, brought about by a change of x.
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So we find finally:

- =—Tr~T—1

'^ ' (^«)

which is the required expression, by means of which the limiting

T
value of - at ,t = may be calculated for every given value of

(f and n.

4. Now it remains only to express the relations found in the

ordinary variables.

These are viz. (see § 1)

:

Now the quantity ^// introduced by us in § 2 and 3 is represented

by:

^ l^ Va, \/h^T, _ 1__

while n is given by

:

Formula (2a) passes therefore into

{}
~ '1^ Vö^J^

^
- '^

-|-2(i/<9i|'-l)-(n'-l),

or

^ = 74 [(/^^-l) - V3(tp-1)] + 2i/d^ - (1 + tfO,

or finally, as t = — -— ;

T -T 1 /dT \ I
1-

(3)

The original expression, derived on the assumption that fRT^

ay be approximate!

completed hy a term

may be approximately represented by —, must therefore (see § 1) be

A (i/6'rp-i)-v,(tp-i) .

This is the correction which must be applied, and it is easy to

see, that it can consideraJ>h/ modify the original approximated

expression.
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Let lis now introduce the ratio of the critical pressures of thé

two components, \'iz.

— ^^ jt.

Vx

6
Evidently' the relation t|) =r - exists, which changes (3) into:

ÜX

1\ I dx

-= 2^^/— ( 1 +- -f V, e\/-[\ - 7,1/-
St V ^J \

:t\ n

or

\ e ewz \ \\ 1/311
jt üt 71 \y. 2 ztj n- \^2 2 ;:7r

^ 1 /9Y3 1 A\
jr :t y2 2 jry

being the final expression for the molecular rise of the critical tem-

perature on the side of the lower critical temperature.

Now a case of frequent occurrence is, that the critical pressures

of the two components differ little. If these pressures are the same,

:t=1, and (3(7) becomes:

Lz=z6{e—i\ {Zb)

whereas the former, approximated expression (see § 1) for this case

would yield: (if> is then —6) A — 6» — I— '~
\

So for the case .t= I the former expression must be multiplied

hy 6 =:-^, in order to yield the correct expression.

A few instances will prove that it i§ no lonf/er necessary now to

double the molecular formula of the solvent.

Aa Ji ig near 1 in most cases, and the formula (36) varies very

little with changes in the value of :7r, we shall use the formula

A=:/9(<9— 1) for convenience, the sooner as the values of T^ (the

critical temperature of the dissolved substance) are all unknown, and

can be given only by approximation.

Let us first take the four substances which Centnerszwer's expe-

riments induced me to calculate in the "Chemisch Weekbl." (I.e. p.

227—228). We shall now calculate the values of T^ from the values
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of A found experimentally, and see if the values found in this way
are about the double of those of the (absolute) melting temperatures ^).
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Here too, we find therefore values for the ratio in question, vvliich

are not in contradiction with its empirical value.

Doubling the molecular formula of the solvent is therefore no

longer necessary, and we may, therefore, say that the formula found

by us (3(2) or approximated (^h) represents the molecular rise of the

lower critical temperature very satisfactorily.

Finally I may point out, that the experiments — of Centnerszwer

as well as those of Büchner — are not so accurate that the difference

between 1,9 and 2,2 for naphtaline is of much importance.

The reason of this is easy to see; it is exceedingly difificult

to observe the critical plaitpoint temperature accurately. For it

is required for this purpose, that the corresponding volume be

accurately known beforehand, and that the volume of the tubes used

be chosen accordingly. Else, of course, not the plaitpoint temperature

sought, is found, but another temperature, situated more or less in

its neighbourhood. And this too can be a source of inaccuracies ^).

From all that precedes it sufKiciently appears that van 't Hoff's

assertion that the value of A is constant, and equal to about 3, is

altogether incorrect. For the value of A is quite determined by the

ratio <9 of the critical temperatures.

If & should happen to be in the neighbourhood of 2,3, then

A = /9{^—l) will lie in the neighbourhood of 2,3X1,3=3.
And now it has been very misleading, that really for the examined

substances the values of <9 lie nearly all near 2,3. (For the five

substances mentioned examined by Büchner the mean value of 6 is

2,25, for the substances investigated by Centnerszwer this is also

the case). If & = 3, we should find about 6 for A, so this is twice

as much! Hence there is no question of constancy.

1) Also Centnerszwer calls attention to this in his paper (Z. f. Ph. Ch. 46,

p. 427-501 (1903). See specially p. 446, 459, 464— 466, 469-470, 489— 492 and

497— 499. It appears from these passages, how much trouble he has taken to

determine the exact "Fiillungsgrad", and in this way to get as near as possible to

the critical plaitpoint temperature. As the determination of the rise of the critical

temperature was only of minor importance to Büchner, the values given by him,

cannot — as he himself states — lay claim to the accuracy reached by Centnerszwer.
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Chemistry. — "On the sU Isomeric ttibroinouji/lenes." By Dr. F. M.

Jaeger and J. J. Blanksma. (Communicated by Prof. A. ¥.

Holleman).

The six isomeric tribromotoluenes were prepared in J 880 by

Nevile and Winther ^) and again in 1903 in a different manner by

Jaeger^) with tlie object of studying tlie connection between mole-

cular and crystallographic symmetry with isomeric benzene derivatives.

In order to be able to extend this study to another series of com-

pounds with an analogous chemical character we have now prepared

the isomeric tribromoxylenes and give a short review of the mode

of formation of these substances; we intend publishing a more extended

report later on in the "Recueil".

Tribromo-6>-xylenes.

These substances are prepared by starting from the orthoxylidines

1-2-3 and 1-2-4 according to the subjoined scheme

:

CII3
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the NH^-gronp was then eliminated by means of amyhiitrite with

addition of finely divided copper.

/;. Starting from 4-6-dibromo-2-amido-//i-xylene prepared according

to AuwERS ^), we also obtain 2-4-6-tribromo-?/i-xylene m.p. 85° by

replacing the NH^ by Br according to Sandmeyek.

c. Acetoxylidide 1-3-4 yields on treatment with bromine and water

dibromoacetoxylidide '). If this is boiled with hydrochloric acid, so

that the acetyl gronp is eliminated and if in the dibromoxylidine so

obtained the NH,-groiip is replaced by bromine 2-4-6-tribromo-7/i-

xylene is also obtained.

CHs CH3 CH3

Br/\Br Bi/Xbi- Bi>/\Br

I I

-»
I

05°
I

-» 85°
I

\ /CH3 \/CH3 \/^"'
NH NH2 Br
CO
CH3

4. a. In order to arrive at 4-5-6-tribromo-???,-xylene 4-6-dibromo-

2-amido-7/i-xylene was converted by means of bromine into 4-5-6-

tribromo-/?i-xylidine and from this substance the NH,- group was

eliminated by diazotation and boiling with alcohol.

CII3

Br/\NII,
1
120°

I\ /CII3

Br Br Br

b. Starting from 6-bromo-4-amido-//i-xylene m.p. OG*^ we obtain

by bromination 5-6-dibromo-4-amido-»i-xylene m. p. 35°, which is

converted by means of the Sandmeyer reaction into 4-5-6-tribromo-

ï?i-xylene.

CH3
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Starting from 4-bromo-2-amido-?«-xylene prepared according to

NöLTiNG^), we obtained 4-5-dibromo-2-aniido-??i-xylene by bromination

and from this 2-4-5-tribromo-??i-xylene was prepared according to

Sandmeyer.

6. Finally, tribromo-^^-xylene was prepared according to the sub-

joined scheme.

CHs
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least would not be displaced systematically. In that case indeed a very

high wave of the sun spot curve would have to coincide with an

abbreviation of the normal ascending phase. When we examine

the oscillation more closely, however, it soon appears that the place

of the minimum varies systematicall3\ We are thus led to inquire,

whether for a comparison with telluric oscillations just this accelera-

tion and retardation do not present real advantages over the other

elements of the sun'sactivity. As by no means the observed deviations

of the maxima and minima always agree in amount and direction,

I investigated separately :

1. the deviations of the maximum,

2. those of the minimum,

3. those cases in which the deviations of M and m have the same

sign. Where such is not the case, we should not attribute it to errors of

observation without additional proof. However, case 3 will show the most

pronounced deviations of the oscillations. The investigation was made

first using the whole of the available materials ; second excluding

all periods before 1750 (that is of the least reliable observations).

As the result did not deviate very strongly, only those of the last

mentioned investigation are here communicated.

Meanwhile it seemed desirable to use not only Newcomb's list,

but also the data as given by Prof. A. Wolfer ^), because relatively

small deviations in the observed values may already have an appreci-

able influence. In this case also the difference of the results was

fairly small.

For the following tables I used Wolfer's data as a basis ; only

in the YV^^ it was deemed necessary to communicate also (in paren-

theses) the result obtained from Newcomb's data.

In the tables III and IV, column 1 shows the groups of the periods,

arranged according to the amount of the deviations beginning with

those that are largest positive; column 2 contains the numbers of 11-year

cycles; 3 the mean amount of the deviations; 4 the quantity 1/"—m;

5 the length of the period ; 6 the mean of the Relativ-Zahlen (accord-

ing to the smoothed table of Wolfer), in parentheses I placed the

means of the highest elevations of the curve ; 7 the cold-factors

(yearly frequency). Table V column 3 shows the mean deviation as

computed from the two phases.

1) A. Wolfer, Astron. Mitteilungen, XGIII, 1902.
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TABLE III.

11 -year periods, arranged according to llie deviat. of the max.

i
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sun's activit}^ but the course is irregular (the list which also contains

the periods before 1750 shows the same peculiarity).

It appears from Table IV that the correlation of the course of

the coldfactors with the deviations of the minima is evident according

to Newcomb's data as ^vell as to those of Wolfer.

When we consider only those periods however, where the devia-

tions of m and M are of the same sign, we find correlation between

all the elements of the sun's activity and the cold factors. (That the

extension is so small, proves that the acceleration of J/ and w is rather

to be explained as an acceleration of the whole period). Unfor-

tunately, if we leave out of consideration, as in Table V, the data

which must be considered insutTiciently reliable, the materials becomes

so limited that the result can prove but little, and can only be con-

sidered as a strong indication.

In the preceding investigation the periods have not been chrono-

logically arranged ; it was not possible therefore to find any evidence

of a periodic modification in the deviations of the sun's oscillation.

According to our former results, however, we may expect that these

deviations will generally correspond with the great periodic wave.

To test this point the 11-year cycles have been arranged according

to the adopted 89-year period ; the deviations have been compared

with the cold factors found for each period. An arrangement corre-

sponding with the computed maxima seemed preferable to an arran-

gement corresponding with the minima, because of the previously

indicated acceleration of the strong cold waves, beyond the obser\'ed

solar minimum.

In Table VI^ the vertical columns represent the eight ll-3'ear

cycles contained in the 89-year period ; the first begins in 1648

;

in the 23'^ and 24''^ square however I placed the periods 1 626—1637

and 1637—1648, the periods since 1894 being of course not yet

available. In each square the uppermost number represents the

deviation of the maximum, the second the deviation of the following

minimum according to ISewcomb. Where the sign -\- or — follows

the number, the deviation amounts to at least half a year, either in

the positive or the negative direction. A indicates a smaller devia-

tion. The lower number gives the total of the cold factors between

two consecutive maxima. Those phases to which Newcomb assigned

a weight smaller than 3, have been placed in parentheses.

Table WB contains the same data according to Wolfer ; however,

in the last square but one I have here written down the observed

phases 1894 and 1900.
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TABLE VI.

Deviations of M and m and cold factors in the 11-yoar cycles, arranged according

to the 89-year period.

A. Newcoml.

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

f+0.2)0
(—0.3)0

4
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number of the period the means of the last mentioned numbers

taken in pairs (viz. the means of the maximum at the beginning

and at the end). For the curve c^ the preceding maximum value

was written down in the same place.

In table Ylld have been inserted cold factors as combined in each

column for the three last 89-year periods.

Table Vile* shows the sum of the cold factors between the com-

puted maxima of the 11-year cycles, obtained by addition of all the

89-year periods elapsed since 848. They are nothing else than the

totals of Table I in my first communication about this subject (in

e^ I gave a greater weight to the most recent data, see p. 163).

Figure I is a graphical representation of the curves of Table VII.

IS

si

/\ /\e5
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TABLE VIT.

Deviation in the elements of the sun's activity, and 89-year oscillation of the climate.

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

a
Direction of deviation.

Amount of deviation.

Rel. Zahlen.

d
Cold factors

3 Per. of 89 years.

el
Cold factors

All the 89-year Per.

All the curves show a corresponding course; the correspondence

of the curve of the cold factors with that of the deviations in time of

the sun waves is certainly as well indicated as that with the deviations

in height. As was to be expected the correspondence does not extend

to details, but the strong depression in an interval of 8 eleven-year

sun cycles is apparent in all the curves.

3 +
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There is no evidence of a smooth course, bul rather a sudden

increase about the XI V^'' or XV^ii century. If there was any question

of slowly increasing refrigeration, this would appear most clearly

between the XV' and XIX^'» century, the material being more
complete during this time.

For the three 356-year periods treated in Table I, First Commu-
nication, the numbers are: 25, 37 and 66. When treating this table

with the weights 4, 6, 10 for the 1»^ ,
2"^' and 3''J "great period" we

obtain for the totals (see Table VII and fig. 1, f b):

I (848—1203) 1.6 4.8 2.0 2.4 2.8 2.0 0.8

II (1204—1560) 1.8 6.9 10.8 3.6 5.4 3.6 4.8 1.8

III (1561—1916) 24. 18.0 15.0 14.0 23.0 16.0 11.0 4.0

Total .... 27 30 28 20 31 22 16
7~

In the recent material the depression about the middle of the

89-year period is pretty evident; we must remark however that it is

not to be found in the even 89-year periods of Table I; the totals

for the even periods separately become:

14, 17, 11, 12, 11, 10, 4, 3.

This may be attributed of course to a 356-year period, in which,

as appears from the table, the third 89-year subperiod is strongly

anomalous.

I will now try to summarise the main I'esults of the investigation

contained in these two communications.

We have seen — particularly when investigating the 11-year

cycles, leaving out of account their connection with any longer period —
that the purer our data the more evident the correlation between

modifications of the sun's activity and the deviations of the climate. In the

same degree however these data become more scanty and the acci-

dental deviations might perhaps have a predominant influence for

this reason.

In these circumstances the first of our final conclusions must be this :

our data are insufficient for any rigid proof.
In regard to each several part of the investigation, we can at most

qualify them as strong indications.

For some points, however, these indications take?! together are so

strong that they may be considered convincing. Such is to my opinion

first, the existence of a fluctuation, both in the activity of the sun

and in the climate, larger than the well known 11-year cycle of

the sun spots.

This conclusion, though very probable, would not seem to be demon»
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strated, if it rested exclusively on the data about cold winters.

(Table I First Communication).

A purely accidental coincidence becomes inadmissible however, now
that we have found a similar fluctuation in different elements of the

sun's activity, the more so, where the possibility — nay probability —
of a causal connection between the two phenomena is obvious. This

conclusion is strengthened by the correlation between the sun's

activity and the temperature in tropical regions, found by Koppen and

NORDMANN.

On the other hand the exact nature of these fluctuations cannot

yet be established.

The parallelism of the frequency of cold winters and the Relativ-

Zahlen is most strongly marked, if we take as a basis the period of

356 years=:32 eleven-year cj^cles (see tig. I of our First Communication).

Moreover we find both in the sun's activity and in the climate

indications of a shorter period. Meanwhile it is only the 89-year

periodicity which appears clearly in our data.

The matter may perhaps be cleared up by hypotheses about the

physical cause of the oscillations (hypotheses into which I have not

entered here). Therefore, what may be considered sufTiciently demon-

strated about the nature and the length of the periodicity, comes

to this : Retardation and weakening o f t h e 11-y ear
suns' oscillation together with a diminution of
the number of cold winters every 89 years.

Moreover it seems sufficiently certain that strong deviations from tlie

"normal" 89-year oscillation occur at the aame time in the sun's activity

and in the climate. They are perhaps caused by the existence of a

still longer period (see for instance the considerable acceleration and

increase of the sun's oscillation in the latter half of the 11*^' 89-year

period — second half of the 18''^ century — and the exceptionally

high cold factors of that time).

Finally' we may conclude from the whole of our investigation, and

this is perhaps the most important conclusion : that in connection with

meteorological phenomena, not only the frequency o f t h e

sun spots, but also other elements of the sun's
activity c u r ^ e deserve our attention.

Of course the possibility of a prediction of certain characteristics

of the weather, long in advance, with a considerable degree of

probability, is contained in our result.

Also its importance for explaining geographical and geological

phenomena is obvious. I do not now wish to enter into details about

these matters.
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Chemistry. — "On coJorimetry and a cohrimetric method for

determininy the dissociation constant of acids'' By Mr. F. H.

EiJDMAN Jr. (Communicated by Prof. S. Hoogewerff).

On cohrimetry.

During the last few years I have been obliged to undertake a

large number of colorimetric determinations, which had to be made

as accurately as possible.

The impossibility of making really accurate colorimetric deter-

minations without taking a number of precautions, made Knecht ^)

utterly reject this method of working. As Knecht's method (titration

of the colouring matters by means of titanous chloride) is not appli-

cable in all cases, it Avas thought that an effort to improve the colori-

metric method, would not be undesirable.

Principle of the colorimetric method.

Starting from the supposition that on diluting a solution of a

colouring matter, neither the amount, nor the nature of the colouring

matter iwesent, undei^goes a change, the prijiciple of the colorimetric

method is as a rule indicated as follows

:

If we examine in transmitted light two solutions, containing the

same colouring matter, the concentrations ivill be inversely proportional

to the heights of the layers of the same colour.

This formulation will be found in Ostwald, Handbuch fur Physiko-

Chemische Messungen ^) and in Heermann, Ooloristische und Textil-

chemische Untersuchungen ').

The first supposition cannot at all be accepted as being generally

correct; in fact, in the practice of colorimetry the circumstances, in

which it is correct, occur but rarely.

In future those solutions of colouring matters, where these suppositions

are permissible and which may, therefore, be determined colimetrically

without precautionary measures, will be styled directly measurable.

If the colouring matters under examination are not electrolytes,

their nature and amount will suffer no change by dilution. Such

colouring matters are, therefore, directly measurable.

But with acid, or basic colours, or their salts the case is different,

as these can but rarely be determined directly. The cause may be

found sometimes in the electrolytic dissociation, in other cases in a

1) Journal of the Society of Dyers & Golorists 1904. p. 242.

2) Ibid. p. 179.

3) Ibid. p. G3.
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hydrolic phenomenon, which plays its part. If we liave a sohition

containing acid colours, whose anions possess a different colonr from the

nndissociated acid, the solution will exhibit a mixed colour composed

of the colour of the anions and that of the undivided acid. This

phenomenon may be readily demonstrated by means of the acids of

the following colouring matters : Methylorange, metanilyellow and hen-

zoimrpurin 4 B.

That the change in colour, whicli these acids undergo wlien their

solution is diluted, must really be explained in this manner, is proved

in the second part of this paper, where an application is made of

the fact that such dilute solutions may be restored to their original

colour by addition of dilute acids ^).

This explanation disposes of the theory of Küster ^) and of that

of Glaser ') as to the indicator methylorange and it appears indeed

that the raethylorange-acid is, for an indicator, a fairly strong acid.

This phenomenon also occurs with salts of acid colours, therefore

when testing the so-called acid and directly-dyeing technical colours.

Such a case has been mentioned by C. H. Sluiter *), who noticed

it when testing solutions of isonitrosoacetoplienonsodium. He found

that these solutions assumed an increasing yellow colour on increased

dilution and he rightly attributes this to the more powerful electro-

lytic dissociation caused by the dilution. In this case the ionisation

in iV/10 solutions had proceeded so far that a further dilution caused

no further visible change in colour.

If however we want to measure so\y\{\o\\?>oïhenzo-pure-blue,benzo-

azurin or allied colouring matters, it will be noticed that in solutions

containing from 0.1—0.05 gram in a Liter (approximately ^/3000

—

iV76000)the phenomenon is still of such an interfering nature, owing

to the great difference in shade of colour, that a direct measurement

is impossible. Sluiter's dissertation only reached me when my researches

had already been brought to a close.

In theory, analogous phenomena are possible with basis colours

and their salts, but I have not as yet met with any sucli instances

and in fact, have not searched for them.

When salts of very weak acid colours are tested, the hydrolysis proves

very troublesome, if the colour of the anions and that of the acids

1) Compare A. A. Noyes and A. A. Blanghard Journ. Americ. Ghem. Soc. 22

p. 726 and Central Blatt 1901. I. p. 11 n» 15.

2) Küster, Zeitschrift fur Anorganische Chemie 8 p. 127.

3) Glaser, die Indicatoren.

*) G. H. Sluiter. Het mechanisme van eenige organische reacties. Academisch

Proefschrift. Scheltema en Holkeraa. 1905.
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should be different. As the solutions get more diluted, they exhibit

colours approaching the shade of the colour-acid.

A very striking example, which lends itself well for practical

demonstration, is furnished by sodium carminate. Sodium alizarate

may be also used, only the solutions, on being diluted, soon become

turbid, owing to the slight solubility of alizarine.

From these examples it follows that the fundamental principle

of colorimetry ought to be expressed as follows:

Solutions of the same colouring matter, when tested colorimetrically

,

exhibit in layers of the same thickness the same intensity oj colour if

they i^ossess the same concentration.

The colorimeter.

This apparatus must be so constructed that the liquid under exa-

mination may be brought to practically the same concentration as

the standard liquid.

The apparatus best suited for this purpose is that of Salleron ^),

modified by Koppeschaar '). In this colorimeter the most concen-

trated of tiie two solutions is diluted with water until it has the

same colour as the weaker solution. Fromjhe amount of water added,

the desired concentration is calculated. It is a matter of indifference

whether the most concentrated or the most diluted solution is used

as the standard liquid.

As it is not possible, when using the colorimeter of Salleron-

Koppeschaar, to make rapidly successive readings of a quantity of

solution to be measured, the apparatus, which I am now using and

which is represented in the annexed drawing, is perhaps to be pre-

ferred. It is constructed from a colorimeter of C. H. Wolff '). The

tube containing the standard liquid, the standard ^^i^e >S is connected

by means of a small horizontal tube E with the glass cylinder A

in which a plunger C is suspended. This plunger can be moved up

and down by means of a cog-wheel device along the standard B. Jn

this loay the level of the standard solution may be raised or loivered :

by providing B with a scale, the position of the liquid may be read

off on the same.

The actual colorimeter stands in the dark chamber D. It consists

of the standard tube S and the tube containing the liquid to be

measured, the measuring tube M.

1) Zeitschiift fur Anal. Chemie 11 p. 302.

2) Zeitschrift fur Anal. Chemie 38 p. 8.

3) Dingl. 23G. 71.
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The illumination of such a colorimeter is generally effected by

means of a mirror placed below the tubes, which reflects the light

from the sky. Owing to the clouds, this illumination may be very

irregular, therefore artificial light is preferable. Incandescent light

is very satisfactory. With artificial light, however, a mirror cannot

be used, as small displacements of the lamp greatly affect the illu-

mination of the two colorimeter tubes; instead of a mirror, a piece

of ground milky-glass is then employed.

Above the tubes is placed the optical arrangement, which serves

to create a field of vision, which is divided into two parts, one of

which is illuminated by the rays, which have traversed the standard

tube and the other by those, which have traversed the measuring

tube.

In principle, it is preferable to make both halves of the field of

vision exactly the same shape, as they are then observed under

exactly the same conditions. These conditions are not satisfied by

the prism-system of Lummer and Brodhun, which has been applied

by H. Krüss to the WoLFF-colorimeter '), The field of vision is here

a circle surrounded by a ring. This may, perhaps, partly explain

the less favorable report of the Photometer Committee of the Nether-

land Society of Gasmanufacturers ^).

The prism-system of Fresnei., generally met with in colorimeters,

suffers from the drawback that it is liable to give way, when being

cleaned, and cannot then be again properly joined together. This

creates in the field a heavy black line of junction, which greatly

impedes an accurate observation. A prism made from milky-glass ')

is not advisable on account of the transparency which causes the

two halves to illuminate each other in the neighbourhood of the

line of junction. An equality of colour is then noticed before it is

really a fact.

I use a prism of polished telescope-metal with angles of 45°

illuminated by two little mirrors also at angles of 45° placed above

the tubes. The line of junction is then hardly visible and the prism

is proof against the influences of a laboratory atmosphere.

The apparatus is now used as follows : The standard tube and

the vessel A are provided with standard liquid, and fixed in such

a manner that the height indicated on the rod B really corresponds

with the position of the liquid in S. The standard liquid would

have to be more diluted than the solution to be measured. A known

1) Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde 14. 102.

2) Report of the said committee 1803.

3) Ostvvald I.e. p. 180.
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quantity of the latlcr is tlieu in I rod need into the measuring tut)e M
and when the colours are e(iual, a reading is taken. In many eases

it is not possible to take a reading, owing to the difference in shade

of colour of the two liquids, but still we are able to see at which

heights of the standard li(|iiid this is decidedly darker or lighter

than the measuring liquid.

The measuring tube is then tilled with water np to the average

of those heights and detlnitive determinations are now made. The
difference in concentration between the two liquids is now in most

cases so slight, that a difference in shade is no longer perceptible.

In any case it is desirable to dilute the contents of the measuring

tube np to the height found and to take a fresh reading, even when
determinations may be readily made witliout dilution.

In the case of acid colours this mode of working can sometimes not

be ai)plied. The measuring liquid should then be gradually diluted

until, the colours being equal, the height of the measuring liquid is

about the same as that of the standard liquid.

In the case of such small differences \n the concentration it may
be safely assumed that the concentrations are inversely proportional

to the height of equally-coloured layers.

The great advantage of this method of working is this, that at the

final determination a series of readings can be taken, also that the

standard liquid can be alternately changed from darker to equality

of colour and from lighter to equality, as is done in polarisation.

This renders each determination ver>^ certain.

The readings may be rendered much more delicate by placing a

coloured piece of glass on the ocular. It is necessary to choose such

a colour that the rays of light, transmitted through the measui-ing

liquids are also transmitted through the coloured glass. A trial with

a pocket spectroscope or a consultation of FokmAni-ik's work "Der
spectralanalyti'iclie iVachweis k'dnstlicJier orgmiischer Farhsto[f'e'\ renders

the choice eas}-.

These glasses are readily made by dyeing old photographic plates

with basic colours, which is easily done in the cold.

A colorhnetrlc method for deterniinbKj the dissociation constant

of acids.

Acid colours whose anions possess a colour different from that of

the acid itself, and which we will call indicator-acids, may be used to

determine the dissociation constant of the indicator-acids themselves

in the lirst place, and also of all other coloui'less acids, if we have

12
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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at 0111- disposal a colourless acid the dissociation constant of which

is known with certainty.

Principle of the method.

If tiie aqueous solution of an indicator-acid is diluted with water

the colour will change in the direction of tlie coloui- of the anions.

If for the dilution of an indicator-acid solution an isohydric solution

of a colourless acid is used, the degree of dissociation will not alter

and the colour of the solution will remain the same.

If the solution of the indicator-acid is diluted with water, we may

titrate back with an acid of wliicli the concentration of the H-ions

is larger than that of the solution of the indicator-acid, until tiie

original-colour is restored. We have then prepared from the water

and the acid solution a mixture, which is isohydric with the solution

of the indicator acid.

Starting from an acid with a known dissociation constant — stan-

dard acid — and an arbitrary solution of an indicator-acid we may

in the same manner determine the dissociation constant of a second

colourless acid, by preparing as directed, from the standard acid as

well as from the unknown acid solutions, which are isohydric with

the same solution of the indicator-acid. The acid solutions are then

mutually isohydric and the calculation of the dissociation constant

is readily made from the above data.

The operation.

The above described colorimeter is best suited for tiiis method.

The solution of the indicator-acid is introduced both in the standard

tube and the measuring tube. The amount of indicator-acid does not

matter, provided the quantity of it, in both tubes, is exactly the

same. After most carefully adjusting the colours, the contents of the

measuring tube are diluted witli an accurately known volume of

water, say, a cc. If now of a standard acid the dissociation constant

is Ka and if from this is prepared a solution of a dilution t'j, we

then titrate with tliis solution tiie contents of the measuring tube until

the colours are again tlie same. If tliis should require b cc the dilution

at whicli the solution of the standard acid is isohydric with the

given solution of the indicator-acid is :

a-\-b—^XfA=VA.

If now the dilution of the indicator-acid is known, or if we have

found in the same way the dilution at which an unknown dissocia-

tion constant yields an isohydric solution, then, calling both dilutions
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Vjj , the unknown dissociation constant Kn is found by the following

calculation:

If in the solution of the standard acid we call the dissociated

part « then

the concentration of the //-ions, therefore,

Ch = Ka — 1 + I / [ —: L 1

Ka Va
^

For the acid with an unknown dissociation constant Kb , we may
calculate the same from

as Cji and T^/j are known. It is, however, simpler to make the

calculation as follows :

From

Ch
Kb

1 — K V and ^ = C

we find

:

C'z=
K
V

CK.

As both acids are isohydric in dilutions of, respectively, Va and

Vb, Ch will be the same in both, therefore

from which

Ki Kb-^ — Ch Ka = —

^

Va Vb

Ka = Kb

CiiKn

Va 1 - Ch Vb

Vb ' I- Ch Va

Test ExperimeiNts.

In order so show the accuracy of the process, I have made three

determinations. In the first one I have determined the dissociation

constant of benzoic acid, taking the constant of salicylic acid as

known. In the second experiment I have determined the dissociation

constant of anlhranilic acid, using the figure obtained for benzoic acid.

In a third experiment, the dissociation constant of propionic acid has

been also determined with the aid of benzoic acid.

Detenninatioii of the dissociation constant of benzoic acid.

Given

:

/v, = 0.00102 vs= 150

vi — 100

12*
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Indicator : metanilyellow-acicl. The change in colonr of this indicator

on dihition Avas not strong enongh. Therefore, tiie sohition was mixed

before use, with a few drops of hydrochloric acid, which caused the

difference in colour to be more decided and more readily observable.

This addition may be made without fear, for the colour is used as

the indicator for the concentration of the hydrogen-ions and an equal

concentration of the hydrogen-ions always gives the same colour. Only

we must take care to use the same indicator solution for the whole

series of determinations.

Found

:

15 cc of indicator -{- 50 cc of water. Colour again restored with

9 cc salicylic acid solution, therefore:

50 4- 9—- X 150 = 983.5 = Vs
9

15 cc of indicator -\- 10 cc of water. Colour again restored with average

22.5 cc of benzoic acid solution, therefore

10 + 22.5

22.5

from which :

0.00102

X 100 = 144 = Vo

- 1 + / + 1'^ '0.00102X983.5^
= 0.0006294

and :

144 1 - 0.0006294X983.5

983.5 *
1 — 0006294X144

By the electrolytic process the value of Kb = 0.00006. ')

Kb = 0.00102 . ^rr:r-z • — '

., \ . .
= 0.000063.

Determination of the dissociation constant of anthranilic acid.

Given: Kt = 0.00006 n = 200

Va = 100

Indicator : methylorange-acid.

Found:

15 cc of the indicator in both cases diluted with 50 cc were titrated

back to the original colour.

For this was required

Benzoic acid : 0.87 cc

Anthranilic acid : 1 .56 „

1) Nernst. Theoretische Chemie, p. 404.
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From which

50 + 0.87
Vh = -—^- X 200 = 11690

Ch-

and

0.00006
-1+1

3306

0.87

50 4- 1.56

^56 X 100 = 3306

+ 1

1

0.00006 X 11690

- 11690 X 0.00004749

= 0.00004749

=: 0.0000089.Ka = 0.00006 .

11690 1 — 3306 X 0.00004749

The electrolytic process gave 0.0000096. ')

Determination of the dissociation constant of propionic acid.

Given: /^^ == 0.00006 vu=z 442.5

2;^, --=1020

Indicator: methjiorange acid.

Found

:

15 cc of indicator were diluted with 25 cc of water

was restored on adding 1.5 cc solution of benzoic acid.

the colour

n=-
25 1.5

1.5
X 442.5 == 7816

15cc of indicator were diluted with 10 cc of water

w^as restored on adding 6 cc solution of propionic acid.

10 + 6
V/, =—^- X 1020 = 2720

the colour

6

Cn

and

0.00006
- 1 +

2720 1

0.00006 X ^XT^ X

+ 1

0.00006 X7816

7816 X 00006261

= 0.00006261

0.0000128 ').

7816 1—2720X0 00006261

Found by the electrolytic process: 0.0000134.

This method may, perhaps, prove useful in cases where the

electrolytic method meets with difficulties, for instance in the deter-

mination of very small concentrations of hydrogen-ions or in the

determination of the concentration of hydrogen-ions in presence of

other cathions. I intend making further experiments in that directiou.

Laboratory, Netherland Technical ScJi.ool.

Enschede, 15 May 1905.

1) OsTWALD. Zeitschr. fur Physik. Chemie 1889, p. 261.

3) OsTWALD. Zeitschr. fur Physik. Chemie 1889.
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Mathematics. — "On the number of common tnngetits of a curve

and a surface." By Dr. W. A. Versluys. (Communicated by

Prof. D. J. Korteweg).

§ 1. Let Ci be a plane algebraic curve of class r^ and >S, an

algebraic surface of class m^. Ever)- tangent of C\ touching S^ is a

tangent of the section s of the surface S^ with the plane V of C^.

Conversely, each common tangent of C^ and s is a common tangent

of C'l and ^S'^. The curves 6\ and s being of the class ?\ and 7/;^

respectively, they have r^ m.^ common tangents. Hence, S.^ and C^

have
?'i

m^ common tangents too.

Let the plane V of C^ occupy the particular position of touching

/S's in ff points of ordinary contact and in x i)oints of stationary con-

tact, the class of the section ,s' is now

Hence, the curves .v and C^ have now

common tangents. Every tangent of C^ passing through one of the

points of contact d and / is a common tangent'of C^ and S.^, without

being a common tangent of C'j and .<?. In § 8 will be proved, that,

if i>i be the developable formed by the tangents of 6\, each generating

line of D^ touching S^ in a point ff counts for two common tangents

of Cj and >S'2 and each generator of Dj touching S^ in a point -/

counts for three common tangents of C^ and S^. If C\ be a plane curve,

the developable D^ is the plane V counted r^ times. Every ordinaiy

contact fl gives thus %\ common tangents of C^ and S^, and every

stationary contact / gives 3;\ common tangents of C^ aijd S^. Thus,

the total number of common tangents is

r, (m, - 2 ff - 3 x) + 2 d r, + 3 X r, = r, m,.

If the plane V of C\ and the surface S^ touch along a line, then

every tangent of Cj touches >S'.^ and the number of common tangents

becomes iniinite. This case presents itself if S^ be a developable and

V one of its tangent planes. Every tangent of C\ touches S^ twice,

if S^ be a torus and I^ be one of the planes touching S.^ along a circle.

If 6\ be a curve in space the number of common tangents of C^

and S^ is still r^m^, where i\ is the rank of 6\. This will be proved

first for some special curves and surfaces and afterwards for the

general case.

§ 2. Let S,^ be a cone with vertex T; the projection of a common

1] Versluys, These Proceedings, May 27, 1905.
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tangent of Cj find S^ on an arbitrary plane T"", not passing through

the centre of projection 7', is a common tangent of the projection j^i

of C\ and of the section x of S.^ with T^. Tlie converse is eqnall}-

true. Tlie class of p^ and .s- being i\ and m.^ respectively, the nnm-

lier of common tangents of />i and s and thus of C\ and So is }\ m^.

If S^ be a developable D^, a tangent t of ('i touches D^ if a

tangent plane of D^ pass through t, and conversely. Let D\ and

C'a be the polar reciprocals of C\ and D.^ To a plane of D.^

passing through a tangent t of C\ corresponds a point of C\ on a

generator t' of D\, and conversely. The number of these intersections

of C\ and D\ • is i\ ;??.,, for the curve C\ is of order m^ and the

developable JJ\ of order
7'i. Then, since there are ;\ rn^ planes of

D^ passing through tangents of C^, these are i\ ni^ common tangents

of
(?i

and S^.

We can show in a very simple way, that if the curve C, be an

arbitrary algebraic curve of rank )\, and the surface S^ be an

arbitrary algebraic surface of class ni^, the number of common
tangents is still 7\ w^. For the tangents to S^ form a complex of

order m.^, and the tangents of C\ form a ruled surface of order i\.

Now according to a theorem due to Halphp^n ^) the number of their

common rays is )\ m„, which proves the proposition.

§ 3. Some theorems concerning the contact of a developable with

'an arbitrary surface will be deduced from the theorem proved above.

Let C\ be a twisted cubic C' and /)' the developable formed by

its tangents. Let S.^ be an arbitrary surface of order ii.^, haviiig a

cuspidal and a nodal curve respecti\'ely of order i\ and ^.^ and let

D* and S.^ have an ordinary contact in d and a stationary contact in

X points, wdiilst none of the tangents of C' is an intlexional tangent

of S^ and C- does not touch ^S',. The number of common tangents

of 6" and S^ is now also for this particular position i\ m.^ or 4:m^.

These common tangents of C^ and ^S^ are: 'P' the tangents of C"

touching the curve of intersection .v of B* and ;S'.^ and 2"'^ the

tangents of C touching ^'.^ in the points (fand-/ where the surfaces

D* and S.^ touch. Let every common tangent of C^ and S^ passing

through an ordinary point of contact ö count for .i- common tangents

and let every common tangent through a stationary point of contact

X count y times.

The number of common tangents of C^ and x a\ ill be

4 ;» J — .)! <f — // X-

1) R. Sturm, Linien Geomelrie, I p. 44.
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Let K be the de^-elopable formed by the tangents of s. Let / be

a common tangent of C^ and S^, touching C^ in R and *' in P.

One of the tangents of 6" consecutive to / meets S^ in two real

points of s, consecuti\'e to P, as / is supposed to be no ])rincipal

tangent of S^. The osculating plane V of C^ in R contains therefore

four consecutive points of s, so it is a stationary plane « of .<? in P.

Consequently the plane V is also a stationary tangent plane of K
along the generating line /. So C^ has in R three consecutive

points in common with K and no more.

The 3?^^ points where C^ meets S^ are cusps ^ oï s^), so they are

triple points on the developable K.

Each of these Zn^ points ^ counts at least for three points of

intersection of C" with A^. Each of these points ^ counts for not

more than three points of intersection, as we have assumed that C"

does not touch S^, and the tangent in ^ to C* does not lie in the

triple tangent plane of K in /?, which triple tangent plane coincides

with the osculating plane of x in ii, i. e. with the tangent plane of

aS; in iJ.

The curve C^' meets /v only in the 4 w^ — •
'' ^— V^ points R

and in the ^n^ points /?, as every tangent to s lies in an osculating

plane of C', and through a point of 6" no plane can pass osculating

6'^ still elsewiiere. The order of K or the rank of .>• is

r — 4m, + 3w, — 26 — 3/ ').

So the number of points of intersection of C^ and K is

3(4w, + 3», - 2d— 3x).

As the only points of intersection of 6'^ and A' are the points

R and /i counted three times, we find the relation

3(4m, f ^n, - 2ff - 3x) = 3 X 3^^, + 3(4;//., - .'-^ - ?/•/)

from which ensues

X =z 2, 2/ = 3,

or in words:

If the developable D* and an arbitrary surface S., have an ordinary

contact, two consecutive generating lines of D^ touch S^.

If the developable D" and an ordinary surface S^ have a stationary

contact, three consecutive generating lines of D* touch ^S',.

These theorems hold good too in the case that the developable is

a cone ').

1) Versluys, Mém. de Liège. 3me série, T. VI, 1905. Sur les nombres Plücké-

riens etc.

2) Versluys, These Proceedings May 27, 1905.

3) Versluys, These Proceedings May 27, 1905.
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The two theorems mentioned above and their reciprocals and some
special cases will now be treated algebraically.

§ 4. Let 6'i be a rational twisted curve of rank /j and ^S' a surface

of order n, possessing no «nnltiple curves. Let

ax -\- by -\- cz -\- d zzi

represent the osculating plane of C^, a, h, c, d being integer rational

algebraic functions of t. Differentiating we find for an arbitrary tangent

of Ci equations of the form

«1 •^' + ''i ^ + Cj c + d^ — 0,

«2 - + i\ y -\- c^z -\- d^ — Q.

Solving y and z in function of x and t we find

:

Aw + B Dx -I- Ey^—^^'"^—c~' (^)

in which A, B, C, I) and E are functions in t of order i\. If we
substitute the values (.1) in the equation of the surface S, we arrive

at an equation (7i), which is in x of oi'der n and in t of order

n i\. For every value of t this equation {B) furnishes the n values

of X belonging to the points of intersection of a tangent I Xo C

.

If two of these values become equal, the tangejit / will meet the

surface >S' in two consecutive points and as .S' is supposed to have
no multiple curves the tangent / will also be a tangent of>S'. Those
tangents of C, are excluded which are at right angles with the A'-

axis, all points of intersection with S possessing the same x; so all

roots ,1' coincide, without the points of intersection coinciding. Everv
line being at right angles with the A'-axis meets the line at infinity in

the plane d == 0. So the number of these particular tangents of Cj \ïh\.

The equation (7i) has two equal roots in x for a certain value of

t, when this value of / causes the discriminant of (7i) to vanish.

The discriminant is in the coefficients of [B) of order 2 {n—1) and as

the coefficients of (7J) are of order i\ n 'm t, the discriminant is of

order 2 }\ n {n—1) in t.

By a parallel displacement of the axes the plane x = can be

made to i>ass through one of the tangents of C^ which is at right

angles witli the A-axis.

Writing t -\- q for t, we can take q in such a way that this

tangent of C\ lying in x = corresponds to the value / = 0. The
equation (B) has then passed into an ecpiation (B'. where foi- / =
all roots X \'anish.

The first equation (A)
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Aa -{- B C y — B
II ^=. or X = •—
^ G A

must now pass into x = O for / = O, so that C and B must contain,

after the change of variables, t as a factor, A not being divisible

bj- t. As the projection on the plane ,t = of the tangent lying in

this plane can be an}^ arbitrary line and as C vanishes for t = 0,

D and E must also vanish for / = 0. In the equation • (j5') the coef-

ficient of A"' will be divisible by / and the coefficient of .v^ divisible

by t"-'.

According to Salmon ^) the discriminant of equation (/>') will

be divisible by /"("— 0. F'or each one of the 7\ particular tangents

of C\ which are at right angles with the A'-axis n{n—1) roots of

the discriminant of equation [B) become equal. That discriminant

possessing 2i\ n [n—1) roots, there are left i\ n {n— 1) roots, to each of

which corresponds an equation {B), possessing two equal roots. So

there are '}\ n {n—1) tangents of 6\ which also touch S. As S
possesses no multiple curves the class m is 7i {n—1). The number of

connnon tangents of 6'i and S is thus as before mentioned

r^ rn.

§ 5. So far we have supposed that C^ occupies no particular

position with respect to >S'. For particular positions of C\ two or

more of the common tangents of (\ and S cau become consecuti\'e

tangeiits of (\. l^et t be a tangent of Ci touching >S' in /-*, and let a

tangent of (\ consecutive to t be also a tangent of >S. The developable

/>! formed by the tangents of C^ and the surface >S' will touch

in P. We shall now investigate when the contact is ordinary and

when stationary.

For simplification I assume for C\ the twisted cubic C^

The equation of the developable D^ or jy is now :

,^ _ 6 (,r 4- />) y z + 4 f + 4 (.. + pr z - 3 U + i>y f = 0,

or

= e--f-^+^te {A)
4: p

If we choose for point P where the surface S touches D* the

origin of the coordinates the equation of S is

0=z -]- a.v' + 2 /i ,77/ + hy^ + etc (B)

The surfaces jy and S have stationai-y contact in the origin when

1) Modern Higher Algebra, § 111, note.
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i'+ij)
— h'=zO.') (C)

The equation of an osculating plane of C"' is

^3 _ 3 (.^. J^p)t^ j^Sy t — zzzz 0.

The equations of a tangent to C^ are

f - 2 {.V -i-p)t^ y = 0, (./ + p) e — 2yt-\-z = 0,

or

y = 2 (.. -^p)t~ t\ z = 3 (.. + /))
^^ - 2i\

Substitution those values of y and z in the equation of S, we find

an ecjuation of order n in ,v

= a^ -f- ^j ,1' -|- ^2 ,r^ -j-
<'/a

.1'^ -|- etc.

where

a, = 3 pP + 4 ^>2>' f — 2 f — 4: hpf -\- etc.,

rtj =r 4 hpt + 3 ^^ — 2 hf + 8 hpe — 46^-^ + etc., . ( D)

a^z=a-\-4:ht-{-A. hf + etc.

The discriminant of this equation is of the form

As (7„ and a^ contain respectively f and t as a factor, whilst (p

and \]i are in general not divisible by t, the discriminant is divisible

by f or the discriminant has two roots ^ == 0. As to every root

of the discriminant (except the particular n{}i—J)-fold ones) corre-

sponds a common tangent of C^ and ^S', the A-axis counts here

for two coinnio]! tangents of C^ and S, or the tw^o consecutive

tangents of C^ lying iii tJie common tangential plane of D and ;b

both touch also ^S'.

The discriminant is a determinant, which gives when developed

according to the elements of the first two columns

|2 ««„ a.^ — (»— 1) r/^^j ip^ 4- if a;' (f, + mi^ a, <f, + a,^ tp^ . {E)

§ 6. If the A'-axis does not coincide with one of the intlexional (or

principal) tangents of >S' in the origi]i P, then the F-axis can be taken

so that h=iO; to this end we have but to take for )'^-axis the diameter

of tlie indicatrix conjugate to the A'-axis. The expressions for the

coordinates of a point on C^ will not change if we now also

take for plane .v = the plane determined by the new I^-axis, and

0]ie of the two tangents of C^ meeting the F-axis outside P, and for

plane at intinity the osculating plane of C" in the point where C'

touches the new plane .v = Ü, whilst for plane y == is taken the

1) Salmon, Three Dim. § 204.

2) Salmon, Modern Higlier Algehra. § 111.
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plane determined by the A'-axis and the point where C" touches x = 0.

When A = the terms of the lowest order in t in the coelTicients

«0, a^ and a^ are respectively of order 2, 2 and 0.

The terms of the lowest order in t of the discriminant appear in

the first term of the equation {E) at the end of the preceding §,

namely in the tei-m 1na/i^(p^. So the terms of the lowest order

in t are

Ca (3;> + Ihp') f

where C represents a constant. The discriminant possesses three roots

^ = or the A-axis counts for three common tangents of 6" and S> if

a (3j9 + 46p^) =
or if

a 1= 0, 3 + 46p = 0, 2^ = 0.

If 9 -f- -^J)]} = 0, the surfaces D" and S have according to (C) a

stationary contact, as A is also equal to nought. The origin Pis now
an ordinary point (not a parabolic or double point) on the surface

S and the common tangent (the A"-axis) does not coincide with one

of the inflexional tangents of S in P.

This furnishes the theorem :

If an arbitrary surface S and a devehpahJe D^ have a stationary

contact in an ordinary point P of both surfaces and the generating

line I of D^ through P is neither of the two injieicional tangents of

S in P, then I counts for tJiree common tangents of the cuspidal

curve 6" and of S.

If a = the surfaces D^ and ;S' have according to (C) still a

stationary contact, as still h = 0. The origin Pis now a parabolic point

of ;S' whilst the A-axis is the only inflexional tangent. The coefticienls

ag, a^ and a^ all contain the factor f . So the discriminant possesses

the factoi' t\ so that now the discriminant has four roots / = 0. So

the X-axis now counts for four common tangents of C^ and S.

If 2) = 0, then C^ touches S in the origin P, whilst the osculating

plane of C^ in P coincides with the tangent plane of ^S' in P.

The terms of the lowest order in t in the coefiicients ag, a^ and a^

are now respectively of order 3, 2 and 0. So the discriminant (P)

is divisible by f, so that C' and S now have in the origin 7^ three

common tangents. Writing in the equation (7i) of the surface S for

the coordinates of a point on C' the expressions ,r= /,?/= f , c = /^

we obtain an equation in t, containing f^ as a factor. The curve C^

has thus in the origin only two points, but three tangents in common

with aS'.

If h = a =: p =zO, then 6"' touches the surface S in a parabolic
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point P, the tangent in P to 6'' coincides with the principal tangent

in P of S, whilst the osculating- plane of C'' in P coincides with the

tangent plane of S in P. From the expressions [D) for a^,a^ and

rt„ follows that the discriminant (/s) is divisible by t\ so that C" and

S have now four common tangents in common in I he j)oinl P.

If h =^ b z=z p z= then C touches S still in a parabolic point

;

the only difference to the preceding case is that 6''' Jio longer

touches the prijicipal tangent. From the equations (/)) and {E) ensues

that 6'^ and S possess only three common tangents.

If h ==z b= and p ^ 0, then P is a parabolic point for which the

principal tangent does not coincide with the tangent to 6". From
(D) and (E) ensues now readily tiiat the A'-axis counts but for two

common tangents of C^ and vS.•o^

§ 7. When the A'-axis coincides with one of the principal tangents

of S in P then the axes cannot be taken in such away that A = 0;

but we have now a = 0. The terms of the lowest order in t in the

coefticients a^, a-^, a^ {D) are now respectively of degree 2, 1. 'J.

So the discriminant {E) is onl}^ divisible by f, so that now the A"-

axis counts for two common tangents of C^ and S. The A^-axis itself

has now with S in P three consecutive points in common, so it

counts already for two common tangents. A tangent of C^ following

the A'-axis does not touch S any more.

The term of the second degree in t of the discriminant {E) has

now for coefficient IQCh^p^, where 6' is a constant. So the discrimi-

nant has three roots ^ =: 0, when h^O or p = 0. The case A =
is just the one treated in § 6.

If
J)
= a = then C^ touches in P one of the principal tangents

of S in P, whilst the osculating plane of C'^ in P still coincides

with the tangent plane of S in P. Out of the expressions (D) for

cIq, a^ and a^ it is evident that these coefticients are respectively^

divisible by f, f and t. So the discriminant {E) is divisible by /^ or

it has four roots t = 0. The A'-axis counts thus for four common
tangents of C^ and S. By substitution of x = t, y = f , 2^ = t^ in

the equation {B) of the surface S we find that C" and >S' now have

in the origin three consecutive points in common.

^ 8. Let 6\ now be an arbitrary twisted curve and D^ the

developable formed by its tangents and let D^ touch the arbitrary

surface S in P. Let / be the generating line of Z), touching S in

P and let 11 be the point, in which it touches 6\. Let V be the
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osculating plane of C^ in R. Through R and five points of 6', con-

secutive to R a twisted cubic C'^ can be brought, on the condition

that R, I and V are an ordinarv point, an ordinary tangent and

an ordinary osculating plane of C-^. The developable IJ^ formed by

the tangents to C^ and the developable Z), have in common the

line / and four consecutive generating lines.'

If / must count for 2, 3 or 4 common tangents of 6" and S,

this is also the case for C\ and >S'. The theorems proved in ^ 6

and 7 for C^ hold good for any twisted curve. This gives rise to

the following theorems

:

//' the developable D^ correspondinu to curve C^ touches any

surface S in point P whilst the <jenerating line I of D^ through P
is no injlexional tangent of S, the line I counts for two or for three

coininon tangents to C\ and S according to the surfaces having in P
an ordinary or a stationary contact.

If the point of contact P of D^ and IS he a parabolic point on S,

then I counts for four or for two common tangents of C\ and S
according as the inflexional tangent of S in P coinciding luith I or not.

Jf the point of contact P of D^ and S be a hyperbolic point on

S and if the tangent I of C\ coincides with an inflexional tangent

in the point P of S, then I counts for four or for two common

tangents of C^ and according to R coinciding ivith P or not.

If C\ touches S in P, whilst the osculating plane of C^ in P
coincides with the tangent plane of S in P, then the tangent I in P
to C\ counts for four or for three common tangents of C\ and 0,

according to I being an inflexional tangent of in P or not.

The theorems proved here for curves in space hold with a slight

modification (see § 1) still for plane curves. They can be easily

proved by taking for C\ tirst a parabola // after \vhicli they can

be directly extended to an arbiti-ary conic section and after this to

an arbitrary plane curve.

Belft, June 1905.

Physics. — The shape of the sections of the surface of saturation

normal to the x-axis , in case of a tJiree phase pressure betioeeii

two temperatures.'' By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

In these Pi-oceedings of March 1905 I have (fig. 4, 5 and 6)

represented in a diagram some sections of the {p, T, ,i')-surface normal

to the 7 -axis for three temperatures, at which three |)hases can

exist simultaneously. The three temperatures chosen were: 1**^ the
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ternperature wliieli wc might call the traiisforination temperature and

which I shall indicate by Tu- (fig". 5), 2"^^ a temperatnre a little

below the transformation temperatnre (fig. 4) and 3''^^ one a Utile

above Tt,-

In the case that these sections are known for all possible tem-

peratures, the saturation surface is of course quite determined and

known, and so all other sections e.g. those normal to the tf-axis,

are also determined. But it appears from the given figures, that

though the realizable part of the saturation surface has a compara-

tivelj simple shape, the non-realizable part has a fairly intricate

course — and that it is necessary to know also that intricate portion

if we wish to get an insight into the course of the part that is to

be realized.

To the intricacy of the hidden part it is due that though all the

sections normal to the .I'-axis are given by those normal to the 7-

axis, the shape of the {p, 7^).,-sections will not always be easy to

derive. Now that I for myself have obtained an insight into the

course of these sections I have tiiought it not devoid of interest to

try and make clear the properties of this curve by means of a

series of successive figures.

If we wish to represent these (/>, T)x figni-es in a diagram, all

the surface must of course be known — in other words according

to the course of our derivation from the (p,d^T sections — all the

ii^, x)t sections must be known.

Between two temperatures which are known by experiment, see

fig. 4, 5 and 6 I.e., such a {i),d^T section has two tops, viz. 7* and

(}. If T is raised, the part that has P as top, is narrowed, and

the part that has Q as top widens, and the reverse. This property

is perhaps not quite fultilled in the schematical tigures of the paper

mentioned, but it follows immediately from the fact that with con-

tinued rise of temperature the top P vanishes, whereas with sufficient

lowering of 7^ the top Q vanishes. Let us call the temperature at

which P vanishes 7 e and that at which Q disappears Ta. I choose

these symbols Te and 7o, because I think of the mixture of ethane and

alcohol as an example for the shape of the (/>, 7V?;)-surface discussed

here. Of these mixture the plaitpoint circumstances have been deter-

mined by KuENEN and Robson. At T^ the whole top the plaitpoint of

which is P, will have contracted, and the only trace left on the

outline of the (y>, ,*)-{igure of the complication found at lower values

of T, is a point, at which the tangent is horizontal, while at that

place there must be an inflection ]K)int in the (p, ,i')-curve, which

has for the rest a continuous course. For 7' equal to Ta this is the
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case for the point Q vanishing on the ontline. Jnst as experiment

yields the \aliies of Te and T„, it also gives us the values of x^

and ,/'„ at which the tops P and Q will disappear. For temperatures

higher than Tc and lower than 7« the (/;, -i')?- -curves have lost

the complications which they had for values of T between Tc and

Ta- Ojily at temperatures which lie little above Te or little below

Ta, there is still a deviation to be found from the well-known

looplike shape of these figures, as there are inflection jioints to be

found. So at Tc and 7\ the complications which I shall call exter-

nally visible complications, ha\'e disappeared. But before we can

say we know all the particularities of the whole {p, T, .i;)-surface,

among which I also reckon the hidden complications, the question

is to be settled whether the disappearance of the external complica-

tions involves the disappearance of the hidden complications, whether

perhaps the hidden complications may continue to exist long after

the external complications have disappeared. Figures (1) and (2)

make clear bet\veen which two alternatives a choice must be made.

According to fig. (1) the disappearance of the external complications

would involve the disappearance of the hidden ones. According to

fig. (2) the hidden ones continue to exist when the external ones

have disappeared. And even wdien T rises above 7e, they are still

there. At higher values of T the hidden complication gets detached

from the outline. The spinodal curve retains its maximum

and minimum, and there are still two plaitpoints, viz. at this maxi-

mum and mininnim. And only at a certain value of T lying above

Tc that maximum and minimum have coincided to a double point

and the hidden complication is about to disappear.

For the point ^ a similar question occurs. Have all the complications

disappeared at T„, or is it required that T descends below Ta before

the hidden complications have also disappeared on this side?

I must own that I have long been in doubt on this point, as will

appear when Ave compare the answer I shall now give to this

question with remarks I made previously on the experiments of

KuENEN and Robson.

According to Korteweg's result a double plaitpoint will always

originate on the spinodal curve. But in itself this does not seem

decisive. For according to both figures, to fig. 1 as well as to fig. 2,

a double plaitpoint disappears or appears on an existing spinodal

curve. But in fig. 1 this takes also place on an existing binodal

curve. And now it is Korteaveg's opinion, that such an appearance

of a double point, viz. on an existing binodal curve, would be such

a special case that we must not conclude to it but in the utmost
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necessity. This is in fact an argument that speaks for fig. 2, but

Avhich did not seem to me perfectly conclusive. For who warrants us, that

these very special circumstances do not occur here ? It is chiefly to

decide this point, that I have also examined the course of the (p,7')a,-

lines. And this examination has taught me, that the particularities

which occur in these lines, do not clash with the assumption which

leads to fig. 2 — whereas we should be confronted with difficulties,

when we concluded to fig. 1.

Then fig. 3 is drawu up on the supposition that there are still

hidden complications beyond the values of Te and Ta- In this figure

is drawn in the first place the projection on the {T, cv)-plane of the

phases coexisting at the three phase pressure, viz. the continuous

curve DEAC. So this line represents the locus for the points .A'-4^" of

the figs. 4, 5, 6 of the paper of March 1905. The value of T for

the point E is therefore Te, and for the point A, T has the value

of Ta. That this broken line consists of three almost straight pieces

is not essential, but it has been assumed that it does not change its

direction continuously at the points E and A.

In the second place the projection of the plaitpoint line has been

given by: . It consists of a piece which may be considered as

the projection of the points P of the figures of March J 905, i.e. the

left part up to the point E. The part lying on the right from the

point A represents then the projection of the points Q of the figures

1. c. Every part of this line l}ing between E and A is projection

of the hidden plaitpoints.

As we make one double plaitpoint disappear at T^ Te, and

the other at T <| Ta, this middle part starts on the left still

running to higher values of T, (the piece EM) and on the right

there is a piece inA, that also runs to higher values of T. The remaining

part of this plaitpoint projection curve, viz. the piece Mm descends

therefore with increasing value of x. That this plaitpoint curve

possesses a maximum and a minimum value will be shown presently.

This middle piece is the locus of the plaitpoints R of the figs. 4, 5,

6 1. c. The part between E and M, and also the part between A
and m is the projection of the higher plaitpoint of the hidden

complication in the cases that this complication still exists either

above Te or below Ta.

In the third place the three phase pressure is traced. In the points

of the line DE thinner lines have been drawn parallel tothe^>axis,

increasing in length as we reach the point E. The three phase

pressure itself is denoted by . We must, of course, take

care that points of the branch of the three phase pressure lying

13
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above EA, and also of the branch lying above AC must fulfil the

condition that for the same value of 7^ the pressure must have the

same value for the three branches.

In the fourth place for some values of T sections parallel to

the (j),,^')-plane are given and those parts of these sections are

drawn which correspond to the pieces A'PA and AQA" of the figs.

4, 5, 6 1. c. We must then, of course, take care that the maxima of

the curves fall above the projection of the plaitpoint curve. It is

hardly necessary to remark that at any rate as long as T lies between

Te and Ta the plaitpoint pressure for the left-hand branch, and

also for the right-hand branch is greater than the three phase pressure.

But if w^e want to compare the value of the plaitpoint pressure and

that of the three phase pressure at the same value of x, we have

to carry out another construction. Let G be a point of the projection

of the three phase pressure. Let us draw the line GH parallel to

the jT-axis, then H (a point of the projection of the plaitpoint curve)

has the same value of x, and so above H a point must be sought

of the plaitpoint curve itself. How high this point lies depends on the

value which the plaitpoint pressui-e has for this value of x. In the

point H a somewhat thicker line has been drawn parallel to the

^^-axis, whose length would have to denote the value of this plait-

point pressure. This length is left undetermined in the figure —
but is clear that it will be smaller than the amount of the three

phase pressure for the same value of x. For at the value of

T, as it is for the point G, the pressure above G in the section

for the chosen value of x is equal to the three phase pressure.

The value of T for the point II is smaller than that for G. Between

these two values of T the ( 77, 7')a-section of the (p,7^,A')-surface has

a continuous course, and in such a (^9, J')a-curve the pressure rises

with the temperature. Only in the case that a maximum in the (/>,,f)Z'-

curve occurred, the pressure above H, so the plaitpoint pressure could be

smaller than that above G. But in our diagrams we shall assume the

more general case. Themodifications which would ensue from the

assumption that in the region discussed here a maximum pressure occurs,

would render numerous new figures necessary, and it will not be

difficult to give them when the more common case has been understood.

According to fig. 3 there is in our case a maximum and a

minimum for Tpi, so that there are values of x for wiiich —-^=: 0.
ax

For a plaitpoint (
-—

: ) is equal to 0, because it is a point of the

spinodal curve, and at the same time (
—-] is equal to 0.
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The difFerential equation of the spinodal curve is

C^) d. + (^) dp-C^) dT = 0. . . . (1)

The ditTerential equation of the plaitpoint curve is

From (1) follows

:

'dh]

dTjspin ~ rd^V\

dp
If we substitute this value of —- in (2), we find

and
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pears, as may be derived from the figs. 1, 2, 3, 1. c. Between

certain values of p and at suitable values of T there are isopiests,

on which -— is four times equal to 0. On such isopiests— is
^•v pT dx^pT

d'^
three times and -— twice equal to 0. We now can choose

d'V\,r

the value of p and T sucli, that these two points in which

d"^ . d'^— is 0, coincide. As then two values of .v in which — =:
d.v'^pT dx''p2'

also coincide, such a point is a plaitpoint. For such points

/'dK\ , APCA fd'Z\
I
— and -— and —^ is equal to 0. These three equations

\dxy,,T \d.vy,,T yd'V'Jj.j

determine then the value of .v, p and T, at which such a double

j)laitpoint appears or disappears.

rd'^\
It in (3) and (4) we put the quantitv -— I = 0, then both

\d-l' JpT

I
—

I
and I

—-
I

will also be equal to 0, from which follows that
\dxJi,i \d'Vjj,i

not only the plaitpoint temperature, but also the plaitpoint pressure

will present a maximum and a minimum. As we only assume the

case that —r, is positive, there will be found at the same time a

maximum value or a minimum value for the two curves. In the

points E and .1 there is therefore no maximum or minimum for

the plaitpoint curves, and this is also to be expected for the curve

of the three phase temperature, though this pei'haps might call for

further examination. For the properties which are to be derived by

us this is, however, not of great importance.

Let us now proceed to describe the properties of the sections of

the ([), T, .t')-surface normal to the .I'-axis or in other words the

course of the (/;, jf').rcnrves.

We remark then in the tirst place that for values of x below

XD and above xc the (/>, 7').rCurves will present their usual shape

without any complication. For values of x between xd and xe and

also for values of x between xa and xc there is a complication in

these {p, jr).i-lines. For values of x between xj) and xe the three

phase temperature lies higher than the plaitpoint temperature; the

reverse is the case for x between xa and xc- On such {p, J')^:-

curves the usual plaitpoint occurs, but at a plaitpoint such curves,

considered in themselves, do not present any particularity. But a

point also occurs on them at which the three phase pressure is reached,
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and at such a point the curve suffers an abrupt change of diiection.

As for every value of x the line DEAC is met only once, this

sudden change of direction occurs only once in a {p, 7')j,.-curve.

This determines the external course of such a section sufficiently.

Beyond the point of change of direction the points for which TI^^i

and F^i ^^'^ equal to will give rise to a maximum value and to

a critical point of contact. But we conline ourselves here to the

modifications which are the consequence of the three phase equilibria.

In the points, at which such an abrupt change of direction

occurs, a part of the internal or hidden course of such a {p, T)j.-

curve begins and the series of figures {a, h, c, d etc.) indicates

this hidden course for the values of .r, foi' which the three phase

curve is met. Seen on the {p, T)jc-cnrve such a point presents itself

as a node. The part of the curve coming from below continues

through the node, also the part coming from above, while there

is a third part which joins the points, where this onward course

stops. The temperature of the node is, therefore, quite determined

by the point at which DEAC is cut by a line parallel to the 7-

axis with the given value of x as abscis. But the size of the hidden

part is very different. As it has quite disappeared beyond a'n and

xc, it is but small for values of ,v onlj' little greater than a-jy or

only little smaller than a'r. But chiefly the different hidden parts

are distinguished by the occurrence or non-occurrence of a plait-

point and when it occurs by the place where it occurs.

In what precedes it has already been remarked that the plaitpoint

does not lie hidden for values of x beyond xe and xa- But for all

values of x between xe and xa it lies on the hidden part, so on that

which might be called the loop when the (j?, T)^-curve is drawn.

This appears at once when the (^;, A')r-figures are consulted I.e. But

depending upon the value of x the plaitpoint can have three different

places. It may either lie on that part of the loop which may be

considered as the continuation of the lower part of the (^?, T)x-curve

— or it may lie on the branch of the loop joining the points at

which the onward course from below and above stops — or it may
lie on the part which may be considered as the continuation of

the part coming from above.

The first case occurs for x between xe and xm> the second when

X lies between xm and x,» and the third case when x lies between

Xm and XA' So if we have drawn a (;9, 7')x-curve, e.g. one of the

figures of the series {a, />, c, d etc.), and when we proceed in the

same direction in such a part, also following the loop, we follow

the motion which the plaitpoint has when x changes continuously.
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A plaitpoint always being a point where the stable and unstable

region meet, it would be incorrect to speak of stable, metastable and

unstable plaitpoints. But when we pay attention to the coexisting

phases in the neighbourhood of the plaitpoint, the preceding names are

appropriate for such phases according to the described situation of

the plaitpoints. As long as the plaitpoint lies on the external part

of the (2), T, ^r)-surface, the coexisting phases in its neighbourhood

are stable; as long as it lies on those parts of the loop which

may be considered as a continuation of the external branches, the

coexisting phases in its neighbourhood are metastable, and when

the plaitpoint lies on the remaining part of the loop, the coexisting

piiases in its neighbourhood are unstable.

In the series of the figures {a, h, c, d etc.) is, besides the loop

of the {p, 7^).t-curve and the place of tlie plaitpoint, also the shape

of the spinodal curve indicated. This spinodal curve is the section of

the spinodal surface with the plane which has the chosen value of .r.

All the points of the loop which lie below the spinodal curve represent

unstable phases and those which lie above it, metastable or stable ones.

Thus e. g. in fig. 4, in which the plaitpoint lies on the retrograde

branch of the loop, the spinodal curve is a curve which cuts the

loop in two more points. In concordance with the figures 4, 5, 6 1. c.

are the points of intersection indicated by the letters D and C. By

raising the temperature in these figures, the point C is moved to the

left, and when the temperature is lowered, D moves to the right,

which makes it possible for them to come into the chosen ci'-plane.

If from a (^>, 7^)^ -curve for a chosen value of a' the curve is derived

fdp\
which belongs to a value of x -f- dx, the value of I

—- I must
\cIvJt

be known for e\ ery value of T.

If
f ) is = 0, the (/>, 7')rC*in-ve for the values x and x -\- dx,
\dxj

must have the same value for p. If we draw both the (p,T).i-cnrve

and the curve {i}T)x-^jx as has been done in the figures 4, 5 and 6,

there will be intersection of these two (^>,7')-curves in all the points in

which \\ =0. In the figures mentioned the curve ïoYx-\-dx\^
\dxjT

represented by . — . , and now the two (^>,7^)-curves will cut everj'-

wliere where the spinodal curve cuts the first (^>,7')-curve, according to

fdp\ AZ^$>y
the property that for coexisting phases —

J
= when —- 1 = 0.

\dxjT \dx J^T
Also ill the point where the spinodal curve touches the curve {p, T)s, so

in the plaitpoint, such an intersection of the two following (j>,7').rcurves
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takes place. This may be assumed as alread}^ known from the properties

of a (p, 7')^-curve, when there are no complications by hidden

equilibria. It might possibly be expected that in a plaitpoint, where

besides — , also —- is equal to 0, double intersection and so

contact would take place. If, ho^ve^•er, we develop the equation

fdp\
which teaches us the value of -7" I viz.

\d.vJr

fdp\ fd^^^

\dxjT \d,v,^y^ri

for the case of a plaitpoint in the form :

'd'v,'\ {•v-,v,yfdp^ \(.v,-.v,y fd^^fd^\
,,T 2 yd.vjr 'I 2 \dx'1 //

or

S''-=("---'^-'Jt
\dx^'JpT

it appears that in the case of a plaitpoint, the quantity (
—

)\dxjT
is only once equal to on account of the factor a\ — ol\.

It may be remarked here for the better understanding of the series

of figures {a, h, c etc.) that the first set of four viz. a to d holds

for values of .r lying betAveen a point halfway xe and xa and the

point E itself, ,t moving to continually smaller values. Fig. d
holds for XE- The second set of four values holds for x between

XE and xn, and Fig. g is the representation for T z= Tt,-.

The remaining figures {h' , d etc.) hold for values of x lying on

the right side. Fig. g^ is the representation for 7'= Tu- on the right

side and fig. d' holds for x = xa-

Physics. — ''The {T,x)-equilibna 0/ solid andfluid phasesfor variable

values of the pressure", by Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

In two communications (October and November 1903) I discussed

and represented in diagrams for the case of equilibrium between a

solid and a fluid phase 1*^' the (j), .i')-figures for constant value of

T and 2°"^ the {p, 2") -figures for constant value of x. So only the
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treatment and discussion of the (7^, .iO-fig^i'es for constant value of

p was left. I have not given the third communication, in which these

last figures were to be discussed, first because tliey could be derived

directly from the other communications on the discussed equilibrium

and secondly because I w^ould not make it appear as if I attached

too much importance to the hidden equilibria, showing the continuity

between the equilibria which can be observed and wiiich seem

discontinuous without the hidden ones. However, some noteworthy

particularities would have presented themselves, and so, induced by

questions of Dr. Smits on subjects in which suchlike particularities

occur and at his request, I will briefly discuss at least the principal cases.

The differential equation (see the preceding communication) has

the following form for constant value of p :

Let us think the (T,.x')^-curve of the fluid equilibria inter se construed.

If the second component is more volatile than the first, the two bran-

ches of this curve descend. In fig. 1 this (T,,r)-curve is closed on the

side of the second component, and it is therefore assumed that the

pressure chosen lies above the critical pressure of this component.

Further in fig. 1 the curve of the fluid phases has been drawn, which

coexist with the solid body. For so far as these phases lie within

the curve of the fluid equilibria, they are not to be realised or with

difficulty. In fig. 1 it has been assumed that the circumstances are

chosen in such a way that this curve passes the region of fluid equi-

librium twice, as is the rule for lower pressures and so also for

low^er temperatures.

If the value of the pressure increases, and so also the value of T,

the curve of the fluid equilibria inter se ascends, while its form is

modified at the same time. The curve of the equilibria with the solid

phase ascends also with p, but in a smaller degree, at least on the

side of the liquid equilibria. Now in fig. 1 we have ascribed such

a value to the pressure, that there are still two different three phase

equibria, while in fig. 2 a value is ascribed to p, at which the solid

body coexists with a plaitpoint phase of the fluid equilibria — so

that above that pressure the curve of the equilibria with the solid

phase passes only once through the region of the equilibria inter se

of the fluid phases. In fig. 3 p has ascended so far that there is

again equilibrium betw^een the solid body and a plaitpoint phase.

For still iiigher value of p there are no longer three phase equi-

libria and the curve for the equilibria of the solid body with a fluid
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pliase has got quite detached fVoiii the curve for the equilibria inter

se of the fluid phases.

In the two previous communications on this subject 1. c. I discussed

the values of — and iCgf, and I reter to them for more particulars
d.v^pT

on the course of the (T,.i%-cui'ves.

I will only discuss here one more particular point occurring in

these curves for the case that the two surfaces of equilibrium, viz.

that for a solid phase with a fluid phase and that for the lluid

equilibria inter se, get detached at a value of T and j) below that

of the plaitpoints.

The figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 refer to this. In this case the two intersections

of the curve of equilibrium between the solid and the fluid phase with

the region of the fluid phases will meet at a certain pressure in a point

of the spinodal curve on the liquid side, and then concur to one

single curve. In this case the meeting point becomes a double point,

and at still higher values of j) ^ P'^^i't is detached, as it is drawn in

fig. 6, and at still higher value of p it has contracted to a single

point lying on the spinodal curve on the vapour side.

It has further been assumed in these diagrams that the two

branches of the spinodal curve, also if we have to do wi(li a (^;,.i', 7')-

surface, lie inside the surface. At high temperatures and in the neigh-

bourhood of a plaitpoint this is, of course, the case. At lower tem-

peratures, however, the branch of the spinodal curve, which lies on

the liquid side in a (z',,r,7')-surface, moves to the vapour side in a

(p,^, J')-surface, and gets even far outside the surface. In the same

way the branch of the spinodal cur\'e, which lies on the vapour side

in a (v,x,T)-iigure, moves to the liquid side in a (^;,,r,7')-surface,

and at low temperatures it has even got outside.

This is the consequence of the fact, that the value of x and T
determines a phase indubitabl}^ only when moreover the value of v

is given. If the value of p is given, then three different phases may
be indicated by tliis value. I shall, however, not enter more closely

into the treatment of the complications which are the consecpence

of this, here. I shall only just mention that the point where the hidden

equilibria disappear in fig. 7, can lie in quite another place than is

the case in fig. 7.
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Physics. — "On the hidden equilibria in the ij-x-diagram of a

Jiinary system in consequence of the appearance of solid

substances.'" By Dr. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. J. D.

VAX DER Waals).

1. Some time ago Prof, van der Waals ^) showed that in a

binary mixture {A, B) one of the two ^;-J'-lines for the three phase

pressure, viz. that which runs from the eutectic point to the higher-

melting substance {E), can present some particularity.

It proved, namely, that at the triplepoint this p-t-Yme must have

the direction of the melting line (of B).

As for most substances vi> Vs, or in other words the substance

expands when melting, increase of pressure causes as a rule a rise

of the melting point.

If in the ^>^projection, (Fig. 1), the triplepoint of the substance

B is denoted by d, then the melting line dg will in most cases

run from the triplepoint to the right, and as tlie three phase line

cd must have the directio]i of d g at d, this three phase pressure line

will have to present the particularity, that it does not only possess

a maximum of pressure, but also a maximum of temperature, as is

represented in Fig. J in an exaggerated manner.

2. As has been shown before') and will be further discussed in

the second paper, in a dissociating composition the same course may

be found on a larger scale, and it is this part of the three phase

line, that is the most important in compositions. Therefore it seemed

desirable to me to examine the ^j-.r-diagrams from the ti-iplepoint to

higher temperatures for the simple case discussed just now, and to

treat the compositions afterwards.

3. The ^>.i'-diagram at the triplepoint, and at a temperature

slightly higher are presented in Fig, 2.

As appears from Fig. 1, we find a double section of the three

phase line for the first time at the triplepoint, when coming

from lower temperatures, and a consequence of this is, that

besides at the triplepoint pressure, three phases may also occur

at a much higher pressure. This case is more closely defined in

Fig. 2 by the j;-i'-diagram corresponding to the temperature t^.

The lowest three phase pressure or the triplepoint pressure is repre-

1) These Proc. Vol. VI, p. 230.

2) Bakhuis Roozeboom, Zeilsclir. f. pliy?.Chem. 4. 31.

Stortenbeker, „ „ „ , 3. 71.
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sented by the point ƒ/, Avherc llic li(niid curve accj, the va])om

curve aeg and the solubility isolherni fceg meet.

The second three-phase pressure is represented by the curve e c ,s'

and lies considerably higher. The coexisting phases have here different

concentration, and are denoted by e, c and ,s'. Here e is the saturated

liquid phase and e the vapour phase which coexists with the solid

phase .9.

If \ve now start from these three phases, and lower (he })rcssure

at constant temperature, we reach the region for solid B -{- vapour,

as Fig, 1 represents. So below the three phase pressure ecs and

above the triplepoint pressure of B, only vapour can occur by the

side of solid B in stable condition, and the curxc representing the

vapours which can coexist with solid B is the lowest branch of the

continuous solubility isotherm, viz. eg.

The line a c denotes the unsaturated liquids coexisting with the

vapours lying on the line a e. The lines c g and e g represent meta-

stable conditions, viz. supersaturated solutions with their coexisting

vapours. The curve c f, the upper part of the solubility isotherm

represents the liquids coexisting with solid B.

The second ^;-.i'-diagram, represented in Fig. 2, corresponds with

a somewhat higher temperature t^. We are now above the trij)lepoint

temperature and the lowest three phase pressure is not a triplepoint

pressure now, but perfectly comparaI)le with the highest three phase

pressure. A result of this is, that Ave get below the lowest three

phase pressure a reflection of what takes place above the highest

three phase pressure. The solubility xsoihevwi f\c^e^ e\c\f^ cuts, as

it were, a portion out of the region for liquid -|- vapour, on account

of which between the two occurring three phase pressures indicated

by the curves e^ c^ s^ and e\ c! ^ s\, only solid B can coexist with

vapour in stable condition. The line c'l/V, like c^ /i represents now
the liquids coexistiiig with solid B, and the portion

(^i
e\ the \'apours

coexisting with solid B.

As to the whole course of the solubility isotherm it may be observed

that this line has now two maxima, two minima and four vertical

tangents. For the portion /i Ci ^i the points of contact of the vertical

tangents lie in the metastable or the stable region, whereas those

for the second piece e\c\f\ arc situated in the unstable region.

At higher temperatures the three phase pressures draw nearer and

nearer to each other and coincide finally, as may be seen from fig. 1.

When we examine this change in the p-.r-diagram it appears that

the points e^ and c^ move downward and at the same time to the

right, whereas the points e\ and c\ move upward and to the left.
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As to the points a^ and y^, tliey move upward with increase of

temperature.

Tiie result of tliese shiftings must of course be, as lias been just

said, that at the maximum temperature of the three phase line (see

Fig-, 1) the two three phase pressures become equal, and the points

Ci and c\, like e^ and e\, coincide; then the solubility isotherm does

not cut the liquid line any longer, but just touches it in the point

where c\ and c\ have coincided, after which no three phase pressure

is possil)le and the solubility isotherm has got detached from the

liquid line.

Though all this seems very simi)le, the representation of the inter-

mediate stages presented some difficulties, which Prof. v. d. Waals

was kind enough to renioxe by allowing me to examine some T-x-

diagrams corresponding Avi(h pressures respectively smaller, equal

and larger than the three phase pressure, in which exactly the same

succession of states occurred ^).

What lias been drawn in accordance with this in the figs. 3, 4

and 5, may be brought into words in the following way :

When the two three phase pressures have dra\vn so near, that

the two branches of the solubility isotherm loould touch, intersection

takes place, and we get a curve as is indicated by fiC^e\c^c\f\

in Fig. 3. Immediately afterwards, i.e. at somewhat higher temperature

a })orlion gels detached, as i-epresented in Fig. 4 and we get two

solubility isotherms; one is f c c'f and the other forms a closed

curve e e' d, a part of which {e <'') runs through the stable region.

At the maximum temperature of the three phase line the two

three phase pressures e c s and e' c' s have coincided, as is represented

in the diagram corresponding with the temperature /g, in Fig. 4,

and the solubility isotherm /j Cj /V no longer cuts the liquid curve,

but only touches it in the point c^.

With the exception of this one point it runs therefore wholly

through the stable region. The other closed branch no longer cuts

the vapour curve, but only touches it in e^ ; further this branch

as a whole has contracted through the shifting of d to d^. This

second branch of the solubility isotherm lies therefore at the maximum

three phase pressure partly in the unstable region, partly in the

metastable region.

At a temperature slightly above the maximum temperature of the

three phase curve /., the solubility isotherm ƒƒ' is quite detached

from the liquid curve, as is i-epresented in B'ig. 5; in the same

1) See the foregoing paper by van der Waals.
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Wtaj the closed branch has got detached from the vapour branch,

and has fnrtlier contracted. At the temperatui-e t^^ the distance between

the sohibUity isotherm ƒj/'j and the liquid curve has increased, and

the closed branch has vanished, after having contracted to a point.

4. In the figs. 6, 7 and 8 I have drawn the t'-.v-sections of the

?>.t?-^space diagram for the case discussed here; they follow immediately

from the z'-i'-sections, given by me last year ^).

The section indicated by continuons lines in Fig. 6 holds for the

triplepoint temperature t^^. There aecb is the region for liquid -}- va-

pour, e h c the three phase triangle, li e d the region for solid

jB -}- vapour, bcfm the liquid region and chnf the region for solid

B + liquid.

The curve for solid-fluid or the solubility isotherm r/^c/ meets

the metastable vapour branch e d exactly on the line for the substance

B, because at the triplepoint temperature of B the vapour which is

in equilibrium with solid B, is perfectly the same as that which is

in equilibrium with liquid B.

At a somewhat higher temperature the curve for soli<l-tluid cuts

the vapour and liquid curve twice each, just as was the case in

the j9-.r-diagram. The curve for solid-fluid has then a shape as is

indicated by the dotted line /\ c^ e^ (^\ c\/\ in fig. 6"). Just as in

the p-ti'-diagram, this line cuts a piece out of the liquid-vapour region
;

in consequence we get two separated regions for liquid and Aapour

viz. «1 (?i Cj b^ and e\ d^ h^ g\. From this particular situation ensues

further the existence of two three phase triangles, viz. Ci t\ (j^ and

c'l^'i^i, between which is situated the region for solid i> -}- gas

g^e^e'i, two liquid regions biC^/\m and hiC\/\' and two regions

for solid i? -}- liquid viz. <j^c^f\ and (Jic\f\'.

With increase of temperature the line solid i> -|- fluid assumes the

shape of a loop, as is indicated by the Vine fee' e c'f ' in fig. 7 ; on

this follows immediately detaching of a part, splitting up into two bran-

ches, viz. into the Vme f\ c\c^fi and the closed line i\e\o. At the

maximum three phase temperature (fig. 8) the line ƒ cƒ ' touches the

liquid line and the closed line e o e touches the vapour line. Above

this temperature the two lines get detached from the liquid, respec-

tively the vapour line and the closed line (.\ o^ e^ disappears as a point

in the metastable region.

1) These Proc. Vol. VI, p. 484.

^) At a temperature, only very little higher than the triplepoint temperature,

a part of the branch e'l c'j f'l will fall outside the line for B.
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5. Fig. 9 represents tlie most interesting part of the projection of

the p-^.i'-space diagram on the ^>-7'-plane for the case that the plait-

point curve meets the sohibilitj curve, as with ether and anthra-

quinone. In this fig. the possibility has moreover been assumed,

that the second plaitpoint temperature t^ of a saturated solution lies

above the triplepoint temperature t„. Fig, 10 represents for this case

the 2>.i'-sections corresponding with tlie temperatures t^ and t^ (see

fig. 9).

The section for t^ differs from the second section in Fig. 2 only

in this, that the liquid branch passes continuously into the vapour

branch with the point K as plaitpoint. If we now pass on to lower

temperatures, the downmost three phase pressure becomes smaller

and the upmost greater, while the plaitpoint pressure diminishes. In

consequence of these last two changes the points e, c and K get

nearer and nearer to each othei-, and when we haxe descended to

the temperature f.,, the points e, c and /v have coincided or in other

words the upmost three phase pressure has become a plaitpoint

pressure; this circumstance is accounted for in the p-'^'-section, corre-

sponding with the temperature t^ (Fig. 10).

At the temperature f^, the triplepoint temperature, for wdiich no

^;.^i>.gection is drawn here, because it immediately follows from that

for t^, tlie remaining downmost three phase pressure has become

triplepoint pressure, and the points e\, c\ and //j have coincided.

Below this temperature the /Mf-sections over a certain temperature-

range consist only of a solubility isotherm of the shape of e\ qf\

in Fig. 10, as has been discussed before.

That the case assumed in Fig. 9 is not often to be realized, is

obvious, but that it is a possible case, is, in my opinion, not doubtful

Amsterdam, June 1905. Chemical Laboratory of the University.

Physics. — ''Contribution to the knowledge of the px- and the pT-

Unes for the case that two substances enter into a combination

which is dissociated in the liquid and the gasphase." By Dr.

A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

The purpose of the following paper is to give a connected repre-

sentation which is in logical connection with the p,a;,^diagram which

has been recently drawn up by Bakhuis Roozeboom and in which it is

assumed that only the components can occur as solid phases, for the

most important particularities of the equilibria between a vapour,
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liquid and solid phase for the case that the last is a dissociable

combination.

Some of the points mentioned in what follows had already been

given by him ^), but it was not till now that they could be

combined into a connected whole through the knowledge obtained

during the last time (see inter alia the preceding paper).

1. For the case that two substances A and B enter into a com-

bination, I shall distinguish three cases.

1^* that the vapour tension of the combination lies between that

of the components, (fig. 1).

2"^ that the vapour tension of the combination is smaller than

that of the components, (fig. 2).

S'*^ that the vapour tension of the combination is greater than

that of the components, (fig. 3).

2. If we bear in mind that for the case that the combination

does not dissociate, a |>ci'-section for the system A-\-AB-{-B is to

be considered as a junction of the tw^o systems ^4 -}--l^a,nd .4j5-{--^*'

it is not difficult to combine the ^>-a:-sections for the system A -}- AB -{- B
for different temperatures into one diagram.

If we first examine case 1, where the vapour tension of AB lies

between that of the components, it may be observed, that in the

system A -\- AB, A is the substance with the higher and AB that

with the lower vapour tension, whereas in the system AB-\-B, AB
has the higher and B the low^er vapour tension. Bearing this in

mind, we get, led by the diagrams given by me before ^), to fig. 1,

in which the hatched regions a m EE^ I, EE^ e e^ e^ dc^ c^ c, dc' E'E\ e'

and E'E\ I' l\l'^l\a' m\m'^m\m' indicate the vapours and liquids wiiicli

coexist with solid phases {A, AB, AB and B) at different tempera-

tures. We shall call these regions henceforth the three phase regions

;

they have as base the line which joins the points E with E^ res-

pectively E' with E\ and are bounded on one side hy a vapour

line and on the other side by a liquid line. The latter has ah-eady

been called solubility curve before. At and below the eutectic

temperature the p-.c-section is simplest and it consists for each of the

two systems of two lines representing the vapours which can coexist

with solid A or solid AB respectively with solid AB or solid B.

Such a p-.?j-section is found in the lines k o (jo E\ h', where it must

be expressly stated that o go and goE\ do not form a continuous

curve, but are two separate branches, which cut at go.

1) Rec. Trav. chim. 5, 335 (1886).

2) These Proc. Vol. VI, p. 484.
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In the point o coexists a vapour with tlie two solid phases A and

AB and the point U\ denotes the composition and the pressure of

the A-apour phase w^hich can coexist at the entectic temperature

with a liquid E' and two solid phases AB and B.

In the second 2>cU-section the cur\es /,/, ^/j ^, ^^r^ e' and //j /' represent

vapours coexisting with solid phases ; the lines m c and m' c' denote

the liquids coexisting with the vapours e I and e' I', while the lines

ms, cf, c^f' and m' s' represent liquids coexisting with solid phases.

What change this section is subjected to with rise of temperature

is so eas}^ to follow from the diagram, that it does not call for a

discussion.

It maA' only be observed here that for the case that the combi-

nation reaches its critical point sooner than the components, we get

somewhat above this temperature a 7>.ï-section which consists of two

loops bs X and h\ y, in which the vapour branches have continuously

passed into the liquid branches, and an opening has been formed

between the two loops. This, however, does not complete the 'p-x-

section, for, solid phases may still occur by the side of liquids at

higher pressures, though above the critical temperature of A B and

the melting point of A and B, when viz. .4, B and AB melt with

increase of volume, as generally happens. Thus the lines k.^s^ g^f^,

g^ f\ and k'
.^
s\ represent the liquids w^hich can coexist with a

solid phase at the same temperature.

After this discussion of fig. 1, it is not necessary to give a fur-

ther explanation of figs. 2 and 3, which represent the second and

third case, as these figures do not present any essential differences

with fig. 1.

3. It is more interesting to see what happens, when the combi-

nation A B dissociates somew^hat. In this case the total p-.r-section

is no longer to be considered as two separate p-.i'-figures joined, but

as one whole and we arrive therefore at the conclusion, which sounds

rather paradoxical, that the characteristic feature of a combination

becomes apparent only when the combination is somewhat decomposed

into its components. All the curves which meet at an angle in the

figs. 1, 2 and 3 at the place of the line for the combination, now

pass continuously into each other. This applies, therefore, not only

to the gasUnes, but also to the lines which bound the three phase

regions.

With regard to the gradual transition of these three phase regions,

it may be observed, that it does not take place at the point where

the three phase region lines cut the line for A B, but always left
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or right of this line, dependent on the mutual influence of the

vapour tension of the components.

In order to elucidate this important point I have indicated in the

figs. 4, 5 and 6 what shapes the three phase regions hatched in the

figs. 1, 2 and 3 can assume in the neighbourhood of the line for

the combination, in the case that a slight dissociation takes place in

the liquid and gas phase. It is not improbable that there will also

be dissociation in the solid phase in this case, but this is not taken

into account here, in the first place because it is most likely exceed-

ingly slight, and in the second place, because the diagram becomes

much more intricate, when this dissociation is taken into account.

Fig. 4 corresponds to fig. 1, fig. 5 to fig. 2 and fig. 6 to fig. 3.

For fig. 4 it may be remarked, that for the case that the vapour

tension of the combination lies between the vapour tensions of tlie

components, the liquid and the vapour line draw very near to each

other somewhat past the line of the combination, on the side of the

component with the smaller vapour tension, but that they do not

reach each other, so that there remains a gap between them, from which

follows, that in the series of liquids and vapours which can coexist

with solid AB, not a single point can be pointed out where vapour,

liquid, and solid phase have the same concentration, nor is there a

point where a vapour and a liquid phase have the same concentration.

This latter is only the case when the vapour tension of the combination

lies between those of the components, for when the vapour tension of

the combination is smaller or greater than those of the components,

we get according to a rule of Gibbs a three phase region with a

minimum, fig. 5, or with a maximum, fig. 6, and at the place of

this minimum or maximum the concentration of the vapour and

the liquid phase must be identical.

If we now discuss figs. 4, 5 and 6 at tlie same time, we may

remark, that there for a special temperature the situation is indicated

of the two three phase pressures ecs and c^e^s^ and the continuous

line for solid-fluid or solubility-isotherm. This line must have an

horizontal tangent at the point where it cuts the line for the com-

bination. For this case is viz. .vf= Xs, or the concentration of the

fluid phase is the same as the concentration of the solid phase and

then it appears from the equation drawn up by van der Waals for

the equilibrium solid fluid:

dp _ Xs—iCf^ d'g \

clvf Vsf X^x^fJPT

that

^ = 0.
dxf

14

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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If WO now exainiiic the changes with rise of temperature, it is

noteworthy, as will i)resently become clear from the p-Mines, that we
have here to deal with changes quite analogous to those discussed in

the preceding paper. The three phase pressure lines e c .s and c^ e^ 6\

approach each other and coincide at ECS. This coincidence takes

place at the maximum temperature of the 7>-Mine for the three phase

pressure. One of the two three phase i)ressure lines .s' e c and ^i ^i c,

must therefore pass through the positions indicated by e\c\ and e'c',

before it coincides with the other. Now it follows from the three phase

pressure line e\ c\ that the gas phase e\ has the same concentration

as the solid combination, while the liipiid phase c\ has another

concentration. The three phase pressure line e' c' on the other hand

indicates, that the liquid phase c' and the solid phase have the same

concentration, while the gas phase e' has another concentration.

We see therefore, that the three phases solid-liquid-gas have not

the same concentration at any pressure, but that they become two

and two equal. We may express this also in this way : When a

combination dissociates in the liquid and the gas state, then this

combination has no longer a tri^jlepoint, for this point has split up

into two other points where vapour and solid respectively liquid

and solid get the same concentration.

After I had written this paper, I found to my surprise, that

already in 1897 van der Waals had arrived at the same result by

a way which I intended to discuss later on and for which the diagrams

had been already drawn ^).

4. In order to make the difference between a non-dissociating

and a dissociating combination more apparent, we consider the case,

that we bring the dissociating combination AB In solid condition

into a vacuum, and make the temperature rise continually.

The solid substance AB will, when the volume is not too large,

coexist with its vapour, till the pressure has become equal to that

indicated by the point ö/; at this moment a third phase appears,

viz. liquid. As the total concentration must always be that of AB,

it is necessary that the concentration of the vapour phase lies on

one side, and that of the liquid phase on the other side of the line

for AB; as follows from the figures 4, 5 and 6 this is really the

case. With rise of temperature three phases continue to exist for

some time side by side and the va[)Our and liquid phases coexisting

with solid AB lie on the same horizontal line. The liquid phase

lies on the liquid branch c' c/ and the vapour phase on the vapour

i) Verslag Koninkl. Akad. 21 April 1897, 482.
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branch é e^, while llic solid ])luiso lies naiuriillj on Ihe line GG

.

With a suitable volume llie thiee phases may now continue to

exist over the whole range of pressure and tenipei-ature indicated

by ^i' c', but then the vapour phase must have disappeared when
we have reached the point c', for in (he point c' the liciuid has the

same concentration as the solid combinalion.

Beyond the maximum, respectively minimum in figs. 5 and 6 the

concentration of liquid and vapour is, of course, always different,

just as in lig. 4, and as the line for the combinalion iiever coincides

with this maximum, respectively minimum, when there is a maximum
or minimum, in the above mentioned case the two phases will

necessarily only get the same concentration, when two phases

coexist.

At c', we leave the three phase region, which we had entered

at ^i' and coexistence of solid A B -^ licpiid at higher temperatures

can now only take place under higher j)ressurc.

Van dkr Waat-s has called the temperature of the {)oint 6'/ the

maximum suhllmation temiieraiare and that of the |)oint c', the

minimum meltimf point temperature or the meltimj point proper of

the combinalion.

Further it is worthy of note that as appears from the figs. 4, 5 and G,

the highest three i)hase temperature cannot be reached when we

start from pure AB, as this temperature corresponds with a total

concentration which contains more A than the combinalion.

It is obvious from the foregoing, that (he distinguishing feature

between a non-dissociating and a dissociating substance is this, that

whereas for a non-dissociating substance the three [)hases can oidy

exist at one temperature, they can coexist for a dissociating substance

over a certain temperature range. We may express this also in this

way : a non-dissociating substance has only a three phase pointy

but a dissociating substance a three phase line.

Before leaving tigs. 4. 5 and 6 I will point out, that the solubility-

isotherm at the maximum three phase temperature has a shape

which is indicated by the line f'C/\. This line touches the liquid

branch at 6' and has an horizontal tangent at the point whore it cuts

the line for the combination. At higher temperature the solubility

isotherm gets detached from the licpiid line and moves as a whole upward.

5. U is obvious that the two three phase pressure lines ecs and

e^ Cj ^1 must coincide at the maximum three phase temi)erature, but

where the place of coincidence in the three phase regions must be

drawn is a point which calls for further elucidation fiom the sub-

joined ^>^projections.
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ïn tiie ligs. 8, 9 and 10, I have drawn projections for the cases

1, 2 and 3. Fig. 8 corresponds to case 1, tig. 9 to case 2 and tig.

10 to case 3. The meaning of the different lines is indicated by

letters; thus A denotes the solid substance A, B the solid substance

B and AB the solid substance AB, L denotes liquid and G gas.

E and E' are the two eutectic points, a and a' the triplepoints of

pure A and B.

The ^-/-projections show further that we have here a three jihase

line for AB -\- L -{- G consisting of two branches passing continuously

into each other, and that we must find here the phenomena discussed

in the preceding paper, on a larger scale. As already appeared from

the p-.??-sections, the triplepoint has split up into two points F and

F\ In the point F there is contact with the line for AB -j- L and

in F' with the line for AB -^ G.

Though for the systems A B -\- L and A B -\- G we have to deal

with systems of two components in two phases, they behave as

monovariant s^^stems, because the concentration of the two phases is

identical. This is however not the case for the system liquid A B -\-

vapour, and this is the reason why the line for L -\- G, which begins

in F, cannot be represented; at constant temperature, the pressure

is here still depending on the volume.

The point F does not correspond to the maximum three phase

temperature, and that is the cause of the analogy with the case

discussed in the preceding paper.

For the cases 1 and 2 the three phase line must have the direction

of the melting line at the melting point F, as van der Waals has

proved. As in most cases vi ]> Vg, the melting line runs from the

melting point to the right. This involves the necessity that the point

F, (see fig. 8a) lies below R, i. e. at a pressure smaller than that

corresponding to the maximum three phase temperature. If we there-

fore proceed to higher pressure, the succession is : F\ F, E. It is

also obvious from the relative situation of these three points, that

in figs. 4 and 5 the pressure corresponding to the maximum three

phase temperature ECS, must lie somewhat above the melting point

pressure e' c'.

Let us now consider the rare case that vi <^ Vs, so that the melting

line runs to the left, as is represented in fig. 8b. Then the point F
lies above the point R, and the succession towards higher pressure

is F', R, F. A consequence of this situation is, that in this case the

two three phase pressure lines ecs and c^e^Si (figs. 4 and 5) must

coincide between the pressures corresponding tot F' and F. This,

however, not being the only modification which occurs in figs. 4 and
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5, I have represented in (Ig. 7 tlie ligiire into wliicli tig-. 4 is

changed when vi <[ v^.

We see then, that something peenliar appears i.e. a continuous

closed solubility isotherm Gecfi\i\, which contracts more and more

with rise of temperature, and disappears from the stable region at

the maximnm three phase pressure.

When the lower three phase pressure line Cj e^ s^ has ascended to

é?i'Ci', or in other words, when we consider the temperature of the

point F', the solubility isotherm has assumed the shape indicated by

the line e^e^^' c^'f^c^. At this temperature the ?«m«mi/??i of the solubility

isotherm, which was still in the stable region before, gets into the

'metastable region. If we raise the temperature np to the melting

point of AB or to the temperature of the point F, the former phe-

nomenon is repeated with respect to the maximum, which just below

this temperatnre was still to be found in the stable region. Accordingly

at still higher temperature no maximum or minimum occurs in

the portions of the solubility-isotherm passing through the stable

region, and we only retain the lines c^c\ and e^e'^. These lines

become smaller and smaller with rise of temperature, and the two

three phase pressure lines e^ e^ and e\ c\ approach each other more

and more, till the^^ have coincided at the maximum three phase

temperature in ESC. The branches of the solubility isotherm touch

at this temperature exactly in the points E and C. With further rise

of temperature they retreat altogether to the metastable and unstable

region, after which they disappear^).

In the case that vi ]> Vg solid AB can still coexist with liquid

above the maximum three phase temperature, viz. under higher

pressure, but this is not the case when vi<^Vs, which also follows

already from the figs. Sa and Sb.

We see further that in fig. 8 two three phase lines occur with a

maximnm temperature, in fig. 9 only one, and in fig. 10 three.

Fig. 9 shows, that the case 2, where the vapour tension of the

combination is smaller than that of the components, is certainly the

most interesting case, as it can yield a three phase line with a

minimnm and two maxima, which had been unknown np to now.

As to the situation of the two branches of this peculiar three

phase line we may still remark that only one of the possible cases

is drawn here. These branches may pass through each other or

partially coincide, but this does not make any essential difference.

Remarkable complications present themselves, when it is assumed

1) Later on Ihope to discuss the course of ihe solubility isotherm in the meta-
stable and unstable regions between the temperatures of F' and .F more in details.
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that meetings take place between solubility lines and plaitpoint lines,

but to this I hope to come back afterwards.

In the lower parts of figs. 8, 9 and 10 the projections of the

solubility lines on the 7-a?-plane or the melting curves under the varying

three phase pressure are represented. From this we see that these

lines, commencing at the components or the combination, must not

always be drawn descending from the beginning, but that they will

often first ascend, and descend after having reached a maximum.

These particularities have disappeared when we trace the melting

curves at constant pressure or a /-.I'-section at constant p.

Amsterdam, June 1905. Chemical Laboratory of the University.

(August 17, 1905).
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Physiology. — "Analysis of tlie curves obtained ivith the string

galvanometer. Mass and tension of the quartz ivire and resist-

ance to the motion of the string.'' By Prof. W. Einthoven.

(Sequel to formei* communications on the string galvanometer).

(Communicated in the meeling of April 22, 1905).
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9. The practicability of the galvanometer for special purposes.

1. Introduction.

When recording the movements of the quartz wire in the string

galvanometer with the object of becoming acquainted with various

irregular oscillations of electric tension or current, we may in

many cases see in the directly recorded curve an accurate or

nearly accurate image of the oscillations sought. These cases are

met with if the de\'iations of the quartz wire are aperiodic and

quicker than the oscillations to be recorded. As an instance we

mention here the galvanometric tracing of the human electrocardio-

gram, the various tops of which are reproduced in the exact pro-

portions by the recorded curve, as was shown on a former occasion^).

When very rapid oscillations are to be recorded, it is necessary

to make the deflections of the galvanometer also of very short

duration, which can easily be done by giving a great tension to the

string. In doing this, the movements of the string must in some

way be damped, however, in order to avoid oscillations. The condenser

method can render good service here ^), especially if it is applied in

such a way that the motion of the string is nearly brought to the

limit of aperiodicity.

1) Vide: these «Proceedings" 6, p. 107, 1903.

2) Vide: these "Proceedings" 7, p. 315, 1904.
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We must remark, however, that the galvanometer loses in sensi-

tiveness when its deflections become quicker. If the time of a

deflection which is always kept at the limit of aperiodicity is

reduced a times, the sensitiveness diminishes a^ times.

Now it sometimes happens that very rapid alternations of current

must be measured, which are so small, that they require a sensitive

position of the galvanometer in order to be perceptible and measur-

able and in these cases the condenser method can no longer be

applied

.

If under these circumstances the deflections of the galvanometer

are less rapid than the oscillations of the current which must be

studied, the curve, recorded by the quartz wire, will no longer

render these oscillations accurately. We must then, as has also been

done with many capillary-electrometric curves, calculate from the

properties of the instrument used and the data of the directly

recorded curve, the value of the real oscillations. This calculation

may lead to the construction of a new curve, which now in all

particulars is the correct expression of the oscillations.

The manner in which capillary-electrometric curves may be cal-

culated, is known ^). Do the curves, recorded by the string galvano-

meter, fulfil the same conditions and is it possible to apply the same

calculation to them?

The answer to this question must in general be negative. We
shall try in this paper to analj^se the curves of the string galvano-

meter and to show that they admit of equally accurate constructions

as the capillary-electrometric curves, but that the manner in which

they are calculated is different.

In this connection some propei'ties of the galvanometer, more

especially the tension and mass of the string and the resistance to

the motion of the string must be discussed. We shall try to express

the value of these three quantities in absolute measure, by which a

clearer light will be shed on their significance for the practicability of

the instrument generally- and for the modifications which might

advantageously be made in order to render the galvanometer service-

able for special purposes.

2. The principles of the method.

In the analysis of the curves, recorded by the string galvanometer

we start from the assumption that the resistance offered by the air

1) For literature on tliis subject vide ; Pflüger's Arcliiv f. d. ges. Physiol.

Bd. 99, p. 472, 190:3.

15*
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to the motion of the quartz wire, increases proportionally to the

velocity of motion of the wire.

This assumption, which is justified on theoretical grounds, will later

appear to be also practically proved by the results of analysis.

If we assume it to be true, we must also expect the motion of

the string to be completely determined by the laws that govern the

motion of an oscillating body with electromagnetic damping. For

electromagnetic damping, as in our case the air-damping, develops

a resistance, increasing proportionally to the velocity of the moving

body. In the string galvanometer both electromagnetic and air-damping

occur. They can be expressed in the same units and their combined

effect is always equal to the effect of eitlier of them, if only in the

latter case the amount is made equal to the sum of the two, taken

separatel3\ In olher words: if Va represents the resistance through

air-damping ^) and ri the resistance through electromagnetic damping,

we may reckon for the total damping resistance

:

r^ra-\rn (1)

The laws of motion of an oscillating body with electromagnetic

damping are e. g. extensively dealt with in Kohlrausch' textbook *).

They agree with the laws determining the charge or discharge of a

condenser through a conductor having resistance and self-induction,

Avhich are found in various textbooks on electricity '). The formulae

given in the above-mentioned works form the foundation of our

further calculations.

If we denote by

:

m the virtual mass of the image of the string,

r the virtual resistance, damping the motion of the string,

c the sensitiveness of the galvanometer for constant currents,

two conditions may present themselves. In the first the motion is

oscillatory and

4m
(2)<v

in the second condition the motion is aperiodic and

^>\/- <^)

1) Besides the air-damping and the ordinary electromagnetic damping still other,

very feeble, damping influences are active, which may however be neglected here.

They will be dealt with in chapter 7.

2) Lehrbuch der praktischen Physik, S. 448. 1901.

3) Vide e.g. J. A. Fleming. The alternate current transformer. London. I, p. 370. 1890.
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The units in which in, r and c are expressed and the meaning

Avhich must be attributed to the words "virtual mass of the image

of the string" and "virtual resistance" are dealt with in the following

considerations on

3. The mass of the string.

In practice it is impossible or scarcely possible to find the mass

of the string by direct weighing. For this the weight is too small.

Also a calculation of the mass from the dimensions and the specific

gravity of quartz and silver does not lead to the desired result, since

the measurement of the diameter of the fine thread ajid of the thick-

ness of the still much thinner layer of silver caimot be carried out

with the necessary accuracy, the more so because the layer of silver

often shows inequalities and its thickness is irregular.

So we must proceed in another way and we reach our purpose

in the simplest way if we start from the "virtual mass of the image

of the string". The image of the middle of the quartz thread, which

is projected with great magnification, moves along a straight line

over a millimetre scale each time the string deflects. Instead of this

image we imagine a material point, acted on by a force which is

equal to the force that moves the whole string. The acceleration

experienced by the fictitious material point from this force, determines

what we call the "virtual mass of the image of the string".

The unit in which this virtual mass must be expressed depends

of course on the units chosen for the force and the acceleration. As

the cause of the motion of the string is the electric current passed

through the galvanometer, the moving force can be expressed in

units of intensity of current. We choose for this purpose the micrampere.

The unit of acceleration is determined by the units chosen for the

distance and the time. In accordance with the millimetre scale along

which the image moves, the distance is expressed in millimetres,

Avhile it is found practical to take the millimetre also as the unit

of time. For the deflection of the quartz thread is recorded on a

plane which is moved along with uniform velocity perpendicularly

to the direction of the motion of the image, so that in the recorded

curves, from which we must always derive the data for further cal-

culation, time is represented by a length.

The above mentioned units of force, distance and time form a

system which may be called the inillimetre-micrampere or [inm—[lA]

system. Expressed in this system the unit of virtual mass m is the

mass which experiences from a force of I micrampere an acceleration

of 1 mm. distance per mm. of time.
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The unit of virtual resistance (or better of the virtual resistance

coefficient) ^) r is the force of 1 micrampere resisting the motion of

the string when the image of the string moves with a velocity of

1 mm. distance per 1 mm, of time. The unit of sensitiveness c is

the sensitiveness with which a force of 1 micrampere causes a

deflection of the image of 1 mm.
These units are constant as long as the field intensity H between

the poles of the electromagnet, the length / of the quartz thread,

the magnification h of the image of the string and the speed V of

the recording plane remain unchanged.

If the string is strongly stretched and is suddenly passed by a

constant current, it will perform damped oscillations. We have then

the condition which we will in the fii-st place consider more closely

and which is expressed by formula (2):

^ I y/4:711

To this case also the following formulae (4) and (5) apply:

T = 2jr \/^. (4)

''='\/' + i <'>

Here means the period which we would obtain without damping,

whereas T represents the real period with damping.

A z=z Ign k, (6)

cc ct

k being the damping ratio, ^•= — = — =: etc. in which ffj, «j, «,

are the deflections with damping.

From the formulae (4), (5) and (6) follows:

m= (7)
c [39,5+ 4 (Z^nA;)*} ^ '

As the period T is expressed in millimetres, the value of ??z changes

if the velocity V of the recording plane is changed. In our measure-

ments V was nearly always 500 mm. per second. Only with a few

photograms the sliding frame had a different velocity, so that with

these a reduction will have to be applied in order to render the

values of m comparable.

1) The word "resistance coefficient" expresses the meaning of r better than the

word resistance. But the latter is simpler and is also used as a coefficient in the

theory of electricity, where it denotes ohmic resistance. In this paper we shall

repeatedly use "resistance" instead of "resistance coefficient".
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ïn order to express ?/?« in tlie niilliiiicli'c-nilcranipere uiiils for a

photogram of which the speed of the sliding frame is Vu nmi. per

second, nii being the known vahie for a speed F^g, we use the

relation

:

m. = 7n,3 X f ^J
• (8)

From what precedes we see that the measurements required for

a calcidation of the value of ///- when the value of F is known,

are limited to

:

the sensitiveness c,

the deflections «j, «^ . . . etc. and

the period 7\

The measurement of the sensitiveness c presents no difficulties.

The intensity of the current is known from the electromotive force

of the source and the resistances used. The source consisted of

storage cells, the electromotive force of which remained very constant

and might be put at 2 Volts, while the resistances were taken either

from manganin resistance coils or from a graphite resistance of

Siemens and Halske which had previously been checked.

The deflection of the quartz thread is measured on the photogram

on which the network of square millimetres is found. With the

magnifying glass it is easy to estimate 0.1 mm., so that a deflection

of 30 mm., which is often used, is known with an accuracy of 0,37o-

If the permanent deflection is u mm., the intensity of the current

u= i micrampere, then the sensitiveness is c = -r millimetres per
I

micrampere.

The values of the oscillations «i, «„ etc. are, like the permanent

deflection, read off directly from the network of square millimetres.

But as these values are smaller than 'a and the absolute error in

each measurement remains, unchanged = O.i mm., the accuracy of

the value found for ^ = — = — .. . etc. is not great. Moreover a
«, «8

a ex

distinct difference is often found between — and — , so that we are
«„ «,

obliged to calculate a mean value, e.g. by putting k =zly^ —.

Fortunately the value of k, as it occurs in our measurements, has

only a small influence on the final result, relatively large variations

in k scarcely causing any difference in the calculated value of m.
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Of the greatest importance is the measurement of the period T
which in formula (7) occurs squared. The total amount of T is

always very small, in some cases even less than 1 mm. so that it

is desirable to carry out this measurement with an accuracy of a

very small fraction of a millimeter.

For this purpose I first used an excellent astronomical instrument,

destined for the investigation of celestial photograms, and which

was put at my disposal by the kindness of the director of the Leyden

Observatory ^).

Later I used exclusively an ordinary microscope stand, pattern

I« of the firm Carl Zeiss. The stand is provided with the large

movable cross table of the same firm. On this table a small wooden

board is fastened, which follows the cross movements, being always

supported by a smooth plane on which it can slide easily. On this

board, which has in the middle a spacious opening, the photographic

plate to be measured is placed.

As object-glass a^ is used with a focal distance of 40 mm., while

for the eye-piece that of Ramsden is used, also made by Zeiss, with

micrometer screw and drum reading. The eye-piece is so adjusted

that the direction of motion of the measuring wire coincides with

the direction of the abscissae of the photogram. After the microscope

has been sharply focussed on the photogram and at the same time

care has been taken that the image to be measured and the image

of the crosswire lie in the same optical plane, the microscope tubes

are firmly screwed on to the stand by means of a clamp, which is

expressly made for this purpose. The tubes must be quite immovably

connected with the stand. Also the eye-piece is screwed on to the

microscope tube so that it can be touched with the hand without

observing the slightest displacement of the crosswire with respect to

the image to be measured. For measurements requiring some accuracy

these arrangements are indispensable.

With the microscope tubes pushed in, 1 scale division of the drum

corresponds to a little less than 5 ft on the photogram, and since 0.1

of a scale division can easily be estimated, the error in the reading

is less than 0.5 [i. It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that

also the result of the whole measurement can now be known with

the same accuracy. For there remain errors of a different origin.

So e. g. we start in our measurements from the shadow lines

which in the photogram form the net of square millimeters, a base

1) I wish to express here my best thanks to Prof, van de Sande Bakhuyzen

for his kind assistance.
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which in itself is not free from errors. The ordinates of the net

are recorded by a quickly revolving disk with spokes, casting 500

shadows per second on the photographic plate. The variations in

the rotational speed of the disk cause onl}' small errors. Reserving

a more extensive description of this time-marker for a later occasion,

we may here mention that the rotational speed is very constant and,

in all probability, always agrees to 0.1 "/„ with the pre-determined

value. But we have no guarantee that the mutual distances of the

spokes, although carefully marked off on the lathe, come up to the

same standard.

The greatest errors are probably made by the setting of the cross-

wire. To be sure, surprisingly sharp settings can be made on the

fine, sharp top, representing the turning point of a movement of the

string, so that a greater error than Ifi need not be made, but often

it is necessary to mark the exact middle of a broader top ; in which

case the error becomes larger, of course. With many of our measure-

ments of the period T the error must be estimated at 1 to 27o-

We shall now give the results of some measurements.

With a speed of the sensitive plate of F= 100 mm. per second,

some photograms were taken of string n". 10.

The sensitiveness w^as c = 10.92 mm. per micrampere,

the period T= 0.43 mm.
the damping ratio /: = 3.3

With these data the value of m is calculated from formula (7) at

3.76X10-^ [mm— ft.4].

For a comparison with following results this value is reduced by

formula (8) for a speed of the sensitive plate of 500 mm. per second.

We find then ??i rr= 9.4 X 10~^ ["^''^ — M-4].

Another series of measurements with the same string gave, at any

rate as far as the second figure, exactly the same result. The speed

of the sensitive plate was now 500 mm. per second.

Besides c was =3.5 mm. per micrampere,

r ==1.16 mm. and

k =1.83,

from which we calculate again m= 9A "^10^^ [mm — fi.4].

The agreement in the two final results is the more remarkable

because of the great difi'erence in the sensitiveness c and the period T.

String 13 is thinner than 10, having besides a smaller conductive

resistance. The measurements with sudden passing of a constant

current, show that with F=r: 500 and c = 5.69, the value of T is

1.32 and that of k 3.1. From this we calculate from formula (7)

that the mass m is Q.dy<^10-^[mm— iiAj
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Finally we mention still two series of measurements with a still

thinner string, n" 14.

In the first photogram we tind with F= 500, and c= 5,75 that Tis 1,

and ^==3,8 from which is calculated m = 3,7 X 1^~^ [^>">^ — M]-
In the second photogram V is unchanged but c = 3,15, T^ 0,705

and k = 3,16.

From this we calculate ??i = 3,5 X 10~^ [?«?>i — iiA]. So we may
take for the mass of string n° 14 the mean value which is

m = 3,6 X 10-3 [-„^„^ _ jt^4j,

4. The resistance to the motion of the string.

The resistance to the motion of the string can be determined in

various ways. We shall begin with a description of the method which

may be considered to give the most accurate results.

Let the quartz thread be only moderately stretched, and let it

suddenly be passed by a current of constant intensity. Let the

deflection of the thread be recorded on a rapidly moved sensitive

plate, so that a curve is obtained, which is schematically represented

in the followino; fi2:ure 1.

Pig. 1.

From A io B the quartz thread is in the 0-position. At B the

constant current is made, by which the image of the string is moved

upward until it reaches its second position of equilibrium about Z).
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The fundamental formula, fonnd in the above-mentioned text-books ^),

which represents this curve, runs

:

(Tq r da 1 ^— -1 --] q = (9)
dt^ ' m dt mc

Here m, r and c have the same meaning as before, namely ?7i the

virtual mass of the image of the string, r the virtual resistance,

damping the motion of the string, and c the sensitiveness of the

galvanometer for constant currents, t means the time and q the

distance of the image of the string from its second position of equi-

librium or in other words : the distance of any point p of the curve

from the line CD.
All units are expressed in the millimetre-micrampere or [?>????

—

(.lA]

system.

Calling Q the radius of curvature in any point of the curve, we
have

:

3

'dq^^'y^

9=±- ~-^-^
^

(10)
d^q

dt"

dq
and further putting the tangent of the angle of inclination — = u,

we may write:

q = crv -\- cm (llj

9

Here q is positive when v increases, negative when v decreases

with increase of t.

For the case that we may put 9 = co formula (1 1) simplifies into

:

q = crv (12)

This case must present itself somewhere in a point 6^ of the curve.

From B to s the curve is concave upward, from s to D concave

downward, s itself being the point of inflection. For the point s

Q — cp, SO that for this point formula (12) applies. We write it in

the form

r = ^ (13)
cv

In order to determine the value of the resistance r by means of

this formula, the sensitiveness c of the galvanometer must be known,

1) Vide KoHLRAuscH 1. c. p. 450 and Fleming 1. c. p. 368.
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while two qnanlitics must be measured with respect to the points s

of the curve, viz. its distance q from the second position of equili-

brium and the tangent v of the angle of inclination.

These measurements are made with the same microscope stand I'^,

already mentioned in the preceding chapter, on the table of which

the photographic plate can be moved by screw motions in two

mutually perpendicular directions.

For object-glass «i is again used or another more strongly refract-

ive lens, while for an eye-piece an arrangement is used which must

be explained now.

At the outside of a Huygens eye-piece n". 2 a pointer is fastened.

When the eye-piece is turned round the optical axis, this pointer

moves over a circular dial, screwed on to the microscope tube and

divided into degrees. In this way we can read off how much the

eye-piece is turned in the microscope tube. Moreover in the focal

plane of tlie ocular lens of the eye-piece a fine crosswire is found,

which is so set that the crossing point lies at the centre of the field

of view. Hence, wiien the eye-piece is turned in the microscope

tube, while the crosswire turns, the crossing point will remain

immovable. The whole arrangement, of which the principal parts

have been taken from the analyser of a Zeiss polarisation microscope,

works very accurately and enables us to, make a number of measure-

ments in a short time. This is done in the following way

:

A photographic negative or better still a diapositive is placed

under the microscope, so that one of the directions of motion of the

cross table coincides with the direction of the abscissae of the photo-

gram. Next the whole microscope tube is again immovably screwed

fast at such a height that the real image of the figure to be measured

lies in the same plane with the wires of the eye-piece. In this way

one can by means of the screws of the cross table easily and quickly

cause the image of any point of the photogram to coincide with the

crossing point of the eye-piece.

One begins with placing an absciss in the crossing point, and then

turns the eye-piece so that one of the two crossed wires, e. g. wire

A coincides with this absciss. Then an arbitrary point P of the

curve is placed at the crossing point. The eye-piece is now turned

again in such a way that the wire A forms a tangent line to the

curve at P. The angle through which the eye-piece must be turned

in order to get from the first into the second position, is the angle

of inclination of the curve at P. It is read on the graduated circle

in whole degrees, tenths being estimated. So a tangent can be drawn

at any point of the curve after it has been brought to the crossing
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point of the ociilai' wires, and the angle of inclination of the curve

at this point can be measured. The method which also deserves

recommendation for the measurement of other, especially capillary-

electrometric curves, leaves little to be desired as to ease and

quickness. Its accuracy can be judged from the following results.

In the reticular scales, which together with the movements of the

quartz thread are photographed on the plates, the ordinates are not

perfectly perpendicular to the abscissae, which must be ascribed to

the circumstance that the image of the slit, formed by the cylindrical

lens on the photographic plate, is not perfectly perpendicular to the

direction of motion of the sliding frame. I did not carry out my
original intention of correcting this error by a calculation, since

the deviation only amounts to 0°.3.

Besides we can, when measuring angles of inclination less than

45°, take an absciss as base, when above 45° an ordinate, by which

proceeding the deviation becomes of still less importance.

But from measurements of this deviation by means of the turning

eye-piece, it appears that the measurements of angles can be made

with errors not exceeding 0°.l. This will be seen from the following

table.

TABLE I.

Number
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direction of an absciss or an ordinate. The stronger the curvature of

a curve and the more rapid the changes of curvature take place,

the more uncertain the determination of the direction of the tangent

at any point becomes.

The point s at which the curve under examination has no curva-

ture, is easily found under the microscope.

A number of points in which the curve is cut by the abscissae

or ordinates, are successively brought to the crossing point of the

wires in the eye-piece and in all these points the angles of inclination

are measured in the above described manner. It is noticed that with

increase of the abscissae the angles of inclination first increase and

then decrease. At the point of transition must be situated the required

point at which the curvature of the curve is or q = oo.

In this Avay the angle of inclination in the point sought, is directly

known, while the distance of this point from the second position of

equilibrium of the quartz thread can at once be read off on the

reticular scale. Millimetres are directly indicated, tenths must be

estimated.

A curve wi-itten by the quartz thread has in many cases a fairly

considerable breadth. We can then consider it as a double curve, and

carry out the measurement of the angles of inclination as well at

the upper as at the lower side of the image of the quartz thread,

in this way applying a control by which the accuracy of the final

result is enhanced.

Before mentioning the amounts found by direct measurement, we

must dwell a moment on the velocity of motion of the sliding frame.

Most photograms were taken with a speed F of 500 mm. per second.

In order to render values of v that are expressed in the millimetre-

micrampere system, but were measured with different values of V,

mutually comparable, they are all calculated for V^ 500. For this

purpose we use the formula:

in which ?« means the virtual resistance of the quartz thread with

a speed of the frame of Fa mm. per second, ?'^ being the corre-

sponding value with a speed F^s.

We must further take into account the circumstance that the reticle

on the photogram does not always consist of accurate squares. As

was already mentioned in the preceding chapter, the rotational velocity
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of the spoked disk, by which the ordinates are recorded, is very

constant. The error in the absolute amount may be estimated at no

more than 0,1 7o- ^^^^ tlie velocity of motion of the frame cannot

be so accurately regulated. The speed of a frame, once moving, may
be considered perfectly constant, but between photograms, taken at

various times, the speed may differ fairly much. Hence the distances

between the ordinates in one plate are somewhat greater than in

another.

The distance between the abscissae is absolutely the same in all

plates. We could not expect otherwise, since the abscissae are recorded

b}' the shadow of a glass scale; mounted in a fixed position at a

few millimetres, distance from the movable frame. The glass scale,

containing very fine division lines, was expressly made for our pur-

pose by the firm Zeiss.

The mutal distances of the abscissae and also of the ordinates are

measured under the microscope by means of the millimetre divisions

with nonius, which are found on the above described cross table.

For 30 scale divisions along an ordinate we invariably find 30,1 mm.
so that 1 scale division along an ordinate may always be put
=

-J ,0033 mm.
The scale divisions along an absciss in the middle half or middle

third part of the same plate are also equal, as may be seen e, g.

from the following measurements of photogram A 34, see table II.

It must be remembered that the nonius did not enable us to read

with a greater accuracy than 0,1 or 0,05 mm. so that for these

comparatively rough measurements the mutual distances of the

TABLE II.

Number

of the

ordinate.
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ordinates must be considered as perfectly equal. More accurate

measurements have already been mentioned in the preceding chapter

and need not be discussed again.

From the table follows that in the examined photogram 1 scale

division along an absciss = 0.9675 mm. Since the length of a scale

division along an ordinate has already been given in millimetres we
can directly express a scale division along an absciss in scale divisions

along an ordinate. Calling this value d, we find in photogram A 34

d= 0,964. In other photograms we found values for d, varying

between 1,033 and 0,901.

If d deviates somewhat considerably from unity, the value of the

tangent of the angle of inclination will have to be corrected. If the

tangent of the measured angle of inclination is v, we shall have to

take the product vd instead of v in the computation of r.

Formula (13) is then replaced by

cvd
(15)

We now give some results of measurements, for convenience' sake

assembled in the following table III.

TABLE III.

Number
of the
quartz
thread.
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for string 10 without silver 2,4 ji, silvered 3,0 f*

,, ,, lo ,, ,, l.bft, ,, 2.5 fx

,, ,, 141: ,, ,, l.i II, ,, l.iJ [Jy

We leave unsettled what function the air-damping is of the diameter

of the string, but wish to point out here particularly the influence

which the damping maj experience from the layer of silver on the

quartz threads being more or less smooth. Especially string 14 has

an almost perfectly smooth coat of silver, while the skin of string

10 shows distinctly visible inequalities.

We will now investigate whether the amount of Va for a delinite

string may be regarded as constant, however much the tension of

the quartz thread and thereby the velocity^ of its deflections may
be modified.

For this it is necessary to measure ?'« once more with a strongly

stretched string and oscillating deflections, but the methods which

are at our disposal for this purpose do not nearly furnish such

accurate results as could be given above. We mention here two

methods of measuring.

In the first place the same method as above may be used, but

this time it is applied under unfavourable conditions. As the string-

makes rapid movements, the tangent of the angle of inclination

becomes large, so that its amount cannot be determined with the

desired accuracy. Besides the uncertainty in the value of q also

increases very much.

Of the curves, by means of which in the preceding chapter the

mass of the string was calculated, plate A 61 of string 13 shows

the greatest value of 2\ viz. T=l,32 mm. I therefore have chosen

this curve for an attempt to determine the value of / by formula (15)

._ 9

cvd

A resistance of more than 1 Megohm was inserted in the galvano-

meter circuit so that the electromagnetic damping might l}e neglected

and consequently r might be put = Va- The following- values

were found

:

g=9 niM.

c = 5,69 mM. per micrampere.

V = 88,1

f/= 0.979.

As the quartz thi-ead with rapid motion writes a fine line on the

sensitive plate, the angles of inclination can be measured with great

16
Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdam. Vol. VIII.
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accuracy. An error of 0,1" is possible, however, in the measured

value of the angle. And if the real angle is 0,1° gi-eater than the

value found, the tangent must be taken 104,2 instead of 88,1. So

an error of 0,1° in the measurement would cause here an error of

over 18 7,, hi the linal resull. Putting the uncertainty in the value

of ([ at 1,5 mm., also the probable error, caused by this alone, is

found to be 17 7„.

The measuring arrangement which we used, does not enable us

to make the result more correct.

In the second method of determining the value of the resistance

to the motion of the string with a strongly stretched, oscillating

string, we make use of the following formula: ^)

rT
l,ink = — (16)

4:1/1

in which the letters have the same meaning as before, viz.

k = the damping ratio,

/• = the resistance sought,

7'= the period of the oscillatory deflections,

m = the mass of the string.

We write formula (16) in the foj-ni

:

4m Ian k
»- =-^ (17)

and substitute for m the value which we found, according to formula

(7) of the preceding chapter, to be

2':.

We then find

c {39.5+4 (VAf

4T Ign k

(7)

(18)
o|39,5+4(/^/?Af|

In order to obtain comparable results, we always calculate r for

a speed of the sliding frame F=: 500 mm. per second, using again

fornuda (14) /;, = /v.
~ •

From the two last mentioned formulae the value of ; is now

calculated for four out of the fixe curves which in the preceding

chapter served for the deterniinatio]i of in. Duiiug the recording of

these curves a great resistance of more than 1 Megoiim was each

time inserted in the gahaiiometcr circuit, so that the resistance to

1) Vide e.g. Kohlrausch 1. c. p. 448.
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the motion of the string was again caused by friction of the air

only. Hence we may identify r with Va- The results of the calculation

are found assembled in the following table IV.

TABLE IV.

Number
of the

quartz
thread.
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tensions of the quartz tliread were used, varying from 1 to 324.

That ^^itll smaller tensions of the string than were used above,

the proportionality l)et\veen the velocity of the string and the

frictional resistance of the air, is maintained, has been sufiiciently

proved on a former occasion ^). A standardising curve with a sensi-

tiveness of 1 mm. detlection for !()-'" Ampere, was recorded on

a photographic plate, which moved with a velocity of 10 mm. per

second. After the sensitiveness had been reduced ten times and the

speed of the plate had been ten times increased another standardising

curve was written. This latter shows the same shape as the former,

both curves can be so superposed that they coincide over nearly their

whole length.

So we may say that the tensions may vary from 1 to nearly 3000,

the value of I'a being oidy slightly altered.

Let us now consider the amount of the electromagnetic damping,

expressed by ru. The value of ru is nothing else than the pondero-

motive force which the string experiences by its motion in the mag-

netic field when the velocity of the image of the string is unity.

If this ponderomotive force is rendered in the [_nuii—m.4] system,

it is expressed by a certain number of micramperes with the given

length of the thread and the given intensity of the field.

The calculation can be made in tiie following way.

The electromotive force E, generated in a wire, which is perpen-

dicular to the lines of force of a homogeneous magnetic field, and

is displaced with a velocity of t\ centimetres per second in a direction

which at the same time is perpendicular to its length and to the

lines of force, is

in which / means the length of the wire in centimetres and H the

intensity of the field in C. G. S. units.

When the middle part of the string moves with a velocity v^,

the average velocity of all the parts of the string may be put

2
V, = 0,B37 i\, so that for the electromotive force e, generated by

jt

a deflection of the c[uartz thread, we may write

6 = 0,637*', ///X 10-8 Fo/« (19)

Moreover we have

1) See these "Proceedings" 6, p. 107, 1903.
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in wliicli, as abov^e, i\ means llie velocity of the middle of the

string expressed in centimetres per second, r the vek)city of the

image of the string, expressed in millimetres distance per millimetre

of time, V the velocit_y of the frame in millimetres per second and

h the magniiication nsed.

Önbstitnting in formnla (19) the vahie r as given in formnla (20),

we have

0,637 V VIH X 10-^
,, ,

e =z Voltfi.

b

Calling the resistance in the galvanometer circnit m Ohms, the

intensity of the cnrrent /, caused in the circnit by the motion of

the (piartz thread and expressed in micramperes, is
_,

^ .X106 0,637. n//x 10-3
.

w wh

The ponderomotive force, experienced by the string, is expressed

by I[mm—iiA].

Hence if we pnt in formnla (21) v = l, f becomes = >v, so that

we have

0,637 VIHX 10-3
n = - -^ [m.m-^A] .... (22)

From the above formnla (22) it appeal's that, in order to cak^date

i'lj, we must know V, /, ir, l> and H. Of tiiese (piantities the four

lirst mentioned can l)e measured with sulticieni accuracy, wliile on

the other hand the value H of the intensity of the tield presents

some difticnlty. Oj)posite the mi(klle of the string there is an opening

in the pole shoes of the electromagnet, by whicii in that place the

intensity of the tield, although not zero, yet becomes much smaller

than in any other [)lace of the slit-shaj)ed space, in ^vhicil the quartz

thread moves.

Measurements of the intensity of the held in ditferent parts of

this slit-shaped space showed that in those places whei-e the intensity

is greatest it may be put at about 22500 (0. G. S.), tiie current

of the field magnet being regulated at 2.7 Amp. With this current

of the field magnet nearly all our observations were made. The

average intensity of the field, calculated over the whole length of

the slit, appeared to be about lO"/,, less, i.e. about 20250 (C. (1. S.).

But this value for //is inadmissible since the places of least intensity

are found at the middle of the slit where the lines of force exert

the greatest infiuence on the motion of the string. For H we shall

have to reckon considerably less than the average value of 20250
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(C. G. S.), and since sufficiently extensive measurements of the

strength of the field in all parts of the slit are ^vanting, H would

have to be estimated approximately. Rather than doing this we shall

follow an entirely difTerent \vay.

It is possilile, namel}", to get to know r^ \\\ a ditFercnt manner.

For this the resistance to the motion of the string must be measnred

twice, first when a very great conductive resistance is inserted in

the gahanometer circuit and then after the condnctive resistance in

this circuit has been made as small as possible. In the first case the

resistance to the motion of the string consists of air-damping only, in

the second case of air-damping and electromagnetic damping combined.

The difference betweeji the two values gives us the value of the

electromagnetic damping. Remembering formula (I) we write:

n ^=r — Va (23)

When the value of ri has become known by means of r and Vn

H can be calculated. P'or this purpose we write formula (22) in

the form

:

r^&u-XlOOO
II=-— (24)

0.637 VI

We have /> — 660, T— 500 and /=12.7, so that we may

write for H

:

ƒ/= 1G3.2 X ''i«' (25)

H was computed for string 13. Plate A 34 shows a curve,

recorded, when suddenly a constant potential difference was established

between the ends of the quartz-thread, the galvanometer circuit being-

closed by a small external resistance, the amount of which may be

neglected. Analysis of the curve shows that q = 24.8, c = 89.4,

?; z= 0.98 and <-/ = 0.964, from which we derive by means of the

formula rrrr-^ri 5) that r == 0.0294.
cvd

Formerl}^ we found r„ to be 0.0174, from which follows that

n =:z 0.0120.

The conductive resistance of the quartz-thread is id= 9000 Ohms,

and from this we compute by means of formula (25) that i/^ 17600

[C. G. S.].

Two tables follow now. In table YI are found for three quartz-

threads the data, cnal)ling us to calculate the value of r by formula

(15). The speed of the sliding frame is always 500 niM. per second,

the galvanometer circuit being closed by a small external resistance,

the amount of which may be neglected.
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TABLE VI.
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According to tliis formula one would l)c induced lo determine the

value of c from m and r, but it will appear in cliai)ter 6 that for

small tensions of the quartz-thread the virtual mass of the image

of the string is not a constant value.

Hence it is not or iiardly possible to ileri\'e from measurements

that were performed with other tensions of the string, the value of

711 for the case that the limit of aperiodicity has been reached. And

if 111 is unknown c cannot be calculated, of course.

So if one wants to know the sensitiveness for which the limit

of aperiodicity is reached, one is obliged to determine this directly

by experiment. The results of a number of such determinations

which, as will be understood, were only made in a rough way, are

found united in the following table VIII.

From the data of the preceding table and from the \'alues of r

it would be possible to calculate the valnes of m.

re

Similarly those of the time-constant') T by the formula T = —.

These calculations, however, nuist be omitted, since c has a far

too small degree of accuracy here, to attach any importance to the

results.

TABLE YIII.

Number

of the

string.

Sensitiveness c for the limiting

value of aperiodicity.

with air-damp-

ing onlv.

with air-damping
and electro-

magnetic damp-
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plane only to take into aecounl tlie velocity of the motion of the

menisens. When analysing' a eiir\e, iiowever, recorded by the string

galvanometer, tlie analogous data are not snfticient in general. It

will often be necessary to take into acconnt not only the velocity

bnt also the acceleration presejited by the image of the string.

This mnst be ascribed to the fact that in the capillary electi'ometer

the resistance to the motion of the menisens is very great ^) compared

with the mass of the mercni-y thread, so that this mass may be

neglected, when it is desired to calcnlate the existing potential ditfer-

ence from the velocity of motion, whereas with the string galvano-

meter the resistance to the motion of the quartz-thread is very small,

and hence the mass of the thread in many cases has a distinct

ijitluence on the \elocity of its detlections.

These considerations may be succinctly rendered by formula (11),

already developed in the preceding chapter:

(1 + ^r ....
q =z crv -\- cm — (ii)

9

If r is very great compared with ;?? the second term behind the

= sign may be dropped and the formula becomes

q = crr (12)

This formula (12) can be applied as well for the analysis of

capillary electrometric curves as for curves of the string galvanometer

for which ?' is small and q large.

On the other hand, for moderate A-alues of v and ^ the mass m
may no longer be neglected, so that then analysis of the curve will

only be possible if besides tlie velocity also the acceleration can be

measured. This acceleration, expressed as virtual acceleration of the

image of the string in millimetres distance per millimetre of time, is

nothing else but .

Q

Assuming as known the general conditions under which a curve

is written bv the string galvanometer, and also the distance from anv

point of the cui-ve to the zero line, one will have to measure the

tangent v of the angle of inclination and also 9 the radius of curvature,

in order to calculate the potential ditlerence which existed between

the ends of the quarlz-thread at the moment, that the arbitrary i)oiut

mentioned Avas recorded. Under unchanged general conditions each

1) On the influence of friclional resistance on the movement of the meniscus in

Lippmann's capillary electrometer, see these "Proceedings" II, p. 108, 1899.
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point may be said to be fully eliaracterised by its distance from the

zero line and the values of v and q.

The distance from the zero line may very easily be determined

by the presence of the sqnare millimetre net, while iji a preceding

chapter it was pointed out how r is measured. So we have only

to describe the best way of ascertaining the value of the radius of

curvature q.

Three ditferent methods were tried for measuring q of which one

onlv proved practicable. The other two will only be briefly mentioned.

First a reduced diapositive was made photographically of a large

drawing on which a number of circles with ditferent, accurately

known radii were represented. ( )n the diapositive the radii vary

systematically from 0,5 mm. to x. It must be so laid on the curve

to be measured that one of the circles coincides with the curve in

any point of this latter. By direct comparison the value of q in that

point will then be known.

In the second method three points of the curve are measured,

situated at small but mutually equal distances. Calling /• the distance

of the two extreme points and p the distance of the middle point

from the straight line that joins the two extreme points, the radius

ot curvature at the spot where the measurement is made, is

o
Sp

Here k represents the chord and p the height of the circular arc

under measurement.

y
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The third method, the only one that conhl be applied with good

results, as was remarked ahove, consists in measuring tlie angles of

inclination in two points of the curve, situated near each other.

Let /?! and p.^ he two near points of a curve, the radius of curv-

ature of which keeps the same value q in all points between p^ and

j^j, the angle of inclination at p^ being represented l\y « and that

in p^ by ^.

MX is an absciss in the coordinate system which was recorded

as a net of square millimetres together with the curve, but has been

omitted in the tignre, while MY, p^q^ and p.,q.^ are ordinates.

It is seen from the tigure that

sin a =r ana sin p = .

9 Q

Putting Mq.^ — Afq^ = xh we have

.
- (27)

sin ^ — sin it

The value of ^ can be read otF in a simple manner on the net

of square millimetres, while the angles « and /5 must be measured

by means of the eye-piece with cross-wires. This arrangement and

the accuracy that can be obtained by it, have already been dealt

with in the preceding chapter ; we now put the question in what

cases Ihe determination of ^ may or may not be practically useful.

Let us once more consider formula (11)

q zziz crv -\- cm , , . (11)

this time as the expression of a curve, representing the damped

oscillations of a strongly stretched quartz-thread. For each reversing

point the value of t? must be put =0. Hence for a reversing point

the formula becomes

cm

Q

m = ~Q, (28)
c

in which the sensitiveness c is an accurately known quantity. So it

would only be necessary to determine q and q in order to be able

to calculate at once a value for m from every reversing point.

But here the pra-ctical difficulty lies in the quick variations which

Q shows already for moderate values of q. The time & has now to

be taken so small that it can no longer be measured with sufficient
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accuracy, at any rate with our measuring arrangement, when tlie

microscope lias been mounted with the cross-wire eye-piece. And

hence q itself becomes inaccurately known.

So we conclude that measuring q has no practical value when

we want to know the value of m for a strongly stretched oscillating

string. Moreover this value has already been determined for this

case in a satisfactory manner by the metiiod described in chapter 3.

But the measurement of q does obtain practical \'alue when we
want to know tiie virtual mass of the image of a string, wliich has

written a curxe with a feel)le or moderate tension of the quartz-

thread ^). When analysing ditferent curves it is not sufiicient to use

the calculated real mass of the quartz-thread, since, as has already

been mentioned and will still moi-e clearly ap|)ear in the following

chaptei", the virtual mass of the image of the string is very con-

siderably modified by clianges in the tension of the quartz-thread.

We finally remark that when the velocity v is great, also the

angles a and /? become large, by which the difference of the sines

diminishes for the same difference of the angles. This causes a

diminution of the accuracy with which q can be known.

Also when q becomes very great the determination loses in accuracy,

since then for an equal value of /' the difference between sin a and

sin '^
greatly diminishes. But this (h'awback is of no practical conse-

quence, as in the analysis of a curve the value of o, as soon as it

gets beyond a certain limit, may lie put x without a large error.

6. Analysis of some curves.

We give in this chapter the results of the analysis of some cur\'es,

written, when a known, constant potential difference was suddenly

established between the ends of the quartz-thread;

The first of the cur\es to be dealt with was recorded with a

rather feeble tension of the quartz-thread, i.e. with a rather sensitive

position of the galvanometer. 1 mm. ordinate = 1,87 X^^^^^ ^"ip-

or the sensitiveness c = 535. The speed of the sensitive plate is

T"=500 mm. per sec, so the value of 1 mm. absciss = 2 d.

We call / = () the moment when the electric current is started.

Now the angles of inclination of the curve are measured at t= lo,

2 o, 3 Ö, etc. In the following table IX, in the first column the

values of t are expressed in thousandths of a second and in the

1) How a separate calculation of p can be avoided here, will appear in the

following chapter.
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TABLE IX. (String 10, Plate A 22).

i
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second column the values of the tangent v of the angles of incli-

nation existing at these moments.

In the tliird column the values of the product rev are given,

calculated in the following manner.

If of the first part of the curve the concave side is directed

upward, the concave part of the second half is directed downward.

At the point of inflection ^ =: x.

Here b}" formula (13)

r=^ (13)
cv

or

re =—

,

V

SO that from the values here given for q and z', the value of re

can be calculated. For any other point of the curve the constant

value re is then multiplied by the value of v for that point.

In the fourth column the values of q, i.e. the distances of the

image of the string from the second position of equilibrium, are

given as tiie results of direct measurements.

In the fifth column the Aalues of q are given as calculated from

the formula

tifl'i — tga

q rrz crv -j~ ^"'^ " ''—
i

(28a)

while in the sixth column the ditterences between the measured and

calculated values of q are given.

The above formula (28a) requires some explanation.
.3

(1 + i-y-

by

It is obtained bv replacing in formula (11) the value

3

(1 + v'f cP q
As was remarked above or —— is nothing else but the

Q dt^
*

expression for the acceleration. Since we used as the only method

for measuring o the measurement of two angles « and j?, see fig. 2,

we can also, these angles being known, find an approximate expres-

sion for the acceleration by means of their tangents.

The velocity at the point ji^, fig. 2, is given by tga, at the point

ÏU ^\y ty?-
'^^^^ difiereuce in velocity is ////?

—

tga. Assuming the

acceleration to be constant during the time vf, it is expressed by
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By using formula {2Sn) instead of (11) we considerably simplify

the calculations. In the tirst j)lace it becomes unnecessary to look up

the sines of « and /?, while the tangents of these angles are already

known, since they were wanted for the determination of crv. And
3

then it is not necessary to calculate the values of (1 -\- v"^)^.

The data, serving for the detei-mination of the acceleration, have

been collected in table. X. One also finds in the sixth column the

TABLE X (string 10, Plate A 22).

t

in thou-

sandths
of a

second.

in

milli-

metres.

i(/y. ifffi

(H^-lgv.

Difference

between
r c I) and tlie

measured
values of q

in

millimetres.

ixj^—lgrj

ID

millimetres.

Algebraic
sum of the

values
of the two
preceding-

columns in

millimetres.

1
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difference bet^Yeell rev and tlie measured value of c[, in the seventh

column the value of c m —'— and in the last column the algebraic

sum of the values of the sixth and seventh colunms.

If our measurements had an absolute precision the values of the

last column would all be = 0.

In the calculation of the tables IX and X, the correction has been

neglected which must be applied if a scale division along an absciss

is not equal to a scale division along an ordinate. Thus we assumed

that the net of square millimetres consists of real squares or in other

words that d^=\.. This has no influence on the calculated value of

rev, since the correction of r compensates that of r; but it has an

tg^i — tgu
influence on the values of

^
But the differences are not of

such an order of magnitude that the correction would be necessary

;

the general form of the curve remains mialtered.

The results of the measurements and calculations which are given

in figures in the preceding table IX, can be illustrated by means of

a diagram. In fig. 3 which corresponds to table IX, the net of square

millimetres is represented at about twice its natural_size. A scale

division along an absciss =2ö; a scale division along an ordinate

= 1,87 X iO-9 Ampère.
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The regiilarl)' beul line of mediiiiii (hickiiess repi'cjsciil.s the I'ccorded

curve. At the moment t = Ihc constant current is nuide. In the

case of an ideal, absolutely accurate analysis we should find two

straight lines, one of. which would rise vertically from ^ to i?, while

the other from J3 to C would be horizontal. The results of (he actual

analysis according- to column 5 of table IX are I'cprcsented by the

thick line, while the thin line represents the values of rc^' accord ing

to column 3 of this table.

For the virtual mass m two dilferent values have been used ; for

the first 4 thousandths of a second in has been put 0.0567 which

is 6 times the amount found in chapter 3. At t= Q o and t = S m,

?/i has no influence, since at these times q may be put = go. Begin-

ning with t = 10 o, m has again been reckoned but (his time with

a value 0,0187 which is twice the value of chapter 3.

If a single value is given to m the results become much less

satisfactory and the question arises whether the whole analysis nnist

not be considered worthless now that it appears to be impossible to

assume a constant value for m.

In rejily to this we remark in the first place that, as will pre-

sendy appear, the variation in the value of m is only of account

with a great sensitiveness of the galvanometer, i. e. wi(h a feeble

tension of the quartz thread. Besides, even with the most sensitive

position of the galvanometer still an important part of the analysis

can be usefully applied. For practically a curve, such as is obtained

e. g. in many electrophysiological investigations, will consist of parts

of various curvatures and will always show a number of points for

which Q may be put := go or the acceleration may be put = 0,

In all these points ))i need not be taken ijito account. Since r can

be measured with great accuracy the analysis is in all respects

satisfactory here.

Moreover the analysis can be applied wherever the curvature

and at the same time the angle of inclination are not too great —
in our case already in all points that are recoixlcd later than 0.004

second after the starting of the current — as will appear from table

IX and figure 3. For each definite tension of the quartz thread a

definite value for m be taken.

The reason why in general m is represented by another value

for different tensions of the quartz thread will be discussed in chapter

8. But here we must ask why in can also vary Avhen the sensitiveness

of the galvanometer and (ogedier with it the tension of the quar(z

thread remain unchanged. For an explanation of this unforeseen

and somewhat disappointing phenomenon we ha\'e iji the first

17
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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place sought for errors in the measurements, which migiit be occa-

sioned by the not sharply defined edge of the quartz thread being

TABLE XI (string 14, Plate A 132).

in thou-

sandths of

a second.

7

8
10
12
14

16
18
20
S2
24

26
28
30
32
34

36
38
40
42
44

46
48
50
52
56

60
70

1.66i
1.872
2.069
2 215
2.290
2 332

(2 332)

2.332
2.204
2.087
1.881
1.753

1.613
1.511
1.418
1.280
1.179

1.111
1.032
0.942
0.848
0.821

0.751
0.676
0.635
0.563
0.504

0.456
0.423
0.382
0.350
0.304

0.254
0.151

18.8
21.2
23.4
25.0
25.9
26.4

(26.4)

26.4
25.0
23.6
21.3
19.8

18.3
17.1
16.0
14.5
13.3

12.6
11.7
10.7
9.6
9.3

8.5
7.7
7.2
6.4
5.7

5.2
4.8
4.3
4.0
3.4

2.9
1.7

in milli-

metres.

Measured.

in milli-

metres.

Calculated

Difference

between the

measured
and calcu-

lated values
of q

in millim.

32.7
31.9
31.0
30.0
29.2
28.0
26.9

(26.4)

25.9
25.0
23.0
21.1
19.5

17.9
16.5
15.1
13.9
12.8

11.7
10.7
9.9
9.0
8.2

7.5
6.9
6.3
5.8
5.2

4.8
4.4
4.0
3.7
3.1

2.6
1.7

27.0
29.9
30.8
29.7
28.4
26.4

(26.4)

26.4
24.5
23.0
20.6
19.2

17.9
16.7
15.5
14.0
13.0

12.3
11.4

4.9
1.1
0.8
0.5
0.4

5

(0)

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.3

0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2

0.0
7

0.8
0.6
1.1

1.0
0.8
0.9
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3

3
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TABLE XII (string 14, plate A 132.)

1
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to a f>reat extent eliminated if the measurements at the lower side

of the string are coiitroUed by measurements at the upper side.

The most likely explanation has to be sought, in my opinion, in

the lack of homogeneity of the magnetic field. The middle part of

the ((uartz thread is placed between the objectives of the microscopes,

where the magnetic field is only very feeble compared with the

field in which the other parts of the thread are placed. The pondero-

motive force which causes the quartz thread to deflect, when it is

passed by a current, is consequently smaller in the middle of the

string than at the two ends. These latter, so to say, draw aside the

middle part and so it can be understood that with feeble tension of

the quartz thread the displacement of the middle part higs.

The stronger the tension of the quartz thread the more regularly

it Avill move over its Avliole length. So we may expect that for a

less sensitive position of the galvanometer the values which we must
take for m will be more equal among each other.

In tables XI and XII and figure 4 belonging to them, we will

first give the analysis of a curve written by string n". 14. The tables

1
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Ui' diagram ]'e(iiiiie no nearer explanalion since lliev arc in every

respect analogons lo tliose of siring n". JO lliat were discnssed above.

We have liere again 1"=: 500 lience 1 mm. absciss = 2(7. Fui-lher

c == 582, 80 1 mm. ordinate = 1.72 X iO"-' Amj). Tiie value ol" ni

has been put diii-ing tlie liist 5 thousandths of a second at 0.037

which is rather more tlian JO times the vabie found in ciiapter 3.

At t= Go and t=7o-, )n has no iniluence. Beginning witli t = Sn,

lu lias been taJven into account again, tliis time willi a vahic of

0.00688 or ratlier more than 1.9 times the value of ciiapter 3.

Some other curves, also recorded witli a sensitive position of the

galvanometer show after analysis diagrams that agree completely

with the two above described diagrams 3 and 4. So they require

no nearer elucidation here.

We will not omit, however, to give the results of the analysis of

a curve recorded with a less sensitive position of tiie galvanometer.

The numbers are collected in tables XIII and XIV, which lilve the

corresponding diagram 5 liave been arranged in the same manner

as the preceding tables and diagram. They represent a curve written

by string 14, with 1 megohm in the galvanometer circuit. Here we

have c = 115,2, hence ordinate 1 mm. := 8.07 X ^^~'* Amp., while

absciss 1 mm. is again = 2 d.

The \alue of m can be kept constant here at a value which is

1.45 times greater than the value which would liold for strong

tension of the string.

We see that most of the examined points are calculated w^ith an

error, smaller than 1 mm. and that the correction is already pretty

accurate after 1(7. After la the error amounts to 1.4 on a total

deflection of 30.6 mm., i. e. 4.6 "/„. This proves that by means of

analysis of the curve with a sensitiveness of the galvanometer

c = 1152, for wdiicii 1 mm. deflection corresponds to a current of

8.67 X'J-^""^ Amp., the real intensities of the current can be known

beginning at 1 <J after starting the current, and then progressing

0.5 o each time.

In all probability these times can still be materially shortened

when the speed of the photographic plate is increased. With the

curves mentioned in this paper a speed of the sliding frame of

500 mm. per second has chiefly been used, but it is evident that

with improved mechanical appliances it Avill be possible to attain

greater speeds. We have lately succeeded in obtaining very regular

speeds of 1 M. per second.

At the end of this chapter we remind the reader that an analysis

of the curves is only necessary when it is desired to measure xevy
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TABLE XIII (string 14 plate A 125).

i
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TABLE XIV (string 14, plate A 125).

1
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yet llic niolion of llio (|nar(/. llii'oad as a wliole lias a more com-

plicated cluxracler.

Calling' 7??i
the i-eal mass of the string in grammes, 2\ the period

in seconds and c^ the sensitiveness in centimetres deflection of the

middle of the string per dyne, we have

m,=.nx{j)X-X-^ .... (20)

The factor— is introduced by the circumstance we mentioned
8

already above. The method by which the amount of this factor is

calculated will be given later, after the tension of the string will

have been dealt with. We now proceed to a nearer discussion of

the values of -7 and —

.

T represents the time in millimetres while the velocity of motion

of the sliding frame is T^ mm per second. The time in seconds is

coiisequently

T
7\
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rr^ Hlhm,=—mX . . . i . . . (32)

The accuracy with which m^ can be calculated in grammes depends

of course in the first place upon the accuracy with which m is known
in [min—{.lA) units and further upon the accuracy of the values of

H, I, h and V. TJie latter quantity occurs in formula (32) squared

and so would \\u\q a preponderant importance. But the time-record-

ing arrangement which we used, works, as we saw formerly, with

so great an accuracy that we may neglect errors in the value of V.

Also / and h can be measured with sufticient accuracy, while for

H the value has been taken which we found in chapter IV, namely

17600 [C. G. S.].

The error in the absolute value of m.^ I estimate at a few percent.

In formula (32) we have.

/ƒ= 17600,

1= 12,7,

& = 660,

Fr=500,

from which follows that ???! = 7,28 X -10-4 ?« (33)

In chapter III we found that

:

for string W. 10 m = 9,4 X 1Ö-3 [mm — iiA]

„ „ 13 m = 6,9x10-3 „

„ „ 14 m = 3,6 X 10-3 ^^

By formula (33) we calculate from this the mass of the strings in

absolute measure :

for string N". 10 m, = 6,85 X lO-e gram.

„ „ 13 VI, = 5,02 X 10-6
,^

„ „ 14 m, = 2,62 X 10-^ „

We passingly remark that for recording sounds we use a very

light short string: a 2,5 cM. long, 1 ft thick quartz thread, of which

the weight may be estimated at about 1,5x10-" grammes.

From the length /, the diameter d of the naked quartz thread and

the specific gravity of quartz s, the weight of the quartz may be

calculated as

•^ 4

This weight is only inaccurately known on account of the uncer-

tainty in (I. But combined with the value of m, it may serve us

to obtain a rough idea of the relative weights of quartz and silver

in the string. Calculated in this manner we find this ratio
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string 10 : 1 quart/ to 3.5 silver

,, lo ,, 1 5, „ 0.4 ,,

14 1 2 4

We now proceed to express the resistance to the motion of the

string in absolute measure. According to the definition formerly given

r is the virtual resistance to the motion of the string in micram-

peres, when the image of the string moves with a velocity of 1 mm
distance per 1 mm time.

We call r' the resistance to the motion of the string in dynes when
the middle of the string moves with a velocity of 1 cM. per second.

The above mentioned unit r refers to a strength of field H, a

length of the quartz thread /, a magnification b and a speed of the

writing plane V.

HI
Since the force of 1 ^lA is equal to —- dynes, we may write :

HI 10 h

^ 107 ^ F
or

r' = rX-^ (34)-^ 10f>F ^

Substituting in this the above values for H, I, h and V, we get

/ = 0,295 7- (35)

It is unnecessary to give here the absolute measures of the elec-

tromagnetic damping. These were discussed in chapter IV where

they served us for accurately determining the value of H.

On the other hand the absolute measures of the air-damping r'a

may find a place here.

In chapter IV the air-damping was found

for string N". 10 Va = 0,0193 [mm - iiA]

„ „13 r„ = 0,0174 „

„ „ 14 Va = 0,0157 „

By formula (35) we calculate from this

for string N°. 10 r'a = 0,00569 dynes.

„ „ 13 r'„=: 0,00513 „

„ „ 14 r'a = 0,00463 „

It would be desirable to compare these values with those that

might be calculated by means of the kinetic theory of gases. But

then we ought to bear in mind that we have combined in Va other

causes of damping besides the air-damping.

These causes are threefold

:
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1 If the magnetic field is noii-lioinogeiieoiis, there may arise

vortex curreiils in the hiyer of silver during a deflection of the

(juartz thread.

2. If the siring is para- or diamagnetic, it may by its motion

induce currents in the iron of the pole shoes.

3. Also a non-magnetic string will induce a movement of electricit}'

in the pole shoes when it is passed by a current and mo\"es.

But all three causes are so small 'that they may probably be

neglected compared with the air-damping.

8. The fciision of the quart: thread.

S.

In order to calcidate the tension of the quartz thread under various

circumstances, we begin with assuming a special case, namely that

the tliread is strongly stretched and is placed over its entire length

in a homogeneous magnetic field. A constant current passed through

the galvanometer causes a' permanent deflection of the thread which

assumes the shape of a catenary.

Calling ?/i the deflection of the middle of the thread and i^ the

pondeiomotive force experienced by the tiiread, the tension is:

S='^ (36)

Here S and /\ are expressed in dynes, while the deflection k^ and

the length / are given in centimetres.

KONV

^ = ^n (37)

'i

ill which (\, denotes the sensitiveness of the galvanometer, as was

already menlioned with f(:)rmula (29), expressed in centimetres

deflection of the middle of the thread per dyne.

From formulae (36) and (37) follows that

•S=^ (38j

And from (31) and (38) we derive that the tension is

S =J^ (39,

Substituting again for II, I and b their values, viz. H = 17600,

/=:12.7 and ^ = 660, we find .5'= 234 X -7 tb'»es, which result,

calculated in grammes, gives for the value of the tension
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S= 0.239 X - gnimmes (40)
o

We see from these formulae that the tension is inversely pi-oport-

onal to the sensitiveness.

For a sensitiveness c = 1 the tension would be 239 milligranimes.

Assuming with Threlfall ^) that a thin quartz thread has a tensile

strength of 100 kilogrammes per m]\P section, wdien using a string

of 2.39 fi^ section or 1.75 ft diameter, the sensitiveness of the galvano-

meter may be diminished to c = \, i.e. to 1 mm. deflection for

1 micrampere without the thread breaking. The strongest tension we
applied with string n". 14 corresponds to a sensitiveness of 1 mm.
deflection for 3 X 'iO-' Amp., hence c =. 3.3, while the diameter of

the string amounts to 1.7 ft.

From these data it appears that the maximum tejision used by us

is still 3 times smaller than the tensile strength of the string. We
remark here that this limit has only been calculated for the quartz,

while the silver which might also contribute something to the strength

has been left out of account.

String n°. 10, Avhen uncoated, has a diameter of 2.4 /i. From this

w^e calculate that it will bear such a tension that the sensitiveness

of the galvanometer is reduced to a minimum of 6',„i„ = 0.529. The
maximum of the practically applicable sensitiveness is c'„„x = 10\

The ratio ^-^ =: 1.89 X i^^' indicates the possible variation in scnsi-

tivéness, which may undoubtedly be called enormous.

The value found for Cmax gives rise to some remarks about the

corresponding tension >S'inin. According to formula (40) we should

find for c = 10^ a tension of 2.39 X ^0"*^ grammes, an absurd value,

since the weight of string n". 10, here used as an example, amounts

to 6.85X10"*' grammes, i.e. nearly three times more, and since of

course the tension in a vertically stretched string cannot possibly

be less than its weight. But this absurd result is easily explained by

remembering that formula (40) only holds if the ({uartz thread is

strongly stretched and so behaves as a string, w-hich was premised

in the calculation of the tension.

From the results obtained we must conclude that with feeble

tension the quartz thread no longer moves like a sti'ing. There are

sufficient data to prove that the motion of the quartz thread does

not even completely agree with the vibration of a string when the

1) Philosoph. Magaz. Vol. 30 (.j), p. 99. 1890.
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sensitiveness has been diminished to c = 100 and hence the tension

is over 300 times the proper weight of the thread.

We must not lose sight of the fact that besides the stretching

arrangement tliere are various forces which act on the quartz thread.

If the thread is so thin that its elasti(*ity may be neglected while

only gravity has to be reckoned with, it will assume, when entirely

relaxed, the shape of a catenary. If it is paramagnetic it will be

bent towards one of the poles in the strong magnetic iield which is

never perfectly homogeneous. And if its elasticity may not be

neglected, it will assume shapes, determined by the position and the

direction of the extremities at the places of attachment, while also

a slight torsion about the longitudinal axis may make itself felt.

When the tension of the thread is gradually increased by screwing

the upper end of the thread upwards, it is easy to observe with the

microscope the moment at wliicli the thread is pulled straight.

Before the thread is straight its middle will be displaced nearly

in a horizontal plane when the stretching arrangement is screwed

up. After the thread has been pulled straight the middle is displaced

upwards on account of the elongation of the thread, this displacement

being half that of the extremity of the thread. The thread once having

been pulled straight, already a small increase in tension will force

it to move like a stretched string.

The results of the calculation about the tension of the quartz thread

are in agreement with the relation existing between this latter and

the distance of the two extremities of the thread. Of most of the

quartz threads it might be assumed that they were just on the verge

of being stretched when their sensitiveness corresponded to about

1 mm. deflection for '10^^ Amp., or c = 100. In this position very

small changes in the mutual distance of the extremities cause already

great differences in the sensitiveness. But when the mutual distance

of the extremities has once been so far shortened or lengthened that

the sensitiveness has thereb}^ become either considerably increased,

e. g. to 1 mm. deflection for 10— ^"^ Amp, or considerably reduced,

e. g. to 1 mm. deflection for 10~^ Amp., conditions are altered. Then

great displacements can be given to the upper end of the quartz

thread by means of the stretching arrangement, causing only relatively

small changes in sensitiveness.

Further the sensitiveness of the thread, once stretched, shows an

increase which is inversely proportional to the increase in length.

So e. g. with string n". 13 the sensitiveness will be diminished for

an extension of 100 (x from c = 100 to c = 10, and for another

100 ft from c = 10 to c := 5. The sensitiveness is inversely proportional
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to the tension so that we may say that the increments of the tension are

proportional to the increments of the length, which must be expected fora

stretched elastic thread. For increments in length of ratios : 1 : 2 the/Mil /1\
increments m tension are as I I :

—
:
— or as I

—^1:1:2.

We now proceed to derive the factor — in formula (29) and sup-
o

pose again that the string is strongly sti-etched and is placed over

its whole length in a homogeneous magnetic field.

According to the laws, obeyed by the vibrations of a string, we
have :

Abn,
S = '-,

in which Tj denotes the period in seconds if no damping were
present, while, as was mentioned before, S represents the tension

in dynes, / the length in centimetres and m^ the real mass of the

string in grammes.

I

Now by formula (38) we also have S=^ — so that we may write

or

32cj
(^1)

From formula (4) we know that r = 2jt V'mc or m = , from

which follows, having regard to formula (41), that

and since — =: -— we may also write
r I

m,=zmX{~\ X-X — •

This formula is identical with formula (29) which proves that the

factor sought by us is indeed —

.

8

We make a short digression here about the calculation of the

sought factor for the case that the motion of the quartz thread

deviates from the vibration of a string. We shall still assume, howe-

ver, that the thread is over its whole length in a homogeneous

magnetic field.
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In tlie first place it is easy to tell when the sought factor must

be equal to uuitj'. The stretched thread ought then always to move
perpendicularly to its length, and ought to execute in its entirety

exactly the same movements which in reality are only executed by

the middle of the string.

In the second place we shall make the calculation for the case

that the two halves of the thread after deflection, form the two sides

of an isosceles triangle, while we assume that the movements of

the middle of the thread are the same jxs those of the middle of a

real siring. The sought factor then gets the value 72 ^"tl is found

in the following manner.

The kinetic energy of the thread is calculated while it is in the

phase of its quickest motion. Let the velocity of the middle of the

thread then be t\ and let the mass ,1'?/?^ be distributed evenly over

the whole length of the thread. Under these circumstances and with

the assumption that the two halves of tiie thread always remain

straight lines, the kinetic energy is

^ =-^ (42)

Let the first mentioned imaginary thread for which we found the

factor 1 have a mass jn^ and let it execute the same movements as

the middle of the last mentioned thread. Then its energy in the

same phase of motion will be

VI, v,^

^1 = -^ (43)

Call the permanent deflection 11^ and the total ponderomotive

force Ii, then the Avork done by the ponderomotive force when a

deflection has been made, is

in the first case E^ =z k X ?'i

,

in the second case E= k X. \ u^,

so tliat E, = 2E (44)

From formulae (42), (43) and (44) now follows that

and consequently that x

3

3

9

9. The practicahllUii of the strhh/ (jalcanometer for special purposes.

For some pui-poscs it may be desirable in order lo judge of the
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practicability of a galvanometer to know its normal sensitiveness.

This is calculated by tlie formula ')

E, — '-

(45)

where E^ denotes the normal sensitiveness,

a the deflection in millimetres,

t the period of a whole oscillation ('~) in seconds, cal-

culated for undamped vibrations, ")

/ the current in amperes,

V the microscopic magnification, and

w the internal conductive resistance in ohms.

On account of an interesting paper by Walter P. White '') we
remark that the quantity normal i-iensitiveness is sharply defined in

a formula and hence need not give rise to misunderstanding. The
quantity mentioned may be very usefid for forming an idea of

changes wiiich may eventually be made in an existing galvanometer

or may advantageously be applied in the construction of a new
instrument. In the normal sensitiveness one has a valuable, important

datum about a galvanometer, but it is obvious that tlie practicability

of the instrument is still far from being determined by it.

For when judging of the practicability a number of other properties

play an important part, as e.g. the internal resistance that can be

reached in practice, the amount of the damping, the constancy of

the zero point, the proportionality of the deflections to the currents, etc.

The normal sensitiveness is

for thread 10 10',

„13 1,4X10',

„14 2 X:IO«,

„ ,, 20 (passingly mentioned in chapter 7) 2,1 X 10'.

If we could succeed in making an aluminium wire of 1 ^x diameter

and 12.7 cm. length, i.e. of the same length as each of the three

first quartz threads, we should obtain a galvanometer of which the

1) See formula (5) in Ann. d. Physik. 12. p. 10G3. 1903.

2) In Ann. d. Phys. I.e. we denoted by t the duration of a complete oscillation.

This qualification implies that our formulae only hold for periodic motion. We
think it desirable to mention expressly here, that the period t must be calculated

for undamped oscillations.

3) Walter P. White. Sensitive moving coil galvanometers. The Physical Review
vol. 19, n". 5, p. 305. 1904.

18
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vul. VIII.
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internal resistance would be 5180 ohms and the normal sensitiveness

35 X 106.

We will now discuss some other conditions by which the practi-

cabilit}' of the galvanometer for >arious purposes is determined.

Galvanometric methods may be di\ided into:

I. Those in which an oscillating detlection is required.

II. Those in which the detlection must preferably be aperiodic.

The iirst methods are sul (divided into I A, those with a slow

period as in an ordinary ballistic gal\anon)eter, and I B, those with

a quick period, as in the optical telephone of Max Wien and the

vibration galvanometer of Rubens.

The methods mentioned under I A are ap})lied for the measure-

ment of capacities and of small times by Pouillet's method, in general

always when small quantities of electricity have to be measured.

Now the properties of the string galvanometer enable us to measure

these small quantities of electricity also with an aperiodic deflection.

If the electric current is only of short enough duration the deflection

of the string is in fact proportional to the quantity of electricity

passed.

For the smallest (piantity of electricity which can still be demon-

strated we found on a former occasion ^) as the result of a rough

calculation 5 X iO~^- ampere-seconds, corresponding to the charge

of a sphere of 4.5 cm. radius at a potential of i volt. This calculation

was for a deflection of O.J mm. of sti'ing n". 10. For string n". 18

the actual measurement was made. The sensitiveness appeared to

be a little greater still: 1 mm. deflection for 4X10"^^ coulombs,

so that with this thread a quantity of 4 X 10 '^- coulombs can be

demonstrated.

But the sensitiveness for small quantities of electricity would still

be considerably increased if the damping of the motion of the string

could be i-emoved or diminished, e.g. by enclosing the string in a

vacuum. We should then obtain a slowly oscillating quartz thread

which would be thousands of times more sensitive than the most

sensitive ballistic galvanometers now existing.

I B. The string galxanometer can very Avell serve as an optical

telephone or as a \ibration galvanometer and so advantageously

replace the telephone as well for measurements of self-induction as

of electrolytic resistances.

1) See these "Proceedings" G, p. /U7, l'JÜ4.
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F'or the first ])ui'pose I used it witli good results ^) when instead

of the silv^ered quartz thread a thin metal wire was stretched between

the poles of the electroniagnet. It appeared to be very easy to make
the period of the vibrations of the string agree with that of the alter-

nating currents used. In a few. seconds one has increased or dimin-

ished the tensioji of the string accurately to the desired amount and

for my purpose neither the sensitiveness nor the certainty of the

reading left anytiiing to be desired.

If it should be necessary to increase the sensitiveness, a vacuum
could be applied, by which one would be enabled to obtain less

damped vibrations even of the lightest quartz thread. It must be

remarked that a vacuum is not alwa^^s necessary for obtaining little

damped vibrations, especially when alternating currents of very short

period, e. g. of O.OOi second and less are used. For the greater the

tension of the quartz thread, the smaller the damping ratio becomes.

II. The methods in which the deflection of the galvanometer must

preferably be aperiodic are distinguished as II A, those with slow,

and II B, those with quick deflection.

II. A. Of those with slow deflection we clioose two examples : the

measurement of currents with great external resistance, such as is

applied for examining insulation resistances and the measurement of

curi'ents with small external resistance such as tiiermo-currents.

In both these measurements deflections of long duration, e. g. of

10 to 20 seconds can be used with good result. Here the normal

sensitiveness of the quartz thread in the galvanometer, as it is now
mounted with strong air-damping in the Leyden laboratory, no long-

er plays a part. Under these circumstances the mass has only a

small influence on the movement of the thread and the velocity of

the deflection is chiefly determined by the amount of the damping.

This latter only depends on tlie friction of the air when insulation

resistances are measured.

If by applying a vacuum the movement of the quartz thread could

be brought near the limit of aperiodicity and at the same time the

deflection could be made slow by sufficiently relaxing the tension of

the thread, an instrument would be obtained by which insulation

resistances could be measured, many thousands of times greater than

is now possible with the most sensiti\'e galvanometers.

In the measurement of thermo-currents some of the good points of

^) Ueber Nervenreizung durch frequente Wechselströme. Pplüger's Archiv f. d.

ges. Physiol. 82, S. 101, 1900. See also "Onderzoekingen" Physiol, Laborat. Leyden.

!2ud series IV and V.

18*
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the string galvaiiometer come out least. Besides the difïïcnlty of the

air-damping one meets here that of tlie electromagnetic damping,

Avhich soon becomes very considerable.

With unchanged strength of the field the electromagnetic damping

is inversely proportional to the ohmic resistance of the circuit. With

thread n" 10 the air-damping and electromagnetic damping are as

1 : 0.6, the ohmic resistance in the closed circuit being 10.000 ohms.

When measuring an insulation resistance the electromagnetic damping

vanishes and the thread will want about 15 seconds for a deflection,

when the sensitiveness is regulated at 1 mm for 10~^^ amp. When
measuring a thermo-current, for which the external resistance in the

circuit may be neglected and only the galvano metric resistance of

10.000 ohms has to be reckoned, for the same sensitiveness the

duration of a deflection will l)e 1.6 times greater i.e. 24 seconds.

Putting the condition tiiat the duration of a deflectioji shall not

exceed 15 seconds, one has to be contented with a 1.6 times less

sensitiveness and obtains 1 mm deflection for 1.6 X 10 -^^ amp. or for

1,6X10-" volt.

Since a deflection of 0.1 mm can still be observed in practice, the

now existing galvanometer will be able to show a P. D. of 1.6 X 10 -^

volt when thermo-currents are measured.

The application of a vacuum would only little increase the sen-

sitiveness for small potential differences, and would not reduce

the minimum to more than 0.6 x 10-^ volt. Also using a quartz

thread with smaller resistance will only cause little change in

this sensitiveness. If the ohmic resistance becomes n times less the

smallest observable difference of potential ^vill become
(1 + -)

XlO-8 volt.

But there are two means for increasing the sensitiveness for a

potential difference, which must be mentioned. They consist in making

the strength of the field smaller and in shortening the quartz thread.

We suppose the string to be placed in a vacuum so that the

dami)iug of its motion is only caused by electromagnetic influences.

It is further assumed that tlie deflections are aperiodic and so slow

that the iiifluence of the mass of the string on its velocity of motion

may be neglected. If under these conditions the strength of the field

is reduced (L times, and at the same time the tension of the string

(f times, for an equal duration of a deflection tlie sensitiveness will

be (I times increased.

But it is easy to show that a useful diminution of the intensity

of the field cannot be dri\'en very far. For it must be remembered
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that the inniiciice of Ihe mass of the siring- on its velocity of motion

can only then he neglected, if a strong damping is present.

If hy (liniinisiiing the intensity of the tield one goes on reducing

the damping, and yet wishes to retain the aperiodicity of the deflect-

ion, one will be at last obliged to make the quartz thread, the

ohmic resistance remaining the same, still lighler than it is already.

We can generalise these considerations, and at the same time

calculate the obtainable maximum of sensitiveness for thermo-currents

in absolute measure, if we proceed as follows.

We put the condition that the deflection of the thread shall be

aperiodic and that the duration of a deflection shall not exceed a

pre-determined amount, e.g. 10 seconds. The most favourable conditions

are then obtained if the movement of the thread is just brought at

the limit of aperiodicity.

We further assume that of damping influences only the electro-

magnetic damping has lo be reckoned, either because the thread is

in a vacuum, or because the electromagnetic damping has so increased

that relatively to it the air-damping may be neglected.

At the limit of aperiodicity the formula, mentioned at the close

of chapter lY, holds :

4m
^ = -;;7 (26)

and besides

2m
T =—

,

?

in wiiich T I'cpresents the time constant ^).

Both formulae I'efer to the [mm—nA] system. Expressing )\ in

dynes, rn^ in grammes and Tj in seconds, we get

I'H' 2
r, = X - X 10-^ dynes (46)

mJfJ 32
X — \ 10-^ b millimetres per micrampere. . (47)

i\ Jt'

and

_ w, 16
T, = — X — seconds (48)

From formulae (46), (47) and (48) we deri\e that

c = ^X IO'.tX^'Tj ...... (49)

1) See Fleming, J. c. p. p. 377 seq.
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Calling c, the sensitiveness for a potential difference, expressed in

millimetres deflection per microvolt, we have

C =: Cs w

from which follows, together with formula (49) that

cs = — X10'.tX^>T, (50)

We further derive from formulae (46) and (48) that

niAi' 8 X 10'^=p^x~^ <")

These last two formulae (50) and (51) furnish us with all the

data for easily examining the influence of various changes in the

galvanometer on its sensitiveness for thermo-currents.

In the first place we point out that making a thread thinner or

thicker has no influence on the sensitiveness Cs, if only the pi-oduct

m-^iv in formula (51) remains unaltered.

Using a metal wire, the value of n\iv remains naturally the same

however the thickness of the ^vire may ^ ary, if always wires of the

same metal and of the same length are used. It may be advantageous

to use a heavy, thick wii-e, since then the air-damping may be

neglected, without the wire requiring to be placed in a vacuum.

Also the practical difficulties of applying a very feeble tension may

perhaps in this Ciise be more easily solved by means of an elastic

stretching arrangement than when a thin wire is used.

In the second place we point out that by formula (50) the sensi-

tiveness Cs is inversely proportional to the intensity of the field and

to the length of the wire.

We first give our attention to the intensity of the field and

imagine a thread of constant length /= 12.7 cm. The question how

far the intensity of the field may under these conditions be dimin-

ished, can be answered by means of formula (51).

In order to raise the sensitiveness to a maximum, the field strength

must be reduced to a minimum. If Tj and / are constant, then

according to (51) m^iv must be made a mijiimum. Using a thread

of homogeneous material, m^tv is only determined by the nature of

the material, so that the question about the minimum of 7/ is reduced

to the question for what material m^v) is a minimum. As far as I

can judge this is the case for aluminium, which has for /= 12.7 cm.

a value of 7??i?ü,i/ = 1.394 X 10 ~'.

Assuming for T^ the value 2.5 seconds, the deflection has been

nearly completed after 10 seconds. A distance of 1.85 °/„ of the total

deflection remains to be travelled through then. After 12.5 sec. this
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distance has been reduced to 0.68 7n» ^^^fter 15 seconds to 0.25 7o

of the total deflection.

Now putting in formuhx (51) Tj ^ 2.5, / i= J2.7 and 7/?^?/' as mini-

mum = 1.394 X 10"^ <'ie minimum of H works out al 940 (C.G.S.)

By formula (50) we calculate from this the maximum of sensitiveness

Cs = 434 mm per microvolt.

Let us now consider the shortening of /. If a limit was soon found

where diminution of H ceased (o he useful, (his is not the case

Avith the shortening of /, which ma}' be })ushed as far as we like

as long as no practical difficulties are met with. By making /shorter

e.g. a times, as well the mass as the ohmic resistance are each

reduced a times. The \alue of m^in thus becomes a"^ times less, so

that Tj remains unaltered (formula 51) and the sensitiveness c., (for-

mula 50) becomes a times greater.

A last remark may follow about the two formulae (50) and (51).

We first assume that they are both valid, and that tlie values of

m^w, I and H have been so chosen that T^ = 2.5. We next assume

that the mass w.^ is changed, Avhile all the rest of the instrument,

including tn, remains constant, and ask how the movement of the

wire is altered by this. When ???i
is increased, the motion of the

wire becomes oscillatory. When m^ is diminished the motion remains

aperio(Hc but transgresses the limit of aperiodicity. The duration of

the deflection is lengthened while the sensitiveness remains the same.

This latter case agrees with the actual conditions in the string

gah'anometer used b}' myself. The mass of the quartz thread is in

reality very small. If it were ^= the duration of the deflection

would be exactly twice as great as when w^ possessed the desired

value. Hence there is under these circumstances an advantage in

increasing the mass of the wire to a certain value. ^)

String n". 18 has a mass and an air-dainping which were not

accurately measured, but which will not differ much from the cor-

responding values of string n". 10. Its ohmic resistance is about

2 times smaller, liowever, and amounts to 5100 ohms. With a time

of deflection of about \'^ minute the sensitiveness is e,, = 20 mm.
per micro^o]t. If I could increase the mass of this string in a prac-

ticable manner, I should with unaltered .sensitiveness bring the

1) The time constant is doubled when m = 0. See Fleemfng 1. c.

It may be superfluous to remark that for the measurement of insulating resis-

tances increase of »?i will offer the same advantages as were mentioned above

for the measm^ement of thermo-currents.
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motion at the limit of aperiodioity, and obtain a time of deflection

of about 15 seconds.

We remark liere that thread n". 18 may easily be so feebly

stretched that its time of deflection becomes about one minute, by

which the sensitiveness is increased to c,, = 40 mm. per nncrovolt.

Since, as is proved by the photograms, 0.1 mm. can still be read

off, with thread 18 a P.D. of 2.5 X 10--'volt can actually be

demonstrated. Also with this feeble tension of the thread the zero

point remains constant, while the image of the quartz thread remains

sharp over a pretty long part of the scale. It may be considered

remarkable that one should be able to displace so slowly with the

greatest regularity a suspended little thread of only a few thousanths

of a milligramme weight.

II B. We now come to the methods in which the deflection or

the galvanometer must be aperiodic and at the same time quick.

These methods in the first place find an application in electro-

technics, e. g, for investigating the shape of the oscillations of potential

and current obtained by means of dynamos, interrupters, induction

apparatus, etc. For these purposes the oscillograph is already used

with good results, which instrument possesses a considerably smaller

sensitiveness than the string gahanometer, but yet can be of excellent

service in the measurement of stronger currents.

In the second and for our purpose most important place the methods

mentioned under II B find their application in electrophysiology.

Here in many cases the string galvanometer cannot be replaced by

any other instrument.

A number óf electrophysiological investigatioiis of the most various

kind can be made with the same string. So in the laboratory

the same string n". 18 is now used for investigating the electro-

cardiogram, cardiac sounds and sounds generally, retinal currents

and nerve currents. Yet we will briefly discuss here the conditions

which must be fulfilled by a string, chosen from a number of available

strings, in order to yield the best results in a certaiji electrophysio-

logical investigation.

Let us begin Avith the tracing of the human electrocardiogram.

The current may here be derived from both hands. The hands and

lower arms are immersed in large porous pots, filled with a solution

of Na 01, placed in glass vessels, containing a solution of Zn SO^.

In the zinc sulphate solution are amalgamated zinc cylinders, connected

by connecting wires with the galvanometei'. Under these circumstances

the ohmic resistance of the human body varies with different persons

from 1000 to 2000 ohms, an amount considerably smaller than the
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resistance of a thin, silvei-etl (|iiai-lz liiread. Of tlie formerly mentioned

qnartz threads 10, J 3 and 14, thread J 3 will give the best results

in tracing the electrocardiogram, since of this thread the ohmic

resistance is smallest. To be sure, the normal sensitiveness of thread

14 is abont 1.4 times greater, but the currents, received by this

thread from the pulsating heart, will be about twice weaker on

account of the greater resistance.

Besides having a smaller ohmic resistance thread 13 has over

thread 10 the additional advantage of possessing a smaller air-resistance

to its motion. This latter property here plays an important part.

For in order to obtain deflections of practicable magnitude, e.g. of

10 to 15 mm., the sensitiveness of the galvanometer must be so

adjusted that a potential difference of 10—* volt in the circuit corre-

sponds to 1 mm. ordinate. For obtaining this the quartz thread must

be rather feebly stretched, so that the deflections are aperiodic and

under these circumstances a diminution of the resistance to the motion

of the string will cause a quicker deflection.

Sticking to the condition that a potential difference of lO-'* volt

shall correspond to 1 mm. ordinate, we trace with string 13 a human

electrocardiogram which is almost absolutely accurate.

With string 10 and especially wath sti-ing 14, however, curves

are then recorded Avhich require corrections. Although the amounts

of these corrections are small, and do not go beyond a whole milli-

metre, so that in many cases they may be )ieglected, it is not

superfluous briefly to remember here the cause of these deviations.

It is found in the relation between the velocity of the deflection of

the galvanometer and the velocity of the oscillations in potential

caused by the action of the heart.

The quicker the galvanometer deflects, the more accurate the

photogram of the oscillation of potential will be.

The sensitiveness of string 14 must be so adjusted for tracing the

human electrocardiogram that about 1 mm. ordinate corresponds to

0.5 X 10-s amp. Now with this quartz thread the limit of aperiodicity

is in a circuit with small external resistance only reached with an

about four times greater tension of the string. If by applying a

vacuum the resistance to the motion of the string could be diminished

so that the limit of aperiodicity were already reached at the first

mentioned sensitivejiess, when tracing the electrocardiogram the

velocity of motion of the string would be considerably increased,

so that then also string 14 might reproduce the oscillations of poten-

tial with almost absolute accuracy.

We now pass to the discussion of a second example from electro-
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physiology, the investigation of the action-currents of a nerve. Here

the galvanometer has to fiilfill conditions which in many respects

differ from (hose described above. Choosing as onr object the nerve

of a frog, from wliich the current must be led to the galvanometer,

we shall have to count with a great external resistance, e.g. ot

10^ ohms.

Compared with this tiie resistance of the galvanometer, even that

of thread n^ 14 may l)e called small. The potential difference caused

by the action of the ner\e, and available for the current to be

measured, is considerably greater than tiiat which is met with in

the investigation of tlie human electrocardiogram, but tlie duration

of a nerve action current is shorter and is measured by only a few

thousandths of a second.

These data show us the way in choosing a quartz thread.

In the first place we easily perceive tiiat the differences in the

ol^mic resistance of the cpiartz threads can only have an insignificant

influence on the intensity of the action current, since the resistance

of the nerve itself in the circuit is preponderant. Further, the deflec-

tion of the quartz thread must be very quick, hence the tension

great ; and since an oscillating deflection must be avoided, it will be

desirable to adjust the tension so that the motion of the string is

brought to the limit of aperiodicity. But even under these circum-

stances the deflection is not quick enough fen* accurately i-eproducing

the action current of the ner\T. We must therefore apply means

that enable us to increase the velocity of deflection without the

motion becoming oscillatory. We shall have to try to increase the

damping, and can for this purpose apply with good result the

"condenser method" formerly described by us. ^)

So we come to requirements here which are opposed to those

which we had repeatedly to put in the above described methods.

Whereas applying a vacuum had then to be considered an important

advantage, now increasing the damping becomes an urgent necessity.

Under these conditions the conception of a normal sensitiveness

comes out to its full advantage and it may be briefly stated that of

a number of threads of equal ohmic resistance that with the greatest

normal sensitiveness is to be preferred. If the external resistance in

the circuit is great compared with the resistance of the galvanometer,

then of a number of threads with equal normal sensitiveness tliat

Avith the greatest ohmic resistance will have to be preferred.

For the investigation of the action current of the nerve of a frog,

1) See these "Proceedings" 7, p. 315. 1904.
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among' the tln-eo (lircads nieiilioued, ii". 14 will luxvc to bo preferred,

since the amount of the normal sensitiveness as well as the resistance

of this thread exceed those of the two other threads.

Finally we make some remarks as to the maimer in wiiich the

velocity of deflection may be raised to a maximum. A great velocity

is in general obtained at the expense of the sensitiveness. But there

are a number of investigations, notably the recording of sounds, ^)

in which the sensitiveness of the string galvanometer may be very

considerably diminished. Even when the string, at the risk of break-

ing, is stretched to its maximum and hence its sensitiveness reduced

to a minimum, relatively' feeble sounds can still drive the image of

the string out of the field of vision.

By strongly stretching string 14 we could impart to it an oscil-

latory motion of which the period was T= 1,41 ö". If the oscillations

were damped by means of the condenser method, a deflection could

be obtained, requiring a time of 0,8 a and proportional to the

current to be measured with an error of 3 7o ^}- If '^^^ accuracy ot

0,3 °
„ was desired, one had to be contented with a time of deflec-

tion of 2,2 Ö. The sensitiveness was here 1 mm deflection for

3 X 1Ö-' amp.

From the data of the preceding chapter follows that under these

conditions the tension of string 14 can be still 3 times increased

befoi'e its breaking point is reached. Hence if the string is so strongly

stretched that it is at the point of breaking, its deflections will become

1/3 times quicker, so that its oscillations will show a period T =z

0,815 fj. In practice we have not raised the tensioji of string 14 so

high, however.

The question how to obtain quicker oscillations was simply solved

by nsing a shorter wire. String 20, wliicli was already discussed

abo\'e, has a diameter of 1 ft and is 25 mm long. With a practi-

cable tension that could be applied without risk of breaking, it

performed with a sensitiveness of 1 nnii deflection for lO^^ amp,

oscillations of a period of 0,3J 6.

This period corresponds to a tone of 3230 vibrations per second,

about ƒ/'* sharp or almost the highest tone of an ordinary j)iano.

We remark that the string can still be shortened and l)c more

strongl}' stretched, so that a much higher jiumber of vibi-atious can

easily be reached, while it must also be borne in mind that a string

with slow deflection can yet very accurately record sound vibrations

1) On the motliod of recording sounds see these "Proceedings" G p. 707, 1904,

2) See these" "Proceedings" 7, p. 315, 1904.
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of' high frequency. So strings 10, 13 and J 4 reproduced with feeble

tension and slow deflection the sound waxes of a tuning fork of

2380 whole vibrations per second. Tlie recorded period was about

24 times shorter than the proper period of the cpiartz thread. If the

same ratio of periods holds for string 20, this latter must be able

to reproduce with ease tones of 77000 whole vibrations per second.

On a following occasion I hope to return to the recording of sounds.

Also a discussion of the practical execntion of some of the experi-

ments described above and a description of different designs of the

string galvanometer will have to be postponed to a following paper.

Zoology. — ''On a luio species of CoralUvm from Timor.'' Bj

Sydney J. Hickson, Professor of Zoology in the Victoria

University of Manchester. (Communicated by Prof. Max Wp:ber).

The species of corals included in the family Coralliidae have been

arranged by systematists in the four genera, Corallium, Pleurocoral-

lium, HemicoraUium and PIeitrocoraIIoi(/es.

The genus HemicoraUium of Gray was merged with Pleurocorallium

by Ridley in 1882, and quite recently Kishinouye has called attention

to the difficnlty there is in maintaining the distinction between Pleu-

rocorallium and Corallium.

One of the principal chai-acters of PleurocoraUium is the presence

in the coenenchym of peculiar twinned spicules which Ridley calls

"opera-glass" shaped spicules. These "opera-glass" shaped spicules

are not supposed to occur in the genus Corallium. Whether future

investigations will support the A'iew of Kishinouye or not is a

question wdiich need not be considered here, but the absence of

"opera-glass" shaped spicules in the specimen about to be described

justifies its position in the genus Corallium, that is, to the genus that

includes Corallium. nobile the precious coral of the Mediterranean

sea and the seas of the Cape Verde islands and Coralliumjaponicum

one of the precious corals of the Japanese seas.

Before proceeding to a description of the new species a few words

may be written concerning the geographical distribution of the

family. Corallium nobile occurs in the Mediterranean sea and off the

Cape Verde islands. Some species attributed to the genus Pleuroco-

rallium occur off the island Madeira, and quite recently a specimen

of Pseudocorallium johnsoni has been dredged off the coast of Ireland.
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Off the coast of Japjin occiu's Coralliuiii japoniann and several

species which would be inchided on the old system in the genus

PleurocoralUum but are referred to the genus Corailium by Kishinouye.

Isolated specimens of Coralliidae were also obtained off Banda in

200 fathoms, the Ki islands 140 fathoms and Prince Edward Jsland

310 fathoms by the Challenger and there is a doubtful record of

a specimen of PleurocoralUum seamdwn from the Sandwich islands,

f'isheries of more or less importance have been carried on in tiie

Mediterranean Sea, off the Cape Verde Islands and of!' the coast of

Japan, but there is not, I believe, any historical record of a syste-

matic fishery for precious coral in any other part of the world.

In 1901 the value of the coral obtained off the coast of Japan

was over £ 50.000 and it is a fact of considerable interest that

a large part of this was exported by the Japanese to Italy.

The coral Fishery of Japan is of very recent growth for in the

time of the Daimyos the collection and sale of coral was prohibited,

and it was not until the time of the Meji reform 1868 that it

began to assume important dimensions.

That the Japanese of old times valued the precious coral is shown

in the numerous "Netsukes" and other ornaments which are decorated

with it; but the origin of this coral is not defijiitely known.

On many of the Netsukes the coral is represented iji the hands of

darkskinned fishermen, "Kurombo"; never in the hands or nets of

the Japanese.

Now the art of Japan is quite sufficiently accurate to pi-ove that

the Kurombo were not Ainos nor Japanese, nor Malays nor Euro-

peans; bnt the curly-hair, the broad noses and other features that

are consistently shown render it almost certain that the Kurombo

were Melanesians or Papuans.

The only regions where such folk live that have hitherto yielded

specimens of precious coral are the Banda seas. As already mentioned

the Challenger discovered precious coral in deep water off the Banda

and Ki islands, but the specimens were "dead" and it was consequently

impossible to determine definitely to what species they belong, but

they were referred by Ridley to the species PhurocoralUurii secundum.

In the material that was kindly sent to me by Prof. Max Wkber

from the rich collections of H. M. Siboga there were a few small

pieces of a beautiful coral which I recognised at once to be a Coral-

liid. There can be no doubt that it was alive when captured by the

di'edge and it reached me, not fully expanded, but in a good slate

of preservation.

The locality of this find was station 280 i. e. at a depth of 1224
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metres in the middle of the strait that separates the E. end of the

island of Timor from the small island Lette or in other words on

the Sonthern boundary of the Banda Sea.

The axis of this coral is covered with very little or hardl}' any

crust, is apparently as hard as the best Italian coral and is of a good

colour, although a little darker than that \\ hich is regarded by the

jewellers as the best quality.

The discovery of this specimen suggests that the dark skinned

"Knrombo" fisherman that supplied the ancient Japanese jewellers

with their precious coral, lived some where within the region of

Timor. It is of course improbable that they were able to tish in

such a great depth as 1224 metres, but as the species of CoraUliuii

range in depth from 10 fathoms to several hnndred fathoms, it is

quite possible that they had knowledge of shallow waters off their

coast where the coral grew abundantly.

It is not for me to snggest that there is a i)rospect of a valuable

coral fishery in the Banda seas; but now that it is known that

living precious coral tloes occur in deep water in this region of

the world it would not be a matter of surprise to scientific men if

it were subsequently found at depths sufficiently shallow to be

obtained by ordinary fishing boats.

The specimen obtained by the Siboga does not agree exactly with

any known Coralliidae in those characters which are used by sys-

tematists for the separation of species and it is necessary to find

a new name for it, and I should like Avith Her royal permission to

name it Corallium reginae in honour of Her Majesty the Queen of

Holland whose interest in Zoological Science in general and in the

researches of H. M. Siboga in particular has been manifested on

more than one occasion.

The specimen agrees with other species of the genus Corallium

in the absence of the curious "opera glass" shaped spicules and the

presence of spicules of the octoradiate type only in the general

coenenchym.

It differs from CoiudUinn and agrees with many species referred

to the genus PleurocoraUlurii in having the branches arranged

principally in one plane and the zooids scattered irregularly on

one face or surface of this })laiie.

The autozooids are indicated by well-defined verrucae projecting

about 1—5 m.m. from the general surface of the coenenchym. These

verrucae are large as com])arcd with other species being about 1—

4

m.jn. in diameter. The coenenchym is thin, and the axis hard and
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either not marked or very faintly marked in some places by longi-

tudinal striations.

The base of the main stem of the s[)eeimen is 6 m.m, in diameter

and the primary branches are 4—5 m.m. in diameter.

Some further particulars concerning the anatomy of the species

will be described with illustrations in a future publication. For the

present the diagnosis of the species given al)ove is sufticient. Before

concluding this preliminary note I ha\'c, with very great regret, to

record that on Sept. 22"^ a tire broke out in my laboratory and
some portions of the specimeu were seriously burned and scor-

ched. Fortunately there is still a considerable fragment that appears

to be uninjured.

Physics. — ''rroperties of the critical line (plaitiiouit line) on the side

of the componentsy By Prof. VxVN der Waals.

By Centnerszwer and Smits' observations, l)y a remark of van

't Hoef and by van Laar's calculations ^) a discussion has been car-

ried on on the rise of the critical temperature of a substance in

consequence of an admixture. In this it has been perfectly over-

looked that already more than ten years ago the principal properties

of the critical Ihie, and also the properties at the beginning and at

the end of this line were discussed and determined by me ^).

For normal substances, I found by a thermodynamic method, which

is a perfectly sure way, for the quantity mentioned the formula (9)

(I.e. p. 89)

dTd? ~ UrT \J7hi

I shall explain further on why I make some reservation for abnormal

substances.

And with the aid of the equation of state 1 derived from (9) for-

mula (11)

1) These Proc. p. 144.

2) Verslag Kon. Akad. v. Wet. 25 Mei 1895, p. 20 and 29 Juni 1895, p. 82.
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As ill this derivation of (11) from (9) the quantity h of the equa-

tion of state was supposed constant, (11) must only be considered as

an approximation.

If for the present we keep to this form, (IJ) may also be written :

dT _ clTy 9 / tlT, 1 db Y
TdtVg Ty d.Vg l<dyl\, d.v^ 3 hdx

And taking into consideration that b = -^r—^— ^^'^ ^i"^^ finally :

dT dr, / dT, 1 dp.
Y

Tdx^ Tydx^ \Ty,d.i\ 4^ p,. dx

The quantity T, occurring in this equation, represents the critical

temperature of tiie unsplit mixture. For this quantity I have already

demonstrated in my Tiiéorie Moleculaire that it may get a minimum

value for some sorts of mixtures — and the obser\ations of Kuenen,

Quint and otiiers have furnisiied instances of the existence of such

a minimum value. If the admixture should be of such a nature that

such a minimum value existed, it would, of course, be perfectly

dTy
absurd to substitute T...— T,. for —-. But the existence of such a

dx

minimum critical temperature is only to be expected, at any rate

oidy observed, when 2\ and 2\ differ little. Wlien they differ much,

—- can be represented by Ty„— 1\ at least with approximation. As
dx^

I) depends on x linearly at least with some approximation, we may write

\ db />/, />xi

b dx^ Ty.j

Let us with these approximate values compare equation (1) with

Keesom's observations on the mixtures of carbonic acid and oxygen ').

Tlie critical temperatures of these substances differ sufïiciently

to enable us to use the approximate values. Ty„ (for oxygen)

is namely about half of Ty^ (that of carbonic acid) — and

dTy
, ,

154,2-304,02
so we put for —-— the value = — 0,493, and tor

lydx^ c>U4,U-i

154,2 304,02

L— the value -^ ^^ or — 0,271. With these values
h dx, 304,02

72,98

I) These Proc. YI, p. 016.
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we find:

dT 9

3=_0,493-h — (—0,493- 0,0903)^ = —0,493^0,1914 =—0,302.
Tdx^ '16

The value found by Keesom for x = 0,1047 is AT = — 8,99.

Supposing this value of x small enough to be substituted for f/.i'o, we

find = — 0,284.
Td.v,

For .1'=: 0,1994 this value of AT found by Keesom is equal

dT
to — 18,47 ; with these data we should find -—— = — 0,304, so

1 d.v^

perfectly equal to tlie value calculated by means of (1). We have here

not a molecular increase of the critical temperature, but a decrease,

as indeed, was to be expected, because we had to do with the

addition of a more volatile component.

Though I derived formula (9), on which formula (11) of 1895

and formula (1) of this communication are founded, in more than

one way in my two communications of 1895, I will derive them

once more here in order to have an opportunity to discuss somewhat

more fully some questions which present themselves in the derivation.

For the plaitpoint line the simple relation:

dp XP'V^JpT

df'

dh]
holds, which, ^— not being directly known, may be brought

under the following form

:

rpd^_ rjJdp\ K^^V")xT\dic)pT \dxdvjT\dxJ,/f \d.v'-

~Yr~ ydTJ, ~^dT \dTj,r. fdd''v\

dx^JpT

The factors of — and — and also —-
) being finite

\dxJpT \dxJpT \d'V JvT

1
fdv\

quantities, and on the other hand I — I being infinitely great, when
\dxjpx

the plaitpoint lies at x = 0, we may write for this case

:

/dvy

19
Proceedings Royal Acad. Aniblerdam. Vol. VIII.
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If we put ^ ^^ — 5-T- = ƒ, then / = O, because the plaitpoint
OtV^ ov^ \oa;övy

is a point of the spinodal line. In the same way:

'^m +'1 =
Ov \dxJpT d^

because it concerns a plaitpoint.

If we multiply the numerator and the denominator of the fraction

occurring in (3) by I -r-j I , we get

:

dv _ fdp\ /d'8^ \dxdv

dT \dTJ,:, \dvy:cT(^'^\(d'v

\d^) Kd^'JpT
fd'v\ /5>^^ , .

The value of -—
- -^-v we derive irom

:

\dxypT\Ovy

dv\ \dx du

and find then

:

d'lp

~~
\bv^J Kdx^JpT

~ öü^ öic'dü
~

dx bv dx dy' ö'ip ^ö^ 0^

As for the critical point of a component both -^ and^ is equal

to 0, the last equation becomes:

/ö>Y /d'v\ _
"KM J [d^'JpJ

The limiting value of ^^ can be found from the equation which

expresses that the critical point of the component is a plaitpoint, viz.

:

dv dxdv dx dv'
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or tcaking into consideration ^-r 3-7 = 3^ and ^— =

(Ü?i r 2

and

öy \bx^v ) ö^'ij^ dicdy d.t-öy"

«W r 1-

dy^ ö.r V ö.?? dy ^ /ö^V ^
V ö^^dy y ^x dy^

*

a/ ö> öy ö>
By equating — ^-^ and ^ -^— we find

:

ÜVOXÜV QX OV^

d>
,. ö^ , d> /d>Y ,

d^ ö>r-^ hm. — 2 ——- = ——- hm. 1 ~.
öxdv d> dxdv' \dxdvj fd'^Y dxdv^

d'ip

dx^
For normal substances the limiting value of -r is known

From <f>
= MRr{{l—.v)l{l-.c) + d.v]— fpdii follows:

\OxJv 1— A' J Ox

(p)^MRT-J r^.y
Vd.t-V x{l-x) J dx'

/d>\ _ __ MRT(l—2x) rd'p

[d^J - ~ x\\-xy ~J d?
"^^

d'xp

a7 1

for .V = we get . = —

19*
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For abnormal substances this quantity would probably be found

of the same value, but this would require a closer investigation,

into which I shall not enter here. For this reason I ha^•e made a

reservation for abnormal substances above.

For the value of
(
;t^ I

of the plaitpoint curve we get now the

equation

:

2M>^ -tT-^^
d^___^^xdv^___

Kit),.,- i^öTA."*'öfVö>Y 1 ö> •
• ^^

^ö.i'öry MRT d.i-du'

The critical point of the component is an homogeneous phase, in

the same waj the plaitpoint is a new homogeneous phase. But the

quantities Ty.,Vy. and ,i' =: increase bv dTy,(h\ and (b\. Hence:

dp =
( ^ I

dTy + I

-^
I

dx, + ( / )
div

and
( ^ )

being 0, also
\OvJxT

dTj,,, \dTj,..c K^'vJvT dT

comparing with (4) we tind the value sought of

d> 1 fbp

dT öa'öy ' MRT \dxJvT
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If we put, as is I'oniul with coiislant value of h, ?; = 3è and

8 a
MRT=—:-, we liiul tlic value aiveii above:

a a ^

d Ion — /fZ loq
dlogT __ •'

h

9 1
^

h^l^

da\ dx 16 diV,Q

In what precedes the relation between the variation of T, and that

of X has been discussed for the beginning of the plaitpoint line. Let

ns now proceed to the discussion of the relation between the variation

of p and that of T.

dp
From the en nation of — ffiven above, we deri^'e :

\p dTj,^ p ydTj,,'^ p \d.vJ„T dT
'

Now in the critical point of a component I Ty, I
is eqnal to —

Tdp
for the saturated vapour tension. And for numerous substances — -—

' p dl

for the saturated vapour tension is about 7 in the critical point.

Td.v. 1 fdp
- now being- known, we want still the knowledge of

dT
" ^ ' ^

pK^'^JvT

fT dp \
for the calculation of — —r, for the plaitpoint Ime.

1 /d/A
We can calculate — [^ \ by means of the equation of state.

P K^^'iJoT

If we put again h constant, we tind the value indicated above :

1 f^p\ 1 ( MRT db da 1
I

p \dtvJvT P [{v—by dw d,vv^\

or

a

1 fdp\ . 't? i S 1 db v^ 1 da.fdp\

p \d.vJvT p [27 b dx{v— by a dx\

1 n

With u = 36 and p = —— we should find for carbonic acid and

oxygen

or

1) See page 273.

-(^-f] = 3 X (0,493 -f 0,0903) ')
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-Cr) -''''

fTdp\
According to Keesom's observations the value of I

—— 1 tor the

—
1 =6,7 (the value found for carbonic acid) —

f ^ )
= 3,921

beginning of the plaitpoint line is equal to — 6,3 for .x- = 0,1047,

and equal to — 6,08 for .i' = 0,1995. From this we calculate, with

pK^-
and 3,824 — so more than double the value which follows from

the equation of state, when we put there b independent of the volume.

The values given by Keesom for pressure and temperature oï the

critical tangent point, and of the critical point of the unsplit mixture,

1 f^p\
furnish a means to test the reliability of the value of — v- , as

p \pxJvT

it has been calculated from his observations.

For the mixture x = 0,1047, hj) amounted to 9,9 for the critical

tangent pressure and AT to— 7,69 for the critical tangent temperature.

If we again write for this homogeneous phase

:

dp z= f-^^ dT + (/] dx

or

we find

1 dp _(T ^p\ dT 1 /ÖA

p dx \p hTJcx Tdx p \dxJvT^

9,9 ^ g ^
- 7,69 1 fdp-^

72,93 X 0,1047 304,02 X 0,1047 ' p \dxJ^T
or

1,297 + 1,62 = -!/ I =2,917.
P \dxJi,T

And from the observations for x = 0,1994

16,72
, ^ - 14,71

,

1 fdp

72,93 X 0,1944 ' 304,02 X 0,1994 ' p \d

or
1 fdp

1,15 -f 1,635 = - -^ = 2,785.

P \OxJi.T

For the homogeneous phase of the critical circumstances of the

unsplit mixture which cannot be realized, Keesom found Ap=— 5,23

and liT=— 18,34 by the application of the law of the corresponding

states. From these data we find:

— 5,23 — 18,34 1 /d/>

72,93 X 0,1047 304,02 X 0,1047 ' p \dxj,2'

or
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— 0,685 -1- 3,8G r= - f/ ) =3,18.
p \d.vJrT

The fact that l\.v, AT and A/> cannot be considered as differentials

will undoubtedly contribute to the circumstance that this quantity

shows such different values if calculated from Keesom's observations.

1 /dp\
But though the calculated \'alues for — t~ are not the same,

it appears sufficiently that the value of this quantity lies in the

neighbourhood of 3, and probably above it. That the equation of

state gives a so much lower value if we put b constant, must be

attributed to the fact that the influence of this erroneously introduced

simplification is great here, whereas this simplification caused hardly

Td.v„ ^, ,
1 /dp\

any error in the calculation of ,„, . The value of —
( ^ we

dl p \0a;J,.2'

found equal to

:

a i 1 da 8 v^ 1 db)

v> j a dx 27{v—by b dx\

a
With Vy.=^^b we find the value 3 for , while the second

a
dl—

b \ dlb ^ « ,

factor becomes equal to \- ~^——- But it is sufiiciently known
dw 3 div

that the critical volume is much smaller than 3 b, and that the

variability of b accounts for it. The same cause to which it is due

T /dp \
that at the critical volume — h^T;^ is found equal to 1 + 6, instead

p\oIJ,
a

of 1+3, causes us to find equal to 6 instead of to 3. Let us

briefly prove this.

/dp\_MRT_ a

^\df)~ v-b ~^ '^V

p\pTj pv^

In the critical circumstances the value of the first member is

about 7 or = 6. If we use this value, we find for

1®-
double the previous value, i. e. 3,5. The second factor of —

( ^ )
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will now have lo suffer some niodilication too, and as I shall show in

a
dl—

1 da b 1 db b 11 db
another communication, be equal to ;

——--— = —
h "ttv T"

'

a dx b b da dx o b dx

but the difference is slight — and this factor and others of a similar form

dT dT
occurrino- in the \alue of , the value of , calculated on the" Tdx Tdx

supposition of b variable, may be considered as sufïicientlj accurate.

We must therefore not expect to find a perfectly complete dis-

cnssion of the problem in what precedes. If this was wanted, a closer

investio-ation would be required for the determination of t- and
\bxj,

, if we take b dependent, not only on x, but also on v— , and
(ix dv

hence put

:

b = b, {l + «(^*^) + ^(^*^Jete.|,

while b^ = (^'i^^ (1 — '^O + ('''Jx
•^' is put. But in the following com-

munication I shall show that in this particular case, the component

being in critical circumstances, we can determine the value of these

quantities without entering into a closer investigation.

Physics. ''The properties of the sections of the surface of saturation

of a binary mixture on the side of the components." By

Prof. VAN DER Waals.

I have brought the differential equation of the 7),.??, T-surface of a

binary mixture into the following form :

In this equation ^—- is equal to -^—z :rz-^—

.

fè'^\ /d>A MRT
For X. infinitely small v^^^=i\—v^, ^—- = I ^

—

- :=—71
:

and for i(\^ w^e may substitute the molecular heat of evaporation

of the component, which we shall denote by Jfr. The above equation

is then simplified to
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MET Mr
(r,-rj ,lp-= (.r,-.^)J.., ^-- <ri\

w, 1

The properties of the initial direction of the sections normal to the

T-axis, normal to the /;-axis and normal to the ,i'-axis are given by this

equation and they are known when the value of -^ ^ is known.

If ii'j and ^1 represent the value of x and of the molecular volume

of the liquid phase, and in the same wa}' x^ and i\ these quantities

for the vapour phase, then the equation :

{i\—v,} dp = MRT '-- dx^ + — dT
X, T

holds for the vapour phase.

As the difference of the specific volumes of liquid and vapour of

a component is generally represented by u, i\—1\ = Mu, and this

equation might also be written

.^;„

—

X, r
udp = RT dx, 4- -dT.^

x^ ' ^ T
For the section normal to the ,i'-axis, so for the component itself,

we find the well-known equation of Clapeyron :

r dp— — T— .

u dT
X

For this section it is not required to know — , but for the otiier

sections it is indispensable.

This relation is found by means of the property which says, that

I
^—

I
must have the same value for liquid and vapour phase.

P'rom :

V

Tf? = MRT 1(1- A') I (l-x) + xlx] — fpdv + F{T)

we find :

\OxJoT 1— '^' J 0'^

and equating this value for the two phases we get

:

1— '^1 J \OxJoT 1—.^, J \OxJvT

MRTl'-llzh^fh) ,,,
x,l—x^ J \OxJvT

or

I"»
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and so for .i\ and x.^ infinitely small :

^1 J \OxJvT

/dp\
If we represent the mean value of :r- between the values

V^Vrr

V, and i\ l)v I ^] ,
we may also write :

This mean value can also be represented under another form

bv the followino; consideration. According? to Maxwell's rule

Pc{i\-v

'2

when pc denotes the tension of the saturated vapour of the component,

from which follows

:

?•»

dpc, , ,

d{v,~v^) r'f^p\ , ,
d{v,—v,)

dx ' dx J \oxJoT dx

or

The quantitv -^ represents the molecular increase of the tension
O.i'

of the saturated vapour for the unsplit mixture, assuming for pc the

approximate value

ipc — ip. —f—Y
r-^ is found from

:

ox
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Let us now first consider the initial direction of the sections

normal to the 7-a\is. It can now be foniid from :

log 1 + ~ MRT ^x

log\\ —
MRT dx,

'5—
^'i <^P \

for the liqnid branch and

MRT dx.
— ' :—^ for the \apour branch.
MRT dx

'

For very low temperatures we may put —Tjj^Tf about equal to

unity, and so

:

i dip) dip

I ax, \ ox

and

log 1
dip

dx„

'c _
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and in the same way
dp Öpc

The first conclusion we draw from this is, that at the critical

temperature the liquid branch and the vapour branch have always

the same tangent, and therefore touch. The initial direction is given

by the quantity —^ or by (
—

I . But as at the critical temperature

/öoA rdp\
i\ =z V,, the mQan value of -- is equal to the value which

( v"

has at that volume equal for vapour and liquid. We have therefore

at the critical temperature

:

yd.vjT \ilvjT yd.vJoT

or

1 /dp\ _ 1 /dp\ _ 1 /Ö/A _dlpc _ dlT,. dlh

p \d.v^Ji p \cIv^Jt P \px)rT o.v
'

(Ix dx

The second conclusion we draw is that at the critical temperature

1 /Ö/A UllT, 1 dlb\

p \OxJcT {
dtV b dx]

which has been put in the preceding communication, but has not

been proved there.

/"dp^ /dp\ /öp-\
That at the critical point -— and -r— is equal to v"\dxjT \dxjT \dxJ,.T

we might have immediately concluded, without following the elaborate

way by which we have now arrived at this conclusion. In the same

/dp\ /dp\
way that at the critical point [jTpj —

I ^ I
•

Let us tirst consider a simple substance. If we pass from one homo-

geneous phase to another, at which v is increased by (h, and T
by'clT, then

If I ^] =0, as is the case at the critical point, then

:

\avjT

and so every -^ = 1 ^] , also with such a change at which the
^ dT \pTj^
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volume changes, as is the case with saturated vapour. From this

follows the well known property that at the critical point —
(
—

)

for saturated vapour is equal to —
( t;^; 1 •

P \oTJr
If with a binary mixture we pass from one homoj>eneous phase

to another, at which v is increased by dv, T by clT and x by dx,

then :

If I — I =0, as is the case at the critical point of the compo-

nent, then :

also for such variations in which the volume changes.

The differential equation of the surface of saturation :

holds for the transition of an homogeneous liquid phase to a subse-

quent one and in the same way :

-..dp =^^ + ('^'^ - •^••^)

(,dvJ>
for the transition of an homogeneous vapour phase to a subsequent one.

If the first liquid phase and the first vapour phase is the critical

phase of the component, the three last equations must be identical,

«'21 «'12 f^p\ ^ —^' f^p\and so —— = —— 1= —- , or —— — 1 ^ 1

Tv^^ Ti\^ \dTj,.^j. Tu — Tit ydTj^.^i:
'

In the same way ^— ]
= — — , as has

been proved above as holding for the critical point of the component.

From the general equation :

(¥)

follows, when i\—v^ is infinitely small.

'V,

X^—X^ 7Jj Uj /d/>

A-j MRT \hxJ„T
and
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.v^—x^ MET \ /dp

'1 ^2—^lA K^'cJot'

If at lower temperatures the initial direction of the j^,ci'-line is

traced for the liquid phase, and also that for the vapour phase, then

these directions are usually different. Between these two directions

lies the direction for the line which denotes the course of the quan-

tity jJc- If this last line is an ascending one, this is also the case for

the two others, and reversely. If the admixture is called more volatile

1) Though it falls outside the scope of our subject, which only treats of

projjcrlies on the side of the surface of saturation, I will make a single remark

on the mixtures for which liquid and vapour have the same concentration,

because these mixtures have many properties which the components also

possess. Also for these mixtures the equation: MBTl—= I I
^-

I dv,ov

MRT I— \ ^ \ holds. For these cases — = 1 and so K- = 0. So for
a^ \divJ„T '^i yJ'VjoT

a mixture for which this equation would hold at the critical circumstances,

I ^ I itself would be equal to 0. As also ::—^ :r—r-= v^ must be equal to 0,

\dxJ„T ^^^ Ou" \dxJvT

also Mr — 0, and from;
ovJvT

follows

:

dp = ^^ dv^i^A ^•^• + fr^l dT
OVxT V"'Vyr \0TJux

dp / dp

dT~[df
Already in 1895 I made the remark, which follows from this, viz. that for the

point of the plaitpoint curve, at which the line which is sometimes called the line

of KoNOWALOw, meets the plaitpoint line, contact must take place and that just

T dp . ^

as for a simple substance —r;=, = is about 7.

p dl

fèp\
Now I will add that from s~ =0 follows in the same way, as has been

derived above, that:

d log Ty \ dloq b^^ _|- _ ^_ — IS,

dx 6 dx

d loq Ty \ d loq h—^-—1 ^
-L^ = 0,

dx 3 d,v

and not

as would follow when b is |)ut constant. Already Quint pointed out that the last

equation was not satisfied in his observations. According to an oral communication

the equation given here would be in much better harmony with his observations.
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than the component, when it causes the quantity pc to decrease, then

dp dp
the general rule holds, that both -— and -— are positive when the

dA\ aA'

J

admixture is more volatile than the pure substance and reversely.

In general these three directions approach each other at higher

temperature and at the critical temperature they coincide. An exception

to the rule that with rising temperature the lines approach, must be

allowed for the case that for certain value of T the quantity

dpc
^— = 0. In this case the three directions mentioned coincide at that
da;

value of T; as they must again coincide at 2^= Ty, and as the

quantity -^ varies with T, they will first diverge up to a certain

maximum amount, and finally approach each other again.

The rule about the approaching of the lines might also be

represented in the following manner, which would render my meaning

dp
more precisely. If we write ^ under the following form, which

follows directly from the above:

dp Pc{Vi-Vi) dlpc

-r— MRT~ 17 ,
dx, e — 1

dpc Pc{v,— v^) dlpc

Ix MRT ~dx

dp

PAV.— V.) dlpc , 1 ^^1 TT
or putting ^\)'' -j-=^ ^^^ T^=^MRT dx dpc

U

dx

from which follows

k

dU 1 dk

dT k dT k

The factor ( e^ —
J
is always positive for k positive, and always

negative for h negative, and is only equal to for h = 0; and h

equal to occurs only at the critical temperature and when— 1= 0.

dU ^ ,
dk

.

For all other values of k can —- only be equal to 0, when —- is

a I (iJ-

equal to 0. When this quantity is equal to 0, there is a maximum
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dp

dtV^

or a minimum value for -— and the variation of this quantity can

da

dk
reverse its sign with rising temperature. Reversely v^hen —; cannot

dT
be equal to 0, reversal of sign cannot take place in the variation

of this quantity.

/\(i>3

—

v^ dlpc dk
From k = —777:7;; 7- follows as condition of -— = 0.MKl dx dT

d
dlpc MRT
da dT ' MRT dTdx

T,—T dip,: dlpy, f dTy_ dHpc f dTy,
Now Ipc = Ipy. — / ———

,
= 7 , 7,= •

T dx dx T dx dxdT T^ dx

dlpx f dTx
If we put ——= —-——, in which T^ can have all possible values

dx I
J
dx

dk
irom '— 00 to -j- 00 , then — = may also be written :

L MRT J_ 2- _ 1

L MRT J T^ T T,

The tirst member of this equation is always positive, at lower

temperatures nearly equal to 0, and at the critical temperature in-

finitely great. So the second member must also be positive. Or, if

this equation is to be satisfied T^ <^ T, but positive. In all the cases,

dk
therefore, in which 7\ is negative, -—; cannot become equal to 0,

di

and no reversal of sign takes therefore place in the course of

dp

dx,
.— W'lth the temperature.

dpc

dx

So the reversal of sign only occurs, w'hen in the equation

dlpy. ƒ dT,i

dx 7'j dx

Ti lies between and Ty. The two extreme values give for Ty =
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dT, dT, 1 dh
the value of —- =: O, and for 2\ = 1\ the value of —— = — - -—

dx 1 ydx o hdx

dï) •

so the well-known limits for mixtures for which—~ can be equal to 0.
p^dx

For the initial direction of the section normal to the p-axis, the

following equation holds :

and
H dpc

1 fdT\ RT \x^—xA _R^{,_ ~Rf~di

T V dx^Jp r ( A-j
\

r

Both yield at the critical temperature of the components :

1 dpc

dT\ RT u dpc u dpc pc dx 1 1 fdpc\

Tdxjp r RT dx r dx T dp '^ pc\ dxj ,,

pn'
According to results obtained before, we may also write :

1 f dT\ 6
I dTk I I dh ]

T \dx y. )

u

7 j Tydx / Q b dx y.

Physics. — "I'he exact numerical values for the properties of the

plaifpoint line on the side of the components." By Prof, van

DER Waals.

In my two previous communications, inserted in the proceedings

of this meeting, viz. I on the properties of the plaitpoint line on

the side of the components and II on the properties of the sections

of the surface of saturation on the side of the components, it has

again appeared, that the thermodynamic treatment of such problems

enables us to find a complete general solution — but also that if

we want to compute numerical values in special cases, the know-

ledge of the equation of state is indispensable. In some cases it will be

sufficient, if we make use of an approximate equation of state; but

as soon as the density of the substance is comparable to that in the

critical state, the numerical values calculated by means of the

approximate equation of state can deviate strongly from reality.

This is specially the case with quantities which either refer to the

volume, or are in close connection Avirh it. Thus it is known,
that already llie ciitical volume of a simple substance is not

20
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol VIII.
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equal to 3^, the value furnished by the equation of state, in

which h is put constant, but that this equation is found rather

nearer to '2b. This maj be accounted for by taking into account

that b is variable and decreases with the Aolume. In a mixture b

db
also depends on the composition. Accordingly the quantity — is an

ax

intricate expression for mixtures, and must in general be distin-

guished from (
—

I
. If the way in which b depends on volume and

composition, was accurately known, then there would not be left

any difficulties but those of toilsome and intricate calculations. But

it is sufticiently known, that the way in which b, even for a simple

substance, depends on v, has not yet been fixed with perfect cer-

tainty, and that in any case the knowledge of the numerical values,

which occur in given forms of b, is wanting. These considerations

led me to believe that this would be an objection to deriving theo-

retically the properties of the beginning of the plaitpoint line with perfect

certainty — and also to deterniining the numerical values exactly.

It has however, appeared to me that the knowledge of how b

depends on .* and v is not required for this exact determination;

but that for this purpose it suffices to know two quantities which

have been experimentally determineil for the critical state of a

simple substance.
T /dp \ T dp^

^ . ,

Let us call /' the value which -—-=——- has m the criti-

p \o^Jü p dl

cal conditions of the component, and v., the critical coefficient, so that

MET. = y.{pi-). .

MET a
^. ,,

MET
. , « , ,

From p = ^ follows = / and _- = / — 1.

V— U V p{v — 0) pv

The equality of MET= a pv =f{v—b)p, gives the value

v = - h

for the critical volume, in which we have to keep in view, that

now that b is put variable with the volume, b represents the value

w^hich this quantity has in the critical state. With ƒ= 7 and

15 f 28 , . , . . ,
^ u 1^

jt =^ we find — = — , wdiereas with / == 4 and x = — we should
4 6 13

'

3

find the value — = 3. For carbonic acid Keesom has found ƒ r= 6,7
h

V 6,7

and -/. = 3,56, from which would follow - = —— = 2,134.
b 0,14
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If in MRT=: y.pv we put the value of v, we find

MRT = ph
f-^

With ƒ= 4 and k=z— the factor of pb = 8, and withƒ= 7 and
o

15 1

;: == — this factor is found to be only slightly different viz. 8 —

.

^ I o

For the calculation of the value of b in the critical condition we

get therefore

:

_MRrf—>i Ty 1 ƒ—

X

a
If we put the value of v in the equation —- =ƒ— 1, we find:

^ pv

P

The factor of b\ which with ƒ= 4 and x =:— has the well known
o

15

value of 27, is found slightly above 27,8 with f =7 and ^ = -r'

If in MRT ^^y-pv we substitute the values found for j) and v,

we find

:

a n if— y)
MRT=z

8
, .„ 8 a . ^

If we again put ƒ= 4 and >« = — , we find MRI — — —; with

-J
K "I

/'=:7 and x = — the factor - is equal to -—--; also this value dif-
-' 4 Ö.440

8 1

fers but little from —:
=

27 3.375

For the calculation of a with the critical values of T and p, the

formula

:

(MRTYf-l
a = p

p y.

holds.

f—\ 27 1 3

The factor--^ is ecpial to — = ^-^ withƒ= 4 andx= -. With

15 96 1

/'=7 and '^- = j it '"^ ^%^^^^ only slightly different,
'"'^'^^l

—
Yïi'

20*
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For the critical condition r- must be 0. From this follows:
\ovJt

MET / db\_ a

and after substitution of the values found for MRT and v

db a if— I)

dv f

With f =4: and k = — it follows naturally that — = 0, whereas
"^ 3 ov

15
with f=7 and x ^ -- it follows that:

Ö6_45
"" öü~~49'

In the same wav
(
^— ) must be in the critical state. From

this follows

d'b .^(/_l)(/-x)(/-4)— o —— :=: Ó

Q

With r'=4 and k := — this value is of course equal to 0. With

15
,.. ,

ƒ r= 7 and y- = -r ^^e find :

3

we fin

4

d'b
-b— =0,1827 ^).

(IT

Let us now proceed to calculate the value of 7—— at the begin-
J ax

ning of the plaitpoint line. We have the formula:

ö'p ^ 1 f^i

dT Uiv^xjT MRT \dxJ„T

Tdx, d'6

and have therefore to determine
(
4-

I
and ( --^ )

for the critical

\uxJaT \oxdvjT

condition, but on the supposition that b varies with the volume and that

1) This high value of - h ^-^ supports the hypothesis that h, in its dependence

on the volume, lias a more intricate form than is represented by a series of ascending

powers ot
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db
-— bas difiereut vjilues depending on the vai'iations of the volume.
dx

Now
'd6

dp\ \OxJo da 1 a \\ da MRJ fob

^xJcT (i'— ^>y dx v^ v^ \a dx a v^ö.t'/y (v— /^/

j

dh
If we call — the value denoting the change of h with change ot

dx

cc, when we make also the volnme varv in such a way that the

mixture is again in the state Avhich may be called the critical state

of the nnsplit mixture, then :

db _ /ö^A èb /"dv^

dx yè^vjv ö'-' \dxjkr

f fdv\ db f , , ,

and ?v being = b -—
, Mr = v ir— , when / and x are con-

y— >j \dxjy dx f—Y,

slant, which is the case
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In tlie preceding communication I have concluded to the same

/O/A , dp,
. , . . , .

value from tlie equalitv of r^ and -— m the critical circumstances,
\óxjü dx

p. T,— T
and by means of the empirical foi-muhi— 1^ —f -~^- For from this

p,. T

formula follows

dpc dpy. . d Ty.

Pcdx p,.dx Tdx

or

1 dpc _ dTy 1 db ,
dT,

p,, dx Tydx h dx ' Tydx

or

pydxj,2^
^•'

^ {Tydx'^ f-lhdxy

But we could arrive at this equation in a much simpler way still.

From:

follows, when clT is put equal to cITy (taking for dTy the variation

of the critical temperature of the unsplit mixture)

1 dp 1 /ö/>\ f
2' dp \ dTy,

py dx p yè^vJ^-T \p dT) Tydx

and so

1 /ö/A __ 1 dpy ,
dT,

p \dxJvT py. (^'^ ' ^'//^'^

And this equation is not only preferable because it is shorter, but

also because it is independent of the circumstance whether the law

of corresponding states is applicable or not. The value of ƒ in this

derivation is that of the component.

Besides ( — 1 we have to determine the value of t—r- .

\dxJ,T \dxdvjT

For tiiis quantity we find

:

d'b da

ÖV^ ^^^^ f èh\ fdb\ dxdv dx

ö>\_2ajl da j^_j^/ d^^ya^-N MRT v' Ó'M

dxd'vjfv^l'^dx '^ {v-by\ dvXdxJ, 2a {v—bydxdv\'

or

(:

In this expression only the quantity ^-y is unknown. We deter-

mine it from

:
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bb\_ i Ö// ƒ ) dh

dxjv
I

dv f—n\ dx

d'b _ d'h f i"
I db

èxèv or"/— Jt\^/> dx

If we substitute the values giveu above for MRT, v,{ I — —
\ ov

and — b ,r— in the expression for (
:-^-

) , we find for the value of
du' \dxdvjT

the second term 2 .— and for the value of the third
b dx /

1 db f—4:
term -f

b dx f

The value of
( t"^- 1 is then found equal to:
oxovJt

\ 2a ( 1 da 1 db

dxèvjT v^
\
a dx b dx

or

ö>\ 2rt dT^

bxdvjT v^ Tydx

d'p

.dxdvjT ^^V.
and for -^^

—

-^— we find the simple value -—— ; so exactly the same
d'fi

^ 2\dx

value as follows from the equation of state, in Avhich h is put

constant. This gives rise to the conjecture that this relation might

be found merely from thermo-djnamic relations independent of the

knowledge of the equation of state, and this is indeed the case.

Let us consider the quantity ( ^] . It is equal to in the critical

state of the component. Let us pass from liiis homogeneous

critical phase to another in which the volume has changed with

dv, the composition with dr, and the temperature with d7\

Let us put dT again equal to r/7/., so let us assume that the

mixture with d.v molecules of the second kind is again in an homo-

geneous critical phase, then i -^ ]
is again equal to 0.

From:
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follows, because f/h^ and ^-- are equal to 0:

'p\ f ö> ^ dl\.

and from the relation :

follows :

ydvdTJ dv'
'

And from this we find again now onlj" from thermodynamic

relations what we have derived already above.

As we found, also by means of mere thermodynamics

:

dp\ , ( (IT, 1 dpy.

we may put without making use of the equation of state :

dT _ dT, fY \
dT, 1 dp,]'

bv'

The factor ^— may be reduced to a simple form, but for

3IRT—-

the determination of the value of this factor it is required to know
MRT ^ b's ^ a ,

the equation of state. If we write fp =. -, and —- = — 2 — ,this^
V— b 01?' y'

MRT 2a , MRT /^ db\ 2aMRT 2a ^ MRT /
factor becomes equal to — "•— and as ; — 1

(?;

—

by V {v— bj \

follows from ( ^ j
=0, we get

:

bv

MRT -_ 1 — — '•'
''

Or" ov

15
so with /= 7 and y. = — the value of this factor becomes equal

^ 4

49
to —-. Hence we have :

45

dT dT, 49 ( dT,. 1 dp.

Tdx, T,dx 45
(
T,dx 7 pydx

dpx
If we introduce the quantity b instead of —— , we find:

p,dx
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dT dTy /•-!
\ dT-,

,
1 dh

Tdx^ Tydx ' 2>c [Tyd.v f—lhd.v

8 /•_ 1 9
Witl) /"= 4 and x =z — we find ai>-ain

'—-— = --, bnt with /= 7
-^

3
° 2x 16 ^

and x=— ,
'^^ rises to 0,8. With ƒ= 6,7 and x. = 3,56 (Keesom's

vahies for carbonic acid) the valne is not appreciably different from

dT, , 1 db
0,8. If we calcnlate with—-= — 0,493 and -— = — 0,271,

dT
r = 6,7 and x i= 3,56 the valne of 7--—, we find for this valne

— 0,259. Thongh 0,259 is smaller than the values calcnlated from

Keesom's observations, 0,284 for ,7;= 0, i 047 and 0,304 for .> = 0,1994,

we mast not forget that the calculated valne wonld hold for the

limiting case, viz ,v = ; and the fact that for A,i' = a smaller

valne than 0,284 wonld have to be expected is at least in harmony

Avith the circumstance that the amount is found higher for a higher

value of X.

It is evident from all tl is that though we cannot do quite without

dT
the equation of state for the calculation of 777-— for the plaitpoint

1 div

line, yet it is not necessary to know the form of the quantity h.

For the calculation of the quantitv r, ^oi' t'^e beginning of the
' p dT

plaitpoint line we have from the formula :

J)'V JvT VÖ7'

the relation :

Tdp\ _ T /dp\ 1 rdp\ Tdx.

or

p dTJi,i p \dTji, p \dxjTu dT

( dT, 1 1 db

Tdp\ _ ~ ^''~^^ \Y^v
^
'{f^)b d^v

p clTj^i *
' dT,. f~\ ( dT, 1 I dhy

T,dx
"^

"2>r
i
Tydx ^ (7^ b'd~v\

or in numerical value for the mixture of oxygen and carbonic acid:

T dp\ — h,l \— 0,493 - 0,047|- -£- = 6,7 +—1-J '-

i = 6,7 - 11,28 = - 4,58
p dTj,A

^ - 0,259

With the mixture x = 0,1047 Keesom has found — 6,3 and with

X = 0,1995 the amount found was — 6,08.
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'^' dp dT
If we take the product of — —r, find —— we find the value of

p dl la.x

1 dp T dp dT
for tlie beginning of the pUiituoint line. As both—777, iiiid 7—

p

p dx p dl Ida;

are negative for the mixture of carbonic acid and oxygen, the value of

(I'll)—
)

IS positive.

Anatomy. — "Bolk's centra in the cerehellum of the mammalia".

By D. J. HuLSHOFF Pol (from the laboratory for Psychiatry

and Neurology at Amsterdam). (Communicated by Prof.

C. Winkler).

In his well-known researches about the cerebella of mammalia ^),

BoLK concludes: that "the Lobus anterior cerebelli does contain the

centre of coordination for the muscle-groups of the head, the Lobus

simplex the centrum of coordination for those of the neck; the non-

symmetrical centre of coordination for both left and right extremity

is situated in the Lobus medianus posterior, whilst each of the

Lobuli ansiformes is the seat of one of the symmetrical centra,

respectively for both right, and for both left extremities." ')

Within the same line of research, Van Rijnberk ') at Luciani's

laboratory in Roma, experimenting on two dogs, extirpated a portion

of the cerebellum, with the aim of taking away the right part of the

Lobus simplex.

The secondary symptoms, which were observed during the first

days after the operation, having passed away, the animal experi-

mented upon continued shaking its head, as if it meant to say "no".

This symptom resembled very much a trouble in the coordination,

and such being indeed the case, it would have confirmed the hypo-

thesis of BoLK. Therefore it was important to determine with as

much exactness as possible, which portion of the cerebellum had

been removed.

To this purpose the preparation, fixed in formol, was offered

1) Prof. Dr. L. Bolk. Das Cerebellum der Saugetiere. Petrus Camper, Vol III,

part. I. Amsterdam.

2) Prof. Dr. L. Bolk. Over de physiologische beteekenis van liet cerebellum. De

Erven Bohn, Haarlem. 1903.

8) G. A. VAN Rijnberk. Tentative di localisaziöne funzionali nel cerveletto. Archivio

di fisiolosia. Vol. I. Fasc. V.
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for examination to Professor Winki^eh, who had the kijidness to

leave its furtiier eUxboration to me.

Since the sections, that should he made subsequently, were to be

stained after the Weigert— Pal method, the cerebellum was immedia-

tely after its arrival in Amsterdam refixed in Mult,er's liquid. It

was only when this had been performed that the photographs were

taken (fig. I and II).

The -white spots that are seen on the figures, were caused by

celloidine, by means of which the pieces were pasted together. It

was necessary to do this, because the cerebellum, was received here

being cut into three pieces.

In the middle of the surface of the cerebellum we observe a ca\'ity.

If this cavity is divided into four parts along the longitudinal axis of

the cerebellum, nearly one quarter is lying to the left of the median

line, two other quarters are lying \n the right median part, and another

quarter (probably the smallest one) is lying in the right lateral part.

The form of this cavity on the surface of the cerebellum, as far

as it is lying in the median portion, is nearl}- that of a truncated

isosceles triangle having for its basis the paramedian line.

The greater part of this triangle (nearly three quarters) is lying

in the right half, and only one fourth in the left half of the cerebellum.

What imports most now is to find out to which subdivision of

the cerebellum belong the convolutions from which van Rijnberk

has extirpated this small piece.

In fig. I and II, next to the defect (fig. II sub 1), our attention

is drawn immediately by a deep furrow (fig. II sub 2a), that has

become to all probability more clearly visible by the process of

fixation, than may have been the case during life.

The sulcus primarius is the furrow penetrating deepest to the

medullary nucleus and continuing forwai-d till near the sinus Rhom-
boidalis, causing in this way the lobus anterior and the lobus

posterior to be connected, for by far the greater part, only by a

ridge of medullated nerve-substance. We may therefore safely assume

that, the cerebellum having been eventually shrivelled, this sulcus,

lying between two portions so deeply divided, will become more

distinctly visible.

At first view therefore we might hold the furrow indicated sub 2a

fig. II, to be probably the sulcus primarius. Such being the case,

all that is lying before this furrow would be lobus anterior, all

that is lying behind it lobus posterior.

On examining the anterior portion, this is found to consist of two
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parts, that maj' be discriminated with sufficient distinctness (fig. II,

3 and 4). What we find indicated sub 3 is a coniform swelling,

consisting of a succession of folia, separated bj- sulci running in the

direction of the margo mesencephalicns.

Accordingly^ it does not offer any difficulty to recognise in this

portion the lobus anterior.

The case is different however for the folium behind this part

(fig. II sub 4) lying before the snlcus mentioned sub 2a.

It would belong to the anterior lobe if this furrow were indeed

the sulcns primarius ; but as it is lying behind the sulcus sub 2h,

the direction of which is totally different from that of the other

sulci of the lobus anterior, the question arises whether this convolu-

tion sub 4 does indeed belong to the anterior lobe.

The direction of this gyrus is totally different from that of all

the other convolutions lying before it, because it does encompass

the basis of the coniform swelling. Whilst the convolutions in the

anterior part are ranged regularly behind one another, the convolu-

tion sub 4 does diverge from that arrangement, becanse the former

convolutions are implanted in tliis latter. Relying only on the diffe-

rence in direction between these convolutions, one would be inclined

to consider as the sulcus primarius rather the sulcus sub 2h than

that sub %i.

We see however, that the convolution sub 4, like that of the

coniform swelling, is running from the right to the left. It is unin-

terrupted and the initial direction of this curved convolution is

likewise towards the margo mesencephalicns. This — in addition

to the fact, that Bolk in his description of the cerebella of different

mammalia, likewise reckons the lower and more deviating con-

volutions to the lobus anterior — supports the opinion that the sulcus

sub 11) is not the sulcus primarius, as we might suppose, if relying

only on the difference in direction between the convolutions sub 3

and 4.

The macroscopical description will therefore have to leave unde-

cided the question, Avhether the convolution sub 4 must be reckoned

to the lobus anterior or to the lobus posterior.

Nevertheless it is of the greatest importance to delimitate exactly

to which portion of the cerebellum this convolution belongs,

because it has become evident from the figures I and II, that on

the surface it is precisely in this convolution that the greater part

of the defect is situated. The examination of sagittal sections of the

cerebellum will have to decide this question.

All that is lying behind the anterior lobe belongs to the posterior
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lobe. This posterior part, with the exception of its first convohitions,

is divided into one median and two lateral portions by tlie sulci

paramediani, which run parallel to the median line.

Consequently all that is lying between the two paramedian sulci

forms the median part of the lobus posterior, all that is lying

to the right and to the left of tiieni forms the lateral part of

this lobe.

In figure II sub 11 we find the sulcus intercruralis. This furrow

is lying in the middle of the lobus ansiformis, (fig. I). The convo-

lutions that start originally from the median line as crus primum
(fig. II sub 9) and bend gradually, when arrived in the ultimate

lateral part, to return thence as cms secundum (fig. II sub 10) to

the median part, take before reaching it another bent, this time

straight backward ; to continue further as lobus paramedianus (fig.

II sub 12) parallel to the sulcus paramedianus.

In describing further the lobus posterior we will confine ourselves,

for the sake of convenience, to the left half.

Of course in fig. I and II all that is lying to the left of the

sulcus paramedianus belongs to the lateral part, and consequently

may not be reckoned to the lobus simplex, the convolutions of this

latter, according to Bolk, continuing Avithout any interruption from

the right to the left.

Applying this test to fig. I, we find that the extreme end of the

left sulcus paramedianus is stopped by a convolution indicated sub

5 fig. II.

Thence it might be concluded, that the convolutions indicated

sub 5 and 6 in fig. II, accordingly lying above the sulci paramediani

and below the lobus anterior, form the lobus simplex.

On a closer examination of the lowest of these two gyri, i. e.

the gyrus sub 5, we find however, that to the left of the white

spot (the end of the dotted line), in the lateral part of the gyrus

therefore, a narrow furrow may still be observed, that does not

continue to the median line. According to Bolk therefore, this con-

volution does not belong to the lobus simplex, as the incomplete

furrows in this lobe, like those in the lobus anterior, ought to start

from the median line.

The cause, why the interruption of this gyrus sub 5 is not, as

usually, visible on the surface, must be sought in the fact that the

sulcus paramedianus disappears in the depth, and does not therefore

penetrate into this convolution on the surface.

The last convolution, sub 6, fulfills in every respect the conditions

claimed by Bolk for the convolutions of the lobus simplex ; as it
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lies directly behind the lobiis anterior, and continues without

interruption from the right to the left, whilst incomplete furrows,

not starting from the median line, do not occur in it. Moreover

the convolutions forming the crus primum, lie adjacent to it and

originate in it.

This convolution sub 6 thus forming the lobus simplex on the

surface, does not continue very far on the more lateral part, as

may be seen in the figure. It is therefore little developed.

Now if we follow to the right the course of the convolution

sub 4 fig. II, about which it is not yet decided whether it

belongs to the anterior or to the posterior lobe, we find that this

convolution loses itself in the cavity sub 1. It may be said there-

fore that the operation has extirpated at least on the surface, a

part of the left median portion and the whole of the right median

portion of this gyrus.

I have stated already that the cavity broadened to the right, and

attained its largest breadth in the prolongation of the sulcus para-

medianus. By the photograph sub I it becomes evident, that in this

place the lesion extends over the convolutions lying before and behind.

A convolution of the lobus anterior lying before the convolution

sub 4, and a convolution of the lobus simplex behind it, we may

therefore assume, in as much as it is allowed to draw conclusions

from the macroscopical aspect, that in the right median part at

least one convolution of the lobus anterior and one of the lobus

simplex have been injured. It must remain undecided whether the

principal defect, situated in the convolution sub 4 fig. II, ought to

be reckoned to the lobus anterior or to the lobus simplex.

It was on purpose I did not hitherto say anything about the

macroscopical deviations in the right lateral portion, because, as was

stated before, the whole of it was divided from the left portion of

the cerebellum and having been thrivelled in the course of the

elaboration, it no longer fitted exactly unto the median part, as

may distinctly be seen in fig. I and II.

In order therefore to avoid eventual errors I neglect the macros-

copical description of the lateral portion of the posterior lobe.

This omission does not involve unsurmountable difficulties, because

the description of the sagittal sections remains still to be given, and

by means of these latter we shall have to find out which portions

have been destroyed and which have been left intact.

The cerebelliiin having been fixed for some time at the laboratory in

Muller's liquid it was inclosed in celloidine and cut in serial sections.
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Photograph III has been taken of a section on the left border of

the defect, i.e. on the spot where the lesion begins on the left.

Photograph IV has been taken of a section from tlie right median

part, directly adjacent to the median line.

Photograph V represents a section from the middle of Ihe median

portion.

Photograph VI represents a section very close to the prolongation

of the sulcus paramedianus dexter, but still within the median portion.

Photograph VIII represents a section from the left lateral, being

the un-injured portion. It corresponds with the place in the right

lateral part, represented by photograph VII.

If, by the aid of photograph III, we try to delimitate the exact

situation, especially of the different convolutions around the sulcus

primarius, it does not present any great difficulty to know which

is the lobus anterior and which the lobus posterior.

The furrow, lying opposite the sinus Rhomboidales (R.), is the

sulcus primarius (s. p.). Ali that is lying before this sulcus, to the

left of it in fig. Ill, belongs to the lobus anterior, all that is

lying behind it, to the right in the figure, belongs to the lobus

posterior.

The strongly developed anterior lobe is divided into four lower

lobules, which I have indicated sub 1, 2, 3 and 4, conform to

Bolk's description.

Accordingly these numbers correspond with the lobes, designated

in the human cerebellum as Lingula, Lobus centralis and Culmen.

For the posterior lobe I likewise followed Bolk's division, and

accordingly designated the folia by a, b, c and d; a corresponding

Avith Nodulus, b with Uvula, c with Pyramis and d with Tuber

vermis. Folium cacuminis and Declive. This latter would be the

Lobus simplex.

The rationality of Bolk's division is demonstrated clearly by this

preparation, as the medullary rays of the folia are all of them

separately implanted in the medullary nucleus.

The sinus Rhomboidales, the roof of the fourth ventricle, is desig-

nated sub R. Opposite to it, accordingly in the figure straight above

it, and separated from it only by the medullary nucleus, we find

the sulcus primarius (s. p.).

As we stated before, it could not be decided with any certainty

from the macroscopial description whether the sulcus primarius was to

be sought for sub 2a or sub 2b (fig. II), and consequently the

situation of tlie defect could not be precisely defined ; it is therefore

necessary to determine with the utmost exactness in their mutual
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relation the respective situations of the sulcus primarius, the adjacent

gyri and the lesion.

To this purpose I have designated in fig. Ill sub « and sub /? the

two convolutions l.ying next to the sulcus primarius on the surface.

Looking ad «, which represents the first convolution of the lobus

posterior on the surface, we find that it consists of a secondary

radius medullaris ending in a bifurcation on the surface. Such not

being the case with the adjacent secondary medullary rays of Cj,

this convolution may be likewise easily recognized in the next figures.

The same thing may be said for /?, which represents the most

posterior convolution of the lobus anterior on the surface. For we
observe that the medullar^^ ray of the lobule N°. 4 divides itself

into two portions : the posterior one /? being the prolongation of the

thick primary radius medullaris and therefore easily recognised.

In photograph III, representing, as may be remembered, a section

taken from the place where to the left the lesion begins, we see

clearly that not the entire convolution ^ has been destroyed, but

mainly that portion of it that is lying next to the sulcus primarius.

The convolution of the lobus posterior, lying behind it, has not

been injured at all, its surface, on the spot where this convolution

bends inward towards the sulcus primarius being distinctly visible.

This spot («) being of importance in order to determine whether

the lobus posterior, in case the lobus simplex, has been injured,

I have designated it likewise on the other photographs (IV, V and VI).

Anticipating for a moment on the subsequent description of these

photographs, I may state that they show clearly that this spot on

the surface, where the convolution bends inward, presents nowhere

any trace of lesion.

The direct conclusion to be derived from this fact is that the lobus

simplex has not been injured at its surface.

As to the convolution ^ however matters stand differently.

In fig. Ill already we may see that from 4, representing the pos-

terior folium of the lobus anterior, the posterior secondary convo-

lution /? in the upper part has been almost entirely destroyed. Only

a small ])iece of its most anterior portion remains.

In the direction of the medullary nucleus the lesion extends only

over the upper third part of the sulcus primarius.

The secondary radius medullaris is still distinctly visible at the

spot where it is united to the anterior convolution.

Surveying the successive aspects of the lesion in the figures IV,

V and VI, we find that in IV a veiy small remnant of the convo-

lution sub ,j still subsists, whilst the secondary radius niedul-
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laris lias been ciit ofT almost up to tlie i)lac'e of bifurcation of the

pi'iuiary radius.

The lesiou itself peuetrates inward, a little into the medullary

nucleus, moreo\ei' the secondary and tertiary lobules, lying adjacent

to the sulcus priiuarius, are for the greater part, if not wholly,

destroyed.

This becomes still more evident from the tig. V and VI, where

all that belongs to the convolution (>', has been destroyed. The

lesion itself penetrates still deeper, in tig. V it has nearly cleft the

radius medullaris, in fig. VI it has done so entireh^

We may therefore conclude : that in the median portion, more

especially in its rigid half, the p)Osterior lobule of the lobiis ayiterior

has been seriously injured, that even nearly the whole of it has been

removed.

I stated already, that from the anterior portion of the lobus

posterior, i. e. the lobus simplex, nothing has been destroyed on the

surface, as the place where it bends inward sub a, remains visible

on all sections in fig. Ill, IV, V and VI. Deeper however, the case

becomes difterent.

In ng. IV we observe that all secondary lobules, lying adjacent

to the sulcus primarius in the depth, have been completely destroyed.

In fig. V there has been removed still more, nearly the whole of

the secondary radius medullaris having been extirpated. In fig. VI

it is entirely destroyed, whilst moreover the primary radius medul-

laris of the small lobe c^ has been completely divided from the

medullary nucleus.

We may thence conclude that, though the lobus simplex in its

median portion is not injured at its surface, on the contrary in the

depth, in the portion adjacent to the sidcus primarius, it has been

entirely destroyed, even those convolutions that remained intact on

the surface in the paramedian area {figure III sub a) having been

divided from the primary radius medullaris.

Considering next the lateral portion, fig. VIII enables us to survey

the situation and the division of the folia under ordinary circum-

stances. The sulcus primarius (s. p.) still subsists, as the convolution

sub 4 fig. II, the last convolution of the lobus anterior, is removed

considerably sideways. All that lies before this sulcus, accor-

dingly to the left in fig VIII, belongs to the lobus anterior. Con-

sequently the small lobe sub 1 is the last folium of this lobe. All

that lies behind the sulcus primarius, thus belongs again to the

lobus simplex sub 2.

Considering next fig. VII, it is shown thereby that on both sides

21
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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of the sulcus primarius tlie secondary lobules have been all destroyed,

and moreover from the lobus antei'ior even nearly the whole of the

radius medullaris.

Accordingly we find for the lateral portion the same result as

for the median right half, i. e. that besides the greater part of the

lobus sijnplex, also a part of the lobus anterior has been destroyed.

Originally we iiitended not only to find out hv means of the

sections, which portion of the cerebellum had been taken away by

Van RiJiNBERK, but likewise to demonstrate the microscopical changes

subsequent to the lesion. To this purpose we used the Weigert-Pal

method of staining.

Unfortunately however, on microscopical examination, it was shown

that nearly" the whole mass of medulla had taken a granular aspect.

It was therefoi'e impossible to study the nerve-fibres, and any secon-

dary degeneration they might have suffered with the method of

Weigert-Pal, and for MARCHi-preparation the cerebellum proved unfit.

Nevertheless one fact remains worthy of attention: in the part of

fig. VI, designated sub «, accordingly in that portion, separated by the

operation from the central medullaris originating in it, the radius

medullaris not only is stained black as distinctly as the other secondary

medullary rays, but moreover the Purkinje corpuscles and their

ramifications in this portion (stained by means of osmium acid),

do not present any changes worth mentioning, if compared to those

of the other, un-injured lobules.

SUMMARY.

A. According to Bolk's theory, the Lobus simplex is the seat of

an unsymmetrical centrum of coordination for the muscle-groups of

the neck.

B. Operating on a dog, van Rijnbeek extirpated a part of the

cerebellum, about the Lobus simplex. In consequence of this opera-

tion, its secondary symptoms having passed away, the animal retained

a continual movement of the head as if it meant to say "no".

C. Investigations at the laboratory in Amsterdam taught us that

the operation had destroyed :

a. in the left median part, next to the median line, a small

superficial portion of the last gyrus of the Lobus anterior;

b. between the median line and the paramedian line to the

right

;

1st. nearly the whole of the last gyrus of the Lobus anterior;

2"^i. nothing from the Lobus simplex at its surface
;
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3'''\ nearly the wliole of the Lobus simplex in the depth,

whilst, towards the paramedian line, likewise those por-

tions of gyri, which remained intact on the surface, have

been divided from the primary radius medullaris.

In the part, situated to the right of the paramedian line,

as far as the lesion extends
;

1"^ nearly the whole of the posterior folium of the Lobus

anterior

;

2"'^ the greater part of the Lobus simplex.

Physiology. — "The designs on the skin of the vertebrates, considered

in their connection iinth the theory of segmentation." By

Dr. G. VAN RiJNBERK. (Oommunicated by Prof. C. Winkler).

That there exists some connection between the distribution of

pigments in the skin and its segmental innervation will be evident

to any one who has made some investigations into the questions

concerning the theory of segmentation. Different authors have made

numerous unconnected researches about this subject. Sherrington *)

has pointed out that the stripes of the zebra are ranged in segments

on neck and trunk ; whilst he identifies the cross-stripe over the

shoulders of the ass with its dorsal axis-line for the anterior extremity.

Winkler '') has drawn attention to the fact that deep-coloured rabbits

often show white spots, presenting a marked conformity in distri-

bution and extension with the analgetic areas that are produced

when one or two of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves have

been cut through. It may therefore readily be assumed that these

white spots find their origin in the fact that either one or several

segments lack the faculty of producing pigment. Allen ") has

demonstrated that certain series of spots on the skin of the squirrel

correspond with the points of entrance into the hypodermis of series

of skinbranches of the intercostal and other homologous nerves. Two

1) G. S. Sherrington, Experiments in examination of the peripheral distribution

of the fibres of the posterior roots of some spinal nerves. Philosoph. Transactions

of the Royal Society. London, vol. 184 B. p. 757.

2j G. WInkler, Ueber die Rumpfdermalome. Monat schrift fur Psychiatrie und

Neurologic. Bd. XIII, 1903, h. 3, S. 173.

^) H. Allen, The distribution of the colour-marks of the mammalia. Proceedings

of the Academy of Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia, 1888, p. 84 et seq. — See also,

Science. 1887.

21*
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years ago I mj'self^) collected some data, by means of which

I endeavoured to justify the hypothesis, that in two species of sharks

{Scyllium Catulus and Sc. Caniculd) the deep-coloured transversal

stripes correspond alternately with groups of fn^e and of three

segments, producing more pigment than the other segments.

My present endeavour will be to demonstrate some systematical

views concerning the colourmarks on the skin of the vertebrates

(birds excepted), on the basis of the rather extensive and detailed

knowledge Ave possess about the segmental innervation of the skin.

To that purpose the first thing to be done is to define as clearly

as possible the object of my investigations. In every animal the

so-called "design" in its widest acceptation, originates in the con-

trasting effect of at least two colours or tints. Generally the next

proceeding is to select one of these colours, that is then regarded

as the "design" in a narrower sense, whilst the other colour is

called the prime-colour. This choice is principally determined by

esthetic motives : its criterion being either the difference in extension, —
the less extensive colour being then taken for the design — , or

else the difference in tint, the lightest tint being then regarded as

the prime-colour. The irrationality of this method is evident, as has

already been pointed out partiall}^ hj J. Zenneck ^) a disciple of

EiMER. For when comparing together a few cartoons of eqnal size,

on which are designed respectively: a small black figure with a

large white margin, a small white figure with a large black margin,

a lai'ge black figure with a narrow white margin and a large white

figure with a narrow^ black margin, — nobody will think in

either of these cases of taking the margin for the design : the figure

remains the figure, whether it be large or small, black or white.

Consequently it is neither by its tint, nor by its extension that the

"design" ought to be distinguished, but only and exclusively by its

significance. Applying this test to the distribution of colourmarks

on the skin of animals (the design in its widest acceptation) we will

accordingly have to determine at the outset in each case, which

biological, morphological and physiological significance must be

ascribed to the different portions of the design.

Their biological significance m^xj be neglected here; necessarily the

1) G. VAN RiJNBERK, Beobachtungcii über die Pigmentation der Haul von Scyllium

Catulus und Ganicula und ihre Zuordnung zu der segmonlalen Hautinnervation

dieser Thiere. — Petrus Camper, Vol. Ill, 1904, pari. 1, p. 137—173.

2) J, Zenneck, Die Zeichnung der Boiden. Zeitschrifl f. Wisseuschaftliche Zoölogie,

Bd. 64, 1896, h. 1, u. 2, S. 234.
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foremost condition to obtain coi-rect notions concerning the pigmen-

tation of the skin is to understand proper!}^ the morphological

framework whereon the design is founded, and the manner in

which it is physiologically detei-mined. In endeavouring to elucidate

these questions, it becomes evident that the simple distinction between

•'design" in a narrower sense and "prime-colour", is not sufficient

for a rational description of the manifold pigmentations of the skin.

According to my opinion, we ought at least to dislinguish three

elements, constituting in their complete or partial combination the

"design" in its widest acceptation. In order to obtain a proper

distinction between these three elements, it is necessary to introduce

a quantitative criterion into the problem. Besides the respective plus

and minus in the pigmentation, we shall therefore have to make still

another distinction, by opposing to the prime-colour respectively an

excedent and a defect contrast in the production of pigment.

A few instances may suflice to elucidate this. In a white dog

with black ears black represents the contrasting colour just as white

does in a black horse with a white mark on its forehead. But in

the first case it may be called an excedent contrast, in the second

case a defect contrast. In an animal where the prevailing colour is

brown showing both black and white marks, we find combined the

three elements that ought to be distinguished : the brown prime-

colour, the excedent and the defect-contrasts. Starting from these

simple instances, we shall be able to compose a complete terminology,

by means of which the most important elements of the pigmentation

of the skin may be defined with tolerable exactness as to their shape,

extension and distribution. For instance the white mark on the fore-

head of the black horse we will call an isolated defect contrast.

Thus the dark stripes on neck and trunk of the zebra may be called

regular serial diagonal excedent contrasts, whilst the stripes on Galidictis

are regular serial longitudinal excedent contrasts. The morphological

and physiological basis for distinguishing between excedent and

defect-contrast, consists in the following points

:

1. In a large series of cases excedent-contrasts are found in such

places where the innervation of the skin is likewise strongest, whilst

on the contrary defect-contrasts are found in such places where this

innervation is feeblest. 2. We may observe that the excedent-contrasts

often correspond as to their shape and distribution with the carica-

tures of the dermatoma ^), whilst the defect contrasts often correspond

1) G. Winkler and G. van Rmnberk, Structure and function of the trunk-derma-

toma III. These Proc. IV, p. .509. Verslagen der Kon. Akademie v. Welenscliappen,

22 Febr. 1902.
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with the analgetic areas called into existence by the destruction of

sensibility in one or more segments.

A few instances may serve to illustrate this. The sensibility of

the skin under normal circumstances is strongest within a system

of lines and zones, corresponding with the average limits of the

dermatoma (of more precise limits we cannot speak because of the

overlapses). This has been proved clinically for man by Langelaan ^),

experimentally for the dog by Winkler ") and myself. Now if we

observe the dark stripes of the zebra, we find that beyond any

doubt these stripes, at least on neck and trunk, show a marked

accordance in their distribution and direction with the average limits

of the dermatoma, as these latter may be imagined to be, relying

on the data procured by Peyer '), Sherrington ^), Türck ^), Winkler ")

and myself respectively for tiie rabbit, the monkey and the dog.

Their number corresponds nearly with that of the segments of

neck and trunk; on the neck and on the trunk they are somewhat

wider apart than at the points of insertion of the extremities, this

being in perfect accordance with the fact demonstrated by Winkler

and myself that at those points the ranks of the dermatoma are more

thickly set. The distribution of the stripes on the extremities is not

so easily explained. On superficial view they resemble rings,

running around the extremity. In reality however each of these rings

consists of two symmetrical semicircles, passing by pairs into one

another by a definite angle on the outside and on the inside of the

extremity. Connecting together the different points at which the semi-

circles meet, we obtain two lines corresponding with the dorsal and the

ventral axis-lines of the extremity. The direction in which the stripes

run (in a caudal direction from the axis-lines), corresponds with

1) J. W. Langelaan, On the determination of sensory spinal skinficlds in heallliy

individuals. These Proc. Ill, p. 251.

2) See note 1 on the preceding page.

3) J. Peyer, Ueber die peripheren Endigungen der motorisclien und sensibelen

Fasern des Plexus bracchialis. Zeitschrifl f. rat. Medizin. N. 7, Bd. IV, 1854, S. 52.

^) G. S. Sherkington, loco citato, and: Idem II Ibidem vol. 190, B. 1898, p. 45—186.

3) L. Türck, Vorlaufige Ergebnisse von Experimental Untersuchungen zur Ermit-

telung der Hautsensibililatsbezirke der cinzelnen Rückenmarksnervenpaare. Sit-

zungsber. der K. K. Akad. der Wissensch. zu Wien 1856, and: Die Hautsensibili-

tatsbezirke der einzelne Rückenmarksnervenpaare. Aus dem literarisclien Nachlasse

von weil. Prof. Dr. L. Türck zusammengeslellt von Prof. Dr. G. Wedl. Denk-

schriften der Math. Naturw^. Glasse der K. Akad. der Wissensch. zu Wien. Bd

XXIX, 1869.

^) G. Winkler and G. van Rijnberk, On function and structure of the trunk-

dermatoma 1. These Proc. Vol. IV, p. 266; II. 1. c. p. 308; III. 1. c. p. 509; IV.

1. c. Vol. VI, p. 347.
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that followed by the limitlines of the segments of the skin. The

number of the stripes, however, is greater than that of the segments

can possibly be. But for this ditïiculty too a solution can be found.

On considering the curve of sensibility of a normal trunk-skin, as it

has been constructed by Winklkr and myself on tlie basis of our

experiments, we find thai at the dorsal median line, where the

central areas overlap one another on an average for one third and the

dermatomata for one half, a top of the curve i. e. a zone of

summation corresponds with every average limit-line between two

dermatomata. If now the overlapses amount to more than one half,

as they do on the extremities, the curve of sensibility will be much
more complicated and the zones of summation therefore more nume-

rous. Accordingly the dark stripes on the extremities correspond

likewise with the average lines of demarcation of the dermatomata.

In the zebra the excedent of pigment apparently is distributed in

accordance with the scheme of the intersegmental zones of summation,

and the design resulting from this distribution may therefore be

defined as consisting of intersegmental excedent-contrasts. Although

this instance may not be entirely isolated, still it is a rather rare

one. In many other cases we find that the excedent of pigment is

not distributed in accordance with the uniform scheme of inter-

segmental demarcation, but arbitrarily accumulated in certain

points or portions of the segments themselves. A large number of

white domestic animals for instance present black spots, showing a

marked similitude in their shape, distribution and extension with the

figures, denominated by Winkler caricatures of the dermatomata.

The way in which the pigment is distributed, oifers even an indication

of that peculiar significance which the point of entrance of the skin-

nerve apparently possesses for the innervation (maximum and

ultimum moriens of the central areas, of the dermatomata and of the

sensible skin-areas in general^)). Thus the series of black dots in many
species of sharks, amphibians, serpents and saurias, apparently corre-

spond nearly with the serial ranging of the points of entrance of the

dorsal and lateral nerve branches.

We will now turn to the defect contrasts. In deepcoloured speci-

mina of our domestic animals white-tipped ears or tail, a white belly,

or a white mark in the frontal median line of the head, or else

white toes, are frequently to be met with. It needs not being demon-

^) On function and etc. These Proc. Vol. VI, p. 3i7. G. van Runberk: On the

fact of sensible skin areas dying away in a centripetal direction. These Proc>

Vol. VI, p. 346.
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strated that such marks represent either absolute or relative eccentrical

areas. ConsequentJj I consider these marks to be eccentrical defect-

contrasts. The white marks in rabbits, to which attention has been

drawn by Winki.er, are of a very ditFerent nature, being expressions

of segmental variability ; in the series of equivalent segments, pro-

ducing pigment, one or two have lost this faculty ; thence results

the defect, corresponding in shape, distribution and extension with

the segmental analgetic areas. A further instance may be forwarded

by the so-called Lakenveld cows, whose white "cloth-covering" around

the trunk corresponds evidently with a series of pigment-less seg-

ments, which have become hereditary by artificial selection in breeding.

The above-mentioned white feet may be reckoned likewise to these

instances. In black dogs, horses or rabbits, white forefeet and a white

mark on the breast are frequently to be met with. E\'idently these

mean something more than a simple eccentrical defect. It cannot be

doubted that such cases represent phenomena of segmental omission.

It is known by the experiments of Winkler ^) and myself that

the most eccentric skin-segments of the fore-feet (7^'' and ^^ cer\'ical

roots), consist only of the lateral portiojis of the dermatoma, the

dorsal parts having entirely vanished whilst the ventral parts are

lying exceedingly reduced at the ventral median line near the maiiubrium

sterni. Accordingly this relation corresponds perfectly with that of

the above described defect areas. For this reason I consider these

latter ones to be segmental defect contrasts ; they are the expression

of a segmental defect-varibility in the 7^^' and S^^ cervical segment.

Analogous cases are not rarely found. Frequently the white areas

are so extensive that eventually a defect of the 5*^ and 6'^' cervical

segment may be assumed besides that of the 7'^^ and S*^'^ . Analogous

relations exist in the posterior extremity, though we know less about

its segmental innervation.

I cannot possibly in these pages enter into more minute details

concerning the question of the segmental distribution of the colour

marks in the skin. An extensive essay on this subject is shortly to

be published. The preceding explanations will however be of sufficient

aid to form a judgment concerning my fundamental views and to

understand the conclusions, stated in the following summary. Doubtless

these conclusions may have some importance for clinical work,

because they prove beyond any doubt the great significance of the

segmental innervation for the trophic condition of the skin, and add

1) G. Winkler and G. van Rijnberk, Something concerning the growth of the

areas of the trunk-dermatoma on the caudal portion of the upper extremity. These

Proc. VI, p. 392.
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a new support to the probability of the hypothesis tliat a segmental

basis lies at the root of many pathological states, as naevus

'pigmentosus etc.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The distribution of the pigmentation on the skin of vertebrated

animals is in a large series of cases the expression of pecnliar rela-

tions in the segmental innervation of the skin.

2. In the "skin-design" taken in its widest acceptation, three

elements ought to be distinguished -. the prime-colour, the excedent-

contrast and the defect-contrast.

3. In animals, whose skin is nearly wholly of one colour, (he

excedent-con trast may be zonal (dorsal) or isolated.

An isolated contrast frequently corresponds

:

for the head

a. with a definite central nerve-area: (the excedent-contrast in

the N. trigeminus), or else with definite portions of these areas (Point

of entrance of the nerve in the hypodermis; the excedent-contrast

ex introitu; the supraorbital mark),

for the remainder of the body

:

h. with definite isolated skin-segments, more pigmented than the

other segments, or with definite sub-divisions of these segments

(caricatures of the dermatoma; segmental excedent \'ariability ; seg-

mental excedent contrast).

c. \vith zones of intersegmental summation (intersegmental excedent

contrast; the cross on the back of the ass).

4. The defect contrast in animals that are nearly wholly of one

colour maj^ appear as a lack of this colour either zonal (ventral) or

isolated. The isolated defect contrast frequently corresponds with

:

a. definite nerve-areas, being situated very eccentrical, either in

absolute or in relative sense. (Tip of the tail, tips of the ears, ventral

median line, frontal median line of the head, toes; they are all

specimina of eccentrical defect-contrasts).

b. with definite non-pigmented skin-segments (phenomena of seg-

mental-omission, segmental defect variability, segmental defect-contrasts).

5. Eimer's type of the transversally striped animals ought to be

divided into two sub-divisions

:

a. animals with broad, dark transversal stripes, which are less

numerous than the segments of the body (fishes, sauria's, serpents).

These broad transversal stripes correspond probably with groups of

strongly pigmented segments, alternating with other groups that are
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less pigmented. (A transversal serially ranged segmental exeedent

contrast).

b. animals with narrow dark transversal stripes, more numei'ous

than the segments of the body (mammalia, e.g. zebra's). These stripes

correspond with zones of intersegmental summation. (A transversal

serially ranged intersegmental exeedent contrast),

6. Elmer's type of the animals with longitudinal stripes includes

:

a. fishes, in w.hich the dark longitudinal stripes, or else the dark

dots and spots ranged in long rows," correspond apparently with the

points of entrance into the hypodermis of the skin-branches of the

pej-ipherical nerves. (An exeedent contrast ex introitu).

b. amphibians and reptiles. Probably the precedent hypothesis holds

likewise for these.

c. mammalia. In the viverridae the longitudinal stripes apparently

have been produced by the confluence of rows of spots, which were

originally distributed intersegmentally. (Pseudo-longitudinal stripes).

7. Eimer's spotted type in the mammalia includes:

a. Irregular spotting. This is caused by segmental exeedent and

defect-\'ariabi 1 i ty

.

b. Uniform dotting. We may imagine this to have been produced

by the fragmenting of stripes, that occur un-interrupted in kindred

species of animals (leopards).

Meteorology. — ''On frequency curves of meteorological elements''

Bij Dr. J. P. Van der Stok.

1. The application of the theory of probability to the results of

meteorological investigations has hitherto been more limited than the

nature of the data would lead us to expect.

It is not diflicult to indicate the reason for this fact. Nearly all

applications of the theory of errors to physical and astronomical

problems are induced by the desire to determine a quantity with the

greatest attainable precision ; the remaining uncertainty atfords a

criterion for the value of the diiferent methods employed and leads

to experimental improvements, by means of which the errors, or

departures from the average value, may be minimized.

These reasons for the application of the theory of errors fail in

meteorology : for the greater part of meteorological quantities and

climatological regions it is impossible to calculate average ^'alues

within a reasonable time and with a moderate degree of precision

and, if this were at all possible (e.g. for tropical stations), an increase
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of precision would scarcely afford any advantage as we are unable

to reduce the deviations by improving the observations. Moreover

the knowledge of the most probable value is of minor importance

as the frequency curves in general are very flat and we cannot

attach the common idea of errors to the deviations which, after all,

are more characteristic of meteorological conditions than absolute

values.

Meteorological constants in the true sense of the word and to

which the methods and terminology of the theory of errors are

applicable, are nearly exclusively Fourier constants, obtained by the

analysis of periodical phenomena such as daily and annual variations,

and to these it is certainly desirable to apply the criterion of the

theory of errors more extensively than has hitherto been the case

:

the theory of errors in a plane can be immediately and advantage-

ously used to get a clear understanding of the value of the results

obtained.

If however we abandon this basis of the theory of errors and proceed

upon the lines whicii have of late been followed by the sociological

and biological sciences, the matter appears in a different light; in

these sciences the principal object to be obtained is not so much the

'mean value as the occurrence of deviations, or rather the nature of

the frequency curves.

Monthly means e.g. of barometric heights may be identical for

January and July as far as the absolute values are concerned, but

we may confidently expect the frequency curves for these months

to bear a totally different character. It is also extremely probable

that the frequency curves will show a considerable difference for

places in different latitudes or differently situated in relation to the

main tracks of depressions.

The constants which occur in the analytical expressions for these

curves may then be considered as characteristics of the climate and,

as in meteorology we possess luore data than in most other branches

of science, a more thorough study of details is possible.

The principal questions are

:

a. In how far are monthly means in accordance with the common
law of probability.

b. What is the form of the frequency curves constructed from

daily means or from observations made at fixed hours in as far as

these curves may be considered symmetrical.

c. An investigation of the skewness of these curves.

In this communication only the first of these problems will be

considered.
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2. The material chosen for this inquirj^ consists of:

1st. monthly means of barometric pressure at Helder, calculated

for the 60 years period Aug. 1843 to July 1902, the total number

being 720.

2"*^. monthly means of barometric pressure at Batavia for 37 years,

1866-1902, altogether 444 data.

3"l monthly means of atmospheric temperature for the whole of

France during the 50 years period 1851—1900, altogether 600 data.

Up to 1873 the data for Helder have been taken from a meteor-

ological journal kept by Mr. Van der Sterr and, after his death,

from the annals issued by the K. Met. Instituut.

A Newman standard-barometer at Helder, which is known to have

been in use as early as 1851, has recently been tested and does

not show any appreciable errors, so that it may safely be assumed

that also the records of the station-barometer are sufliciently accurate

for our purpose.

The monthly means for Batavia have been taken from the returns

published by the K. Magn. en Met. Observ., and those for France

from Angot's "Etudes sur Ie climat de la France, Temperature,"

published in the Ann. du Bureau Central Meteor, de France, Année,

1900, I. Mémoires, Paris, 1902, p. 34—118.

Table I gives the results of the calculations for Helder.

Let e be the deviations of the individual data from the cor-

responding general average value and n the number of data available,

then:

i /~\^
if = / -—-

, mean deviation,
K n—

1

i9- = — , average deviation,
71

h = . factor of steadiness,
M\/2

li z=—— , idem.

A = number of years required to obtain a general mean value

with a probable error of ± 0.1 mm. for the barometric height and

of ± OM C. for the atmospheric temperature.

This number, calculated from the formula:

0.6745 M

is given instead of the probable error of the result with a view of

showing how difficult, if not how impossible, it is to fix normal
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values of meteorological elements, at least in high latitudes. The

application of this formula is justified by the consideration that

monthly means for a given month may, as far as our actual knowledge

goes, be regarded as independent of each other, whereas e.g. daily

means are certainl}^ not so.

If the deviations are distributed according to the normal, exponential

law

:

-^e-^'^'dx (1)

the quantity h' must be equal to h. Another criterion to ascertain

whether the distribution of deviations is regulated by the normal

law, as advocated by Cornu ^), is obtained by calculating rr by means

of the formula :

2J\P
(2)jr

^^

it is equivalent to the criterion previously mentioned as it holds

only when h = h'

.

The quantities M and h may be regarded as a measure of the

TABLE I. Monthly means of barometric height, Helder.
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variability and steadiness of the climate from year to year in so

far as this is determined by the oscillation of the atmospheric pres-

sure. By analogy to the secular variation of the elements of terrestrial

magnetism this instability might also be called secular variability.

Assuming this criterion to be correct, it appears from Table I

that there is every reason to suppose that at Helder the deviations

follow the normal law, the average value of ^ not differing more

than 1.8 7o froiïi the real value.

On comparing the climate at Helder, which is highly variable

from year to year, with the climate at Batavia (in so far as in this

case also the variability of atmospheric pressure may be taken as a

measure), we fmd totally different conditions.

A period of about ten years for the Eastmonsoon, and of twenty

years for the Westmonsoon months is already sufficient to obtain

total monthly means of the barometric height with a probable error

of ± 0.1 mm. and for the di-y months the available series of

37 years is quite sufficient to obtain a degree of certitude twice as

great.

TABLE II. Monthly means of barometric height, Batavia.

M

January. .

.

February.

.

March . . .

.

April

May

June

July

August , .

.

September

October . .

.

November.

December.

Mean. .

,

0.84 mm.
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the normal law leads to a iar less satisfaclory result for this place

than for Helder. The two values h and 1i! of the factor of steadiness

show considerable and systematic discrepancies, the calculated values

of Jt for May to August being collectively too great, and those for

the other months too small. Although the total mean, 3.235, does

not differ more than 3 7o ft'om the real value, these differences

amount to -f 15.7 7o in the five dry months and to — 6.5 7o
in the seven months of the wet season.

Here, therefore, the secular variability cannot be regarded as a

purely accidental quantity unless another law, more complicated

than the normal one, applies and which is in some degree dependent

upon the monsoons. This might be the case if the atmospheric pressure

were dependent (and in a dilferent manner in different seasons) upon

another factor, for instance the temperature, the variability of which

might still be according to the law of accidental quantities.

Similar systematic differences, varying with the season, between the

calculated and the real value of :it are not apparent in the results

of the calculations for the atmospheric temperature in France, and

the general average value of :;r does not differ from the real value more

than 0.13 V^.

TABLE in. Monthly means of atmospheric temperature, France.
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In the paper already quoted, Mr. Angot assumed that the deviations

do not show systematic differences in different months, and he sub-

jects the deviations taken conjointl}^ to the criterion of the law of errors.

This assumption is not justified l\7 the results given in Table III,

from which it is evident that the values of h are subject to consider-

able and systematic variations and, if a satisfactory agreement

is still found between theory and observation, this can only be

accounted for by the fact that the probability of the occurrence of

deviations between fixed limits is expressed in a number of decimals

too restricted to indicate the differences which, as for Helder and

Batavia, must here exist between theory and practice.

No more can it be affirmed that, if a satisfactory accordance exists

between the calculated and the observed number of deviations

between given limits, the average value will also be the most

probable one. Tn applying this criterion, as well as in calculating

li and SÏ, a possible (and probable) skewness of the frequency curve

is not taken into account because, by treating the deviations without

regard to their sign, symmetry with respect to the ordinate of the

centre of gravity of the figure is tacitly assumed.

As the number of years over which the observations extend is

still far too small to allow frequency curves to be drawn for each

month separately, it is still worth while to consider the deviations

collectively, provided that at the same time the question be put,

what form the law of deviations will assume when they are com-

posed of groups which individually follow the normal law, the factor

of steadiness being different for different groups. Even then the

available data are insufficient to indicate with certainty a small

degree of skewness in the frequency curve, so that only the sym-

metrical form can be sought for.

3. If, as in our case, the different groups occur with equal (sub)

frequency, it is not difficult to indicate in what respects such a

curve, the resultant of many elements, must differ from the normal

curve. The groups characterised by large factors of steadiness will

raise the number of small deviations above the number correspond-

ing with an average factor and contribute only in a small degree

to the number of large deviations, whereas, on the contrary, flat

curves with small factors will give rise to a greater number of large

deviations than is consistent with the normal law. Deviations of

average magnitude will then occur to a less degree than is required

by the common law ; conseciuently in drawing the two curves, they

will be seen to intersect at four points, as a mininium,
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In a paper ^) published some years ago, Schols has drawn the at-

tention to the fact that ditferences of this deserii)tion are almost always

found when sntïieiently extensive series of errors are put to the test

of the normal law ; in this paper he shows that these differences

cannot be explained by the omission of terms in Bessel's develop-

ment of the exponential law and suggests that their origin mast be

sought for in the superposition of observations of different degrees

of precision.

In the observations alluded to by Schols, it will in general not be

possible to estimate these degrees of precision any more than the

relative subfrequencies with which the different groups are represented

in the result ; in the case of monthly means such as are being

discussed here, the factors of steadiness are approximately known
and the subfrequencies of the different groups are all identical.

If we arrange the 12 groups according to increasing values of h,

it appears that we may take its change to be uniform ; consequently

it is possible to find an approximate solution of the problem in

finite form.

We have then to consider A as a variable quantity z and to ask

what form the expression will assume for a sum of elementary surfaces:

C I e- ^'^' dx (3)

if z varies in a continuous manner from h to H. If the subfrequency

of these elementarj' groups be also regarded as a function of z

(which occurs e.g. in the case of wind-frequencies), (3) must be

equated to <p{z)dz, (f {z) being subject to the condition:

H

I.
(f{z)dz — \ (4)

h

The constant C is determined by the expression

^ z(p{z)dz

y/üt
(5)

and if, as in our case,

{Ii-h)\/:t

1) Veisl. Wis. Xal. Af.l. K. Akad. Wet. I. 1893 (p. 104—202).

22
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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the resulting probability of a deviation being situated between x and

cc -f- civ is then :

H
da; r

z e-^'^' d
{H-

and the equation of the frequency curve:

y =
-h"'x^ fi—H'X^~\

2{H-h)\/jT\_ w'

Developing this expression we may put

:

^ 2''.3! ^ 2S5! J
y —

H-\-h

2[/jr

If we put:

(6)

(7)

00

(In = 2
I

A-"?/ d:

Ave find with the help of:

CO

2
I

T« 6-^' dT= rm
and

00

ƒ
e—P^—e—9^ q

dz =z log —

,

z p

for the moments of different order with respect to the maximum
ordinate

:

Fo = 1 ' M2 = ^^^ —
2Hh

Mi = ^ = log
H 1 H-\-h

. . (8)
{H-h)]/:T ^ h ' ^' 2(/jr hVi^

From a series of deviations following the law (6) the two character-

istic constants H and h can be derived by computing the moments of

the second and third order. They are found to be equal to the roots

of the quadratic :

P
(ly^r

q = (9)
2{A^^ 2|Ltj

If we had put a similar series to the test of the normal law (1)

we should have found for the equation of the frequency curve;
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or

H^h'^
'Hh —f--T [H-hy

^
(H-hy

^

(10)
jr [_

' 2.1

!

' 2' 2

!

On comparing this expression witli (7) it is at once seen that in

this manner too great a number of small deviations must be found,

as the module of the deviation zero, computated by (10)

'Hit

\/
is always smaller than that derived from (7)

;

The position of the four points where the two curves intersect

are found by equating the expressions (7) and (10); if the development

can be stopped at the third term they are given by the roots of the

biquadratic

:

pX^ — ^X» + 5 = (11)

^ 6

4:(]/H—]/hy

{H-hy

With the help of the form. (8) for d-, it can be shown that, if a

series of figures follows the law (6) the computation of Jt according

to (2) must necessarily lead to values which are somewhat too high

:

2(ji, {H-hy f ^
H\-^

Putting

we find :

('""fj»' Hh

H-\-h = p, H-h = q,

H of 1 o' 1 7'

Zo^ - = 2 ^ 1 -1- - ^ + - ^ +

_ = ^_ __ __ ;:^>^ . • . (12)
/ I q' 1 q' \'

4. In the following applications of these reasonings to deviations

taken collectively for all months, the frequencies are reduced to a

total number of 1000 : by exponential law is understood the simple,

normal law of errors (1),

22*
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TABLE IV. Barometer, Helder.

Dev. mm.
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As the situation of tlie second point of intersection according to

the observations (7.95) shows a rather large discrepancy with that

given by tlieory (9.19), it is natural that only the sums of the

positive ditferences between the limits zero and tlie first ])oint of

intersection agree closely.

Taken as a whole it may be stated that the secular variability of

barometric pressure at Helder is regulated by the law of accidental

events as completely as might have been expected considering the

scantiness of the material available.

A possible skewness of the curve is left out of consideration as

has been already remarked; it can, however, be but unimportant as

in 720 deviations 364 are positive and 356 negative.

The same cannot be ascertained of the secular variability of baro-

metric pressure at Batavia ; the difteronces between the observed

frequencies and those calculated according to the exponential law
are not of such a well marked description as for Helder, so that a

determination of the points of intersection is out of the question
;

their situation can onl}' be calculated as a result of theorj'.

TABLE V. Barometer, Batavia.

Dev. mm.
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Points of intersection (form 11) at dev. 0.399 and 1.620, For the

sums of deviations between these limits we find (form 13) :

a Form. (6) Form. (10) DifT. Obs.

— 0.399 559 522 + 37 -f 17

0.399 — 1.620 431 474 — 43 — 19

1.620 — etc. 10 4 ,-+ 6 + 2

It appears from these results that the calculation of Jt cannot

always be regarded as a good criterion of the variability being

regulated by the law of accidental events. From a series of

numbers, composed, as the barometric departures for Batavia are, of

groups which follow neither the simple normal law nor the more

complicated law (6), still the calculation of :t leads to a value which

is correct within I'/o

TABLE VI. Temperature, France.

Dev. C°.
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As a general result of this iiiNestigation it can be stated that,

according to theory, in all three series the number of small deviations

is greater than the simple exponential law would require, but to a

somewhat less degree than would follow from the law formulated

in (6).

The deviations of barometric pi-essure at Helder are in almost

perfect accordance with this frequency law and, therefore, for each

month separately with the normal law; the curve of deviations of

atmospheric temperature in France still shows many irregularities,

but, in general, it accords well with the law of form. (6); the

secular variability of atmospheric pressure at Batavia is not regulated

by the law of accidental events and its frequency curve shows

characteristic peculiarities in different seasons.

Microbiology. — "Mefhttn r/.v carbon-food ami source of energy

for bacteria'. By N. L. S()HNGen. (Communicated by Prof.

M. W. Beijerinck).

Methan, which is incessantly produced from cellulose in the waters

and the soil, through the agency of microbes, and which, since

vegetable life l)ecame possible on our planet must have been formed

in prodigious quantities, yet occurs only in traces in our atmosphere.

As this gas is very resistant against chemical influences its dis-

appearance in this way is highly improliable. But the conversion of

methan into carbon dioxid and water produces a considerable quan-

tity of heat, and so it seemed worth investigating whether there should

exist any organic beings capable of feeding and living on it.

In the first place green plants were examined as to their power

of decomposing methan in the light. To this end some waterplants

were chosen, which seemed to offer most chance of success, con-

sidering that the formation of methan, as an anaerobic process, takes

especially place in stagnant waters.

In this way positixe results were obtained with several species

of plants as CalUtriche stagnaUs, Potamogeton, Eloclea canadensis,

Batrachium, Hottonia pcdustris, Spirogi/ra. So, for example, in

one of the experiments in the light of a window to the North,

with Hottonio pahistris, put in a flask containing 500 cc. of methan

and 500 cc. of oxygen, and inxersely placed in a vessel filled with

water, all the methan disappeared from 7—21 May, so within

a fortnight.
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In the dark, also, absorption of methan was with certainty observed.

However, the hij)se of time preceding tlie first perceptibility of

the process in dilferent experiments with the same species of plant,

varied very ninch, bnt when once set in it went on rapidly. When it

was moreover observed, that by carefnlly washing the plants the setting

in of the absorption was mncli slackened, whilst it seemed probable

that jnst then an acceleration would follow in case the plant itself

absorbed the methan, and especially when furthermore the absorption

was observed to take place only after a slimy film had covered the

water in the flask, it became evident tliat the oxidation was not

caused by the green plant itself, but by microbes living on it surface.

In order to study the process more exactly an apparatus was

constructed allowing us to pursue the absorption as well qualitatively

as quantitatively.

It consists, as siiown in the figure, of two EkLENMEYER-flasks of

i: 300 cc, each closed by an indiarnbber stopper with two perfo-

rations and joined by a twice curved glass tube reaching to the

bottom of the flasks, Avhich bears in tlie michlle a glass cock. The

flask, destined for the cultivation of tlie bacteria, bears, in the second

perforation of the stopper, a tube with a glass cock to admit the

gasmixture; the other flask is fitted with a glass tube filled with

cotton wool.

The use of this apparatus is as follows: For tlie crude culture

the first mentioned fiask is quite filled with the culture liquid

:
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Destined water J 00

K'^ HPO' 0,05

NH^ CI 0,1

Mg mV PO^ 0,05

CaSO* 0,0i

and inoculated with garden soil, sewage or canal water, of which
the two last cause the quickest growth.

By the cock on the first tlask a measured quantity of oxyoen and
methan is admitted by means of a gas burette. The liquid is there-

by pressed into the other tlask, and when it has lowered until a

layer of about 1 cM. remains in the first flask, then the middle-

cock is shut and at last the admission-cock.

The cultivation is effected at about 30° C. After a period, varyino-

from 2—4 days, a film is observed on the liquid, which rapidly

increases in thickness and then shows a distinct pink colour. Beneath

the film the liquid, clear at first, begins te display a considerable

turbidity caused by foreign microbes, which feed on the dead bac-

terial bodies of the floating film. Later on a great number of amoe-
bes and monads develop in the film and in the liquid, evidently at

the expense of tiie methan bacteriaj no other material for food being

present. In the other flask no film appears on the liquid.

Transports to a same liquid in an apparatus like the former, easily

produce a new film, and, when garden soil is used for the infection,

it grows even faster than in the crude culture.

An analysis of the gas after about a week, shows that the methan

has quite or partly disappeared whilst a considerable quantity of carbonic

acid is formed. The film is found chiefly to consist of bacteria be-

longing to one single species, which has proved to be the microbe

which makes the methan disappear. It is a short, rather thick

rodlet, immobile in the film, mobile or immobile in the plate cultures.

Always the individuals are united by a layer of slime.

The length of this bacterium, which will provisorily be called

Bacillus metlianicus, is 4—5 ft, its thickness 2— 3 ft.

It is not yet ascertained whether this species has already been

found under other conditions of life and described elsewhere without

the knowledge of its relation to methan. The question whether there

exists only one or more than one species possessing the faculty to

live on methan is also subjected to further investigation.

The methan bacterium is easily obtained in pure culture by cul-

tivation on w^ashed agar, containing the necessary salts, at a tem-

perature of circa 30^ C, in an atmosphere of V„ methan and Y, air,
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with which an exsiccator is filled and into which the plates are

in trod need.

Bj streaiving a yonng tilm from a liqnid cnltnre on tlie said solid

medium already on the second day nearly pure slightly turbid

colonies are obtained, quite distinguishable by their size and their

slimy and lightly pink-coloured appearance. Such a colony, when
early inoculated into the above apparatus forms, after some days,

another bacterial film.

The methan, being in all the experiments the only source of carbon,

necessarily at the same time must serve as food and as source of

energy.

The quantity of carbonic acid in the culture flask indicates

the amount of methan which has served as source of energy.

The quantity of methan used for the formation of the bacterial

bodies may be measured by subtracting the quantity of produced

carbonic acid, expressed in cc, from the volume of disappeared methan.

So for example it was found that in an experiment in which were

added successively 225 cc. CH' and 320.7 cc. O' to 102 cc. ot

liquid, the flasks contained after a fortnight

78 cc. CO"'

no CH^

172 cc. 0'.

In the culture liquid 21 cc. of carbonic acid were solved, so that

126 cc. of methan had been assimilated for building np the bacterial

bodies, and 78 -[- 21 cc. CH' for the respiration, 148.7 cc. of oxygen

being assimilated.

Another experiment gave the following result.

Successively added 200 cc. CH^

and"^ 331cc. 0\
to J 08.5 cc. liquid.

After two weeks the gas contained

72.8 cc. CO
39 cc. CH^

138 cc. 0^

In the culture liquid 18 cc. of carbonic acid WT.re solved. Hence,

73.2 cc. CH' had been assimilated for the formation of the bacterial

bodies, whilst 90.8 cc. CH' were converted into CO'.

Some oxidation experiments were performed with permanganate

and sulphuric acid, in order to prove that a large quantity of organic

material had accumulated. Thus, 100 cc. of the culture liquid,

described in the first experiment, consumed: .
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Hefore tlie cultivation O cc. , noniial KMiiü^
10

After the cultivation 48.3

At a second experiment 100 cc. consumed

:

Before the cultivation O cc. — normal KMnO*.

After the cultivation 26.5 ,, ,, ,,

Even this rough estimation gives the convincing result that much
organic matter is formed from the methan. Hence it follows that

methan is the starting point for the pi-oduction of a relatively rich

flora of microbes, which as said above, may even at an early period

contain amoebes and monads living from the methan bacteria.

There can thus be no doubt but methan is, though indirectly, of

importance as a fish-food in tlie waters, as tlie said flora certainly

serves as such.

Further investigations concerning tlie natural history of the methan

bacteria and the relation between the assimilated methan and the

amount of organic matter produced are in execution.

H. Kaserer (Zeitschrift fur das Yersuchswesen in Oesterreich,

Bd. 8 p. 789, 1905) seems also to have observed bacteria living

on methan, but he gix'es no particulars.

Microbiologic Laboratory

of the Technic High School at Delft.

Physics. — ''Determination of tlie TnoMso^-efect in mercury.'' By

C. ScHOUTE. (Communicated by Prof. H. Haga.)

This determination has been executed as a sequel to that, undertaken

by Prof. H. Haga, and published in the "Annales de I'Ecole Poly-

technique de Delft, I, 1885, p. 145; HI, 1887, p. 43."

A detailed account of the way, in which the experimeids were

carried out, has been given in my "Dissertation". The results

mentioned here were partly obtained afterwards.

The value of the TnoMSON-constant was expressed by a relation,

got by integration of the differential equation, which Verdet has

given for the points of an unequally heated homogeneous conductor,

when an electric current passes through it.

If the distribution of tempeiature is considered, after it has grown

constant, and in some portion of the conductor, confined by two parts

of a constant temperature, this equation is integrable, and the integral

is quite simple for the points halfway between these lindts of constant
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temperature, ^^hen all over the part between them the external

excliano-e of heat, by conduction, convection and radiation is small

enouo-h to be disregarded with respect to the other thermal effects.

The TnoMSON-constant a may then be expressed

:

iio Th"

wherein i represents the strength of the current; ?r the resistance; /the

mechanical equivalent of heat; q the section of the conductor ; f/the

difference of temperature between the two parts of constant temperature;

/ the distance between those two parts; 2 LtiJI the change of tempe-

rature which manifests itself in the middle-section when the current

is reversed; and A^?^ the rise of temperature in the same section

according to Jonle's law.

In order to be able to measure 4:Lt/,u instead of 2LriiU the

mercury was investigated in a f7-shaped glass tube, put in a vertical

position, the curved part up. The upper part of this L^-tube was

enclosed in a glass bulb, in which different fluids (acetone, water,

aniline, glycerin) could be kept boiling by an electric cnrrent. In

this way the upper part was kept at a constant temperature. For

the same pnrpose the bottom parts of the legs of the f7-tube,

which ^vere closed by small rods of platinum, were placed in

running tapwater.

In the parts of non-uniform temjierature this temperature was

measured in sections lialfway between the constant limits. If, after

the current has been sent through in one direction, there should

exist a certain difference of temperature between the two middle-

sections, this difference will suffer a change of 4Aja?< by reversing

the current, if the condition about the external exchange of heat is

fulfilled:

Therefore the parts of non-uniform temperature were enclosed in

a large vacuum-tube, for the greater part of glass, with a brass

bottom and, for the sake of practical advantages, the glass boiling

bulb and part of the condenser upon it were also enclosed in this tube.

In order to measure A ii, separate experiments were made, Avith

as nearly as possible the same current. By making the current

go first through one leg and then through the other the diffe-

rence in temperature of the middle-sections was varied by 2 Ay/.

For measuring the temperature in the mercury the thermo-electric

difference between this metal and platinum was used. Different kinds
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of platinum acted quite differently in this regard. The strongest

thernio-currents were obtained witii Pt Jr of 10 to 20 7o- ^ yv'ivQ

of this platinum was fused into each of the legs of the f/-tube, as

accurately as possible in the middle-section. These wires being con-

nected and a sensitive galvanometer being introduced into the cii'cuit,

the temperature-differences ^Thu and A ti could be measured in

proportion. Should we have wished to measure each of tliose (pianti-

ties separately', it would have been necessary to determine the thermo-

electric constants of this platinum with regard to mercury.

The unequalify in temperature in the middle wires caused by an

inevitable lack of symmetry in the L-^-tube was compensated by

means of another thermo-couple. After each series of observations

the galvanometer deflection, given by this couple with a known
resistance and a known difference in temperature between the points

of contact, was measured, in order to eliminate changes in the sensi-

bility of the galvanometer or in the distance of the scale.

jj
The quotient — was determined indirectly. If the external exchange

of heat could be neglected, the temperature-gradient must be the

same all over the parts of non- uniform temperature, so long as the

current did not pass through the mercur)-, apart from the distribution of

temperature near the limits. And in the middle-section the gradient

of temperature would remain very approximately the same, when the

U
current did pass through it. Therefore the quantity — coukl be said to

be equal to the temperature-gradient in the middle-sections.

To measure this gradient in each of the legs of the f/-tube on

both sides of the middle-section at a given short distance both above

and below it, another wire of platinum was fused in. The tempe-

raturerdilference between these sets of wires divided by their distances

U
Avas put for —.

The wires last mentioned were of a kind of platinum of which

the thermo-electrical constants with regard to mercury had been

accurately determined beforehand. As the same thing cannot be said

about the wires in the middle-sections it is impossible to .say any-

thing definite about the uniformity of the gradient resulting from the

experiments as they have been made. Preparatory experiments

however have showji, that when / does not exceed certain limits,

the gradient is sufïïciently uniform.

Much trouble has been caused bv wild thermo-electric currents.
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Especially in a coramiitator for the galvanometer-current these difficulties

arose. Contacts made by solid homogeneous copper have given the

greatest satisfaction. With this arrangement for measuring the

temperature the current through the L^-tube, the chief current, had

to be cut off for a moment during the reading of the galvanometer.

Therefore the gahanometer commutator was combined with an inter-

rupter for the chief current.

Changes in the meridian during the experiments w^ere eliminated

by noting, before the deflection., the position of the galvanometer-

mirror when at rest. This position w^as more or less affected by the

magnetic field of the chief current, but this obstacle was overcome

by systematically combining readings with reversed chief current

and galvanometer-current.

The galvanometer, made by Carpentier, was of the TnoMsoN-type.

Provided with a sensitive set of magnets after Paschen, suspended

by a quartz-fibre of ± 7 n, with electromagnetical damping and

with coils of small resistance (2,76 i2), this instrument answered to

all the special requirements of the problem.

The strength of the current was determined by measuring the drop

of the potential at the ends of a known resistance, and comparing this

with that at the poles of a WESTOX-element. The potential differen-

ces w^ere measured with a five-cell quadrant-electrometer (H. Haga,

These Proc. I p. 56).

The course of the experiments was the following :

A sufficiently long time beforehand the fluid in the boiling-reci-

pient was set boiling and the tapwater was allowed to run. Then the

current in the L"-tube was closed. When the distribution of the tem-

perature had grown constant, the positions of the gahanometer resp.

when at rest and deflected were read. After five minutes these readings

were repeated, but now the commutator for the galvanometer was closed

in the opposite direction. Then the current in the t^-tube was

reversed and after 10 or 15 minutes the galvanometer-readings were

resumed. In a corresponding way the measuring of the Joule-heat

was carried out.

Tn each series 8 deflections were read, as well for the determina-

tion of A Thi' as of L jU ; first four of one quantity, then eight of

the other, and again four of the first. In the meanwhile during the time

necessary for the temperature to become constant, the current strength

was measured from time to time, and the temperature of the run-

ning ^vater was read. In this way the following results have been

obtained

;
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t

32°

53°

58"

|100°

154°

a X 10»

— 73

— 80

— 90

— 108'

— 124

The values I are averages of the results of four series each, which

have been given in my "Dissertation".

The values II have been obtained with another similar instrument

T

500 -

400

300

200

100
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under about the same conditions. They represent the averages of

resp. 2, 2 and 1 series.

The meaning of those vahies for a is : When a current of one

ampère passes through a column of mercur^^ the TnoMsoN-effect will

cause a quantity of heat, equal (( ö (expressed in gram-calories) to

be developed in one second between two consecutive sections of the

temperatures t — è° ^^"d t + 2°, if t^ie current goes in the direction of

the increasing temperatures.

As the diagram added shows, the values I and II for lie all but

in straight lines, passing through the origin, whicli means, that the

TnoMsoN-effect is proportional to the absolute temperature (T).

The values II give 7^ = — 284 X 10'^', ^^^^^ the combination of

I and II give ^— 267 X lO-^.

It is not clear what has caused the dilTerence between I and II.

May be it is the effect of some difference in purity of the mercury

which is known by experiments on other substances to strongly

affect the TaoMSON-constant.

Chemistry. — Prof. Fkanchimont presents a communication from

Dr. D. MoL on an investigation commenced in 1903 as to

the "ester anltydrides of dibasic acids.
''

Of the anhydrides of organic dibasic acids but very little is known

;

only the internal anhydrides, which cannot be formed except in

those cases where the position of the two carboxyl groups in the

molecule is stated to be favourable, have been investigated. But in

some cases at least we may expect others formed in the same manner

as those of the monobasic acids, namely by the co-operation of two

molecules instead of the exercise of the two functions of the same

molecule.

We may equally expect that when the dibasic acid has passed

into a monobasic one, for instance by changing one of the acid

functions into an ester or a salt, this will anyway yield an anhydride

in the same manner as other monobasic acids.

Of some mixed anhydrides which are also esters we know, for

instance, the ethyloxalylchloride but not the simple anhydrides.

One of the chief methods of preparing the simple anhydrides is the

one applied by Gerhardt in 1853, namely, the action of acid

chlorides (mixed anhydrides) on salts. It is this method which, at

any rate with oxalic acid, has at once yielded the desired product.
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Dr. Mol allowed ethyloxaljieliloride to act with the usual pre-

cautions on the potassium salt of acid ethjioxalate covered with

ether and obtained a colourless liquid which distilled at 85°—90''

uuder a pressure of less than 'i millimetre, solidified on cooling and

then melted at 4°. The results of the elementary analysis and of the

determination of the molecular weight agree with what is required

by the desired anhydride

O

C —

c

I I

\J^ I ^^

'i.'-'-h

etliyloxalanhydride

.

as does the decomposition by water. On being heated at the ordinary

pressure it is decomposed with evolution of gas.

Dr. MoL obtained this substance in a still simpler manner by

acting with oxychloride of phosphorus on an excess of potassium ethyl

oxalate. The investigation is being continued with other dibasic acids.

Chemistry. — " ThaUctrum aq uilegifoliuin, a lujdrogen cyanide-

yielding plant.'' By Dr. L. van ItxVllie. (Communicated by

Prof. P. VAN Romburgh).

The communications from Guignard (Compt. reiid. de I'Acad. des

Sciences du 24 Juillet 1905) as to the presence of a hydrogen cyanide-

yielding glucoside in the leaves of Sambucus nigra L. and other

varieties of elder have induced me to continue the experiments

previously made in the same direction. I have been able to confirm

the observations of Guignard in every particular notwithstanding the

figures which I found for the HCN-content are lower than those

stated by him. This may, probably, be ex[)lained by the fact that I

did not test the elder leaves until the beginning of September whilst

Guignard made his experiments in June.

From :100 grams of fresh leaves of Sambucus nigra I obtained

8,3 milligrs. and from J 00 grams of Sambucus nigra var. laciniata

7,7 milligrs. of HCN. No HON \vas oI)tained from 100 grams of

Sambucus Ebulus.

The ornamental plant Thalictrum aquilegifolium (which appears to

23
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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grow wild in the environs of Nijmegen) appears, however, to be

comparatively rich in HCN-yielding material.

If tlie leaves of this Rannncnlacens are crushed and digested with

water for 12 hours at 30^—36° a hydrogen cyanide-containing

distillate will be obtained on distillation.

The distillate from 100 grams of fresh leaves collected on Sept. 11

in the botanical garden of the Veterinary School yielded 248,8

milligrs. of AgCN = 50,2 milligrs. of HCN = 0,05 per cent. A
volumetric experiment which show^ed 53 milligrs. of HCN confirmed

this result.

A third experiment made ^vitll leaves, kindly forwarded to me
from the Botanical Gardens at Groningen, gave 0,06 per cent of

HCN in the distillate obtained from the same quantity of leaves.

I failed to obtain any HCN from the root of the plant and 142

grams of the fresh stem only yielded 4,4 milligrs. of HCN.

The leaves of Thalictrum aquilegifolium are therefore, compara-

tively rich in HCN-yielding material

No HCN-containing distillate could be obtained from Thalictrum

flavum, Thalictrum minus and Thalictrum glaucura.

Hydrogen cyanide could not be detected in the leaves in the free

slate. When fresh leaves were immersed in hot alcohol no HCN
could be detected in the alcoholic distillate.

The hydrogen cyanide is formed during the digestion and is, there-

fore, most probably liberated from a glucoside by the action of an

enzyme.

This enzyme is prol)ably closely related to emulsin. I have obtained

it, in an impure condition, by extracting the fi-esh, crushed leaves

with water, and adding to the filtrate a large amount of alcohol.

The precipitate so obtained was carefully dried ; it very readily

resolved amygdalin.

The glucoside present in Thalictrum aquilegifolium is not identical

with amygdalin but is probably so with phaseolunatin isolated from

Phaseolus lunatus by Dunstan and Henry (Proc. Royal Soc. LXXH^
482, 1903), because in the hydrogen cyanide-containing dislillate acetone

can be detected, but no benzaldehyde. The presence of the former was

shown from the iodoform-reaction with ammonia and tincture of

iodine and the solubility of freshly precipitated mercuric oxide in the

distillate.

Owing to the small quantity of leaves at my disposal it was

useless to attempt the isolation of the glucoside in the pure state. I

intend doing so next year, and also to w^atch the development of the

glucoside in the plant.
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I niav, however, state provisionally tliat this glucoside is either

insoluble or at most very slightly soluble in cold alcohol. When the

leaves, after being dried in an airbath at 80 ^ and then powdered,
were extracted \vitli cold alcohol, no HCN and acetone could be

obtained by enzyme-action from the alcoholic residue.

When the extracted powder after being dried was mixed with

water, and then brought in contact with the enzyme, the aqueous
distillate showed abundant evidence of the presence of HCN and
acetone.

Utrecht, September 25, 1905,

Chemistry. — Prof. P. van Rombürgh presents a communication

:

^'On the action of ammonia and amines o?i formic esters of

glycols and glycerol" (TI).

As the action of ammonia and amines on allyl formate (Proc. June

24 '05) had yielded such good results to me, I have also included in

my research other formic esters, and I now communicate, briefly, the

results obtained with the formates of some polyhydric alcohols.

If gaseous ammonia is allowed to act on the diformate of glycol

it is first absorbed slowly with evolution of heat. If, when the action

is over, the liquid is distilled, nothing passes over at the boiling

point of the diformate (174°), but the temperature rises at once to the

boiling point of glycol, and then gradually to that of formamide. A
complete separation of the two substances, whose boiling point only

differs about 20°, does not succeed with small quantities, and although

it has been proved that the reaction takes place readily and almost

quantitatively, formamide cannot be obtained pure in this way.

One gram of the diformate when mixed with 2 grams of dipro-

pylamine gave a slow rise from J8° to 42°. The liquid being distilled

the formate again seemed to have disappeared, and a fraction could

be obtained at the boiling point of the glycol, and another at that

of dipropylformamide.

With 1.8 gram of benzylamine, 1 gram of glycol diformate gave

a slow rise from 18^ to 80'\ (^n distillation, the formate seemed to

have disappeared and the glycol being distilled off, nearly the theoretical

amount of benzylformamide was left in a pure condition.

If gaseous ammonia is allowed to act on the iliformate of pro-

panediol (1. 2), which I pi-epared by healing this glycol with formic

acid, phenomena are noticed analogous to those in the caseofghcol

23*
"'
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diformate. After the action is over the ester has again disappeared,

and a mixture of propanediol (1. 2) and formamide has formed.

7 grams of this diformate being mixed with 10 grams of piperidine

the temperatnre rose from 20^ to 120° and on fractionation it again

appeared that the ester had been completely converted into propanediol,

whilst the form} Ipiperidine, after a few distillations, conld be separated

in a fairly pure condition. The boiling point was a little too low,

proliably owing to traces of the glycol.

With 7 grams of benzylamine, the diformate of propanediol (1. 2.)

gave a rise from 20^ to 110°. On distillation the formed glycol

passed ON-er at about 190^. The residue which had been heated to

about 250^ (thermometer immersed in the liquid) solidified on cooling,

and consisted of nearly pure benzylformamide. It may be distilled

at about 295'' with only slight decomposition. The distilled product

had a faint odour of carbylamine, and melted at 59°. By recrystal-

lisation the melting point rose to 61°.

If gaseous ammonia is passed into a mixture of formines of gly-

cerol, such as is obtained for instance by boiling glycerol with

formic acid, or heating with oxalic acid, and then removing the

free formic acid by distillation in vacuo, it is absorbed with great

evolution of heat. After expelling the excess of ammonia and distilling

in vacuo a rich yield of almost pure formamide is obtained.

In one of my experiments 66 grams of formine (yielding 65 "/o

of formic acid on saponification) was saturated Avilh ammonia. In

the tirst distillation 22 grams of formamide m.p. O'' and 17 grams

dito m.p. — 2° were separated whilst 40 grams of glycerol re-

mained in the distilling flask. The yield was therefore practically

the theoretical one so that this method may be recommended for

the rapid preparation of formamide in large quantities.

With pure triformine ^j the action of ammonia is slower than with

the above mentioned mixture. Triformine of glycerol eagerly absorbs

gaseous dimethylamine with strong evolution of heat, and on distil-

lation in vacuo a good yield of the diinethylfoi'inanide b. p. ISS'' is

obtained. Piperidine gives with triformine a considerable rise in

temperature (from 20^ to 70 ).

Dipropylamine forms with triformine, at first, two layers. After a

liltle shaking (the tem])erature rose from 18° to 77°) the liquid becomes

homogeneous, and by distillation in vacuo a good yield of the dipropyl-

formamide formed could be readily obtained.

With diisobutylamine, triformine also giA'es t\vo layers which do

1) I hope to communicate about this substance, shortly.
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not disappear on shaking for a while, bnt if the liquid was allowed

to stand over night it became homogeneous, and on distillation in

vacuo yielded diisobutjlformamide.

Formic esters of unsaturated glycols also seem to react readily

with amines, at least Mr. W. van Dorssen, who is engaged iji the

Utrecht laboratory upon the study of the 3.4-dihydroxy-J.5-liexadiene

CH., = CH — CH.Oll

OH, = CH — CH.OH
obtained, on mixing 1 gram of the diformate of this glycol with 1.3

gram of benzylamine, a rise in temperature from IS'' to 65^, and after

distilling otf the glycol could readily isolate benzylformamide ni. p. 61°.

Mathematics. — "A local probability problem''. By Prof. J. C.

Kluyver.

The following problem was lately (Nature, July 27) proposed by
Prof. Pearson :

"A man starts from a point 0, and walks / ^^ards in a straight

line ; he then turns through any angle whatever, and walks another

/ yards in a second sti-aight line. He repeats this process n times.

I require the probability that after these n stretches he is at a distance

between r and ;*
-f- dr from his starting point 0." ^)

I find that the general solution of this problem depends upon
the theory of Bessel's functions, especially that in some particular

cases it leads to the evaluation of certain definite integrals, involving

these functions.

Let OAA^A^A^ . . . An-\ be

the broken line, the n stretches

of which need not be all of the

same length. Then the shape of

the figure, not its orientation in

the plane, is wholly determined

by the lengths a,a^,a^, . . , rt„_i

of the stretches, and by the

magnitudes of the angles

^y^i, • • > <Pn—2 , formed at the

origin of each stretch a/c by

the stretch itself and by the

radius vector Sfc—i .

1) Recently (Nature, August 10) Prof. Pearson stated, that the solution for n
very large was already virtually contained in a memoir on sound by Lord Rayleigh.
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In a turning point the rambler takes his new direction at random

;

hence for anj angle tpk, all values between and Iti have an

equal chance, and the probability that those angles are respectively

included within the intervals, <p];, (pk + d(pk, is equal to the product

1

If we integrate this product over a region, determined by the

condition that the ?i^'' radius vector Sa-\ remains less than a given

distance c, the result will be the required probability lF„(c ; aa^a^...an—\ ),

that the ending point of the path lies within the distance c from

the starting point 0. ^)

The integration becomes less complicated, if we introduce in the

usual way a discontinuous factor. Choosing a function T{(p,(p^, . ,(pn—^)

such, that it vanishes when Sn—\ ]> c, and that it is equal to unity

for Sn—\ <[ c, to each of the variables tpt ^ve may give the whole

range from to 2.-T, and we have

Wn{c ;««! . . a„_i) =
I

1 • • •

I
d<fd(p^ . . d(fn-2 '^<f,<Pv • • , (fiu-2)'

For the function T we may take Weber's discontinuous integral,

that is, we may put

00

T{<f,<f^, . , (pn—2) = C
I

J^{llc)Jg{uSn-\)du,

the integral being equal to zero or to unity according to Sn—i being

larger or smaller than c.

This choice of the factor T makes a good deal of reduction possible.

If we consider the side c of a triangle as a function of the sides

a and b and of the inclosed angle C, the relation holds

2:r

Jq {ua) Jq (ub) m — j ƒJ
[uc) dC,

and this formula can be repeatedly used in reducing the integral

So we get successively

1) In the case n = 2, we have, supposing a \- ai> c> a — Ui, Wr,{c;aai) =
1 ^ I 2 ,,3

— arccos ^ . Of course for oa+ fti Wo becomes equal to unity and
yt Zaa^

it is zero for a — «i > c.
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2ir

J"o (WS,._2) J^ {uan-\) = —
j /„ (m5„_i) c;y„_2

,

O

271

J„ (?^<ï„_3) J, ('^«-2) = 5~
I

"^o ("""- 2) %n-l ,

O

• •••••••••••••••
27r

J„ [ua) J„ (?/aJ = — l J, {us,) dep
,

o

and consequently

W„̂n{c ; a«j . . . a„_i) = c 1 Jj (uc) J^ {ua) /„ (t^aj) . . . Jg {uan-\) du.

o

From this result we infer, that the probability sought for is of a

rather intricate character. The u -\- 1 functions J are oscillating

functions, and have their signs altering in an irregular manner as

the variable u increases. Hence even an approximation of the integral

is not easily found, and as a solution of Pearson's problem it is

little apt to meet the requirements of the proposer.

From a mathematical point of view the integral presents some

interest. In fact, if we consider it as a function of c, it is readily

seen to be continuous and finite for all real values of c, and the

same holds for a certain number of derivatives with respect to c,

but a closer inspection shows, that this analytic expression, regularly

built up as it is, represents in different intervals different analytic

functions. To make good this assertion, we have only to remember

that the integral stands for the probability required in Pearson's

problem. Hence we know beforehand, that it always must be positive

and increasing with c, but that it never surpasses 1, this upper

limit being actually reached as soon as c becomes greater than

a-\-a,-\-.. .-{-an-i- Moreover, if we suppose a^a,-\-a^-\- . . .-{- a„_i,

the inequality a "^ c -\- a, -\- a^ . . . -\- a„_i is possible for small values

of c. And if the latter inequality holds, the rambler of Pearson's

problem necessarily arrives outside the circle with radius c, and the

probability is zero.

Thus, by solving the problem, we have found

00

c"^ a -\- a, ... -\- Un—i ,.•• ^
} r.=ic

\ J^ {uc) /„ {ua) J„ {ua,) . . . /„ (m««-i) du
,a>c + ai ... -f a„_i ,... 0) J

quite independently of the number of the /„-functions, showing
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thereby at the same time, that the continuous analytic expression

cannot be regarded as a single analytic function.

The same still holds for values of c, not fiillilling one of tiie above

inequalities, though the integral is then continuously varying with c.

So for instance in the case n = 3, taking the stretches a ]> «i ^ a^

in such a manner, that a triangle is possible having these sides, I

am led to conclude from the discontinuities of the first derivative

that in each of the following intervals

II a — a^~\- a^'^c'^a^-]-a^ — a V c^a-\- a^ -{-a^

III « -j" ^1 — ^2 ^ ^'^ ^^ — "i 4~ ^'2

a distinct analytic function is detined by the integral.

Some further remarks may be made. On integrating by parts

we find

00

Wn (c; aa^ . . a„_i) = 1 — « I J^ (ua) J„ [nc) J„ {na^) . , . J„ {uan-\) du

— rtj
j J"i (urtj) Jo [xa) Jq {kc) . . . Jo {uan~\) du

or what is the same :

1 = Wn (c; rtOj . . a,,_i) -}- Wn (a; ca^ . . a,-]) -f- Wn (a^; ac . .

.

a.,-1) -|-

Dividing both sides of Ihe equation by n -\- 1 we may interpret

the coming relation as follows : n -^ 1 equal or uneqnal stretches

being given, if n of them, taken at random, are put together to a

broken line, according to the rules of Pearson's problem, the proba-

bility is equal to , that the distance between the extremities of

this broken line is less than the stretch that was left out.

And from the same equation we deduce in the very particular case

:

c = a = a^ . . . =: rt„—

1

1

Wn {a ; a") = ——- ,

or: the rambler of Pearson's problem after walking along 71 equal

stretches has the chance -—7 to find himself within a stretches' length
n-\-i

from his starting point.

In the most general case of the problem I cannot give a practical

solution ; something hov/ever can be done, in the case : n very large,

all stretches equal, treated already by Lord Rayleigh.
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L
Putting na = L, e = — , we have

00

Wn {c ; a") = Wn (c/L) ::=

J
J, (u)

-^o f
"

j
du.

o

Now bj raising to the n^^ power the ordinary power series for

J.
(^-

J we get

au.>.. _ t=oo(_l)fc /«,A27c Skin)

where S/c {n) stands for the sum of squares of the coefficients of the

expansion [u^ -\- tc^ -{- . . . u,,)^, so that

S, (n) _ 1 S^ {)i) _ 1 IS, (w) _ 1 3 2

v.?!-"
" ^ ' 21 n*

~"
7^
" 2^ ' 3!w« ~ ^ ~" 2^ "^ 3^'

Generally supposing 7i very large we may put approximately

Skjn) ^ 1

and, substituting, we find that this approximation leads to the suppo-

sition

For small values of ti the approximation is good enough. It is

true both functions behave quite differently when u becomes very

large, but as they are rather rapidly converging to zero, the actual

amount of their difference can be neglected. In particular I find that

the integral

ƒ^1 ('') '^Ay) ^^''

is of an order of smallness certainly higher than that of the expression
n-{-\

. .
« . ,

2w /2\~2~ /i

n— 2 \jx J \ct

while the order of smallness of the integral

J,{u)e ^" duI
is that of the expression

11
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Hence if only a be rather greater than unity, both integrals cannot

have an appreciable difference and we may put

CO

\e
^" du=l—e ''" = 1 - ^'e

ISFrom this result it is evident, that Tr„(c/Z) for n very large i

always nearly unity. The rambler, walking along a very great

number of very short stretches will almost certainly arrive in the

neighbourhood of his starting point.

1

Putting c=:-L, we find TfJc/Z) = 1

—

e "=
pr-^--, a result

1

nearly equal to the true value ——

.

Returning to the general expression for Wn{c\aa^ . . «„—i) we observe

the possibility of differentiating the integral with respect to c in the

w+ 1

usual way a number of 1m times, provided Im <^ —-—

.

Suppossing c > rt + «1 -1- . . . -f <^n-\ and putting

J^(ua)J^{ua^) . . . J^{uan^\) =f{u),

we deduce by differentiation

1= c
I
J^{cu)f{u)du,

CO - 00

0=1 iiJQ{cu)f{u)du , 0=1 u^Ji{cu)f{u)du,

00 00

=r
I
u^J^{cu)f{u)du , 0=1 u*J^{cu)f{u)du,

0= Cu'^^^-^J,{cii)f{ti)du , 0= Cu^'»J^{cn)f{u)du.

y

These equations allow us to introduce into the integral a new Bessel

function, the function J2m+i {u). For J2m+i (w) is connected with

Jo {u) and e/j {ii) by the relation

J2m+l (w) = Po,2m (w) J^ (?<) — P\,2m-] (w) /„ (u),

where
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Pl,2,„-l (u) = — (6iM + hy + . . . + b2m-\ «2'»-l)

are a pair of Schlafli's polynomials.

Using this relation we obtain

00

and as

6„ = Lim «2»» Py 2,„ (y/) = 22'« ??i

!

we have

22'" m ! = o2/«+i L^o„j
j^^^^_|_j (,,^.) j^ (^<«) j^ („^j . . .Ja ("rt«-i) c/w

with the conditions

c>rt + «1 4- . . . +a„_i , m<—— .

Evidently the value of the integral would be zero, if instead of

the first of these conditions the condition

«> c + «1 + • • • + ««-I

was satisfied.

In the same manner we might differentiate and also integrate with

respect to one or to several of the parameters a. This leads for

instance to the following results

n even : z= i J^ (jic) J^ (na) J^ (w«i) . . . J^ (?/a„_i) chi

CO

n odd : zrz t u J^ (uc) J^ {ua) J^ {ua^ . . . J^ (wa„_]) du .

c]>a-f «J 4-^2 + ••••+ «»«—!•

Still other results present themselves when Pearson's problem is

slightly modified. Again putting

J„ {ua) J„ (Mtti) J„ {uan-\) =f{u)

and writing 9 for c, we get by differentiation with respect to q
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CO

Wn {d£^) = -^ ^ dQ dd fu J, {uQ)f{ic) du,

and here IVn {(l^) means the probability that the ending point of

the broken line falls on a given element d^ of the plane, the polar

coordinates of which are q, 6.

By integrating over a given finite region we ma}' dednce the

probability that the rambler reaches that region ^).

First let the region be a rectangle U, and let the rectangnlar

coordinates of its vertices be ± ^;, =b c[, then we find for the corre-

sponding probability

Wn {R) = -^ fiifi^^) du Cdi Cdyj J, (u i/rr?).
-p -q

Now we have
271

Jo {u \/%^ + 'H^) = I
COS {u I COS a) cos {u i} sin a) da^

and therefore, effectuating the integrations with respect to § and to r],

n
o

00

4 r Csin (pu cos d) sin (qu sind)

Wn {R) = -\ nfyii) du ''\
.

^
'^ da.

jt\j J u sin a cos a

A somewhat simpler expression is found, if changing the variables

we pass from u and « to

V z=z u cos «,

IV := u sin a.

Then the probability TF„
(
E) is expressed as follows

:

u^)=^/^
sin pv sm qw

Wn{R) = — \ 1 dv dw —^ .
-^- .f{]/v' + w').

V 10

Again an evaluation of this double integral is generally not practi-

cable, but the problem itself gives the value of the integral, if both

1) If this region is a circle with radius c, the centre of which lies at a distance

b from the starling point 0, we have at once

00

T^„+i (c; haa, . . . a„_i) = c (j, (uc) J, {ub) J, (ua) J„ na,) ...J, 0<a„_i) du

for the probability, that the path ends inside the circle.
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the coordinates y;, </ arc surpixssing the total length of the path. Then

the probability becomes a certainty and it follows that

00 a:

'Hi'
sin pv sin qw= Ï Uv dw—~ .

—^ -/{[/v' + lü')

with the condition

p and
<7 ^ « -|- «1 + • • • + «n- !•

In the general case of the rectangle the probability Wn (R) is

independent of q, as soon as its length is superior to that of the path.

Assuming this to be the case, we remark that the value of the

slightly transformed integral

4: r r sinpv simv . /< / to^\
W,(R) = -j jé.é.^ .— ./ ((X " +

7J

remains unaltered, when q increases indefinitely, and we conclude that

00 00 00

4 r sinpv C sinw 2 r sinpv
Lim Wn{R) = — -J-f{v)dv . dw = - —£-f^v)dv.
q=aa ^^J V J W StJ V

Thus we have solved another modification of Pearson's problem,

1
for half the result, added to — , expresses the probability

a

00

1 1 Csin pv

2 St J V

that the rambler, starting on his AA^alk at a distance p of a straight

frontier F, after Avalking along n stretches, will arrive at that side

of the frontier he came from ^).

As before we are enabled in a particular case by the problem

itself to assign the A-alue of the integral. If we suppose that the

rambler cannot reach the frontier, that is, if we take

P > « + «1 + • • • + ««-1 >

the probability becomes a certainty and we find

1) Obviously the probability Wn (F) might have been derived from the proba-

bility TF;i-fi (w4-2? : wttfti . . . «n-i) by making « indefinitely large. Therefore we
may conclude that

00 00^^^— , 11/^ sinvp
T^{na)-\-p)Jg{>ao) f{u)du = — --^

| f{v)dv.
2 Jtj V
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00_

^ = ( .;„ {va) J, {va,) . . . J„ (m„_i) c/y

2 J V
o

In the case n^l, this is a known result to which another may

be added, if we take a ]> p. When the single stretch a is inclined

to the frontier under an -angle less than

. P
arc si?i—

a

the rambler remains at the same side and, all directions of the stretch

being equally possible, we have

hence

1 / jr
. p\

W,{F) = — i — -\- arcsin —
J

,

. P Csmvp
arc sm —= I J ^ (va) dv

a J V

Mathematics. — "A definite integral ofKvmmer" . By Prof. W. Kapteyn.

In Crelle's Journal, Vol. 17, Kummer has determined the value oi

the integral

00 b^

Up^ I e ^ xP dx
,

supposing 6" to represent a positive quantity and p not an integer.

He finds:

Up = r{p^\)f{-p, h^) + r{-p-i) h^P+^^fipi-2, h%

where

__
X x"" x'

y {p,x) = 1 + — +
2,^^^^^)

+
3/^,(^^ i)(^,_|_2)

+ • •
•

-\- ... = 2 .

s=osIp{p-\^l)..{p+S-l)

In the following pages we propose to study this integral for the

case that p represents a positive integer, and at the same time to

show that there is a simple connection between this integral and

the integral

00 62

Vp=: I e ^ xP dx,

h

where h is supposed to be positive.
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It is rational to put in the integral of Kummer

p z=z n — e,

assuming n to be an integer and 8 an arbitrary infinitesimal, and

then to determine the limit for 6 = 0.

Let us therefore examine the limit of

Un-,= r(n+ l—f)/(— w-1-6, ^>^)+ r(—n— l+8)62«+2-2ey(;i^2-f,6')

for « = 0.

Suppose

r(n-|-l— 6) — A,-\-A,s-{-A^a^...

ƒ (_,,-!_,, b^) = ?^ + B,-{-B,eJr-"
s

r(_n-l+6) = ^ + C, + C,8 + ..
8

f{n-^2-s, b') = E,^E,B^E,B'-\-,

then

and the limit

U, = A,B, + A,B, + C,D,E, -\- C,D,E, + C,D,E,,

for we shall see that

A,B, + C,D,E, = 0.

Let us now determine the various coefficients.

First we have

r'(H-\-i)
r(n+i-E) = r(n4-i) - B r(n+i) ; "[

;
+ . .

.

r(w-j-i)

or if we put

r(.r) ^^ ^

r(n+ l-6) = n! [l-8ip («+ 1) +...],

thus

A, = n!
,

^1 = — ?Jifj(«-[-l).

To find ^0 and B^ we write

1 * , J2n+2+2s

"^ Ts=.o(/i+«+i)/(-^^+6)(-«+i+f)...(-i+f)(i+4-.(^+f)

If
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then we easily find

=;.(.) =;.(0)

nisi.

and

r(0) 11 1/11 1\

/(O) n w—

1

1 \1 2 sj

therefore

R=^ ^ = ^ ƒ («+ 2,6")
n! 5=0^/(^+5+1)/ 7i/(n+ l)/ '^ ^ ^ '

1 « (_l)s(^_,)/ (_l)«62„+2

^i / 5=0

62s

s! n ! (/?+ l)/

62«+2 00 ili(l+5)62s
_(_l)n _ ^ ^\ ^ >

n! s=^s!{7i^s^\)!

For the evaluation of C'o and Cj we have

1
r(-n— l + f)=: —n— 1+f

r(-n+8)

,

r(-n+ a) =—— r(-n+ l+6)

,

— n+ e

r(-2+.) =

r(-l+a) =

1

— 2+ f

1

-1+ 6

SO

r(-n-l+ f)

r(-l+6),

r(e),

(_l)"+i

Assuming

(n+ l_s)(n-f)...(2-.~8)(l-f)

(;^_|_l_,)(,,_e)...(2-,)(l_6)
r(e).

1+6 h • • •

then

ft'(O)

(rz+ l),

whilst

r(8)r=P(6)+Q(6)
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11 11
ï+e "^

27

1 1

6 i-fe '^/2+ £ 3/3-f€

1 111
e 2/2 4 /3 4 .4

If we 110 notice that

—1

+ .-. + Q(«)

Q(0) =. f— c/.f = - f-^ = - //(e-')

1 o

and tliat out of the well known formula

A"

follows

t?7 *C

Zi(é-n = — ü«(l) 4- Ig.v — ,v 4- — -1
V

/ ^\ J -r y '2/2 3/3 4/4

111
li(e-^) = — th(l) —I A 1

2/2 3/3 ' 4/4

then it is evident that

r(.)rr:- + lf'(l) + ...,
8

from which ensues

C„ = (-1)"+'

(n+ l)/

i-l)n+l

SO

Moreover we find

D, = — 262"+2/^6

and finally

/(n+ 2-8,//)=^ -
62s

:=o s/(«+ 2—£)(n-f3— g) . . . (n-f 5 -t-l—
f)

If again we put

(;i_^2—f)(w4-3— 8) . . . (n+s+ l— 8)

we find

1
r(0) = —

^
(;i+ 2)(n+ 3)...(n+ .-hl)

r(0) ?i-\r^ '^+ 3
"^

'

so that

= v{e) = r(0) l+ f h ^^],

n-\-s-\-l

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII

24
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x]ints^2)br\A2i

With the aid of these values we iiud

A, B, + C,D,E, = 0,

A
" (n—s)! ,

"= if>(14-s)62s

^ "^ "^
.= 0^ ^ ^/ ^ ^ s= o s!(n^s+l)!'

(-l)n

(n+1)/

hence

&2«+2

C, D, E, + C„ D, E, + C„ i>„ E, =

2 /r/ h f(n 4- 2, ^n — 2 ^-^— —

" (n— 6')/

S.'

+ (-1)" />2.+2 1 ^''
[2^5'^' -^(1 4- .^) - iK'^ +« + 2)]. . .(1)

Let ns now determine Un in another wa^' to give this result

another form. To this end we dilFerentiate the equation

00 t2

Un=
\

e
''

.r" dx
,

we then get

1 .dir,, r"-'-'-
=r I e

26 dh J
^ .f«-i dx. (a)

1 drUn 1 dU^^

26 dh""
"' 26^ "rfï"

b^

X „,,,_9
.t'«-2 ^,,;.

Out of the identity

b"'

-X
b"- b^

.^.« d{e '') — —€ ^\r" dx + 6^ e
^" .^•"-2 c?.v

,

we moreover deduce by integrating between the limits and 00

cc 6- 00 6^ CO b'^

— nie
"'

"" x'^- Ulx = — i e
"'

\v'^ dx- ^- V i e ''x'^-^dx,00
hence we find for Un the differential equation

d''U„ 'In^ldUn

dh' h dh
4 Un = (2)
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Uu
Tlii.s ditierential equation we also find if we put .v = 2z 6 and v = —

—

in Bessel's equation :

dx^ w dx \ A' J

therefore

Uu = ^."+1 [A /"+' {21 b) + B r"+i {21 b)].

In order to determine the constants properly I notice that the

integral £/"„ for /; = is equal to nf and vanishes for 6 = oo
;

moreover we find

for ^^ = 6«+i/'=+i(2i6) = 0,

6«-fi r"+i (2i 6) = — (- 0"+' —

,

Ju+1 2b-{-^—
for ^ = 00 &"+! / "+1 (2i ^) z= ——= e "

,

tlms

i«+l pi+1 (2i M = -^ e

= A4-Be —
,^ 2

and tinallv

Un= n t"+2 6"+i [/"+! (2/ ^) + t r"+i (2/ 6)] == jr/"+2 bn+i Hn-\-\ (2^ 6) 1) . .(3

That this value and the ^'alue (i) agree is easy to prove. For

according to definition ^) we find

:

jt r"+' (2/ b) — 2 /"+1 {21 b){lqb-\-—\-~(—\ 2 ^ ^ ^
&2., _

- (.• Z>)"+i V - ^^"
[t|, {s + 1) + t|. (. + n + 2)J ,

from which ensues when we multiply by <"+^ /'"+^

;/ 1"+2 />'*+! [/n+1 (2^
/O + i r«+" (2/ ^>)] = 21^'+^ /V'+l A/ A /"+1 (2i 6) -f

+ ^^ —, ^ ^^^ -(-!)" ^^"+--^ -77—-TlT/r-V'(H-l)+ ^f'(^+ n+ 2)].

By

ƒ"+! (2/ b) — {I 6)"+i 2 ,

1) Nielsen, Handbuch der Cylinderf. page 16,

24*
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the second member of the former equation becomes the second

member of the equation (1).

Let ns now examine

Vn = j e
'

"^ ,c\lx (4)

b

Here too we can find a differential equation satisfied by tliis integral.

By differentiating- we find

1 dv r —^-~~
1

2b db J ^2 ^ ^

b

1 d'V„ 1 dV» _~
21^ ~db^ '^ 2^' ~db~

~

b

wliilst the integration of the identity

b-\ 62

x"d \e ^ Jz=z —e •'''

x"d.v-\-b''e "" x'^-^dx

between tlie limits h and oo furnishes

00 b- (ti b^ 00 b*

b b b

So we find for K„ the differential equation

d'Vn 2n+ lfZF„

£^6^ b db

If we now write the equations {a) and {h)

dUn

db

and

— 4F„zr:(n+ l)6»-ie-2^'. ... (5)

s [a) and (i^)

- 2b Un-l (0)

dVn—^ =. - 26 F„_i - i" >-'-!'
(7)

db

it is easy to find out of (6) and (2)

b ^

and likewise out of (7) and (5)

" - 2 ./6

Out of the last two equations we deduce the recurrent relation

b dUn—\

2 db ^

b dV„_i />"

2 db ^ "
' ^ 2
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F„- 1 Z7;^= _ 1
J_

[ F„_ ,
_ i cr^, ,,]^n[ F„_i - i C7„_i] + ^ .-26

. . (8)

by which we can reduce tlie evahiation of Vn — k Un to that of

Let us now determhie the value of V^ U^. To this end we

start from the equation (c) ; this becomes for ?i =
1 ^^^0 1 dV,

2b db'
'^

2b' db
— 2b\e

h

'ƒ•
dx

-26 _
2b'

-26

By substituting in this integral — for x we find

OC

ƒ•
dx

^I-

62

n-.' b

b 1

hence the preceding equation becomes

I d'V. 1 dV.

dz = — iU ~V\

u.
4 db^ 4b db

By subtracting from this according to (5)

^+^—<^+i)

o = L'lIi_l'!I^_ V
_'" -26

4 db-" 4b db 4b

we find

1 1"22
With the aid of equation (8) we get

:

^u.=fb-^yF, l\ = [b + -\e-^-^,

1 /36^

V,
1

U, — {2b' + hP -f 6Z> + 3) 6-26
,

F, - — U, = f^ b' + 106' + 21b' -\~ 2hb -{-I2\e-

in which we can easily trace the following law :

2 " 2L n! ^d![n-l)! 5/(n-2)/
^

-26

-26

(9)

(10)

Out of equation (8) and this one it is evident that Vn-^i Un-\-\

follows the same law; so the relation (10) is proved.
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Mathematics. — "An article on the knowledge of the tetrahedral

complex." By Dr. Z. P. Bouman. (Communicated by Prof. Jan

DE Vries).

§ 1. When for an arbitrary ray out of a tetrahedral complex P,-

represents the point of intersection with the face Ak Ai Am of the

tetrahedron, then

where R represents tlie given anharmonic ratio of the complex and

2)^ (^i = 1 . . Q) are the Plücker coordinates of lines.

By using the condition necessary for each ray of the complex,

namely

Pi Pa + P^ P, + Pz Pe = Ö

the equation of the complex becomes

^ Pi Pi + ^ P^ Pi -^ C p^ p, = 0,

wiiere the anharmonic ratio is given by

_B-A

A given tetrahedral complex can always transform itself projectively

into another one with the same anharmonic ratio in regard to the

faces of tiie rectangular system of coordinates and the plane at

infinity.

§ 2. After having executed this transformation we can examine

whether a surface with two independent parameters can be found in

such a manner that the normals to be erected in an arbitrary point

on the OD^ number of sui-faces passing through that point, are rays

of the given tetrahedral complex.

To this end we make the two determining points to lie infinitely

close to each other on each ray of the complex, so that each ray

is determined by one point {a;, y, z) and the direction {dx, dy, dz) in

that point. The coordinates of lines now take the form

:

p^ =: w dy — y d.t, p^ = y dz — z dy, p^^=. z dx — x dz,

p, = — dz, Pi — — dx, Pe = — '^y-

So the equation for the complex becomes

:

A {x dy — y dx) dz -\- B {y dz — z dy) dx -\- C {z dx — x dz) dy = 0.

If now every ray of the complex is to be at right angles to a

surface z=zf{x,y), then we have for each ray in each point of the

surface

:
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d.v : dy : dz z= p : q : — 1
,

dz dz
where »= r—

, g z= r—.
OW 01/

So the differential equation of the surface becomes :

— pqz {B - C) f yp {A - B) -{- ,vq {C — A) —
or

X \ y R _

The complete integral with two parameters C and C^ becomes :

It represents a surface of order four.

It is evident out of the equation that for R =—, the surface re-

mains the same; only the A- and the I^-axes have been interchanged.

(This is geometrically immediately made clear). So we have but to

examine the sui'face for, let us say, i? ]> 1.

^ 3. It must be possible to find the equation of tlie cone of the

complex in a definite point out of the equation of the surface because

that cone is the locus of the normals to the gd^ number of surfaces,

passing through the point under consideration. If «,/?, y represent the

cosines of direction of a ray of the complex in the point .I'l, yi, -Sj then

a ^

Substituting this in the differential equation and eliminating a and

/? by means of the equations of the ray of the complex, namely

'^—•'•1 y—i/i ^—^1

« /? y

we find for the cone of the complex :

(R— 1) z, (a-— -t'l) (,v—/a) ~ Ry, i'V—.v,) {z- z,) -\- ,v, (y—y,) (z—z^) z= 0.

The planes of tlie coordinates forming the singular surface of the

complex, the cone of the complex must degenerate for each point

of one of these planes. For the point P{.i\, 7/^^=0, z^) the cone

breaks up into y= and into .i\ z -f- [R—1) z^ x = R z^ x^, i. e. a

plane passing through P and parallel to the y-axis. This plane is at

right angles to OP, if this line has for equation ^ = ± .i' I y/ — .

(Comp. § 4).
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^ 4, The drawing of the surfaces to be found offers no difficulties.

For R"^ 1 (§ 2) we must tal<;e C\ positive and then we have to

distinguish the cases C = 0.

So for C^ the surface consists of two separated parts connected

by points forming parts of a double conic in the XOF-plane. The

planes .v = ±[^C touch both parts according to equal ellipses and

no points lie between with z'^O.

The section with the XOZ-plane consists of two hyperbolae

with centres lzz=± \/ L
j
on the Z-axis. At infinity they are

connected twice, and intersect each other in the points of intersection

of the double conic with the X-axis. The hyperbolae coincide in

the planes y = ± V C-^, where the common vertex of the double

conic is lying.

C becoming smaller, the two parts of the surface approach

each other and for 6'=0 the conies meet in the planes a' = ± l/ 6^.

The surface becomes a ruled surface, so it Dreaks up into two

cylinders with axes in the AY>Z-plane.

The axes have for equation z ^=l ± x \X . (Comp. ^ 3). The

section perpendicular to these axes is a circle which is in accordance

with the signilication of the axes as found in § 3.

^ 5. It is known that the normals of a sj^stem of similar, con-

centric ellipsoids form a tetrahedral complex ^). So this sj^stem must

be a particular integral of the above-mentioned differential equation.

Let us put C=^ gCi -{- h {g and h being constants) and let us

operate in the ordinary way; we find C and Cj as functions of the

variables out of:

qy^4-h— A'*

-C^-g gy''-\-h - x'

9-\-R

Substitution in the complete integral furnishes:

-" — gy -\- A"* = n.

9+R

equa

along the Z-axis ; we shall then find if we take a' positively

a
Let us put in this equation (/ = — —

, and let c be the axis

1) Dr. J. DE Vries : On a special tetrahedal complex. Proceedings of Febr. 25

1905, Vol. XIII, pages 572-577.
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a' v' s'' a —<y
+ --!-- = /«', with R —

a^ '

h""
'

c" h^— c"

Likewise [g = ^ ,
«^ negative

j
the system of hyperboloids with

two sheets

— ^r=/i', within =
c^ a" b' b'-^c'

and also ( (j = —
, a^ positive

J

the system of hyperboloids with one

sheet

.2 „,2 „2z' /ir ir , , _ c'— a'
- H = h\ with R = .

§ 6. The "curves of a complex" are curves whose tangents are

rays of the complex. The coefficients of direction («, ^, y) in a

definite point {,v, ?/, z) must therefore be proportional to

0^ dz

of one of those surfaces through that point. From this ensues that

ij = and q = , whilst .v, ii, z, p and a must satisfy the
^

y
^

y

equation :

X I y R = 0.

p R—l q \—R
So the quantities x, y, z, a, /?, y must satisfy :

y ^ 72—1 "^
a R—l

Let a curve of the complex be given by :

.^=/i(-^). y=f.(^)^ ^^A(^)^
where x need not of necessity represent the length of the arc, then:

ƒ»(--)
, fA^) R

, fM 1 ^Q

Amongst others all curves for all values of p to be represented by

X = ).{l-{' s)/', y — li {m 4- «)/', ^ = V (n + s)P

satisfy this equation if only

I— n ^R,
m— H

which condition can be satisfied by putting I= B, m = C, n-= A,
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For p = — 1 these are twisted ciibics. If we bring these through

a point C''i,y],^i) the oo^ curves all lie on the cone of the complex

of this point. This holding for each point, the bisecants (and not

only the tangents) are rays of the complex.

Indeed, all the twisted cubics pass through the vertices of our

tetrahedron and the four planes passing through a bisecant and these

four points have thus a constant auharmonic ratio. From this ensues

that the bisecants intersect the four planes of coordinates in the same

auharmonic ratio.

For j^ = 1 we have the rays of the complex themselves.

For p ^ 2 we have conies which can be nothing but conies of

the complex, e.g. for s ^= ^^ I the curve touches the plane YOZ, etc.

For
J)
= 3 we have twisted cubics whose bisecants are not rays

of the complex, etc.

In general tlie tangents to the "curves of a complex" lie always

in linear congruences belonging to the tetrahedral complex. For such

a tangent namely we have

d,v dii dz
{I ^ s)- = {m -\- s)-^ ={n ^ .^-.

.V y z

From this ensues among others

:

dz {I -\- s) dx -\- k{m -\- s) dx
{n -\- s) — = . {k an arbitrary constant.)

z X + ky

This is evidently always satisfied by rays of the complex, satisfying

at the same time

:

xdz — zdx =. k (zdy — yds) and kdy = — Rdx,

for which we can write in coordinates of lines

:

Ih = k\ e.Ji — kp, = Rp,.

These satisfy the equations of the tetrahedral complex and lie in

congruences ; the two linear complexes determining such a congruence,

are themselves special, and the position of their axes is evident from

their equation.

§ 7. Finally it proves to be simple to bring in equation the

curves which are drawn on an arbitrary surface in such a way that

the cone of the complex touches the surface in each'point of the curve.

Let the surface be f{x,y,z) = and the ray of the complex

^ =~—^ --Z L^ passing through the point x^,y^,z^ of the
« /? y

surface.

A ray of the complex in the tangential plane must satisfy
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ó.v^ öy^ öz^

and further according to tlie differential equation

{R — 1) z^ ai3 — Ry^ «7 + -^'i ?y must be equal to 0.

The two rajs of the complex in the tangential plane have but to

be made to coincide. The condition is

:

-4.R{R-\)z,y, f\ /; =z [- (i2 _ 1) z, h + Ry, f\ + ƒ, .^^]^

where /i, /j, /g represent the differential quotients of ƒ according to

X, y and z respective!}', whilst analogous relations are easy to deduce.

From this ensues that the required curve is the intersection of

f{x,y,z)^()
and

-4.R{R- l)zyfj, = [- {R - 1) z f, + RyA +A -^T-

Without entering into further details I only wish to observe that

when f{x,y,z) = represents a plane, the curve can be nothing

but the conic of the complex. From the above mentioned equations

we therefore find a parabola (the conic of the complex touches the

tetrahedron plane at infinity) touching the three planes of coordinates

of the rectangular system of axes.

Physiology. — "On the excretion of creatinin in man". By C. A.

PEKEiiHARiNG. Report of a research made by C. J. C. Van

HooGENHUYZE and H. Verploegh.

As the muscle tissue in herbi\'ora as well as in carnivora always

contains a not unimportant amount of creatin, and creatinin is daily

excreted with the urine it may be concluded, that creatin is formed

as a product of metabolism in the muscles, and having entered

the blood is at least for a part excreted by the kidnej^s in the form

of the anhj'dride, creatinin.

But no agreement has been obtained about the question whether

the forming of creatin is bound to the labour, the contracting of

the muscles. To answer that question, researches have been made

whether the amount of creatinin excreted by the kidneys augments

after muscular labour. Different investigators have obtained different

results. Van Hoogenhuyze and Verploegh have resumed the research

anew, using a new method to determinate the amount of creatinin

in the urine, which was published some time ago by Folin ^). The

1) Zeitschr. f. Physiol. Chemie, Bd. XLI, S. 223.
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method of Folin is founded on the reaction of Jaffe, wliich consists

in adding picric acid and an excess of caustic soda to a solution of

creatinin, wliereat the liquid takes a brown colour, which cannot

be discerned from the colour of a solution of bichromate of potas-

sium. This reaction is employed in the following way : 5 cc. of

urine is mixed with 15 cc. picric acid 1,2 "/o ^"^1 5 cc. of caustic

soda 10 7o- After 5 minutes water is added to a volume of250cc.

This solution is compared by P'olin in the colorimeter of Duboscq

with a V, normal solution of bichromate of potassium of which a

column 8 mm. high shows exactly the same intensity of colour as

a column 8,1 mm. high of a solution of 10 mgr. creatinin Avitli

15 cc. picric acid solution and 5 cc. caustic soda diluted to 500 cc.

Instead of the colorimeter of Duboscq, Van Hoogeniiuyze and Yerploegh

used a little instrument, constructed after their indication, which

answered completely to their demands. Immediately after each deter-

mination each of them performed 5 readings of the height of the

solution of creatinin at which its colour had just the same intensity

as a column 8 mm. high of the solution of bichromate of potassium.

The several readings of which the average was taken, never differed

more than 0,2, only very seldom more than 0,1 mm.
It proved meanwhile that the temperature has influence on the

reaction in that sense that the colour of the creatinin solution be-

comes deeper by increase of temperature. Therefore the water used

for the diluting was always kept at a temperature scarcely differing

from 15'' C. The relation found by Folin was affirmed. A solution

of 10 mgr. of pure creatinin in 500 cc. treated in the indicated

way produced as the average of 10 readings 8.14 m.m. (max : 8.2,

min. 8.1) out of which a quantity of 9.951 instead of 10 mgr.

would be deduced.

The results become less exact when the concentration of creatinin

is much larger or smaller than 10 mgr. in 500 cc. Therefore the

determination was repeated when the readings became higher than 10.5

or lower than 5, with 10 cc. urine, in the first case diluted to 250

in the second to 1000 cc The method of Folin had great advantages

over the method of Neubauer used till now, in which the creatinin

is precipitated out of an alcoholic extract of the urine by means of

chloride of zinc and after that weighed. Kot only that the method of

Folin takes much smaller quantities of urine, so that it renders it easy

to discern by the examination of different portions of urine the oscilla-

tions in the secretion in the course of the day, but it is also more

reliable. With the method of Neubauer there is always some danger

that under the influence of the alkaline reaction arising from the addi-
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tion of milk of lime to separate the phosphates, a part of the erea-

tinin is changed into creatiii. This danger may be lessened but

not wholly avoided by acidifying the fdtrate before evaporation by

means of hydrochloric acid, after which at the end the hydrochloric

acid must be eliminated by addition of sodium acetate in order not

to hinder the precipitation of creatinin zinc chloride. But there are

other difiiculties connected with the method of Neubauer which can

never be totally removed. The urine is after the removal of the

phosphates concentrated till it obtains the consistency of ajrnp and

is than extracted with alcohol. In the mass of salts rendered hard

by the contact with alcohol, a part of the creatinin may be retained

nndissolved. If in order to eliminate this difficulty the urine is not

very much e^'aporated, there arises another source of error. The

alcohol is diluted by the still resting Avater and the consequence

is that now the creatinin-zincchloride crj^stallises only partially. For

this compound is insoluble in absolute alcohol but not in alcohol

containing water. A too small quantity of creatinin is therefore

always found b}^ the application of this method.

Van Hoogenhüyzen and Verploegh have investigated the solubility

of creatinin-zincchloride in alcohol by putting dried crystals, prepared

from urine and purified as much as possible, in closed bottles under

alcohol of ditferent strength at the temperature of the room under

repeated shaking and by determinating afterwards, by means of

Folin's method, how much creatinin was dissolved in the alcohol.

They found

:

in 'iOO C.C. alcohol 99 7o trace of creatinin.

„ „ „ „ 93 7o 5.6 mgr. „

jj >) }} J) '-^ /o oZ.l „ „

1, 5> >> j> 5U /o 104.5 ,, ,,

In connection with this thej' obtained out of urine more creatinin-

zincchloride when the alcoholic extract before the addition of chlorid

of zinc was again evaporated to almost dryness and then dissolved

by strong alcohol, than with the usual method. They could still show

creatinin in the liquid fdtered off from the creatinin-zinc-chlorid as

well by the reaction of Weyl as by that of Jaffe. So the method

of Neubauer always gives a loss of which the amount cannot be

estimated. One is therefore not entitled to attribute much value to

the little oscillations in tiie output of creatinin found by applying

this method.

By the method of Folin on the contrary sucli a source of uncer-

tainty does not exist, when the time of the reaction — 5 minutes —
is rightly observed, the liquid is brought to the exact volume with
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water of the temperature of the room and when the determination

is completed immediately afterwards.

Van Hoogenhuyze and Yerploegh iiave investigated by themselves

whether increase of the secretion of creatinin in consequence of

muscular labour could be observed. For that purpose in every series

of experiments the urine was collected every day at appointed times

namely in the morning, in the first series of experiments at 9, in

the following at 8 o'clock, in the afternoon at 12 o'clock and at

J:7j o'clock, at night at 11 Vs o'clock. Every portion was measured

and divided into two equal halves. One of the halves was used for an

estimation of creatinin, the other halves were mixed, after which the

quantity of creatinin in the mixture was determined and moreover an

estimation of nitrogen was performed after the method of Kjeldahl.

In this way the determination of creatinin was also controlled. In

all the series of experiments the conformity of the figure of the

total quantity of creatinin and the sum of the four portions was

very gratifying. The quantity of urine of one day was that collected

from 12 o'clock in the afternoon till the following morning 8 or

9 o'clock.

During each series of experiments a fixed amount of food was

taken, every day the same. Only in the first series coffee and tea

were still taken, in the later series only water.

I. From April the 8^'^— 24*^1 1904, seventeen days at a stretch, food

was taken which consisted of bread, butter, cheese, milk, oatmeal,

sugar, meat, eggs, potatoes and rice, daily an equal portion of each.

The food contained

:

for v. H. 118 gr. proteid 146 gr. fat, 326 gr. carbohydrat.; 40,8 Cal. p. Kg.

,, Y. 115 ,, ,, 81 ,, ,, 327 ,, ,, 38.6 ,, ,, ,,

On working days moreover both consumed 50 gr. sugar.

The ll'h, the 16* and the 21* of April bicycle excursions were

undertaken at which they rode steadily on for 2V3 a 3 hours without

resting. The other days were spent in the laboratory while the

evenings were passed peacefully.

The excretion of creatinin underwent no perceptible change in

consequence of the muscular labour. With both investigators it oscil-

lated not unimportantly during the whole experiment. It amounted

on an average to :

V. H. 14 days of rest 2.116 gr. daily (max. 2,401, min. 1.821 gr.)

V. „ ,; „ „ 1.998 „ „' ( „ 2.158 „ 1.858 „)
V. H. 3 workingdavs 2.147 „ „ („ 2.325 „ 1.925,,)

Y. „ „ 2.015 „ „ ( „ 2.058 „ 1.949 „

)
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The difference is so small that no value must be attached to it. On
the days which followed oii the muscular. exertion the tigurcs of the

creatinin remained within the usual daily oscillations.

The secretion of nitrogen was rather irregular with both during

the whole experiment.

From June the 22'«i
till Julj the 2"<^ 1904 (eleven 'days) the

experiment was repeated with less food which in particular was less

rich in proteid. It contained

:

for V. H. 71.5 gr. proteid, 125 gr. fat, 351 gr. carbohydr.; 33.7 Cal. p. Kg.

„ V. 80.5 „ „ 74.75 „ „ 358 „ „ 34.6 „ „ „

On July the 1^* a bicycle excursion of three hours was undertaken

(50 KM.).

The excretion of creatinin amounted on an average to:

10 days of rest Workingday

V. H. 1.983 (max. 2.042, min. 1.809 gr.) 1.997 gr.

V. 2.039 ( „ 2.174, „ 1.920 „) 2.049 „

On the days which followed the day of muscular labour the excretion

of creatinin did not increase either.

III. Whereas till now meat was still taken, in the series of

experiment II daily 50 gr., the experiment was now taken with

food which contained no creatinin at all, moreover it was made

poorer in proteid. The experiment lasted from July the 7'^^ till the

29^1^ 1904, 23 days at a stretch.

From July the 7"^^^ till 18'^^ only bread, butter, cheese, rice and

sugar were taken containing

:

for V. H. 50 gr. proteid, 115 gr. fat, 344 gr. carbohydr.; 31.2 Gal. p. Kg.

„ V. 50 „ „ 74 „ „ 344 „ „ 33.8 „ „ „

From July the 18*^^^ rice was partly replaced by potatoes and

the quantity of butter was decreased so that the ration became:

for V. H. 47 gr. proteid, 98 gr. fat, 337 gr. carbohydr.; 29,5 Gal. p. Kg.

„ V. 47 „ „ 64 „ „337 „ „ 30.1 „ „ „

On Jul}^ the 28"^^ and the 29*'' 5 eggs were daily added to this food.

On July the 15''', the 20*'' and the 23''^^ muscular labour was

again performed while the other days were passed in the laboratory

with occupations which exacted only little exertion of the muscles.

On Jidy the 15*'' a bicycle excursion was undertaken in which

54 K.M. were covered in three hours. On July the 20"' and 23''*

fatiguing indoors gymnastics were performed for 2^/^ hours at a

stretch with halters of 10 K.G. and with the chest-expander and
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the combined developer of Sandow ; care was taken that all the

muscles of the bodj and the extremities were used.

When the first three days of the scant}^ diet, July the 7 ^^ ,
8*'^ and

9^^^, in which the secretion of nitrogen fell with v. H. from 14,562

to 9,045 gr. and with Y. from 13,721 to 10,234 gr. are not counted,

as belonging to a transition-period, and neither the last two days,

July the 28^^' and 29''^ at which about 30 gr. more proteids daily

were taken, it appears that the excretion of creatinin has amounted

in 15 days of rest on an average every day to :

V. H. -J .836 gr. (max. 1.935, min. 1.693 gr.)

V. 1.962 „ ( ., 2.079, „ 1.876 „ )

while on the working days was found :

v. H. July the 15^'» 1.908, July the 20^'^ 1.921

and July the 23'^' 1.974 gr. creatinin.

V. July the 15* 2.142, July the 20^'^ 1.947,

and July the 23'"'^ 1.937 gr. creatinin.

Here then the figure with v. H. is always, with V. once above

the average on the working day. Meanwhile the deviations do not

surpass the oscillations, which are always found, also without im-

portant exertions of the muscles.

The figure found with V. on July the 15^^' does, it is true, surpass

the maximum in the period of the days of rest, but the difference

0,063 gr. is so slight, that no value must be attached to that, in

connection to the lower figures of the two other workingdays.

On the two last days of the series on which no muscular labour

was performed, but on which more proteid was taken, the excretion

of creatinin was :

V. H. July the 28'^ 1.955 gr., and July the 29* 1.959 gr.

V. „' „ „ 2.053 „ „ „* „ „ 1.984 „

while with both the secretion of nitrogen increased from about

8 gr. to 11 gr. daily.

IV. In September 1905 a new experiment was taken, to examine

firstly whether preceding muscular exercise might perhaps bring

some change in the result, secondly to investigate the influence of

excessive labour and thirdly to see whether the excretion of creatinin

would be increased with excessive labour and totally insufficient food.

After performing daily for three weeks at a stretch indoor gymnas-

tics after the method of Sandow, the experiment was begun Septem-

ber the 26* with food of the same composition as was used July the

18* till the 27*^', hardly sufficient and poor in proteid. .This food was
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taken nine days at a strelcli till Oct. the 4'''. On September the 29^^'

exercises were pei-formed with Sandow's implements for 27, hours with

short intervals. On October the 2"^ excessive labour was done,

consisting of a walk of 21 KM. in the morning from 9 till 12

o'clock, a walk of 10 K.M. in two hours in the afternoon and wor-

king with halters for 7a hour in the evening. On the six days of

rest between September the 27''» and Oct. the 4'^ (on the first day

Sept. the 26^'» the urine was not examined) there was excreted on

the average every day :

V. H. J.859 (max. 1.977, min. 1.755) gr. creatinin

V. 1.925 ( „ 2.047, „ 1.860) „

while on Sept. the 29'^^ there was found :

V. H. 2,00J V. 1.979, gr. creatinin

On October 2"^ „ 1.859 „ 1,945, „

That not too much importance for the intluence of muscular labour

on the secretion of creatinin must be attached to the somewhat liigh

figure of V. H. on September the 29^^ becomes clear when the sepa-

rate portions of that day are considered. In the first portion of

that day, that is in the urine excreted in the morning between 8 and

12 o'clock, so before muscular exertion was begun, 0,404 gr. creatinin

was already found to 0,331 gr. and 0,345 gr. in the corresponding

portions of the preceding and the following day.

After ordinary food had been taken for nine days, food was taken

in absolutely insutTicient quantity for fi\'e days at a stretch, con-

sisting of bread, potatoes, butter and cheese. It contained

:

for V. H. 36.6 gr. proteid 43 gr. fat 186 gr. carbohydrate; 15 Gal p. Kg.

„ V. 29.7 „ „ 34.7 „ „ 158 „ „ ; 15 „ „ „

On Oct. the 16^'» a bicycle ride of 42 K.M. in 2\', hours was
undertaken in the morning. In the first hour 20 K.M. were done

but after that they could progress but slowly from hunger and fatigue.

In the afternoon a walk of 16 K.M. was taken from 2 till 5

o'clock and afterwards in the evening they w^orked with halters. The
result was that both felt still very tired the next day.

The calculation of the average has no value in this short experi-

ment. The course of the excretion of the creatinin was as followed

:
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Here too where the food was not sufficient for the organism to

defray the costs of the muscular labour, as appeared also from the

increase of the nitrogen secretion on the workingda}^ one can cer-

tainly not speak of distinct influence of muscular labour on the

excretion of creatinin.

It is howev^er different when no food is taken at all for days.

Van Hoogeniiuyze and Verploegh had an opportunity to make

observations about this too on the "Hungerkiinstlerin" Flora Tosca

a strong, young woman, who lent herself for the investigation during

a starving period at the Hague, in a room which was opened to the

public night and (kiy. The urine was collected every day in three

portions, in the morning from 10 o'clock till 4 o'clock in the after-

noon, from 4 o'clock in the afternoon till 10 o'clock in the evening

and from JO o'clock in the evening till 10 o'clock the next mor-

ning; it was sent every day at a fixed time to the Physiological Labo-

ratory in Utrecht and was there examined at once.

In the morning of June the 10^'' 1905 the last food was taken;

after that nothing but mineral water (Drachenquelle) till June the

25^''. Besides creatinin several other constituents of the urine were

determinated daily ; about this it will f)c sufficient to mention that from

the course of the secretion of nitrogen, urea, uric acid and phosphoric

acid it appeared sufficiently that no food was taken.

During the whole hunger-period of fourteen days complete bodily

rest was observed as much as possible save on June the l?"^"^ when
Tosca during two hours with short rests, under direction of Verploegh,

was occupied with gymnastic exercises with halters of 1 KGr. 13

different movements were made, the first ten 20 times each, the last

three 10 times each. The movements were so chosen that as many
muscles as possible were set to work.

The examination of the urine showed now that in hungering the

secretion of the creatinin as well as of the other products of meta-

bolism steadil}' decreased. But the muscular labour suddenly produced

an undeniable increase, not on the same day, but on the following.

Still on the third day the influence was to be perceived, which however

also was the case with connection to the total quantity of nitrogen.

On the first da}', when food was still taken, the quantity of creatinin

amounted to 1,087 gr. Later on it decreased rapidly and rather regu-

larly till on the 8^^^ day. On June the 17^^, the day of the muscular

labour, it amounted only to 0,469 to rise the following day to 0,689.

In the three days before the muscular labour 1,662 was secreted, in

the three following days 2,006 gr. creatinin. After that the secretion

decreased almost to 0,5 gr, daily, to remain rather constant then.
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From the above mentioned it appears that even with perfectly

regular food and with avoiding of all excessive muscular labour the

dail}' secretion of creatinin, as was communicated already in 1869
by K. B. HoFMANN '), undergoes rather important oscillations. This
is not sufliciently taken into consideration by those authors who
as MoiTESsiER ^) and as Gregok ') have deduced from their results

witii series of experiments of three, four or five days, where the

creatinin was precipitated from the alcoholic extract of the urine as

a compound of zincchloride, that the excretion of creatinin increased

as a result of muscuhxr labour. It seems therefore to me that more
value may be attached to the conclusion, which v. Hoogenhuyze and
Verploegh drew from their observations, that in man only then

increase of excretion of creatinin is caused by muscular labour when
the organism is forced, by abstaining from food, to live at its own costs.

If the creatinin which is found in the urine of normal and nor-

mally fed men and animals is not to be considered, even were it

for a small portion, as a product set free by the contraction of the

muscle fibre, the question arises what signification must be given to

this constituent of the urine.

Since Meissner's researches ^) it is known that to make use of meat
as a food must lead to the excretion of creatinin, as creatin and
creatinin, brought into the blood either by resorption out of the

intestinal canal or by injection under the skin completely or almost

completely is excreted as creatinin by the kidneys.

The quantity of creatin in meat is ratlier important, ft is usually

mentioned as 0,2 a 0.37o of the fresh muscle substance "*). With
the aid of Folin's method v. H. and V. have determined the amount
of creatin in muscle. 500 gr. meat freed as carefully as possible of

fat and tendons and minced was mixed with chloroform water and

was pressed out after standing for some hours at the temperature

of the room. This was repeated twice. After that the pressed out

meat was boiled for two hours with water and after cooling pressed

out anew. The filtrates were mixed, boiled at weak acid reaction

to remove proteids, after cooling filled up to 4000 c.c, and then

filtered. 500 c.c. of the filtrate was concentrated to 100 c.c. and

filtered anew, 80 c.c. of this filtrate was boiled with 50 c.c. n

1) Virchow's Archiv. Bd. XLVIII S. 358.

2) These Montpellier 1891.

3) Zeitschrift f. Physiol Chemie. Bd. XXXI S. 98.

*) Zcitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. XXXI, 1868, S. 234.

") VoiT. Zeilschr. f. Biol. Bd. IV, 1868. S. 77.

25"
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7^'- till April the 19'V April tlio 2(^1" 2pf and 22"^^ 50 gram com-

mercial gelatin, well washed in water, was taken everj' time in two

portions, each of 25 gr., just as the casein instead of 50 gr. carbo-

hydrate. On Ai)ril 23'f' and 24*'' the lirst diet was again taken.

In 10 days in which the food daily taken contained 47 gr. i)roteid

(the first two days April the 7'^' and the 8''', which were still under

the influence of the food taken the preceding days, the urine was

not examined) the secretion of creatinin amounted to:

V. H. on the average 1.813 gr. (max. J.921 miji. 1.706 gr.) daily

V. „ „ „ 1.850 „ ( „ 1.990 „ 1.723 „) „'

On the days on which casein or gelatin was taken the secretion

of nitrogen increased but the secretion of creatinin not or scarcely'.

It amounted on the three casein-days to

:

V. H. on an average 1.913 gr. (max. 2.009, min. 1.836 gr.) daily

V. „ „ „ 1.897 „ ( „ 1.934, „ 1.834 „) „

and on the three gelatin-days:

V. H. on an average 1.800 gr. (max. 1.813, min. 1.783 gr.) daily

V. „ „ „ 1.872 \, ( „ 1.811, „ 1.868 „) „

Just as in the series of experiments III as was mentioned above,

where, after the daily addition of 5 eggs to food which contained

47 gr. proteid, only a too insignificant increase of the secretion of

creatinin was found to attach any value to it, it appeared now that

the addition of casein and gelatin had no important influence whatever,

although the added proteid was daily resorbed and desintegrated in

the body, as the determination of nitrogen taught.

A short time ago Folin has communicated ample researches about

the constituents of linman nrine and has come to conclusions ^) with

which the observations of van Hoogenhuyze and Verploegh are quite

in accordance.

In 1868 Meissner has drawn the conclusion from his obsei*»

rations that the origin of creatinin in the organism of mammals

must be quite different from that of the urea with which most of

the nitrogen is excreted from the body *). Folin draws this conclu-'

sion anew and) in connection with his observations about the secretion

of other nitrogen containing substances and sulphur-compounds, starts

from this point in proposing a new theory about the desintegration of*

proteid in the animal body, which he puts in the place of the wellknown

theories of VoiT and of Pflüger. In considering the desintegration

of proteids in the body, there has been, argues Folin, generally laid

"i^Amer. Journ. of Physiol. Vol. XIII, p 45. p. 66 p. 117.

. 3) 1. c. S. 295.
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stress almost only on the total quantity of nitrogen excreted, in

relation to the (luantily lakeii up in tiie food, and not enough

attention has been paid to the (piantifies of each of the different

nitrogenous products of metabolism which are excreted with the urine.

Wiien tiie quantity of proteid in the food is enlarged or diminished

then the secretion of nitrogen increases or decreases till after a short

time a condition of equilibrium has been again obtained when intake

and output of nitrogen are alike. The variability of the metabolism of

proteids does not manifest itself in connection with all nitrogenous

substances but for the greater part with connection to the urea.

The secretion of creatinin on the contrary and also in a less degree

that of uric acid is apparently independent of the richness of the

food in proteid. We must distinguish a desintegration of proteid

variable under the intluence of tlie food, on whicli depends in the

first place the forming of urea and which according to Folin's

conception takes place for the greater part if not wholly in the

digestive organs — in the cavity and in the mucosa of the intestine

and in the liver — and beside a much less xariable desintegration

of proteid in the different organs which does not immediately depend

on the food but on the function of the tissues. In the tissues there

arise undoubtedly nitrogenous products of desintegrating of different

composition. To them belongs as has been stated by Nencki, Salaskin

and their collaborators ammonia, which is changed into the harmless

urea by the liver. Moreover urea is formed in the organism in

other places than the liver. This product of metabolism proceeds thus

for a part, as Folin expresses it "endogenously" in consequence of

the rather regular metabolism of proteid in the tissues and for another

part "exogenously" in larger or smaller quantities, as more or less

proteid is taken up in the digestive canal. It is however not possible

to distinguish these two parts from each other in the urine.

But on the contrary the secretion of creatinin, on which the digestion

of the food when it contains no creatin has no direct influence,

gives an indication about the intensity of the desintegration of

proteid in the tissues. In this respect the muscular tissue, must be

thought of in the first place, but not exclusively, as creatin is formed

undoubtedly in other tissues too.

It does not seem necessary to accept that all the creatin which

is formed in the tissues is excreted as creatinin. The observations

of Meissner give already rise to the supposition that creatin must

be considered as an "intermediate" product of metabolism, as has been

stated by Buman and Schur for the uric acid. Meissner at least

could not quite retrace in the urine the creatinin brought into the
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circulation. He did find, ii is (rne, tlint after injection of creatin

nnder tlie skin, not only the whole injected qnantity was excreted

again with the urine, but also 20 mgr. creatinin witii it, but it

remained uncertain how much of it [)roceeded fi-om tlie metabolism

of the animal itself.

To obtain an insight into this v. H. and V. have made anew
an experiment in which the same food was taken, with 47 gr. proteid

daily, as in the preceding experiment.

VI. The experiment lasted from Aug. the 17''' till the 28 1'' J 905.

On the first day the urine was not examined. The oscillations in

the secretion of creatinin were very insignificant. In five days

from Aug. the IS"^'' till the 22"'^ there was secreted :

V. H. average 2.023 gr. (max. 2.029, min. 2.017 gr.) daily

V. „ 2.028 „ ( „ 2.029, „ 1.930 „) „

On Aug. the 23''^^ each of them took in one portion 500 mgr. pure

creatinin dissolved in w\ater. On the same day there was excreted:

V. H. 2.420 gr. and V. 2.508 gr. The next day:

V. 2.030 „ „ „ 2.073 „ „

On Aug. the 26''» each of them took again 500 mgr. creatinin but

divided into 10 portions, 50 mgr. every hour. Now also the creatinin

was found back the same day for the greater part in the urine.

The excretion amounted to

:

v. H. Aug. tlie 25^11 1.998 Aug. the 26''' 2.425 Aug. the 27^M.940
Aug. the 28th 1.95J gi-.

V. Aug. the 25t'> 2.045 Aug. the 26^'^ 2.467 Aug. the 27^^

2.035 Aug. tlie 28^'' 1.968 gr.

At least in three of the four determinations a part of the creatinin

brought into tlie blood was not found back in tlie urine>

From this experiment, wliicli has still to be completed with others,

in which creatin will be taken instead of creatinm, it appears how
distinctly every change of some importance in the excretion of crea^

tinin can be shown with the aid of Folin's method. So it gives the

more reason to trust the results of the above mentioned series of

experiments, and tlie conclusion derived from them, that creatin is

a product of metabolism which is not formed at the contraction of

the muscle-fibre, but proceeds in muscles and other organs by the desin-

tegration of proteid to which is bound the life of the cells, without

regard to the developi)ig of energy to which they are able in

performing their peculiar functions. Oidy then when the organism

is deprived of food and must therefore seek the power of performing
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labour in itself, the material wliicli the muscles want for contraction

is taken from the proteids of ihe tissue; for this the tissues are forced

to more vigorous life, of which an increased formation of creatin is

the result.

Quite in accordance with the investigations and arguments of

FoLiN, V. HooGENHUYZE and Verploegh also found that though the

excretion of urea increases and decreases with the resorption of pro-

teids, the excretion of creatinin is not directly dependent on it. There

is dependence in so far that Avith total privation of food, the activity

of the organs becomes as small as possible and that then with the

intensity of the symptoms of life the secretion of creatinin becomes

extraordinarily small. In connection with this a statement made on

the last day of the hunger-period of Tosca is worth mentioning.

June the 25'^i' she took milk and eggs in the evening after ten o'clock.

The ui'ine wiiich was collected the following morning at 10 'clock

contained 0.375 gr. creatinin, more than double the quantity which

was excreted by her in the last days in that same period. This

sudden increase can certaiidy not be put to the account of the food

as such, as is shown by the very slight increase of the excretion of

nitrogen in the same period, but must be attributed to the stimulation

which the whole organism suffered by the putting into action of

the digestive organs after such a long rest.

Noel Paton investigated a short time ago with the aid of

Folin's method the excretion of creatinin of a dog which was fed

with oatmeal and milk and moreover on one day with 5 eggs and

which got no food at all on other days ^). According to the author

the results seem to indicate that in the dog there is a relationship

between the production of creatinin and the intake of nitrogen.

The secretion of creatinin shows a somewhat too large irregularity

in the communicated series to admit the making of conclusions.

But if the impression of the author is right, there may be thought

here also of a stimulating effect of the food on the whole organism.

Just as FoLiN, VAN HooGENHUYzE and Verploegh have observed

not unimportant individual varieties in the excretion of creatinin

with mixed food. Without doubt the quantity of meat which one

is used to take, influences it. But with persons living pretty well

under the same circumstances the difference seems to be less great

when the weight of the body is considered. In 5 students a secre-

tion of 26, 26.9, 27.4, 29,4 and 31,5 mgr. creatinin pro bodily

weight of one Kgr. was found in 24 hours.

1) Journal of Physiol. Vol. XXXIII, p. 1.
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Van Hoogènhuyze and Ykhplokgii have also examined tlie nrinc

of some sucklings. Always creatini]! ooidd be shown, more distinctly

with the reaction of Jaffé than with that of Wkyl. On account of

the small concentration and the trilling quantities of urine which

could be collected an accurate colorimetric determination was not

possible. In four cases however a sufficient ciuantity of urine

(15—60 cc.) was obtained, to admit at least of a somewhat reliable

determination. In 10 cc. urine which was diluted to 50 cc. after

having been mixed with picric acid and caustic soda, there was

found :

I child 8 days old, 1.11 mgr. creatinine

11 ,, ö2 ,, ,, o.yi ,, „

III „ 2 months „ 0.41 „

IV 2 17
It is remarkable that in case III which concerned a weak child

which was fed exclusively on cowmilk, the quantity of creatinin was

so much smaller than in the three other children who were all

strong and brought up by human-milk.

The above mentioned proves, as it appears to me, that the method

of FoLiN is an acquisition of importance of which may be expected

that it will aid in penetrating deeper than before into the knowledge

of metabolism.

Physics. — "On the theory of reflection of light by imper/ectlij

transparent bodies." By Prof. R. Sissingft. (Communicated by

Prof. H. A. LoRENTZ).

1. The laws of metallic reflection have been derived first by

Cauchy^), later by Ketteler') and Voigt '), while Lorentz') has

developed them from the electromagnetic theory of light. By different

1) Cauchv, Cornpt. Rend. 2, 427, 1836; 8, 553, 6.58, 1839; 9, 7^26, 1839; 26,

86, 1848; Journ. de Liouv, (1), 7, 33S, 1839. Gauchy gives only general remarks

on the way followed by him. Derivations of the results have been given, inter

alia by Bekr, Pogg. Ann. 92, 402, 1854; Ettingshausen, Sitzungs-Ber. Akad.

Wien, 4, 369, 1855; EisENLonn, Pogg. Ann., 104, 368, 1858; Lundquist, Pogg.

Ann., 152, 398, 1874.

8) Pogg. Ann., 160, 466, 1877; Wied. Ann., 1, 225. 1877; 3, 95, 1878; 22,

204, 1884. Ketteler has, also in consequence of Voigt's observations, modified

his developments, and given a final form to them in the "Theoretisctie Optik", 1885.

3) Wied. Ann., 23, 104, 554, 1884; 31, 233, 1887; 43, 410, 1891.

*) On the theory of refiection and refraction of light, 1875 ; Schlömilgh's Zeitschr,

f. Math. u. Physik, 23, 196, 1878.
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ways these investigators arrive at exactly the same results. The

relation inter se of the mechanic theories his heen elucidated by

Drude^). In 1892 Lohentz^) derived the laws of the refraction of

light by metal prisms, which had already been given by Voigt ')

and Drude ^), from a few simple principles. Concerning the nature

of the vibrations of light no special hypothesis is introduced. This

investigation of Lorentz enables us to develop the theory of metallic

reflection in a simple way.

2. The simplest disturbance in a metal is that represented by:

A e~l'-'' S171 {et — q.v -\- s^. (1)

In this .V is the distance from the bounding plane of the metal.

This disturbance is caused when light falls perpendicularly on the

metal. Here we meet with the particularity, that tlie planes of equal

phase determined by the goniometric factor of (1) coincide with

these of equal amplitude which follow from the exponential factor.

From the assumption that the metal is isotropic and the deviation

from the condition of equilibrium in the light disturbance is a vector

determined by homogeneous linear differential equations, Lorentz

derives, what other disturbances are possible in the metal. Assume

that the bounding plane of the metal is the FZ-plane, and that the

plane wave-fronts are perpendicular to the A'Z-plane. Then a distur-

bance is possible, represented by

:

A e~P h sin (ct-Ql^-s) (2)

if

P^-Q^-^p-^-rf (3)

PQ cos («, — ((,) =pq (4)

are satisfied.

The planes of equal amplitude and phase are given by /j = const.,

/, z=r const. In this /j is the distance to the plane in which the

amplitude is A, and 4 that to the plane in which the phase has the

value s. ffj and «, are the angles of the normals of the planes of

equal amplitude and phase with the A'^-axis.

3. From (3) and (4j the principal equations for the propagation

of light in metals may be immediately obtained. If light penetrates

from the surroundings into the metal, then the planes of equal

amplitude are parallel to the bounding plane. The exponential factor

1) Göltinger Naclirichten 1892, 366, 393.

8) Wied. Ann., 46, 244. 1892.

3) Wicd. Ann., 24, Ui, 1885.

4) Wied. Ann., 42, 666, 1891.
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in (2) passes info e-''^'= and rf, = 0. In lliis case r^ may be called

llie angle of refraction in agreement willi wlial lakes [»lacc for

perfectly transparent bodies. Denote it by «, then (4) passes into :

PQcosa^=pq (5)

Let US now pnt P= 2 .i k : )., where ?. is the wave length in the

air, and k the coefficient of absorption. In (2) we pnt Q=z2:i:.X^,

where P-j represents the wave length in the metal. Be P. : ).^ = n, then

we may call the index of refraction of the metal n, in agreement

with what happens in transparent bodies. In the same way Q = 2.t ii : ^.

Let us call the values of / and n, when the light propagates in the

metal perpendicularly to the bounding plane I-, and n^. Then in (1)

p z= 2jt kg : X, q=: In n„ : X.

Introducing these values into (3) and (5), we get:

P-n' = A-/-«/ (6)

kn cos a ^= kg iig (7)

In order to bring our formulae for the disturbance in the metal

at the bounding plane in harmony with those for the disturbance in

the air, we must put sin i : sin a=:).: ).^ = n or sin i= n sin a, when

/ is the angle of incidence. It follows from (6) and (7) that both

the index of refraction and the coefficient of absorption depend on

the direction of propagation, i. e. on the direction of the normal

of the planes with equal phase.

If (7) is written in the form

:

k' n' cos' a = k' {n' — sin' i) = k„' n,' . . . . (8)

it follows from (6) and (8) that:

2n' = - kg' + n,' -f sin' i 4- \/{kg' - n„' + sin' i)' + 4/./ k,' . . (9)

2k' = kg' - ng' + sin' i + ]/{kg' - ng' + sin' i)' + 4»/ kg' . . (10)

They denote in what Wtiy k and n depend on the angle which

the direction of the propagation of the disturbance falling on the

metal forms with the normal to the bounding plane ').

For an opaque mirror of silver deposited on glass by a chemical

1) Ketteler was the first to derive these equations, (see inter alia Pogg. Ann.,

160, 408, 1877) which, of course, also occur in Voigt's theory. Voigt puts the

quantity corresponding to P equal to 2t k : A^, so that Voigt's 7ik corresponds

to the coefficient of absorption k introduced here. It is not correct that C.auchy

already gave these equations, as Drude observes (Wied. Ann. 35, 515, 1888).

They have not been given explicitly in this theory. This appears, indeed, from

the fact that Beer (Pogg. Ann., 92, 412, 1854) substitutes other relations for

them, which are not correct. Derivations of the principal equations were given by

Wernicke (Pogg. Ann. 169, 226, 1876) and Ketteler, Pogg. Ann. 160, 468, 1877.

See also Ketteler, Wied. Ann., 49, 512, 1893 and Theoretische Optik, p. 198,

g 85, Zur Geechichle der Hauptgleichungeni
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way, and very firmly attaelied to the glass, the values /= 72'34'. 8,

H= 42' 21'. 7 were found for pi-iiicipal angle of incidence / and [)i-inci})al

azimuth H^) (// being the angle which the plane of polarization of

the reflected light, being restored by compensation to plane polarization

makes with the plane of incidence) from which follows for:

/=:0° 20° 40' 60' 80' 90'

?i = 0,295 0,450 0,800 0,928 0,990 1,03

/^=2,88 2,90 2,95 3,01 3,04 3,05

In the same way I found for a steel mirror ^), 1 = 77°23'.5,

H=2Q"W, so that for:

i = 0" i —I i = 90^

n = 2,684 2,794 2,799

k = 3,404 3,491 3,496

As follows from (9) and (10), h and n increase with the angle

of incidence /. From (8) follows, that always n^ '^ sin"^ i. Media

which absorb the light, can never reflect the light totally.

4. Normal to the planes of equal amplitude the amplitude decreases

in ratio 1 :
«?"' over a distance ). : 2jr /•. In the planes of equal phase

the points whose anqilitudes stand in the same ratio, lie at a dis-

tance A ; 2.T k sin («J—«J.

According to (6) and (7) n depends on h. The velocity of propa-

gation depends therefore on the way, in which the amplitude in a

plane of equal phase varies. If « = 0, it follows from (6) and (7)

that k = k^ ,n = )ia- The planes of equal phase and amplitude can

therefore only coincide with a propagation normal to the bounding

plane. If this took place in every direction, k would be zero according

to (8), so the substance would have to be perfectly transparent.

When the planes of equal phase and anqilitude are normal to

each other, « = 90'. For light that penetrates into the metal from

outside, the planes of equal amplitude are parallel to the bounding

plane, so for a =^ 90^ those of equal phase are perpendicular to it.

The propagation then takes place parallel to the bounding plane.

This is in harmony with what follows from (7) and (8). According

to (7) k„ n„ = for « = 90' and so according to (8) either k == or

n = sin i. The first case leads us back to perfectly transparent media.

For n =i= sin i there is total reflection. This however, can only be

the case with light absorbing media, if ko n^ = or, as ??,„ > 0, if

1) SissiNGH, Thesis for the doctorate, p. 88, 1885, Arch. Néerl., 20, 207, 1886.

~) SissiNGH, Verb. Akad. v. Wetensch., Amsterdam, deel 28, 1890; Wied. Ann.,

42, 132, 1891,
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h^ =: 0. So the coeflicient of absorption of the medium normal to the

bounding plane had to be 0. For metals this is not the ease, so that

no total reflection can occur there, as has been observed above.

It is well known that with total reflection on perfectlj^ transparent

media the planes of equal phase and amplitude are normal to each

other for the disturbance in the second medium which is propagi\ted

parallel to the bounding plane. Voigt showed, that this case also

occurs for a disturbance, which leaves a prism of a substance which

absorbs light, when plane waves fall on it and the dimensions of

the prism are large with respect to the wave length ').

From (6) and (7) we may derive (/•/ — ?io^) co>i a = n^ k^ ( —).
\n k )

From this follows, that according as k : n increases, « differs more

from jr : 2, with which we have got back a result of Voigt's ^).

5. Eisenlohr') showed, that by the introduction of a complex

index of refraction, we arrive at Cauchy's results for metallic reflection.

In the follo\ving way it may be shown that for metals a complex

quantity corresponds to the index of refraction of transparent bodies.

With observance of the conditions (3) and (4), (2) is a possible distur-

bance. In this /i and /^ are the distances from the point for which

(2) holds, to the plane of equal amplitude, in which the amplitude

is A and the plane of equal phase, in which the phase is ^'. We
may also write for (2) :

Ae-V\->^-l''i~ dn{ct— q^x —q.^z—s) (11)

because the planes of equal phase and amplitude are noi'mal to the XZ-
plane. The normals from the point x,z on the two above mentioned of these

planes are respectively (^i a- -fpj^) : VP\-Vv^ ^"<^1 {'lv^\^i^)'-V<lx^-^q^',

so that P= VV^'P.\Q=Vqf\q,''
In the same way as (11) a possible disturbance is also:

ylg-'/'i^'-y^2- cos {ct— q^x— q^z— s).

The differential equations, which are supposed homogeneous and

linear, are therefore also satisfied by :

yl(2—Pi^—/'2- '>^cos {ct— q^x— q^^—f') =t I sin {ct— q^x— q.-^z— s)\

or by
Ae±'H^i--'-<hT'-/>i)-='i-z+'P-i-si (12)

For a perfectly transparent medium q)^ = p^ = 0. The velocity

of propagation is then v = c : V'qi^-^qj^, or c being c=2jr : T,

1) Wied. Ann., 24, 153, 1885.

2) Wied. Ann , 24, 150, 1885.

3) Pogg. Ann., 104, 368, 1858-
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V = 2jr : 7Y^^i'+(/j*. Let the velocit}^ of light in the air be V, the

index of refraction of the perfectly transparent medium n, then

:

From (12) follows, that for a metal q^ =p q)^ occurs instead of q^

and the quantity q^ q= qj^ for q^. Let n„i be the quantity, which for

a metal corresponds to the index of refraction n of the perfectly

transparent medium, then

The cosines of the angles formed by the normals of the planes

of equal amplitude and phase with the ^Y and ^-axis, are respectively :

Pi ' i^Pi'^P," ' P, ' VPx-^P^^ and ^1 : V^lx-^q^^ » ?2 '- i^^T+ï,'

With observance of the above given values of F and Q and in-

troduction of the angle a between the planes of equal phase and

ampHtude Piqx-\-p^q^ = PQ cos a. Thus

:

«;, = -^ {-P^ -VQ'^ 2iPQ cos a),

or according to (3) and (5):

4.-1

Hence the so-called complex index of refraction of a metal is

VT
n„i= ('='=9')— • Let P-o be the wave length in the metal for light

entering normally, then according to (1) ^=2jr : XQ=z2jr7io : X and

p=2jrko : X, SO nm = ƒ?„ =F '^"o-

6. It follows from what precedes, that in accordance with Eisenlohr ^)

we can deduce the expressions determining the amplitudes for the

metallic reflection from those for the reflection on transparent bodies,

if we replace 71 by u^ =f d'o- Let the incident beam of light have

the intensity 1 and let it be polarized in the plane of incidence.

The reflected disturbance may be represented by the real part of

sin (ï — ?) _L I TT . • T^ 7 1 *"* ('- ~ *')

e±^'^^-Ty.'.Heresüir:^sini:n. Tut n =: ;<„ =f «A-„, tiien -^

—

-.

sin {i -\- r) sin {i -{- r)

passes into Ae±'^. The disturbance reflected by metals is the real

part of Ae±''^'^*+'^-~^\ in which A is the ampHtude and B the dif-

ference of phase with the incident ray. In this way we arrive at

the well known expressions for the metallic reflection. I may be

1) Cf. also LoRENTz, Theorie der Terugkaalsing en Breking, p. 163,

Schlömilch's Zeitsclir., 23, 206, 1878.
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allowed to place them here side by side, after which I siiall give

some expressions which enable us to determine the optical constants of

a metal from the quantities measured, and also some approximative

formulae for the calculation of the principal angle of incidence ƒ
and principal azimuth H from n^ and k^.

Light polarized // plane of incidence.

Reflection by

transparent bodies metals

Intensity

Incident light Reflected light

sbi\i-r) ^ _ {cosi—]/'n'—sm'iy-\-k'

sln''{i-\-r) ^ ~~
{cos i+ \/n""— sin'' ly+^

Difference of phase with incident beam

-inno 2kcOSi
180° tgtp^, = —

l—n'—k'

Light polarized i plane of incidence

Intensity

tif{i—r) n^cos\i—a)-\- k'cosH i

tg''{i—r) n'cos\i^a)^^k\os-i ^

Difference of phase with incident beam
0° for 0°<i<7 _

180° „ /<f<90° ^^'^ ""^

2A;(/t--fw"c'0s-«

—

sbi^i) cos i

(F - n^cos^u - sin^i)cos-i - ii^cos^a cos 2i-P

From this follows also:

2k sin i tg i

n cos a — tg^ I sin^ i -j- Ir

11 and h apply to the disturbance in the metal, arising from plane

waves, which fall on the metal with an angle of incidence /. The

angle of refraction « is determined by Sin a = Sin i : n.

7. The expressions obtained are in perfect harmony with those of

Cauchy. First the relations of § 6 may be brought to the same form

as these. For this purpose we put in accordance with Bekr ^)

:

n cos a :=^ [/ n^ — Sin'' i =z U cos u , k =: U Sin u . . (13)

Substituting this we get

cos^ i -j- U'^ — 2 U cos i cos u
Ml, ^z: ; ; .

cos'' i -\- U^ -\- 2U cos i cos u

Put

1) Beer, Pogg. Ann. 93, 413, 1854.
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cos" i + U^
tqf= 4

,

2U cos i cos II

then

^'/' = '"(/- f)
From the vahie of ƒ follows also

/ cos i \

cot f i^z cos i( sin { 2 B(jt(j ——
j

(14)

Further we get:

/ cos i\
tg (pp

— sin u tg \2Bgtg— 1.

Be Ri : Rp = tg h, then

?<" cos^ (i— a) 4- k^ cos' i

tg' h = ^ ^^
..

n' cos' {i -|- «) + k' cos' i

In the corresponding expression of Cauchy the value of Cos 2 h

is given. From the value of tg' h follows, as

2n cos a sin' i cos i

CO. 2k= (1 -*, 2/,) :(!+., 2/,) , », 2k =——^^-^— .

According to (13) this passes into

cos 2h =r cos K sin I 2 Bg tg ^—
J

(15)

In the same wa}' becomes

2 U sin i tq i f sin i tg i\
tq ((CI - (r,,) := sin u '-—- = sin u tq 2 Bq tg --^-

. (16)^^^^' ^'^ U'—sin'tg'i 'V U J

The expressions (14), (15), (16) have the same form as the corre-

sponding ones of Cauchy, only according to Lorentz's notation a^

stands for U, the angle t -\- lo for u. ^)

Just as from /, U and u the quantities Rp, Ri, (pp, and r// maj be

derived, which determine the reflected beam of light, U and u may

be calculated from i and two of these four quantities. U and u

depend therefore in exactly the same way on the angle of incidence

and the optical properties of the metal as Cauchy's corresponding

quantities cq and t -|- to. At the same time it appears that two constant

quantities suffice for the determination of the optical behaviour of metals.

They are here ??„ and k„, which have a definite physical meaning,

with Cauchy (J and t, whose meaning is not so obvious. Whatever

1) LoRENTz, Theorie der terugkaatsing en breking, p. 166. According to Eisenlohr's

notation (loc cit. p. 369, 370) U = c vf , « = f
-f-

u. As Rp and Ri : Rp,
(fj,

and

(ji—tpp have the same form as Gauchv's equation, this holds also for i^jandy/
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system of two deterniijiing quantities is chosen, however, the ampli-

tudes and phases of the two components of the reflected light pola-

rized in and normal to the plane of incidence, whether calculated

in one way or in the other, will have the same values. The two
systems of formulae are therefore identical.

Cauchy ^) calls the so-called complex index of refraction de'"^ . This

quantity being represented here by n^ -\~ ih^, 6 cos r = n^, asi?i r = k^.

The auxiliary quantities q and a> have been introduced by Cauchy
for the determination of the so-called imaginary angle of refraction r,

determined by siii r = sin i : {n^ -\- ik^) '). In order to express 9 and
CO in the quantities used above, it may be observed that:

cos^ r sin^ i : sm* r = cos^ r {71^ -{- ikj' = (n^ -f ^^o)"
— ^^^^ ^

or with the aid of (6) and (7):

cot r sin i ^=in cos a -\- ik.

As Cauchy gives

:

cos r = ^e''" ^) and n^ -j- ^K = ^^"'
» n cos a -}- ik is equal to ^TeC'^H-")

or

n cos a = U cos u := Q<J cos {r ~\- 0} ) . . . . (17)

k^ U sin u =. QO sin (t-{-0)) (18)

The equations (17) and (18) allow us to deduce our auxiliary

quantities from those of Cauchy and reversely ').

8. According to § 7 :

^ , 2 Usin itg i
, 2U sin i tq i

cos 2/i = cos u -—
, tq ((pi— (pr,) =. sm u —

.

U'-^sin' i tgH ' "^ ^^ '
^^'

U'—sinH tgH

These two equations may serve to determine U and u, and from

this the optical constants ??,„ and k^ with the aid of (13), (6) and (7).

From the values of cos2h and t</ ((fi
— (p^) follows:

U^ — sin^ i tg^ i

sin 2/i cos ((pi— tf)„)v^' ^}'^ U^ ^sin'itg'i

or

2 sin^ i tg^ i

l-nn2hcos(,f,-,f„)=-^^^^-^—. . . . (19)

From (19) and the value of cos 2h follows :

sin i tq i cos 2A
Ucosu = -

(20)
1 — cos {<fil—<Pp) sin 2/i

V LoRENTz, I.e. Theorie der terugkaatsing en breking, p. 164, Schlömilch's Zeitschr.,

23, pg. 206. EisENLOHR, p. 369.

2) See note 1 on the preceding page.

") Cf. also Ketteler, Wied. Ann. 1, 24-2, 1877; 33, 212, 1884. Formulae for

the calculation of p and a' are given by Lorentz, Theorie der Terugkaatsing on

Breking, p. 164, 165, Eisenlohr, Pogg. Ann., 104, 370, 1858.

26
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vlll.
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Further

2 U sin u sin itgi
dn m dn Wl-V,) = ^/jj^^MitJi-

From this and from the value of tg {<pi
—

(pj^ follows

.
sin i tg i sin {(fi - <j)p) sin 2h

/o i x i

x

Usinu-=. —

r

. • . • (^i)
)

1 — cos {<pi
—

<pp) sm 2/i

So from the restored azimuth h and the difference of phase

<pi
—

(fj, at an arbitrary angle, Ucosu and Usinu or ncosa and k

are to be derived for that angle. As ncos a^ [/n^— sin^ i, we get

afterwards n^ and k^ with the aid of (6) and (7). By means of them

we can calculate tpi
—

(pp and h for every angle.

9. As a rule we introduce the principal angle of incidence /,

for which (fi
—

</)^j = jr : 2. The restored azimuth at this angle is

called the principal azimuth H. As well from (20) and (21), as from

15) and (16) we may derive, when we add the index / to the

values of all the quantities for the principal angle of incidence :

Uj =: sin Itg I , cos u^ =. cos 2 H . . . . (22)

According to (13)

ki r= Ur sin rij = sin I tg I sin 211. (23)

{n^ cos^ a)J =z nf — siV /= sin^ Itg^ I cos^ 2H
or

7i/ = tg"- I{l—sin'Isin'2H) (24)

We may also write (24)

:

nf-\-k/=:tfI^) (25)

The optical constants 7io and kg are obtained from :

n^' — ^/ " 71^^' — k/ = tg' I {1— 2 sin-^ I sin^ 2 H)
or

Wg h^ rzz [n cos u)i ki =. ^ sin^ Itg^ Isin 4: H . . . (26)

10. When n^ and k^ have been given, we find by elimination

of ni and kj from the two first members of the two equations (26)

and (25) an equation of the sixth degree for the determination of

tg I. There may be given also approximating formulae for the deter-

mination of / and H from 7i„ and k^. From ii"^—k^j=: n^^—k^^ and

k \/if— sin^ 1= ?^o ^"o follows

2w'^ = sin:'l-^n,'—k,'-]-[/{sin'I-7i,'—k,J-{-4:k,''sin'I

Substituting this in ni--\- k/'=tg'I, we get:

') This equation was ah'eady given by Ketteler, Wied. Ann,. 1, 241, 1877.

2) Ketteler calls this equation an analogon of tlie law of Brewster, VVied.

Ann 1, 242, 1877.
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sin"! + 2shfl{k,'' — n,') + (^/ + 71;)' = sin*Itg*I . . (27)

With metals iia'-^-ko' is comparatively large compared to the two

first terms of the first member of (27). By approximation we get

therefore

:

from which follows with the same degree of approximation

1

SDl'I zr: 1

Introducing this in (27), we get

:

1 2(^v-n/)- l

4 K'+K^)
sinltgl = Vk: + ^0' P + 7 M.. °.L • • • (28)

In the following way we get an approximate value for H. From
(23) and (24) follows :

ni — kf = 11^" — kg' z= sin" 1 -\- siii^ Itg^I coc 4 H,
SO

n„^— k''—sin^J
cos 4: H=

sin^I tg I
"^ CQs4 JJ

From this follows, as tif2H= -—, tzt^, after substitution of the^ l-\-coséa

approximate value

sinUtgU= (n/ + ^-)
j
1 + slnU^ff:^]

which follows from (27),

tg2H=^lJ^sinU-^j-\ (29)^)

11. Finally it may be observed that the relations hold for any

value of h. The reflection on perfectly transparent bodies is therefore

a limiting case for the metallic reflect ion. ")

Chemistry. — ''On the chlorides of maleic acid and of fumaric
acid and on some of their derivatives!' By Dr. W. A. van

DoKP and Dr. G. C. A. van Dorp.

(This communication will not be published in these Proceedings).

1) Corresponding approximate formulae were given by Drude in Winkelmann,
Pliysik II. 1, p. 823, 824.

2j Cf. VoiGT, Wied. Ann., 24, 146, 147, 1885.

(October 25, 1905).
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The following papers were read

:

Mathematics. — ''Central Projection 171 the space of Lobatsvuefsky" .

(i^f part). By Prof. H. de Vkies. (Communicated by Prof. J.

Cardinaal).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1905).

1. Let an arbitrary plane r be given in hyperbolic space; let

the perpendicular be erected in an arbitrary point Oj of r, and let

finally an arbitrary point be taken on this perpendicular. We can

now ask what we can notice if we project the figures of space

out of as a centre of projection on t as a plane of projection or

picture plane, and inversely, how the exact position and situation of

the figures in space can be determined by means of their projections.

27
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VllI,
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In the following a few observations will be given on these two

questions.

Let lis suppose an arbitrary plane e through the line OOj, standing

therefore at right angles to t ; in that plane we can draw through

two straight lines ^^i,^).^ parallel to the line of intersection e of e

and T passing through Oj, therefore also parallel to t itself. The

angles formed by
i»^

and p., with 0()^ are equal; they are both

acute, and their amount is a function of the distance 00^ =z d.

LoBATSCHEPSKY has Called each of these two angles \he parallel cüigle'^)

belonging to the distance d, and has indicated them by /Z^^, ; if d is

given, the parallel angle is found out of the relation

in which for the number e the basis of the natural logarithmic

system may be taken, if only the unity of length l)y which 00^ is

measured be taken accordingly ^). As far as the range of values

of /7(d) is concerned, I only observe that the parallel angle = 7^ jt

for d = 0, decreasing and tending to if d increases and tends

to GC.

If the plane s rotates round 00^, then p^ and p-i ^^ill describe a

cone of revolution round OO^ as axis; this cone is the locus of all

straight lines through ('> parallel to t, and distinguishes itself in many

respects, in form and properties, from the cone of revolution of

Euclidian Geometry; the plane r is an asymptotic plane, to which

its surface tends unlimited, and from the symmetry with respect to

follows easily that another plane t* like this exists, also placed

perpendicularly on 00^, but in the point O^* situated symmetrically

to Oj with respect to Ü. So the cone is entirely included between the two

planes t and t*, and these two planes having not a single point in

common (neither at Unite nor at intinite distance), are dwergent

;

however, they possess the common perpendicular 0^0^^, and their

shortest distance is 2d. The cone discussed here will be called for

convenience, sake the parallel cone x belonging to the point O.

2. The parallel cone divides the space into three separate parts;

let us call those two parts, inside which is the axis OOj, the interior

of the cone, the remaining part the exterior; it is then easy to see

that the points of space behave dilferently with respect to their

projectability according to their lyiiig inside or outside the cone;

for a point P inside the cone the projecting ray OF forms with

1) F. Engel: „N. I. Lobaïschefsky. Zwei geomelriscUe Abhandkingen". Leipzig,

Teubner, 1899, p. 167.

3) F. Engel, 1. c. p. 214.
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00^ ^) an acute angle smaller than the parallel angle, from which

ensues that OP (or perhai)S the prolongation of PO over O) must

meet the piclui*e plane; the point of intersection P' is the central

projection of P. However, for P outside the cone the acute angle

between OP and 00^ is greater than the parallel angle; so now

OP is divergent with respect to t, from which ensues that points

outside the cone possess no projections at all
;
points on the cone on

the contrary do, but these projections lie at intinity.

From the fact that points outside the parallel cone are not projectible

we need not infer that these points cannot be determined by Central

Projection ; if such a point is regarded let us say as the point of

intersection of two straight lines, and if these can be projected by

Central Projection, their point of intersection will also be determined

in this indirect way.

3. Let a straight line / be at right angles to t in a point D
of T. As the line 00^ is also perpendicular to t, it is possible to

bring a plane through / and 00
-^j the trace of which connects O^

with D. This plane will intersect the cone jc in two generatrices,

Pi, Ih'^ we now assume that / cuts these two lines in two points

Pj and P^, and — to fix our thoughts — that P^ lies between

B and P^. The line / possesses two points at infinity, V^^, V^^,

which both lie inside the parallel cone; let us suppose that Fj^

lies under the picture plane and V^^ above it, then the succession

of the points on / is this: T^i^, D, P^, P^, V^^.

The projecting ray Ol\^ cuts r in a point F'l of ^ lying between

D and 0^ ; we shall call it the first vanishing point of /. In like

manner the ray OV^^ prolonged over will cut the line e in a

point Y\ lying in such a w^ay that O^ lies between V\ and V\;
we shall call V\ the second vanishing point of /. The point 0^

does not lie in the middle between V\ and V\, on the contrary

it is closer to V\; if namely we let down the perpendicular OS owt

of to I a quadrangle is formed with three right angles, namely

at O^, D and S, and from this ensues that the fourth ./ SOO^ is

acute. Kow OS is the bisectrix of / F^^^^Fa^, and therefore the

perpendicular in O on (AS' the bisectrix of^ V\OV\; this perpendicular

must be placed, as /^SOO^ is acute, between 00^, and OV\y and

from this ensues ^ V\00^ < X V\00,. If we now let the

rectangular triangle V\00^ rotate about the side 00^ till it lies on

the triangle V\00i, thcji we can immediately find that 0^ V\<:^Oi V\.

1) By OOi we understand tlie straight line prolonged at both ends uulimiledly,

by OP however a semi-ray starling from 0.

27*
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It is clear tliat the central projection /' of / coincides with the

trace e of the projecting plane 01= e, and at the same time that

/ is determined by its point of intersection and by one of the two

vanishing points ; the second will be found by letting down the

perpendicular OS out of O to /, and by setting otf at the other side

of OS an angle equal to the parallel angle, formed by OS and

the only existing ray parallel to /. But further can be remarked

that / is also determined by its two vanishing points, or what comes

to the same by its two points at infinity ; to find / we should but

have to bisect the angle formed by the two projecting parallel rays

of /, to mark on the bisecting line a segment OS corresponding

to Vj /^ Vi^ V^^ as parallel angle, and to erect the perpendicular

in >S' on OS.

The line / is divided into four segments by its two points at infinity,

its point of intersection and its two points F^, y-^^ (whose projections

lie at infinity), and /' in like manner by its points at infiuity P\^,

P\^, the point D, and tlie two vanishing i)oints ]"\, V\ of /; the

connection between these diflerent segments of / and /' is as follows.

To the infinite segment V^^D corresponds the finite segment V\D,

and to the finite segment BP^ the infinite segment DP\^; to the

points between P, and P^ no projections correspond, because the

projecting rays of these points are divergent with respect to r

;

to the infinite segment P^V^^ on the contrary a segment of /'

again corresponds, namely the infinite segment P\^ V\. There now

remain on /' only the points between the two vanishing points, to

vi^hich also belongs 0, ; to these no points of / correspond, their

projecting rays being divergent with respect to /.

§ 4. If a line lit is to cut the surface of the parallel cone

in two points, the length of DO^ may not exceed a certain upper

limit, so that the results just found do not hold for all lines i t.

Let us again suppose through 00^ an arbitrary plane e, and let us

now first regard 00, itself. If we let down out of O, on to 7;,

the perpendicular 0/f, then because p^ is parallel to e, the angle

7'0^P\^ is the parallel angle beh:)nging to(>i7', and therefore angle

7\),0 is smaller than this parallel angle, because 0,0 cuts the

line j>.j (namely in ^^>); and 0(),P' .,
being equal to 90^, the paral-

lel angle TC^.'p,^ > 45°, and angle 7Y>i(><45°. If in « we move /,

first coinciding with 00„ in such a way that it remains in D per-

pendicular to e, namely towards the side of r\^ (therefore from

P\^), then the perpendicular D2' on y>, becomes continually greater,

and so (see N". 1) tiie parallel angle TDP\^ continually smaller;

as soon as the perpendicular DT has attained such a length that the



pjirailel aiiiilc oorrespoiidiiig' to it is precisely 45", tlic oomplenieiit

becomes 45° too, jiiid therefore / parallel (o y>,, but on the other

side of 1)T compared to e\ I will still iiitei'sect /^^ in a finite point

7-*!, for as it enters the trian<>le 00J*\^ at 1), does of course

not contain the point P\^^, and is divergent with reference to 00^,
it can leave the triangle only in a finite point of />i ; but it will cnt />, in

an point at infinity V^j,^, being at the same time T,^. So its projectio

consists of the segment of the line c of T'^', over D to F, , and

the isolated point Z^'^,^ is eqnal to T',^ ; now too it is determiner'

by two of the three points D, V\, l\^^.

The point D lies at a certain distance r from 0^ ; if we describe

a circle in t about O^ as centre and with r as radius, and if we
erect in all points of that circle the j)er[)endiculars on r, a snrface

appears which may be called a cylinder of revolution, of which the

circle Just mentioned is the gorge line; the lines / (it) lying inside

that cylinder have two dilferent vanishing points (with the exception

of 0(>i, whose projection is a single point), the lines /on the cylinder

have a finite and an infinite vanishing point, and the lines / ontside

the cylinder miss the second vanishing i)oint.

As for the shape of the cylinder it is easy to see, that the plane

T* (see N". 1) is an- asymptotic plane; and t itself being evidently a

plane of OJ'thogonal symmetry, the plane t** normal to 00^ in the

point (>!**" symmetrical to (J^* with respect to r will be a second

asymptotic plane; so the distance of these two planes is 4r/.

5. In P]uclidean Geometry the lines It are at the same time

those which are parallel to 00^, hnt in Hyperbolic Geometry this

is different ; here we ha\'e to regard the lines having in common with

OOj^ the point ["j^ lji"o ii^idei" the pictnre plane at infinity, and

those having with 00^ in common the point V,^ lying above t.

A line / of the former kind lying in the vicinity of 00^ has a

pictnre point D, two points 1\, P^, and a second point at infinity

lying inside the cone h; its first vanishing point coincides with 0^,

whilst the second lies on DO^ in snch a way, that 0^ lies between

D and that point.

If the perpendicnlar OS let down out of to / becomes conti-

nually larger, the first particularity appearing here is that / becomes

parallel to the generatrix /;, of cone a lying in the plane 01; then

it is at right angles to the bisectrix of the obtuse angle formed by

p2 and 00^. All lines having this property form an asymptotic cone

of revolution') with vertex F^^, whilst t* is an asymptotic plane;

1) H. LiEBMANN, "Nichteuklidische Geometrie", Collection Schubert XLIX, page 63.
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as base circle we can ol)tain a circle with fiiiile radius in t. For

the generatrices of this cone the second point J\, coincides with the

second point at infinity; so the projection consists of the infinite segment

0,DP\ 'Mk\ the isolated second point at infinity of this line.

For lines / outside this cone this isolated point vanishes, and on

account of this the second vanishing point; for its determination remain

however B, and the first vanishing point (),. Now however, the

per[)endicular OS still increasing, / can become parallel to p^, and

hence parallel to e or to t; it is then at right angles to the bisectrix

of the acute angle between ^>i and OO^, as well as ro that of the

right angle between e and (\\\^, which bisectrices are respecti\'ely

divergent. All lines showing this [)roperty form a second asymptotic

cone of revolution, for which however t is now the asymptotic plane;

they have a picture point at infinity, but are no less determined by

this point and the first vanishing [)oint (),.

If / also lies outside this second cone, it becomes divergent with

respect to t, so it loses its picture [)oint B; but now its second point

at infinity lies again inside the cone x, which makes it projectible, so

that in this case / has two \'anislüng points but no jiicture point

;

however, the two vanishing points are sufficient for its determination

(see W. 3). The originals at infinity corresponding to it are both

under the picture plane; in connection with the preceding it would

be preferable, in order to avoid confusion, to say that / has in this

case two "first points at infinity" and therefore also two "first

vanishing points".

The lines containing the second point at infinity J\^ of 00^

behave in like manner; we again find two asymptotic cones of

revolution, one with the asymptotic plane t, a second with the

asymptotic plane t*, and we terminate with lines with two "second

vanishing points" and without picture point.

Belft, September 1905.

Physiology. — "A method for determinim/ the o.wiotic pressure

of very small qi(antities of liquid." By Prof. H. J. Hamburger.

It not unfrequently happens that one wishes to know^ the osmotic

pressure of normal or pathological somatic tluids of which no more

than 7, or 7^ cc. are available. 1 recently had such a case when an

oculist asked me what should be the concentration of liquids used

for the treatment of the eye. It seemed to me to be rational — and

the investigations of Massart ') justified this opinion — to prescribe

A) Massart, Archives de Biologie 9 1889, p. 335.
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coiicentralioiis of Uie siiine osiiiolic pressure iis llic luilural nicdiuiii

of the cüniCti aii<l coiijinietiva, iiainely the laclirymal fluid.

Until now, liowevei', liiis pressure liad nol been ujcasured, at any

rate bv a (Hreet method, probably on account of the difficulty of

obtaining a (piantity of that fluid, sufficient for the customary methods,

viz. the freezing-point and the blood cor))uscles method.

So I tried to find a method with which Vs ^'C., if necessary V^ ^'^^

of liquid should be sufficient. T succeeded in finding such a method.

It is based on the already known principle that the volume of

blood corpnscles is greatly dependent on the osmotic pressure of the

solution containing them. ^)

This principle has I)cen applied here in the following manner.

The fluid to be examined is put into a small, funnel-shaped glass

tube, the cylindrical neck of which is formed by a calibrated capil-

lary, closed below. ") Let this quantity be \^^ cc. Into other similar

funnel-shaped tubes of the same size are put solutions of Na CI of

different concentration (0.8 "/„, 0.9 »/„, 1 "/„, 1.1 7„, 1.2 "/„, 1.3 "/„,

l-4°/„, 1.5 7„, 1.6 7J and to each of these 0.02 cc. of blood is

added. After half an hour — during which time the corpnscles are

sure to have found osmotic equilibrium with their surroundings —
the tubes are centrifuged until the sediments no longer alter their

volumes. It is obvious that the osmotic pressure of the fluid under

examination will be equal to that of the Na 01 solution in which

the sediment of blood corpuscles is the same as in the fluid examined.

We passingly remark that tliis solution of Na 01 in the case of

lachrymal fluid contained 1.4 Vo-

A few remarks must be added.

Firstly it may be asked whether the blood which is added to the

fluid to be examined does not appreciably alter the osmotic pressure

of that fluid.

Assuming that the blood used contains 60 pOt. of serum, 0.02 cc.

of blood will contain 0.012 cc. of serum. If the quantity of fluid

was 1/2 cc, the total quantity of fluid will now be 0.012 -|- 0.5 =
0.512 cc. If the fluid to be examined had an osmotic pressure of

a 1.2 pOt. Na 01 solution and the serum that of a 0.9 pOt, Na 01

solution, dilution of the fluid with the serum will have produced a

0.012 X 0.9 4- 0.5 X 1.2
liquid with an osmotic pressure oi =1.19 pOt.

NaOl. The osmotic pressure of the fluid is consequently reduced

1) Hamburger, Gentralblatl f. Physiologic, 17 Juni 1893.

*) Hamburger Jouiual de Physiol, norm, et palhologique 1900 p. 889.
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by O.Oi pCt Na CI by the addition of 0.02 cc. of seruiii, a difference

which cannot even be detected with the Beckmann apparatus.

If instead of 1/2 cc. of fluid only 1/4 cc. has been used, a similar

calculation shows that the osmotic pressure of the fluid under exami-

nation is diminished by a 0.014 pCt. Na CI solution, corresponding

to a depression of scarcely 0.0084°, a difference of depression,

lying near the limit of accuracy of Beckmann's determination of the

fi-eezing point.

However, if the difference were greater, this could be no objec-

tion to the method, since also the Na CI solutions are mixed with

the same quantity of blood.

The second remarlv concerns the pipette and the tubes.

In order to measure accurately, the bore of the pipette must be

narrow and accordingly the instrument itself long. The column of

0.02 cc. of blood has a length of 143 mm. The same remark applies

to the funnel-shaped tubes. The calibrated capillary part has a length

of 57 millimetres and a volume of 0.01 cc. and is divided into

100 equal parts, which can easily be observed with the naked eye,

fractions being estimated with a magnifying glass.

The use of funnel-shaped tubes of the same length, but with a

still smaller volume of the capillary part than 0.01 cc, which

would enable us to make determinations of the osmotic pressure

of much smaller i|uantities of liquid than V4 <-*c., would give rise

to technical difficulties, on Avhicli I will not dwell here. No more

shall I mention here the special precautions in experimenting, neces-

sarv for obtaining accurate figures. This subject will be dealt with

elsewhere.

In order to give an idea of the reliability of the method, a table

follows, containing two series of parallel experiments. (See p. 397).

The agreement between the figures (each di\'ision represents

-J z:= 0001 cc.) is seen to be very satisfactory.

100
^

A third remark concerns the possibility of makiiig one or more

additional determinations with the same fluid, for checking the

result obtained. All one has to do is to drain off the liquid above

the sediment by means of a finely drawn tube or pipette and to

convey it into another funnel-shaped tube, to add agaiti 0.02 cc. of

blood and to centrifuge in the same way. The liquids in the NaCl-

tubes are treated in the same way. Undoubtedly one changes the

osmotic pressure of the liquids a little by agaiii introducing 0.02 cc.

of blood, but this is done with all the liquids and so the alteration
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witli generous kindness, placed at niv «lisposal, ont of his I'ich and

valnable collection of enibrvos, sncii stages as Avere proper for this

investigation.

In what follows a brief description will be given of the form and

development of the chondrocraninm as it appears at the height of

development; this description is based on the reconstructed waxmodel

which I made of the skull of an embryo of 34 mm, length. Other

details of this end)rvo are shown in Keirel's Normentafel ^).

Since an extensive and illustrated description will follow elsewhere,

I shall be very brief here and give no detailed information as to

literature and comparisons. For the first and also for the nomen-

clature used ajid the meaning of many only shortly mentioned

details 1 refer to Gaupp's brilliant comparative of the development

history of the vertebrate cranium in Hertwig's Handbook ').

The basal plate is broad I)ehind and well developed; anteriorly

it delimits the foramen magnum. It is perforated by the hypo-

glossus. Laterally is has a lixed connection with the ear-capsule.

This connection, however, is pierced by the narrow and long, almost

slit-shaped foramen jugulare. Behind it, starting from the junction

of the basal plate and the ear-capsule the cartilaginous plate de-

velo[»s which upwards represents the parietal plate, backwards and

inwards the tectum synoticum. This tectum is a very narrow strap.

So in this respect Tarsius resembles tiie young foetus of monkeys

and man (cf. Bolk, Petr. Camp. II) and differs from the other mam-

mals, where a broad plate is found.

Further forwards the basal [)lale itself becomes Aery remarkably

narrow, so that here it consists only of a thin, round projection.

At the same time it is separated by long slits from the two ear-capsules,

with the anterior parts of which it only coalesces again in the region

of the sella. This thin projection rises rather steeply, and in the

sella region . it becomes quite considerable with its two processus

clinoidei posteriores. The two slits terminate close by, after having

grown very narrow. Their existence seems to be very rare in mam-

mals; they are defects which may be compared with the fenestra

basicranialis posterior of Reptiles (Gaupp).

The ear-capsules themselves showed no peculiarities ; they are

^ ') HuBRECHT und Keibel, Normentafeln zur Enlwioklung von Tarsius spectrum

und Nyclicebus tardigradus. Jena 1906. Tabelle N'. 36. Fig. 20 a.—c.

I am also greatly indebted to Prof. Keibel for enabling me to use the splendid

series of sections of Hubrecht's Tarsius embryos on which his own investigations

were effectuated.

-) Gaupp. Die Entwickhmgdes Kopfskeleltes. Hertwig's Hanilbucli 1905. Cap p. 573.
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moderately erecf, the fo-isa snhainiain is only indicated. The fora-

men aensticnm and higher npwards tiie I'oi'anien Kervi iaeialis

mark the border of the vestibnlar and eoeliiear parts; to the former

ai"e attached above the parietal plates ; they are vevj small and

insignificant. A foramen jngnlare spnrinm perforates its base. Froii-

tally they send ont a very short processns marginalis posterior,

exactly as in the monkey skull. On the exterior of the ear-eap-

sules lie, in exactly the same way as I described for the mole and

embryos of apes, the cartilaginous stirrup, an\il and hammer, pas-

sing into Meckel's cartilage.

The orbito-temporal part is characterised by its relatively pheno-

menal length. The continuation of the cranial trabecle from the

saddle groo\'e, where it had much broadened, is a narrow high

ridge, a true septum interorbitale (Gaupp) still more extended than

I found it with apes, although not so high as there. So the cranium

is clearly tropibasical. By this long se[>tum, which in front of course

passes into the nasal septum, the nasal capsule is far separated

from the brain capsule; it lies far in front of it, exactly as with

Reptiles. The relatively large eyes of Tarsius are probably the cause

of the survival of this extremelj' primitive formation.

Where the described cartilaginous beam broadens into the hypo-

physis groove it sends out, fairly deep towards the base, a round

stalk at each side, bearing the small ala temporalis, which tapers

in the same way as with the foetus of man and ape. It does not

serve as a cranial wall yet, and has no Foramina rotunda and ovalia

yet. Above it starts with two roots the large ala orbitalis. Between

the roots the two foramina optica, the right and left one, are very

close together, so that only the thin septum mentioned separates

them. The orbital wings, themselves large plates, are neither bent

upwards so strongly as with the lower mammals (the mole), nor

do they extend laterally in such a perfect plane as with ape and

man, but their shape is exactly between the two extremes, they

slant sideways and upwards. Also the circumstance that their pos-

terior end lengthens out into a real, although \ery thin taenia

marginalis, which nearly reaches the parietal plate (there remains a

very small gap), shows a similar transitional stage between the

Primates and the other mammals. The anterior parts of the alae

orbitales are not connected with the nasal capside as usual (also in

the sheep e. g. this connection is wanting according to Decker).

Below the sphenoid beam are, isolated from it, the roundish ptery-

goid cartilages, quite independent.

Proximally the septum interorbitale, as has been stated, passes
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into the nasal sepliini. The nasal capsule has a remarkable resem-

blance with that of the Primates; there is no trace of the double

tube form of other mammals.

The two apertures for the olfactory ner\'es are botii simple, with-

ont any formation of cribrosa.

This part of the future nasal root is relatively broad, which is

especially conspicuous with i-egard to the completed cranium.

Basally the whole nasal capsule has a slit-shaped opening, i. e.

the bottom (lamina transversalis post, and ant.) is lacking, this being

also characteristic for man and partly for apes, with whom I still

found an indication of the bottom (Semnopithecus). About the yet

slightly developed conchae, the cartilages of Jaoobson, the alar car-

tilage enclosing the nasal entrance, nothing i)articular can be mentioned.

Meckel's cartilage proceeds well developed as far as the point of

the chin and here has a continuous connection, without any trace

of a suture, with that of the other side. Rek hert's cartiUige jn'oceeds

continuously to the tongue bone.

(3n the dermal bones I will not dwell here; besides the upper

squama of tiie occipital, resp. interparietal, all membrane-bones are

present; the annulus tympanicus is only 7., of a ring; frontal and

parietal extend as yet to such a small height that the top of the

skull is mostly covered with skin only.

When we now survey the whole cranium, as sketched above, we
find two important characteristics. On one hand appears the exceed-

ingly close relationship of the developing cranium of Tarsius and

that of ape and man. In spite of clear specific peculiarities, it

evidently stands much nearer to these than to the other known
mammalian crania. This affords a new proof for the correctness of

Hubrecht's opinion as to the position of Tarsius in the system.

At the same time an investigation of the primordial cranium of

true Lemurs becomes necessary and promises important results. This

investigation will shortly follow.

Secondly the resemblance between this type of skull and tliat of

Reptiles is striking; like the skull of monkeys, so that of Tarsius in

its cartilaginous stage, pleads unmistakably for unity of plan and
origin of the Reptilian and Mammalian skull (cf. Gaupp's various

articles). In our case the position of the nasal capsule, the septum

interorbitale, a series of details in the arrangement of the foramina,

the cartilaginous straps, etc. point clearly in that direction.

The study of each single form may in this way contribute to the

solution of the problem of phylogenesis.

Freibury i B., October 1905.
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Physics. — '^On the radiation of heat in a system of bodies having

a uniform temperature" . By Prof. H. A. Lorentz.

(Communicated in Uie meetings of September and October 1905).

§ 1. A system of bodies surrounded by a perfectly black enclosure

which is kept at a definite temperature, or by perfectly reflecting

walls, will, in a longer or a shorter time, attain a state of equi-

librium, in which each body loses as much heat by radiation as

it gains by absorption, the intervening transparent media being the

seat of an energy of radiation, whose amount per unit of volume

is wholly determinate for every wave-length. The object of the

following considerations is to examine somewhat more closely this

state of things and to assign to each element of volume its part in

the emission and the absorption. Of course, the most satisfactory

way of doing this would be to develop a complete theory of the

motions of electrons to which the phenomena may in all probability

be ascribed. Unfortunately howe\'er, it seems very difficult to go as

far as that. I have therefore thought it advisable to take another

course, based on the conception of certain periodic electromotive

forces acting in the elements of volume of ponderable bodies and

producing the radiation that is emitted by these elements. If, without

speaking of electrons, or even of molecules, we suppose such forces

to exist in a matter continuously distributed in space, and if we

suppose the emissivity of a black body to be known as a function

of the temperature and the wave-length, we shall be able to calculate

the intensity that must be assigned to the electromotive forces in

question. The result will be a knowledge, not of the real mechanism

of radiation, but of an imaginary one by which the same effects

could be produced.

§ 2. For the sake of generality we shall consider a system of

aeolotropic bodies. As to the notations used in our equations and

the units in which the eleclromagnclic (luantilics are expressed,

these will be the same that I have used in my articles in the

Mathematical Encycloj>edia. We may therefore start from the following

general relations between the electric force ^, the current ^, the

magnetic force S^ and tiie magnetic induction 03

rotS^ = ~^, (1)
c

1 .

rot^ = 5S (2)
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In these formulae c denotes tlie velocity of light in the aether.

In the greater part of what folloAVs, we shall confine onrselves to

cases, in which the components of the above vectors and of others

we shall have occasion to consider, are harmonic fnnctions of the

time with the frequency n. Then, the mathematical calculations can

be much simplified if, instead of the real values of these components,

we introduce certain complex quantities, all of which contain the

time in the factor e"*^ and whose real ])arts are the values of the

components with which we are concerned. If 21 ;i, '^ly, ^\~ are com-

plex quantities of this kind, relating in one way or another to the three

axes of coordinates and in which the quantity e"'*' may be multiplied

by complex quantities, the combination {^\x, ^^y, '^1-) may be called a

complex vector ^\ and ^\x, '31^, '^l- its components.

By the real part of such a vector w^e shall understand a vector

whose components are the real parts of -1^, ^\y, '^1-. It will lead to

no confusion, if the same symbol is used alternately to denote a

complex vector and its real part. It will also be found convenient to

speak of the rotation and the divergence of a complex vector, and

of the scalar product (^1, ^) and the vector product [31. 55] of two

complex vectors 51 and 35, all these quantities being detined in the

same way as the corresponding ones in the case of real vectors.

E. g., we shall mean by the scalar product (^. 5?) the expression

It is easily seen that, if ^, ^, S and 93 are complex vectors,

satisfying the equations (1) and (2), their real parts will do so

likewise. The denominations electric force, etc. will be applied to

these complex vectors as well as to the real ones.

One advantage that is gained by the use of complex quantities

lies in the fact that now, owing to the factor e'"', a differentiation

with respect to the time amounts to the same thing as a multiplication

by in; in virtue of this the relation between ^" and S and that

between S^ and 5) may be expressed in a simple form. Indeed, we
may safely assume that, whatever be the peculiar properties of a

ponderable body, the components of ^ are connected to those.of ^" by

three linear equations with constant coeflicients, containing the com-

ponents and their diiferential coeflicients with respect to the time.

In the case of the complex vectors, these equations may be written

as linear relations between the components themselves; in other

terms, one complex vector becomes a linear vector function of the

other. A relation of this kind between two vectors 51 and Q) can

always l)e expressed by three equations of the form
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SS, = r„ % + V,, %, + r„ ^3I„

which we shall condense into the formula

i» = (v) 5i.

According to this notation we may put Q=z(i)')^, or, as is more

convenient for our purpose,

^ = {p)^ (3)

the sj-mbol (p) containing a certain number of coefïicients p which

are determined by the properties of the body considered. As a rule,

these coefficients are complex quantities, whose values depend on
the frequency n.

As to the relation between ^ and S^, we shall put

^ = (/^) •C^

or

'C) = (?)53 (4)

We have further to introduce an electromotive force wliicli will

be represented by a vector ^'e, or by the real part of a complex

vector ^i'e- Tiie meaning of tiiis is simply that the current 6 is sup-

posed to depend on the vector (£' + ^'e in tlie same way in which it

depends on ^ alone in ordinary cases, so that

C + (re = (/>)e (5)

Similarly, we may assume a magnetomoti\e force .^\, replacing

(4) by
'

^^? + 'C\ = (7) ^ (6)

This new A'ector -Oe however, does not correspond to any really

existing quantity; it is only introduced for the purpose of simplifying

the demonstration of a certain theorem we shall have to use.

As to the coefticients we have taken tcgetiier in the symbols (p)
and (q), we shall suppose them to be connected witii each other in

the way expressed by

and

Ql2—92V '7^3 ='732' 731='?13 (8)

The only case excluded by this assumption is that of a body

placed in a magnetic iield.

For isotropic l^odies we may write, instead of (5) and (6),

(ï + ^-,=:2>6, (9)

.f) + .r->, = ^ >JS (10)

with only one complex coefficient j^ i^nd one coefficient q.
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^ 3. Before coming to the problem we have in view, it is necessary

to treat some preiiminarj questions. In the first place, we shall

examine the vibrations that are set up in an unlimited liomogeneous

and isotropic body subjected to given electromotive and magnetomotive

forces, changing with the frecpiency n. This problem is best treated

by using the complex vectors.

We may deduce from (1)

1
rot rot S^ zzz — rot ^,

c

or

grad die .f) — A J^ r= - rot S (11)
c

and similarly from (2)

grad die ^ — A (J = rot^ (12)
c

Again, always using the equations (1), (2), (9) and (10), we find

dlv 53 = , dlv (£ = 0,

div '^ = — div J^e, dio ^ =. — div ^g,

rot (i = -
(
rot (I- -f rot ^'e ) = ^ + - rot ^^

p 'pc p

pqc p
1 . . 1 .. 1 .

rot $ = - {rot Sp + rot SDe) = ~^ -\ rot .'r^e

q qc q

1 . . 1 .— (^£-^ i^^)J^^rotS^e,
pqc q

SO that (11) and (12) become

1 . 1.1
L Jp S^ = — grad div .% -\ —.^e rot ^ci

pqc pqc' pc

^ 1 . 1.1.AS e- = — grad dlv ^^ -| ~ ^e -\ rot S^e-
pqc pqc^ qc

Tlie solution of these equations may be put in a convenient form

by means of two auxiliary vectors Ot and 0. If these are determined

by

A '31 ~i\ = ~(ie, (13)
pqc

A£l ^^a = -^e, ...... (14)
pqc

we shall have

S:i ^:^ grad div Cl — ^ ^ b, -\
roi3l, . . . . (15)

P>qc'^
' pc
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The equation (5) now becomes

(? + (T-e = («) (E - i (^) e (20)

or, if we define a new vector 25 by means of tlie equation

e = i), (21)

(?-f. e-, = («)(5 + n(/?)5:) (22)

In the deduction of tlie equation of energy we have to understand

by ^, (Fg, Sp and X) the real vectors. For these ^ve have the formulae

(1), (2) and (21), and besides, since q, a and [3 are real, the relations

(4) and (22).

From (1) and (2) we may draw immediately

c |(/p . rot (f) - (X-. rot /p)| = _ (.f) . ^) _ CI- . CS),

the left-hand member of which is

div S,

if we define the vector © by the equation

S = c [.£• . /p], (23)

i.e., if we understand by it the vector product of *5 and Jp, multiplied

by c.

In the right-hand member we have in the first place

(.,.») =i|(.rp.S,,

as may be seen from (4), if (8) is taken into account, and further,

in virtue of (7), (21) and (22),

1 A

{d . g) = ( («) 6 . 6) + -n- ( (i?)
1> . 5^) - i^-e . (5).

Our equation therefore takes the following form, in which the

meaning of the ditferent terms is at once apparent,

{^,

.

6) = ((«) 6.6) + l^^^m^- ^) + ^ar
^'^

•
^^ + "^'^ ®-

The first member represents the work done by the electromotive

force per unit of volume and unit of time; in the second member

u' .= ((«) (J. (?) (24)

is the expression for the quantity of heat that is developed per unit

of space and unit of time. Further, — (.0. 33) is the magnetic and

-n( (/?) 5^, 5>) the electric energy, both reckoned per unit of volume.

The vector S denotes the fiow of energy, so that the amount of

energy an element of volume dS loses by this flow is given t)y

div ^dS.
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§ 5, We may now pass to a theorem which T liave formerly

proved in a somewhat more cumbrous and less general way. In

order to arrive at it, we have to use the complex vectors, supposing

at the same time the existence of magnetomotive forces; we have

therefore to apply the formulae (5) and (6).

We shall consider two different states with the same frequency n,

both of which can exist in the sjstem of bodies. The symbols ^, J^,

etc. will be used for one state and the corresponding symbols,

distinguished by accents, for the other. We shall proceed in a way
much like the operations of the last paragraph, with this difference

however, that we shall now combine quantities relating to one state

with quantities belonging to the other.

We shall start from the relation

c
\

(.fp'. rot t) - (^•. rot lp')| = - ( ly. 5?) - ((?. ^').

Here the expression on the left is equal to

and on the other side we may put

( fV. ^) = in (.p'. 55) = in
( iq)

^'. 53) - (
p',. è),

{I. e') = ( (p) (£. S') - {^e. S'),

SO that we find

c div [^. S^^^ = - in
( iq)

^'. ^) - ( (/>)(£ . (è') + (.rp',. 55) + ((?,. (S ).

The theorem in question is a consequence of this formula and the

corresponding one that is got by interchanging the quantities belonging

to the two states; we have only to subtract one equation from the

other. Since, by (8) and (7)

( {q) 5>'. ^) = ( (?) 5S. ^') and
( (p) (?. (è') =:

( (/>) (S'. (è),

we lind in this way

c [divit. Xp'] - div [(2'. .rp]| =: ( ry, ^^) _ ^ rp,. %') + (£•,. d') - {i\. d).

We shall finally multiply this by an element of volume dS, and

take the integral of both sides over the space within a closed surface

0. If we denote by n the normal to the latter, drawn outward, the

result will be

c(\ [^-. Sn^ - r^'. •C>]. I
da

=Jj
(.ip'e/^)-(/Pe.^i>') f (ï-e.e') -{d'c.d)]dS (25)

§ 6, There are a number of cases in which the first member of

this equation is zero.

a. E. g. we may suppose the system to be limited on all sides

in such a way that it cannot exchange rays with surrounding bodies;

we can realize this by enclosing the sjstem '\\\ an envelop that is

28*
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perfectly reflecting on the outside. If, under these circumstances, the

surface <y surrounds that envelop, we may put in every point of it

a =z 0, (£' = 0, Jp = 0, Sp' = 0.

b. If the en\'elop is made of a perfectly conducting material,

both the electric force ^ and the force (£' will be normally directed

in every point of its inner surface. Consequently, if the latter is

chosen for the surface o, we shall have

[i:..ip'l„ = and [^'.Xp]„ =0.

c. Finally we may conceive a system lying in a finite part of

space and surrounded by aether, into which it emits rays travelling

outwards to infinite distance. Taking in this case for a a sphere of

infinite radius, we shall show that for each element da the factor

by which it is multiplied in the equation (25) vanishes. The direction

of the axes of coordinates being indeterminate, it will suffice to

prove this proposition for the point F in which the sphere is cut

by a line drawn from the centre in the direction of the axis of ^.

Now, if we confine ourselves to those parts of ^, -f?, ^' and ^'

which are inversely proportional to the first power of OF, as may

ol)viously be done, we may consider the state of things near the

point F as a propagation of vibrations in the direction OF, the

electric and magnetic force being perpendicular to that direction and

to each other. Denoting by a and h, a and b' certain complex

quantities, we may write

0:,. = 0, (2y = ae'"', ^z = ie'"^

Jp^ =0,S;)y= — he^'U Xp. = ag"",

(E'^ = 0, d'y = aV"', (I'z = b'e"^f,

Xp'.^ z=^ 0, Sp'y = — &'^"", Xp', = a'g»",

and we have at the point F, since in it the normal to the spherical

surface is parallel to the axis of x,

These considerations show that in many cases the equation (25)

reduces to

C\{^\ . d) - (j^'e . t)\ ds =ƒ[((?, . d') - {-% . "by^ds (26)

^ 7. It is particuhirly interesting to examine the effects produced

by an electromotixe or a magnetomotive force which is confined

to an infinitely small space S. Let F be any point of this region,

a a real vector having everywhere the same direction h and the

same magnitude |a|, and let us apply in all points of S an electro-

motive force a e'"'. Then we shall say that there is an "electromotive
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aciion" at llio j)oiiit P in tlie direclioii //. We ma}' represent it by

the S3'm hol

a S <""'

and we may consider its intensity and its pliase to be determined

by the real part of \<\\ St?"".

In a similar sense we can also conceive a "magnetomotive action"

existing in some point of the system.

These definitions being agreed npon, equation (26) leads to the

following remarkable conclusions.

a. Let there be, in the first of the two cases we have distinguished

in the preceding paragraph, an electromotive action a S e'"' at the

point P in the direction h, and in the second case an electromotive

action a' S't?'"' at the point P' in the direction 11'
, there being in

neither case a magnetomotive force. Then the integrals in (26) are

to be extended to the infinitely small spaces S' and S and the result

may be written in the form

(a' . ^P') S' = (a . e'p) 3
,

if we represent by (Jp' the current produced in P' in the first case

and by ^'p the current existing in P in the second.

Hence, assuming the equality

I

a
I

? =
I

a'
I

S'

,

we conclude that

(Sa'P' = €'/iP (27)

The full meaning of this appears, if we write the two quantities

in the form

^h'P' = ft e '('"+•0 and (i'/iP = J^t' e K»^+-'') .

Indeed, (27) requires that

JLt = ft' , I' = 1?'
,

and we have the theorem :

If an electromotive action applied at a point P in the direction h

produces in a point F a current whose component in an arbitrarily

chosen direction /i' has the amplitude ft and the phase r, an equal

electromotive action taking place at the point P' in the direction k
will produce a current in P, whose component in the direction h

has exactly the same amplitude ft and the same phase v.

h. Without changing anything in the circumstances of the tirst

case, we shall now assume, that in the second the vibrations are

excited not by electromotive forces, but by a magnetomoti\'e action

a' S' «'"', at the point P' in the direction li . We then find

- (a' . ép') S' = (1 . S'p) S,

ami, if we put
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l"'iS=la'|S',

_ -^A'P' = d'hP, (28)

a theorem similar to the former.

§ 8. The absorption of rays being measured by the amount of

heat developed, the expression (24), in which (£ is the real current,

will be often used in what follows. It may be replaced by

ic = {S . ^),

if we write % for the vector [a] (5, so that

%, = «„ a^ + a,, dy + «13 e., etc (29)

Now, by a well known theorem, the axes of coordinates may

always be chosen in such a way that the coefficients «j,, «jj, «ji in

these equations become zero. Denoting the remaining coefTicients by

«J, «J, «3, we have for the relation between g and 6

S':i- = «1 ^a» % = «2 d?/^ 5- = «, dzy

and for the development of heat

w = a, d,' + a, (Ï/ 4- «3 dJ (30)

The directions we must give to the axes in order to obtain these

simplifications, may properly be called the pnncipaJ directions; in

general, they will not be the same for different frequencies. This is

due to the fact that the coefficients in (29) depend on the value of ??.

It is also to be noticed that by this choice of the axes of coor-

dinates, the coetTicients ^^^, ^J,,, |?3,, and />,._;, p.^^, p^^ will not, in

general, be made to become zero.

In the case of an isotropic body we may take as principal direc-

tions any three directions perpendicular to each other.

§ 9. Thus far we ha\e only j)repared ourselves for our main

problem. In the next paragraphs we shall first consider the absorption

by a very thin plate surrounded by aether on both sides, and receiving

in the normal direction a beam of rays. Combining the result with

the ratio between the emissivity and the coefficient of absorption of

a body, we shall be able to determine the amount of energy, radiated

by the plate in a normal direction, and our next object will be to

calculate the intensity we must ascribe to electromotive forces acting

in the plate (^ 1), in oriler to account for that radiation. This will

lead us to a general hypothesis concerning the electromotive forces

acting in the elements of volume of a ponderable body and we shall

conclude by showing that, if these electromotive forces were applied,

the condition required for the equilibrium of radiation would ahvays

be fulfilled.
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^ 10. Let the plate be lioinogeneoiis, with its faces parallel to the

tirst and the socoiul principal direction. We shall take these for the

a.xes of .V and //, placing the origin (> in the front surface of the

plate, i. e. in the surface exposed to the rays, and drawing the axis of

z toward the outside. As has already been said, the absorption will

be calculated by means of the formula (30) ; it will therefore be deter-

mined by the components of ^ and by those of (?, on which they

depend. Now, our problem is greatly simplified, if we suppose the

thickness A of the plate to be infinitely small and if, in calculating

the absorption, we confine ourselyes to quantities of the first order

of magnitude with respect to A. The quantity w relating to unit

volume, we may then neglect all infinitely small terms in S and^Ü;

consequently, we need not attend to the changes of these vectors in

the plate along a line perpendicular to its faces. Moreoyer, in virtue

of the w^ell known conditions of continuity, the values of (?a and <£y

Avithin the plate will be equal to those existing in the aether imme-

diately before it; also, ^% will be 0, because it is so in the aether.

For Q'x and ^^ we may even take the values, existing in the inci-

dent beam, the reason for this being that the values belonging to the

reflected rays, (the vibrations reflected at the two sides being taken

together) are proportional to the thickness, if the plate is infinitely thin.

It is seen by these considerations that in the case of a given

incident motion, ^a, (Ey, ^z are the only unknown quantities in the

three equations connecting the components of ^ and (1. We need not,

however, work out the solution of these equations.

Finally, it must be kept in mind that, in the case of harmonic

vibrations, the mean value of w for a lapse of time comprising many

periods is given by

"' = ^i«i(^.r + «.(V + «,(^^rh . . • (31)

if (^a)» (^y)> (^-) ^I'G tlie amplitudes of the components of the current.

§ 11. We shall in the first place assume that in the incident rays

the electric force is parallel to the axis of x. Let its amplitude be a.

Then, an element lo of the front surface will receive an amount

of energy

1

-ca^o) ......... (32)

per unit of time.

Within the plate, there will be electric currents in the directions

of X and y. These will have amplitudes proportional to a, and for

which Ave may therefore write

:
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(^M=./« , {(if,) = fin

denoting by J and // Iwo factors, wliicli it will he umiecessary to

calenlate. From (31) we deduce for the heat developed in the part

w A of the plate,

2 («1 /' + «2 9') «' w ^

and, dividing this by (32), for the coefficient of absorption

A = l{a,f + a,g^)A (33)
c

Our next step must be to obtain a formula for the emission. For

this purpose we fix our attention on a surface-element to' parallel to

the plate and situated at a large distance r from it, at a point of

OZ. The electric vibrations issuing from the plate may be decom-

posed in the first place into vibrations of different frequencies and

in the second place into components parallel to OX and OY.
After having effected this decomposition, we may attend to the

amount of energy travelling across tu' per unit of time, in so far

as it belongs to vibrations having the first of the two directions and

to frequencies lying between the limits Ji and n-\-dn. Now, if the

plate were removed, and if instead of it a perfectly black body of

the same temperature were placed behind an opaque screen with an

opening coinciding with the element to, the radiation might be repre-

sented by

k u) tti' dn
^ (34)

r

an expression which may also be regarded as indicating the ratio

between the emissivity of a body of any kind under the said cir-

cumstances and its coefficient of absorption. The experimental inves-

tigations of these last years have led to a knowledge of the coeffi-

cient k for a wide range of temperatures and frequencies.

By Kirchhoff's law, the flow of energy across the element to',

originated by the part

CO A = S

of the plate, in so far as it is due to vibrations of the said direction

and frequency, is found by multiplying (34) by (33). Its amount is

therefore

k^{a,f -\-a,g')v,Un

1
» l3ö)

c r

and we have now to account for this radiation by means of suitable

electromotive forces applied to the plate.
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^ J2. We shall first put (lie (niestioii what nuist be Ihc amplitude

<Ti of an electroniotive force aeting in the direetioii of OX with the

frequency ii, if this force is to produce, on account of the electric

vibrations parallel to OX, a flow of energy

/e's a, P (I)' dn
—, (36)

across the element to' at the point P. Since this flow may be

represented by

- c ¥ to',

2

if h is the amplitude of (iJa at the point P, we must have

ƒ
i = — 1/2^-6 «1 dn.

cr

The amplitude of the current ^x = ^'x must therefore be

^/ .— V2k ^a,dn. . . . . . . (37)

At this stage of our reasoning we may avail ourselves of the

theorem of § 7, a. Indeed, if the electromotive force (iex in the part S

of the plate must have the amplitude a^ in order to call forth at

the point P a current ^x wiiose amplitude has the value (37), a^

will also be the amplitude we must give to an electromotive force

^•ea, acting in an element of volume S of the aether near P, if we
wish to bring about by its action a current with the amplitude (37)

in the plate. This is (he condition by which w^e shall determine the

value of «!•

§ 13. The solution is readily obtained by means of the formulae

(18) and (16). If, in an element of volume S of the aether, <iex = a^ e"^^,

(iey = 0, €'e- =: 0, we sliall have

4 .T r ^

and
0-^

1\x n"-

X' c'

as may be easily seen, if the equations

1

i> = ^-1 '7=1, '^x = in ?l.r

iji

are taken into account.

In the differential coefficients of ^^l^ we may omit all terms con-

taining the square and higher powers of -. Hence, in a point of the
r
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axis of -, wliich passes (lirongli the point P, ——^^ =z 0.
.fc*"'

111 this way, the electric force in the aetlier immediately l)efoi"e

the plate is found to be

Its amplitude is

(38)
4 jr c^ r

and that of the current (F^ within the plate

rtj w* S/
4 jr c' r

This must be equal to the expression (37). The solution of our

problem is therefore

(39;
4 JT (• I y/"2 k « (In

"' = ^r\/^s^
In the preceding formulae Ö means the \olume of the portion of

the plate we have considered. Now, after having decomposed this

portion into a lai-ge number of elements of volume s, we may bring-

about just the same radiation by applying in each of these an

electromotive force in the directioii of OJi with the amplitude

„^=t^\y^2s!i± (40)
n V s

provided only we suppose the electromotive forces in all these

elements s to be independent of each other, so that their jdiases are

distributed at random over the elements.

Indeed, from the fact that the force whose amplitude is (39),

acting in the space S, gives rise to a radiation represented by (36),

we may conclude that an electromotive force with the amplitude

(40), when applied to the element s, will produce a flow of eiiergy

^ s «J f- oi' dn

c r^

across the element a>'. A similar expression holds for each elements

and, on account of the circumstance that the vibrations due to the

separate elements have all possible phases, we may add to each other

all these expressions. We are thus led back to the result contained

in (36).

§ '14. Whatever be the nature of the processes in the interior of

an element of volume, by which the radiation is caused, they can
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uiuloiibtcdly he coiisidoi'cd as (lelerinined by tlic s(;x(o of the inaUer

contained within the element; for this reason an electromotive force

equivalent to those processes can only depend on quantities deter-

mined by that state; it cannot be altered by changing the state of

the system outside the element considered, or the form and magnitude

of the whole body. The formula (40), which indeed is determined

by the state of things within the element s, must therefore be applied

to an element of volume of all ponderable matter. It will be clear

also that we have to add the following formnlae for the amplitudes

of the electromotive forces in the directions of y and z,

As to the phases of the three electromotive forces, we shall suppose

them not only to change irregularly from one element to another,

but also to be mutually independent in one and the same element,

so that the phase-differences between the thi'ee forces have very

different values in neighbouring infinitely small spaces. In virtue of

this assumption the intensities of the radiation due to the different

causes may be added to each other.

Till now we have only accounted for the flow of energy (36), a

part of the total flow represented by (35). We shall show in the

next paragraph that the remaining part

^ • (4->)
cr

is precisely the radiation brought about by the electromotive forces

we have supposed to exist in the direction of OF, and that the forces

acting in that ot OZ cannot give rise to a radiation across the

element a'. After having proved these propositions, we may be sure

that, as far as the electric vibrations parallel to OX are concerned,

the plate has exactly the emissivity that is required by Kirchhoff's

law. Of course, the same will be true for the vibrations in the

direction of OY.

§15. It may be immediately inferred from the theorem of § 7, «

that the electromotive forces applied to the plate in the direction of

OZ, i. e. perpendicularly to the surfaces, cannot contribute anything

to the radiation we have considered. Indeed, we know already that

an electromotive force ^ex existing in the aether at the point F can

produce no current S~ in the plate; consequently, an electromotive

force ^ez iu the plate cannot cause a current Q^ at the point P.

As to the effect produced by the electromotive force with the
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amplitude ii, aotiiit!,' iii (lio dii-cclioii of' OY, lliis may l)c found hv a

reasoiiiiig' siniihir (o lliat we have used iii §^\ 12 and 13. Let us

suppose for a iDOinent au electrouiotive force of the sauie direction

and inteusitv to exist in an element of volume s of the aether Jiear

the point F. The amplitude of the electric force ^'.^ in the aether

immediately before the plate will then be (cfr. 38)

and thai of the current ^,^ in the plate

«J n'' s g

If follows from this that, if the element s in the plate is the seat

of an electromotive force Ol'^^, with amplitude <l^, the current

(è*^. =r <i\. at the point P will have this same value. The amplitude

of the electric force (?., will be

a„ n S '/ <7

// = ~ —= - \/2k S a, (in

4jt f^ r cr

and the corresponding radiation across the element to'

1
,, ,

k^a^ci^oi'dn
— ch to ^^^ — .

2 cr''

This leads immediately to the expression (42).

§ 16. We are now in a position to form an idea of the state ef

radiation in a system of bodies of any kind. After having divided

them into elements of volume s, and after having determined the

principal directions at every point, we conceive in eacli element the

electromotive forces whose amplitudes are determined by (40) and

^41), the phases of all these forces being wholly independent of each

other. In representing to ourselves the state of things obtained in this

way, we must keep in mind :

1*^ that the principal directions and the coefficients «i, a^, «j

will, in general, change from point to point and will depend on the

frequency n.

2"*^i'"
. that for each frequency n or rather for each interval dn of

frequencies, we must assume electromotive forces of the intensity we

have deiined in what precedes, all these forces existing simultaneously.

We shall now show that, if the temperature is uniform throughout

the system, the condition for the equilibrium of radiation will be

fultilled in virtue of our assumptions. Of course, it will suffice to

prove this [>roposition for a single interval of frequencies d n.
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Let s and s' be two elements of volume, caibitiarily chosen, h

one of the principal directions of the first element, Ji one of the

principal directions of the other, ah and «'/»' the coefficients relating

to these directions.

In virtue of the electromotive force ^eh acting in s in the direction

h, there will be in s' in the direction k' a current (?/,' witli a certain

amplitude {jik^ ; by (31) the development of heat corresponding to

this current will be per unit of time

\aid^h')\^ (43)

Similarly, we may write

-cthi^'i)'^ (44)

for the heat developed in s on account of the current (i'/j produced

in this element in the direction li by the electromotive force acting

in s' in the direction h.

Since each of the tlu-ee eleeti'omotive forces in s calls forth a

current in the element s' in each of its principal directions, there

will be in all nine expressions of the form (43). These must be

added to each other, as may be seen by observing that the total

development of heat, represented by (31), is the sum of three parts,

each belonging to one of the components of the current and tliat

the three electromotive forces in s are mutually independent. The

sum of the nine quantities will be the total amount of heat s' receives

from s, and in the same way we must take together nine quantities

of the form (44), if we wish to determine the amount of heat

transferred from s' to s. We shall have proved the equality of

tiie mutual radiations between the two elements, if we can show

that for any two principal directions, the expressions (43) and (44)

have the same value.

Let us call tik and a'w the amplitudes of the electromotive forces

originating the currents whose thermal effects have been represented

by (43) and (44). Then, in accordance with (40) and (41),

4 jr (•
I /2 k «/j dn 4 :rr c j /2 k a'h' dn

au'= / . . (45)
s 11 y s

Now, by the general theorem of § 7, a the amplitudes ((?a') and

(IÏ'//) ill (43) and (44) are proportional to rt/,s and a'/j'S'. Taking

into account the formula (45), we infer from this

((i/,0^ : ((i'/,r = «a' S^ : a'/,' ' s" = a/, S : «'a' s',

an equation, which leads directly to the equality of (43) and (44).
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If (lie system of bodies is entirely shut olf from its surroundings,

the equality of the mutual radiation between any two elements

implies that the state is stationary.

In order to show this, we fix our attention on one particular

element s, denoting all other elements by s'. By what has been

said, the sum ?t\ of all quantities of heat which s receives from

the elements s' will be equal to the sum n\ of the quantities of

heat it gives up to them. But, if the system is isolated from other

bodies, each quantity of energy lost by s will be found back in

one of the elements s'; )f\ is therefore the total amount of energy

radiating from s and the equality n\ = w, means that s gains as

much heat as it loses.

^ 17. We shall finally assume that the system contains a certain

space which is occuj)ied by an isotropic and homogeneous body L,

perfectly transparent to the rays ; we shall examine the electro-

magnetic state existing in this medium, if all bodies are kept at the

same temperature. To this effect, we must begin by a discussion of

the radiation that would take place, if the body L extended to

infinity, and if it were subjected to an electromotive or magneto-

motive action (§ 7) at a certain point 0.

A perfectly transparent body is characterized by the absence of

all thermal effects. This means that the coefficient « is zero, as

appears by (30). We have therefore

P = -i^. (46)

the coefficient q being real and positive, and the equation (17) becomes

v=^c\/fqn, (47)

I shall take here the positive value.

Let us first apply to an element of xolume S at the point 0,

which I shall take as origin of coordinates, an electromotive force

^\_^=zae"'', but no magnetomotive force. Then

aS Ut--\
% =

^
e^ ''\ "il, = 0, ^^1, = 0, £1 = 0.

4 .T r

What we want to know, is the amount of energy radiating from

0, i. e. the How of energy through a closed surface surrounding

this point. In calculating this flow, the form and dimensions of the

surface are indifferent; we shall therefore consider a sphere with

as centre and with an infinite radius r.

Then we may omit all terms in ^" and -C» containing the square

and higher powers of -, and we find from (15) and (16), attending
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to (46) and (47) and taking the real parts

a Ö n' r'— .v^ ( r
^x — 7 1 • i"— cos 7l\t -

^ 71 r V r \ V

vr,, r=z .-^ COS n\ t , ^z = —
fi -^— • IjWO /t I C/ I

J
^w~ —

4:jtrv^ r^ V V J 4jrrv
— cos w I t -9'

rtSn z f '>'\ , a^ti y ( 7

^x = ,
.n,/ == - (05 71 It , S;>. = — —^ (05 n '

'

The electric and magnetic force being known, the tlovv of energy

through the sphere may be calculated by means of (23). Its value is

a' S^ 71

12ji^v' '
' '

^^^^

If we perform a similar calculation in the assumption of a magne-

tomotive force with amplitude a, acting in the space S, the result is

a' S» 7i'

12 Jiqv'
^^^^

§ 18. Let P be a point of the body L mentioned at the beginning

of the preceding paragraph, / an arbitrarily chosen direction and let

us seek the amplitude ((^/) of the electric current, or rather the

square of the amplitude, produced by the radiating bodies, confining

ourselves to the interval of frequencies (hi.

We shall divide the bodies into elements of volume s and we shall

denote, for one of these elements lying at the point Q, by h one of

the principal directions, by ah the coefficient relating to it, and by

ük (cfr. (45) ) the amplitude of the electromotive force acting in that

direction.

The amplitude (^/) produced by this force at the point Pis equal

to the amplitude of the current ^h, existing in the element s, if an

electromotive force (Jg/ , having the amplitude -^ is applied to an

element of volume S of the aether near P. In order to express myself

more l)rietly, I shall understand by A the radiation that would be

excited by an electromotive action at the j^oint P in the direction

/ of such intensity that the product (^ei) ^ has the value 1. The
amplitude {^i) in P, of which we have just spoken, will be found

if we multiply by au s the value which, in that state, (^/j) would
have in the element s. Hence

/ff ^. . c2 /rc^ .
S2 7i'c'kmS d7i ((n^q)^

(34 Jt^ c^ k chi A
wk, (50)
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if Ave write w}' for the development of heat in the element S, which,
h

in the state A, is dne to the current in the principal direction h.

Now, starting from the expression (50), we shall obtain the total

value of {^ipY by an addition, in which all elements s, each with

its three principal directions, must be taken into account. In a

system, completely shut off from surrounding bodies, ^ icj^ will be

the total amount of energy, emitted by F in the state A ; we can

therefore determine it by the formula (48), putting « S =: 1. This

leads to the result

IQ 71 k c^ n dn

In the same way, using the theorem of § 7, /; and the expression

(49), I find

1 6 rr /t c^ n^ dn
(»,/.)' = ;-3 •

O q V

These results being independent of the place of the point P and

the choice of the direction /, we come to the conclusion that the

state of things is the same in all parts of the medium L and that

both the electric and the magnetic vibrations take place with equal

intensities in all directions. The amount of the electric and magnetic

energy per unit of volume is now easily found. According to § 4

the first is

for the value of which one linds

A 7t kc^ dn

by remembering that for every direction /,

Tiie magnetic energy may likewise be determined. Referred to unit

volume it has the value

Y?[(^:B.)^ + cv + (^^-rj'

and this is easily calculated, since for every direction /,

{^,y = -i- (^/)^
n

The result is that the two kinds of energy are distributed over

the body / with equal densities. This has been known for a long
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time, as lias also hoen llie rule implied in our formulae, that these

densities are inversely pi'oportional to the cube of the velocity of

propaoation r. It must further be noticed that, if the medium L is

aether, the density of the energy of the radiation becomes

8 jt k^n

c

This agrees with the meaning we have originally attached to the

coefficient k (§ 11).

^ 19. There is one point in the foregoing considerations that may
at first sight seem strange, viz. that the intensity of the electromotive

forces we have imagined should depend on the magnitude of the

elements of volume s. It must be kept in mind however, that these

forces have no real existence, and that we do not pretend to have

found something concerning the causes by which the phenomena are

produced. That the magnitude of the electromotive forces must be

taken inversely proportional to the square root of the volume of s

is simply a consequence of our assumption that the force has the

same phase in all points of such an element. For a given amplitude

of the electromotive force, the radiation would therefore be propor-

tional to s% and we had to make such assumptions concerning that

amplitude, that the radiation became proportional to s itself.

In connection with these remarks it must be observed that we
have no reasons for ascribing to the dimensions of the elements

of volume some particulai' value. These dimensions are indifferent as

long as we consider only the radiation at finite distances and the

transfer of energy between neighbouring molecules lies outside the

theory I have here developed.

PhysiologSf. — "On the ability of distingidshlng intensities of tones*\

By Prof. H. Zwaardemaker. (Report of a research made by

A. Deenik.)

The "Unterschiedsschwelle" for impulsive sounds (dropping bullets

and hammers) has been studied frequently and many-sidedly, but

regarding the "Unterschiedsschwelle" for intensities of tone we have

had at our disposal till now only some information communicated

by M. WiEN in his thesis.

M. WiEN found the value of the "Unterschiedsschwelle" for the

three tones, to which he limited his investigation to be as follows

:

for a average 22.5"/, (with 18.2 and 27 for extremes) for e' 17.67o

29
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(one determination) for a' average 14.47„ (with 10.8 and 22.5 for

extremes). It appeared desirable to perform such an investigation

tln'Ough'"tlie~whole scale and to establish it in other regards also on

larger foundations. At my request Mr. A. Deenik has executed a

very~ great number of observations of this kind, and I take the

liberty to communicate his results here in short, and refer the reader

to an ample description in a thesis on this subject by Mr. Deenik

which will soon be published.

Experiments ivith the tuning-fork.

A tuning-fork kept vibrating by electro-magnetism is started in a

room at the side of the sound-free cabinet of the physiological

laboratory and is kept vibrating at a fixed amplitude. This amplitude

may be measured microscopically by means of the triangle of Gradenigo.

Normal to the axis of this tuning-fork a circle divided into grades

is placed, to which two hearing-tubes are attached in such a way,

that their radial prolongations cut the axis of the tuning-fork in the

tuning-centre. These hearing-tubes can be moved along the whole

circumference of the scale, and can be brought at pleasure into the

interference-planes of Kiessling, in the |ilanes of maximum-sound

or between.

The hearing-tubes are led into the interior of the sound-free

cabinet by means of thick-walled caoutchouc tubes which were

still further acoustically isolated. There by means of a T—*ap

alternately the one or the other of the tubes may be listened at or

perfect acoustic rest can be obtained by bringing the tap into a

closed position.

An assistant now displaces one of the hearing-tubes, while the

other hearing-tube is fixed in the plane of maximum sound, every

time through some grades at a time into the direction to the inter-

ference plane of Kiessling till a distinct difference has been signa-

lised by the investigator (descending method). After the position of

the tube has been read this is pushed on and then brought back

in the same way till the investigator observes that the existing

difference in intensity becomes indistinct (ascending method). Again

the position of the tube is read ofï' and the average is taken.

The observations take place in the above mentioned way "unwis-

sentlich" and at five succeeding times. From the ten figures obtained

in this way the average is taken at last, which indicates in grades

of the scale a lowest "Unterschiedsschwelle" for the concerned

amplitude.

To be able to transpose these angle-values into absolute values,
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in the sound free cabinet, which has been internally covered with

trichopiese, the greatest distance at which sound is still perceptible is

determined for the intensity of sound in the maximumplane and for

that in the discovered "Unterschiedsschwelle" plane. If we accept that

in case of absence of reverberations, as we may suppose here, the

sound intensities decrease proportionate to the quadrates of the dis-

tances, the sound intensities stand mutually in the same proportion as

the quadrates of those distances. If we call the distance at which

the tone sound is perceptible in the plane of maximum sound r and
7* 7*

that for the somewhat weaker sound r„, then the quotient —:i
—

represents evidently the "Unterschiedsschwelle", which in this case

may be indicated as "untere Unterschiedsschwelle" because the stimula-

tion distinguished from the chief is taken weaker than the chief

stimulation.

TABLE I. Experiments with the tuning-fork.

Tone level.
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a way tliat the sound may be listened to tliroiigli a caoutchouc tube

in the cabinet. This organ-pipe is permanently blown by air which

w^as supplied by a presspump driven by water and afterwards dried

with chloride of calcium. The supply of this air takes place along

a long system of leaden tubes, which shows inside the cabinet a

division into two parts and afterwards a reunion. To this two sepa-

rate branches by micrometer screws removable diaphragm openings

of AuBERT are attached, which may be widened oi' nai-rowed at

pleasure. The i-eunion takes place in a T-tap, which may also be

directed by the investigator, and down the current are placed the

necessary measuring apparatus for determinijig the pressure and

volume of the air passing to the organ-pipe. These measuring appa-

ratus are placed within the reach of the investigator, so that he

himself can do the reading off.

The investigator arranges in the first place the width of the two

diaphragm-openings in such a way that the sound may be called

equal in the two positions of the tap. Then he enlarges one of the

diaphragmata (the other remains constant) till a distinct difference is

perceived (ascending method). This he does live times. After this the

difference between the two tone intensities, which were alternately

listened to, was enlarged and the diai)hragm jjosition was ascertained

by descending at which the difierence became indistinct (descending

method). This again was done live times. The same takes place con-

formally in narrowing the diaphragm-openings. So the first series

leads to a "obere" the second to an "untere Unterschiedsschwelle".

The determinations which were made for each tone with two chief

intensities have evidently taken place "wissentlich" in this way. At

last a pressure and volume determination of the supplied air is made

for the found diaphragm widths. The fii'St takes place by means of

a watermanometer, which for increasing sensibility has been put

sloping; the second with an aerodromometer^). The energy offered to

the organ-pipe could be calculated with the usual formula e =. air-

volume X pressure X ^8i. Tlii^ number, multiplied by a constant

factor, different for each pipe, indicates the acoustic energy.

As in the expression of the "prozentische Unterschiedsschwelle"

AD
the constant factor occurs both in the numerator and the deno-

R
minator, the constant factor of the organ-pipe falls away from

the further calculation and we can also come to a trustworthy result

of the "prozentische Unterschiedsschwelle" without its preceding

1) Arch. f. (Anat. u.) Physiologie 1902 supplement, p. 417.
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determination. The final result for each tone is in this way the

average from 40 determinations.

TABLE II.
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Differences

of intensities.

10%

six

sol

Gl
61

zz

^ -J 1.^1. Zr^Z. 3.^3. W<(. s.^9. 6r>^é,

Smallest perceptible difference of intensity by the scale.

CONCLUSION.
1. From the results of the experiments with the tuning-fork

proceeds that the law ofWp^BER is valuable, when taken in a general

way, but not exactly for the investigated middle-strong and weak

intensities.

2. From the results of the organ -pipes proceeds that the most

favourable "Unterschiedsschwelle" is found with c* and that from

there to the ends the power of distinguishing differences in intensities

decreases rather regularly.

\
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(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1905).

To those who do not know the Hondsrug from a personal visit

the name generally suggests an imposing hilly ridge, or perhaps

even a small mountain range. Visiting it for the first time, one is

disappointed in finding it to be no more than a nearly iinper-
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ceptible undulation of the ground, wh'wh oiilv in some parts scarcely

deserves the name of hill. Before one is aware of it, its "summit" has

been reached, and it is probably only owing to the rather steep

slope of the Drenthe plateau towards the valley of the Hunze and the

extensive Bourtanger marsh, that this part of the country has received

its peculiar name. Without these the "ridge" would possibly be passed

unnoticed. However, the fact remains that there is a slight, irregular

elevation of the ground, rising at the most but a few meters above

the country on its w^estern borderline, which, running from the

South-East to the North- West, is almost entirely confined to the

Province of Drenthe and has its Northern end a short distance

beyond the town of Groningen.

From a geological point of view, the Hondsrug is interesting on

account of the numerous erratics found there, several shiploads of

which are yearly collected. This, however, is a peculiarity not limited

to the Hondsrug: until recently similar boulders were also met with,

in as lai'ge numbers, in other parts of Drenthe and Friesland, but in

the more inhabited districts of these provinces they have, for the greater

part, already been dug out. Another point which until lately lent a

certain importance to the Hondsrug, was the generally accepted notion

of it being a terminal moraine. This interpretation, first started by

Prof. VAN Calker, and especially based on his exploration of the

northern termination of the Hondsrug, in the town of Groningen

and in its vicinity, has snccessivelj^ been adopted. By a number of

papers, dealing with the Hondsrug in Groningen, published during

the last twenty years Prof, van Calker has not a little contributed

to give to this insignificant ridge a rather prominent geological

importance. Almost from the outset of his investigations, van Calker

expressed his positive conviction that the Hondsrug is a terminal

moraine. As early as 1889, he writes^): "Seit meinen ersten ein-

schlagigen Untersuchungen stand meine Ansicht fest, dass der Honds-

rug eine Endmorane reprasentire, eine Moranenablagerung, welche

eineiii langeren Stagniren im Rückzuge des Gletschers, vielleicht bei

einer gleich gerichteten Bodenwelle entspricht. Und mein A'^ermuthen,

dass diese eine weitere südöstliche Erstreckung habe, wurde bestatigt,

als ungefahr 38 K.M. südöstlich von hier bei Buinen in Drenthe

beim Aufgraben von Geschieben auch solche mit abgeschlifFener und

geschrammter Oberilache zum Vorschein kamen und noch etwa

26 K.M. w^eiter südöstlich von dort, bei Nieuw-xAmsterdam solche

von mir selbst gesammelt wurden, und ich an letzterer Localitat die

Grundmorane constatiren konnte."

^) Zeilschr. der Deutsclien Geologisclien Gesellschaft. 1889, p. 351.
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But when ^ve compare the descriptions of Prof, van Calker with

those of the terminal- and bottom moraines of other countries, it appears

doubtful whether even that part of Groningen examined by van

Calker, notwithstanding its "tremendous accumulation of stones and

large boulders", deserves the name of terminal moraine, and may not

in fact rather be considered as a bottom-moraine^). It can only have

been the shape and direction of the Hondsrug and the presence of

the numerous erratics found at its surface, which induced Prof, van

Calker and others to regard this steep ridge of the Drenthe plateau

as a terminal moraine. Of its internal structure, except for the portion

which terminates in Groningen, no notice had beeii taken.

However in 1891, Lorie, after his exploration of the high peat-

moss of Schoonoord, already expressed the opinion that those who

had really visited and explored the Hondsrug were not justified in

calling it a terminal moraine. He considers it to be the border of the

Drenthe plateau, slightly folded back by the moving ice-sheet ').

A few years ago I had several opportunities of visiting those parts

and making the exploration alluded to by Lorie. To me it became

quite evident that the Hondsrug in Drenthe is not a terminal moraine.

Its geological structure, which I investigated more closely over the

Southern half of its length in Drenthe and but partially over its

Northern half, entirely refutes this interpretation. I found its nucleus

not composed of morainic material, but to be of fluviatile orighi and

to consist of Rhenish Diluvium^) At the same time I also observed

that this fluviatile nucleus — although but slightly — was distinctly

vaulted. The second problem therefore to be solved, was to find the

cause of this vaulting, about which I could not agree with Lorie,

wiio ascribes it to the motion of land-ice from the North-East. I

could not admit the possibility of the ice-sheet folding the soil

without perceptibly disturbing the nucleus of the fold, for the

contortions do not enter deeply into this nucleus; its stratification

has, in general, been well preserved. Basing my deductions on the

phenomena observed in the ice-sheet of Greenland, to which the

diluvial land-ice may be most^aptly compared, 1 proposed several

possibilities which might account for this peculiarity. I suggested

the possibility of the ice having moved in the longitudinal direction

1) F. J. P. VAN Calker, De ontwikkeling onzer kennis van den Groninger Houds-

rug gedurende de laatste eeuw. Bijdragen tot de kennis van de provincie Groningen,

etc. p. 217. Groningen. 1901.

2) Handelingen van het Derde Nedcrl. Natuur- en Geneeskundig Congres, 1891.

pp. 347 and 349.

3) These Proceedings, V, p. 93—lU.
30*
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over the Hondsrng, a certain elevation of tlie soil underneath it at

the same time having taken place from some cause or other. I

supposed, as one possibility, the mean pressure of the ice to have

been somewhat lessened, or its progress to have been easier just

above the present ridge. I imagined the change in the direction of

the ice-stream to have been occasioned by the Northern ice-sheet

being pushed back by the British ice-sheet in the German Ocean.

Recently, Dr. H. G. Jonker, one of Prof, van Calker's youngest

pupils, has refuted my \'iews in these Proceedings^). Though, from

a few lines at the end of his paper, it appears that he agrees with

me on the main point, — namely, that, as to its geological compo-

sition, the Hondsrug in Drenthe consists of a fluviatile nucleus,

covered with a glacial deposit, and that on this account it cannot

possibly be considered a terminal moraine. But on the other hand,

he advances numerous arguments to disprove the probability of a

change in the direction of the ice-stream, and one of the ways in

which I conceived the raising of that ridge could have been effected.

In the first place I wish to refute, as briefly as possible, the

objections raised by Dr. Jonker to the explanation of the last-named

point suggested by me.

As mentioned before, the results of my investigation principally

related to the portion of the Hondsrug situated in the Southern part

of Drenthe, about half of its entire length in that province. I myself

mentioned several spots where the glacial covering does not consist

of sand but of loam. This circumstance however is not inconsistent

with the statement that the ridge, in general, is less rich in claj^

than its Western borderland. Neither does it exclude a freer move-

ment of the ice-sheet over the Hondsrug, which 1 suggested as a

probable agency in the formation of this ridge.

As far as I am able to judge from the few excavations I visited

in the Northern portion of the Hondsrug, it seems to me that, in

general, its structure does not differ from that of the Southern part.

Dr. Jonker further mentions a few spots in the North of Drenthe

where the glacial cover of the Hondsrug consists of boulder-clay,

viz. in the neighbourhood of Gasselte and Zuidlaren. Of the latter

locality and also of some places near the town of Groningen, where

much boulder-clay is found. Dr. Jonker himself says that the hillj'

character of the Hondsrug is less distinctly to be recognized, and

that the Hondsrug is hardly noticed there. These spots therefore may

be left out of account.

With regard to Dr. Jonker's reference to the borings of the Dutch

') Vol. VIII (1905), p. 96-104.
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Society for the Reclaiming of' Heaths, I make the following remark.

Through the kindness of the Direction I was enabled to consult the

original registers together with the maps, relating to the borings, and

afterwards controlled these in situ. I ascertained, by many contnjlling

borings, that the borings of the Society are lying too far apart to

give an approximately exact idea of the presence and distribution

of the loam; besides tliat it is decidedly incorrect to state that "red

clay especially occurs on the Hondsrug and chiefly in its highest parts".

The other solution, which I suggested, in a second paper dealing

with the Hondsrug, as a possible explanation for the origin of the

longitudinal vaulting of the ridge (an explanation which is independent

of the distribution of the boulder-clay and boulder-sand and which

at the same time throws some light on the origin of the strange,

round hill "Brammershoop"), which Dr. Jonker leaves unnoticed.

I believe to I have given already sufficient reasons for the opinion

I hold, that, generally speaking, boulder-clay and boulder-sand have

been, from the first, two distinct kinds of deposits, and that the

latter has not proceeded from the former. I will only add, that to

Dr. Jonker's statements "that the percentage of stones in the boulder-

clay increases very much towards the surface", I can oppose the

results of other and, I believe, more extensive statements, where

either the reverse was the case, or the stones were uniformly distri-

buted. This disparity is easil}^ explained from the great local diffe-

rence in that quantity, justly observed by Dr. Jonker.

The vanishing of limestone-boulders does not prove the washing-out

of the loam, for it may have been occasioned by solution alone, without

washing; calcarious pebbles, originally present in clay or sand, may

disappear when the underground-water is not saturated with bicarbonate

of lime, and they may be preserved when this is indeed the case. I wil-

lingly allow that the reason why, for instance, the clay of the Mird urn-

Cliff is especially rich in absolutely unmodified calcarious stones (the

finest scratchings have been preserved), and that on the contrary, in

other parts, not a single calcarious pebble is found in similar clay,

need not be attributed to local differences in the original composition

of the ground-moraine. But this cannot be said with regard to the

flints, and especially not in respect of the clay itself. Clay of the

tough kind, called boulder-clay, is a very resistant substance. Expe-

rience in the field teaches that there can be no question of a wash-

out of particles of clay from a similar mass. The motion of the water

through the clay is far too slow for it. If Dr. Jonker had more

frequent opportunities of studying boulder-clay and sand abroad,

especially in England, he would, undoubtedly, have modified his
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opinion on this head. I do not in the least question Dr. Jonker's

assertion, that in some places he "can decidedly conclude from the

relief whether we have to do with boulder-sand or with clay",

because there is such a large diiFerence in the resistance which

boulder-clay and sand offer to erosion ; but in most parts of Drenthe

it is impossible to judge from the appearance of the surface, whether

the ground underneath is sand or clay : this I learnt from consulting

the mentioned register of borings and also from numerous small borings

on my own account. The parts of the bottom-moraine from which, in

the opinion of Dr. Jonker, the boulder-clay has "disappeared", and

the "intermediate stages between original boulder -clay, and altogether

washed-out boulder-clay", therefore undoubtedly, have been varieties

existing from the beginning.

With regard to the occurrence of flint, which among our erraties

has been rather disregarded, there really exists an important differ-

ence between boulder-clay and boulder-sand. This J learned especially

too through the "comparative mechanical analysis", recommended by

Dr. Jonker. Further I recollect that among the stones found in

the sand on the Hondsrug, 1 did not come across a single flint;

on the other hand I met with flint in all the clay-pits in the

neighbourhood, and, taking also into account the small fragments,

1 found it even largely represented. The single exception which

Dr. Jonker observed in a pit of loamy sand near Groningen, is no

proof against this general experience. Besides, the bed w^as only loamy

sand, not boulder-clay. He too found flint in several clay pits on

the Hondsrug in Drenthe. In the fact, that on the whole (for it is

necessary to compare places lying outside the Drenthe Hondsrug as

well, because our Northern diluvium is generally considered as

belonging to one and the same glacial epoch) there is, with regard

to the presence of flint, an evident difference between boulder-clay and

boulder-sand, I find another proof in favour of my opinion that,

generally speaking, the one has not proceeded from the other by

a wash-out. Neither the occasional absence of flints from boulder-

clay nor the occasional presence of these stones in boulder-sand, are

proofs against the general tendency of my argument.

in the preceding I have endeavoured to give a succinct refutation

of the objections raised by Dr. Jonker against one of the solutions I

proposed to account for the vaulting of the Hondsrug, — a question

which is only of secondary importance.

But 1 gladly avail myself of the opportunity to discuss a point

of far greater importance, on which Dr. Jonker has expressed an
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opinion, namely, the direction of motion of tiiat part of the ice-slieet

which reached our country.

From an examination of sedimentai'j-rock erratics from tlie Gro-

ningen part of the Hondsrng, the results of wiiich he stated in his

dissertation, which appeared last year, Dr. Jonker came to the same

conclusion as Schroeder van der Kolk had arrived at from the

examination of igneons-rock erratics, especially from tlie Eastern

parts of tlie country, and as others too, namely "that the glacial

flow which has produced the glacial diluvium in the North of the

Netherlands was a Baltic one." He even thinks it possible to trace exactly

the course taken by the glacial flow which "has created the Groningen -

diluvium". To these statements I have to make serious objections.

For long years, neglecting the available direct means of tracing

the direction of the glacial flow, such as the examination in situ of

the Qitetsdisteine — a study already recommended fourteen years

ago by our ev^er-lamented Schroeder van der Kolk — it has been

a custom in the Netherlands to be guided, in the determination of

the direction of the glacial flow, exclusively by the solid rocks from

which the stones carried towards ns by the ice were derived. It

was not taken into account, and indeed was not at all known in

former time, that the great Ice Age, during which the Northern

Diluvium of our country was deposited, was preceded by another

glacial epoch, of lesser importance, it is true, for the Northern ice-

sheet did not reach our countrj- then, but which was notwithstanding

the first real glacial epoch, by which the Pleistocene period was

introduced. In that first glacial epoch, the Scanian Epoch of Prof.

James Geikie, there lived in the North Sea the arctic fauna of the

Weybourn Crag, and, during the melting period of the Alpine ice,

our country received the Rhenish Diluvium.

In that same epoch, in Scandinavia and in the uplands to the

East of the Baltic, on the plateau called Fennoscandia, an ice-sheet

was formed which, following the slope of the land, terminated in

the North Sea as drift ice, and, on the other side, descended into the

basin of the Baltic, as the first Baltic glacier. It is well known that

the sculpture of the Scandinavian peninsula and of Finland has

been accomplished almost entirely during the Tertiary period, at a time of

a much higher level of those countries. The ice, which afterwards repeat-

edly passed over these parts, removed principally only the loose

material, smoothing the surface. Thus the first ice-sheet found all

the superficial deposits, accumulated on the rocky land-surface in the

preceding long period of ei-osion, both on that highland and in the

basin of the Baltic with its other environments.
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Doubtless, already in the first glacial period, a transport of stones,

on a large scale and over considerable distances from the solid rocks,

has taken place, to the North Sea and especially in the basin of the

Baltic. The earliest Baltic glacier has been traced as far as Schlesvvig.

When at the later, much more considerable accumulation of ice, the

North Sea also was filled up with inland ice '), it maj be reasonably

inferred that the Bi'itish portion of it has carried along with it the

erratics which at that earlier glacial epoch dropped from the drift-ice

to the bottom of the sea.

In this manner we account tor the finding of erratics of Scandi-

navian origin on the coast of East-Anglia. They are however
not so plentiful in those parts as Dr. Jonkkr supposes. Among
thousands of stones of British origin, occasionally one Scandinavian

stone is met with. I believe that indeed not a single geologist in

England is of opinion that the Scandinavian inland ice ever reached

the shores of Britain.

Undoubtedly the inland ice of tliat second or great glacial epoch,

which brought to our country the Northern diluvium, largely swept

up and transported the morainic debris deposited in the basin of the

Baltic, especially in its Western parts, during the preceding glacial

epoch. A large percentage, perhaps even the majority, of the erratics

thus again taken up and carried much further by the ice, must origi-

nally have come from a direction entirely different from that which

would answei' to the glacial flow, by which tiiey were then carried

along. Consequently, the presence of numerous stones of Baltic origin

in the bottom-moraine at the town of Groningen and in its neigh-

bourhood, is no reason why we should assume that the course of

the glacial flow has been from the Northern and Eastern parts of

the Baltic towards Groningen.

The abundance of flints in our Northern diluvium and the direction

of the glacial striae in the southern parts of Sweden, indicated on

the well-known map of Nathorst, rather suggest a more westerly

origin. Moreover it appears questionable if on more extensive study of our

erratics — those found in the bottom-moraine of Texel and Wieringen

have been almost entirely neglected — the Baltic character of those

stones found in the Diluvium of the northern parts of our country

can be maintained. Cousidering the great local differences existing in

the composition of the ground-moraines the erratics of such a small

spot as the Hondsrug in Groningen, prove but little.

I may here be allowed to mention a few other facts distinctly

1) There are good reasons for not acfmitting here pack-ice, as does the well-

known American geologist Salisbury.
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supporting the conception that tlie coalescence in the North Sea of the

Northern ice-stream with another coming from Britain, may have

caused a deflection in its course over the northern parts of our

country, and clianged its direction into one from North-West to Soutli-

East. Owing to this meeting of Scandinavian and British glacial flows,

an enormous ice mass tilled up the North Sea, in connection with the

ice-sheet extending over Holland, North Gei-many and the British

islands, the edge of which, as a high wall, faced the South. Accord-

ing to Klockmann, Wahnschaffe, Rutot and others, between this

wall of ice and the mountains of Middle Germany, Belgium, France

and the southern parts of England, the melting water rose several

hundreds of meters high, and in this water the deposition of the loss

took place. With regard to our country, I entirely agree with this

view. Tlie structure of the loss in the South of Limbourg decidedly

shows, in several places, its origin as a sediment deposited by

very slowly running water containing a large amount of drift-

ice, an opinion formerly advocated by Di*. A. Erens. In several loca-

lities of the Limbourg chalk-plateau (in the adjacent parts of Belgium

even as high as 300 M. above sea-level) erratics of Southern origin

are found in or were excavated from the loss, especially veined

quartzUes from the Ardennes, sometimes measuring 2 M. and even more.

If thus we have to admit such an extensive and powerful ice-sheet

with considerable accumulation in the North Sea, — and at the same

time infer from the direction of the glacial striae on the rocky sub-

soil in North Germany, that one and the same glacial flow, owing

to local conditions, has taken at the same or contingent points very

different directions, deflecting even more than 90°, — I do not consi-

der it impossible that in its course over the Hondsrug, and in general

over the northern parts of our country, the direction of the glacial

flow may have deviated entirely from that of the flow passing

over the North of Germany.

Taking into consideration the still very limited knowledge we possess

of our erratics, and in view of the arguments in favour of a secondary"

transport of perhaps the greater part of these stones, I consider the

suppositions which I advanced before, and which I have now somewhat

more developed, as to a possible modification of the direction of motion

of the Northern ice-sheet over our coiuitry, not only warranted but

necessary- as a working-hypothesis for further investigation. I doubt

whether Dr. Jonker himself will now still adhere to his belief that,

"in case this conception is the right one a great number of researches

into our ""Scandinavian diluvium"" would become doubtful and

it would be advisable at once to begin a revision". That Diluvium
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will in every case remain Scandinavian, or rather Northern. At the

same time I would recommend a closer study of the Diluvium in

Texel and Wieringen, in order to ascertain, whether it contains

erratics, the origin of which may be traced to other parts than

of those which are found in the eastern parts of our country.

What I consider to be very "doubtful" indeed, is the right to

trace the direction which the Northern glacial flow is supposed to

have taken, solely from the examination of erratics, found at such a

large distance from the rocks of their origin. In reference to this

matter, I would strongly recommend "revision" and would especially

suggest a wider field of investigation than the Flondsrug in Groningen.

Mathematics. -- "Huygens' sympathie clocks and relatedphenomena

in connection with the principal and the compound oscillations

presenting themselves lohen two pendulums are suspended to

a mechanism ivith one degree of freedom." By Prof. D. J.

KorteWEG.

(Communicated in the meeting of October 28, 1905).

Introduction.

1. When in February 1665 Christiaan Huygens was obliged to

keep his room for some days on account of a slight indisposition he

remarked that two clocks made recently by him, and placed at a

distance of one or two feet, had so exactly the same rate that QWQry

time when one pendulum moved farthest to the left the other deviated

at that very moment farthest to the right ^). Yet when the clocks

were removed from each other one of them proved to gain daily

five seconds upon the other.

At first Huygens ascribed this "sympathy" to the influence of the

motion of the air called forth by their pendulums; but he soon

discovered the real cause — the slight movability of the two chairs

1) ,Ge qu ayant fort admire quelque temps" ; he writes : „j'ay enfin trouvé

»que cela arrivoit par une espèce de sympathie : en sorte que faisant batlre les

, pendules par des coups entremeslez; j'ay trouvé que dans une demieheure de

, temps, elles se remettoient tousiours a la consonance, et la gardoient par apres

„constamment, aussi longtemps que je les laissois aller. Je les ay ensuite eloignées

„Tune de I'autre, en pendant Tune a un bout de la chambre et I'autre a quinze

flpieds de la: et alors j'ay vu qu'en un jour il y avoit 5 secondes de difference

„et que par consequent leur accord n'estoit venu auparavant, que de quelque

„sympathie". Journal des Sgaraus du Lundy 16 Mars 1665. Oe^^rres cZe Christiaan

Huygens, Tome V. p. 244.
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over the backs of whicli

suspended to them ^).

rails had been placed with the clocks

') „J'ay ainsi trouvé que la cause de la sympathie . . . ne pi-ovicnt pas du

,mouvement do I'air mais du petit branslement, du quel estant tout a fait insen-

,sible je ne m'estois par apperceu aiors. Vous scaui'ez done que nos 2 liorologes

,chacune attachée a un baslon de 3 pouces en quarré, et long de 4 pieds estoient

,appuiées sur les l2 mesmes chaises, dislantes de 3 pieds. Ce qu'eslant, et les

„chaises estant capables du moindre mouvement, je demonstre que necessairement

„les pendules doivent arriver bientost a la consonance et ne s'en departir apres,

„et que les coups doivent aller en se rencontrant et non pas paralleles, comme
„I'experience desia I'avoil fait veoir. Estant venu a la dite consonance les chaises

,ne se meuvent plus mais empeschent seulemeiit les horologes de s'écarter par ce

„qu'aussi test qu'ils tachent a le faire ce petit mouvement les remet comme au-

„paravant". Letter to Moray of March Gth 1665. Oeuvres, T. V. p. 256.

Compare Journal des Snavans du Lundy 28 Mars 1665, ffii^i'res T. V. p. 301,

note (4), where Huygkns withdraws his first explanation to replace it by the

correct one and likewise his "Horologium Oscillatorimn'" where his experiments

and his explanation are developed on one of the last pages of ^ Pars prima'".

A somewhat more detailed account of those observations is moreover found

Fig. la in one of his manuscripts, from which we
derive the diagrams found here and the expla-

nation HuYGENs deemed he could give of the

phenomenon :

„Utrique horologio pro fulcro erant sedes duae

,quaium exiguus ac plane invisibilis motus pen-

„dulorum agitatione exitatus sympathiae praedictae

„causa fuit, coegitque ilia ut adversis ictibus sem-

„per consonarent. Unumquodque enim pendulum
„tunc cum per calhetum transit maxima vi fulcra

„secum trahit, unde si pendulum B sit in BD
„catheto cum A tantum est in AG, moveatur

„aulem B sinistram versus et A dextram versus,

„punctum suspensionis A j.inistram versus im-

„pcllitur, unde acceleratur vibratio penduli ^. Et

„rursus B transiit ad i?£' quando J est in catheto

„AF, unde tunc dextrorsum impellitur suspensio B, ideoque retardatur vibratio

„penduii B. Rursus B pervenit ad cathetum BD quando A est in AG, unde

„dextrorsum trahitur suspensio A, ideoque acceleratur vibj-atio penduii A. Rursus

„B est in BK, quando A rediit ad cathetum AF, unde sinistrorsura trahitur sus-

„pensio B, ac proinde retardatur vibratio penduii B. A(que ita cum retardetur

„semper vibratio penduii B, acceleretur autem yl, necesse est ut brevi adversis ictibus

„consonent, hoc est ut simul feranlur A dextrorsum et B sinistrorsum, et contra.

,Neque tunc ab ea consonantio recedeie possunt quia continuo eadem de causa

„eodum rcdigunlur. Et tunc quidem absque ullo fere motu manere fulcro mani-

„festum est, sed si turbari vel minimum incipiat concordia, tunc minimo motu ful-

„crorum reslituitur, qui quidem motus sensibus percipi nequit, ideoque errori

„causam dedisse mirandum non est".

We give this explanation for what it is. Huygens, who never published it, will

probably himself, at all events later on, not have been entirely satisfied by it.

Fia-. \h
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2. Although HuYGRNs' obser\ atioiis were published in the Journal

des Scavans of 1665, and are moreover mentioned in his "Horologium

oscillatorium", thej seem to iiave been forgotten when in J 739

correlated phenomena were discovered by John Ellicott ^). What he

observed at first was this: of two clocks N". 1 and N°. 2 placed in

such a waj that their backs rested against the same rail ^), one, always

N°. 2, took over the motion of the other, so that after a timeN'.l

stopped even if at first N". 2 had been in rest and N". 1 exclusively

was set in motion. Later on he found that the mutual influence was

greatly increased by connecting the backs of the clocks by a piece

of wood '). He also made both clocks go on indefinitely by giving

their pendulums the greatest possible motion, when alternately they

took over a part of the motion from each other, according to a period

becoming longer as the clocks being placed without connection with

each other had a more equal rate ^). At the same time he observed

that both clocks when connected with each other in the way described

above assumed a perfectly equal rate lying between those which

they had each separately.

3. Since then different mechanisms where suchlike phenomena

Indeed, it is nothing but the friction which can finally cause that of the three

possible principal osc:llations only one remains. Every explanation in which friction

does not play a part must thus from the outset be regarded as insufficient.

1) PliiL Trans. Vol. 51, p. 126—128: "An Account of the Influence which two

"Pendulum Clocks were observed to have upon each other," p. 128—135:

"Further Observations and Experiments concerning the two Clocks above mentioned."

2) "The two Clocks were in separate Cases, and ... the Backs of them rested

"against the same Rail."

'•J "I put Wedges under the Bottoms of both the Cases, to prevent their bearing

"against the Piail ; and stuck a Piece of Wood between them, just tight enough

"to support its own Weight."

4) "Finding them to act thus mutually and alternately upon each other, I set

"them both a going a second time, and made the Pendulums describe as large

"Arches as the Cases would permit. During this Experiment, as in the former, I

"sometimes found the one, and at other times the contrary Pendulum to make the

"largest Vibrations. But as they had so large a Quantity of Motion given them

"at first, neither of them lost so much during the period it was acted upon by

"the other as to have its Work stopped, but both continued going for several

"Days without varying one Second from each other" . . . "Upon altering the Lengths

"of the Pendulums, I found the Period in which their Motions increased and

"decreased, by their mutual Action upon each other, was changed ;
and would be

"prolonged as the Pendulums came nearer to an Equality, which from the Nature

"of the Action it was reasonable to expect it would." Later on we shall see that

there was probably an error in these observations. The continual transmissions

of energy and the perfectly equal rate of the clocks exclude each other to my

opinion.
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of sympathy may appear have been investigated theoretically and experi-

mentally; among others by Euler ^) the case of two scales of a balance

of which Daniel Bernoulli^) had observed that they in turns took over

each other's oscillations; by Poisson '), by Savart") and by Riésal^)

-the case of two pendulums fastened with Poisson to the extremities

of a liorizontal elastic rod, or with Savart and Résal to the horizontal

arms of a ~J"-shaped elastic spring ; by W. Dumas ") the case of a

pendulum, beating seconds, with movable horizontal cross rails, on

whicii other pendulums were hung; by Lucien de la Rive') and

Everp:tt ^) the case of two pendulums joined by an elastic string;

whilst finally Cëllérier, Furtwangler and others developed the theory

of the motion of two pendulums of about equal length of pendulum,

placed on a common elastic stand, in order to determine experimen-

tally, and to take into account in this way the influence exercised

by the small motions of such a stand on the period of the oscillations ").

However, we see that the more recent investigations, with the

exception of the work of W. Dumas, who does not purposely mention

the phenomena of sympathy, relate to mechanisms where elasticity

plays a part; whilst it seems probable that this was not the case

or at least in only a slight degree in the experiments of Huygens

and Ellicott.

1) Novi commeniarii Ac. Sc. Imp. Petro])olitanae, T. 19, 1774, p. 325—339.
RouTH, Dynamics of ct system of riyid bodies, Advmiced part, Chapt. l\, Art. 9i,

giving the right solution, has justly pointed out an error in Euler's solution and

likewise in the one signed D. G. S. appearing in The Cambridge math. Journ. of

May 1840, Vol. 2, p. 120—128. Euler's treatment of the phenomenon of the trans-

mission of energy is also defective, as he does not lay stress upon the necessity

of the two almost equal periods, in this case of his quadratic equation admitting

a root nearly equal to the length of the mathematical pendulum by which he

replaces the scales.

2) Nov. Comm. 1. c. preceding note, p. 281.

3; Connaissance des terns pour Van 1833, Additions, p. 3—40. Theoretical.

This memoir was indicated to me after the publication of the Dutch version of

this paper.

^) VInstitut, I*- Section, 7« Année, 1839, p. 462—464. Experimental.

6) Compt. Rend. T. 76, 1873, p. 75—76 ; Ann. Éc. Norm. (2), II, p. 455—460.
Theoretical.

^) "Ueber Schwingungen verbundener Pendel", Festschrift zur dritten Sdcular-

feier des Berlinischen Gymnasiums zum grauen Kloster. Berlin, WEmniANN'sche

Buchhandlung. 1874. The investigations themselves are according to this paper

from the year 1867. Theoretical and experimental.

7) ComjJt. Rend. T. 118, 1894, p. 401—404; 522-525; Journ. de j^hys. (3),

III, p. 537— 565. Experimental and theoretical.

8) Phil. Mag. Vol. 46, 1898, p. 236—238. Theoretical.

^) See for this the Encyclopadie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, Leipzig,

Teubner, Band IV, 1^, Heft 1, § 7, p. 20—22.
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So it seemed worth while looking at the qiiestioji from another side, and

studying the behaviour of a very generally chosen mechanism ^) with

one degree of freedom, and with two compound pendulums attached

to it; noting particularly the case that both pendulums have about

equal periods of oscillation, v»^hilst at the same time for the applica-

tion of the phenomena of sympathy of clocks the intluence of the

motive works will have to be paid attention to.

Moreover it is worth noticing that the results obtained in this way
will also be applicable to the case that the connection between the

two pendulums is brought about by means of an elastic mechanism,

every time when })ractically speaking only one of the infinite number

of mannei'S of motion is operating which such a mechanism can

have. Such a manner of motion will have a definite time of oscilla-

tion for itself, which will play the same part in the results as if it

belonged to a non-elastic mechanism with one degree of freedom.

Deduction of the equations of motion.

4. Let S represent for any point of the mechanism with one

degree of freedom, to be named in future the "frame", the linear

displacement out of the position of equilibrium common to frame and

pendulums; let b'"'^ be its maximum value for a definite oscillation to

be regarded as equal on both sides for small oscillations ; let ^j and

C, be its values for the suspension points 0^ and O.-^ of the pendulums;

let M be the mass of the frame; let m.^ and m^ be that of the

pendulums; a^ an a^ the radii of gyration of the pendulums about

their suspension points; tp^ and (f^ their angles of deviation from

the vertical position of equilibrium; .i\, y^ and i\, y, the horizontal and

the vertical coordinates of 0-^ and of 0^, h the vertical coordinate of

the centre of gravity of the frame; taking all these vertical coordinates

opposite to the direction of gravitation.

So we begin by introducing for the frame a suitable general coor-

dinate u, for which we choose the quantity determined by the relation

Mu'' = ( S' dm • (1)

where the integration extends to all the moving parts of the frame;

this quantity might therefore be called the mean displacement of

the particles of the frame.

1) We assume with respect to Ibis mechanism no other restriction than that the

motions of each of its material parts just as those of the two pendulums take

place in mutually parallel vertical planes, i.o.w. we restrict ourselves to a problem

in two dimensions.
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Foi' small oscillations of the frame we can put : w=?2w('"), ^=?z§('")^

where n is a function of time, but the same for all the points of

the fj-ame.

So we have for such vibrations

:

Mu' :

I
(w5(»0)^ dm = fAf{nu^^'^)y = (w?(»0)^ dm z=

\
^^ dm

;

so that ^Mu^ proves to represent the vis viva of the frame.

For the vis viva of the first pendulum we find, if k^ denotes the

distance between its suspension point Oj and its centre of gravity,

and if (f^ is reckoned (like (f^) in such a way that a positive value

of y>i increases the horizontal coordinate of the centre of gravity :

k [^1 ^i" + 2 Wj /Cj .f 1
'(

1 + mi 01=* (/ij'] =

therefore for the entire vis viva of the whole system

:

u^ + i Wj a^' yi'' -f ^ m, ttj" y,' +

m.
d;,\. . dx^.

du J du

^ 2 ^I + ^«1
( -^ ) + w^

du

dx^ • . i/.-Tj . .

-^m^h^—-u <f^ + m, ^', -7- ?^ ^3 ;

aw aw
(2)

and further for the potential energy ^)

V=^\g
' d'h d'y,

du^ du^ du^
u^ + h ^^h oK^fi" -\-km^9 K ^^' • (3)

M

5. To simplify further we introduce the new variables' determined by:

d^
duy du

m„ = ^.^+7/1,?," + ^,?,^ (4)

where

if' = if + m^ + m, , (5)

represents the entire mass of the whole system ; this variable u'

is proportional to 21, because for small vibrations —^ and —-, as
du du

indeed all such derivatives appearing in the formulae, may be regarded

as constant.

Ï) Indeed that potential energy amounts to Mgh-\-migi/i -\- m^gyz — Wigky cos (pi
—

— mz gkci cos rg + a constant. By developing according to 11, taking note that on

... ,^ dh dy^ dy
account of the equihbrium M -—\- mi 1- m^ -— is equal to and by proper

du du du ^ r J

choice of constant, we can easily deduce (3) from it,
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Out of this proportionality follows easily

M' u" = ^'^+^"^'^)+"^(è 7> = Mu' -{ mj^' ^ mj^' . (6)

which proves that | Af'u'^ represents the vis viva of what we shall

call the rexliiced system, which system consists of the frame and of the

masses of the pendulums each transferred to the corresponding

suspension point 0^ or 0^.

If now likewise we introduce the vertical coordinate A' of the centre

of gravity of the reduced system, so that M'h' = Mh -\- m^ y^ -\- m^ y^,

d-h'

the first term of (3) transforms itself into \ g M' —— u'^, for which,

however, on account of the mutual proportionality of u and u' we
cPh'

,

may write : \ g M' -— w '.

So for the reduced system it holds that T =z ^ M' u"^ and F' =
crh'

, , . ,
. ,. .

z=z \g M'—y- ir ; if now^ we write for this system the equations ot motion,

and if we then introduce the length /' of the simple pendulum which

is synchrone to this system ^) we shall easily find

:

f^
= (0-' (V)

ClU

Thus we tinally may write for (2) and (3)

:

T= ^,3I'u" 4- \^n^<<k" + h^n^<-<f." + ^^hh -^ ^"''t, + m,h, '^ u' if,; . (8)

V=yM'{I!)-U^-^im,gL<f^ + im,gk,<f^ ... (9)

Application of the equations of Lagrange and substitution of the

expressions :

u'= rt'^'"^ sin \/^t; <f,
= v., sin [/jt; r/>, = y., sin [/y t . . (10)

/. /• ^

leads further easily to the equations

M' H'
- I) u'^"'-' 4- ^n,k,l'^ X, + m,kj^ ;c, = ; . . (11)

du du

1) Should the reduced system be in indifferent equilibrium as was probably the

case in Ellicott's experiments /' is infinite ; if it were in unstable equilibrium this

would correspond to a negative value of /'. We shall again refer to these cases

in the notes. In the text we shall always consider I' positive, hence the reduced

system stable.
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where y.^ and x^ denote the maximum deviations of the pendulums

and ;. the length of tlie pendulum synchrone to one of the principal

vibrations.

6. In order to put these equations still more simply, we

first introduce the lengths of pendulum ^^ = — and ^5= of the

two suspended pendulums, secondly the maximum deviations in hori-

zontal direction of their suspension points

:

(„0 ^ dj^
„,(») ^^^ g (») ^ d^

,/».)
.

du\ du
2

It is then easy to find the following system of equations equivalent

to the equations (11), (12) and (13), namely

:

F{X) = [I'-X) {l,-X) {I,-).) - c,^ I' I, {I -I) - c,^ I' h ih-^-) = ; (14)

where :
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centrated and on the other side the entire vis viva of the reduced

system multiplied by the distance between suspension point and

centre of qravity of the first pendtdum and divided by its length of

pendtdum ; and in the same loay c^.

Discussion of the general case.

7. Passing to tlie discussion of equation (14) we notice that

in the supposition /j > 4 we have: i^(+ go) neg.; F{1,) pos.; F {l^)

neg.; 7^ (0) = /'/^ 4 (1 — c^"" — c^'), and tlierefore with reference to

(17) where k^ : h and /-^ : ^ < 1, ^'^(0) always positive.

So there are three principal oscillations. The slowest, which we

shall call the sloiv principal one has a synchrone length of pendulum

greater than the greatest length of pendulum of both suspended

pendulums ; of the intermediate principal one the length of pendulum lies

between that of these two pendulums; of the rapid principal one it

is shorter than the shorter of the two ^). Further we can note that

when /' ]> /i > 4 ^lie length of pendulum of the slow principal

one is greater (han /' and that for /^ > /, > /' the rapid principal

one has a smaller length of pendulum than /'.

The following graphic representation gives these results ^) for the

case I' y>li'^h^ practically the most important.

1) This is the case for V positive and this proves that when the reduced system

is stable, this must also be the case for the original system with the two suspended

pendulums. If /' is infinite, thus tlie reduced system at first approximation in

indifferent equilibrium, then the slow principal oscillation has vanished or rather

has passed into an at first approximation uniform motion of the entire system, which

would soon be extinguished by the friction. The two other principal ones remain

and their lengths of pendulum are found out of the quadratic equation:

For /' negative F (0) becomes negative too, but F (— c^) positive, so then always

one of the principal lengths of pendulum is negative. From this ensues that when

the reduced system is unstable, this is also the case for the original one.

2) Of course these results are in perfect harmony with and partly reducible from the

well-known theorem according to which when removing one or more degrees of

freedom by the introduction of new connections the new periods must lie between the

former ones. To show this we can 1. fix the frame, 2. bring about two connections

in such a way that the pendulums are compelled to make a translation in a vertical

direction when the frame is moved. In the latter case it is easy to see that the

time of oscillation of the reduced system must appear.

For the rest these same results are found back in the main, extended in a way easy

to understand for more than two suspended pendulums, in the work of W.Dumas,

quoted in note G, page 439 which I did not get until I had finished my investi-

gations. By him also the length of pendulum of the reduced system is introduced.

However, he has not taken so general as we have done the mechanism of one

degree of freedom, on which the pendulums were suspended.
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^^jg- 2. 8. With respect to the manner of oscillating

of the two suspended pendulums we shall

call it the antiparallel mode when the simul-

taneous greatest deviations are on different

sides as was the case in the observations of

HuYGENS, in the reverse case Ave shall call it

the parallel mode.

It is easj to see then from (1 5) that the follow-

ing three possible combinations will always

appear, namely : for one of the three principal

oscillations the mode of oscillating of the pendu-

lums is the antiparallel one, for the two other

ones the parallel one, but in such a way
that for a definite greatest deviation of the

pendulums in a given sense the frame takes

for each of these two other principal oscilla-

tions an opposite extreme position ^).

If thus for instance gj^'»' and ê^^"») have

equal signs as was certainly the case in the

mechanism used by Huygens (see fig. la)

and also in that of Ellicott, the antiparallel

mode of oscillation observed by Huygens

belongs to the intermediate principal one.

rapid principal

oscillation

rapid pendulum l^

i C interm. principal

oscillation

slow pendulum l^

reduced system

i slow principal

oscillation

9. P^or the application to the behaviour of two clocks connected

in the manner described we first consider l^ and 4 ^s very different

from each other, and that neither c^ nor c, is small. In that case

it is evident from the values of FQ^) and F{1^) differing greatly

from naught that neither of the principal lengths of pendulum nearly

corresponds to l^ or 4 ; however from (15) then ensues that the

oscillations of the frame are of the same order as those of the pen-

dulums at every possible mode of oscillating.

Now it is of course not at all impossible that the principal oscillations

or certain combinations of them once set moving, might remain sustained

by the action of one or of both motive works under favourable

circumstances with sufficiently powerful works and when means have

1) Dumas has : „dass, wenn .... die Auf hüngepunkte der Nebenpendel tiefer als

,die Drehungsaxe des Hauptpendels liegen, alle Nebenpendel von kürzerer als der

,zu erzielenden [principalen] Schwingungsdauer in gleichen Sinne mit dem Haupt-

, pendel Schwingen mussen, alle anderen im entgegengesetzen Sinne". Tliis too

follows immediately from the formulae (15) which, indeed, correspond essentially

to those of Dumas.
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been taken to decrease siifTiciently the frictions in the frame. However

in sucli a case the beliaviour of the two clocks would differ greatly from

what was observed concerning the phenomena of sympathy; and in

the more probable supposition that the motive works will prove to

be unable to sustain a considerable motion of the frame, which

motion would absorb a great part of the energy, each of the principal

oscillations as well as each combination of them will after a certain

time have to come to a stop.

So we shall leave this general case, and pass to the discussion of

three special cases, which are more important for the consideration

of the phenomena of sympathy, namely A the case that /^ and ^
differ rather much, but where c^ and c^ are small numbers, B the

case, that /^ and /^ differ but little, but Cj and c^ are not small,

C the case where I^ and 4 differ but little and c^ and c^ are

both very small. In all these discussions we shall suppose /' ]> /j > 4
and /' differing considerably from /^ and I^. Tiie treatment of other

special cases, e.g. Cj small but c^ not, will not furnish any more

difficulties if such a mechanism were to present itself ^).

A. Discussion of the case thai l^ and 4 differ rather much hut

where c^ and c^ are small ^).

In this case F {I'), F (l,) and F(l^) are all very small, from

which is evident that each of the three roots of equation (14) is

closely corresponding to one of these three quantities, so that the

graphic representation of Fig. 2 looks as is indicated in Fig. 3.

From this then ensues according to (15) that for the rapid principal

oscillation the oscillations of the rapid pendulum are much wider

than of the slow one '), and that for the intermediate principal oscillation

1) Also the case Z' = oo differs in nolhing, as far as tlie results are concerned,

from the cases treated here but by the vanishing of the slow principal oscillation.

2) The smallncss of each of these coefficients may according to (16) be due to

three different causes, namely 1. to the smallness of ki : /j which will not easily

appear in clocks, 2. to the fact that the masses of the pendulums are small

with respect to that of the frame, 3. to the fact that the pendulums are suspended

to points of the frame whose horizontal motion is a slight one compared to that

of other points of that frame. It is remarkable that this difference of cause has

hardly any influence on the considerations fohowing here, and therefore on the

phenomera which will present themselves.

^) Then still when in (15) fo'''"^ might prove to be very small compared to fi*^"")

;

for as a first approximation for I^— A we find: Cci"l'L:{l'— L), and therefore ^3 =
—M'{1'— L) {ii'^'"^)":mo k, I' ^o^'"). So the motion of the frame determined by w'^*"^ is slight

compared to that of the rapid pendulum and consequently x^ is small compared to ^2.
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^'S. 3. tlie opposite is the case. For the slow prin-

cipal oscillation the oscillations of both pen-

chihims are either of the same order as those

of the frame or smaller still ; the latter is

the case when the third cause mentioned in

4: rapid principal osc. note 2 of page 446 is at work.
rapid pendulum L Suppose now jt', Ji, and jt, to be small oscilla-

tions belonging respectively to each of the

three types of the principal oscillations, namely

the slow one, the intermediate one and the rapid

one, each having the same small quantity

;c inlerm. principal osc. of total energy 6= J'-j- V; then every
<> slow pendulum li compound oscillation can be represented by

a}^K':n:'-'rK^n^-^K^3t^ and its total energy will

be equal to {IC' + K,-" + K,-") e.

Let us then start from an arbitrary com-

pound oscillation for which K\ K^ and K^

4 reduced system have moderate and mutually comparable
:irslow principal osc.

^^^^^^ , -^ -^
^j^^^ ^^^^^, ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^

one clock, namely the one with the rapid

pendulum will be dependent almost exclusively on the rapid prin-

cipal oscillation, that of the other clock on the intermediate one.

It is true, that slight periodical deviations in the amplitudes will

present themselves, which are due to the two other principal oscil-

lations, but these can have no influence of any importance on the

periods according to which the motive works regulate their action;

so that therefore one of the motive works will be able to contribute

to the sustenance of the motion K^n^, the other to the motion K^jt,^

but neither of them to the sustenance of the motion K'jx'. So this

will vanish first.

What takes place furthermore will depend on the power of the

motive works, and on the frictions presenting themselves during

the motion of the frame. If those powers are great enough to

conquer the frictions when the pendulums deviate sufficiently to keep

the motive works in movement, a motion K^ jt^ -\- K^ ji^ will remain,

where the values of /^ and K^, thus also of their proportion, will finally

depend exclusively on the power of those motive works and on the

frictions. A theorem the proof of which we shall put off to § 14, to

be able to give it at once for all cases, shows that in general such

a motion can be sustained rather easily ; it is the theorem that for

principal oscillations whose A differs but slightly from Zj or 4 whatever

may be the cause, the kinetic energy of the motion of the frame
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will be small compared to that of the forresponding pendulum. For

such a motion A"i jt^ -{- K, rr.^ remaining in the end, the two clocks

will each have their own rate ") whilst however slight periodic

variations in their amplitudes are noticed, caused by the cooperation

of the two remaining principal oscillations whose periods differ con-

siderably if /i and /.^ are sufficiently unequal.

11. Let us now however suppose that 1^ and 4, differing at first

considerably, are made to correspond more and more, for instance

by displacement of the pendulum weights. The chief consequence will

have to be that, according to equation (15), the amplitudes of both

pendulums will become more and more comparable to each other,

for /v^rri as well as for K^cr.^, in consequence of which to obtain

their motion for the compound oscillation K^:n;^ -\- K.^sr^ we shall

finally have to compose for each of them two oscillations with com-

parable amplitudes, and whose periods of oscillation differ but slightly.

As is known this leads for both pendulums alternately, to periods

of relatively greater and smaller activity, i. o. w. to the phenomenon

of transference of energy of motion from one pendulum to another

and back again; the period in which this alternation of activity

takes place will be the longer according as /^ and /^ differ

less ').

2^Io\v however a suchlike behaviour of the two pendulums accord-

ing as it gets more and more upon the foreground when /^ and ^

approach each other, becomes less and less compatible with the regular

action of the two clockworks. For, during the period of smaller actixity

of one of the pendulums the motive work corresponding to it will

finally, when the remaining activity has become much smaller than

the normal, come to a stop. Then one of the two will take place :

either the principal oscillation which is sustained particularly by this

work is powerful enough to keep on till the period of greater acti-

vity has been entered upon, and this will be deferred the longer

according as /j and 1^ differ less, or it is not so. In the first case

the clock can keep going with alternate periods in which it ticks and

in which it does not tick, which phenomenon may of course present

1) Both rates however a little more rapid than for independent position.

~) These phenomena remind us of what Ellicott observed later on (see note (4)

p. 438). However the correspondence is not complete, as in the case treated here

both clocks retain their different rate, whilst Ellicott mentions emphatically that

the two clocli.s did not differ a second for many days. We shall therefore have

to again refer to these observations at case C.
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itself in both clocks '). In the second case the clockwork stops

entirelj
; the corresponding principal oscillation vanishes, and the

pendulnm performs onlj passively the slight motion which is its

dne in that principal oscillation, which can now be sustained indefi-

nitely by the other motive work.

This is the phenomenon remarked by Ellicott in his first expe-

riment when the clock n° 2 regularly made n" 1 stop.

We have now gradually reached case C where c^ and c, are small

and where /, and 4 differ but slightly ; this case demands, however,
separate treatment, for which reason we shall discuss it later on.

B. Discussion of the case that l^ and /, differ hut ven/ little,

but where c^ and c^ are not small ^).

Before passing to the case C we shall treat the simpler case now
mentioned which Avill lead us to phenomena corresponding to those

found by Huygens.

To this end we put l^ = l^ -\- A, and substitute this in the cubic

equation (14j. Then by writing for one of the roots of that equation

4 + ff and by treating A and d as small quantities we shall easily

find for the length of pendulum of the intermediate principal

oscillation the value

'•+o-fc-^'
(IS)

from which is evident that this length of pendulum divides the

distance between /^ and 4 i^^ ratio of c^'' : c^^.

The two other roots satisfy approximately the quadratic equation:

{l'-X)il,-X)-{c,^-\.<-)l'h = .... (19)

1) This was really observed by Ellicott (1. c, p. 132 and 133) for both clocks,

however only temporarily, for at last the work of the first clock came entirely

^0 a stop. Compare for the rest the experiment of Daniel Bernoulli with the two

scales mentioned in § 3.

2) If li is perfectly equal to lo = I, then of com^se (14) has a root x = l for

whose principal oscillation according to (15) the frame remains in rest. The remaining

roots are found by means of the quadratic equation (^'— A) (^

—

},)—{Ci^-{-C2") l'l=0.

One of them will nearly correspond to I if q and Co are both small fractions. All

this in accordance with Pvouth's solution (I.e. note (1) page 439) which refers

exclusively to this case and also to that of Euler (barring what is remarked in

that note).
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Fig. 4.

Ap

>C rapid principal

oscillation

rapid pendulum L
interm. princip. osc.

slow pendulum ^i

reduced system

^ slow prmcip. osc.

Thej correspond to the slow and the

rapid principal oscillation differing considera-

bly in general in length of penduhim from /'

and /j') and therefore by reason of (15)

giving rise to oscillations of the frame which

are of the same order of magnitude as those

of the pendulums.

So unless special measures are taken with

respect to the decrease of the friction of the

frame, these oscillations will have to stop,

the more so as they are not sustained by

the action of the motive works.

So the only oscillation which will be able

to continue for some time is the intermediate

principal one whose length of pendulum is lying

between /j and ^ ; entirel}^ in accordance with

the observations of Huygens ^) and also with

those of EiiLicoTT described in note (4) p. 438

when for the latter we overlook for a moment

the observed periodic transference of energy.

C. Discussion of the case that l^ and 4 differ but very tittle and

that at the same time c^ and c, are small numbers.

13. The remarkable thing in this case is that now the remaining

quadratic equation (19) is also satisfied by a root differing but little

from l^. So there are now two roots of the original cubic equation

situated in the vicinity of 4, one found just now and expressed by (18)

and the other which is likewise easily found by approximation and

represented by the expression

L —
I'— I,

(20)

This root is, at first approximation, independent of A = l^ — Z,

;

so when the lengths of the pendulums approach each other suffi-

ciently, it is, though small, yet many times larger than A. These

1) See the graphic representation of Fig. 4.

2) See however note (3) p. 452 ; from which is evident that the case which

really presented itself in Huygens' experiments is probably not the one discussed

here, but the more compUcated case C.
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A 9

:

Fig. 5.

rapid principal osc.

1 » rapid pendulum l^

; C interm. principal osc.

low pendulum /;

conditions are represented by Fig. 5, where
we have moreover to notice that the third

root belonging to the slow principal oscillation

differs but little from /'.

We can now show that for the rapid prin-

cipal oscillation as well as for the intermediate

one, although not in the same measure, the

oscillations of the frame remain small com-
pared with those of the pendulums.

Generally this is already directly evident

from the equations (15); this is however
not the case when the pendulums are suspend-

ed to points of the frame whose horizontal

motion is an exceptionally slight one ^), In

that case we refer to the general theorem to

be proved in the following paragraph, and
from which what was assumed ensues im-

mediately.

Let us note before continuing that now
for the rapid as well as for the intermediate

principal oscillation the two pendulums possess amplitudes which

are mutually of the same order of magnitude.

i \ reduced system

X slow principal osc.

14. The indicated theorem can be formulated as follows: ivhen

the length of pendulum of a principal oscillation approaches closely to

h ^f h i^^^'i^^ ^^^0 '^^^ '^^'^"'^ ^/ i^'''^ reduced system, thus a fortiori of
the frame alone, is continually small luith respect to that of the pen-

dulum correspondhig to l^ or /,.

To prove this we compare in formula (8) the three terms

:

dx^ • •

4 M' u'^ ; m^ k^ —J u' <f^ and h m^ a^^ <f\\ For the proportion of the
au

dx^ , .

second to the third can be written '^ ^rj u' : i^g)^, or on account
du

of equation (10), 2 -^ u''"'' : /, x, = 2 §/'"^ -.1^x^ = 2 (A— /J : /,. The

second is therefore, when X approaches l^ closely, small with respect

to the third, which can thus be regarded in such a case to represent

at first approximation the vis viva of the first pendulum.

1) That is to say, when the third cause mentioned in note (2) p. 44G has given

rise to the sraallness of q and c^.

^
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For the proportion of the vis viva of the reduced system to that of

the pendidiim referred to we can write ^) :

M u" : m, a,' ^,' = M' («/'"V : m, a,' y.,' =
= 31' («'^"V ih - ^-y ' rn, a,^ (§,^'"^ = (/, - Xf : c,U,\ . (21)

If now Cj is not small, as in case B, then we have in this manner

already proved what was put. In case A we substitute P. = /^ — rf

in the cubic equation (14) after which we lind easily at first appro-

ximation, Cj being hkewise small-), ö=I^—).=c^''I'I^:{I'—/j, by which

what Avas put is likewise proved.

In case C finally, which occupies our attention at present, ensues

from (20) for the rapid principal oscillation 4— ?.= (c^'-j-Cj^) I'l^ :
(/'— /j

;

from which is evident after substitution of ^ and c^ for /^ and c^ in

(21) the correctness of the theorem also for this principal oscillation,

hence a fortiori for the intermediate one; unless Cj be small but yet

much larger than c^, which restriction does not exist for the inter-

mediate principal oscillation.

15. From these results must be inferred that in the case C under

consideration the rapid principal oscillation as well as the intermediate

one when once set in motion will each be able to maintain them-

selves under the influence of the motive works, when the condi-

tions of friction in the frame are not too unfavourable. However, the

intermediate principal oscillation will have, if the difference in rate

between the two clocks "was originally very slight, a considerable

advantage on the rapid one, the motion of the frame being much

slighter still in the former case than in the latter. And this will

probably be the reason that in the experiments of Huygens as well

as in the later ones of Ellicott evidently the intermediate principal

oscillation exclusi\'ely ') or at least chiefly ^) presented itself.

1) According to (10), (15) and (16) taking at the same time note of the sig-

nification of 11, «1 and ki.

') For q small and Co not, the proof runs in the same way, although the

expression for I becomes a little less simple.

"-') With Huygens. In his experiments the masses of the pendulums were certainly

slight with respect to those of the frame, so that without doubt Ci and Co were

small and the case C was present.

^) With Elugott, where at least at first according to the observed transferences

of energy also the rapid principal oscillation must have been present. Although

Ellicott used according to his statement very heavy pendulums, we have probably

also the case C with him. If we do not assume this then it is more difficult

still to make the perfectly equal rate of his clocks tally with the observed trans-

ferences of energy. The presence of two principal oscillations evident from these

would have been continued indefinitely in case B, so the clocks would have

retained an unequal rate.
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Savart on the contrary lias effected with the aid of liis X'^'^^Pö^^

spring at whose ends ahnost equal pendulums were attached both

principal oscillations ^).

But besides these two principal oscillations which deviate in their

periods of oscillation, and moreover by the circumstance that the pendu-

lums will move in a parallel mode for one and in an antiparallel

mode for another, there is still a third manner of motion which

must be able to continue indefinitely.

16. To prove this let us again start from an arbitrary compound

oscillation w = A''wt' -|- ^A^i + ^S-^a ; then unless the friction in the

frame be extremely slight the oscillation K'si' w^ill soon disappear.

When however in the I'emaining motion K^ is much smaller than K^,

it is clear that as the intermediate principal oscillation is then the chief

one for the motion of the two pendulums, the motive works

of both clocks will regulate themselves according to it, so that they

will not be able to contribute to the sustenance of the principal

oscillation K^:^,^ which will thus likewise have to die away, so that

finally only a pure oscillation Ki^i will be left, for which both

clocks will follow the rate of the intermediate principal oscillation.

If on the contrary after the disappearance of the slow principal

oscillation K^ is much smaller than K^, it will have to be the inter-

mediate principal oscillation, which dies away, whilst the rate of the

clocks will finally regulate itself entirely according to the rapid oue.

But in the intermediate case, when the proportion of K^ to K, lies

within certain limits, also a manner of motion will be able to

appear under favourable circumstances where both principal oscillations

are sustained for indefinite time, whilst each of them will govern

the behaviour of one of the two clocks; for from the equations (15)

it is easy to deduce that in general the proportion between the

amplitudes x^ and se, is different for both principal oscillations *).

Then the values of K^ and /Cj and so also their proportion will in the

long run be entirely governed by the power of the motive works,

1) I.e. note (4) page 439. Savart had however I' <li=^U; therefore with him

it is the slow principal oscillation which plays the part given here in the supposition

V> ly> I2 to the rapid one.

2) By substitution of the value (18) for A we find for the intermediate principal

oscillation x^ : xo = Ci—2 ^^C^) : Co—2 ^o("0; whilst the substitution of (20) furnishes

for the rapid principal oscillation

Ki : y-2 = ^ + I'-L

— 1 (w)

?1
I'-L

so for very small values of a we have for this one xi : xo = |i('") : ^o(»'y.
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connected with the frictions presenting themselves, i. e. these values

will be independent of the initial condition. At the same time the

two clocks will show a different rate ^), of which clocks one therefore

will have to sustain the rapid principal oscillation, the other the

intermediate one. Periodic transference of energy will then take place.

Probably it will not be easy to realize this condition, character-

izing itself particularly b}^ the fact, that one of the clocks goes consi-

derably faster than would be the case when placed independently ^).

The initial conditions will then have to be chosen in such a manner

that from the very beginning one oscillation will predominate for one

clock, the other for the other clock. And this will become all the

more diflicult as c^ and c^ become more and more equal, therefoi-e

according as the two clocks become more and more alike and

are suspended in a more symmetric way. For, so much smaller

will, according to what was mentioned in note (2) p. 453 be the

difference in proportion of the amplitudes y.^ and y.^ at each of the

oscillations. ^)

17. Finally we wish to point out how we must represent to our-

1) So this differs agnin from what Elligott observed in his last experiments,

so that these cannot be regarded as the reahsation of this case, though they have

the transferences of energy in common with it. However, between the fact of

those transferences and the assurance that both clocks have entirely the same

rate exists a contradiction, as we have already seen, which is not to be solved,

hideed, those transferences can be explained by interference only, so they require

the cooperation of two oscillations of different periods ; but these oscillations must

both be sustained if the state is really to continue indefinitely, and then each

of them by one of the motive works where the oscillation referred to will predominate

the other one. See also the last note.

To me it seems most probable that with Ellicott the transferences of energy existed

only at first indicating the temporary presence of the rapid principal oscillation.

Ellicott's wording is not emphatically against this conviction.

2) The difference from case A is of course only quantitative. In both cases the clocks

go faster than when placed independently, but in case Cthe acceleration of the quickest

clock becomes much greater than that of the less rapid one (see § 13). A gradual

transition presents itself then, and the case of Ellicott was probably situated on

that transition-line.

3) The idea that perhaps each of the motive works might be able to take over

one principal oscillation and the other in turns had to be set aside after a closer

investigation. If we compose in the well-known graphical way two oscillations of

unequal amphtudes and of periods of oscillation differing but little, it is evident

that the motive work will go alternately somewhat quicker and somewhat slower

than will correspond to the period of oscillation of the greatest amplitude, but this

can never go so far that the rate of the smaller amplitude is taken over, not even

for a short time.
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selves the transition of case A into case C. In case A in which the

rate of the clocks diifers greatly, the manner of motion which is most

difticult to realize in case C, namely the one, where the clocks have

each their own rates, is the normal one. Yet the two other manners

of motion also ai-e possible, i. e. those where exclusively one of the

principal oscillations appears ; however in these cases, the pendulum of

the least active of the two clocks will still perform a slight oscillation

though not sufficient to set its motive work in motion.

If now starting from case A we reach case C, i. e. if the rate of

the clocks is taken more and more equal, the state of motion with

mutually different rate of the clocks becomes continually more diffi-

cult to realize, finally perhaps impossible ; whilst for the two other

possible manners of motion the pendulum of the second clock too

keeps performing greater and greater deviations till these deviations

are finally sufficient to set its motive work also in motion, so that

both clocks go quite alike, either with the rate belonging to the rapid

principal oscillation or, what is more easily realized, with that oi

the intermediate one.

Chemistry. — "The different branches of the three-yhase lines for

solid, liquid, vapour in binary systems in which a compound

occurs." By Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom.

(Communicated in the Meeting of October 28, 1905)

A chemical compound, formed from two components, need not to

be regarded as a third component, when this compound is somewhat

dissociated, at least when it passes into the liquid or gaseous state.

Instead of the triple point we then get a series of triple points, the

three-phase line, indicating the co-related values of temperature and

pressure at which the compound can exist in presence of liquid and

vapour of varying compositions ^) This was advanced for the first

time in 1885 by van der Waals. The equation for that line was

deduced by him *) and shortly afterwards ") applied by me in a few

instances where it was always admitted that the vapour tension of

the liquid mixtures gradually diminished from the side of the most

volatile {A) towards that of the least volatile component {B).

In the first considerations as to the course of the three-phase line

1) There exist several other three-phase lines which are not considered here.

^) Verslag Kon. Akad. 28 Febr. 1885.

a) Rec. Tr. Ghim. 5, 334 (1886)
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and the parts which could be realised in different binary systems,

the line was generally divided by me into two branches according

as the coexisting liquid contained more A or more B than the

compound.

/"

Fig. I

In figure 1 branch 1 : CTRF represents liquids with more A and

branch 2 : FD liquids with more B.

At the commencement, special attention was called to the impor-

tant fact that in the first branch a maximum pressure occurs at T
where the heat of transformation of the three phases passes through

zero. Less attention was paid to the fact that the maximum tempe-

rature R does not completely coincide with the point F, where the

composition of the liquid becomes the same as that of the compound,

but is situated either on branch 'J, if the compound expands when
melting, or on branch 2 if the reverse is the case ; this may be best

understood if one remembers that the melting point line of the com-

pound FK meets the three-phase line in the point F. Although indi-

cated in the first publication of van der Waals and in my more
extended paper ^) this point remained in the background because,

practically, the difference in temperature between F and R is very

small. Afterwards ^), Van der Waals worked it out more carefully

and only recently Smits ^) has fully considered the peculiarities of the

7?,.7?-figures between F and R, after these had become important

1) Rec. 5, 339, 340, 356, 1886.

2) Verslag ICon. Akad. April 1897.

^) These Proc. June 1905.
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from the point of view of the liidden equilibria which continuously

connect with each other the lines of the liquids and vapours coexis-

ting with the solid phase.

In the systems which formerly came most to the front, the diffe-

rence in volatility between the two components was so large —
such as with water and salts — that on the whole three-phase line

no vapour occurred which had the same composition as the compound.

If however, the difference in volatility is less pronounced, a case

may occur where the equality in composition between vapour and

compound is attained somewhere. Van der Waals foresaw that pos-

sibility in 1885, bat not until 1897 did he point out how such a

point, occurring on the three-phase line below the point F, indi-

cates the maximum temperature at which the compound may still

evaporate in its entirety, and how in that point the subliming line

of the compound meets the three-phase line. Such a point is indi-

cated in fig. 1 by G, the subliming line by GL.

It was, however, thought very desirable to elucidate the manner
in which, in such a case, the equilibria solid-vapour, solid-liquid and

liquid-vapour join each other on the three-phase line by a repre-

sentation in which is also shown the change of the concentrations

'of liquid and vapour along the three-phase line of the compound
with increasing temperature.

Dr. Smits ^) recently gave a representation of this by working out

a connected series p , .I'-sections of a spacial figure, which in the case

of a binary compound takes the place of my spacial figure, where
only the components occur as solid phases.

A good example may be fouad in Stortenbeker's ^) research on the

system chlorine -\- iodine. There it is found that both the compounds

JCl and JCI3 yield at their melting point a vapour containing more
CI, but at a lower temperature ihey have a point on their three-

phase line where the vapour becomes the same as the compound.

Stortenbeker had noticed this fact during his research, but h^d not

followed the matter up. After I had completed in 1896 my p, t, x-

figure for binary mixtures, I also projected the spacial representation

for this case, and I had then already come to the view, by graphical

methods, that the point G is the highest temperature at which a

compound can exist near vapour of equal composition.

Bancroft ^), in consequence of van der Waals' publication, tried

to elucidate the case of JCl by a representation of partial pressures,

1) These Proc. June 1905.

2) Rec. Trav. Ghim. 7. 183. 1888.

3) Journ. Phys. Chemistry 3. 72. 1899.
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which appears to me less suitable, to surv^ey the connection of the

phase-equilibria. The representation now worked out by Smits (see

his communicaiion fig. 4) is a p , .^-projection of ray own spacial

figure with p ,t , x as coordinates which, however, had not yet been

published.

This representation is well suited to explain at once which are

the transformations which take place on the different parts of the

three-phase line, owing to change in pressure or temperature, and

finally lead to the disappearance of one of the three phases.

Those transformations are dominated first of all by the connection

of the compositions of the three-phases.

From the figure it will be seen at once that, if we indicate the

solid compound by S, the coexisting liquid by L, and the vapour by

G, the order of the compositions of the phases commencing with

one richest in the volatile component A, is as follows :

on branch CTRF : GLS

,, ,, FijT : G-)oL/

,, ,, 6rX/ : ourxy.

The only transformation which can take place between three

phases is such that one is converted into two others, or reversely.

That one must then necessarily be the middlemost in composition,

consequently successively L, S, G.

The most rational division of the three-phase line is obtained when

this takes place according to the transformation which occurs between

the phases, and we will, therefore, call in future the branches on

which L, S or G are the middle-bodies, the branches 1, 2, 3.

The transformation of 1 into 2, therefore, takes place in the point

F where S=L, that of 2 into 3 in the point G where >S=: G.

If now we observe in what direction that transformation takes

place, for instance on applying heat, we have

on branch 2 : S —^ G -\- L
J, ,, o : o —p -L/ —> ix

on the other hand on branch 1 we have :

on the part TRF -. S -\- G -^ L branch la

„ „ „ CT : L^S+G „ lb

whilst in the point T itself, both transformations are without heat

effect. The reversal of the direction of the transformation causes

retrograde phenomena, on increasing or lowering the temperature.

A reversal of the direction of the transformation caused by a

change in pressure also takes place on either side of the point F
on branch 1, or on branch 2 if the compound melts with contraction,
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and in this waj' retrograde phenomena by variation in pressure

become possible.

On the branches 2 and 3 a reversal of the direction of the trans-

formation caused by heat siipplv is as a rule not probable, as this

always consists in the evaporation of the solid matter, coupled with

melting of the same, or evaporation of the licpiid, processes which
generally want a supply of heat ^). The readiness of the reversal on
branch 1 is, therefore, closely connected with the fact that the liquid

phase is here the middle body.

If we consider in an analogous manner the character of the three-

phase line on which the most volatile component A occurs as solid

phase, the order of the phases is here SGL, therefore the line AC
represents branch 3 ; in the point A, G and L become simultaneously

equal to S; consequently, there exists no branch corresponding with

branch 2 of the compound. On the three-phase line DB where the

least volatile compound B is the solid phase, the order is GLS,
therefore DB corresponds with branch 1.

In the previously studied binary compounds the volatility of the

one component was so much smaller than that of the other, that on

the three-phase line only the branches 1 and 2 were noticed ; if

the second constituent is sufficiently volatile branch 3 may be met'^

with as in the case of JCl and JOl^.

Such is the state of affairs in the case that the vapour tension of

the liquid mixtures gradually decreases from 100% -4 to 100 "/„ ^.

If now, however, a minimum or a maximum occurs in the vapour

tensions the possibility may arise that, somewhere on the three-phase

line of a compound, the liquid and vapour phases, wich coexist

with the solid phase, become equal in comi)Osition ; and the question

arises what significance this fact possesses foi- the division of the

three-phase line.

In his communication cited Dr. Smits has for the first time o-iven

the three-phase lines for both cases and also the p , ./'-projections of

the appertaining spacial figure but has not further investigated the

character of the different parts of the three-phase line.

Let us first take the case that a minimum occurs in the p-,v-\h\es

foi- liquid-vapoTU'. If (he compound in liquid and gaseous state was

^) The special cases where reversal might take place will not be considered here.

-) If branch 3 is wanting because on branch 2, S nowhere becomes equal to G,

there is still a possibility tlial this occurs somewhere on the three-phase line

vvhich the compound with the least volatile component as solid phase and vapour

gives below the point D. This we cannot further enter into.

32
Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdam. Vol. VIII.
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ilot at all dissociated, that iiiiniiiiuin would coincide with the com-

position of the compound.

P

Fcj. 2

The three-phase lines would then appear about as shown in Fig. 2.

Instead of one continuous line for the compound, there would be

two branches sharj)ly meeting in F, CF and DF, both exhibiting

the character of branch 1, and therefore the order Cy/>,S' of the three

phases, and both becoming tangent in F, to the melting point line.

The sharp meeting in F is caused by the fact that there is no

continuity between liquids or vapours containing an excess of A or

of B, if the compound itself on its transformation into liquid w
vapour, that is in F. remains totally undissociated and tlierefore con-

tains no trace of .4 or B in the free state. In this case i*^ is a

triple ]ioint foi* the compound.

In case of the least trace of dissociation we, however, get continuity

and the branches CF and T)F unite to one three-|)hase line of the

compound, wdiicli therefore assumes tiie general form deduced by

Smits, and is represented in iig.'^3. The minimum in the vapour and

li(|uid line now, however, shifts towards a composition ditfering

from that of the compound, generally all the more as the volatility

of A and B ditfers more and the dissociation is greater. Unless

special intluences ^) decidedly modify the partial pressures of the

components in the lifjiiid phase, the minimum will genei'ally be

situated at the side of B. From the /.» , .I'-representation deduced foi-

this case by Smits, it will be easily seen that, proceeding along

^) Such as the existence of several compounds.
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branch CF of the three-phase line and continning over FD, the

ordei' ill \\iiicli two of the three phases become ecpial in composition

is as follows:

point F :
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only occurs between those two and, Uiei-efore, the tangeiit HM to

the three-pliase line must be the line indicating the j) ,t values for

tiie series of liquids and Aajtours having equal composition.

Just as in F occurs as tangent to the three phase line the mel-

ting point line FK, which is the extreme limitation of the equilibria

betAveen solid and liquid, and in G the subliming line GL, which

is the extreme limitation for the equilibria solid and vapour, the

tangent in H is the line HM, which is the boiling point line of the

liquids with a constant boiling point, and also the extreme limitation

for the equilibria liquid-vapour ^).

The points F G and H are, therefore, points of strictly related

significance; tlie^' are tlie points where the order of the phases sud-

denly changes.

Let us now further considei- braiudi HI). In lig. 3 occurs a point

of maximum pressure T„ and of minimum pressure T^. The first

point is quite comparable with the maximum 7' \n the branch Cl'F,

the part Dl\ is again Ih on which, on heating, the transformation

L-^ S-\- G takes place, the part 7', 1\ is branch f<(, to which

belongs the reverse transformation, whilst in 1\ itself ti»e iieat of

transformation passes tiu-ougli zero.

Owing to the continuous connection of D 7\, 7\ to IT(j, we

necessarily get a small i-ising part 7\ H of branch 1, after the line

has passed through a minimum 7'. The i)ossil)iiity of this minimum

may be exj)lained as follows

:

Just beyond 7'„, the amount of heat necessary to convert S -\- G
into L can at first increase, because L and G both approach in

composition to S, so that the quantity of (r concerned in the said

transformation diminishes with regard (o S. But as Ave approacii on

the three-phase line the ])oi]it H, L and G approach each other

more than they apju-oach ^' (for point //, where L^:iG, is reached

sooner than G, where >S'= G)\ consequently the i-atio of the phases

GjS, which transform themselves in L. becomes again larger and

the heat required for this again smaller until it liiially becomes zero

at T^ and beyond this point negative, in other words the trans-

formation again becomes Fj —^ !> -\- G \ the small i)art 7\ If again

represents //> and kee|)s on doing so up to the point // wdiei-e the

transformation in branch 3 takes place.

As the minimum 7\ does not coincide with the point H where

L=G, a small modification must be made in the /; ,.ivprqjection ot

1) 111 llif liguie Hie liiK-'s HM and LG intersect. In the spacial figure this is

however, a crossing.
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the spacial figure given by Dr. Smits in his fig. 5. His three-phase strip,

which I will rather call two-phase strip because it is formed by the

^^s
^

lines indicating tiie liquid and vapour existing by the side of the

compound, assumes tlie form of tig. 4, in which the particular points

of the threephase line fig. 3 with vvbicii tliis figure corresponds are

indicated by the same letters. The line is extended so far that it also

includes the maxima T and T,, and so shows in which respects it

differs from the case correspojiding with tig. 2, and of which the

strips have been indicated by Smits in his fig. 2.

If the minimum in the liquid-gas surfaces should be very little

pronounced, another type of the three-phase line may be expected,

which is represented in lig. 5 in which both minimum and maximum
ha\^e disappeared in branch HD, the whole line having the character

of branch \h.

In fig. 4 this would result that beyond the point 0" vapour and liquid

lines keep on a downward course, which may be the case if the

composition of L and 6r, which coexist with the compound, shifts

but little with the temperature so that the increase in pressure which

would occur owing to the shifting towards the side of B is more

than compensated by the decrease in pressure caused by the fall

in temperature.

Up to the present not a single example has been studied where

a three-phase line of the type fig. 3 or 5 made its appearance. Still

it is not difficult to see that both must frequently exist in the case

of dissociable compounds with sufficient volatility of the two com-
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poiients. Examples will be found in the componnds of NH, or amines

with volatile acids as HCl, HBr, H^S, HON or organic acids as formic

acid, acetic acid, in chloral hydrate or alcoholate, etc.

Fl^.5

P

When the compound becomes less dissociated, tig. 3 will assume

more the character of tig. 2. To this belongs, perhaps methvlamine

hydrochloride. As the dissociation becomes greater and the volatility

of B differs more from A, the i)oint //, wiiere L = (r, will be fur-

ther removed from F. In the case of amine salts of organic acids

it is already known lijat the li(|uid with a constant boiling point

lies much closer to the acid-side than the compound.

If the volatility of B decreases very much, fig. 5 may form.

If the line //J/ lies strongly to the side of 7i the case might happen

that the point H did not occur on the three-phase line of the com-

pound, but on that of the component B. in fig. 8 and 5 branch 3

is represented by the three-phase line ALir as well as by BLG.
In the case mentioned, the Une BLG starting from B would at

first represent branch 3 but after ()assing the point L = G it would

represent branch 1 either Ih or later even \a. These branches then

join on branch 3, the three-phase line of the compound. Of this, no

instance is as yet known. In the systems HCl, HBr, HJ and H^O
the ice line runs to very low temperatures, aiul therefore to very

high concentration of HCl etc., but the line HM when ruiming lo lower

temperatures also runs to a higher acid concentration, so that according

to Pickering's data on the coexisting liquids the minimum in HCl— H^O
would fall on the three-phase line of the third hydrate, in HJ — H^O
on that of the fourth hydrate (l)()tli on the side of the solutions

richer m water) in HBr — H,0 even just before the melting point
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of the fourth liydrate at the side of the solutions richer in HBr —
in no case, therefore, on the ice line.

Let us furtiier consider the case wliere liquid and vapour become

equal at a maximum pressure. Here, this point will lie generally on

the side of the most volatile component and as the compound becomes

more dissociated and the difference in volatility of its components

greater, the chances are that the compositiou of liquid and vapour

at which they become equal, differs more from the compound.

p

Flo. 6

From this originates a form of the three-phase line which is in

general indicated hy Fig. 6. The point H is now shifted to the top

branch at the left side of the maximum T in branch 1. The part

HC now exhibits the character of branch 3. The line HM, which

indicates the maximum pressures of the series of liquids and vapours

having an equal composition, is tangent in H to the three-phase line

and forms the extreme limitation of the equilibria between Ii(juid

and vapour. The three-phase lines for solid A and solid B both

exhibit the character of branch 1.

Owing to the non-coincidence of the points H and T a similar

correction must be applied to the />, -i'-projectio]i of the two-phase

strip given by Dr. Smits as has been done by me in Fig. 5 in the

case of the minimum.

The type fig. 6 will, presumably, not frequently occur, as a

combination between two bodies is as a rule accompanied by a

reduction in pressure and therefore, the occurrence of a uiaxiuuim
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pressure i]i the series of the liquid-vapour equilibria is but little

probable. At the moment there only seems an indication that the

case occurs with PH^ CI.

If the line HM is situated much more towards the side of A it

might then also happen that the point H did not occur on the three-

phase line of the compound, but on that of the compound A, so

that branch 3 on this line follows on branch J and disappears,

from the three-phase lines of the compound.

In a future communication I will discuss the boiling phenomena

of the saturated solutions corresponding with the said branches of

the three-phase lines.

Crystallography. — "On Diphenylhydrazine , Hydrazobenzene

and Benzylanilme, and on the miscUnUty of the Ia,st two

with Azohenzene, Sti/bena and Dibenzyl in the solid .state.''

By Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Communicated by Prof. Bakhuis

Roozeboom).

(Communicated in the meeting of October ï28, 1905).

The following research was undertaken to furnish a new contri-

bution to the knowledge of the relation of the crystal-symmetry of

organic compounds and their power of yielding crystallised mixed

phases with each other '). Oi-iginally, it only aimed at the investigation

of Hydrazobenzene and BenzylaniUne in their connection with the

series, investigated by Brum, Garelli, Calzolari and Gorni, of

Azobenzene, Stilbene, Tolane, Dibenzyl and Benzylidetieaniline, but

afterwards, Biphenylhydrazine, which is isomeric \vith Hydrazobenzene

was also included.

Diphenylhydrazine.

(C« HJ, N—NH, ; melting point : 44° C.

This compound, which I obtained through the kindness of Prof.

S. HooGEWERFF of Delft, crystallises from ligroine in the forzn of

colourless, large, lustrous crystals, which exhibit a rather varying aspect.

On exposure to light they rapidly assume a brown colour.

1) Compare F. M- Jaeger, These Proc. VII. p. 658.
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Fig. 1.

(Diplienylhydiazine).

Tr icUno-pinacoida I.

a :b:c = 0,7698 : 1 : 0,5986.

A= 89"J3|' a=: 89°24'

^=i37°28' ^?=:137°28i'

C= 89°29' v== 90° M'

The approach to iiwnoclinic symmetry is

very phiiii.

Forms observed: />=i|010|, broad and

lustrous; //i= |J'iOj, somewhat narrower ami

reflecting less sharply; p = |il0|, very lustrous

and broad; c = jOOij, well developed and

yielding fairly sharp reflexes; o= |lIl|, very

lustrous and well developed. The crystals are

mostly flattened towards p, or they may be

developed isometrically with a slight elongation

along the c-axis. It is peculiar that in the

vertical zone the co-related parallel planes of

the forms 7/?, /> and h are generally very

unevenly developed. Perhaps we may have

here a new example of the presence of an

acentric crystal; the nature of the surface of

the parallel planes is also often different on

a plane and its corresponding contreplane.

Etched figures could not be obtained.

No distinct plane of cleavage.

Measured

:

// : p = (010) : (ifO) =* 62°6'

h : m = (010) : (110) =:* 62 54V,

// : c = (010) : (001) =* 89 137,

p:c =: (110) : (001) =* 48 53

: m! = (111) : (TfO) =* 73 38

m : c = (110) : (001) = 49 24

0:C = (111) : (001) rr: 56 54

p:o = (1Ï0) : (111) = 7842

0:b' = (ïïl) : (010) = 58 45\/,

p:m =r (110): (110)= 54597,

Calcidated

:

49°28'

56 54

78 36

58 43

54 597,

In the vertical zone the situation of the optical elasticity axes was

almost parallel to the direclion of the r-axis ; bul on h the angle of

inclination amounted to about 10°, on in oidy about 1°. An axial

image could not be observed.
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Cb e, . GH,—NH . C„ H, ; niellin^ point :
36i° O.

Fig. 3.

(Benzyl-Aniline).

From ether or alcohol the compound crystallises in large colourless

crystals flattened towards a which, hoAvever, ne\'er exhibit measurable

end planes. The best crystals are obtained from methyl alcoiiol. They

are tiien mostly twins towards |J00| or sometimes parallel-crystalli-

sations. The end [)lanes are generally curved ajid unsuitable for

measurement. With some of the bettei- developed crystals more

accurate measurements could be executed.

MonocUno-prisiaatlc.

a .h:c = 2,101^:1 : 1,6422.

,?=76°36i'.

Forms observed : a = |100|, most broadly developed of all and

strongly lustrous ; c = |00i|, somewhat narrower and strongly lustrous;

.y :=z |021|, bent and curved, sometimes less opaque and flat ; r = |203|,

well developed and lustrous; w = |24 2 1|, indicated as extremely

narrow vicinal form, mostly wanting.

Measured

:

Calculated :

a:c = (100) : (001) =* 76°36V; —
a:;- =(100): (203)=* 73 317, —
c : .5 = (001) : (021) =- 72 377, —
s:s= (021) : (021) = 34 45\/, 34°457,'

a:s z= riOO) : (021) =: 93 58 93 58

r:s = (203) : (02Ï) = 75 1 74 597,

c : r =z (001) : (203) = 29 53 29 52

Very completely cleavable towards |001| and |100|. Twins
towards |100|.

In the zone of the />-axis orientated extinction everywhere; the

optical axial plane is |0J0;. Oji (t and c a black hyperbola is visible

in con\ej-gent light
; one axis forms with the normal on a an angle
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Fig. 4

'
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Some tiine ago, Huuni and Ciamician M, and Garklli and Calzolari')

concluded, on account of ci'voscoi)ic abnormalities, to a formation

of mixed ])hases in the solid stale l)elween, DlhenzijJ, Stilbene, Tolane

and Azobenzene, and to the isoniorpkogenous substitution in aromatic

molecules of the atomic-combinations:

— CHj — OH2 —
— CH = CH —
— C= C —
— N = N —

According to Brum and Gorni''), Beiizylideneaniline: CgHj . CH =
N . CgHj may also form mixed crystals with Stilbem' and Azobenzene

so that according to them tlie atomic combination : — CH = N —
ought to be included in the above series. The question now arises

whether the cond)ining forms: — NH— NH— and — CH, — NH—
which find in Hydrazobenzene and Ih'nzylamine their most simple

representatives, aualogous with the above derivatives, belong to this

isomorphogenous series or no.

The important question, however, arose whether we have really

the right to speak here of an isomorphism, as Ave ai-e not allowed to

conclude at ojice that an isomorphism exists merely on account of

the power of mixing in tiie solid state only.

BoERis "), hoAvever, demonstrated that the four tirstnamed sub-

stances exhibit sucli a close form relationshi[) that this is practically

indistinguishable from true isomorphism.

Dlhenzyl : C,H, . CH,—CH, . C«H,.

Monoclino-prismatic a\b : c=. 2,()80()

Mlbene : C«H, . CH = CH . C«H,.

Monoclino-prismatic d -. b : c =z 2,1701

7;>Awé^:C«H3.CL-EC.C,H3.

Monoclino-i)rismatic n -J) -. c = 2,2108

Azobenzene : C«H, . N = N . C«H,.

Monoclino-prismatic a : b : c = 2,1076 : 1 : 1,3312 ; /?= 65 34'

Here, however, we meet with differences in as]>ect, optical orien-

1 :
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ation etc. which are greater than is allowed in strictly isomorpliOiis

substances, so that it is bettor to speak of isoniorphotropism instead

of isomorphism.

Now according to (jtarelli and Calzolari, Dihenzifl and Benzyl

aniline form mixed crystals ; also Azobenzene and Benzylaniline ^).

This in connection with the resnlts previously oiitained by Muthmann^)

according to which the Terepht/talic-wethyl-efher is isomorphotropous

with Ai,4— , and Ai.s— J)iJiy<h'Oterep]ithaUc-flimethyl-ether and the

^, g— and Ai^5— Dihyclroferephthalic-cUethyl-ethers are isomorpho-

tropons with the Aj— Tetrahydroterephthalic-diethyl-ether, whilst, in

addition tlie p-Dio.vyterep/ithalir-eihers behave in an analogous manner

to the p-Dioxydihydroterephtlialic-etlier.^ and arc capable of forming

with these mixed phases in the solid state, the Italian investigators

believe they are justified in coming to the conclusion that if two

aromatic mhstances can form mixed crystals, their liydro-products

can do the same.

The universal application of this rule is at once upset by Hydrazo-

henzene and DihenzyJ, which, cryoscopically, behave quite normally

but differ in their crystalline form as shown above.

It was, therefore, to be expected that Azobenzene and Hydrazo-

benzene would form no mixed crystals. Experiments taught me

indeed that from tlieir mixed solution in ether Hydra zobenzene is

deposited first in colourless, perfectly pure crystals. Afterwards these

are accompanied by pure red crystals of Azobenzene; they were

Aerified by the melting point.

I have also determined the melting point line of mixtures of the

two substances. This line has two branches and an ordinary eutec-

ticum situated at 59°,25 and corresponding with a concentration in

^rc-eompound of 76.2 mol "/„.

Here are a few data:

Azobenzene nielts at 67°.8 C.

4- 9.6 "/„ Hydrazobenzene „ „ 63°.4 C.

+ 17.7 7„ „ „ „ 60M C.

+ 23.8 7, „ „ „ 59^250.

+ 47.0°,; „ „ „ 84° C.

+ 70.5 7„ „ „ „ 102°.5 C.

Hydrazobenzene „ ,,
125°.2 C.

1) Bruni, Ueber feste Lösimgen. Samml. cbem. techn. Vorlrage. Bd. VI. (1901).

p. 48.

9) MuTHMANN, Z. f. kryst, 15. 60; 17. 460: 19. 357.
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According to my research there is here no question of an isomor-

phism with an appearing hiatus.

All this is quite in accord witli the deviating crystalline form of

Hydrazohenzene.

It deserves attention that Billows') has investigated p-Azotoluene

and p-Hydrazotoluene. He finds

:

'p-Azotoluem> (143"^ C.)-Monoclino-prismatic

n:h:c = 0,5687 : 1 : 1,7105
; |3= 89°.44'.

p-Hydrazotoluene (128° C.)-Monoclino-prismatic

a:h:c = 0,6279 : 1 : 2,0287 ; ^ = 89*^.49'.

Notwithstanding these deviations, also that one where jOOlj of the

first substance plays the role of |100| at the second he declares

these compounds to be "isomorphons" 1 Of more than a mere morpho-
tropic relation there can be no question here, and the so called

isomorphogenous replacement of —N=N— by —NH—NH— does

not help us here.

As Dihenzyl and Benzijlaniline can yield mixed crystals and as

according to Bruni the latter yields mixed crystals with Azohenzene

an analogy in form is to be suspected liere. This may indeed be

brought to light by assigning to Boekis' forms in Azohenzene: |100|,

|001J. jllOj, |201|, |403| respectively the symbols : |100|, |TOI|, |410|,

jlOlj, |103|, that is to say by calling the form which should be

\ïm\ with BoERis, jOOlj.

Then we ha\'e :

Azohenzene -. a -. h
-.
r = 2,1076 : 1 : 1,4220 ; /?= 76\32'

Benzyhmiline: a -. h : r = 2,1076 : 1 : 1,6422
; /?= 76°.36V.

Therefore, a relation which, having the mme ratio a -. h and an
equal angle ,:?, looks as if it ought to be considered as a case of
isomorphotropism bordering on isomorphism.

It must, however, be pointed out immediately that this explanation
is not a raUonal one as the other forms of Azohenzene observed bv
BoERis obtain in this way very complicated symbols.

It must also be observed that the meltingpoint of Benzylaniline

(364° C.) is lowered by addition of small quantities of Azohenzene.
Whilst the BenzylanUine used melted at 36^° C. and the ylcoèmcr^??^

at 68^ C, the following melting points t were found for mixtures :

I) Billows, Rivi^ta di Minei-al. e Ciistall. ital. (1903). 30. 34—48. Abstract
Z. f. Kryst. 41. ±Ti.
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93i 7o Benzylaniline + 64 "/„ Azohenzene, t = 35° C.

88 7„ „ 12 "/„ „ ^ = 32r C.

48,67„ „ 51,47» „ t = 49° C.

23,77„ „ 76,37„ „ ^=:61i°C.

On crystallisation of the two compounds from a joint solution in

alcohol + chloroform, small aggregated orange-coloured needles were

obtained which were unsuitable for further investigation. But it seems

that solid solutions are formed here.

As regards Azohenzene and Stilhene with which Dihenzyl forms

solid solutions, I have tried to determine, in mixtures of the two

substances, the points of initial and final solidification in the usual

manner. It appeared that these two substances whose isomorphotro-

pism is almost indistinguishable from real isomorphism, also agree

with real isomorphous substances in this respect that they can form

a continuous series of mixed phases from 7„ to 100 7„. The lower

branch of the continuously-rising melting point curve is situated so

close to the higher one that a sharp determination was quite

impossible.

The following melting points were found

:

Azohenzene melts at QS" C.

-f 22,9 7„ Stilhene melts at 82°.4 C.

+ 66,947„ „ „ „ 107°.2 C.

Stilhene melts at 120" C.

The melting point of Azohenzene is therefore raised by addition of

Stilhene. The lowering of the melting point of Stilhene is not projwr-

tional to the number of molecules of added Azohenzene (incorrect

rule of Küster) but takes place more sloirhj.

The mixed crystals obtained from mixed solutions were homogeneous

and of a bright red colour. They crystallise beautifully. The mixture

being sublimed the vapour deposits mixed crystals as is also observed

by Bruni.

P'inally, we wish to observe that Hydrazohenzene , notwithstanding

the difference in symmetry, shows in its parameters some degree of

analogy with Azohenzene if we take =
| 211 1, to =

| 421 1
and

m = 12101.

Azohenzene : a : h -. c = 2,1076 : 1 : 1,4220 ^ = 76^32'.

Hydrazohenzene: a -. h -. c ^ 1,9574 : 1 : 1,2497 ^ = 90^

In the case of Diphenylkydrazine, notwithstanding its great simi-

larity to the monoclinic system, there is no question of such a

distant analogy.
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Chemistry. — "The (iinldi's o/' <i and ii-tfni/t/oproitionic ncid.'". By

Prof. A. P. N. Fkanciiimont and Dr. H. Friedmann.

(Communicaled in the meeting of October !28, 1905).

Some lime Jigo, I was asked for information as to a snbstance

isolated in J 873 by Uai'mstahk fmm some nrines. lie describes it

as wliite prisms some millimetres lon.ii' and reseniblini»' iiippni-ie acid

not only in form bnt also in bistre. It is fairly readily sobible in

boiling- water, with diftienlty in cold w^ater and spirit of wine, in-

soluble in absolute alcohol and ether, and sutlers no decomposition

when heated to 250°. It is a neutral substance Avliich, however,

yields with acids, hygroscopic compounds ditïicult to crystallise, and

gives a precipitate with mercuric nitrate. The analysis led to the

formula (., H^ O N,. By means of nitrous acid he obtained from it

a li(piid acid and from this he prepared a zinc salt, which in zinc

and Avater content corresponds with the zinc salt of sarcolactic acid.

This zinc salt Avas very soluble in water and in spirit of wine, and

from this he concluded that it really consisted of zinc sarcolactate.

He also showed that under the intlnence of alkalis, one nitrogen

atom is readily converted into ammonia and the other into ethylamine,

carbon tlioxide being also formed.

From this he concluded that his substance was the amide of

«-aminopropionic acid oi", as he called it, the diamide of lactic acid.

Beilstein in his text-book, mentions Baumstakk's substance as the

amide of rf-aminopropionic acid but adds a point of interrogation,

and rightly so. for Baumstark has tried to control the conclusion

drawn from his analytical research l)y synthetically preparing the

diamides of the lactic acids, or amides of the amino-propionic acids,

and comparing them with his substance from the urine; from those

experiments he drew the opposite conclusion, and declared the previous

idea to be incorrect.

But if we look at the synthetical metiiods apjilied by Baumstark,

it is at once evident that he could obtain nothing else but mixtures,

which he has not separated but seems to have regarded as pure

substances whose properties were totally dilferent from that of his

substance from nrine.

Moreover, many, particidarly physical jn-operties such as melting

point, solubility, neutrality etc. of the substance from urine, are not

those wdiich we might reasonably expect of the amides of the amino-

propionic acids.

None of the amides of the aminopropionic acids beii;g kinnvn, I

33

Proceedings) Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vlil.
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mstructed Dr. Frif.dmann to prepare both by a metliod leading- to

pure products, in order to end the present uncertaintv.

The «-aminopropionie acid (commercial alanine) was converted in

the usual manner into the hydrochloric methyl ester, which melted

at 158°. By the action of silver oxide or a([ueous caustic soda, in

presence of ether, the free nicfhiil ester was prepared, Avhich is very

volatile, and under a pressure of 15 m.m. passes over between 38°

and 41° as a colourless liquid (spec. gr. 13,5° =i 1,0309), which

however, after some days changes into a solid mass (alanine aidiy-

dride), presumably owing to the interaction of the two functions —
amine and organic ester. A nitrogen determination in the liquid

gave ligures corresponding with those required by the amino ester

CH3.CHNH.,.CO,CH3. The amino ester was mixed with a saturated

methylalcoholic ammonia and left to itself for a few days. A distilla-

tion at 35° at a |)ressiire of 20 nun. removed die ammonia and alcohol

and left as residue a colourless oily liquid of a strongly alkaline

reaction which is but little soluble in elliei- and benzene and solidi-

ties in a dessiceator. After being recrystallised from alcohol, the

substance on analysis appeared to be pui-e. It crystallises in needles,

is very soluble in alcohol, very hygroscopic and melts at 62°. On

prolonged heating annnonia is set free and alanine anliA'dride is

formed, as was indeed to be expected. The a-tinin/opro/ifuinc <niu(/e

CH3 CH NH., . (H) . NH., gives also a well-crystallised conq>ound with

hydrogen chloride, a tine crystallised orange-red chloroplatinate, which

is readily soluble in watei-, but little so in alcohol, and a bright

yellow picrate, little soluble in water, which on being recrystallised

from alcohol melts at 199°. Thus we have sufficiently characterized

this amide for the present. It seems to be decomposed ali-eady at

ordinary- tenqjerature in an exsiccator.

The /?-aminopropionic acid was prepared but with a slight modification,

according to Hoogewkkfi' and Van Dokp from succinimide ^). Like the

«-compound it was converted into the hydrochloric methyl ester,

which melts at 95°.

From this was prepared in the manner described abo\'e the free

[i-aminojjropionic methi/l ester, Avhich under 18 m.m. pressure distills

at 57~—59° as a colourless liquid and is pure as follows from analysis.

After a few hours it is decomposed with formation of crystals. Hy

direct treatment Avith methylalcoholic ammoJiia the amide was at

first obtained as an oily licjuid, which was purified by repeated

') Tliis Ava? simply prepared lifce many oilier amide; (wlien they and their

acids can resist a fairly high temperature) l)y heating the acid in a current of

ammonia until nu more water is expelled.
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solution ill ineliiyl uk'ohol and precipitation witli ether, when it gave

good analvtifal results. ()n being cooled, it became solid, and on

inoculation with a trace of the solid material, it yielded beautiful

crystals, melting at 41°. The iS-aminojjrojHouic amide 'NR^.Cti.^.Cll.^.

CO.NHj is very hygroscopic, very soluble in alcohol, with difficulty

in ether, has a strongly alkaline reaction, absorbs carbon dioxide

from the atmosphere and yields a well-crystallised hydrochloride.

Both aminopropionic amides are, therefore, now known and not

identical with the substance obtained by Baumstakk from urine.

Physics. — ''Remarks concerning the dynamics of the electron''

l\y Prof. J. D. VAN der Waals Jr. (Communicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN UER Waals).

The theory of electrons is usually deduced from the following

equations

:

div i> = () (/)

1 .

roU) =:— (b + (> ü) (//)
c

1 .

rot\i— \) {Ill)
c

div{)~ ^ {IV)

f=ö+-[v()l {V)

The units and notations used are those of Lorentz's article on the

"Elektronentheorie" in the "Encyclopadie der Mathematischen Wis-

senschaften" V 14.

The equations (I) . . . (IV) determine the held, tiie motions of the

electrons being given. Equation (V) will be independent of the for-

mer four, and determijie the motion of the electron in the electro-

magnetic field, ()f representing the force exercised by the field on the

electric charge. The application of equation (V) is however attended

by peculiar difticulties. If in mechanics a body is given its mass is also

supposed to he known ; then if we know the force, the acceleration,

and the law according to which it will move may be calculated.

Now if in forming f we take into account all the forces also those

excited by the electron itself, then the case that we ascribe a "real"

or "material" mass to the electron offers no fundamental difficulty.

For the case, however, in which the electron has no real mass the

equation (V) assumes the form

:

force =
33-
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J..

without a term with - in Hie righthaiid member wliich enables
(It

us to (letcrmine the acceleration. If on the other hand in forminj^^ f

we take into account only the external forces, we may introduce the

electromagnetic mass ni' and write :

d\)

force = m' —-.

(It

The mass m', however, is not known, and we can only calcidate

it if we know already the law according to which the electron

moves. But then of course we need not make use of equation

(V) any more.

Abraham '), accordingly, does not make any use of equation (V)

for determining the motion of the electron. He does use an ecjuation

which in Lohentz's notation, the ijitegrals being taken throughout

infinite space, may be written as follows:

But this equation is deduced from the equations (/)... (/T) and

so it is not equivalent to equation ( F) which must be independent

of them. The only use which is made of e(|uation ( I") is the

introduction of the name force foi- the quantity (^ ( ö + ^ t^'* '\l j,
of

the name momentum for |bb|. and of the name electric mass

for the quotient of the so defined force and the acceleration. But

the real problem : how will an electron \y\th gi\en shape and

charge move in a given held, must be solved befoi-ehand indepen-

dently of this nomenclature.

Yet it is evident that the equations (/)...(/ T) will in general

be insufïk'ient for the determination of the motion uf an electrical

system. In the case that we ascribe a real mass to the electron, it

is obvious that we must know the force acting on it. But also on

the supposition that the electron has no real mass — and in what

follows we will contine ourselves to this case — another set of

equations is required for the determination of the motion. For

equation (77) enables us to determine S if y is always known, and

inversely to determine i> if we know b, l)ut it does not enable us

to determine both these ([uantities. The assunq)tion that the motion

is quasi stationary is equivalent to a i-elation l»etween i^ and b .

1) Abraham, «Dynamik des Elektl•on^^." Ann. der Physik IV. B. 13, 1904, bl. 105.
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For such a motion tlie equations (/)...(/)") are therefore sufficient

to determine the motion. If the motion is not (|uasi stationary tlien

the equations (/)... {IV) are not sufficient, and we must make use

of equation (F), which may be written:

9U + l[(i^+lvjr])I^]L'5=:0 . . (Va)
SSI'

tlie integral i>eing taken 'throughout tlie electron.

If we wish to state tlie meaning of this formula with the aid of

the conceptions force and mass, we may say : the real mass of the

electron being zero, it is impossible that a force should act on it.

We may, however, set these conceptions aside, and simply state : the

electron places itself and moACS in the electric field in such a way,

that the relation (I"^) is permanently satisfied.

d\>

It is true, this oci nation has the form : force = without m —
dt

in the righthand member. Yet it may serve to determine the motion.

This is owing to the fact that the expression of the force itself

contains the velocity i"» and the angular velocity ji. In general we
may choose such values for these quantities that the equation (F")

is satistied. To some extent therefore we return with the dynamics

of an electron to the standpoint of mechanics before Galilei : the

forces do not determine the acceleration but the velocity. If we
might assume ^ and l^ to be given throughout all space and at all

times, b and g would be determined by the place of the electron, and

we should get a diiferential equation of the first order for the

determination of the motion of the electron.

The question is in reality less simple, because b and () depend on

the former motion of the electron. This causes a time-integral of a

function of v* and <\ to occur in the equation of motion of the electron.

So we get integral ecpiations as Sommerfeld has used in his treatises

"Zur Elektronentheorie I, II and III". ^) In some cases the integrations

may be effected, and then we get functional equations.

If the electron moves rectilinearly without rotation, and if it

moreover has an axis of symmetry the direction of which coincides

with the direction of the translation, then the terms of equation

{Va) which contain i> or j] disappear and the equation reduces to:

Iff'
Q^JSz=zO.

In this case il is no longer possible to satisfy the equation by

1) Göttinger Nachrichten 1904, p. 99 and 363 and 1905 p. 201.
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means of a suitable choice of the value of v» and a, and now it is

the place of the electron which must be such that the etjuation is

satisfied. Tf the electron stood still the equation would cease to be

satisfied in a following moment because of the propagation of the field-

forces, it must therefore sulfer a displacement in such a way that

the relation continues to be satisfied. So the eciuation determines the

velocity, though the velocity itself does not occur in it.

This remark may perha|)s serve to elucidate the results of Som-

MKRFKLD coucemiug the motion with a velocity greater than that

of light, and this is principally my aiui \vith ihis comninnication.

In the following I shall denote a velocity, greater than that of light,

with 25 and one smaller with ».

We see at once that the supposition of Sommrrpeld that the velo-

city of an electron moving with '1^ will suddenly decrease to i> when

the external foi'ce is suddeidy suppressed, cannot l)e accurate. For

if ^ve take t) to be the sum of two })arts b^ the external field and

b, the held of the electron itself, then we have at the momem t

before the suppression of the external field:

JJj
Q(^.i-^.)dS=0.

But as i> I'cquires an external force,
I I I ? b, (IS is not zero, so

neither can | I I C>
b.> '^'"^ '^^ zero. 'J'his last (piaulity is independent

of the velocity at the uiomeut f itself, and so it cannot l)e made to

disappear bv any choice of the velocity, and tlioi-o is no possible

way in Avhich ecpiatioii ( Vd) can be satisfied.

If we imagine the velocity of an electron moving with '^ momcn-

tarilv to decrease to r, then the required external force will not

suddenly becouie zero, but at the first instaul it remains unchanged,

and onlv gradually it varies in accordance with the new mode of

motion. This thesis applies to every discontinuity in the velocity

provided the nu)tion be rectilinear and the electron have the required

symmetry. Por the case that the initial velocity is zero it follows

from Sommrrfrld's complete calculation of the force. We see again

the conformableuess of the dynamics of an electron with a theory

of mechanics in which no inertia is assumed : the foi'ce required for

a discontinuous change in the velocity is not only not infinite, but

even zero; the foire, which acts before the discontinuity, remains

unchanged at the moment of the discontinuity.

We cannot be astonished at the fact that w^e do not find a possible
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way of' motion for an electron niovino- with 5;>, when the external

force is suddenly sujipressed. The same applies to an electron moving

\\ith t»; if the motion is accelerated, and so if a force acts on the

electron, and if this force is suddenly suppressed, the equation (Fa)

cannot be satisfied in any way. This is because the momentary

disappearance of the external force is an impossible supposition.

Even an infinite acceleration would not satisfy equation {Va). The

internal force namely depends only on the former motion of the

electron, and not on the velocitv or the acceleration at the moment

itself. Sommerfkld's conclusion that a motion with — =: x does not

require an external force holds only if the initial velocity is i\ and

is nothing else but a statement in other words of the fact that the

force acting on an electron whose velocity is at the moment i mo-

mentarily — i. e, w ith intinite acceleration — brought from v> to 2}, is

zero at the moment /. If however we begin with a constant velocity

35j, and change the velocity at the moment t suddenly to 2?,, then

the force is not zero at the moment t, though the acceleration be

infinite, but it has ihat value which corresponds with a constant

velocity ^\.

It may however be asked what will liapi)en, if the force acting

on an electron Avith 25 does not suddenly decrease to zero, but

ffraduallv. Sommf,rfkt,d savs about this case onlv that the sudden fall

to r, which he expects from a sudden suppression of the force, will

make room for a gradual fall. But as his expectation concerning

the case of a sudden suppression of the force appeared to be inac-

curate, we might suppose that also this expectation will appear not

to be satisfied. The more so because Sommkrfeld found a negative

value for the electric mass of an electron moving with 25. We might

therefore expect that a decrease of the force would cause an

acceleration. This, however, is not the case, and here we see how risky

it is to introduce the conception of mass in Ihe theory of the motion

of electrons, to which it is essentially strange.

The negative mass, which Sommkkfeld ascribes to the electron

means nothing else, bnt that in order to move with a given ^^ the

electron requires a greater force when in the active interval the

velocity was on an average greater than 2>i, a smaller force when

it was less. By active interval is meant the time during which the

electron emitted the fieldforces, which at the moment f act on the

electron. The greater the velocity during the active interval, the

greater the force, and inversely the smaller the \elocity the smaller
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the forced- But it does iiot follow from this that also a greater

force is required if the retardation exists only in the future. On the

contrary when the velocity has decreased to 2}, < 35, the velocity

during the active inter\al has been smaller than 25, on an average, and

so also the force required will be smaller than that which corresponds

to a constant velocity 25,. So with a gradual decrease of the velocity

corresponds a gradual decrease of the force. The re\'erse of this

thesis is not alwavs true: if — is a continuous function of Mhen the
(It

(I?)

velocity will also vary continuously. Tf on the other hand -y is

discontinuous though A be continuous then o will vary discontinuously.

A diminution of the force is therefore accompanied l\v a diminution

of the velocity, and inversely. The behaviour of an electron moving

with 25 corres|)onds in this res[>ect with that of a body with a posi-

tive mass. If the force acting on the electron decreases gradually to

zero, the velocity will fall to iv

Though it seems to me that there is no reason to doubt whethei-

the behaviour of an electron has been described here accurately

though only in general outlines, and though a complete calculation

of the motion is not practicable in consequence of the great intricacy

of tiie formulae, 1 will sliow in one simple case that the force

required for a given motion agrees with the above description. 1

imagine to that purpose an electron which for some time mo\'es

with a constant velocity i^ At the instant / the motion is suddenly

accelei-ated with a constant acceleration />. In order to render the

calculation possible we will assume that we may apply the formulae

for quasi stationary motion. We will calculate the force at an instant

t in the first interval 'i, so / > t'. The calculation does not present

any difticulties, and can be can-ied ont in the way iiulicated by

SoMMKRFELD. After introduction of the approximation for the (piasi

stationarv motion we may everywhere separate the terms as they

would be for a constant velocity 2>, (we call the sum of these

terms d,) muI the supplemeiitary terms which depend on the

acceleration, and whose sum will be denoted by A,. In this way

we Imd

:

1) This rule is given by Sommerfei.d tlioiigh his calculations show that it does

not hold good with perfect generality. In most cases and also in Die present one

it will give a Irne idea in general outlines of the value which tlie force must

assume.

~) SOMMERFELD III p. '20ij.
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c /Y d(p\ c f
^^ 2r%v+c)J y ^ ^ d.v) ^rU

O u

c rf d(p\ c(v—2c) r- pt -j f 2r/ -f .'• £] ^hv + ;.^ ---T"j V"
'/''•

-?^^

2rt 2n

-|- six other integrals which are obtained bv siibstitiitiiig — c for c

and .v^ for .i\ in the above.

The signification of the symbols is as follows : a is the radius of the

spherical electron \vhich is supposed to be charged with homogeneons

cubic density ; g is the charge of the electron, c the \elocity of

1 .v""

light, r the numeric value of 53 : <f the function '2a — ./-I ^ •

X, is (r -|- c) t -\- \', pf and ,/, = {r — c) t -\-
\/, ;J^^ In the expres-

sions for .i\ and .i'.^ the term ^
, yV- may, however, be neglected.

Without performing the integrations completely we mav di-aw the

following conclusions :

1^^. All the terms of A.^ contain t as a factor. So we have A = A^

if t vanishes. No sudden inci-ease of the force is therefore I'eipdred

if the motion is suddenly accelerated, as is the case with a bodv with

positive mass; neither a sudden diminution of the force as would

be the case with a l)ody with negative mass. The force remains

unchanged.

2'"'. Xo terms with the first powei- of f occur in a.,, lliei-efore

^tf , . . '/a .— =0. Eveji the derivative is therefore continuous at the point
dt'^t= 0)

'ft

t=zO. This agrees with our remark that a discontimiity in the

derivative of A only occurs if the velocity changes discontinuously.

3»''. For establishing the sign of a, for / = very small, we have

only to take into account the terms with f. There are also terms

with t'- 1(1) but the sum of their coefficients is zei-o. If we perform

the integrations as far as is required we find :

o V* V V—c\
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-f- rt representing the force of tlie field of the electron itself. — 7^

is the external Held required foi- the motion. So we see that the

sign of the external force — A., agrees with that of j). and that

therefore acceleration requires increase, retardation decrease of the

external force.

We conclude that the behaviour of an electron moving with 5>,

though in many respects it ditfers cousideralMy from that of an

ordinary body, does not show at all that paradoxal character, to which

we should conclude from the expression negative mass. Nothing

prevents us from assuming that electrons really can behave in such

a way. Accordingly I do not see any reason for assuming with

WiFA ^) that a moving electron must suifer a deformation in order

that the possibility of a motion with 35, as it requires an inliiiite amount

of energy, will be i)recluded.

Finally a remark concerning the series of the emission spec-

tra of elements. The e(piations of motion of the electron are

integral or functional equations, and may l)e developed into ditfe-

rential equations of an infinitely high ordei'. An intinite number of

constants occur accordingly in the solution. If the equations are

linear, these constants represent the amplitudes and phases of har-

monic vibrations; the system may therefore vibrate with an infinite

number of periods ^). We are inclined to thiid^ that the periods of

the lines of a spectral series are the solutions of such an equation.

We have then the great advantage that \\q need not ascribe to the

electron a degree of freedom for each line in the spectrum. A degree

of freedom in the atom is then not required foi- each line, but only

for each series of lines.

SoM.MERFKT.D tries to account for the spectral series by means of

the vibrations an electron performs when it is not subjected to

external forces. The periods which he finds, do not agree 'with those

of light. It seems to me that we might have expected this a pi-iori.

For the vibrations of light are not emitted l)v isolated electrons but

they are characteristic for atoms or positive ions, and areinfiuenced

by the forces by ^vhich the electron is connected to the other parts

of the atoms or ions. But also with the aid of these forces we cannot

account for the spectral series without a nnich better insight into

1) W. WiEN. Über Elektronen. Vortrag gehalten auf der 77. Versammlung Deut-

scher Naturforscher und Arzte in Meran p. 20.

~) Gomp, also these Proceedings Marcli 1900 p. 534. Then however, I tliouglit

erroneously that the solution obtained in this way was ditTerent from that, which

1 had first developed with the aid of integrals of Fourier.
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the Wear in which these forces act, and of th(^ i)i'(»|»ei-ties of the elec-

tron, than we have as yet ohiaiiied. If e. ,u'. we introduce the so

called quasi-elastic force iuto the e([uations of inolion of the electron,

then this does not brins us any nearer to our aim. In order to show this

we may write tiie et|ua(ions for translation of an electron in the

form of a dilferential equation as Lorkntz has done in equation 73

p. 190 of his article "Elektronentheorie" in the Encycl. der Math.

Wiss. V 14. If we introduce the quasi-elastic force — fj' we may

write the equation as follows:

cPx d\v d\r

' ^ ' de ^ d.e ^ ' dt'
^

As it is only my aim to determine the order of magnitude I have not

determined the coefKicients {A^ and .4., have been determined by Lorkntz).

The only thing- we have to know is that the order of magnitude of

^l„_|_i a
the ratios of two successive coefiicients is —-— = ~

. The solution
An C

of this equation is .r= -^'ci?^' where s is a root of the equation:

f^A,s' + A,s' -^ A,s' ....:=

This equation has two kinds of roots, namely 1^^ two I'oots for

wdiich the other terms are small compared with ƒ'-[- .Ij .s-' ; these

will represent the light vilirations; 2"^' an infinite number of roots

for which s is so large that /' may be neglected conqiared with the

c

other terms. For these .s- must be of the order —
, and the period of

a

a
the order — . The appearance of the term / has little inlluence on

c

the value of these I'oots, the periods of these vibrations are there-

fore nearly independent of the quasi-elastic force, and an isolated

electron might have executed vibrations with nearly tiie same ])eriods.

We might have expected a ])i'iori that we should tind periods of the

2a
. ,

,

oi'der — : it represents the time re(|un'ed for the |»ropagation of an
c

electric force over the diameter of the electron. The periods of these

vil)rations are of the same order as those of the rotatory vibi'ations

the periods of which have been accurately calculated in the interesting-

treatises of Herglotz ^) and Sommerfeld.

The lines of the spectral series are not accounted for in this way.

Yet the periods of the rotation and translation vibrations of the

isolated electron must have a physical interj)retation. Perhaps we
should see them appear if we succeeded in forming the s[KH'truui of

RöNTGEN radiation.

1) Herglotz, Gött. Nachr., 1903.
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Physics. — ''Derivation of the fundamental equation.'^ of metallic

reflection from Cauchy's t/ieorif'. By Prof. R. Sissingh. (Com-

municated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

1. It has been pointed out in a previous paper ^) tliat the tlieories

of metallic reflection drawn up by Cauchy, Kettklkr and Vonrr and that

by Lorentz lead to identical results. It must therefore also be possible in

the theory of Cauchy to derive the two relations which the three last

theories furnish between index of refraction and coefticient of absorp-

tion for normal and oblique iiu-idence of the light that penetrates

into a metal, the so-called fundamental equations. These fundamental

equations may lirst be obtained by paying regard to the connection

of the quantities which the Iheory of Cauchy and the other theories

introduce for the description of the phenomenon. Cauchy determines

the so-called comple.v angle of refraction r by sin r = sin i : öe'~ and

cos r =z oe''"''). From this follows 1 —-r ^ oV'"', so that:

Ö"-' cos 2x— c/ a' cos 2 (t + CO) + sin'' I . . . . (1)

Ö* sin 2 T = o' ö' si7i 2 {r -{- et)) (2)

If Ave pay regard to tlie relations between ^t, t and y/„ and /i„,

index of refraction and coefficient of absorption for normal incidence,

and to the equations (17) and (18) of the preceding papei- "), the

ecpiations (1) and (2) appear lo be nothing but the fundamental

ecjuatious, given in e(| nation (G) and {7) of the previous paper.

2. On account of the close connection between the theories of

metallic reflection it must, however, be also possible, to derive these

fundamental equatio::s from Cauchy's theory without paying attention

to the coimection with the others. The fundamental idea ofCAUCiiv's

theory is the introduction of a complex index of refraction. Denote

this again l)v n^ -\- il-g = ae'-', so that

n^ -=10 cost , k^^z=:asiiir (3)

and

sin r = sin i : Oe^~ (4)

while we |iut

cos r = Qe*^'" (5)

Let the A'i^-plane of a rectangular system of coordinates be the

plane of incidence of the light })enetrating into the metal, and the

J"yf-plane the bounding plane of the metal, the A'-axis being directed

1) Sissingh, These Proc. VIII p. 377.

2) Loc. cit. p. 385.
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from the snrroimding medinm to tlie metal. Assume plane waxes to

fall on the metal. The vector of light in the refracted i-ay is then

determined by :

( t X COS r -\- z sin r )

< Asm2jrl- (//„ + /a-,,) . ... (6)

In this X is the wave-length in the air ^). The phase is determined

with respect to a point in the bonnding plane.

With the aid of (4) and (5) equation (6) |)asses into

It
.coé-'" A- zi<Ln ie-'~:(J

j2^--—^ ("oH-"^-o) ... (7)

(7) satisfies also the differential equations for the vector of light

in the metal which nre supposed homogeneous and linear, if the sine

is replaced by a cosine.

If the arc occurring in (7) is called <f, also

^4 cos (f
— I A sill

(f
^)

satisfies.

The light-vector in the metal can therefore be represented by

-Hi'-'}
Je-2^« Xe (8)

In this:

a =:
I
o.v sin co — z sin i I [- o.v cos (_o A- z sin i I — . (0)

f .
. cos x\n^ f , .

_
si)i x\ k^

b =.
(

Q,v cos o) -\- z sin i )
j
qx sin co — ~ sin i 1 — . (10)

V <^ J ^ \ O J
'^

3. From (8) follows, that the planes of equal amplitude are

represented by

:

a-=p^x -\- q^zz=C (II)

In this is, according to (9)

. sin X n^
. .

cos x k^^

q, ^z — sin i -j- sin i .^'
a X^ a X

As from (3) follows

/?„ : /."(, =: cot X , we ha\e q^-=z 0.

1) LoRENTz showed that, also when a complex index of refraction is introduced,

at the bounding plane the values of tlie liglil vector in the two media harmonize.

Cf. Theorie der tcrugkaatsing en breking, 1S7G, p. 100.

-) It appears from § 5 of the previous paper (loc. cit. p. 381), that if the index

of refraction is pul ^/j ± < Ay, tliis expression is ^ cos' ip + < J. sm ^.
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and the planes of eqnal amplitude run parallel to the bounding

j)lane. This is necessary as it is assumed that the light enters the

metal from the outside.

The planes of equal phase are represented by:

h=lK,C-^q,Z^C (12)

If we introduce again n^: l\-=^ cotr, then according to (10)

Q co.ir-\-ay)

l\ = , /'o
-. (1^)

/ stn X

k^ slni

'7. = -,^- (14)
o/. Slur

4. Let (( be the angle between the normals of the planes of

equal amplitude and phase. The former running i)arallel to the

bounding j)lane or the FiT-plane, « is the angle of the normal of the

planes of equal phase with the A'-axis. Thus cos a ^= p.^ : V^p^^ -\- q,''

or if we introduce the values p.^ arid q., from (13) and (14)

:

S171 t

co.s a =: Q COS (t -f- lo) : \y^ o^ cos'^ (t -]- (o) -| ~ . . (15)

From this follows:
* o • I

—

* 2 •"

Slïl I

o'' cos'' (t -f to) -}- (16)
a'

it being the angle of refraction cori'esi>onding to plane waves with

an angle of incidence / (see § 2 of the preceding paper), we get:

/i' =: du'' i : slii^ a = a'' o^ cos'^ ((u + t) -[- ''*''«' '*
• • • (17)

Let rhe coeflicient of absorption belonging to n be k. Normal to

the planes of equal amplitude the amplitude decreases over a distance

.K in ratio 1 to ^-^^^'-^
= ^ As q^ = i), we get according to (8) and (9) :

2jTkiC 2jro.f—— nn—— {h, .sin OJ + /:„ COS O))

from which again follows, when cot r is substituted for /?„ : /(„

:

k = /i-p Q sill (t -|- to) : sin r

or on account of (3)

:

k = o Q sin {r -{- ixï) (18)

5. The fundamental equations follow immediately from the values

found for the index of refraction and the coefficient of absorption.

The equations (17) and (18) lead immediately to

:

n^ — P z= o' q'^ cos 2 (r + w) -L sifi- i .

According to (1) the second member of this equation is equal to

a'^ cox 2t or according to (3) to n^^ — h^^. In this way the lirst

fundamental equation is obtained.
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Further follows from (15), (17) and (18):

1

n k con a z=: o"^ Q^ .sin 2 (t -f- (o).

According- to (2) the second incnd)ei- is e(inal to a" .shi 2t and so

according- to (3) to n^ /:„, and thns tlie second e(|nation has also

been derived.

To conclude we may remark, that here the I'eversed course has

heen taken from that hv whicii in the j)receding paper the occur-

rence of the so-called com})lex index of refi-aclion was derived from

the two fundamental equations ^).

Mathematics. — ''A tortaoas svrfacc. of ordi'i- si.v (ukJ of (jenus

zero ill space >S/>, if four duiieiisloiis.^^ Hy Prof. 1*. H. Schoute.

'1. We begin bv putting the following question:

"In space Sp^ are given three planes n^, a.^, <i^ and in these are

''assumed three i)rojectively related pencils of ra\'s. We demand the

"locus of the common transversal of the triplets of rays corresponding

"to each other."

JSfotatlon. We indicate the vertices of the rays of pencils by

(>i, (>.,, O^, three corresponding rays and their transversal by l^, 4, /,

and /, tlie points of iiitersection of / and 1^,1.^,1^ hy S^, S.^, S^ and

the pencils of rays by (/J, (4), (/j). Let fnrther l\^^, P^^, P^.^ indicate

the points of intersection of the planes «^, a^, ct^ two l»y two, and (c

the plane P.,^ P^^ P^, which has a line in common with each of

the i)lanes tc^, a.^, «.,, namely with «^ the line P^^ P^^ = (ii, vvith «.^ the

line l\^^ P.^^ z=: (i^, with a^ the line P^^ P^^ = a^. We take for

granted that not one of the three vertices O-^, 0^, (.>, coincides with

one of the points P.^^, Pj,, P^^.

2. The answering of the given question oilers no more difliculties,

as soon as the locus of point >S'i in «^ is known; so we shall first

lind this. Each ray /^ of pencil (/J furnishing a single point ^S\, it

is a rational curve, wliose degree surpasses the number of times a

transversal / passes through O^ with unity, ü^ow two transversals

/ pass through 0^. For the pencil of planes {()^ /.J with ((>, «J as

bearing space and f^ (K^ as axis marks on the line of intersection

in of ((>i «J with «, a series of points (/'') projectively related to

the pencil of rays (/,), from which ensues that there are two rays /.,

passing through their corresponding j)oint /* and that therefore there

1) See loc. cit. § 5.
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are two lines O, P cutting- llio coiTespoiKliiig- line /,, i.e. thai two

transversals / pass ihrongli O^. So the locus of ,S'i is a cubic curve

s ^ having ()^ as node, and so we find for the loci of ^S', and S^

in «2 and a^ in the same way rational curves ^^^ and s^^ with

Ó2 and Oj as nodes.

3. To determine the degree of the scroll of the liiies / we first

investigate what this scroll has in common with an arbitrary space

through «J. Each point ^2 Iving outside «^ which this space has in

common \vith \\\v scroll gi\ es a line / having two points in common

with that space, therefore lying entirely in that space. So that space

can contain besides .v^-' oidy a certain number of generatrices / of

the scroll. As the line of intersection of o.., with the assumed space

through ^1 has three |)oiiits in common with .v,'' the number of

generatrices to be found is three and the scroll, having a system of

lines of order six in common with the assumed space, must be a

tortuous surface <
y'' of order six. So it is cut by an arbitrary space

according to a twisted cur\e of order six : this section in general

not degenerating is rational, its })oints corresponding one by one

to the lines / and llierefore to the rays of each of the pencils

(/j), (/J, (4). So the surface is of gemis zero.

We call the locus just found — however not yet what was meant

in the title — a surface, to show by this that the number of points

is twofold intinite ; Ity the [)redicate "tortuous" we express that it

is not situated in a threedimensional space.

4. By considering the three projective series of points (/IJ, (^J, (^4,)

marlved by the three projective pencils of rays (/J, (4), (4) on «j, ^?2, r7,

we easily [)rove that the plane « contains three generatrices of ()\

For it happens, we know, three times that three corresponding points

.li, .1.,, .1., of the projective series of points {A^),{A^),{Az) lie in a

same right line, which then becomes a generatrix / of (>"
; for, the

conies enveloped by the lines .4^ A^ and .4^ A^ comiecting each point

A^ Avith the corresponding points A.^ and .4, have besides a^ still

three common tangents.

To the rule that the tangents in a point of O^ drawn to 0^ are

situated in a plane, the points of intersection of two non-successive

generatrices / form an exception. In such a point, through which

the surface passes twice, a tangential plane \\ill belong to each of

the two lines /; so it can be called a "bii)lanar node". From the

above is evident that ^>" possesses six biplanar nodes, the three

points 0^, 0^, ()^ and the lliree points of intersection of the genera-
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trices Iviiiu' in «; moreover we sliall see directly tluit the number

of tliose nodes is in general six, becoming infinite when it surpasses

six, as takes place in the surface to be considered presently and

which is indicated in the title.

5. We point out the fact, that the found surface 0" is determined

by the projective correspondence of the curves s^^ and .s'^^ in a^ and

«2, and we now show tliat this correspondence, characterised by the

particularity of the corresponding triplets lying on a^ andja^, is not

the most general one can think of. To that end we talve two rational

curves s^^ and ^2^ in two planes «i and a^, which planes for convenience'

sake we assume for the present to be lying in our space, and which

curves with the nodes 0^ and 0^ we suppose to be brought into

projective correspondence in the most general manner. Are there

then — we ask — to be found on 5^Mh ree coliinear points to which

on s^^ three likewise coUinear points correspond? The answer runs

affirmatively; what is more: each point of .s'l" forms one time a

part of such a triplet and the bearing lines form a pencil of rays.

If namely the point A, of .s\^ corresponds to the point A^ taken

arbitrarily on s^\ and if the central involution of the points B^, C\

of 5i' collinear with A^ is represented by (B^ C\), the non-central

involution of the corresponding points B^, C\ of s^^ by {B^ C\) and

the central involution of the points B.^, C^ of ó\/ collinear with A^

by {B^ CJ), then the two involutions {B^ C.,), {B^ C\') have a pair

of points in common. If ^5^°, C° is this pair and B^°, C° on-y^Mhe

pair corresponding to it, then A,,B^°,C\° and A^,B^°,C^'' are two
corresponding collinear triplets. If now Q^ is the point of intersection

of two such like lines //, //' in «^ and Q^ the point of intersection

of the corresponding lines IJ, /," in a^, then the triple involution

{A^ B^ Cj) marked by the lines through Q^ in ^\^ must correspond

to the triple involution {A^ B^ C^) marked by the lines through

Q^ in .y/, with which we have proved what was asserted above.

With the aid of the preceding it is easy to show in how far the

particularity of the corresponding triplets lying on a^ and a^ is a

real one or an apparent one. With respect to the planes «j and «^

placed in our space it is evidently an apparent one ; for not one time

but an infinite number of times it happens that three collinear points

of >9i' correspond to three likewise collinear points of s^"^. If the

planes «^ and «„ are placed in Sp^ in such a way that an arbitrary

point I\ of «1 coincides with an arbitrary point P^ of a^, then

however the three points in which s^^ is cut by the line P^ Q will

correspond to three collinear points of s/, but the line through Q^

U
^

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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bearing the last three points will in general not pass throngli

P^ = P^. So then there are no lines a^ and a^ to be drawn through

the point of intersection P^^ of the planes a^ and c..^ cutting s\^ and

5,' in cori-esponding triplets.

6. We shall now consider the more general case of two projectivelj

related curves ó\^ and .s-^'' Ijing in such a way in a^ and «^ that

through the point of intersection P^^ no triplets of corresponding

points bearing lines a^ and a^ are to be draw^n. The argument leading

to the order of the scroll, which is the locus of the line connecting

the corresponding points of those curves, retains here its force. So

we have but to determine the number of nodes. Of course 0^ and

0^ are nodes. If farthermore A^A^ and B^B^ are two generatrices

cutting each other outside a^ and «^, then A^B^^ and A^B^ pass

through Pi2> ^s they must cut each other. So we consider the central

triple involution {A^ B^ C\) marked by the pencil of rays with P^^

as vertex in s^^ and the non-central triple involution {A^ B^ C^) of

the corresponding triplets of ,s\^ ; then the latter furnishes as envelope

of the sides of the triangles A^ B^ C\ a definite curve of involution

which makes us acquainted by the number of its tangents through

Pi2 with the number of nodes not lying in «^ and «, of the new

surface 0\ Now the class of the indicated curve of involution is

four ; for evidently four tangents pass through the node 0^ of ó\/.

If to the two points of s^^ coinciding in O^ the points M^, N^ on

s^^ correspond, and if P^^ M^ and P^^ N^ cut the curve s^^ still in

the point il//, J//' and N^, N^', then the lines connecting Pj, with

the corresponding points M^, J//, N,', N'^' are the only tangents of

the curve of involution passing through P^^. So 0^ has here also

six nodes.

7. It is now easy to see that the first surface 6*^ of the three

projective pencils of rays is found back, if the correspondence of

the curves .s\^ and ,s^^ is given in such a wa}^ that through the point

of intersection P^^ of «^ and «., lines n^ and a^ pass bearing two

triplets of corresponding points. The plane a/i^ is then again a plane

ft through three generatrices of 0^ and the line a^ represents three

of the four tangents to be draw^n through P^„ to the above found

curve of involution, whilst the fourth tangent causes us to iind a

node not lying in «j, «^ oi' "• ^f we now cut the surface by the

space determined by « and this node, the section will consist of the

three generatrices in a and a curve of order three with a node,

i. e. a rational plane cubic curve. The plane of that curve is then
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the plane a^, the node of tliat curve the point O, of' the fii'st generation.

8. We now ask what arises when the planes «^ and «^ ^i'®

placed m such a way in Si\, that the points Qj and (^s coincide and

therefore each line drawn through the point of coincidence P^^ in

«J is to be regarded as line a^. We then find that to every line a^

through Pj2 in a^ a definite line a^ through P^^ iu (c^ corresponds,

so that there is an intinite number of planes «. The locus of these

planes « is a quadratic conic space with P^.^ as vertex ; for the

pencils of raj^s of the lines a^,a^ throngh P^^ corresponding to each

other in «,,«2 are evidentl}^ projectively related. This quadratic conic

space must contain, as it contains all generatrices of 0", this tortuous

scroll itself.

Now that the generatrices of this jiarticular surface 0", being the

surface indicated in the title, group themselves into triplets lying in

a plane, there must be a locus of nodes. This is of order four. If

namely we project the surface (P by means of the just found (pia-

dratic conic space out of P^^ on to an arbitrary space not containing

7^12, the projection is a quadratic scroll having the projections of the

planes « as a system of generatrices. Of this surface if the projec-

tions of «1 and «2 form thus two lines of the other system ; for each

of those two planes has a line in common with each of those planes

« and from this ensues that the sections of «, and a, with the space

of projection must have a point in common with the sections of the

planes « with that space of projection. So in that space of projec-

tion each plane through one of the two lines contains a line of the

system corresponding to the planes a and therefore the projections

of four nodes, namely one on the first liiie and three on the second.

So the projection of the nodal curve out of P^^ on to the assumed

space of projection is a curve of order four lying on CP, which has

one point in common with each of the generatrices of one system,

and three points with each of the generatrices of the other system.

So the nodal curve itself is a tortuous curve of order four ; it is

rational as its projection is.

Considering the surface 0'' we see at the same time that the sur-

face (>" admits of an infinite number of planes cutting it according to

a rational cubic curve, namely each plane through P^^ and one of

the lines of the system to which the projections of «, and «, belong.

So we find the following theorem :

"If we assume in two planes a^ and a^ two projectively related

"rational cubic curves, if in these planes we determine the vertices

"Qi, Q2 of the corresponding central triple involutions on those

34*
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''curves and if now we place those planes in S^ in sncli a way that

"Q-i and Q^ coincide in the points of intersection ]\,, of the planes,

"the locus of the line connecting the pairs of corresponding points of

"the cubic curves forms a tortuous surface with the following properties :

a. "It is projected out of P^^ by a quadratic conic space, on

"which two systems of planes are lying;

b. "It is cut by each plane of one system according to a cubic

"curve with a node, by each plane of the other system according

"to three generatrices;

c. "The cubic curves in two planes of the first system have no

"point in common, neither have the triplets of lines in two planes of

"the second systems; each cubic curve, however, is cut by each

"generatrix

;

d. "The generatrices cause a mutual projective correspondence

"among all cubic curves and the cubic curves among all the gene-

ratrices."

9. From the preceding ensues immediately that the tortuous scroll

with a nodal curve /l" can he i-epresented on a plane. If in a plane

o we assume arbitrarily two pencils of rays with different vertices

7\, T^, and if we allow three arbitrary rays «j, b^, Cj of the former

to correspond to three rational cubic curves 5?,, .sf,,, s^ , of 0% three
1 a) (6) [Cj

arbitrary rays a,, b^, c^ of the second to three generatrices /(«), lb),

\c) of 0\ then to each rational cubic curve s^ corresponds a definite

ra}' i\ of the first pencil, to each generatrix /(^) corresponds a definite

ray q^ of the second ; so we can assign the point of intersection of

s^ and /(r^) to the point of intersection of p^ and q^. The elements

of exception of that representation are immediately found. If to the

line connecting the vertices of the pencils of rays counted with the

first pencil the curve s^ corresponds and counted with the second pencil

the generatrix /, and if >S' is the point of intersection of .s-' and /,

then to point 1\ corresponds the line /, to point 1\ the curve .y^* and

reversely to point .S' the line T^ T^. To each point F of the nodal

curve k'' correspond two points P', P" of <J collinear to T^, because

in the correspondence of .s^ to /(^) the node of s^ represents two

different points and two points of I(p) correspond to this point. As

T^ forms part of two representing pairs, the pairs belonging to the

nodes of the generatrix / belonging to T^, this point is node and

the curve of order four. This is also evident when we consider the rays

of the other ])encil. On each ray 5- lie two points of the curve forming
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part of pairs corresponding to the points of the nodal curve lying

on 1,1, whilst T., corresponding to the node of the curve s^ is

likewise node of the curve. So in a to the nodal curve h'^ coi'responds

a curve h'* {T^^, 1\^), having 2\ and 1\ as nodes and being of genus

unity. And to the rational space sections If of 0" correspond in a

curves h'^ {T^, 2V) through 1\ with T^ as triple point, which is

found immediately when we remember that an arbitrary space has

three poinls in common with each of the rational cubic curves of 0"

and one point with each generatrix of 0^ As is proper each of

those rational curves l:^ {7\, 2\^) has with the representation k'\T^*,T,^)

of the nodal curve k^ besides T^ and T^ four pairs of points in

common, corresponding to the four points of the nodal curve lying

in the selected space, whilst two curves k'* {2\, 2\^) cut each other

besides in T^ and 7\ in six points corresponding to the six points

of intersection of 0" with the plane of section of the two spaces.

10. The locus of the bisecants of a tortuous curve of order four

is a curved space of order three ha\'ing the indicated curve as nodal

curve. For the twofold infinite number of bisecants furnishes a triple

intinite number of points and three of these lie on an arbitrary right

line /, because the curve projects itself out of / on to a plane not

intersecting / as a rational curve of order four and this plane curve

possesses three double points. If we apply this to the nodal curve

k* of 0\ taking into cousideration that the generatrices of this scroll

are all bisecants of k\ we lind :

"The tortuous scroll 0^ with the nodal curve k^ is the complete

section of a quadratic conic space with a curved space of order three,

of ^vhich the fii-st passes once, the second twice through k\"

Whilst the cubic space is the locus of the bisecants of k*, the

quadratic conic space with F^^ as vertex is the locus of the planes

containing three points of k'^ and passing through F^^.

The tortuous surface 0^ with a nodal curve k"^ is determined by

this curve and the point F^,. As P^^ lies arbitraril}^ with respect to

k* each tortuous curve k'^ in Sp^ is nodal curve of a fourfold infinite

number of surfaces 0\

11. We observe that the case just considered of the correspon-

dence of the curves s^^ and s/, where a tortuous scroll with a

double curve k'^ is formed, is not the most particular one that one

can think of. If for instance — instead of starting from two rational

curves 6\^ and s^^ taken arbitrarily in a^ and «^ — we start by making

the pointfields «^ and «^ to be in projective correspondence and then
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continue to assume two rational curves .s\^ and .s\/ corresponding

to eacli otlicr in this manner, then of course to every three col-

linear points of .s\^ correspond three likewise collineai' points of

ój^ and therefore we can take for the above determined pair of

points Qj, Q,^ any cori'esponding |)air of points of a^, a^. In this

special case a plane « through tin-ee generatrices will present itself

already for arbitrary position in Sp^ and the position, that an infinite

number of those planes present themselves, will l)e able to be brought

about in a twofold infinite inimber of different ways; in the last

case however tiie three generatrices lying in a plane « pass through

a point, as the series of points lying on the lines of intersection

(t.^,a^ of this plane with «,,«2 are perspectively related, so that the

locus of the nodes becomes a conic instead of a k\ In both cases

surfaces (>" are formed differing from the above also in this respect

that they admit not only of a single but of a twofold infinite

number of spaces through three generatrices.

12. Also wheji we start from two i)rojective rational curves

.yj', .y/ ii^ "ot })rojectively related fields a great number of special

cases are left for consideration. So the point of intersection P^^ of

the planes c.^, a^ can lie

a. on one of the curves s^,

b. on botii curves .-?^

c. on the two curves s^ and correspond to itself,

(L it can be the node of one of the curves .y',

e. it can be the node of one of the curves and lying on the other,

/. it can be the node of one of the curves and forming on the

other part of the two points corresponding to this node,

g. it can be the node of both curves,

h. it can be the node of both curves and in such a way that one

pair of points coinciding in this node has a point in common with

the other,

i. it can be the node of both curves and in such a way that the

pairs of points coinciding in this point correspond to each other.

Of course the number is still increased if we furtlier permit

the pointfields «^ , rr^ to be projectively related. We do not wish to

investigate more closely all these special cases. Neither do we intend

to investigate here the scrolls presenting themselves in both cases

of projective or non-projective pointfields «^ , «^ '^^ ^^^^ locus of the

line I\P^ connecting corresponding points F, , I\ of other curves

of the same genus and of the same order, which are projectively

related. We only wish to observe that these scrolls will lie in the
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case of the projectively related pointfields ct^,a^ on the locus of

the line P^P^_ connecting corresponding points /*.
, P^ of the planes

«J, «2, which is a quadratic or a cubic space according to the point

of intersection P^^ of «i and «^ corresponding to itself or not.

13. We conclude with the deduction of the equations of the above

found cubic and quadratic spaces which have in common the

surface 0^ with the nodal curve k'^ and to this end we start from

this curve. If the curve k"^ is given by the system of equations:

^.r;=;.sO- = 0, 1,2, 3, 4). (1)

— and in this way the simplex of coordinates can always be taken —

,

and if the point which is the vertex of the quadratic conic space

with respect to that same simplex has the coordinates (^o, ?/j, y^, ?/3, ?/J,

then the equations

il'n X, iV,

/i\ tV„ ,^', =

tï/'n tS. it' A',

Vo Vi y-, Vz

= (2)

Vi y^ yz y,

represent those t^vo spaces. We see namely immediately that the

first determinant by insertion of the relations (1' shows three equal

rows, i.e. that the cubic space represented by the tirst equation must

have the points of the curve k'^ as nodes, and must thus contain each

bisecant of k\ Further it is equally clear that the second deter-

minant by insertion of the relations (1) shows two equal rows and

that, when substituting yi for .17 , two pairs of equal rows appear, from

wiiich ensues that the quadratic space represented by the second

equation passes through k^ and has a node in ?/.

A. more direct deduction of the equation of the locus of the

bisecants of the curve k'^ was communicated formerly {Proceedings

of the February meeting of 1899 vol. I, page 313). It is founded

on the wellknown lemma, according to which the product of two

matrices J/i''^' and J//'^' with r rows and k columns, taken according

to the rows, vanishes identically for r ^ k. This same lemma leads

to the deduction of the equation of the locus of the planes con-

taining three points of k\ and passing through
(j/oy yi> J/^y l/s^ l/i)- ^^

arbitrary point P of the plane P^ P^ P^ through the points P^, P^, P^

of k"^ corresponding to the parametervalues ?.^, X^, ).^ is represented by

Q ^i = Pi ^-i^' + V. K' + Pz K' . (^' = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) . . . (3)

If the plane P^ P^ P^ passes moreover through the given point

U<^^lli^y^^y^^yA)^ ^"^^^ tlie relations
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oyi = q.K'^q.K' + qzK' ^
(z = o, i, 2, 3, 4) ... (4)

hold, and now the equation sought for is found by eliminating the

nine quantities ).^,).^,).^, Pi,p^,2h^ ^/i? ?2j ^3 ^^^^ of the ten equations

(3) and (4). Tins takes place bj inserting the values given by (3) and (4)

in the left hand member of the second equation (2). For by this we find

.'6'g X^ X^ A'

3

A'

J

A'

2

X^ X^

2/0 III V, Ih

Vi z/2 :'/3 Va

1 1 Pi V2 Pz

Px^i PJ'^ PzK

Ql 9-2 ?3

QiK q-iK Qz^3

= 0.

''1 ''2 '"3

We considered in the above cited communication equations forming

the extension of tiie first of the equations (2) to the curve k-" of

the space Sp2n- In connection witli this we shall notice that the second

of the equations (2) admits of corresponding extensions, in which

those of the first are included. However, these will be developed

elsewhere.

Mathematics. — "The Plückei{ equivalents of a cyclic point of a

tmisted curve.'' Bj^ W. A. Versluys. (Communicated hj Prof.

P. H. SCHOUTE.

If a twisted curve C admits of a higher singularity (cyclic point)

of order n, of rank r and of class m, it is to be represented accord-

ing to HALPHEN ^) in the vicinity of this singular point M by the

following developments in series

:

y = t-+r [t],

Z = P'+r-ï-m
|_^],

where [i] represents an arbitrary power series of t, starting; with a

constant term.

If 71, r and jn satisfy the conditions that

1" n and r,

2" r and m,

3" n and r-\-'m,

4° n-\-r and m
are mutually prime, then this higher singularity M (71, r, m) for

(-4)

'1 Bull. d. I. Soc. Mat. d. Fiance t. VI p. 10.
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the formulae of Cayley-Plücker and for the genus is equivalent to

the following numbers of ordinary singularities :

n— 1 cusps /?,

(n— l)(7i-hr— 3)

2

m— 1 stationary planes «,

(w— 1) {m-\-r— 3)

2

r— 1 Stationary tangents <9,

(,._1) (,.-j-,^_3)

2

(r— l)(r+ w-3)

nodes H,

T planes

double planes G, {B)

tangents 6,

double generatrices io^,

double tana-ents a>,.

For a curve with only ordinary singularities we alwaj^s have

If the curve admits of higher singularities, then the tangents in

these singular points will not have to count for as many double

tangents to the carve as they must count for double generatrices of

the developable belonging to the curve. The number to will then be

different for the formulae of Cayley-Pltjcker, relating to a section

and for those formulae relating to a projection, i. o. w. the singularity

to of a twisted curve appearing in a term {x -}- w) is not always the

same as the one appearing in the term (y -j- tu).

So the formula

is no longer correct as soon as the curve has higher singularities

for which order and class are unequal.

The above as well as the following results do not hold for a

common cusp ^(2, 1, 1) and for a common stationary plane a (1, 1, 2),

the conditions {A) not being satisfied for these cyclic points.

Through the singular point M {n, r, m) pass

n {n-\-2r-\-m,— 4)
~^

branches of the nodal curve of the developable belonging to the

curve C.

Ail these branches touch the curve C in M and have in M with

the common tangent

(n4-r)(n+2r+m— 4)

2

coinciding points in common.

1) Salmon. 3 Dim. § 327.
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These branches have in M the same osculating plane as C and

with this osculating- plane they have in M
{n-\-r-\-m) {n-\-2r-\-in— 4)__

coinciding points in common.

From the conditions {A) ensues that {n-\-1r-\-m) is even, so that

the three above nnmbers are integers.

The second polar surface of according to an arbitrary point

meets in the point M{n,r,m) the cuspidal curve

times and the nodal curve

n-\~2r-\-m—

4

^ (n-|-r—2)(n+r-fm)

times.

Each point R, where the tangent in M still meets a sheet of

the surface 0, counts for

r'-|-rm

—

m— r

points of intersection of the nodal curve with the second polar surface.

In the equation of Cremona ^) serving to determine A (number of

cusps of the nodal curve) we must add for every singular point

M {n, r, m) in the second member of the equation a term

{7i-\-r— 2) {?i-\-r-\-m).

In the equation of Cremona "), serving to determine t (number of

triple points of the nodal curve) we must add for every singular

point to the second member of the equation a term

n-\-2r-\-m— 4
{n-\-r— 2) {n-\-r-\-m)

Li

and for the corresponding points U a term

(w4-2r+m-4) {r^m) (r— I).

The decrease of A and t arising from the presence of a point

M (71, r, m) is not equal to the decrease of A and t caused by the

ordinary singularities necessary to form a singularitj^ J/(??,, r, ?/?). So

the equivalence of the values expressed in {B) does not extend to

numbers which are found hj means of a second polar surface.

Delft, November 1905.

1) Gremona-Curtze, Oberflachen § 104.

3) loc. cit. § 109.
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Astronomy. — ^'FreUininari/ Report on the Dutch e,vpedition to

Burgos for the observation of the total solar eclipse of

August 30, 1905," communicated by Prof. H. G. van de

Sande Bakhuyzen, in behalf of the Eclipse Committee.

In March 1904 the Eclipse Committee determined to fit out on

a small scale an expedition to Spain to observe the total solar

eclipse of August 30, 1905. The means for it were found from some

liberal gifts of private persons and of societies (Provinciaal Utrechtsch

Genootschap, Teyler's Stichting, Utrechtsch Oud-Studentenfonds, Natuur

en Geneeskundrg Congres). As observers the same persons were

appointed who had been sent to Sumatra in 1901 : Messrs. W. H.

Julius, J, H. Wilterdink and the undersigned. The observations were

to include the spectrograph}' of the corona and of the sun's limb

and, provided a fourth observer should offer himself to join as a

volunteer, the radiation of heat of the corona.

A volunteer was soon found in the person of Mr. Moll, assistant

for physics at Utrecht, and so the entire programme could be

worked out.

The outfit of the expedition consisted of:

a siderostat with a coelostat apparatus

;

two slit-spectrographs, to be directed on the coelostat mirror

;

a prismatic camera, to be directed on the northern polar mirror

;

a heat actinometer;

a pyrheliometer

;

a sextant with accessories

;

three chronometers and other auxiliary apparatus.

As the principal instruments were also used for the eclipse of

1901, I refer for the description of them to previous publications

(These Proc. Ill p. 529).

The sextant and two of the three chronometers were kindly placed

at our disposal by His Excellency "de Minister van Marine" out of

the collection of instruments at Lejxlen.

0.1 the 13^'' of August the party arrived at Burgos. This town had

been chosen for the observations not only on account of its favou-

rable situation and other outward advantages, but also because, as

far as was known at the time, it would not be visited by other

expeditions. These advantages were lost through the visit of H.M. the

King of Spain, on which occasion the town council of Burgos organised

a series of festivities which seriously interfered with the astronomical

work. For it is chiefly owing to those feasts that in spite of all
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endeavours we could get no assistants from among the educated

inhabitants of Burgos. At last one volunteer was found for the

spectrographic observations, and fortunatelj^ on the daj^ of the

eclipse some assistants offered their help; without this help the

measurements of the heat radiation especially would have been

entirely impossible.

The eclipse has been observed under very untoward circumstances.

The station of observation, the hill Lilaila, at 3 kilometers south east

of Burgos (some 18 kilometers north of the central line) was a true

desert of sand where clouds of dust and sand were blown up by

the usually very strong wind, from which the tents, kindly lent us

by the Spanish war administration could only partly protect the

instruments.

Especially the siderostat, which as a matter of course could not

be entirely covered, suftered very much from the sand-storm ;
although

it had been cleaned on August 29, the wheehvoi'k did not work

properly on August 30. The piers once being erected, it was impossible

to change the station of observation ; moreover, Lilaila oft'ered the

advantage that we could make use of the determinations of time

and geographical coordinates made by the Madrilenian astronomers

in whose camp our instruments were standing.

The weather on the eclipse day was very unfavourable. The 1^^

contact could not be observed owing to clouds, and though there

were some bright moments between the '1^^ and 2"'^ contact, the

observation of totality seemed hopeless. One minute before the

2"^ contact the rain ceased, the caps of the siderostat mirror could

be taken off, the clouds broke, and the corona was fairly visible

during 3V2 minutes, sometimes even clearly visible.

Unfortunately totality began 20 seconds earlier than the computa-

tion had predicted, — it seems that also in Algiers and at other places

in Spain a fairly large difference has been stated between observation

and computation — so that the observers were taken by surprise by

the phenomenon, much to the detriment of a smooth carrying out

of the programme.

For a detailed description of the observations I refer to the annexed

papers, which show that the results for some instruments, the very

unfavourable circumstances considered, may be called satisfactory.

At the end of my report I Avish to acknowledge thanks to the

Madrilenian astronomers, who hospitably made room for us in their

camp and who were very obliging to us in all respects; to the

Spanish civil and military authorities who kindly allowed us exemp-
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tion from import-duties and placed some tents at our disposal ; and

lastly to the Compaiii'a del Norte who forwarded the luggage of the

eclipse party by express at reduced rates.

The Secretary of the Committee

A. A. NIJLAND.

Utrecht, November 1905.

Supplement I. Measii^rement of the heat produced hy the integral

radiation of the corona and of the solar dish, hy

Prof. W. H. Julius.

The object of our heat observations was, as in 1901, 1^^ to settle

the question of 'the order of magnitude of the coronal radiation, and

2"<^, to determine the curve of the total radiation from the tirst until

the fourth contact, with the aim of deriving from it the distribution

of the radiative power over the solar disk.

The investigation has been carried out with the same actinometer

that had been constructed for the Sumatra eclipse ^); in it the rays

are caught directly on a thermopile, without the intervention of lenses

or mirrors. As long as the radiation was sufficiently intense, absolute

determinations with Angstrom's pyrheliometer were also made at

intervals, in order to make sure whether the indications of our

sensitive actinometer might be considered proportional to the received

radiation. Such pi'oving to be the case even for intense radiations,

we were quite justified in assuming proportionality also to exist for

the feeble radiatioji falling beyond the range of the pyrheliometer.

The astronomers of Madrid had a small house built in the obser-

vation camp ; thej^ kindly allowed us to dispose of one of the rooms

for setting up the galvanometer and performing the necessary

laboratory work.

Four persons were required for manipulating the apparatus, two

inside and two outside the room. Mr. W. J. H. Moll, who has also

had a prominent share in the preparation of the observations and

the setting up of the instruments, was in charge of the absolute

measurements and of noting down all the readings together with the

corresponding times. The operations of directing and exposing the

actinometer and the pyrheliometer at signals, given by the observers

inside the room, were performed very punctuallj^ by P. Eleuterio

Martinez S. J., phys. prof, at Valladolid, and P. Antonio de

1) Total Eclipse of the Sun. Reports on the Dutch Expedition to Karang Sago,

Sumatra, N". 4. Heat R.adiatiou of the Suu during the Eclipse, by W. H. Julius.
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Madariaga, S. J., tbeol. prof. at Burgos, to whom we express once

more our sincere thanks for tlieir very vahiable assistance. I myself

regulated the resistance in the circuit of the thermopile, and read the

o-alvanometer deflections.o

The conditions for measuring radiation were much more favourable

now at Burgos than during the J 901 eclipse at Karang Sago; for

then the phenomenon was permanently veiled by rather thin clouds

of very variable transparency, co\'ering the whole sky; this time

heavy clouds caused the Sun to be indeed absolutely invisible now

and then, but between the epochs of the first and the fourth contact

there were intervals i]i which the plienomenon showed itself in per-

fectl}" clear patches of the tirmament. The favourable periods have

all been utilized; thus we were able to determine some parts of the

radiation curve very sharply. After (he results of the 81 observations

had been plotted down on millimeter paper, we saw that the missing

parts of the curve could be inserted with a fair chance of exactness.

Fortunately the time between second contact and 11 minutes after

third contact was among the favourable periods. This period, however,

had been preceded by full half an hour during which no obser-

vations could be made ; and as the rift in the clouds, through which

totality just became A'isible in our camp, came quite suddenly, we

were not prepared and lost at least a minute after second contact

in arranging oiu' apparatus for highest sensitivity. Nevertheless we

compared three times the radiation of the corona with that of a

portion of the sky at a distance of about four degrees from the Sun.

The observed deflections were 9, 13 and 33 scale divisions; then a

sudden increase showed that totality was over. The effect produced

by full sunshine corresponded to 1800000 divisions, when reduced

to the same resistance of the circuit. So the smallest effect observed

during the total eclipse was
^

— of the radiation of the uneclipsed

Sun, or about -,'5 of the radiation of the full Moon. This value

must be considered as an upper limit to the radiation

emitted by those parts of the corona, which were not

screened by the Moon at the epoch of central eclipse.

Indeed, the radiation must pass through a minimum about the middle

of totality, and we are not sure that the first of tlie three obser-

vations above mentioned corresponded exactly to the central position.

Moreover, since a few thin clouds may have traversed the compared

fields, there is some uncertainty left.

An account of the observations made before and after totality and

a copy of the resulting radiation curve will be found in the com-
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plete report shortlv to be published. The shape of the unscreened

part of the solar disk being known for every monient, and the

corresponding radiation being given by the ordinates of the curve,

we have the data for calculating how the apparent emissive power
increases from the limb unto the centre of the disk. This method

avoids certain sources of error by which the results must be disturbed

when the distribution of the energy is measured in an image of the

Sun, viz. : the dilfusion of rays by the Earth's atmosphere and by

the optical train, as well as the consequences of variable radiation

emitted by the apparatus. We find a greater difference between the

heat from the limb and that from the central parts, than has been

obtained by the other method. According to our measurements the

decrease of the integral radiation from the centre to the limb follows

iiearly the same law that was found by H. C. Vogel, with the

spectrophotometer, to hold for rays of wave-lengths between 500

and 600 ftfi.

Supplement II. The prismatic camera. By Prof. A. A. Nijland.

The prismatic camera was mounted above the northern polar

mirror in such a manner that the dispersion direction is almost

perpendicular to the expected crescents of the first and the second

flash.

The programme was as follows

:

1^' flash : 5 exposures, each of ^j^ second on one plate at intervals

of 3 seconds
;

totality : 2 corona exposures, each of one minute and a half, at two
different positions of the instrument so that the plate in the

second position might show a part of the spectrum which

did not occur on the first corona plate.

2"^^ flash: 5 exposures in the same manner as those of the I^t flash.

Cadett's spectrum plates were used.

As soon as we found that we could not count upon assistance

of volunteers I had after some training acquired the necessary

skill to carry out this programme, yet I disliked the prospect of

having to do everything entirely by myself. Therefore I gladly

accepted the help of Dr. J. Kaplan (from St. Petersburg) who, having

arrived at Burgos on August 29, immediately offered his assistance.

I wish to express here my cordial thanks to him for his skillful aid.
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The two corona negatives show traces of the corona rings I 3987

and I 5303. In consequence of the general cloudiness the plates are

veiled, to which it is undoubtedly owing that the very bright green

corona ring, Avhich visually was so clearly visible, has produced such

a faint image.

The plate taken of the second flash failed entirely because the end

of totality took place 20 seconds earlier than had been computed,

and took me by surprise while I changed the plates.

Also the first flash came 20 seconds before the time computed

;

fortunately through a window in the tent I obser\'ed the rapid

approach of totality, and could start the series of 5 exposures long

before the warning sign agreed upon was given. It later appeared

that the second negative has caught about the second contact.

The second negative shows a great variety of details, which in

the ultra violet have suffered so much from absorption that for those

parts of the spectrum the first negative, taken 3 seconds before

totality', forms a very welcome supplement. These two spectra together

show between ?. 470 and ;. 367 350 crescents of very different

length and brightness; in the discussion of the meaning of the

observed particulars the three other negatives may also be used to

advantage. This discussion is reserved, however, for a more detailed

report; I only mention that the enigmatic doubling of the flash

crescents of 18 May 1901 can, in the case considered here, occur

only for wave-lengths above y 434. Though from this it follows

that the doubling may be partly due to the slanting position of the

plate the possibility of the existence of double lines in the flash

spectrum is noways excluded by this.

A closer consideration of this question is also reserved for a more

detailed report.

Supplement III. Report on the opei^ations ivith the two sUt-spectro-

graphs for the solar eclipse of August 30, 1905 by

J. H. WiLTERDINK.

Operations at Leiden. The instruments, constructed for the solar

eclipse of 1901 arrived here such a short time before they had to

be sent off to Sumatra that a thorough investigation of them was

then quite out of the question. This has been made now.

As had been decided upon the siderostat provided with a coelostat

apparatus would serve to feed the three spectral apparatus, and in
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order to render the raoimting more simple, the coelostat mirror would
be used for both slit-spectrographs instead of the southern siderostat

niiiTor.

The Eclipse Committee had consented to an alteration of the

clock-work of the coelosiderostat, so that the number of the wheels

in outside gearing, of which some were very difficult to get at for

cleaning, was reduced from 5 to 2 ; I had this constructed by

Mr. Gautier. The clock-work was received here in the middle of

July 1905. It has worked excellently.

The two spectrographs were carefully examined and cleaned.

I determined the zeros of the micrometer screws, indicating the

slit-width, by means of diffraction observations, a method which

allows of an accuracy of some microns. The adjustment of the slit

in the principal focus of the collimator object glass, which could not

be easily done with the desired accuracy in a direct way, was
indirectly performed in the following manner. By photographs made
according to the method of Hartmann I determined the position of

the photographic plate in the principal focus of the camera object

glass. Then the collimator was placed as a source of light in front

of the camera object glass, and the same photographs were made

again. From the difference between the focus found now and the

principal focus found before we could derive how much the slit

had to be removed in order to bring it in the principal focus of

the collimator object glass.

In this experiment it appeared however that both the collimator

and the camera object glass of the large spectrograph had a very

great spherical aberration, and with full aperture they were unfit to

form sharp images, while a diaphragm would cause a loss of light

which, with a view to our purpose, was inadmissible.

Therefore I ordered of Steinheil new object glasses; a single

object glass with a field of sharp definition of 2° for the collimator

and a compound one with a field of sharp definition of 15° for

the camera.

Neither of them were in store and in the available time this firm

could only supply object glasses of the first kind of which two pieces

were sent to me.

Although their fields of sharp definition were too small for the

camera I determined to try them also for this purpose, as the

middle of the spectrum was of chief interest for the photograph

intended. The spherical aberration was exceedingly small.

Meanwhile the Steamboat Company had sent word that every-

tiiing had to be shipped 10 days earlier than had been agreed upon,

35

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII.
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so that there remained no time for further experiments in Holland.

The object glasses of Zeiss of the small spectrograph were found to

be in excellent order, this instrument had produced very fine spectral

photographs. In order to slide the photographic plate for this instru-

ment during the flash phenomenon I put the clock-work in order

which in Sumatra had served for the motion of the axis carrying

the four photographic cameras. I devised an arrangement which

let slip the cord, fastened to the plate-holder, with greater velocity

than had been required in Sumatra.

As photographic plates I chose, after experiments for comparison

with four different kinds of Schleussner's plates, his "Sternwarte"

and "orthochromatic" plate. At the last moment I fortunately obtained

two kinds of plates of Cadett, known to be very good.

Operations at the camp. Besides the mounting of the different

instruments, the operations at the camp included therefore also

several experiments, as: tests for comparison of the old and new

object glasses and tests of the German and English plates.

Owing to a delay in the construction of the pier, and because

I had to take charge of two instruments, whereas according to the

original plan of the expedition each spectral apparatus would be

worked by a separate observer, and also owing to the continual

disturbances from the side of the public, these operations did not

get on at the desired speed, so that at the last moment a great

many things remained to be done and the necessary calmness, which

in America in 1900 and in Sumatra in 1901 so much contributed to

regular proceedings, was entirely wanting.

After tests for comparison we chose for object glasses those of

Steinheil, and for plates the English ones, especially as the ortho-

chromatic plates gave a much more regular spectrum than the

German plates of the same kind.

Assistance, so easily obtained at the previous expeditions was

difficult to get here. Though several weeks before we had asked

for it on all sides, a promise of assistance reached us only a feAV

days before the critical moment. Not much could be expected from

it, but I myself intended to work the small spectrograph with the

sliding plate-holder and I hoped that the very simple operations with

the large spectrograph would offer no difficulties. Joint rehearsals as

were held for days together in America and Sumatra were quite

out of the question owing to the above mentioned circumstances.

Yet, though all things were so different from what Ave might wish

them to be, I still hoped to obtain useful results.
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This, however, has not been the case.

The day of the eclipse. Through tlie unfortunate concurrence of

three entirely different disturbances, where two of them would not

have been able to prevent success, the results of the two slit-spectro-

graphs have come to nothing.

The first of these disturbances happened as follows. Some hours

before the beginning of the eclipse, the steel band which transfers

the motion of the siderostat axis to the coelostat axis was broken

entirel}^ without my fault through a movement which was altogether

inadmissible for my part of the siderostat, which we used in common.
At one end of this band, which was . fixed between two copper plates

by means of two steel screws, the two holes through which these

screws passed were torn up. This effect could not possibly have

been reached by a stress of 100 kilograms. The fact that this happened

instead of the steel band simply sliding over the steel axis was the

best refutation of the often quoted opinion that this way to transfer

motion should not be reliable. The dust, inevitable in an eclipse

camp, naturally heightened the friction of the band on the axis.

Hence it is evident that the disturbance to be mentioned next would
have had no effect on the instrument if it had been in the condition

as it was before the fracture. Fortunately I had spare bands taken

with me and a new one could be put on, which operation, however,
cost three quarters of an hour of our time which began to grow
more and more precious, nor did this incident contribute to the

quietness so indispensable at an eclipse.

During the first part of the first partial phase, as often as the

sun was visible through the clouds, we could control whether the

image of the sun fell on the slit and it could be easily kept there.

Now, however, something happened which in America and in the

East Indies would have been utterlj^ impossible, but proved to be

inevitable in Spain as experience had taught me during a fortnight.

During the second half of the first partial phase, a little more than

a quarter of an hour before the critical moment mj assistant admitted

several persons near my apparatus. Against this I was altogether

powerless. It seems that one of these unwished for visitors has pushed
against the coelostat mirror and thus disturbed it, from which may
be inferred that the newly fastened band has more or less given way
at its fastening points and the friction on the axis was not sufficient

to prevent disturbance.

Had not over and above — the third disturbance — the sky been
clouded and the sun for the rest of the time been invisible, I should



( 510)

have detected the absence of the image by means of the controlling

telescope and could have removed the mirror into its proper position,

now, however, the absence of any image was quite accounted for

by the clouds. As a few seconds before the beginning of totality

the sun broke through the clouds the absence of the image was

stated and the displacement of the mirror became manifest; yet

without proper assistance it was impossible to put it in order.

(December 21, 1905).
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